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PREFACE
This document is part of a series (see inside front cover) that describes data sets and related
spacecraft and investigations from space science and applications flight investigations. The series
describes the data sets held by the National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) and some of the
data sets held by NASA-funded and other investigators. The series comprises documents that
point to extensive data sets held and serviced by other Government agencies. This document is the
second and last volume of the catalog for the Geostationary and High-Altitude Scientific category.
The first volume described the spacecraft and investigations and listed personnel names and
affiliations. This volume describes the data sets associated with the various investigations.
NSSDC is now beginning to provide remote electronic accessibility of its information files.
We would like to thank the many investigators who have submitted their data for archiving at
NSSDC for their cooperation in supplying current status information. We are particularly indebted
to the many past and present NSSDC personnel who interacted with the investigators in bringing to
NSSDC the flight data and who provided the initial input for many of the descriptions appearing in
this catalog. Thanks are also extended to the other NSSDC personnel who have been involved in
the information handling necessary to produce this volume. Special acknowledgment is given to
Karen Satin and Mary Elsen for their extensive editorial assistance, and to Patricia Ross for her
valuable assistance with the computer data base.
The Data Center is continually striving to increase the usefulness of its data holdings, supporting
indexes, and documentation. Scientists are invited to submit their space science data and related
documentation to NSSDC. Their comments on, and corrections to, the present catalog will be
greatly appreciated. Catalog recipients are urged to inform potential data users of its availability.
Norman J. Schofield
R. Parthasarathy
H. Kent Hills
May 1988
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INTRODUCTION

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 PURPOSE
The National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) was established by the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA) to provide data and information from space science and
applications flight investigations in support of additional studies beyond those performed as the
principal part of any flight mission. This document is part of the 11-volume NSSDC Data Catalog
Series for Space Science and Applications Flight Missions, which describes (1) the spaceflight
investigations for which NSSDC possesses data or can direct people to the data source, (2)
available data sets held by NSSDC, (3) some data sets held and serviced by NASA-funded
investigators, and (4) some data sets held and serviced by other investigators. The series also
points to extensive data sets held and serviced by other Government agencies, particularly the
National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). There is one major omission
from this series: the extensive set of data obtained from the lunar missions conducted by NASA,
supplemented by a few small photographic data sets from Soviet missions. These data are
described in the Catalog of Lunar Mission Data (NSSDC/WDC-A-R&S 77-02) and will not be
repeated in this series, except for a few cases. The data from IMP-E, the Apollo 15 subsatellite,
and the Apollo 16 subsatellite are included in this series since they are important to disciplines other
than those connected with lunar studies. Some of the experiments of the Apollo ALSEP missions
also yielded useful data for magnetospheric and interplanetary physics, but these are not included
in the series, because the instruments were confined to the surface of the moon. Readers should
consult the Catalog of Lunar Mission Data if they are interested in such data sets.
The series consists of (1) five volumes that describe the spacecraft and their associated
experiments, separated into various categories, (2) five corresponding volumes that describe the
available investigation data sets and the available orbital information, and (3) a master index
volume. The five categories of spacecraft are (i) Planetary and Heliocentric, which includes
planetary flybys and probes; (ii) Meteorology and Terrestrial Applications; (iii) Astronomy,
Astrophysics, and Solar Physics, which are all geocentric except the selenocentric RAE-B; (iv)
Geostationary and High-Altitude Scientific; and (v) Low- and Medium-Altitude Scientific. It is
impossible to provide an organization of categories that separates the investigations cleanly into
scientific disciplines, since many missions were multidisciplinary. With the above organization,
which is partly discipline-oriented and partly orbit-oriented, it was found that in nearly all cases a
given spacecraft belonged clearly to only one of the five categories. The few exceptions
encountered have resulted in some data sets appearing in more than one data set volume.
Each volume is organized in a way that is believed to be most useful to the user, and the
organization for each volume is described in Section 1.2, Organization. For the standard types of
orbital information, i.e., predicted, refined, and extended, the available ephemeris data sets are
indicated in tabular form (see Appendix A) to avoid repeating the same brief description an
inordinate number of times. The standard description of a data set from an investigation is a free-
text brief description, as the wide variety of instruments precludes using a tabular format in most
cases.
It is hoped that this series will serve for many years as the source documentation for data in the
disciplines that NSSDC handles. The continuing NSSDC Data Listing series will be used to
update the time intervals for which data are available and to identify, in brief form, the new data
sets that become available in the future. The continuing series of NSSDC's Report on Active and
Planned Spacecraft and Experiments will be used to describe the new spacecraft and experiments
that are placed in orbit. However, NSSDC is bringing its information files to a state of remote
electronic accessibility so that users can have easy access to the most current information.
1.2ORGANIZATION
Volumes2A and2B of theNSSDCData Catalog Series for Space Science and Applications Flight
Missions deal with earth-orbiting spacecraft and investigations mainly at geostationary and higher
altitudes. However, proprietary data sets (mainly from Coordinated Data Analysis Workshops, or
CDAWs) are omitted. Also included are three lunar-orbiting spacecraft and some others whose
apogees did not attain the geostationary altitude. Volume 2A contains descriptions of only those
investigations for which NSSDC has data sets (or reasonably expects to receive them), knows of
their location and has descriptions of them, or has notice that data no longer exist. There are
several investigations for which NSSDC has no data sets and for which no description or
information on availability of data could be obtained. These investigations are listed in the
Introduction to Volume 2A.
This volume, 2B, contains descriptions of available data sets from the investigations described in
Volume 2A. In view of the above selection criteria, a number of the investigations described in
Volume 2A do not have corresponding data sets in Volume 2B. However, nearly all the spacecraft
and investigation descriptions for the data sets in this volume are given in Volume 2A. The few
descriptions that were not in Volume 2A are given in Appendix B of the present volume.
Appendix B also contains one spacecraft description (for ISEE 3/ICE) to which significant
information has been added since the publication of Volume 2A.
In this volume, the principal subject areas are magnetospheric physics, space plasmas, and fields
and particles, but the spacecraft selection is based on the orbit category. No attempt has been made
here to reference investigations that are related to the above subject areas but are carried on
spacecraft described in other volumes of this series.
For easy reference to Volume 2A, the data set descriptions in Volume 2B are organized in the same
manner as the spacecraft and investigation descriptions of Volume 2A. The data set descriptions,
therefore, are presented alphabetically by spacecraft common name. Under each spacecraft name,
the appropriate investigations are given alphabetically by the name of the principal investigator.
Under each investigation heading, the data set descriptions are arranged according to the NSSDC
ID, which is an identification code based on the international ID (see Appendix D for an
explanation of the NSSDC ID system). The data set ID is the investigation ID followed by a letter
that is assigned (in alphabetical order) whenever a new data set is received at NSSDC. If the data
set sequence for an experiment is not continuous (e.g., 01A, 01B, 01D), it means that the omitted
data sets do not meet the selection criteria given in the first paragraph of this section.
Each data set entry begins with the following fixed-field information: the data set short and long
names, the NSSDC ID, the time period covered, the quantity of data, and the medium on which the
data are stored. The 33-character short name is included because it is the only name that appears in
the periodic publication NSSDC Data Listing, which for many years has been the principal means
of announcing NSSDC data.
The data set description, in free text, is given below the fixed-field data. An attempt has been made
to indicate first the source of the data set, its basic contents, and its medium. For data contained on
magnetic tapes, the stated characteristics are those of the magnetic tapes that currently hold the
corresponding data. If these characteristics are not suitable, data users should discuss their
requirements with the NSSDC staff; NSSDC may be able to provide the same data in a more
convenient tape format. Following the introductory statements, a more detailed description of the
data set contents is given. Additional information is typically available at NSSDC for the data sets,
and this information is provided either on request or with the information packet that is sent with
the requested data.
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Certainpublications that contain extensive tables of reduced data have been identified as data sets,
to provide helpful information for locating these tables. As a general rule, NSSDC does not
provide these publications. If the publication of interest is not readily available, as might be the
case for an internal agency report, NSSDC in most cases can provide a microfiche of its file copy
or, if necessary, a photocopy of the original report.
Section 3, Index of Data Sets, which follows the Data Set Descriptions section, is ordered in the
same manner as the data set descriptions. Also included in the index are the spacecraft launch
dates, experiment names, data set names and time spans, and pages of this volume on which the
data set descriptions may be found.
In many of the NSSDC data sets, the corresponding spacecraft ephemeris data are merged with the
data from the investigations. In some cases, the ephemeris data must be obtained from separate
standard data sets identified by the spacecraft ID followed by the designation 00A, 00B, or 00C.
The 00A, 00B, and 00C data sets are described only once (in Appendix A), since each type is very
uniform in content and format. The availability of such data sets for the spacecraft of interest in this
volume is indicated by a table given also in Appendix A. In some other cases there may be some
additional data sets associated with the spacecraft and designated as 00D, 00E, 00F, etc. These
data sets may contain non-standard types of ephemeris information, or they may provide other
spacecraft-related data such as tables showing when the spacecraft was turned on or indexes
providing a comprehensive summary of available data. Descriptions of spacecraft data sets with
designations other than 00A, 00B, and 00C are listed in Section 2, Data Set Descriptions, after the
spacecraft name and before the investigation data sets.
Appendix C provides a chronological listing of the spacecraft for which data sets are available and
described in this catalog, as well as their typical orbital parameters.
Certain words, phrases, and acronyms used in this volume are defined in Appendix D.
Document Request Forms and Data Request Forms have been provided at the end of this volume.
1.3 NSSDC PURPOSE, FACILITIES, AND SERVICES
The National Space Science Data Center was established by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration to provide data and information from space and earth science and applications
investigations in support of additional studies beyond those performed by principal investigators.
As part of that support, NSSDC has prepared this series of volumes providing descriptions of
archived data, which is divided into five categories as presented in Section 1.1, Purpose. (See also
inside front cover.) In addition to its main function of providing selected data and supporting
information for further analysis of space science flight experiments, NSSDC produces other
publications. Among these are the Report on Active and Planned Spacecraft and Experiments and
various users' guides.
Virtually all the data available at or through NSSDC result from individual experiments carried on
board individual spacecraft. The Data Center has developed an information system utilizing a
spacecraft/investigation/data identification hierarchy. This catalog is based on the information
contained in that system. The Data Center is developing a new online information base, using a
relational data base model, to facilitate easy electronic access by remote users through the Space
Physics Analysis Network (SPAN) or by using a telephone dial-up capability (301-286-9000, then
"NSSDCA" at prompt). Further details may be obtained by contacting the NSSDC User Support
Office (301-286-9794).
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NSSDC provides facilities for reproduction of data and for onsite data use. Researchers are invited
to study the data while at the Data Center. The Data Center staff will assist users with data
searches and with the use of equipment. In addition to spacecraft data, the Data Center maintains
some supporting information and data that may be related to the needs of the researchers.
The services provided by NSSDC are available to any individual or organization resident in the
United States, and to researchers outside the United States through WDC-A-R&S. Normally, a
charge is made to cover the cost of reproducing and processing the requested data. The researcher
is notified of the charge, and payment must be received prior to processing. However, as
resources permit, the director of NSSDC may waive charges for modest amounts of data when
they are to be used for scientific studies or for specific educational purposes and when they are
requested by an individual affiliated with (1) NASA installations, NASA contractors, or NASA
grantees; (2) other U.S. Government agencies, their contractors, or their grantees; (3) universities
or colleges; (4) state or local governments; or (5) nonprofit organizations.
Data Request Forms have been provided at the end of this volume to facilitate ordering data from
NSSDC: .A researcher may also obtain data described in this catalog by letter, telephone request,
onslte wslt, or electronic mail utilizing SPAN or Telenet. Anyone who wishes to obtain data for a
scientific study should specify the NSSDC ID and the time span (and/or location) of interest. A
researcher should also specify why and when the data are needed, the subject of the work,
organizational affiliation, and any Government contracts acquired to perform the study. The Data
Center staff is available to help requesters identify data sets for use.
NSSDC would also appreciate receiving copies of all publications resulting from studies in which
data supplied by NSSDC have been used. It is further requested that NSSDC, as well as the
investigator, be acknowledged as the source of the data.
Data can be provided in a format or medium other than that described in this catalog. For example,
magnetic tapes can be reformatted; some data sets can be provided on floppy disks; computer
printout or microFdmed listings can be reproduced from magnetic tape; enlarged paper prints can be
made from data on photographic film and microfilm, etc. WORM and CD-ROM optical disks will
soon be coming into use. NSSDC/WDC-A-R&S will provide the requester with an estimate of the
response time and, when appropriate, the charge for such requests.
The Data Center's address for information (for U.S. researchers) follows:
National Space Science Data Center
Code 633.4
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
Telephone: (301) 286-6695
Telex No.: 89675 NASCOM GBLT
TWX No.: 7108289716
SPAN Address: NCF::REQUEST
Researchers who reside outside the United States should direct requests for information to the
following address:
World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites
Code 630.2
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771 U.S.A.
Telephone: (301) 286-6695
Telex No.: 89675 NASCOM GBLT
TWX No: 7108289716
SPAN Address: NCF::REQUEST
Foraccessto amenuof information,limited datadirectory,andlimited datadisplay,requesters
mayuseSPANto log onto theNSSDCAnode,with NSSDCasUsername.No passwordis
required.NSSDCmayalsobereachedby Telenet;currentproceduresareavailablefrom the
NSSDCNetworkHofline (301-286-7251).Thelimited datadirectoryisbeingcontinually
expandedanddeveloped,andallowsusersto searchfor usefuldatasetsby severalmethods.
1.4 DATA ACQUISITION
NSSDCinvitesmembersof thescientificcommunityinvolvedin spaceflightinvestigationsto
submitdatato theDataCenteror to provideinformationaboutthedatasetsthattheypreferto make
accessiblethemselves.TheDataCenterassignsadisciplinespecialisto workwith each
investigatoror scienceworkingteamto determinetheformsof datathatarelikely to bemostuseful
to thecommunityof usersthatobtaindatafrom NSSDC,andto helpin preparationof theProject
DataManagementPlan(PDMP)requiredof all NASA flight projects.Additionalinformationon
PDMPsandonarchivingof datais availableonrequest.ThepamphletGuidelines for Submitting
Data to the National Space Science Data Center can be provided on request.
1.5 COMPOSITE SOLAR WIND FIELD AND PLASMA DATA SET
Most data sets available from NSSDC were obtained from individual instruments flown on
individual spacecraft. These data sets are described in the spacecraft/instrument-sorted computer
output listings on the following pages. In addition, NSSDC holds some multisource data sets not
described in the following pages. Such a data set is described in this section.
NSSDC has created, and periodically updates, a composite, hourly resolution, near-earth solar
wind magnetic field and plasma data set. The data now span the period 1963-87. The magnetic
field data, from about 12 different spacecraft, include Cartesian components, magnitudes, direction
angles, and variances. Geocentric Solar Ecliptic and Geocentric Solar Magnetospheric coordinates
are used. The plasma data include proton density, temperature, flow speed and direction angles,
and variances, and are also from about 12 different spacecraft. In addition to the in-situ solar wind
data, the data set contains selected solar and geomagnetic activity indices (R, C9, Kp, Dst).
The data set is available on magnetic tape (ASCII and binary), on CD-ROM, and in a series of
paper books (Interplanetary Medium Data Book, NSSDC 77-04 and 77-04A, and supplements,
NSSDC 79-08, 86-04, and 86-04A). In addition, the 1973-87 portion of this data set is available
on line on the NSSDC VAX via SPAN, other computer networks, and dial-up. Enter NSSDC at
the Username prompt, then follow the prompts and menus. Users may list to their screens, or
create files to download, any subset of the hourly parameters for any time period of interest.
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DATA SET DESCRIPTIONS

oo.wooeoeeaoeeaewooweoeeeeoeeeew*eeeeeoeaeaeoeeeeoeeeaaeeoaoee°
oeeaeeeo*aaeoo0eeoeaoea AHPTE/CCE oaweoooeoooowoawo*eeoeaeeoaae
AMPTE/CCE. GLOECKLE_
CHARGE _GY MASS SPECTROH_FR(CH_)
............................................
Data set name - COLOR SPECTRO0_AHS
NSSDC ID 84-080A O3A, COLOR SPECTROGRAMS.SLIDES
Time period covered 08/17/B4 10 07/08/85
Quantity of data 06_D C0[OR SLIDES
lhe slides labeled F]hlE_GY-TIM[ provide 64 min averages
of differential energy fluxes of selected ions, in color code
and in separate panels. The ions are H_, He4, Het_, and 0+.
There is one slide for a full orbital period. The energy range
is from 1 to 300 keV. The L value, local time (LT), and
magnetic latitude (MLT) of the spacecraft are printed along the
U] axis. The slides labeled AN[SOTROPY lIME provide pitch
angle dependent differential flu=ms aL selected energy values,
for several ions, and in color code. 1he H* and Oe spectra are
at energies of 2, 20, and ]00 keY; the Hew and He*4 data are at
energies of 20 and 100 keY. Pitch angle is specified by 32
angular sectors; a pair of dotted lines identifies the settlers
that correspond to a pitch angle of gO deg. At the bottom of
each slide are indicated the t value, local Lime (LT), and
magnetic latitude of the spacecraft, lime coverage of each
slide ;s full orbital period. The slides labeled N/Q-TIME
provide 6._ averaged fluxes of ions (counts/s) ;n colormin
code function of br[ and M/Q. in separate panels of
approx?:at: ....... gas. Th .......... g ..... 0 ?-2.0.
2.0 3.5, 3.5-4.2, 42 8.80 08 13. 13 15. 15 18, ?_-26, 26 32,
32-38, and 38 94 amu 1he M/Q values are accurate, oven if
they occasionally exceed the mass range slightly. Along the U_
aE;s are specified the L value, local time (LT), and magnetic
Inbitude (8LT). The slides labeled M]SC time provide particle
flux (counts/s) spectra in color code E_cb slide has four
panels. The first panel provides 0_+ flux as a function of
energy (1 300 keY) and Lime (1/1) The second panel has a
similar spectrum for all ions, irrespective of mass or charge.
The third panel provides a similar spectra as a function of
mass number and LFI The fourth panel is a flux spectrum as a
function of M/Q (1 74) and LFI. Along the UT axis are marked
the [ values, local time (|T), and magnetic latitude lh;s
data set is part of a composite data set, mhich contains a_J
specLrgrams made during each fuji orbit from the three
experimenLs, R4 088A 01. 84 088A 0_, and 84 088A 03, and is
grouped in separate packages
Data set name CHARGE E]_I_GY MASS SP[CIRUM S)DU
NSSDC ID 84-OBgA038, CHARGE [NEJ_CY MASS SPECIRUH SFDU
Time period covered 08/28/84 10 12/31/84
Quantity of data 2 R[EIS 0F IAPE
These 6 4 m;n averages of data from the
Charge-_ergy Mass (CH_I) experiment are written on 9 track
magnetic tapes, at 62S0 hpi and in SF1)L I formaL. _ch physical
block has a fixed length of _D,480 bytes, mriLten in
Engllsh/ASCII and VAX binary representation The volume header
file provides an outline of the content and structure of
entries. ]t is followed by an ephemeris file of many blocks,
mh ch ncJudes data on CSF Cartesian components of the
spacecraft)s location and velocity, its Jar rude and longitude,
Cartesian components of the measured magnetic field,
latitude and local Lime of the spacecraft, and local time of
the subsatellite point, each listed every b min. Written next
is an altitude file that includes the right ascension and
declination of the direction of the spin axis. and the spin
rate, listed once every orbit It is followed by an 'events =
file that includes information on maneuvers, data gaps,
anomalous conditions, eL.. The final sequence of files
contains the CHI_4 data ritten as one file per day of data.
E_ch logical record of b656 bytes includes the folloming
6.4-min averages: directional differential flukes (]/(cmeo2 s
sr keV/_) of H_, Hee. Hee*, 0_, and 0++ from 16 channels
covering thm range 1.77 300.0 keY/Q; directional fluxes in
three energy ranges (only gmo for He) from each of the 32
angular sectors in the spin plane, of the above five species
and in the same units; and $12 matrix elements in a mass vs
mass/charge space Energy values of the matrix elements extend
over the entire energy range of the instrument, and
intercomparislon o¢ the elements should be avoided_ Also
_ncluded are data on the locaL;on of the spacecraft and
measured CSE Cartesian components of the magnetic field• The
header of each file provides adeguate information on the
co[[tent, structure° units, etc., _o that little or no external
documentation ;s required to abstract data of interest,
Caution: the particle data are not corrected for background
c Jars0 and experimenters must be contacted for these counts.
AMPTE/CCE, MCENIIRE
MEDIUM E_IE]_CY PARTICLE ANALYZER (MEPA)
............................ - ......
Data set name - COLOR SPECTROGRAMS
NSSDC ID 84 O88A O_A, COLOR SPECTROGRAMS.SLIDES
Time period covered 08117184 10 07/08/85
Quantity of data - 0650 COLOR SLIDES
_ch of the 3S mm slides, entitled MF_ °A ANGULAR
DISTRIBUTION, covers a time span of one orbital period and
contains two princ_pal panels. These spectrograms provide
directional fJuies of ions, in color code, averaged over fairly
broad energy bands; one panel is assigned Lo each ionic
species, and it is specified by time and angular sector
numbers, 1 32 The fluzes are averages over 6.4 mln. A pair
of dotted curves specifies the sector numbers that contain
90 dee pitch angle fluxes. As labeled in each panel, the ionic
species may be, irrespective of charge number, either H (energy
band 56 190 keV), or He (7_ 240 keY and 600 1900 keV), or C N 0
group (137--365 keY and Q10-23_0 keY). There are three
additional panels, without species discrimination (and,
presumably, dominated by H4), covering the energy bands 34 SO,
83 }51, and _40 ]000 keY. At the bottom of each slide is a
slim panel that provides the smallest angle made by the viewing
cone of the instrument g;th the magnetic field direction Zero
pitch angle fluxes ore sampled only rarely. Another curve in
the same panel provides the rms variation of the O-field
magnitude during the averaging interval of 84 min. _ch of
the slides labeled N_PA _A SPFCTRUI4 provides intensities
(counts/s) of atomic species, regardless of charge number, as a
function of time of flight (over a 10 cm path) and energy, in
color code. 1he intensity in each of the panels in a slide ;s
average over a few hours and a corresponding band of
_values, both of which are labeled on each panel. There are
[lye Lick marks on the energy axis and another five on the time
of flight (TO[) axis They are, from Jell t_) right, SO, 100,
5_, l O00, and .r_)O0 keV; and, bottom to top, 5, lO, 20. SO, and
100 ns, Each of the color coded sloping lines (or bands)
pertains to one atomic species, irrespective of charge number
]L is easy tO a_certain the atomic species of each line by
means of pair of IO_ (mhich contains velocity information)
and energy _alues on the line _ach of the slides labeled MEPA
[]_[]_CY SPECIRUH provides in five separate panels the
differential energy flu=as, in color code, of (a) _e, (b) C N 0
group, (c) He, (d) H, and (e) all ;gas, _rrespective of mass
The f{uxes are averages over a 6 4 min period The pitch angle
information contained in the sixth panel is often erroneous
Alongside the time axis are indicated the I values and magnetic
local times (ML1) of the spacecraft locations, lhese slides
from the 84 088A 02 experiment are part of a composite data set
that conLains slides from the other two particle experiments,
i.e., 84 088A O] and 84 088A 03.
Oaba set nile 64 MIN, HASS [_[_CY SPECTRA, PO0| SFDU
DAIA
NSSDC ID B4-OBeA 02B, 64 MIN,MASS ENERGY SPECTRA, PD0!
Time period covered 08/16/84 10 )2/31/04
Quantity of data 3 R_LS 0E 1APk
AMPIE/CC|, POTE]MRA
CC[ MAGN[_OMETE_ (MAC)
Data set name SURVEY PLOIS ON MICRO! ICH)
NssDC ID 84 088A ObA, SURVEY P|OTS, MICROfICttE
Time period covered 08/2Z184 TO 07/18/85
Quantity of data - 65 CARDS OF B/W MICRDFICHf
Ibis data set contains data from leo euperiments:
fiuxgaLe Magnetometer (68 s averages of 0 field) and plasma
Wave Detector (6_ s averages of E field) hch fiche conLalns
S days of data in frames of 8 h duration, the 8 field frames
(ID=84-O88A ObA) contain plots of X. Y, Z components of the
field in CSH coordinates and Lhe magnitude B, all ;n nT. Also
provided are the latitude (theta) nnd the longitude (phi) of
Lhe 0 vector in CSM, and standard deviations of the components
;n the spin plane and along the spin nx;s In addition Lo
these, the frame also contains 5 50 Hz bnnd outputs of the
field component in the X Y plane and OZ, la_beled, respectively,
X ElL1 and Y-FILT. The E field frames ;n each fiche contain
plots of plasma wave intensities, in five frequency b_nds
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centered at ]00 Hz, 730 Hz, 5.4 kHz. 30 kHz, and 178 kHz. The
bandwidth of each channel ;s30ti of its center frequency. The
intensities are expresmed as logarithms of volt_s/(m-sqrt Hz).
For the four lower frequency channels, the frames also contain
the peak values of the ;ntensltiem in each 62-s interval. Also
indicated in each frame are the values of E-parameter, local
time, and geomagnetic latitude° and the radial disLance of the
spacecraft. The NS_OC ID for the E field experiment is
84-O88A-04A.
Data set name HAGNFrIC FIELD VECTOR SFOUDATA ON
HACN_rIC TAPE.
NSSDC ID 84-088A-050. HACNI_IC FIELD VECTOR SFIXJ
Time period covered - 018;/10/04 TO 12/31/84
Quantity of data - | REEL OF TAPE
These 68-s averages of magnetic field data are mrittan on
Q-track magnetic tapes, et 6_50 bp] and in SF_ format. Each
physical block has a fixed length of 12,288 bytes, writton ;n
Engllsh/ASCI1 and VAX binary representation. The volume header
file prey;des _ outline of the content and structure of
entries. It ; nfolloved by an ephemeris file of many blocks,
mhich includes data on CSE Cartesian components of the
spacecraft's Iocitlon and velocity it, s latitude and longitude,
Carteslan components of the magnetic field, SM latitude and
local tlge of the spacecraft, and local time of the
subsitelllte point, each listed every 5 min. Written next is
an attitude file that includes the right ascension and
declination of the direction of the spin azls, and the spin
rate, listed once every orbit. ]t is followed by an levantsI
file that includes information on maneuvers, dill gaps,
anomalous conditions, etc. The final sequence of files
contains the magnetic field data, mr;atom as one file per day
of data. F_ch logical record of 00 bytes provides time, 68-s
averages of GSE and _ Cartesian components of the field (nT),
and standard deviations along and perpendicular to the spin
axis. Also provided are components, along and perpendicular to
the spln plane, of live alpJitudes (volts) in the 5 _O Hz band.
The header of each file provides all necessary information
about data content, formaL, units, etc so that little or no
external documentation is needed to extract data of interest.
AHPTE/CCE, SCARF
P_SMA WAVE EXP_LMENI (l_dE)
DaLa set name SLJRVEY PLOTS ON MICROFICHI
NSSDC ID 84 088A-O4A, SURV[_f PLOTS, MICROFICHE
Time period covered 08/27/84 TO 07/18/8.5
Quantity of data 65 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
This data set contains data from tee experiments:
Flu,gate Magnetometer (68 s averages of B field) and Plasma
Wave Detector (6_ s averages of E-field). Each fiche contains
5 days of data ;n frames of 8 h duration. The B-field frames
(ID=84_O88A-OSA) contain plots of X, Y, • components of the
field in CSM coordinates and the magnitude R, all in nT. Also
provided are the latitude (there) and the long;rude (phi) of
the 0-vector in GSt4, and standard deviations of the components
in the spin plane and along the sp_n axis. ]n addition to
these, the frame also contains 5 50 Hi band outputs of the
field component ;n the X Y plane and BZ, labeled, respect;rely,
X F]LT and Y FILl The E field Trames ;n each fiche contain
plots of plasma wave intensities, in five frequency bands
can tared at 100 Hz. /30 Hz, 5.4 kHz, 30 kHz, and 178 kHz. The
bandeidth of each channel is 30, of its cen£er frequency. The
intensities are eipressed _s Iogarith_ of volts/(m sqrt Hz).
For the four lower frequency channels, the frames also contain
the peak values of the intensities in each 62 s interval. Also
ind;cBted in each frame are the values of L-parameter, local
time. and geomagnetic latitude, and the radial distance oT the
spacecraft. 1he hlSSDC ]D for the B field experiment ;s
84C_BA 05A
Data set name 6_ SFCOND AVE_ACE AND PEAK VA|UL_ St-DU
DATA ON HAC_IEIIC TAPE.
NS_)C ID 84 OOBA-O4R, 6_ S AV_AQF • PEAK VALUES, SF_4J
lime period covered 00/17/84 TO 1_/31/84
_uanLity of data ] RFIJ_ OF 1APE
These 62 s averages of plasma wave data are written on
9-track magnetic tapes, at 6250 bpl and in SI_J formal Each
physical block has a f;,ed length of 1_,_ bytes, written In
EngLish/ASCII and VAX binary representation. The volume header
file provides an outline of the content and structure of
entr,es. It is followed by an ephemeris file of many blocks,
mh;ch includes data on CS_ Cartesian components Of the
spacecraft's J_|ti_wl and vmlocity, i t_ latitude and Ionglt_de,
Cartesian compoeont_ of the measured mmgnetic field, SH
lit;rude and local ti_e of t_e _4_acecraft, and local time of
the subsatelli to point, each listed every 5 m;n. Wrltf_n ne_t
is an attitude file that includes the right ascension and
declination of t_e d;rectlo_ of the spin axis, and t_e spin
rate, listed once every orbit. It is foil el led by in leventsl
file that includes information on maneuverm, data gaps,
anomalous conditions, etc. The f;nml sequence of files
contains the plasma mavm dati, mrltta_n _s (_e file per day of
data_ Each logical record of 74 bytes provides time, 62-m
avmriges of pOWer spectra (V/(I HzeeO.5)) and their peak valuos
from five channels CO_|00 0_73, 5_4, 30.0, ind 178 kHz), and
the number of 0.6_-s samples (u_aJJy 1_O) f_hat mere averaged.
The file header of each file providms all nece_ary information
cm content, format, unit_s, mac., so t_at little or no elternal
documentation is needed to extract data of interest.
..................... _ .............................
AHPTE/CCE, SHELLEY
HOT PLASHACI)_POSlTION I_I(PI_RIH_MT (ItPCE)
...............................................
Data set nile - COL[]I_ S_EC_RI]I_RJI_
NSSDC ID 84-088A-OIA, COLOR SPECT_,SLIDF_S
Time period covered - 08/|7/e4 TO 07/08/85
_uantlty of dale - 8650 COLOR SEIDE_
This data set conslst_ of 35 ml color slides, grouped
_ogether as cmm package per orbit_ Each package contains
several slides, dependlng upon t_e operational _ode of the
instrument. Typically, the instrument eas operated in the
Imams average m _e for ah_t 3 days/mo_th and ;n the "energy
average i _de for _7 days/_th. Haas average _e: there are
seven such slides per orbit_ One slide provides the folloming
6.4-mln averages: differential flux (in color code) of ions,
irrespective of mass, in an mnerg_ vs tie panel; dlffmrential
fluxes of ;gas ;n ener_y ranges O-Io 1-4, and 4-18 keY, ;n
three separate panels of pitch angle vs time; and a similar set
of 1,3 panels for the electrc_s. There are three slides, each
covering _ time span of 1/3 of an orbit, _hat provide 32-m;n
averages f fluxes (c_nts/s) ;n color code, in panels of mass
channel number vs mnergy, from the counts accumulated mhen the
field of vie_ was pirallml or antipmrallel _o the _ field.
Likemise, there are three more slides that are based _ the
fluxes collected perpendicular to the R-field. Energy average
mode: there are three slides per orbit. One slide is
essentially the same _ the 6.4 min slide described above.
Another slide provid , in five separate panels, the
differential flu:as of H4, ,4, He*, _, and 0.I, in color
code, and on i time vs energy format. The third slide deals
with the pitch angle distribution of the H+ and 0, flu:es
(color coded) ;n panels of time vs energy. All three of these
slides use 6.4 lin averages of the counts. All the
above mentioned slides contain information on the spacecraft
coordinates such as magnetic latitude, local time, and L value.
The documenLatio_ that is available witJh the data set provides
additional information. The data process;rig s_fteare evolved
through about _ versions and the plotting software through
about eight versions before the N_SOC slides mere produced at
the APL/JHU /_qPTE-CCE Data Center. Finally, elth a scientific
rationale, these slides from the Hob Plasma Composition
_xperiment are actually a sunset of a composite data set that
contains slides frog the other two i_ e_periments on CC_,
i.e., 84-0_ 02 and 84-0_8A O3, mh;ch cover higher energy
ranges. The ion mass spectr_eLer of the 84 088A O] experiment
has been inoperatlonal since April 4, ]9_L_.
Data seL name 6.4-HIN. HASS EN_RCY SPECTRA POOl SFDU
DATA
NSSDC ]0 84 O_eA-010, 64 MIN, H_SS I_II_DY SPECTRA, POOl
lime period covered 08J16184 10 12/3]184
QuanLiLy of data 3 REJEI S OF IAPE
Data set name ORBITAL PL01S FI)_ Prl]MIS PFR]0_
)_
NSSOC ID 84-0888 000, ORBITAL PLOTS FOR PROMIS PERIOD
Time period covered - 03/29/86 TO 06/16/86
Quantity of data - 3 CARDS OF B/W HICROFICHE
This data set, on microfiche, prey;des orbital plots of
the spacecraft for the PROHIS period, Hitch 29-June 16, 1986.
Each frame covers a time interval of 24 h and contains plots of
X, Y, and Z components (CS,q), ;n earth rid;;, of the red;us
vector be the spacecraft. Also plotted is the distance of the
spacecraft from a modeled neutral sheet (D, Fairfield, d.
Ceophys. Res., vol. 8S, p. 775, 1980), ;n earth radii.
...........................................................
AHPTE/TRH, HAUSL E_
pLASHA WAVE SPECTROHET_
............................................
Data set name - 5-SECOND AVE]_ACE_) PLASHA WAVE AHPL]TtJOES
DATA ON NACNETIC TAPE
NSSOC ID 84-088B-O4B, 6-5 AVB_ PLASHAWAVE AHPLITUDES,TP
Time period covered 03/21/85 TO 11/09/85
Quantity of data 23 RF_=LS OF TAPE
This data set is part Of a composite set that contains
data from four experiments on IRM. Written on 9 trick tapes.
at 6250 bp;. and in VAX data representa[ion and ASCII text.
each tape co•Gains 2 weeks of data. with each file covering one
pass over West Germany. Included in each logical record ire
the 5 s average and peak implltudes (V/(m*Hzee.6)) of electric
fields, through 16 channels covering the range of 0.031 178.0
kHz, and S-s average amplitudes of mignetlc f_elds, through 7
channels cover;no [he range of 0.35-10.0 kHz. Also contained
in each logical record ire the range (hi), CSE latitude and
longitude (deg). distances (km) above [he ecliptic and
(modeled) neutral sheets, nominal L value, and measured D-fleld
magnltude (nl).
.................................................
AHPTE/IRN, HOVESIADT
SUPRATHERHAL ]0RIC CHARGE ANALYZER
(SULEICA)
Data set nile 5 SECOND AV[3_ACED SUPRA TH_HAL ]ONS DATA
ON HACNETIC TAPE
NSSOC ]D 84-OP_O 06A, 5 S AVER SUPRATHRHA[ IONS, TAPE
Time period covered 03/21/85 TO 11/09/85
Quantity of data 23 RFFIS OF TAPE
Thls data set is part of a composite set that cent•ins
data from four experiments on ]RH. Written on 9 trick tapes.
It 6250 bpi0 and in VAX data representation and ASCII text.
each tape con[alas 2 weeks of dill. with each file covering one
pass over West Germany. Included in eich logical record are
the 5-s iverages of proton fluxes through each of the eight
angular sac[ors in the spin plane. ;n the energy band of 40-60
keY; omn;dlrectlonal flu=as of He+. O_. the C-N-O group (Q)21.
lnd Fe (14<Q<261; proton and helium fluxes in the energy binds
of 10-17 keY and 160 270 keY, from dlrec_;ons perpendicular to
the spin plane; and background flu, in [he 40-68 keV bind.
Also contained ;n each logical record are the range (km). CSE
lati[ude and longitude (deg), distances (km) above the ecliptic
and (modeled) neutral sheets, nominal L value, and mean B field
magnitude (nT)
AHPTE/IRH, LUB4R
HACINETOHETER
Data set name - 5-SECOND AVE3RAGED MAONE]IC FIELD VECTOR
DATA ON TAPE
NSSDC ID 84-088B 02B, 5-S AVER MAC.FIELD VECIORS, TAPE
Time period co.ered - 03/21/85 TO 11/0g/85
Quantity of data 23 RFFIS OF TAPE
This data set is part of a composite set that contains
dig• from four experiments on I_. Written on 9 track tapes.
at 6250 bp;. ind in VAX data represen[at;on and ASCII text.
each tape con[alns 2 weeks of data. with each file covering one
piss over West Germany. Included in each logical record ire
the 6-s averages of the GSE components (nf) of the magnetic
field, magnitude (nT), CS[ elevition and azimuth angles (deg)
of the vector, and the s[indard deviation (nT) of the field
magn;[ude. Also contained in each logical record •re the range
(km), CSE latitude and Iongi[ude (deg), distances (km) ahove
the ecliptic and (modeled) neutral sheet planes, and nominal t
values.
AMPTE/IRM, PASCHHANN
3-D PLASMA ANALYZER
..................................................
Data set name 5 SECOND AVERAGED pLASI'IA PARAHE]ERS DATA
OR MAGNETIC 1APE
NSSK ID 84 OBBB-O3B, 5-S AVE_ pLASHA PARAMETI_RS, 1APE
Time period covered - 03/21/85 TO 11/09/85
Quantity of data 23 REELS OF TAPE
This data set is part Of • composite Set thai contains
data from four experiments on I1_4. Written on 9 track tapes.
at 6_50 bpi, ind in VAX data representation and ASC]] text.
each [mpe contains 2 meeks of data, mith each flJe covering one
piss over West Germany. Included in each logical record are
the 5 s averages of dens;ties (emil-3) of protons and
electrons, bulk flow speed (Am/s) of protons and i[s GSE
azimuth and elevation angles (deg). and temperatures ()n units
of lOee6 K) of protons and electrons Also contained ;n each
logical record are the range (km), CSE latitude and long;rude
(deg), d_stinces (km) above the ecliptic and (modeled) neutral
sheets, nominal L value, and mean B field magnitude (nT).
aeeaa,eea**=aeeeaeeeeeaeeaee_eeeeteeeeee=eeelaee*aeeeeeeeeeaeee
*********************** APOLLO 15 SUBSAIELLII[ aaeaa*oeaeo*eoa*
......................................
APOLLO 1_ SUDSATD-LITE, l_lD(_S_
U_IAR PARTICLE ._-IAOOVS AND BO_OJ_Y
................................
Data set name IO-MIN AND 2-ttff AVERAGED PARIICLE COUN1
RATES ON HA_NEIIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 71-D63D-O]A, IOI4]N AND 2HR AVI COUIql RATE.TAPE
Time period covered O0/04/7] TO 01/23173
_uantity of dati 2 REELS OF TAPE
This data set consists of averaged proton and electron
flu_es on two 7 trick. 800 bp;. binary magnetic tapes.
There is one file per tape,generated on a CDC 6600 computer-
and each physlca] record consists of 276 60 btt lords. The
first 16 words of a physical record give [he orbit num6er,
date, and fractional day of the start of the orbit, FoJJomed by
the number of minutes of opera[;on over [he orbit (_ h) of [he
0.53 t*o O.68keV electron mode, and I_ successive ]0 m;n
values of this parameter, lhe neat 260 lords constitute a 13
by 20-word array, where the first column of the array contains
orbit-averaged flu.ms for all 20 counting modes, and each of
the next 12 columns contains ]O-min averaged fluxes for these
modes
Data set name - _4-SEC AND lO MIN AVERAGED PARTICLf
COUNI RATES ON HICROFILJ4
NSSK ID 71 063D OIB, 24SEC AND IO_IN AVE COtR4rT RATE,HF
Time perked covered - 08/04/71 TO 01/23/73
Quint;ty of data 21RffJ S OF MICROFILM
This data se[ cons;sis of plots of part;tie flu_es on _1
reels of 36 mm microfilm, is provided by [he experimenter.
E=ch time ;ntervil ;s covered by 10 {rimes, each having two
traces, representing all _ counting modes of the experiment.
Although some characters on the microfilm Frames are illegible,
the support;no documentitlon permi[_ ready use of the plots.
There ire tmo types of plots, one type presenting the f;nes_
time scale dita (24-S averages) aL _ }I per frame and the other
presenting 10 min averages it 24 h per frame For any one
time. both types of plots are included (]0 of each type).
lwo-hour averages of ill counting modes plotted at 10 days per
frime are given in NSSDC data set /1-0630 OIC.
.........................................
Dita set name - 2 FIR AVERAGED PARTICLE coUNT RATE PLOTS
ON MICROFILH
NSSDC ID 71-063D 01C. 2HR.AVE._ RAIES(ORB.SUMRY),MFLH
T;me period covered - 01/26/72 TO 02/05/72
Quantity of data - 1REPJ- OF H]CRDFILH
lhis data set consists of plots of par_;cle fluxes on one
reel of 35-mm microfilm, is provided by the eiperilenter_ Each
time interval is covered by |0 frames, each havDng two traces,
representing all the counting modes of the experiment.
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Although sole characters on the llcrofilm frames are illegible,
the mupport;ng documentation permits reidy use of the plots.
Fmch frame covers |0 days and contains 2-h averaged f_uxe_l
Finer time scale flux plots are given in NSSOC data set
71 -O630-01B,
...................................................
APOLLO ]5 SURSATELLITE0 COL_4AN, JR.
B]AXIAL FLUXCATE MACNET_qETER
............................................................
Data met name - 24 SEC TIME RESOLUTION BIAXIAL
VECTOR HACNE-IIC FIFJ-DMEASURBI3NTS ON TAPE
NSSOC ID 71-0630-02A, 24-S VECTOR HACNErIC FIELD TAPES
Time glriod covered 08/04/71 TO 02/03/12
quantity of dlta - 29 REELS OF TAPE
Th;s data set contains 24-s-averaged magnetic field data
and engineering data every 192 & (the basic cycle time for the
subsatell;te) on 29 7 track, 800-bpl, odd-par;my, Uni¥1c Z108
magnetic tapes. These data are blocked with 560 words per
physical record. Contained in the data are time, virlous data
relevant to spacecraft position and housekeeping, and the
ms@netlc field measurements transverse and parallel to the
spacecraft spln dais, which along alth the sun pulse
information yield mr;axial magnetic field measurements. Times
are in mill;seconds.
........................
Data set name PLOTS OF TR1AXIAt 197-SEC AVC MACNEIlC
F]FJ-D DATA ON 16 HH HICROFILM
N_ 1D 71 0630 02B, ]92 S VECTOR B FIELD PLUTS, MFILM
Ilia period covered . 08/04/71 TO 0_/03/72
quantity of data 6 HV_S 0F M]CROFILH
This mlg.etic field data set, on six reels Of 16 Im
microfilm, contains data in pairs of plots The first, or eA•S
plots contain lq_ s averaged X, Y• and • magnetic field
components in "spacecraft coordinates" and total field
magnitude plotted against universal time for one orbit per
frame. Spacecraft coordinates X and Y are ;n the spacecraft
sgln plane, with X along the projection of the earth sun line.
The • direction lies lion 9 the spacecraft spin axis. which is
nmarly perpendicular to the ecliptic plane. No sensor drift
corrections have been applied to the Z component of the data
prior to plotting, but drifts are expected to be eith_n *O _Z
to -O.8l aT. Offset drifts are tabulated in the documentation.
along aith instructions on how to apply them The second, or
"0• I plots contain engineering parameters, sp_n periods, ind
data from the Berkeley particle experiment ([] O630-0]) for the
shielded and unshkelded detectors.
Data set name MICROFILM LISIINCS OF ]92 SEC AVC
MAGNEIIC FIELD VECTORS ANO MACN]TUOE
NSSDC ID /l 0630 02C. 19P 5 VICIOR B (IILD tSTNCS, MFLM
lime period covered 0B/04/71 TO O2/03/IP
_uantity of data 6 RE11S OI MICROFILM
This magnetic field data set, on six reels of ]6 mm
microfilm, contains ]Q_ s averaged magnetometer data presented
as funct)ons of time These data listings contain X, Y, and Z
magnetic field vector components in mspacecraft coordinatest
mhere the X arid Y a=es lie in the spacecraft spin plane, with X
along the projection of the earth sun line. The Z a=is is
along the spacecraft spin axis and is approximately along the
northward normal to the ecliptic plane Also I;sted are
magnetic field magnitude and the shielded counts from the
Berkeley particle experiment (71 063D 0]), and spacecraft state
information
APOtl 0 ]S SUBSAILLL Ilf. SJOCRtN
S BANO IRANSPONOFR
Data set nile JSC RAW DOPPtFR FI_FQUFNCY SiIIll DAIA
IAPES
NSS_)C ID 7] 0630 03A, JSC RAW DOPPIFR FR]_DAIA ]APES
Time period covered C_3/0S/_] TO (_B/OB//_
_uanLity of data /03 RELLS Of TAPE
The Doppler frequency data are containld on 703 7-track•
8OO bp;, binary magnetic tapes created on at; _ 7094 computer.
lhe tapes contlin hi_ speed data only (10 o_mervat;ons per
second), f_ch record consists of O0 36 bit words with 10
observation frames per record. The dale include CCATS label,
station ID, time of year in tmnths Of seconds, X-angle or local
hour angle, Y-ingle or declination angle, mission I0.
range-rate data (blniry counts of nondemtruct Doppler cycles),
range data, flag blts for frame rite. real/test data, angle
tricking mode, Doppler modem, frequency standard ID (prime or
back-up oscillator), range data guallty0 exciter voltage
controlled oscillator ;ndlcabr, rangm-rlte quality,
synchronizing codes• and polynol;il error code.
............................................................
Data set nile - SUBSATELLITE ACCELBRATION DATA ON
HACNETIC TAPES
NSSDC ID 71-0630-03B, SUB SATELLITE ACCELERATION TAPES
Time period covered = 07/30/71 TO 07/30/71
Quantity of dita - 3 REELS OF TAPE
These e=perimenter-supplied mubsitellite acceleration
data are on three 1-track, 800-bpl, binary magnetic tapes.
Each 84-byte physical record coati;as three data words:
latitude, longitude, and acceleration in ml/(Sae2). These data
are tile ordered, although tlie values ire not given on the
tapes.
....................................
Data set nime ANALYSB) _ SAT ACCEJ-ERATIDN PLOTS AND
L]STINCS, FROM RADIO TRACKINC ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID /]-0630-03C, SUB-SAT ACCEt PLOTS*I ISTINCS,HFLM
llme period covered 11/30/71 TO 02/23/73
Quantity of data 5 REELS OF MICROFILM
This experimenter-supplled data set contains listings and
some plots of analyzed subsateJl;te acceleration data for the
time periods of November 30, 1971, to December 19, 1971• and
January 23• 1973, to February 23, 1973, on five reels of 16 mm
microfilm. The plots show both the spllne fit _oppJer residual
(Hz) and the acceleration (mm/(sel2)), plotted versus time. ]n
bhe listings, the first four pages Of each orbit printout
contain selected program parameters _or each orbit printout,
the following data are then listed ;n columns: Lime (C_), time
in minutes (C_)• time in minutes since the reference epoch,
time in minutes on the associated plot for that particular data
point, and the Doppler residual (Hz). The Doppler residual ;s
calculated from a theoretical model containing (I) planetary
perturbations. (2) earth rotation, (3) precise station
locations, (4) tropospheric model, and (S) precise station
transit times removed from _he returned slgnaJ Also listed
are spacecraft elmira)de• spacecraft seJenographic latitude and
longitude• theoretical value of the Doppler shift calculated by
the spl;ne program used in the least squares fit, acceleration
determined by anatytic differential;on of the spJlne at the
reference point• and a residual in Hz after the spJine has fit
the Doppler residuals (good data show an rms resldual of about
OOS Hz or less).
ee*aeeeoeeeeeoeeeoeeaeeeooeeeoeeeeeseaoeoeooeeeeeoeeeeeeeaoeeoo
eeeaeoeeeaeeeeoeeeoeaea APOLLO ]6 SUBSATEJ_LIT[ eoeaeeeeeoeaeeoa
a_o*e*e_oo*aalooe_*e_o_eoeoeeoeaeooeoeooooaaaa_4.e_oeoeeeaoea_
APOLLO 16 SUBSAT_J_LITL, ANDFJ_SON
I L_NAR PART ICt E SHADOWS AND BOUNDARY
LAyE_
Data set name ]O MIN ANI) _ FIR AVERAC_]) PART ICL_ COUNT
HALES ON MACN_IC TAP[
NSSDC ID 7P 031D OIA, IOMIN AND PHR AVE COUNT RAIL,TAPE
lime period covered 04/PS/TP l0 O_/29//p
_uant._ly of dale ] RFJ_ 0t ]APE
Ih_, data eeL consists of averaged proton and electron
fluxe_!* (>n <)I_e I Lra(k, 800 bp_. binary magnetic tape, written
on a CI)C 6600 computer ]here is one file per tape, and each
physical record consists of 716 60 bit eords The first ]6
eords of a physical record give the orbit number• date, and
fractional day of the start of the orbit• followed by the
number of minutes of operatlem during the orbit (2 h) _4" the
0.53 to 0 6B keV electro_ _ode, and ]2 successive 30 agin VlIUIS
of this parameter The next _q_0 words constitute a ]3 by
_0 _ord arrmy, where the first column of the irray contains
orbit averaged fluxes for all _O counting modes, and each of
the neat ]P columns contlins 10 min averaged fluaes for these
modes
Data set name 24 SEC AND lO-MIM AVEt_A(;EI) F_RTI4_L[
COUNT RAT[_ 0NMICROflLM
14 ORIC]r%'3L PP-,GE IS
C_F P,"C),:)RQUALITY
NSSOC ID 72-031D-OIB, 24SEC AND IOHIN AVE COUNT RATE,HF
Time period covered - 04/25/72 TO 05/29/7;
Quantity of data - 4 REELS OF MICROFILM
This data set consists of plots of particle flu=es on
four reels of e=perlmenter-supplied, 35-mm microfilm. There
are two types of plOtS, one type presenting the finest time
scale data Rt 2-h per frame and the other present;no lO-m;n
averages at 24 h per frame. For any one time. both types of
plots are _ncluded (10 each). Each time interval is covered by
10 frames, each having 2 traces, representing all 20 count;no
modes of the experiment. Although some characters on the
microfilm frames are illegible, the supporting documentation
permits ready use of the plots. Tee hour averages of all
counting modes plotted at ]0 days per frame are contained in
NSSDC data set 72-0310 01C.
......................................
Data set name - 2-HR AVERAC_ PART]CLE COUNt-RATE PLOTS
ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 72 031D 01C, _;_tR.AVE.CNT RATES(ORB.SUHRY),MFLH
Time period covered - 04/25/72 TO 05/_9/7_
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
This emperlmenter supplied data set consists of plots of
part;tie fluzes on one reel of 3S-am microfilm. Each frame
covers ]0 days and contains 2 h averaged flules. Each time
interval is covered by 10 frames, each having _ traces,
representing all the counting modes of the e.periment.
Although some characters on the microfilm are ;llegible. the
supporting documentation permits ready use of the plots. Finer
time scale flux plots are contained ;n NSSOC data set
7_-031D-01B.
.................................
APOLLO 16 SUNSATEJ_LITE. COLE74AN, JR.
BIAXIAL FLUXCATE MACNErlOME_ER
............................
Oata set name 24 SEC TIME RESOt UIION BIAXIAL
VECIOR MACNE]IC FIELD MEASURE]MENIS ON TAPE
NSSDC IO 72 O31D-O2A, 24 S VECIOR MACNEIIC 1APE.S
Time period covered 04/_5/7_ l0 05/29/72
Quantity of data 10 RE_S OF IAPE
This data set contains 24-s-averaged magnetic field data
and engineering data every 192 s. the haslc cycle time for the
subsatellite, on 10 7-track, 800 bpi, odd parity, 36 bit word,
Univac 1108 magnetic tapes. These data are blocked with 560
eords per physical record. Contained in the data are time.
various data relevant to spacecraft pos;tion and housekeeping.
and the transverse and parallet magnetic field measurements
that. along with the sun pulse information, yield triaK;al
magnetic field measurements Times are in milliseconds The
magnetic field data were processed with Apollo 1_ calibration
constants and, therefore, are approximately a factor of _ t_
large. Eor correction details, see pp. 33-43 of W. W.
Lauderdale's updated Apollo Scientific Experiments Data
Handbook, Aug. 1976, NASA TM X-58131. TR! B22807.
....................................
Data set name PI OTS OF TRIAXIAL 192 SEC AVC MACNETIC
FIELD DATA ON 16 MH MICROFI[M
NSSDC ID 72 O31D O2B, 19P S VECIOR B-FIEU) PLOTS, MFI[M
lime period covered 04/25/72 TO 05/?q/l?
Quantity of daLa ] R_I OF MICROFILM
This magnetic field data set. or_ one reel of 16-mm
microfilm, contains data on pairs of plots The first, or IA,I
plots contain 192 S average magnetic field X, Y, and /
components in mspacecraft coordinates m and total field
magnitude plotted against universal Lime for one orbit per
frame. =Spacecraft coordinates I X and Y are in the spin plane,
with X along the project;on of the earth-sun line ;n the spin
plane and Y roughly opposite the direction of planetary motion.
The Z direction is northeard relative to the ecliptic plane and
along the spacecraft spin aEis No sensor drift corrmctlons
have been applied to the Z component of the data prior 1_o
plotting, but drifts are expected _o he eithln *0.27 to 0.87
nT. Offset drifts are tabulated in the documentaL;on, along
elth instructions on how to apply them. The magnetic field
data mere processed eith Apollo 15 calibratlon constants and,
therefore, are approximately a fac_r of 2 too large. For
correction details, see pp. 33 43 of W. W= Lauderdale's updated
Apollo Scientific EIpertments Oata Handbook, Aug. ]976, NASA TM
X 58131, TRF B_B07. The second, or ibm plots contain
engineering parameters, spin periods, and data from the
shielded and unshielded de_ectors of the Berkeley particle
experiment (7_ 031D-01). 1he plots on this reel are
erroneously labeled as Apollo 15 data.
...................................................
Data met name - LISTINCS OF SUBSATELLITE MACNFTOH_T_
VECTORS ON MICROFILM
NSSD_ ID 72-031D-O_C, 192-S VECTOR B=FIELD LSTleCS, MFU4
T;me period covered - 04/25/72 TO 05/29/72
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OE MICROFILM
This magnetic field data set. on one reel of 16-1m
microfilm, contains 1Q2-s averaged magnetometer data presented
These data listings contain X. Y, and Zas functions of t_me.
magnetic field vector components in Ispicecrlft coordinates, m
_here the X a=is is along the proJeCtiOn of _he earth-sun llne
onto the spacecraft spin plane, the Y al;s is intiparaJlel to
the planetary mot;on, and the Z axis is along the spacecraft
spin axis. approximately along the northward normal _o _he
ecliptic plane. Also listed are magnetic field magnitude, the
shielded counts from the Berkeley particle experiment
(72 031D 01). and spacecraft state information. The magnetic
field data mere processed l;th Apollo 1_ eel;brat]on constants
and. therefore, are appro=imateJy i factor of 2 _ large. For
correction details, see pp. 33 43 of W. W. Iauderdale's updated
Apollo Scientific Experiments Data Handbook. Aug. 1Q76, NASA TM
X-58131, TRF B2_807.
......................................
APOLLO 16 SUBSATELLITE, SJDGi_E]q
S-BAND TRANSPONDER
.....................................................
Data set name RAW DOPPL_ FREQUB_CY SHIFT DATA 1APES
NSS_ ID 72 031D-O3A. RAW DOPPI.E_ FRFQU_Y DATA TAPES
T_me period covered - 04/27/72 TO 05/2@/72
Quantity of data - 83 REELS OF TAPE
The Doppler frequency data are contained on 83 7 track,
BOO bpl. binary magnetic tapes created on an II_4 7094 computer.
The tapes contain high speed data only (10 observations per
second). Each record consists of 90 36-bit words mith 10
observation frames per record The data include CCATS label,
station ID, t_me of year in tenths of seconds, X angle or local
hour angle, Y-angle or declination angle, mission ID.
range rate data (binary counts of nondestruct Doppler cycles),
range data. flag bits for frame rate, real/Lest data. angle
tracking mode. Doppler modes, frequency standard ID (prime or
back up oscillator), range data quality, eac;ter voltage
controlled oscillator indicator, range rate quality,
synchroniz;ng codes• and polynomial error code.
...........................
Data set name - S BAND TRANSPONDER SUB-SATEJLLITE
ACCELERATION DATA ON HU_C:N_r]C TAPE
NSSOC ID 77 031D-O3B. SUB SATELLITE ACCEIERATION 1APES
Time period covered - 04/20/7_ T0 04/2]/72
Quantity of data - I REEl OF 1APE
These experimenter-supplied subsabeJlite acceleration
data are on one 7 track, 800-bp;. binary magnetic tape. _ch
B4 byte physical record contains four data mords: latitude,
longitude, spline fit value Doppler residual (Hz), and
acceleration (mm/(see_)). These data are time ordered.
although time values are not given on the tapes_
.........................................
Data set name - ANALYSED SUB SA1 ACCELERATION PLOIS AND
LISI IN_S, FROH RADIO TRACKINC ON MICROFILM
NSSDC IO 72 03ID O3C, SUB SAT ACC_L PLOTS*LISIINGS,MFU4
T_me period covered 0_/02/72 lO 05/19/72
Quantity of data - I RF_l OF MICROFILM
This e_perimenter-suppl;ed data set contains plots and
listings of analyzed subsatellite acceleration data from orbits
87 b _qS, on one reel of |6-mm microfilm. First on the reel
are plots of both the spllne fit Doppler residual (Hz) and the
acceleration (im/(see2)) plotted versus time. ]n the listings,
the first four pages of each orblt prin_ut contain selected
program parameters. For each orbit printout, the following
data are then listed in columns: time (C/'_T), time in minutes
(_lu[[), time in minutes since the reference epoch, time in
minutes on the associated plot for that particular data point,
and the Doppler residual (Hz) The Doppler residual is
calculated from theoretical model containing (1) planetary
perturbations, (_) earth rotation° (3) precise station
locations, (4) tropospheric model, and (5) precise s_ation
transit times removed from the returned signal Also listed
)5
• _ _ _ _i' _'_
_j
ere spacecraft altitude, spacecraft selenographic latitude Ind
longitude, theoretical value of the Doppler shift calculated by
the spline program used in the least squares flt, acceleration
determined by analytic dlfferentation of the spllne at the
reference point, and a residual in Hz ifter the spllne fitted
the Doppler residuals (good data shol an ram residual of about
.005 Hz or leIHs).
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ATS 1, BROkN
PARTICLE TELESCOPE
..............................................................
Data eel name - PLOTS OF REIXK:ED PARTICLE COUNT RATES ON
MICROFILH
NSSDC ID 66-11OA-OSA. BLT PART.TFIE.CNT RATE PLOTS,MFLH
Time period covered 12/09/66 TO 03/01/67
quantity of data - 7 RE-E_ OF MICROFILM
These reduced count rate data plots, generated at Bell
Telephone Laborat_0ries from original data, are on seven reels
of 35-mm microfilm. The plots contain date in eBch of nine
elperimental modes designated man through II.e F'ch mode letter
indicates a specific logical program for the onboard data
processing involving the use of colnc;dont and anticolncldent
circuits to yield = particular partlcle-species count rate.
For each mode, the log of the count rate of each telescope
element (involved in that mode) ;s plotted against time_ Eight
hours of data are on each plot, and each plot conteins data
from i single mode. Because each mode was monitored in turn
for 5 12 s, and the e,per;mental sampling sequence required
2.73 min to be completed, the plots effectively represent
simultaneous measurements of the count rates for each mode.
The time periods covered are December 9. 1966, _o December 19,
1966, and December 23, 1966, to March 1, 1961.
...................................................
ATS 1, COL[HAN. JR.
BIAXIAL FLUXCATE RAdiOMETER
....................................................
Deta set name 2.S HIN Arc VECTOR RACNE_ORE-rE]_ DATA FROM
SYNCHRONOUS ALT]TUDE ON FILM
NSSOC ID 66-1]OA-O2B, 2.5 MIN AVC VECT. MAC. FIELD-FILM
Time period covered 11/17/67 TO 12/29/68
quantity of data 2 RF_ELS OF MICROFILM
This data set, on one reel each of 35-mm and 16-mm
microfilm made at NS_DC from Calcomp plots generated at UCLA,
contains 2.5-m;n-averaged, machine-corrected, reduced
magnetometer data presented in the UCLA/ATS dipole VU_
coordinate system (described below). Plotted against a common
tlme axis are the three magnetic field Cartesian components,
labelled V. D. and H. and an indicator of the satellite state
descriptor, labelled S. The plotted value of S is a binary
code for the status of various significant apacecraft
subsystems, which is useful In identifying offset changes that
are not corrected by machine in the plotted data. The
spacecraft state descriptor has also been referred to as the
spacecraft state vector. The UCLA/ATS dipole VOH coordinate
system has the H axis antiparilJeJ to the earth)s magnetic
dipole ::is, the V izls redlwlty outward in the magnetic
equatorial plane, and the D axis azlmuthally eastward.
.......................................................
Data set name - 2.5~MEN AVC VECTOR MAGNETOMETER DATA _OM
SYNCHRONOUS ALT]TUOE ON TAPE
NSSOC ]D 66 IIOA O_C, 2.5 BIN AVC VECT MAC FIEJ-D-TAPE
Time period covered - 12/O7/66 TO 12/29/68
Quantlty of data - 3 REalS OF TAPE
This magnetometer dale set is on three
eaperlmenter-generated, 7-track, 800-bp;, BCD magnetic _apes,
with one file per tape, 00 characters per logical record, and
3204 characters per physical record. These tapes contain time,
the spacecraft state descriptor, and 2.5-mln averaged Cartesian
magnetic field components in the UCLA/ATS dipole VDH coordinate
system, described below. The spacecraft slate descriptor
contains three groups of eight hexadecimal characters. When
these are e=panded into a blnBry number, the succeslve bits
represent on-off states of the various subsystems as well as
the order ;n which some of these lore turned on. The
spacecraft state descriptor has also been referred Lo as the
spacecraft stale vector. These data have been corrected for
offsets by machine as much as possible. They still contain
some offset errors, but consideration of the spacecraft mtats
descriptor allows correction for these by hand. The UCLA/ATS
dipole V_H c_rdinate system has the H izls antlparallel to the
earth's magnetic dipole axls the V axle radially outward in
the magnetlc equatorial plane, and the D azls izlmuthally
eastward.
..............................................................
Data set name - lS-$EC AVC VECTOR NACNETflHETE_ DATA FROM
SYNCHRONOUS ALTITUDE ON FILM
NSSDC ID 66-110A-O2_, 15 SEC VECT MAC FIELD CORR. -FILM
Time period covered - 12/10/66 TO 12/29/6B
_uantlty Of data - 4 REELS OF RICROFILH
This data set, on four reels of 3S-mm microfilm made at
NSSDC from Calcomp plots generated at UCLA, contains
15-s-averaged, mechlne-corrected, reduced magnetometer data
presented in the _/ATS dipole VDH coordinate system,
described below. Plotted agminsL a common tlme axle are the
three magnetic field Certes;an components, labelled V, D and H,
and an indicator of the satellite state descriptor, labelled S.
The plotted value of S is a binary code for the status of
various significant spacecraft subsystems, which is useful ;n
identifying offset changes theL are not corrected by machine in
the plotted data. The spacecraft seato descrlptor has also
been referred to as the spacecraft slate vector. The IUC_/ATS
dipole V_ c_rdlnate system has the H aIi_ ant;parallel to the
earth's magnetic dipole ax;s0 the V aais radially outeard ;n
the magnetic equatorial plane, and the D axis azimuthally
eastward.
.............................................................
Data set name - 15-SEC AVC VECTOR MAGNETOMETER DATA FROM
SYNCHRONOUS ALTITUDE ON TAPE
NSSOC ID 66-110A-O2E, 15 SEC VECT MAC FIELD CORR. -TAPE
Time period covered - 12107166 10 12129168
_uantity of data - 22 REELS OF TAPE
This magnetometer data set is on 22
experlmenter-generated, 7-track, 800-bpl, BCD magnetic tapes
with one file per tape, 80 characters per logical record, and
3_04 characters per physical record. These tapes contain time.
the spacecraft slate descriptor, and l_-s averaged Cartesian
magnetic field components ;n the UCLA/ATS dipole V_t coordinate
system, described below. The spacecraft state descriptor
contains three groups of eight hezadecimal characters. When
these ire e=panded into a binary number, the succesive bits
represent on-off states of the various subsystems as well es
the order in which some DE them were turned on. The spacecraft
state descriptor has also been referred to as the spacecraft
state vector. F_ch tape con_ains about 40 days of data. These
data have been corrected for offsets by machine as much as
possible. They still contain some offset errors, but
consideration of the spacecraft state descriptor allows
correction for them by hand. The UCLA/ATS dipole V_H
coordinate system has the H azis antlparalJel to the earth's
magnetic dipole axis, the V ells radially DULlard ;n the
magnetic equatorial plane, and the D a_;s azimuthally easteard.
..........................................................
Data set name - SPACECRAI--I" AND EXPFRIME]'Er CONEMAND LOC AS
A MULTIDIMENSIONAL VECTOR ON TAPE
NSSOC ID 66-11OA-O_C, OCTAL COHHAND LOGS ON TAPE
Time period covered - 12/07/66 TO 1_/31/68
Quantity of data - ] RF_J_ DF TAPE
This command log is on one exper;menter-genereted,
Q track, 800-bpl, odd-parity, EBCDIC magnetic tape, which
contains three files, representing operation in ]966, 1967, end
1968. The tape has logical records of 133 bytes blocked _o
7182 bytes per physical record. The data contained are the
listings of the octal commands sent to the ATS I satellite
between December 7, 1166, and December 31, 1968. These command
logs were required to m_ke Lhe machine corrections applied to
the magnetometer da_a from this spacecraft. A llcroTilmed
listing of the contents of this tape is also available at N_C
(data set 66-110A-O_F).
............................................................
ATS I, DAROSA
FARADAY ROTAT]0N
.............................................................
Data set name - PUBLISH[I) PLOTS OF ANAtYZH) TOTAL
ELECTRON CONTEN1 DATA
16
. : ', : ._; v. -¸
OF FOOR ...... ""
NSSDC ID 66-11OA 15A. TOTAL ELEC_RON CONT[N1 PLOTS
Time period covered - 01101167 TO 12131170
_uantlty of data - 4 BOOKS OR BOUND V0LUHES
Thls analyzed data met consists of hard copy plots of
t_tal electron content vs local time (Hamaiian Standard Time).
There is one plot for each 24-h period (local day). The data
mere obtained at Hawaii by measuring the Faraday rotation Of
the VHF beacon transmissions From the sa_ll;te. The data set
is contained ;n a University of l_Imal; report, IAtlas of Total
Electron Content Plots, e prepared by P. C. Yuen and T. H.
Reelers of the Radiosclence Laboratory, Department of
Electrlcal Engineering. The entire report consists of sin
volumes. This data set is contained in volumes 3, 4, 5, and 6.
Some electron content data derived from sYNCOM 3 telemetry
carrier signals are also contained in _hese volumes-
.........................................................
Data set nile - TOTAL ELECTRON CUNI_MT, PLOTS AND
TABULAT 10NS
NSSOC 10 66-11OA 15B, TEC, PLOTS * TABULATIONS M/FICHE
T_me period covered - Ol/01171 TO 12131171
Quantity of data - 14 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
This data set consists of several different statistical
treatments of betel electro_ content (TEC) values on
microfiche- The data are contained in documents titled
eIonospherlc Electron Content for IQ--, I .hlch are unnumbered
and are published by Stanford University. The original values
were recorded every 5 mln (_88 observations par day) on ATS 1.
They mere values of the Faraday rot_itlon oF Lhe 137.35 (or
136.47)-HHz t_lemeLry carrier The magnetic field effect For
the entire coIullm iS take. to be that at 400 Am, ehlch For data
redact;on purposes is assumed to be at the altitude of maximum
electron content (and Faraday rotation). This point oF
intersection of 400 km and the propagatio_ path is called the
ionospheric point (]p), and the values have been converted t_
the TEC contained in a vortical column t_rough thls point.
There are four sets of tables thaL contain TEC-rela£ed values,
including (1) daily maximum and minimum values (tabulations),
(2) TEC change rates and standard deviations for two 2-h
periods near damn (predawn and morning) and also from 1530 to
1730 and 2"_00 to 2400 h (tabulations), (3) 6-h averages around
noon and midnight (tabulations), (4) smoothed 30-min values
(tabulations and graphs), (5) 7-day running means aL 15-mln
intervals, (6) daily averages of TEC0 (7) 7-day running means
of daily averages, (8) standard deviations, daily and for eight
3 h perlods each day, (Q) ratios of the 3-h standard deviations
t_ Lhe 3-h mean values, and (10) ratios of daily standard
deviations to daily mean values (disturbance index). The data
were observed from Fort Collins, Colorado (ZP near 40 N, 105
W), Clark Lake, CaliFornia (IP near 30 N. 120 W), Stanford,
California (1P near 34 N, 125 W), and Edmonton, Alberta caP
near 47 N, 121 W). The 1967-1g68 Stanford data contain no
summary data, i.e., only those in (4) above.
...............................................................
Data sot name - TOTAL ELE_I_0N C0_rrENT DATA ON _IC
T AP[
_ ID 66-1IOA-1_0 TOTAL F_L_ C_ DATA
Time period covered - 01/Ol/70 TO 12130171
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
This data set contains total electron content (TEC) data
[from the Faraday rotation of the 137.3L5 (or 136.47) HHz
telemetry carrier] on one 9-Lrack, 8OO-bpi, 1BMI360, binary
magnetic tape- Each record ;s 1196 bytes long and contains
data for one day. The original values were recorded every 5
mln (2Be c_bmervatlons per day) on ATS 1. The magnetlc field
effect For the entire column is t_ken _o be that at 400 Am,
which for data reduction purposes is assumed to be at the
altitude of maximum electron content (and Farnday rotation)-
This point of intersectlon of 400 km and the propagation path
is called the ionospheric point (IP), and the values have been
converted to the TEC contained in a vertical column through
_hls point. Each record includes m receiv_ng mtation code,
year and day number CUT), modified Julian day number, height of
the IP (400 Am), latitude and east longitude of the 1P, east
longitude of ATS 1, the ratio of the originally observed
Faraday rotation angle to the original TEC mmasurmment, length
of the mean period (7 days), and the _88 values of both the
mean TEC and the deviation from the mean. The TEC vamu., ],
for each 5-mln period is the sum of the 7-day mean value of the
TEC, <1), centered on Lhe 5-mln period, plus the deviation From
thls mean, delta I, i.e., I = <X> • delta I.
..............................................................
ATS 1, FREE)4AN
SUI:_ATHERMAL I0N I_CTECTOR
.............................................................
Data set name - 5UPRAT_L ION DATA IRON THl: ATS-I
SPECTROMETER ON BCD HAGNUTIC 1APE
NSSDC ID 66-110A-01A, 1.8_4IN INXIRVAL,O _K) EV ION DAIA
Time period covered - 12110166 TO 02110167
Quantity of data - 55 REELS OF TAPE
This experimenter-supplied, low-energy ion count data set
is on 55 7-track, 566-bpi, BCD magnetic tapes. There is one
short header file and one data file per tape. The data file
contains 6 characters per mord, 10 words per logical record,
logical records per physical record, and approximately 140
physical records per file. Each of the 22 logical records in i
physical record includes the count data from one complete
angular scan for one energy interval, giving approximately 660
data points per physical record, Also included in each logical
record are t;me and data quality Flags. The counts per energy
interval per angular window (counts per 0.O2 s) must be
corrected by thw user For telemetry errors and a prescaler.
The algorithm for this correct;on is provided in the
documentation.
.............................................................
ATS 1, PAULIKAS
0_IDIRECTI0_L SPECTR_ER
...........................................................
Data set name - PROTON AND ELECTRON FLUX VALUE5 ON TAPE
ID 66-110A-O3A, PROTON • ELECTRON FLUX DATA TAPES
T;me period covered + 12117166 TO 12105168
Quantity of data - 49 REELS OF TAPE
This electron and proton Flux data set ;s on 49 7-track,
8OO-bp;, CDC 66OO, binary magnetic tapes. The data set
consists of omnldlrect;onal proton and electron flux values in
units of partlcles/sq Cm s, at 36-s intervals, that mere
derived from observed count rites. The electron fluxes mere
For energies greater than 0.3, 0.45, 1.O5, and 1.9 MeV. and the
proton fluies mere for energies from 5 to 2] HeY and from 21 t_
70 MeV. Orbit information is not con_alned o. these tapes. A
compressed set of 10 ION 7094 binary tapes containing the same
data is also available (data set 66-11OA-03C).
..........................................................
Da_a sol name - ELECYRON _ND PROTON OMNIDIRECTIONAL FLUX
VS TIME PLOTS ON APIRILIRU CARDS
NSSOC ID 66-110A-O3B, E_P FLUX VS 1 PLTS,APIRTURE CARDS
Time period covered - 12117166 TO 12105168
(Date supplied by experimenter)
This data set contains 691 electron flux vS time plots
and 691 proton flux vs time plots on 3_-mm microfilm frames,
each of ghich is mounted on an aperture card. There are tWO
24-h plots for each dny that has any data. The first of these
plots displays the o_mld;rectioal integral flux from each oT
_he four electron channelm aL 40.96-s intervals. The second of
these plots displays the 512-s average omnidirectional integral
flux from each of the tmo proton channels at 512-s intervals.
AIm knomn corrections, such as dead time and temperature
correct;gas, have been mode to these flu= values. There is no
eritten information on the aper_urm cards.
.............................................................
Data set name - HOURLY AV_AC_ PROTON FLUXES PU_LISHE_
IN _S0_-CEO_YSICAL DATA'
NSSIX: ID 66-110A-030, SCD PBLSHD HRLY AVC PRO10N FLUXES
Time period covered - 01101170 T0 08131172
_uantity of data - 32 BOOKS OR BOUND VOLUHES
This data set consists of hourly averaged fluxes of
omnidirectional, geosynchronous prot_0ns with energies in the
intervalm 5 to 2] HeV and 21 to 70 MeV, ;n monthly tabular
listings. Data obtained during i given mo_th mere published
(until September 197_) in eSolar-Oeophysical Data (Prompt
Reports) 0 i with a ]-month lag.
...............................................................
ATS 1, SUOMI
SPIN-SCAN CLOUDCOVER CAHERA (SSCC)
...............................................................
Data seL name - THE ATS I'II_rEOROLOGI CAL DATA
CONTROL ON NICROFICH_
17 • ,'" PAGE iS
OF pOOR QUALITY
NSSDC ID 66-110A O9A, ATS I_-_F_D DATA CAT ON MICROFICHE
Time period covered - 01101/67 TO 05125170
Quantity of data - 42 CAJ_DS OF B_d R]CRDFICHE
This data set consists of the five-volume aNeteorolog;cal
Data Catalog for the Applications Technology Sateil;tes e TRF
BOq264, published by NASA-CSFC, contained on 42 microf;che
cards. It describes and indexes the data from the ATS 1 spin
scan cloud comera (SSCC), the ATS 3 multicolor spin scan cloud
camera (MSSCC), and the ATS 3 image dissect_)r camera system
([DCS). The catalog also contains orbital information and
usually one picture per day (normally full disc taken neir
local noon) as acquired from the three enperiments. The first
tmo volumes of this set also serve as a data user's guide for
each of the three experiments. In :ddition to describing eBch
mxporlmmnt, they contain ezplanations of the acquisition,
categorization, cataloging, and data archivlng processes. The
five volumes cover the periods January ] to June 30, ]967
(volume 1); July 1, 1967, t_ January 31, 1968 (volume 2);
February 1 t_0 December 3], 1968 (volume 3); January ! to July
31, 1969 (volume 4); end August 1 1989, t_ May 25, 1970
(volume 5).
ATS I, ¥1NCKLE]_
FIECTRON SPECTROMEIE_
Data set nile 6-MIN AVBA_ COUNT RATES ON HACNETIC
TAPE
NS_OC ID 66-110A-O4A, 6 NIN.AVE.COUNT RATE ON HAC.TAPE
Time per_od covered - 12/19166 TO 12130167
Qunntity of data - 1REJF_ OF TAPE
This experimenter-supplied0 electron count rate data set
as on one 7-track, 800-bpi, even-parity, BCD magnetic tape,
containing 6-min-averaged count rates for the time period from
December 19, 1966, to December 30. |961. E_ch logical record
contains an 80 character card image, and there are five logical
records per physical record, Each card image contains
information as to the time, count rate, and background rate for
each of the three channels, plus their statistical errors.
Note that although tape entries start at December 9, )966, no
data are contained in the first 10 logical records, first data
entry occurs on December 19. 1966.
Data set name 6 HIN AV_ACED COUNT RATE PLOTS ON
MICROFILM
NSSOC ID 66 110A O4B, 6 NIN AVE COUNT RATF_ ON HF]LH
lime perle] covered 12119166 TO 12130167
Quantity of data - ] RLEL OF MICROFILM
This electron count rate data set is on one reel of 35 mm
microfilm that was generated at NSSDC from plots submitted by
the experimenter Presented are 6-m;n averaged count rates vs
time, each plot giving one day for all three channels. No
background information is contained on the plots.
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ATS _. HCIIWAiN
OMNLDIRECT]ONA[ PROTON AM) ELECTRON
DE1ECTORS
DaLe set name REDUCED FA_EC]RUN AND PROIDN COU_T RATES
ON RACNE_IC TAPE
NSSOC IO 6103]A 05A, RL_XJCI_) F±ECI*PRDT CNT RA]ES,TAPE
Time period covered 04/0?/67 TO 10/23/67
Quantity of data 3] RELLS OF TAPE
This proton and electron count rate data set is on 3]
1-track, 800 bpi0 CDC 3600. binary magnetic tapes. Lach
physical record conLains 10 logical records of _l 48 biL words
each. Each logical record contains data for a 5 12 s telemetry
sequence ]hese dale include time, three dead time corrected
proton counL rates° one count rate from a
nonproton discrimination stale, ephemeris information
(including B and L), Lemperature and voltage levels, and error
flags ;f appropriate
ATS _, SIGN|
RADIO ASTRONOMy
........................................................
Data set name - SEVE_-STEP 0.5- TO 3-RITZ RAD]O
FLUXES ON HACNETIC TAPE
NSSOC ID 67-031A-OIA, 7 STEP .5 3 _ MAC TAPE
Time period covered - 04/06167 TO 10122167
Quantity of data - 34 R_ OF TAPE
This experimenter-supplied, l-channel radiometer data
set, on 34 7-track, 556-bp; magnetic tapes, contains the
date/time of the observations (in milliseconds of the year for
1967); the mpacocraf_ coordinates (geographical and celestial.
including altit_dm); the solar angle (in degrees); the
tel_peratures of tJle receiver, preamplifier, and capacitance
probe; the coarse antenna temperatures (derived fro_ the
receiver error signal); the fine antenna temperatures (derived
from the noise source output); and the antenna impedances.
.................................................
Data set name RADIO FLUX LISTINC ON MICROFILM
NSSO(: ID 67 031A-OIB. 7STEP .5-StlZ PRINTOUT (3_#H)
Time period covered - 04/07167 TO 10123/67
Quantity Of data - 3 RFRS OF MICROFILM
This data set is a listing of the observed radio noime
fluxes, as a function of time, for ill seven radiometer
channels, contained on three reels of 35 mm m;crofilm. The
data also include spacecraft altitude, colatitude, and
longitude.
.........................
.....................
Data set name PLOT5 OF SINCLE FRay FLUX VS TIHE
ON MICROFILM
NSSI)C ID 67-031A 01C. 7STFJP .5-3MHZ IF-_EQ PLOTS (354_4)
Time period covered 04109/61 TO 10123161
Quint;my of data - 8 REEJ_S OF H]CROFILH
This enperimenter supplied data set consists of 1-h plots
of analyzed radio noise data. on eight reels Of 35-am
microfilm. Each plot contains the spacecraft altitude at the
beginning and the end of t_e plot and the logarithm of the
output from one radiometer channel as a function of tlme. Data
from all seven channels are plotted, with each plot containing
1 h of dale. _o_h coarse and fine data are given. The coarse
data were derived from the error signal that drove the no;me
source of the Ryle-Vonberg receiver. The fine data eere
derived from the noise source output and have a longer time
constant. The frequencies are labeled on the plots n
ascending order (channel 1 is 0.45 HHz° channel 2 is 07 HHz,
etc. ).
Data set name PLOT5 OF HULTIF_EQUH_Cy FLUX VS TIM[ ON
MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 67 031A OlD, 6CHAN .5-3#4HZ HULIIFRE_ PLTS,NFI.H
T;ae period covered - 04/07167 TO 10/23161
Quantity of data - 1REH OF MICROFI[_
This experimenter-supplied data set consists Of 10 min,
multifrequency plots of analyzed radio noise data on one reel
Of 35 mm microfilm. _ach plot contains the outputs of slx
channels of the radiometer plotted a function of time
ch.... , 3 (0.9..,) dam...... t :?van b...... _ .... h
interference mas present for the data from this channel to be
useful. [_ch ploL contains about ]O Bin of dale The
_pacecraft altitude ;s also given aL the beginning and end o_
each plot.
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AIS 5. MCIIWAIN
BIDIRECIIDNA[ LOW FINIERCy PARIICLF
DEIECIOR
Data set name - SPECTRUCrAIMS Of ELECTRON AND P_OTON
FIUXfS
]8
OF POOR QUALITY
NSSOC ID 69 069A llA. ELECTRON/PROTON SPECTROGRAMS
T;me period covered 08/]8/60 ]0 12/31/72
Quantity of data - 8 REELS OF MICROFILH
This experimenter-supplied electron and proton
spectrogram data set is on eight reels of 35-mm microfilm.
Each reel contains all available data for a given year from •
selected pair of the particle detectors, i.e.. either the pair
looking parallel t;o the spin alis or the pair looking
perpendicular t_ the spin aals The data are presented in
plots covering periods of about ] day. For the 4 years, 1060
through 1972. the reels contain 132. 362. 228, and 174 plots.
respectively EJch plot contains tmo monogram typ_
presentations, one each for electrons and protons, which
display the particle flux (encoded by gray scale) as a function
of particle energy, in the range 50 eV to 50 keV, and of time.
They also contain plots of the magnetic field components
measured parallel and perpendicular to the spin axls by the
magnetic field monitor (data set 69 069A-13C). calibration gray
scales, and other subsidiary data The format and contents of
the plebs are descr.bed ;n detail ;n •ppend;z 1 of the paper hy
S. E. Deforest and C. E. HcIIwa;n, mplasma Clouds in the
Magnetosphere. x J Ceophys. Res., v 76. p 3587, 1971
..............................
Data set name - pLASMA SPECTROCRAMS DURINC SPACECRAF1
CHARCINC AND NEUTRALIZATION ON MICROFILH
NSSD(:: ID 69 069A llB. pLAS_4A SPECTCMS WHILE S/C CHARCNC
Time period covered 0_/25/75 lO 04/01/78
Quantity of data - _ REELS OF MICROFIlm4
This data set, on 35-1MI microfilm, contains energy vs
time grey-shaded spectrograms taken during periods of
spacecraft charging and periods mhen the spacecraft
neutralizer, consisting of a hot filament emitting electrons.
was operating. A log giving the times when the spacecraft mas
in eclipse and when the neutralizer was operating is on the
beginn;ng of each reel of microfilm. Also on each reel there
are two sets of spectrograms. One set gives the spectra in the
range 50 eV be 50 key from the perpendicular proton •nd
perpendicular electron analyzers, and the other provides the
same information from the parallel proton and electron
analyzers. The format and contents of the plots are described
;n detail ;n •ppend;x 1 of the paper by S. E. Deforest and C.
E. McIIwain, Iptasla Clouds in the Magnetosphere. x J- Ceophys.
Res.. v. 76, p. 3587. 1971. The spectrograms are grouped for a
period of time such as the spring eclipse season by the
perpendicular set follomed by the parallel set for the same
period This is followed by the perpendicular set for the next
block of b;me. Frames for periods ;n ]975, 1976, and
.................................................
Oat• seb name - FIRS1 4 MOMENTS OF DISIR]_ION FUNCTION
FOR ELECTRONS AND PROTONS DATA ON MAC TAPE
NSSDC ID 69-D6gA TIC, CEOSYN PLASMA _VIRON PICT ATLAS
Time period covered - 11/08/60 lO 11/24/70
Quantity of data I REILL OF TAPE
These geosynchronous orbit, plasma environment picture
atlas data are on • brick. 800 bpi, binary magnetic tape
created on a CDC 6600 computer. EJJch physical record contains
6 sets of 85 words containing lO-m_n intervals of dill. or a
total of 1 h of data. The first Leo words of each physlcaJ
record are CDC ;dent;f;cabion _ords. Each of six sets contains
the satellite name; time in year, month, day. hour, average
minute, and day of year; number density, flux. energy density,
energy flu_, and number of values of e•ch for the four
detectors on ATS 5 (the electron and ;on detectors looking
perpendicular and parallel Lo the spin axis1; the colatltude,
longitude, radius, perpendicular magnetic B-field component.
Z dlrecb;on magnetic B-field component, botal magnetic B field,
and incllnabion of ATS-5 to the magnetic B-field; and the
values of AE average index. AE maximum _nde.. Kp index, and
ephemeris information Dab• set 74 039A-050 contains much of
this same kind of data for AT5 6
...............................................
ATS 5, MOZER
TRI DIRECTIONAL, HEDILIM-ENERCY PARTICLE
DE-TEC_0R
............................................
Data set name FLUX OF ELECTRONS CENTERED AT 40.75.1_0
KEV • OF PROTONS AT 60.120.165 KE_ ON TAPE
NSSDC ID 69 069A-O4A, 40-1_0 KV F_,60-165 KV PROTN.TAPI
Time period covered - 09/16/69 TO 04/09/71
Quantity of data - 319 REELS OF TAPE
Ih_s experimenter supplied electron and proton flul data
set is on 31_ 7 track, 800-bp;. CDC 6600 generated, binary
magnetic tapes EJch tope contains a Lmo-record identification
file followed by • varying number of files containing one dab•
file ID record and one physical data record. EJIch data record
consists of sll 81-word logical records, each containing one
5.1_-s telemetry sequence. The d•b• file 10 record contains
miscellaneous housekeeping and reference information. The
physical data record includes calibrabed 10010 of flux
measurements of protons and electrons, and measurements from
the CSFC magnetometer (69 069A-13). The electron fluxes are
from three energy elndoes centered at 40. 75. and 120 keV; the
three energLy windows centered it 60oproton flu=ms are from
120. and 165 keY. For more detailed inform•Lion regarding the
energy el•does •nd experiment, consult F. H. Bogott •nd F. 5.
Hozer, J. Ceophys. Res., v. 76, n. 28, p. 6790, 19•1.
...........................................
Dab• set name - FLUX OF ELECTR[:_N_ CI_IIERE]:) AT 40,75,I20
KEV • OF PROTONS AT 60,120,165 KEV ON HFLM
NSSDC ID 69-069A O4B, 40 120 KV Et,60 165 KV PROTN,MFLM
Time period covered - 09/17/69 l0 10/01/10
guantity of data 3 RF_J-S OF M]CROFIIJ4
]h;s experimenter-supplied data set, on three reels of
35 mm microfilm, contains machine plots depicting time-ordered
part;tie fluxes, energy densities, e folding energies, lnd
magnetometer data. All plots contain 8 h of data and can be
read eith abou£ 5 m;n time resolution. There •re four frames
for every 8-h time interval containing, respectively: (11 the
southward moving part of _he energy density and fluxes, (21 the
northward moving part of the energy density and fluxes, (3) the
radially moving part of the energy density and fluxes, and (4)
the magnetic field components, measured hy onboard magnetometer
(69 069A 13). ant;coincidence channel data and e folding
energies The electron flu;ms are from three energy windows
centered at 40. 75. and 120 keV; the proton flu_es are from
three energy windows centered at 60, 1_0. and 165 key For
more detailed information regarding bhe energy windows and
elperiment, consult F. H _ogott and F. S. Hozer, J. Ceophys_
Res., v. 76. n 28. p. 6790. 1171. Sunlight contamination
occurs during part of each spin in the southward moving energy
dens; ty, sometimes in the southward moving proton channels, and
in all northward moving channels This contamination is
obvious on the plots. For information regarding the magnetic
field de_ector used in this elperiment consult IATS-[ Hlgnetic
Field Monitor InstrumentaL;on. I by I. I Skillman, report no
X-645 70 54. CSFC, Creenbelt. HI) (TRF B05181000A)
ATS 5, SUCIURA
MAGNFTIC FI_D MONITOR
.....................
Data set name TRIAXIAI 15 MIN AVC MACNIIIC FIELD DATA
U_CDRRECTED FOR 5PACI:CRAll IN_RFI_F_NCt
NSSDC ID 69-069A-13A, B FIELD COMPONF_NTS,M/tILM PLOTS
Time period covered - 12/04/69 FO 05/09/_0
Quant;ty of data 1 RE.Et OF MICR0fIIM
This magnetic field data set, on one reel of
e=perimenter generated 35 mm microfilm, contains
1.5-min-averaged vector magnetic field components plotted 12 h
per frame, ;n the ATS VlYrl coordinate system (described helo_).
Each frame contains the three components plotted on the same
graph. Uncorrected for offset drift or spacecraft
interference, the d•t• •re intended for use elth ground based
magne_ograms and other satellite measurements be correlate
changes caused by precipitation of trapped particles related to
auroral and other ionospheric disLurbances The data ire
believed to be accurate for relative changes to plus or minus
]0 or 20 nT for high or low sabell;te bit rates, respectiveJy_
The telemetry coverage from which these data are derived has
been about 501E, related ¢o the operation of AT5 5 applications
elperimenbs. A rectangular coordinabe system (V_t / was used
for the analysis, where the H axi_ po_nt_ northward along the
spacecraft spin mils. the D a_i_ polrlt_ _;teard. and the V
axis points radially outward from the eart, h
Data set name - DAILf V^RIATIDNS IN HOURLY AVE]tACI_
NAGNFTIC FIELD PLOT_I_ IN PUBLISHED REPORT
NSSDC ID 69-069A 13B0 FIR AVC HAC FIEJJ:) DAILY VAR PUBLIC
Time period covered - 09/01/69 TO 09/30/71
Quantity of data - ] CARD OF B/W MICROFICHE
This magnetic field data set. on one card of microfiche,
con_alns plebs and listings Liken from the NASA-CSFC internal
publication (X 645-72 301) IAverage daily variations in the
m•gnetic field as observed by AT5 5 e by T. L. Skillman (TRF
B15272 O00R). All hourly values for field magnitudes and
rotational V_H coordinate system components (described below)
obtained bebmeen September ]96Q and September 1971 hive been
19 (;i ': :..._xGi_;'_L _t'
grouped according to local time (g4 l-hour class intervals),
dipole tilt (<= -lO deg. -I0 to *10 dog, )= tlO deg), and Kp
range (O _o 1, 1 to 2, 2 t_ 3, and above 3). The values ;n
each of the 1152 groupings were than averaged. These averages
were then sorted by tilt and Kp ranges, and plotted and listed
vs local time. Standard deviations for the averages are also
listed. Also presented are the results of a harmonic analysis
of the local tile variations. The amplitude and phases are
given up to the fourth harmonic. A rectangu|ar coordinate
system (Vet1) was used for the analysis, where the H axis points
northward along the spacecraft spin axle, the D axle points
eastward, and the V a:is points radially outward from the
earth.
.........................................................
Data set name - HACiV_-[IC FIELD COHPONBNITS SUPPLIED 1N
MCIL_AINS PARTICLE DATA SET
NSSOC ID 69-069A-13C, B FLD COMP.ON PARTICLE PLOTS-FILM
Time period covered - O8/18/69 10 12/31/72
Quantity of data - 8 REELS OF MICROFILM
This data set is on the eight reels of 35-am microfilm
supplied by C. HcIl.a;n for the data set 69 06QA-11A. The data
set includes the magnetic field components measured parallel
and perpendicular to the _;n ix;s, the magnitude of the field,
and the angle between the field and the spin a. ls. The data
are presented in plots covering periods of about 1 day. For
the 4 years from 1969 through 1972, the reels contain 132, 352,
_8, and 174 plot.s, respect;rely. The field data do not
contain offset corrections for magnetometer drifts or time
changes ;n the spacecraft current systems. These perturbations
can be as large as 15 nT The format and contents of the plots
are described in detail in appendix 1 of the paper hy S. E.
Deforest and C. E. McIleain, =Plasma Clouds in the
Magnetosphere0 I J. Geophys. Res_, v. 76, p. 3587, ]97I.
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AIS 6, ARNOLDY
LOW-E]_IE]RCY PRO1ON/ELECTRON EXPERIMI_q
................................................
Data sot name LOt# E]N(_N_y E_ECTRON-PROTON SPECTROCRAHS
ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 74 039A-O3B. ELECI._PR01ON SPECTROCRAHS, MFILM
Time period covered - 06/30/77 TO 02/21/79
Quantity of data - l REEL DF MICROFILM
This experimenter-suppI;ed data set consiStS of
Iom-energy electron and proton spectrograms on 35-mm microfilm.
Each frame contains three consecutive days of data.
Three-minute averages of the data are used in the spectrogram
presentation. The spectrograms are photographs of computer
hmrd copy and systematically display : grey scale gradatlon
caused by folds in the hard COpy. From July 17, 1977, to
September 20, 1977, the electron spectrograms are very poor or
nonexistent. This ;s a result of poor counting statistics
caused by detector gain loss. Beyond September 21, 1977, the
electron data are again of good quality.
..............................................
ATS 6, CDLL_4AN, J_.
MACNE_OHETER EXPERIHENT
........................................................
Data set name SIXTY-FOUR SEC. AV_A_ HACNEXIC FIELD
VECTORS IN DIPOLE COORDINATES
NSSOC ID 74 O39A-O'2A. 64-SEC AVC B IN DIPOLE COORDINATE
Ti_e period covered 05/31/74 TO 09/09/75
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF MICROFIt#I
This dale set consists Of Calcomp plots of the UCJJ_
fluxgate magnetA_neter data on one reel of 16-mm microfilm. The
plots shoe 64-s gsequence averages s and si= parameter& are
displayed versus time, cover;rig 24 h per plot. The parameters
displayed are the three dipole VDH Cartesian components (V0 D,
H) and the three spherical components (BT, theme, phi) of the
corrected magnetic field in dipole coordinates. A legend at
the top ;denLifies the start tiae of the plot in the following
format: year, day of year, month, day of month, and h:min:s. A
legend at the botto, ;.dicates, in a similar manner, the time
the plot was generated.
....................................................
Data set name - SIXIY FOUR SEC. AVERACE PC I BAND
ULF INDEX
NSSDC ID 74-O39A-O_B, 64-SEC AVC PC-I BAND ULF INDEX
Time period covered - 05/31/74 T0 09108/75
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
Thls data set consists of 1-day plots of 54-s averages of
indices of the X, Y, and Z component_ of high-frequency ULF
gave activity in the Pc 1 band, on one reel of 16-me microfilm.
A filter was applied° with a passband looking like an inverted
V peaked at 1 Hz. The usual inverse frequency-squared falloff
in ULF wave pOWer was removed by the filter, so t_hat all
s,gnals ;n the Pc 1 band mould, on average, produce the same
output. The plotted parameters, while expressed ;n terms of
rms power, are indices of occurrence.
.....................................................
ATS 6, FRITZ
MEASUREHE_T OF L0¥-ENERCY PROTONS
.............................................................
Data set name - I-MINLrIE AVERAGED PROTON AND HEAVY I0N
SUtIH/_y FLUX PLOTS ON MICROFILM
NSSOC ID 74-039A-OIB, I-HIN AVQD ION FLUX _ PLOTB,FLM
T;me perlod covered - 06/11/74 TO 09/08/75
_uanti_y of data - 16 REELS OF MICROFILM
This experimenter-supplled, i-sin-averaged proton and
heavy ion flux data set is on 16-_1 microfilm. The data set
contains nine individual frames for each 6 h of data. Frames
1, _, and 3 contaln plots of I o_-energy proton different;el
flu= vs tiae for six energy channels For each of the three
telescopes, A° B, and C, respectively, plus the particles'
pitch angle calculated from the UC_A magnetoelmter data
(74-039A-0_). Frame 4 contains plots of telescope H data: the
eight hlgh-energy proton count rates vs time and the alpha
particle count rate vs time. Frame 5 contains four plots of
the UCL_ magnet.)meter data (74-039A 02), displayed as the total
magnetic field magnitude, plus the three Cartesian components
in spacecraft coordinates. Frames 6, 7, and B display
informaL;on from four background channels of telescopes A, B.
and C, respectively. The housekeeping data displayed in the
lower panel of each of those three frames are without meaning
because of operational defect ;n the UNH ezperiment
(74-039A-03). a_rame 9 displays the eight channels of heavy ion
accumulator state information. Anyone wishing to use the heavy
ion i_formatlon should contact the principal investigator to
property identify and reduce these data.
..............................
Data set name - HICH-RESOLUTION PROTON AND HEAVy I0N FLUX
PLOTS ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ]l) 74-039A-OIC, HI RES FROION.ION FLUX PLOTS.HFLM
Time period covered - 06/11/74 TO 08/27/75
Quantity of data 1SO REELS OF MICROFILM
This experimenter-supplied, high-resolution proton and
heavy ion flux data set, on 16 Im microfilm, contains |O
individual frames for each 1_ min of data. Frames ], _, and 3
contain plots of low-energy proton counts/second vs Elm for
seven energy channels for each of the three telescopes, A, B,
and C, respectively, plus the particles _ pi_ch angle calculated
from the UCLA magnetometer data (74 039A-O_). Frame 4 contains
plots of telescope H data: the eight high-energy proton count
rates vs time and the alpha particle count rate vs tiIe. Frame
S contains four plots of the UCLA magnetometer data
(74-039A-02), displayed as the total magnetic field magnitude,
plus the three Cartesian components in spacecraft coordinates.
Frame 6 contains energy spectra averaged over l_ min for
telescopes A, _. C, and H. Tie responses of telescopes B and C
are offset by factors of 10 and 100, respectively. Frames 7,
0, and Q display information from four background channels of
telescope:_ A, 0, and C, respectively. The housekeeping data
displaye_d in the lower panel of each of these three frames are
without meanir,g because of an operational defect in the UNH
experiment (74039_ 03). Frame 10 displays the eight channels
of heavy ion accumulator s_ate information in the male panel
and the 16-state accumulator status of the rirst alpha part;tie
channel in the bottom panel. Anyone wishing to use the heavy
ion information should contact the principal investlga_or to
properly identify and reduce these data.
...........................................
ATS 6, MCILVAIN
AURORAL PARTICLES EXPERIMENT
.............................................
Data set name - PLASMA SPECTROCRAHS DURINC SPACECRAF1
CHARCINC AND NEUTRALIZATION ON MICROFILM
PO
0_ p_OR QUAL_T_
NSSOC ID 74-03qA-05A, PLASMA SPECTCMSWHILE S/C CHARCJ_C
Time period covered - 07/18/74 TO 04/09/77
Quantity of data - 3 RFFIS OF HICROFILH
Thlm data set, on 3S-mm microfilm, contains energy versus
time grey-shaded spectrograms taken during periods of
spacecraft charging and periods when the spacecraft
neutralizer, a low-energy plasma bridge, was operating. A log
g;ving the times when the spacecraft mas in eclipse and when
the neutralizer was operating is on the heg;nnlng Of each reel_
Also on each reel are two sets of 0 to 81 keV electron and ;on
spectrograms, labeled N/S or E/W. The day of the year
(January I equals day I) and the year and the month/day/year
are given on each frame. The time scale is printed at the
bottom. The ;on spectrogram is the bottom panel and the
electron spectrogram ;s the Cop one. The energy scale, a
comblnat;on of linear and log, is printed on the left side.
The grey scale used is a function of particle intensity, with
higher count rates corresponding to lighter shades. A commK)nly
used option allows the grey scale Lo overflow ;nt_D a second
grey scale. The base levels are denoted by the values labeled
DBE and DBP, for electrons and prot_ns, respectively. The
contrast ;s determined by the value labeled DBS. ]he magnetic
field and its components •long with the pitch angle of the
appropriate deteccor are plotted above the spectrograms. The
tlme intervals for the spectrograms can vary from frame t_D
frame but usually cover 1 d or 1 h. The spectrograms are
grouped for • period of time such as the spring eclipse season
with the N/S set followed by the E/W set for the same period.
This is followed by the N/S set for the next block of time.
Frames for periods in 1974, 1975, 1976, and 1977 are included
in thls dab• set.
.........................................................
Data set name - FIRST 4 MOMENTS OF DISTRIBUTION FUNCIlON
FOR FIECTRONS AND PROTONS DATA ON HAG TAPE
NSSDC ID 74-039A 05B, CEOSYN pLASMA ENVIRON. PICT ATLAS
Time period covered - 07/05/74 TO 02/17/76
Quantity of data - ] REdEL OF TAPE
This geosynchronous orbit, plasma environment picture
atlas data set is on 1-track, BOO-bpi, binary magnetic tape
created on a CDC 6600 computer. _ch physical record contains
six sets of 85 words containing IO-m;n intervals of data, or a
total of I h of data. The first two words of each physical
record are CI_Z identlflcation words. Each Of the slm sets
contains the satellite name; time in year, month, day, hour,
average i_nute, and day of yemr; number density, flu1, energy
density, energy flux, and the number of values of each for the
tmo detectors on AT5 6 (N/S elecLrons and ions); the
temperature correction coefficient, angle of N/S deteccor,
pitch angle, energy step of the photoelectron cutoff, electron
cutoff energy, and spacecraft potential; and the values of AE
average index, AE mas;mum index, Kp index, and ephemeris
informaL;on.
......................................................
ATS 6, PAULIKAS
OHNIDIRECTIDNAL SPECTROMETER
.......................................................
Data set name - ENEROETIC PARTICLE SPECTROME_H_ DATA ON
HAGNETIC TAPE
I_ ID 74-039A-07A. ENERGETIC PARTICLE SPECTROMETER
Time period covered - 06/14/74 TO 12/31/77
Quantity of data - 4 REELS OF TAPE
This experimenter-supplied data set is on 9-track,
1600-bp;, binary magnetic tape, recorded on • CDC 7600
computer. Each tape contains one data file with logical
records consisting of 496 60-bit words. Each physical record
contains 10 logical records and consists of day Of year; month;
day of month; year; radius; latitude; longitude; and hourly
averages for electron, proton, and magnetometer data
..........................................................
AIS 6, SHENK
CEOSYNCHRONOUS VERY HIGH RESOLUT]BN
RADIOMETER (CVI4RR)
..............................................................
Data set name - BLACK AND WHITE VISUAL IMAGE_ ON FILM
NSSDC ID 74-039A-OSA, B/W VISUAL IHACES ON FILM
lime period covered - 06/07/74 TO 08/15/74
Quantity of data - 7SO B/W NEGATIVES
This eiperlmenter-supplied dill set consists of full-dlsk
earth images on 7O-mm f;Im frames from the visual channel (O.S5
CO 0.75 micrometers) of the GVHRR instrument. The frames are
arranged chronologically, and each frame is identified by date
and time. Black and ehite, positive or negative cop;ms of the
film frames are available in uniform density exposure ;n either
transparencies or prints.
Data set name - BLACK AND WHITE INFRARLD IMAGES ON FILM
NSSOC ID 74-03gA-OSB, B/W INFRARED IMAGES 0N FILM
lime period covered - 06/07/74 TO 08/15/74
Quantity of data - 750 B/W NEGATIVES
This experimenter-supplied data set consists of full-d_sk
earth images on 70-mm film frames from the infrared channel
(10.5 to 12.5 micrometers) of the C_ instrument. The frames
are arranged chronologically, and each frame is identified by
date and time. Black and white, positive or negative copies of
the f;ll frames are available ;n uniform density exposure ;n
either transparencies or prints.
....................................................
Data set name - CEOSYN. VERY HIGH RESOLUTION RADIOMETER
INFRARED DICITAL IMAGE DATA MAGNETIC TAPES
NSSDC ID 74-039A-08C, CVHRR IR DICITAL IMAGE DAIA,TAPE
Time period covered - 06/17/74 TO 08/20/14
Quantity of data - 1176 REELS OF TAPE
Thls data set consists of calibrated CVHRR infrared
picture informaL;on on 1176 9-track, 1600-bp;, BCD magnetic
tapes produced by • Univac 1108 data processing system. _ch
tape contains from one to four files (one file for the
full-earth mode and up Co four flies for the sector mode).
F_ch file consists of a header record and up to 1_0] data
records. Each file ;s terminated by an end-of-file mark a;th
the mast fiJe terminated by two end of-file marks. The header
record consists of 132 characters mrltten in F_BCDIC and
contains documentation on processing history and date/time of
data. The nemt record ;s a data record of _4BB words
containing ]R callhrat;on information- milch of the remaining
data records (248B surds each) contains a line of picture
information. Each llne consists of 2400 g-hit samples called
piaels. The first data record contains the last picture line,
and the last data record contains the first picture line.
Words 2467 through 2488 of each data record contain 47
orblt/attltude data parameters. Before output to tape, the
data were checked for correct line and Lime sequence and
smoothmd as required. P;xels were not shifted to account for
camera movements on this tape. A detailed format description
appmars ;n sect;on 4 of the iApplicatlons Technology Satellite
fATS6) VHRR Cuide for _xperimonter's Tapes, I TRF
B25463-OOOA. These tapes are also called experimenter history
tapms.
.............................................................
ATS 6, WINCKLB_
PARTICLE ACCELERATION MECHANISHS AND
DYNAMICS OF THE OUT_ TRAPPING REGION
...........................................................
Data set name - ELECTRON AND PROTON PLOTS VERSUS TIRE ON
MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 74-039A-O4A, ELECTR-PROT PLOTS VS TIME, MFILM
Time period covered - 06/14/14 TO 03/31/75
Quantity of data - 4 REELS OF MICROFILM
This data sot conmists of electron and proCon flux plots
time 35-am microfilm. The plots show directionalvs , on
d;fferentlal flu=ms of both protons and electrons in the
directions of spacecraft west, south, and east. There are
three proton en•rgy channels, covering the range 27 to 377 keY
for the Best and south directions, and 35 to 514 keV for the
east direction. The electron energy channels cover 3_ to 51
and 150 to 214 keV for both the mest and south directions, and
32 _o 44 keY for the east d_rection, plus a channel for
energlms greater than 500 keV for each of these three
direct;onm. The plots cover 24 h each, with both universal
time and local t_me indicated. The dates of data acquisition
and processing are given on the plot. There ire three types of
plots ;n sequence for each day: eproton flux m for protons in
the lest and south directions; lelectron flu=" for electrons in
the west and south directions; and eparticle flu xl for both
electrons and protons ;n the east d;rectlon.
21 OF POOR _UALITY
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_E-A. CN'4ILL, JR.
FLU×GATE HA_E-_ 0HE'T _
.......................................................
Data set name - PLOTS OF IO-SEC AVBACEI) HACNFTIC FIELD
CDHPONENTS 0NNICROFILH
NSSDC ID 6] O_OA-O2B0 IO-SEC AVC MAC FLD COMPS PLOTS RF
T;me period covered - 08/16/61 TO 12/05/61
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF RICROFILM
This magnetic ¢ieJd data set ;s on one reel of 35-me
llcrofilm that was generated at NS_)C From the data ;n data set
61-020A-O2A. Each Frame presents plots of the azimuthal anglo
of the field vector measured relative tqo the satellite meridian
plane passing through the sun, the polar angle of the field
vector measured relative to the satellite spin a=;s and the
field magnitude (nT). Each data point is a lO-s average
computed and plotted once every 5 mln. Each frame contains 24
h oF data. These data, mhich are time ordered, contain no
ephemeris information and cover approximately 8OSof the period
from August 16, 1961, to December S, 1961 Hany of the gaps
are due to perigee passing (magnitude of the magnetic field is
greater than 10OO aT), and these occur e;[h a period of
approximately 26.6 h.
.......................................
Data set name TE_I SEC AVE]RACED MACNETIC FIEJ, D AND
EPHE]HE]R]S INFORMATION ON TAPE
NSSI)C 1D 61 020A 02C, 10 S AVC B FIEJ_ COHP+EPHEtl, TAPE
Time period covered 0B/16/61 TO 12/0S/61
Quantity of data 1 REEL OF TAPE
This dale set iS on one 7-track. 5S6-bp;. unblocked. BCD
magnetic tape that was generated at NSSDC by merging the data
in the experimenter supplied data set 61-020A 02A with
ephemeris information and certain elements of the 1961 Jansen
and Cain geomagnetic field model. Each 120 character logical
record includes six measured magnetic field items, four time
information _tems. eight ephemeris information items, and f_ve
model geomagnetic Field items. The siz measured magnetic field
values derived from the orthogonal component measurements are
the field magnitude and its standard deviation, the polar angle
of the f_eld vector (measured relative to the satellite spin
axis) and its standard deviation, and the azimuthal angle of
the field vector (measured relative to the satellite meridian
plane paRs,no through the sun) and its standard deviation
Each of t_e field values ;s a 1O s average, and these are
presented once every 5 min. The time information items are the
day number, hour. minute, and millisecond of the midpoint OF
the 10 s average_ The ephemeris information items are the
orbit number. Iong_Lude. latitude, geocentric range, right
ascens*on. HcTIwain | parameter, and the sun's right ascension
and declination The model field items include the field
magnitude, right ascension° declination, and polar and
azimuthal angles lhese data are time ordered and cover
approximately 80_ of the period from August 16, 1961, to
December _, 1961 Hany of the data gaps are due to perigee
passing (magnitude of the magnetic field is greater than 1000
fll_, and these occur with a period of approeimately 26 6 h_
_P[ A. DAVTS
PROTON ILLCIRON SCINTILLATION DEI|CIDR
Data set I_ame COMPLEIL SET OF REDUCED PROTON AND
ELECTRON COUN1 RAT[ DATA ON MACNITIC TAPES
NSSI)C H) _1 020A O_,A, RFDUCFD H FCT*PROT CNI RAI|S.1AP[
Time per_od _overed 08/16/61 TO 12/06/61
Quantity of data 20 REELS OF 1APE
This experimenter supplied data set contains a complete
seL aT reduced proton and electron count rate data For the full
life of the eKperiment with about BO_ time coverage, on 20
7-brack. 800 bp;. ]BH 7094. binary magnetic tapes. Each record
;s 460 words long and contains one absorber wheel revolution of
data. The data include phoLotube current, count rates, and
housekeeping channel readings for 256 telemetry frames. Also
inr_uded are time (U[), satellite position parameters in
geocentric mnerLial and 8,l coordinates, atLitude parameters,
etc, stored ,n floating point format The channel readings
for each frame are packed together as binary integers in one
36 b;L word. lhere are five orbits, which amounL Lo about b ?
days of data, on each tape
Dn_a set name - ORBIT PLOTS OF PEAK COUNT RATE AND
CURRENT READINGS ON MICROFILI_
NSSDC ID 61-O'2OA-OSB, ORBIT PLOTS OF PEAK RATES, MFILM
Time period covered - 08/16/61 TO 12/06/61
qunntlty of data - 1 REEL OF MICROFILN
This experimenter-supplied data SOL con[alms plots of
pemk electron and proton integral flux data for each satell; te
Spl n period as • functlon of tile (aT). on one reel of 16 am
microfilm. The data set contains 101 plots, and each plot
con[alns one orbit of data. Each plot contains: (]) seven
curves of the phobotube eighth dynode current, mhich are
proportional to electron and proton in[mgral flu= e;th seven
low energy cutoffs, plus a curve of the background current; (2)
three curves of the eighth dynode current due to electrons
only, plus a curve of the background current; (3) seven curves
of the proton integral flux (]/cmae2esesr) e;th seven
low energy cutoffs, obtained from the pulse output oF the
detects)r, plus a curve of the background flux; and (4) curves
of the sltellite position parameters in geomagnetic and in C_
coordinates. In addition tO the linear Lime scale there arm
tie nonlinear scales representing the radial distance and
HcIllain_s L parameter. Included are data for the Full live of
the satellite, August 16 be December 6, 1961, uith about 80_
coverage.
EPE A, MCDONALD
EO._HIC RAYS
........................................
Data set name - CH • SCINTILLATOR COSHIC RAY COUNT DATA,
ENCYCLOPEDIA TAPES
N_SDC ID 61 020A-O4A, C_+SCINT CR CNT DAIA.ENCYCL TAPES
Time period covered _ 0B/16/61 TO 12/06/61
_uantity of data - 7 REELS OF TAPE
This reduced cosmic ray experiment data set is on seven
e_perimenter submitted. 7-track, 800-bpi. IBM 7094. binary
magnetic tapes For each 6_B3-min telemetr_ sequence, the data
set contains the counts From the Ge;ger-Hueller (CH) counter
and single scintillator detect.ors during each of 12 ]16-S
intervals, the counts from the sc';ntillator telescope during
one _.]2 m;n interval, and the averaQeS of the 12 intervals Of
CH counter and single scintillator count data. The tapes are
blocked wi[h 6.B min of data per tape record. This data &et
also contains several tile, orbit, and attitude parameters.
The data set includes data For the active lifetime of the
spacecraft, August 16, 1961. to December 6, 1961, with mbout
BO_ coverage. [Jstlngs of the same data are available on 10
reels of microfilm ;n data set 61 020A-04C.
.....................
Data set name C.,JVI + SCeNT Ill ATOR COS4qIC RAY ] HR AVERACF
COUNT DATA lOGBOOK IAPF
NSSDC ID 6] 020A-04B, C,M+_C[NT ] FIR CNT DAIA LDCBK IAPE
lime period covered - 0B/16/61 l0 12/06/61
guantity of data 1 RF_L OF TAPE
This reduced cosmkc ray experiment data set i_ on one
experimenter submitted. 7-track, 8OO-bpi. IBM 7094, binary
magnetic tape The data sot contains 5_ min averages of counts
from each of the three detectors, the counts from the
scintillator telescope during all $12 min intervals, the
aver•gem of the Ceiger Rueller counter and single scintillator
count dale for each 6.B3-min telemetry sequence, and all 16-s
interval count values for the lowest discriminator level of the
single scintillator, as well as the Lime and spacecraft height
values Included are data for the act;re lifetime oF _he
spacecraft, August 16, 1961. to December 6, 1961, with about
80_ coverage. Listings of the same data are available on tee
reels o¢ microfilm as data set 61 02OA 040
EPE-A, VAN ALL_N
CHARGED PART]CLF_
Data set name COUNT RATES AND ORBITAL DAIA ON MACNFTIC
IAP_
2_
OF P_O_ QUALITY
NSSDC ID 61-020A 03A. PARTICLE COUN1RAIE * EPHE_, TAPE
Time period covered 08/16/61 TO 12/06/61
Qulntity of data - 3 REELS OF TAPE
This data set contains comb;ned electron, proton, and
cosmic ray count rate data, on three 7 track, S56-bpi, 8CD
magnetic tapes mriLten on an IBId 7094 with five records per
block and a logical record length of 342 characters. _JJch
record contains • time reference; base-lO logarithms of the
count rates from the omnidirectional Ceiger RueJler ((_4) tube,
the three electron spectrometer _ tubes, and the three c•dmium
sulfide crystals; B and L coordinates based on Jensen-Caln
coefficients; and orbital data in various systems. The data
are in chronological order.
.................................
Data set name - C_tAPHICAL SUHHARY OF RESPONSES Of
DETECTORS ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 6] 020A 03B, CHARCE]) PART.DECI (MICROFILM)
Time period covered 08/]6/61 lO 12/06/6]
Quantity of data - 1REF. OF MICROFILM
This data set contains graphs of electron, proton, and
cosmic ray count rates vs time (UT), on one reel of 35-lm
microfilm There is a pair of plots for each orbit One plot
contains separate graphs of each of the seven detector count
rate responses (counts/s). The other plot contains graphs of
trajectory parameters: CSE and CSM latitude and longitude;
geomagnetic latitude; geocentric radial distance; •nd
Mcllwaln's L p•rameter Also included on the microfilm are a
format for the master fi_e of orbital d•ta merged with science
d•ta (data set 61 020A 03A) and a cover letter for the E_°E A
data from Dr L A. Frank.
Data set name L ORDERED AND L INIERPOLATFD EJ ECTRON
COUNI RATES DN MACNFIIC 1APL
NSSDC ID 61 O_OA 03C, [ 0RDFJRED _ ECTRN COt,IHl RATE,TAPE
Time period covered 08/16/61 10 12/06/61
Quantity of data 1RE_ Of TAPf
lhe data set consists of t interpolated, dead time
corrected, electron count rates from the type 302
Ce;ger Mueller counter (from data set 61 O2OA 03A) in the form
of card images on file 5 of one NSSDC generated. 7 track,
556 bpi, IBM •094. even parity. BCD magnetic tape The data
records (one logical record per physical record) are ordered by
L value. Each data record mithin the file is 80 characters
long. is preceded by a 60-character header record, and is
followed by • two character trailer record The e=perimental
data have been interpolated to L- 2.0, 2.2, 2.4. 2.6. _.8. 3.0,
3.5, 4.0, 4.5, S O, 5 5, 6.0, 6.5, l.O, • 5, 8.0, q.O, 10.0,
11.0, and 12.0 and are grouped by • value. The data •re time
ordered within a given • value group. The data format also
includes time (local, U1, solar rotation), geomagnetic
latitude, geographic latitude, 8/B0, and Mcllvain's L value. A
similar data set (62 05IA 030) from E=plorer 14 (EJPE_B) is also
contained on this tape (files ] through 4)
eoeeeeeee*eeeeeeeeeesee*eoeaeeoee*eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee*eseeeee°*ee
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FPE[ B, CAHILL, JR
Fl UXCATE MACNllOM[_L]_S
Data set name - TfJ_ SEC AVERACES OF FI_lJ) COMPONI_hI_S AT
5 MIN INIERVALS ON TAPE
NSSDC ID 62 05IA-O_A, B FID COMP,]O 5EC AVC [V_J_Y 5 MEN
Time period covered 01/01/63 TO 05/30/63
_uantity of data - 6 RF_LS OF 1APE
This magnetic field data se_ is on slx
experimenter supplied. • track, 556-bpi, BCD magnetic tapes.
Information related to single observation occupies three
112 character records. _wO of these records contain 10 s
averages of eight magnetic field items presented every 5 min_
These items, derived from the orthogonaJ collponent
measurements, ire the right •scansion, declination, •nd
lagnitude of the f_eld, the polar •ngle of the (_eld vector
(me•sured relative to the satellite spin ax_s), the azimuthal
ingle of the field vector (measured relative to the satellite
meridian plane passing through the sun). and the standard
deviation of each of the three Carteslin components The third
record contains the following: day number (froml day of Jlunch);
bout, minute, millisecond; geocentric longitude, latitude, and
radius; McIlain's L parameter; and the theoretical field
magnitude based on the 1162 model of Jansen and Cain. These
data are t_me ordered and cover approximately 70_ of the period
from Janulry 1, lg63, t.o Hay 30, 1963 Many of the data g•ps
are due to perigee passing (magnitude of the magnetic field is
greater th•n _{)0 nT), mnd these occur with a period of
approximately 36.4 h.
...............................
EPE B, DAVIS
PROION ELECTRON SCINTILLATION DEIECTOR
..................................
Data set name - COMPLETE SE1 OF REDUCED PR010N AND
ELECTRON DATA ON MACNE_IC TAPES
NSSDC ID 6_ O51A 05A, TRAPPED RAD REDUC DATA, 6g IAPE_
Time period covered 10/02/6_ TO 08/10/63
_uantity of data - 69 REI_tS OF TAPE
Thi_ e_per;menter-supplied data set contains a complete
set of reduced electron and proton count rate data for the life
of the e.per;menL with about 80_ Lime coverage, on 69 • tr•ck,
800 bpi, IBM 1094, bln•r_ magnetic tapes. _ach record ;s 460
words long and contains one absorber wheel revolution of data.
The data include pho_otube current, count rates, and
housekeeping channel re•dings for 256 telemeter frames. Also
included are time (UT), satelll te posi tion parameters in
geographic and B •nd • coordinates, right •scansion. attitude
parameters, etc.. stored in floating point form•L The channel
readings for each fr•me are packed _ogether as binary ;nteger_
in one 36 bit word There are three orb=]s, which amount to
about 4.6 days of data on each tape.
...........................
EPE B, MCDONALD
COSMIC RAYS
D•ta set name _M • SCINII•LAI or COSMIC RAY COUN3 DATA.
[NCYCLOpI_I)IA TAPES
NSSDC ID 62 051A O4A. CMtSCIN1 CR CN1 DAIA,_CYCt IAP[S
Time period covered 10/02/62 TO 08/]1/63
Quantity of data - ]7 RF_I S OF rAPE
This reduced cosmic r•y e=periment data set, on ]I
experimenter submitted, l-track, 800 bpi, I_ IH 7094, binary
magnetic t•pes contains, for each 6.83 min telemetry sequence,
the counts from the Celger-MuelJer (CH) counter and single
scintill•tor detectors during each of 12 1.6 s _ntervals. the
counts from the scintilla_r telescope during one 5.12 min
interval, and the averages Of the CM counter and single
sclntillltor count data. ]his data set also contains several
time, orbit, •nd attitude par•meters_ _he tapes are blocked
with 6.83 min of data per tape record. Included are d_ta for
periods when the spacecraft encoder was working, from _ctober
2, 1Q62, to January 10, 1963, and from January 24, lq63, to
August 11, ]963, with abou_ _0_ coverage, listings of the same
d•ta are avail•ble on _l reels of microfilm in dat• set
62 051A 04C.
Da_a set name CH * SCINTILLATOR COSM]C RAY I FIR AV[_AC[
CDUI_I DATA LOGBOOK TAPE
NSSDC ID 6_ 05]A 04B, CH*SCIN_ 1-H_ cNq DATA [OCHK TAPI
lime period covered 10/0_162 TO 08/11/63
guantity of data 3 RF_JL5 OF TAPE
lhis reduced cosmic ray experiment data set is on three
e_perimen_er submitted. 1-track, ]HM 70_4, binary magnetic
tapes, two written •t 556 bp; and one written at 800 bpi The
data set contains 55-min averages of counts from each of the
three detectors, the counts from the scintillator telescope
during all 5.12 min intervals, the averages of the
Ceiger Mueller counter and single scintillator count dat• for
each 6.83 mln telemetry sequence, and all 1.6-s interval count
values for the lowest discrimination level of the single
scintill•tor, as well as the time •nd spacecr•ft height values.
Data are included for periods when the spar•craft encoder was
working, from October _. I_62. to January ]0, 1Q68, and from
January 24, 1963, to Augumt 11, 1963, elth abo_t 80_ coverage.
L;stlngs of the _mme data are available on five reels of
microfilm in data set 62 051A-04D
EPE-B, VAN AII P_
TRAPPED PARIICL[ RADIA]]_
Data set namm - COHPA_B EIOB TUBE C_ RATES AND
ORBITAL DATA ON MA_BIC TAPE
ID 62-051A-03C, COHPA_ED = TUBE C_ RATES*ORBIT
Time period covered - 30/02/62 TO 08/11/63
Quantity of data - 2 R_ OF TAPE
In this data met, the count rate and ephemeris data ;n
data set 62-051A-O3B (eight e=perimenter-Bupplied magnetic
tapes) have been compacted on t_ two 7-track, _6-bpl, IBH 7094,
even-parlty, BED magnetic tapes. In this data set, the data
include time ordered counting rates of the trapped particle
detectors merged wlth B (gauss), Hcllwaln's I parameter (earth
radii), Kp ;ndez= and additional ephemeris data.
....................................................
Data set n•me L-0RDERE_ AND •-]NTERPOUkTED ELECTRON
COUN1 RATES ON HACNL-TIC TAPE
NSSOC ID 62 051A-030, I OF_E_RED ELECTRN COUNT RATE,TAPE
Time period covered 10/0_/62 TO 08/11/83
Quantity of data 1RE_ OF TAP•
This NSSDC-generated data set consists of L-interpolated,
dead-time corrected, electron count rates (from dab set
62-051A 03A) in the Forl of card ;males, on one 7-track, II]14
7094, even parity. BCD magnetic tape. There arm four tape
Files (Files 1 through 4) for these data containing,
respect;rely, count rates from the type 30_, 213A, 2138. and
213C Oe;ger Bueller counters. The data records (one logical
record per physlcal record) are ordered by L value. EJch data
record within • file is 80 characters long and is preceded by a
60-character header record and follomed by a two-character
trailer record The experimental data have been interpolated
_o l _ 2.0, _.2, 2.4, _.6, 2.8, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 4.5, 5.0, 5.5,
6.0, 6.5, 7.0, 7.5, 8.0, 9.0, ]0_0, 11.0, and l_.O, and are
Qrouped by l value. The data are time ordered within a given
L-value group. The data set also includes time (local time,
U_, solar rotation time), geomagnetic latitude, geographic
latitude, B/Be. and NcIlw•;n's L par•meter. A similar data seL
(61-0_0A-03C) From [zplorer 12 (EPE A) is contained on rile 5
of this tape.
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EP•-C, B_OWN
ELECTRON AND PROTON SOL 1D-STAT•
DFIECTORS
Data set name REt)UCED L ORDERED PROTON ELECTRON COUN_
DATA FOR • FRON 1.1 T0 4.B 0N HAC 1APE
NSSDC ID 62 O59A- O)A, t ORDERED PROTN*_ECTN COUN1 EAPE
];me period covered - ]0/27/62 TO 01/01/63
_uantiby of data 1RF_EJL OF TAPE
These reduced electron and proton count data goner•Led aL
Bell Telephone Laboratories are on one 7-track. BOO-bpl,
odd-parity, BE-SYS, ]1]_1 7094, BCD/binary magnetic tape with i
block size of 166 36 bit lords. Data are interpolated Lo 61
HcIllain L values ranging from 1.10 to 4.8 and ordered first by
| and then by time Count data from the two omnidirectional
and the tie medium aperture (half angle of PO dee) detectors
are presented For high •nd Iom bias modes of operat;on Data
from the 2 9-NOV electron mode are not val;d beyond December
23, 1962. An ION fortran IV program written for the TOM 7Og4
is available to read out the da_a on the tape and determine the
maximum and minimum flux values for each detector for each
file.
FP[ C, DAVIS
PROTON EJ-ECIRON SCINTILLA1 I0N DEIEC10R
Data set name - COMPLEIE SET OF REDUEI]) PROTON AND
ELECTRON DATA ON HACNFTIC TAPES
RSSOC ID 62-059A O_A, ]RAPPED RAD RI_UC DATA. 18 TAPES
Time period covered ]0/2B/62 TO 01/_1/63
Quantity of data 1B REELS OF TAPE
This experimenter supplied data set contains a complete
set of reduced electron and proton count rate data for the life
of the experiment m;th about QO_ time coverage, on 18 7 track,
5_6 and BOO bp;. IBM 7094, binary magnetic tapes. Each record
is 460 lords long and co•LaThS one absorber wheel revolution of
da_a. The dab• include phot_tube current, count rates, and
housekeeping channel readings For 256 telemeter frame•. Also
included are tile CUT), eatellite position parameters in
geographic and B and L coordinates0 right ascension, attitude
parameters, etc., 8_ored in floating point format. Thl channel
read;nee for each Frame are packed _oge_her as binary integers
in one 36-bit word. There are 24 orbits, which amount _ about
5.2 days of data on each tape.
...........................................................
EPE-C, HCILVAIN
DIRECTIONAL AND OHNID[RECT]ONAL
ENERCETIC PROTONS AND ELECTRONS
..........................................................
Data set name - TINE-0RDERED REDUCED ELECTRON AND PROTON
COUNT RATES ON CI)C BINARY TAPES
NSSDC ID 62-059A 02A, TIME-ORDE_ED PARTICLE COLINI RATES
Time period covered - 10/27/62 TO 01/30/63
Quantity of data - 6 REELS 0F TAPE
This experimenter supplied electron and proton count rate
data met ;s on six 7-track, 556-bpi, CDC 3600, binary magnmtlc
tapes. There are 12 48 bit words per logical record and 10
logical records per physical record. Each logical record
contains time; dead-time corrected count rate; a flag
indicating ih;ch _f the four discrimination states ;s involved;
spacecraft latitudm0 longitude, and altitude; computed magnetic
Field magnitude and d;rectlon; computed L value; and other
housekeeping data. The tapes are time ordered, covering about
7_ of the interval October 27, ]962, to January 30, 1963.
*********************** EPE-D aeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeaeoeeo=eeeeeee
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_PE D, BR0_N
SOLID STATE ELECTRON DEIECTDR
..............................
Data set name REDUCE_) ELECTRON COUNI RATE DAIA ON HAC
TAPE (6 THRESHOLDS 0.3 TO 3._ HFV)
NSSDC ID 64-086A DIA, 0.3 3.5 MEV ELECT CN1 RATE,IAPE
Time period covered 12/2]/64 T0 05/15/$7
Quantity of data - 68 NEEJS OF TAP•
This electron count rate data aet is on 6B 7-track,
800-bpl, BE SYS, IBM, BCO/binary magnetic tapes generated at
Bell Telephone LmboraLories from the original data, in a
time ordered sequence. The data include the count rates from
the integral counters (El, F_, F_3, _. E6. and El) in a digital
format, magnetic coordinates (t, X) (mhere
X=[1-(BO/B)]ee[1/_]), the angle betueen the detector and (omega
• B) (where omega is the satellite spln vector), geographic
satellite position, satellite spin rate, time (U1), temperature
(plus or minus 1 dee C), and various control parameters.
Counters El, E2, and F_ mere omnidirectional, and counters _,
E6, and •7 mere directional. The thresholds for counting
electrons for the siz counters were ], 3.5, _._, 0.3, 0.45, and
1.7 NeV, respectively. This data set comprises all the useful
data that are available from this e•per;ment.
Da_• see name L ORDERED OUIER ZONE EI•CTBON COUN1 RAIl
DATA ON MACN{]IC TAPF
NSSOC ID 64 O86A 01D, • 0RDERI_ E_ECIRON CN] RATE 1AP_S
Time period covered 12/21/64 TO 05/15/67
Quantity of dale 6 REJ.JS 0F TAPE
lhese electron count rate data are on six _56 bpl,
7-Lrack, even parity, BED magnetic tapes, one for each of Lhe
six detectors of ezperiment 64 OB6A 01. generated at NSSDC from
da_a set 64-OB6A-O|A E_ch tape contains • interpolated
electron count rates, magnetic field, time, and positional
information. Data are ;nterpolated Lo L values from 3.5 to 7.5
earth radii in mncrements of 0.5 earth radii. The data are
sorted by 1 value and ordered chronologically mlthin each
L_set
E_E D, CAHILL, JR
FLUXCATE RACNE_OM@_FRS
Data set name SIX HOUR M_QNEIIC VECTOR PI.0TS ON
MICROFILM
24
NSSDCI 64 O86A-O3A, MAGNE1]C FIELD VCTRS, MFILM PLOIS
Time period covered - 0_/O1/65 TO 06/30/65
quantity of data - 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
This magnetic field vectAJr data set is on one reel of
35 mm microfilm generated at NSSI_ from hard copy plots
supplied by the e=perlmenter. Each frame contains 6 h of data.
Magnetic vectors are given once every 5 lln. EJich vector m8
specified in terms of (1) the difference between the observed
field magnitude and a model field magnitude (Jensen and Cain,
19621, (2) the angle (alpha) between the measured vector and
the spacecraft spin a=is, and (3) the field azimuthal angle
(psi) relative to the spacecraft-sun direction. Time and
ephemeris information (distance, latitude, local time, LI are
given once an hour. Samples of the plots are used and
explained in greater detail in L. J. Cahill, J. Ceophys. Res.,
v. 71, n. 19, p. 4_K)5, 1966. Data coverage is essentially
complete between February 1 and June 30, ]965.
.............................................
EJ:>E-D, MCILWAIN
OMNIDIRECTIONAL AND UNIDIRECTIONAL
ELECTRON AND PROTON FLUXES
..........................................
Data set name - • ORDERED COUNT RATES ON TAPE
NSSDC ID 64 O86A-O2A, L ORDE]_I_ PARTICLE CNT RATE TAPES
Time period covered - 12/71/64 TO 07/28/66
Quantity of data - 7 REELS OF TAPE
This experimenter supplied analyzed electron and proton
count rate data set is on two 7 track, 556 bpl, BCD magnetic
tapes. There arm 10 144 character logical records per physical
record. The data have been interpolated to about 65 discrete L
values between 1.15 and 1.O0, and are ordered by B and L
values. Count rates for both discrim_nation levels of both
detectors are presented. For each set of four count rates,
tl me (UT), computed magnetic field magni rude, and spacecraft
position (altitude. latitude, longitude) and orientation are
given.
Data set name - TIME ORDERED R_ED PARTICLE COON1 RAIES
ON MAONET]C TAPE
NSSOC ID 64 OB6A 026, TIME DRDERED PARTICLE COUNT RATES
lime period covered - 17/71/64 TO 05/7]/61
Quantity of data - 47 RLELS OF TAPE
This reduced electron and proton count rate data set ;s
on 47 experimenter generated, 7 track, 556 bp;, CDC 3600,
binary magnetic tapes. There are 10 Q6-character log;cat
records per physical record. Time-ordered reduced count rates
for both d;scrim;nation levels of both detectors, along u;th
noise flags, spacecraft ephemeris information (latitude.
long;rude, altitude, computed B and L), and housekeeping
information, are presented in each logical record.
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ERS 13. VEITE
CHARCED PARTICLE DETECTORS
......................................
Data set name ORICINAI CORRECTED _ECTRON AND PROTON
COUN] RATES ON MA(_WE_IC TAPL
ID 64-O4OE 01A, ELECTRON+PROTON COUN] RATES, TAPE
Time per;od covered 07/17/64 TO 11/79/64
Quantity of data - I REEL OF TAPE
This electron and proton count rate data set is on one
7-track, 556-bpi, CDC 3600, binary magnetic tape containing
card images. To create these data, the count rates from the
four dlscrlm;nators were scaled from analog strip charts. Each
rate channel was sampled for appro=imateJy 10 s in sequence. A
single rate averaged over this sample period was determined.
Both temperature and voltage corrections were lade before the
subcarrler oscillator frequency was converted to a count rate.
Appro=imately 20.000 data points from over 400 h of data were
obtained and put on punched cards. Besides the count rates,
the time of year (decimal days), longitude, radial d;stance,
geomagnetic equaL oriel radius (earth radii), geomagnetic
latitude, L shell (earth radii), B/BO, and the card number
appear.
Data set name - IO-SEC AVERACED, L ORD_ED ELECTRON FLUX
DATA ABOVE 700 KFV ON TAPE
NSSDC ID 64-O40C-01B, ELECTRONS ABOVE 700 KEV.L ORDERED
I;me period covered - 07/18/64 10 11/79/64
Quantity of data - ] R_J- OF IAPE
This integral electron flu= data set ;s on one 7 track,
5S6-bpl, ]Bit4 7094, even-parity, _ _gnetic tape. The count
rates from the lithium-drifted s;l;con detec_or electron
channel were interpolated to the flaed L values 7.5, 3.0, 3.5,
4.0, 4.5, 5.0, S.50 6.0. 6.5. 7.0, 7.5, and B.0, and converted
be the flua of electrons greater than 700 key using a
mult;pJicat;ve factor equal t_ 300. Besides the flu., local
time (h). solar rotation tlme (days), universal time (h),
month, day of month, year (minus 1900), geographic latitude,
east longitude, orbit number, and [ value (earth radii) are
given. The data are ordered hy l value and are in the form of
card images. The data set was used ;n constructing the AE-4
model electron environment. This data sat and data set
65-OP_IC-01D appear as separate files on the same tape
eeeaeeoe.eeoaa.aeeeeeeeeaeooeeee*eoeeeeeeeeooeoeaoooesoaeeeeeo*
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Data set name - HOUSEKF_EPINC DATA ploTTED VS TIME
ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 65-058C OOF. HOUSEXEEPINC DATA PLOTTED VS TIME
1;me period covered - 07120165 TO 11104165
Quantity of data - ] REfL OF MICROFILM
1his data set contains plots of housekeeping parameters
on one reel of ]6 mm mlcroTilm. Ih;s reel also contains data
from data sets 65 058C-00[ and 6S O_BC--01B on each plot. The
structure temperature, high and low frequency reference
values, and sun sensor output frequency are plotted vs t;me
(LI_) _ach plot includes 15 h of data
_S 17, V_T_E
CHARGED PART ICLE DEIECT ORS
Data set name - MERGED CHABCED PARI]Ct! DIIICIDR
COUNT RATES ON TAPE
NSSDC ID 65-0_8C-0]A, MERGED,4.5 S[C AVG, 05 SFC IAP[
Time period covered 07/20/65 TO 11/03/65
_uantity of data - 32 REELS OF TAP[
This data set, on 37 • track, BOO bp;, BCD magnetic
tapes, contains identification and header information, time,
suhcarrier frequency, 4.5 s charged particle detector count
rates, flags, orbital coordinates, and all of the count rate
data sampled _0 times per second. Ihese tapes also contain
data from data sets 65-058C O_A and 6_-054_C 03A m;thin each
logical record. The detector count rates eere obtained by
averaging over each 4.5-s sample of each detector in the
sateJlite. The ephemeris data also include geographic_
geomagnetic, and G_E coordinates. The B(::D tape format consists
of eight ]20-character logical records per physical record.
The time period covered ;S from 084Q LF[ on July _0, 1Q65, to
2337 LIT on November 3, ]965, with numerous time gaps ;n the
interval. Approximately 1500h of data mere acquired in this
tile period.
Data set name - CHARCED PARIICLt D! I|CIOH COt_N1 HAILS
PLOTTED VS TIMI ON MICR[)F llM
NSSDC ID 65-0_8C 01B. COUNTIN_ RAIES PlOTtED VS IIM!
Time period covered - 07/_0/65 TO 11/03/65
guantity of dat= 1REF_L Of MICROFILM
This data set contains electron and proton count rate
plots on one reel of 16-mm microfilm. This reel also contains
data from data sets 65 0_1(:: 00t: and 65 o_ec-OOF on each plot
The count rates for all detector channels of _he satellite
except for the quasi dig; tel channels are plotted vs time (U_).
The folloming measurements are included: (l) electrons greater
than 100 keY_ (_) electrons greater _han 320 keY, (3) electrons
greater than 3.2 MeV, (4) prot_ns 3.5 to 27 MeV, (5) protons 8
_o 21 HeY, (6) protons greater than 35 HeY, (7) gamma rays 30
be 100 keY, (B 1 cosmic ray prot_Dtls greater than 30 HeY. and (9)
solar X rays 1 to 14-A or electrons above 40 keV. The
measurements listed in (l) and (B / are data from e=periment
25
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65-058C-03, and the measurements listed ;n (9) are from
e=perlment 65-0_BC-02. Each plot contains |5 h of data.
Data set name L-ORD_E]3 FIECTRON AND PROTON COUNT RATES
ON TAPE
NSSOC ]D 65 058C-010, L-OI_D_ED ELEC+PROT CNT RATES,TAP
Time period coverld - 07/20/65 TO 10/31/65
quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
]his data set contains electron count rates from the
L; thium Orlfted S_l;con Oetec_or (SSO) electron channel and the
Leo channels of the Plastic Scintillation Counter (LEPIq) on one
7-track. 5_6 bpi. even-parity, 1at4 /004, t]ICD magnetic tape.
These count rates were interpolated Lo the following L values:
2.0, _.2, 2.4, 2.6, 2.8, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0. 4.5, 5.0, S.S, 6.0,
6.5, 7.0, 8.0, 9.0, 10.0, 11.0, and 12.0. The correctmd count
rate, B/I]IO, local time, solar rotation ti me (days), time (Ij_).
month, day of month, year (minus 19001, geomagnetic latitude
(dee), geographic east longitude, geographic latitude, and [
walue ippmar as card images on the tape. The data are
organized into separate files for each energy threshold.
Within each file the data are ordered by 1 value. The bb°lH
responded I_o electrons above 100 key in one channel and be both
e|ectrons above 600 keV and protons between 3.5 and 27 NeV ;n
thm other channel, lhe SSO electron channel responded lbo
electrons above 320 keV. The data have been corrected for
detect_r dead t_mes The 100 key and 3?0 key data were used ;n
the construct;on of the AE-4 model electron mnvironment. The
three files for /his data set and a file for the data set
64 040C 018 (13RS 13) are included o. the same tape
17, VFTI[
X-RAY DFTEC10RS
Data set name M_CED X RAY OEIECTOR COUNT RATF_
DN TAP[
NSSOC [D 65 0bdC 02A, MInCeD,4 5 S|C AVC, .05 SEC ]APE:
lime parted covered Ot/?O/6_ T_ 1[/03/65
_uantity of data 3_ R_J_LS Of TAPE
This data set. on 32 • track, 800 bpi, BCO magnetic
tapes, contains ;denLiflcatlon and header information, time,
subcarrier frequency, 4 _ s Ceiger 8ueller (CM) tube count
rates, flags, orbital coordinates, and all of the count rate
data sampled ?O times per second. ]hese tapes also contain
data from data sets 68 OSdC O]A and 65 O58C-03A within each
logical record. ]he count rate sum for each of the three _H
tubes was obtained by averaging over each 4.5 s sample, ]he
0.05 s s_ples of the data and the quasi digital channel are
also available The ephemeris data also include geographic,
geomagnetic, and CS[ coordinates ]he BCO tape format consists
of eight 1_0 character logical records per physical record
Ihe time period covered on the tape5 15 from 0849 LFI on July
PO, 1965, to ?332 U1 on November 3, 1965, with numerous Lime
gaps an the interval |he CFI tube count rates are zero after
September ]S, 1965 Plots of the data are contained ;n data
set 65 OSBC 01B
ERS 11, V[ Tit
CAHPtA RAY DIITCI[}R
Data set name M_CE]) GAMMA NAY DETTCIDR COUN1 RAl[_
DN IAP[
NSSOC ]D 6b 0_8C 03A, MIHCID, 45 SIC AVC, 05 SIC IAPI
lime perlod covered 01/_0/6_ [0 11/03/65
Quant,ty of data 3P R[IIS (][ lAP[
Ihis data set, on 3_ / track, 800 bpi, BCD magnetic
tape_, contains ident,fication and header information, time.
subcarrier frequency, 4.5 s gamma ray detector count rates,
flags, orbital coord,naLes, and all the count rate data sampled
_0 Limes per secend These tapes also contain data from data
sets 6_ 0_8C OIA and 6_ 0_8C OPA within each logical record
lhe count rates of the 0.03 to 0.1 MeV channel and the greater
than 10 HeV channel were obtained by averaging over each 4 5 s
sample The 0 05 s samples of the dale from these channels and
the four quasidigital channels are available. ]he ephemeris
data also include geographic, geomagnetic, and CS[ coordinates
The BCD format consists of eight )?0 character logical records
per physical record. ]he Lime period covered is from 0849 U1
on July PO, ]96b. to 23_2 UI on November 3, 1965, _ith numerous
time gap5 in the interval Plots of the 0.03 to O1 MeV
channel and the greater than 10 MeV channel count rates are
contained in dale set 6b Ob_C OIB.
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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Data set name - PRINTOUT OF MAC;NE_IC CONJIJNCIIDNS ON
MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 77-O_9A-OOD, MAGNETIC CONJUNCTIONS, MFILM
Time period covered - OS/O]/ll TO 01/13/79
_uantlty of data 2 R_S OF MICROFILM
This data set consists of aThPrint°ute of magnetic
conjunctions microfilmed aL NS_)C. conjunctions involve
pairs of spacecraft, one of which is fi.ed as ESA-CEOS 1. The
o_her member of a pair is: (1) AE-C, (2) DNSP SO F1, (3)
DHSP-50-F_, (4) EXOS 1, (5) EXOS 2, (6) ESA CEOS 2, (1) ISEE 1,
(8) ISIS I, (g) ISIS 2, (I0) TRIAD, (II) 53 2, or (12) 53-3.
The first line of the tables is labeled ;nt/ext models: n/m
This line denotes the Internal and external magnetic field
models being employed in the program. For example, n/m eqt,als
3/6 indicates the BarracJough internal field model and the
OIsen-Pfitzer eaternal field with bill model. The second line,
labeled me 6 1_, indicates that the target satellite bin (flu=
tube size) is 6 latitude deg wide and 12 longitude dee long.
lhis is the standard bin size, but other bin sizes may be
selected, lhe third line lists the satellites being used in
the run aith the target satellite appearing first, followed by
the non-target satellite list The fourth line gives the start
and stop times of the run in the yearyear daydayday
hourhour.hour (yy ddd hh.h) format. For example, 77 121 10.0 7•
121 20.0 indicates that the run covered the time period May 1,
1977, from 10.0 to 20.0 h UI The fifth line is a program
instruction to begin the run. The table header line notation
is as follows. Column 1 - bln: This column abels the center of
the flu= tube bin for the target satellite. Column 2 satid:
lhis column identifies the satellite associated with each pair
of lines in the table The first satellite appearing under
sat;d is the target satellite. 1his ;s followed by line pairs
for each satellite that enters Into magnetic conjunction wl_h
the target satellite bin under consideration during the time
interval being used (see column 3) Column 3 dddhh hh: This
column denotes the day of the year and the hour of the day
Ihe f_rst pair of lines are as_o(:_ated with the target
satellite and indicate the length of time it is _;thin the bin
defined in column 1 Following the pa*r of time lines for the
target satellite are pairs of time lines associated eith each
non target satellite. These latter pairs of time lines show
the beginning and ending times of the conjunction a=th the
target satellite Column 4: This COlUmn contains the words
I_tartsl arid Istopsi for the target satellite and lefl_er_e and
Ijeave_l for Lhe non Larger satellites [or conjuncLions of
short duration, the _ord ICFOSSesl folloms the single
non target satellite Lime line Column b slat/slow: This
column, gives the satellitems geographical latitude and east
longitude at the [.me indicated ;. the third column. Column 6
alt>geoid: This column gives the altitude, in kilometers, of
the satellite above the geoid of the earth Ihe notation
32I*0_ equals 320 km The geoid radius is taken as 6378.I6
km Column / gsep ]his column indicates the geometric
separatlor), in kilometers, of the target satellite and
non target satellite; ie, the line of sight distance between
them Column B arclength Ihis column gives the d_stance, in
kilometers, along the magnetic field line passing through the
satellite to the surface of the earth Column g flat/Elan:
1his column gives the geographical latitude and east longitude
OF the earth of the magnetic field line passing through the
satellite
ISA Cf I)S 1 , C[ ISS
! OW [ Ni RCY I(]N C[]HPO_] ] [ON
Data set name tOW |N[RCY ]ON COMPOSIlJ0N P|OIS
NSSI)( H) /! ()_qA 03A, i(IV INFRCY ]ON COMPOSITION P|O[S
l,m,_ p,_riK,d ((,vered OB/[///1 10 O6/23/18
QuanLiLy of daLa ] RL_L OF NICROF]IH
lhis dale set is on one reel of 16 mm microfilm made at
N_SDC from the hard copies supplied by _TEC The plots are
the proton count rates. No correction has _een made for the
background spacecraft potential or for the energy dependence of
the geometric factor. ;he curves display a double envelope
caused by mode changes. Cenerally, the upper envelope
represents the counts in the thermal mode (0-]10 eV), and the
toaer envelope represents the counts in the survey mode (25
eV 164 keV). Disregard data prior to October 3, 1977
F_A-CEOS 1. CL_NDRIN
MAgNEtIC WAVE FINDS
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Data set name MAGN|IIC WAVE FIELD SUGARY PL01S
NSSDC ID 77 O_gA 06A, MACNE] ]C WAV[ fIELD DATA SUM PL]S
Time period covered 08/17/77 TO 06/23/7B
Quantity of data - I REEL OF MICROFHM
Th_s data set is on one reel of 16 mm microfilm made at
NSSOC from hard copies supplied by ESTEC. ]t contains a number
of magnetic field parameters: (1) V component, (nl) in the
direction of the local vertical; (2) D component, (nl)
eastward; (3) H component° (nT) northward; (4) standard
deviation of the total field strength (nT); (5) total magnetic
power fJul at < 5 Hz. perpendicular to sp_n axis; (6) flux at <
1 5 Hz. parallel to spin axis; and (7) rms magnetic power flu=
in frequency bands 0.2 06 kftz, 0.6 1._ kHz, ].2-2 5 kHz, and
5 b.O kttz Parameters 5, 6. and 7 are not in physical units
but in arb,trary relative decibels.
FSA CEOS 1. HUtTQVIST
LOW ENERCY EL [CTRON AND PROTON P]ICH
AI_L| DISTRIBUTION
Data set name F0W ENF_CY EleCTRON AND PROION PITCH
AhK_LE PLOTS
NSSDC ID 77-OPgA-O4A. |0W [N[RCY _fCIRON_PRDT PTCH ANG
Time period covered 08/17/]7 10 06/23/18
Quantity of data 1 RE}L OF MICROFILM
This data set° on one reel of 16 mm microfilm, was made
at NSSDC from hard copies supplied by _TEC It provides plots
of energy flux of electrons (ergs/sq cm s-st) in the range
0.5 _5 keY, arriving parallel to the spin axis Of the
spacecraft Also plotted are the fluxes of electrons in the
same energy range (electrons/sq cm s sr) from two directions.
one parallel and the other perpendicular to the spin axis
Disregard data prior to 0ctober 3, ]g77
ESA GEOS 1. MARIANI
TRIAXIAL FLUXCATE MACNEIOMFTFR
Data set name DC MAGNFTIC FIIiI) COMF'ONFNIS AS
PRll IMINARY SUMMARY P[ DIS
NSSI)C ID 17 O?gA OgA, DC MACNI tIC FIELD COMPFFNFN1 PIOIS
lime period covered 08/17/7/ 10 06/23/18
Quantity of data 1 RFfl OF MICROFILM
These plots, on ]6 mm microfilm, are the same as those
included in data see 06A. ie , V, D, and ft components of the
field and the standard deviation of the total field_
ESA-CEOS 1, pEDERSEN
DC FINDS BY DOUBLE PROOF
Data set name DC FILLD BY DI}UBLE PRDBF SUMMARY PLOTS
NSSDC ID 7] O_gA-O7A, DC FIU D BY DOUBLE PROOI PLOTS
lime period covered OB/|l/17 I0 06/23/18
Quantity of data ] RH t 0| MICROFILM
These 16 mm microfilm plots ar(_ of lee quality and
validity
_A-CEOS 1. UNCSTRUP
ELECTRIC WAVE FIHJ)S
Data set name _ ECTRIC WAVE FIELD PLOTS
NSSDC ID 7/ 02gA-IOA. ELECTRIC WAVF FIE JJ) PLOTS
Time period covered 08/17/7/ TO 06/_3/78
_uantity of data I RF_J OF MICROFILM
This data set. on one reel of 16 mm microfilm, contains
plots of rm_ power in five frequency bands: 0 _ 0 6. 0.6 1._.
] 2 2._. 2._ SO. and S.O 10.0 kHz. lhey are not in physical
units but in relative decibels.
ESA CEOS 1, WILKLN
E±ECTRON AND PROTON PITCH ANCLE
DISTRIBLFTIBN
Data set name - I_ECIRON AND PROTON coUNT RAIES ON
PRH IMINARY SUMMARY P[OTS
NSSDC ID II-O?gA-OIA, ELECIRON AND pROION CNIRAIE PI 01S
Time period covered 08/17/77 TO 06/23/18
Quantity of data l REEJ_ OF MICROfilM
lhis data _et, on one reel of 16 mm microfilm° contains
plots of electron and proton fluxes in sets of six panels.
Panel ] (top panel) is _ plot of the integrated flux of
electrons in range O.S 500 V. Ihe points are 3 min averages.
[he counted flux is subject be the uncertainty of the
spacecraft potential. Data before October 3. 1Q77. must be
rejected Panel _ provides the proton count rates in bwo
alternating modes lhe upper envelope is the count rate in the
_hermal mode° 0 110 eV. and the lower envelope is the count
rate in the _b eV 16.4 keY range. The points are 3 min
average_. Panel 3 provides 3-min average Fluxes (erg/sq
cm-s sr) in the direction of the spin axis Panel 4 is similar
to 3, but provides the average of the fluxes parallel and
perpendicular to the spin axis It is particle flux
(partlcies/sq cms sr) and not energy flux. Panel 5 provides
electron flumes in the range 20 _50 keY, in the directions
parallel and perpendicular to the spin axis. Panel 6 is a plot
of the proton fluxes in the range 20 keY 3.3 HeY. in directions
parallel and perpendicular to the spin axis.
E_%A OI OS I, WRI_N
THERMAL PLASMA FLOW
Data _et name THIRMAI PLASMA FFBW PIOIS
NSSDC ]D l/ 02gA O_A. THEI_MA[ PLASMA FLOW PlOlS
Time period covered OB/ll/T/ 10 06/23/18
Quantity of data 1RLEL OF MICROFIFM
This data set is on one reel of 16 mm microfilm made at
NSSDC from hard copies supplied by [ST[C. lhe data set
contains plots of electron count rates in the energy range of
OS 500 eV. The data were obtained by integrating the counts
from two electrostatic analysers, one viewing parallel and the
other perpendicular to the spin axis. ]n order to suppress the
photoelectron_ emitted by the spacecraft, the collimator was
biased to minus 1.5 V. Ihis entailed reJeCtion of Joe energy
plasma electrons al_o. The data set rs valid only from October
3, lq71
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Data set name PRINIOUl Of pRE])]CTED MACNLI]C
CDNJUNCIIONS ON MICRBIItM
NSSDC ID 1B OIIAOOD, pREDICTFD MAC CONJUNCTIONS. MFIIM
lime period covered 03/15/79 TO O_/17/Bl
Quantity of data 1RC_L OF MICROFILM
lhis data set consists of microfilmed listings of
magnetic conjunctions computed at NSSDC lhe target satellite
is ISEJ_ 1, and the orbits of ESA-GEBS _ and SIP PTB 2 were
examined to determine magnetic conjunctions, i.e.° times mhen
those satellites were located on (or within a specified
distance of) the same magnetic field line that passed through
the target satellite ]n addition to the time period, the
listing provides spacecraft locations, separation distance,
distance to the surface of the earth along the f_eld line. and
identification of the magnetic field model used
FSA-CEOS _, BEGIiIN
" k"), I ,,
0,;_;N/= L ;:' ::,: _5
J. _ .. ,'_ .
NSSDCI 78-071A-IIA, WAVE FIELD IMPEDANCE PLOTS
Time period covered - 08/15/78 TO 07/01/82
Qulnt;ty of data - 3 REELS OF MICROFILM
This data set, on three reels of 16-mm microfilm,
contains a panel providing plots of cold plasma density derived
from resonances ;n the impedance of the antenna. They ire
plotted as logarithms of number dens;ty/cc. The data ire very
incomplete; the documentation is inadequate.
......................................................
ESA-CEOS 2, Ct_IDRIN
HAC_IETIC WAVE FIELDS
.......................................
Data set name MAGNEIlC WAVE FIELD SUMMARY PLOTS
NSSOE ID 78 OIIA-O6A, MAGNETIC WAVE FIELD SUMMARy PLOTS
Time period covered 08/15/78 10 07/0]/82
Quantity of data 3 RF_LS OF MICROFILM
This data set, on three reels of 15-mm microfilm, was
made at NSSDC from hard copies supplied by I';TEC. It contains
a number of magnetic field parameters: (I) V component, (nT) in
the direction of the local vertical; (2) O-component, (nT)
eastward; (3) H component, (nT) northlard; (4) standard
deviation of the total field strength (nT); (5) total magnetic
power flux at ( S Hi, perpendicular to spln axis; (6) flux at (
1=5 Hz, parallel to spin a ]'is; and (7) rms magnetic pomer flux
in frequ,ncy bands 0.2-0.5 kHz, 0.5 1.2 kHz, 1.2-2.5 kHz, and
2.5 50 kH/. Parameters 5, 6. and • are not in physical units
but in arbitrary relative decibels.
F_SA OEOS 2, F_LTQVISI
LOW-FNERCY ELECTRON AND PRDION PITCH
ANCLE DISTRIBUTION
- ........................
Data set name [OW ENt_CY U[CTRON AND PRBION P]lCH
ANCLE PLOTS
NSSOC ID 18 071A 04A, | OW ENEI_OY ELECTRON PRO1 PTCH ANC
llme period covered 08/15/•8 10 07/01/82
_uantity of data 3 REELS 0f MICROFILM
lhls data set, on three reels of 16-mm microfilm made at
NSSDC from hard copies supplied by ESIEC, provides plots of
energy flu= ()f electrons (ergs/sq cm s sr) in the range 0.5 _5
keV, arriving parallel to the spin axis of the spacecraft.
Also plotted are the fluxes of electrons in the same energy
range (e_ectrons/sq cm.-s-sr) from two directions, one parallel
and the other perpendicular to the spin ax's Disregard data
prior to (Icbober 3, 19/1
FSA CFOS _, HARIANI
TRIAX]AI [ IUXCAIE MAGN[ I[)MI_ER
Data set name [_ MACNFIIC FIF_D COMPON[]NIS AS
PRI1 IMINARY SL_ARY PI DIS
NSSDC ii) 1_ O/IA OgA, I)C MACN|qIC FIELD COMPDNE_FI PLOTS
lime per:,_d covered 08/15/78 TO 07/01/8_
_uantity of data 3 HEftS OF MICROFILM
These plots, on 16 mm microfilm, are the same as those
included in data set 06A, ;.e , V, D, and H components of the
field and the standard deviation of the total field.
LSA CEOS 2, PE_ERSEN
DC FIHDS BY DOUBLE PROBE
.....................
Data set name DC I HID BY DOUBLE PROBE SLIHMARY P101S
NSSOC ID 78-071A-OlA, DC FIELD BY DOUBIJE PROBE PLOTS
Time period covered - 08/15/78 TO 07/01/82
qUlntlty Of data - 3 REELS OF MICROFILM
These 16-mm microfilm plots are of low quality and
v=lldity.
...............................................................
ESA-QEOS 2, UI_TRUP
ELECTRIC WAVE FIELDS
............................................................
Data met name - F_ECTRIC WAVE FIELD PLOTS
NSSOC ID 78-071A-1OA. ELECTRIC WAVE FIELD PLOTS
Time period covered - 08/15/78 TO 01/0]/82
_uantity of da¢a 3 REELS OF MICROFILM
These plots, on 16 mm microfilm, display rms power in
five frequency bands: 0.2-0.6, 0.6-1.2, 1.2-2.5, 2.5-5.0, and
5.0-10.0 kHz. They are not in physical units but in relative
decibels.
ESA-CEOS 2, WILKEN
ELECIRON AND PROTON PITCH /_LE
DISTRIBEFIION
Data set name - ELECTRON AND PROTON COUNT RAIES ON
PRELIMINARY SUMMARY PLOTS
NSS_ ID 78-071A-OIA, ELECIRON AND PROTON CNTRATE PL DIS
Time period covered - 08/15/78 TO 07/01/82
Quantity of data - 3 REELS Of MICROFII_
This data set, on three reels of 16 mm microfilm,
contains plots of electron and proton fluxes in sets of six
panels. Panel 1 (top panel) is a plot of the integrated flux
of electrons ;n range 0.5 500 eV lhe points are 3 min
averages. The counted fluJ is subject to the uncertainty of
the spacecraft potential. Data before October 3, 1977, must be
rejected. Panel _ provides the proton count rates in two
alternating modes lhe upper envelope i5 the count rate i_ the
thermal mode, 0 ]10 eV, and the lower envelope is the count
rate in the 25 eV 164 key range, lhe points are 3-min
averages= Panel 3 provides 3 min average fluxes (erg/sq
cm s sr) in the direction of the spin a=is. Panel 4 is similar
to 3, but provides the average of the fluxes parallel and
perpendicular to the spin axis It is parLicle flux
(particle_/sq cm s sr) and not energy flux. Panel 5 provides
electron fluxe_ in the range 20 250 keY. in the directions
parallel and perpendicular to the spin axis Panel 6 is a plot
of the proton fluxes in the range _0 keV 3 3 MeV, ;n directions
parallel and perpendicular to the spin axi_
ESA CEOS 2, WRENN
THERMAL PLASMA FLOW
Data set name THERMAL PLASMA FLOW PLOTS
NSSDC ID 78-071A O?A, THE_RMAI PLASMA II OW PLOTS
lime period covered - 08/1S/78 10 0//01/87
Quantity of data 3 REIL S OF MICROi I LM
This data set is on three reels of 15 mm microfilm made
at NSSOC from hard copies supplied by F51EC The data set
contains plots of electron count rates _n the energy range of
05-500 eV. lhe da_a were obtained by integrating the counts
from two electrostatic analysers, one viewing parallel and the
other perpendicular to the spin a_is. In order to suppress the
photoelectrons emitted by the spacecraft, Lhe collimator _as
biased to minus 1.5 V. This entailed rejection of low energy
plasma electrons also. The data seL ;s valid only from October
3, 1977
_8
NSSDC ID 59-O04A-OOE, C[OCE_.DIST VS CEOMAC LATITUDE
Time period covered - 08/07/5q TO 10/07/5q
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF HICI_OFILN
This data set ;s on one reel of 35-mm microfilm. Each
frame contains a plot for one full orbit, showing spacecraft
geomagnetic latitude vs geocentric range. Plot_ are given for
the first 115 orbits, covering the first ? months of spacecraft
operation. The plots mere generated by personnel at the
University of Minnesota.
.....................................................
EXPLORER 6, SIMPSON
PROPORTIONAL COUNTER TELESCOPE
.....................................................
Data set name - SINCLE AND TRIPLE COINCIC_NCE COUNT
RATES VS TIME ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 59 O04A-OIA, PLOTS TRIP.*SINCLE DATA VS TIME
T;me period covered - 08/07/59 TO 10]06]$9
Quantity of data - I REEL OF HICROFILIH
This data set consists of plots of triple coincidence
(TC) counting rates and single counting rates vs time on one
reel of 35 mm microfilm. The data are time ordered with
approximately 15 days per plot. Digitized TC count listings
and single detectx)r count listings are also available on
microfilm (data set 59 O04A 01B).
.........................
EXPLORER 8. SONETT
SC IN_ ILLAT I0N CDUNTER
................................
Data set name - PUBLISHED PLOTS OF RI_ICtI) CUUNl RATE VS
TIME ON MICRDFILM
NSSDC ID 59 O04A Ce2A, PLOTS OF COUNT RAII,POSITION, 1
Time period covered . O8]O8/5g l0 09]|0]59
Quantity of data | R[_L OF H]CROFILM
This data set of sclnt;lJatlon counter count rate p|ot.s
is a microfilmed copy of a published report, on one reel of
35 mm microfilm. The data have been published in WF;nal
Report. Reduct;on and Analysis of Explorer 6 and Pioneer 5
Data, Vo[. IT, a Tied 86_6 6006 RUO00, November 30, ]962. E_ch
plot is about 3 h long, and the plots are time ordered. These
counb rates have been corrected for the saturation effects
inherent in the instrument, but the de£ection efficiency curves
musL be used Lo interpret these data. Also on each plot ;s a
nomograph giving the geomagnetic latitude and radial distance
from earth associated a;th the plotted count rate at any
instant of time. These data cover the period August B, 1959.
to September 10, 1959. and there is an _ coverage. Data set
59 O04A 04A is also contained on this reel.
....................................
Data set name - RAW MULTI-EXP1- DIGITAL IELE)4ETRY DATA
LISTINCS AND EPHI_IS DATA ON MICROFILM
NSSOC ID 59-OO4A-O2B, HULII-EXPT TELLS4, LISTINCS+EPHE)4
Time period covered O8]O7159 TO 10]O_]59
Quantity of data 3 RE/LLS OF MICROFILM
This data set, supplied by TRV, consists of digltal
electron scintillation counter data on three reels of 16-mm
microfilm. ]he listings show the digital outputs converted to
base 10. lime, date, and ground station are indicated. Data
sets 59-004A-ODE and 59 O04A-O4D are also contained on these
reels.
...........................................
Data set name - SIU_BORN F_CILLOGHAMS OF NAW IELERETRY
CHANNEL JATA (FILTERED) ON MICROFILM
NSSOC I0 59-O04A-O2D, SANBORN OSCILLOCRAHS (FILTERED)
Time period covered - 08/08/59 TO 09]_)0159
Quantity of data 13 REELS OF MICROFILM
These data, supplied b] TRY, consist of Sanborn
oscillograms (plots of frequency vs time for each telemetry
channel), on 13 reels of 35-1m microfilm, made from the analog
magnetic tapes using cogh filtering additional _o that used in
producing the initial oscillograms. This additlonal
filtering Jam done primarily for times when the scintillation
, ,unter was operating at its highest rate. The initial
, _cillograms are also available at NSSOC o. microfilm (data set
29
59-O04A-(Y2C)- Data set 59-004A 04C is als_ contained on these
plots.
...........................................................
Data set name - L-(_I_) AND L-INITERPOLATI_) COUNT RATES
VS TIME, ON NAONEI-IC TAI_
ID 59-004A 02F, L-O_E]) COUNi RATE VS TIME,TAPE
T]me period cowered - 08/08159 TO 09/04/_9
Quantity of data - I REEL OF TAPE
This L-ordered count rate data met is contained in the
form of card images in one 7-track, 556-bp;, even-parity, BCD
magnetic tape. ihls data set was derived at NSI_w_ from data
sets 59-O04A-O2A and 59-O04A-O00 (mphemeris data) by
interpolation _o the foil owing L values: L = 2._, _.4, 2.6,
2.8, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 4.S, 5.0, 5.5, 6.0, 6+5, ?.0, 7.5, and 8.0.
The data are L-ordered (the secondary ordering parameter is
time) and consist of count rate, B/BO. local time, solar
relation time (in days starting with LEe first day of the
current solar rotation), universal time, men'h, day, year,
geographic longitude, and geographlc latitude.
..............................
EXPLORER 6,
sEARCH COIL HACNI_[OM_TER
.....................................
Data set name - PLOTS OF REDUCED NACN[_IC FIELD DAIA ON
MICROFILM
NSSDC 10 59-004A 04A, PLOTS OF B (AHp,PHASE) VS 1,ORBII
Time period covered - I08/081S9 TO 09]10159
Quantity Of da_a - 1 REEL OF H]C_OEILH
|his dat_ set consists of linear grapes of the phase
angle and semilog plots of the perpendicular field component vs
time, on one reel of 35 mm microfilm. This data set contains
plo_s of all the available reduced magnetic field data (analog
and digital) obtainmd by t_is emperlment. The phase angle was
the angle between the c_ponent of the field perpendicular to
the spacecraft spin axis and the projection into the spacecraf_
equatorial plane of a unit vector point;rig in the direction of
the sun. Data points t_at were derived from analog data are
indicated, as is the receiving station. Data points that were
derived from digital data are also indicated. ]n addition to
the magnet_)meter data, the graphs contain curves representing
theoretical values of the phase angle and the perpendicular
field component. These mere based on an eight coefficient,
spherical harmonic expansion of the geomagnetic field The
data Ire time ordered and have a _0_ coverage for the time
period indicated. Data set 59 O04A O_A is also contained on
this reel.
EXPL ORER 6. W I_CK_
]ON CHAHBER AND CM C[}UI_f_
Data set name - LISIINC OF COUNTS AND PULSES ON
HICROFILM
I_SSO_ ID b9 O04A-O3A, cOUNTS,PULSES • F_lt_H LSTNC,HFILM
Time period covered - O_]OI/S9 TO 10106159
Quantity of dats - _ _LS OF MICROFILM
This elmctron and protOn count and ephemeris data set is
tmo reels of 3_-mlm microTilm that were generated fromon
experimenter submlttmd listings. F_ch frame contains the
designation of the Sanborn chart from which the data mere
taken, the chart speed, the date and time dUB) of the
observation, and the spacecraft pass number. Also presented
are the number of ion chiller pulses and Ceiger Mueller (CM)
tube counts and the time interval over which these were
accumulated. Pulse and count rites are also calculated, mith
saturation corrections being made in the case of the CM tube.
_phemerls information (range, latitude, and longitude) ;s given
'in both geographic and geo_agnmtlc co_rd;nates-
.......................................
Data set name - CALIBRAIED DICIIAL CH TUBE AND ION
CHAMBER CI]_ RATE DAIA ON MICROFILM
NSSOC ID 59 O04A-O3B, C_ION-OIAMBCN1 RAILS VS 1,MFILM
Time period covered - 08107159 TO 10/02/59
Quantity of data - 2 REELS OE MICROFILM
This data set contains Celger-Hueller (OPI) tube and ;on
chamber electro(n and proton count ratss on two reels of 35-mm
microfilm that mere generated from mxper;me nter-submi+'ted
computer listings E_ch frame lists the date and t; me (UT) of
the observations ind khe station at mhich Lhe data were
received. The contents of the (_1 tube and ion chamber
registers are presented. F4_hemer;s information is given is
geocentric range, r;ghL ascension, declination, mnd east
long;rude of the spacecraft. These dita ire time ordered Also
presenLed are the contents of the Un;vmrslty of Chicago
proportional counter registers from experilent 59 004A-01
Data sol name PLOTS 0T LLECTRON COUNT RATES AND ;ON
PULSE RATES ON HICROFILtl
NSSOC ID 59-004A-O3C. _LEC CN1 RAT_ION PULSE RAIL PLTS
lime period covered - 08/01/59 TO 10/06/59
Quantity of dita - 2 REELS OF MICROFILM
This electron and proton pulse and counL rate dale set is
on Leo reels of 35 am microfilm that were generated from
experimenter subm;LLed plots. One reel contm;ns plots vs Lime
(UT) of 11) the logarithms of the ion chamber pulse rite, the
Cmiger Hueller {(_q) Lute count rate, and the rab;o of the Leo
riles, and (2) geoco#ltrlc range. _ch frame conti;ns 2 h of
dale. The second reel conLains plots vs goocenLric distance of
the logarithms of boLh Lhe QH tube counL rite and the ion
chamber count rate Each frame on both reels is identified
according Lo piss number and dale.
Data set n•me R|RC[D l 0HDERED COUNT RATES ON TAPE
NSSDC 10 59 OO4A 03D, M[RCED [ ORDERED COUNT RATE TAPE_
Time period covered 08/01/59 f0 10/O6/59
QuanLiLy of data ] REEl OF IAPE
1his electron and proton count rate and ephemeris dill
set is on one / track, 556 bpi, BCD magnetic tape LhaL was
generated aL NSSOC on an IBIM 7094 computer These data ire an
1 value sorted version of the Geiger Hueller (CH) tube and _on
chamber count rile data found in daLa set 59-004A 03C. merged
e;Lh ephemeris ;nformaLion from daLa set 59-O04A-OOD. Data are
presented for Lhe follow,ng I values: P.O, P.P, 24, P6, _.8,
3 O, 3.5, 4.0, 4.5, 5 O, 5 5, 60, 6 _. / 0, / 5. and 8.0.
DiLl from the _ Lube and Lhe ion chamber •re presented in
separate files Each 84 character logical record contains the
counL rate, raL=o of Lhe magnet; c field strength Lo the
equatorial m•gneL¢c field strength (for the s•me ! value),
]oc• _ime, universal t._me0 month, day, year, geographic
Iong,Lude and lititude, and I v•lue
eolee*eteeeeoeole_ee*e*ee000eeeeeee=eeeeeee,e,lseeeeoeee_eeaeea
=s*eeeee*oeleeeee**oee, FIFDS 1 eeeoee*e*_*=la_l=e)e*e)eeeQo=e,a
l*'*e**e*oo=eeos*_****eet)eeoe*eoeee**o==ee=,)e,_,e_)ee_=e0aee
DaLa set name G| ]. CS| AI_3 CEOCNAPtlIC COORI)]NAI[
[f_ttMIRIS DAIA (JN MICROf TIM
N_SDC ID 68 109A OOF, CI],C_|¢CtOG LPtI|H tISTINCS,MF[LM
lime period covered IP/0_/68 IO 09/06/Z0
Quantity of dat• 1 Rill 0f MICRllFIIM
_hi_ d•t• _et cons¢_L_ of microfilmed computer listings
of ephemeris po_nL_ of the _atellite aL 2 h inLervals
(_aLelt_Le period ab_uL 4 days) in the folloeing coordinate
systems: C|I (X. Y. / ,n km). geographic [alLitude ;n km.
Iong,Lude (Greenwich O) and taL;Lude ;n deg], and GS[ (X, Y. /
_n earth rid;i) ]he data _eL mas generated on one reel of
16 mm microfilm •L N_GL_ from listings submitted by the
experimenter_ The geocentric solar ecliptic coordinaLe_ •re on
a separaLe prlntouL from the firsL L_o coordinaLe systems.
HI (IS 1 , BAROLK_tl
CI}SMIC NAY PARI ]CI [ f I UX
D•ba seL name - PL01S 01 P_OTDN HOURLY AVIRACiD
DIIIIRINIIAI PAHTICI[ flUX ON ttARD_OPY
NSSDC ID 68 IO_A 06A, P_O1 ON 11UX PI HIS,
l_me period covered 01/OI/69 10 11/06/71
_uanLity of d•La 3 PAGES 01 ONBOU_) HAHDCflpy
]his elper_menLer supplied daL• set cons_sLs of semilog
plots of hourly averaged, differential parLicle flux
(parLicles/_q cm 5 _r) v5 Lime on three sheets of hard copy.
fluxes •re given for energy channels 5, 9, 13, 11, and 14,
which (orrespond Lo proLon energies of _8 L¢) 4 _ HeY, 4.3 Lo
5.2 HeY, 5.2 t,o 7.1 HeV, Z.) to 23 NoV, and 23 t_ 68 MeV,
respectively. Each shmeL covers a 1-year period, and the doll
set covers the period from Jlnuiry 1, 1969, through November 6,
1971.
Data set name - PROTON COUNTS ON HACNETIC TAPE
NSSOC ID 68 ]09A-O6B, PROTON COUNTS ON XACNeTIc TAPE
Time period covered 01/01/69 TO 12/24/72
quantity of dita I REEL OF TAPE
This experimenter-supplied, proton count dill sol ;s
contained on one _-ftle, 9 trick, 1600 bp;, IBM 360 binary
magnetic tape. Data for 1969 and 1970 are on the first file,
and data for 1971 and 1972 are on the second Each physical
record con Lains a control mord and four logical records. Lath
logical record of 60_0 bytes contains a control eord, an energy
• indue identifier, the stirt Lime for subsequent data, and 3000
successive count rates (counts per 24 second accumulation
period) for the indicated eindom (defined in terms of energy
loss in first sensor and coincidence requ;remen[). Thus each
logical record contains daka for abouL 4.4 days, and :_0
successive logical records contain all the eiperiment dale for
44 days. No spacecraft ephemeris or orientation informaL;on
is on the tape.
DaLi smL name _7 DAY PARTICLE FLUX PLOTS ON M]CROIJLM
NSSE ID 68 109A-06C, 27 DAY PARTICLE FLUX PI OTS,M FIrM
Time period covered 01/04/69 to 12/19/7P
Quantity of dale ] REEL OF MICROFILM
This data set consists of • microfilmed version of _he
Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de Sicily document eIntensiLe du
rayonnemenL cosmique dane I_espace inLerplaneta;re meisuree a
herd du satellite H[0S annees 1969 19IF" by E. Oarouch. H.
Cro_, and P Hasse, on one reel of 16 mm microfilm. The
document presents = discussion (in French) of the insLrumenL
and data processing, and presents a _erie_ of semilog plots,
Leo for each 27 day solar relation period The data on the
pair of plots for a given solar rotation are a background r•Le.
fluaes for seven proton energy channels (Lhreshotds at 3.B.
4 3, 5.2, 7.1, _3, 68, and 2_O HEY), and geocentric spacecraft
distance ploLLed versus Lime Perigee counting has been
deleLed_ _)lar relation plots conLalning transitions beL_een
calend_r years yore inadvertently om,Lted from Lhe or,o_nal
document
HEOS 1. El l ]01
FI UXCAIE MAQNLTOMET ER
Data set name HOURI Y AVtRACID INIERPIANI IARY MA_NE 11C
t IILD VFCTON_ ON MACNI f [C ]APF
NSSDE ID 68 IOqA O2A, H_ AVCD ]N]PL B F]LJD VFC/S,TAPF
Time period covered 1P/11/68 TO IO/PI//b
_uantiLy of dale 4 RLIH_S 01 TAP[
fhis experimenter suppl_ed data _eL, on three _CD and one
binary, / track, 800 bpi. magnetic Lapel, co. Laln_ hourly
• veraged interplanetary magnetic field data the dale are
recorded in Lhe CS[ coordinate system and are expressed as
hourly averages of the three Cartesian B field components and
of Lhe individual H field vector magnitude_ and polar direcL;on
angle_ [he rm_. deviaLion_ from Lhe hourly •ver•ged fleld
magnitude and polar direcLion angle_ are given together elLh
Lhe number of measuremenL_ u_ed in each hour Ibis daL• seL
use_ Lhe convention that J•nuary ] is day 0 No da_a are
available for the May _) AugusL periods of 1969, 19/0, and 19/1
bectuse of tt[0_ 1 orbit characLeri_tics lhose tapes also
contain HIeS 2 dale from dale set /_ O05A OlA lhe dale for
the period August 19/4 Lhrough October 197S (after the HIOS
reentry 0[i August 5, lgl4) are very inLerm;LLent and are
contained on the binary tape The field magnitude and
direction dale have been pIoLted and are found in data seLs
6_ IOqA O_O and t_ O05A O1H
DaLe sek name HOUI_IY AVLrAC[D ]NTF_PIANITARY MAC_I[IIC
I][ID VtCTOr_ ON HICROFII_
30
• = ?
FdlSSOC ]D 68-109A 02H, HH AV INPI B t[(ID VTC1 PITS,HFIH
Time period covered 12/1l/6B TO 10/27/7b
quantity of data 2 REELS OF HICRDfILM
This experlmenter-supplled interplanetary magnetic fiald
data set is on Lmo reels of 3S am microfilm bch frame
contains plots of hourly averaged interplanetary magnetic field
magnitude and direction (theta and phi in DSE coordinates) for
a 27 day period_ These data are taken from magnetic tape data
set 68-]09A-O2A. The plots also contain HEnS 2 data from data
set 72-005A 01A, unless labeled otherwise. The tape data sets
use the convention that January 1 ;s day 0, while the microfilm
plots use the convention that January ] is day 1.
.....................
Data set name DAILY PLOTS OF VECTOR FIE_LD FOR COSPAR/
SlIP INrTFRVAt SEPT. 8 25, lq75
NSSOC ]D 68 IOgA-0_C, 1-D PLOTS B VEC1.STIP pPRIOD,MFIJq
lime period covered 09/08/7S TO 09/25/75
quantity of data ] REJEI OF MICROFILM
This daLa set consists of plots of magnetic field
measurements on one reel of 35 mm microfilm, obtained during
COSPAH's first "Special Interval for Studying Traveling
Interplanetary Phenomena." The data are displayed in two ways.
One set of plots shows the field magnitude together mibh the
vector direction in the CSE coordinate system. The other
displays the field magn;Lude together mlth the three Cartesian
field components in the CSM coordinate system. In the latter
plots, the component scales are limited to plus or minus 10 aT,
since ;t is anticipated that they sill be used lost for
correlating the interplanetary measurements with magnetospheric
events These Cartesian plots also sho_ the satellite position
in C_ coordinates The position data appear at 2 h intervals
provided that telemetry coverage existed at that time (i.e., no
orbit interpolation has been performed). On each type of plot,
one frame contains one day of data. 1he day number displayed
is day of year wlth January 1 = day 1.
Data set name - RU 0RMATIED HOURI Y AVERACFJD
INIFRPIANFIARY MAON[TfC I I_D VICIOR IAPIS
NSSDC ID 68 109A 021), REfORMTD FIR AV INPI B-FIEIJ) VICIS
Time period covered 12/I0/68 10 10/25/15
quantity oT data 1RFEI Oi TAPF
These reformatted hourly averaged interplanetary magnetic
field vector data are on one Q track, ]600-bpi, IBM 360, EBCDIC
magnetic tape. bch BOOO byte physical record contains 100
80 byte card image logical records. The data are recorded in
the CSE coordinate system and are expressed as hourly averages
of the three Cartesian B field components and of the individual
B-field vector magnitudes and polar direction angles. The ram
deviations from the hourly averaged field magnitude and polar
direction angles are given together with the number of
measurements used in each hour. Time ;s expressed as year and
decimal day aL the start and end of the averaging interval.
The data are the reformatted version of the 1-track, BOO bpi0
BCD magnetic tapes of data sets 68 109 02A and 72 OOSA OIA.
This data set is the same as data set /2-OOSA-OIC.
Data set name SINCLE POINT HACNETIC FIELD DATA ON
MACNEIIC TAPF
NSSOC ID 68 109A O21. SINCI[ POINI MAC FIelD DATA, TP
Time period covered 12/11/6B TO 12/31175
Quantity of data 5 REJEJLS OF TAPE
This data set contains individual magnetic field data
points on 7 track, BOO bpl, even parity, BCD magnetic tapes
created on CDC 66OO computer= The records are unlabeled,
miLh a max,_um block size of 121B0 characters. The logical
record length is 40 characters. The data consist of year, day
of year, hour of day (O.001 h), spacecraft GSE coordinates, and
GSE coordinates of the B-field (O.l aT). Similar data from
HEOS 2 are contained in data set 72-005A-010.
HEOS 2, ELLIOI
FLUXCATE MACNE:IOMFT_
Data set name HOURLY AVE]_ACED INTt _RPLANETARY HACN[_IC
FIELD VtCIDRS ON MACH|IIC TAPI
NSSDC ID 77-OO5A OIA, HE AVCD INTPI B-FIHD VECTS, 1APE
Time period covered - 01/31/72 TO 08/01/74
quantity of data - 3 REFJS 0F TAP[
This ezperimenter-supplied interplanetary magnetic field
data set, on three /-track, eOO-bpi, BCD magnetic tapes,
contains hourly averaged interplanetary magnetic field data.
The data are recorded in the OSE coordinate system and are
elpressed hourly averages of the three Cartesian field
components a_nd of the individual vector magnitudes and polar
direction angles The rms deviations from the hourly averaged
field magnitude and polar direction angles are given together
with the number of measurements used in each hour. This data
set uses the convention that January 1 Is day O No data are
available for the May _o August periods of ]969° 1970, and 1971
because of HEOS ] orbit characteristics- These tapes also
contain HEmS 1 data from data set 68 ]09A O_A. The data are
very intermittent for the period August Iq74 through October
1975 (after the HE_S 2 reentry on August b, 1974). The field
magnitude and direction data have also been plotted and are
found in data sets 68 IOOA O2B and 72 OOSA 01B.
Data set name HOURLY AVI_ACED INTBPLANFIARY HAGNEIIC
FI_D VECIORS ON HICROFILH
NSSI)C ID /2-OOSA BIB, HE AVCD INTPt B FIH D VECTS.MFILM
Time period covered - 01/31/72 TO 10/77//5
_uanLiLy of data - 2 RFJEJS OF H]CROF]IM
This e_perimenber supplied interplanetary magnetic field
data set is on tee reels of 35 ml microfilm. E_ch frame
contains plots of the hourly averaged interplanetary magnetic
field magnitude and direction (theLa and phi in CSk
coordinates) for a 27 day period. These data are taken from
magnetic tape data set /2-O05A-OIA. The plots also contain
HEOS ] data from data set 6B-IOgA-O_A, unless labeled
oLherwise. The tape data sets use tbe convention that January
I is day O, while the microfilm plots use the convention that
January ] is day I.
Data set name RE_0RHATTEI) HOURLY AVERAOI_)
INTE_PIAN[TARY NACNfTIC FIUD VECTOR TAPE_
hlS_C ID 77 OObA DIE, RlfORt41O HR AV INPI B FIELD V[CTS
Time period covered 01/31/72 TO 10/25/15
quantity of data - ]REEt OF TAPE
These reformatted hourly averaged interplanetary magnetic
field vector data are on one 9 brick. 16OO bpi, IBH 360, FJ_ICD]C
magnetic tape. Lath BOOObyte physical record contains 100
610-byte card image logical records The data are recorded in
the CSE coordinate system and are expressed as hourly averages
of the three Cartes;an field components and of the individual
vector magniLodes and polar direction angles The rms
deviations from the hourly averaged field magi;Lade and polar
direction angles are given together mith the number of
measurements used in each hour. Time is eepressed as year and
decimal day at the start and end of the averaging interval.
The data are the reformatted version of the /-track, 800 bpi,
61CO tapes of data sets 6B 109-02A and 72 O05A-OIA. This data
set is the same as data set 68 109A 020.
Data set name SINCLE PAIN1 MACINfT]C fI[JD DATA ON
MACNFTIC TAPE
N_SDC ID 7_ OOSA OlD, SINCLE PB]N] MAC r]llD DATA
Time period covered 02/05/12 TO 08/02//4
Quantity of data B RF_S OF TAPI
This data set contains individual magnetic field data
points on 7 track, 800-bpi. even parity, BCD magnetic tape
created on a _ 6600 computer. 1he records are unlabeled,
miLh a maximum block size of l_80 characters. The logical
record length is 45 characters (a 5character =dummy= ;tam ;s
in each HEOS 2 record). The data consist of ymar, day of year,
hour of day (0001 h), spacecraft CSE coordinates, and DSE
coordinates of the magnetic B field (O.! nl)_ Data set
Z2-OOSA-01E contains a reformatted version of this daLa set.
Similar daLa from HEOS 1 are contained in daka set 68 ]09A 02E.
................................................
Data set name REFeRRAl-TED SINGLE POINT MACNETIC FIELD
DATA ON MAGN_|C TAPE
3)
NSSOC]D72-O05A-OIE, REFORMATTED SINGLE POTNT HA(: FLD
Time period covered - 02/05/72 TO 08/02174
Qunnt;ty of data - 2 REELS OF TAPE
This set of individual nagnet;c field dat_ points ;s th*
reformitted vermlon of data set 72-O(OA-OID. on g-track,
1600-bp_ , IBM 360/75, I._nary magnetic tape. The physical
records are variable lengt_ (sex;mum of 12,000 bytes). Each
logical record of ]0 _-blt words contains the year, day of
yenr, hour of day (0.001 hi, spacecraft CSE coordinates, OSIE
coordinates of the magnetic B field (0.1 IT), and • dummy
(f i In) mord.
.....................................................
HEOS 2, ROS_BALI_R
SOLAR WIND I_k_URI_BNTS (230 L_/ 16 K[Y)
.................................................
Data set name J HOUR AVBRACTr_ SOUU_ WIND PIROTON DATA
ON HACI_-TIC TAPE
NSS_ ID 72 OOhA-O6A, | HR AVOS SOLAR WIND PROTON DATA
Time period covmr*d - 0"2/06/72 TO 08/11/74
Quantity Of data - I REF-L OF TAPE
These e,peri_enter-muppl led. hourly averaged solar wind
proton data are on g-track, 1600 bpi. IBP4 360. ASCll magnetic
tape. Each 80-byt.e record conLalns Lima in year, month, day of
m_nth, and hour of dly; and parameters for protl_an density.
speed, and average temperature. For normal data coverage,
about 15 set_ of Lhe three-dimenslonally resolved parameters
were averaged Tor the hourly intervals.
eeoemeooemeeeeomeoeemeoeemeeemeooeeoooeemeeoomeoeeeeeomoooeeeee
mooeomommeomemmaaaeomee ]IqP-A emmmommemeeeamemaemeemeemmoaeeaaa
eommeeoeemeoeeeeeomeeeooemoeoeoeeeeomoeeeommeeeooeeeeoeeeemmeeo
.....................................................
Data set name - HULTT-COORDINATE SYST_ FA)H[)_I_RIS AND
HOD[] HACNflXC FlFJJ) DATA ON TAPE
NSSOC ID 63 046A OOC, 14LILT CO_RD SYS F-JqtEJ_IkB-IqUIIDEL TAPE
Time period covered 12/21/63 T0 12/_D/64
quantity of data ] RE_-L Of TAPE
This ephemeris dale set is contained on one blocked.
7-track, 800-5pl, IBM /og4. binlry mignotic tape generated •L
NSSDC from unblocked tapes suhm;tted by N- F. Nasa_ There are
five logical records per physical record. The tapes contain
the following information at _ mln intervals: (1) geodetic and
geomagnetic latitude and longitude, and radial distance of the
spacecraft. (2) Cartesian representations of the spacecraft
position in _ and _ coordlnaf_ls, (3) geomagnetic lit;rude
and longitude of the subsolar point, (4) the angle between the
spacecraft spln •z;s and the satellite-sun llne, and (5) model
magnetic field information. The cover•go is greater than 8el.
A separate data set (63-046A-O OH) with one set of ephemeris
parameters per hour ;s available on an NSSI_ generaLed
m;croT;ll reel_
..........................................
IHP-A. ANDERSON
ION CHAHSE_ AND GH COUNTI3RS
..........................
Data sol name ]]NIL (]RD_E_E]) (_H lUSE AND ION_ CHAMBER
COUNT DATA UN HACNI_IC TAPE
ID 63 O46A O50, TIMF SORTi3D C14JLION.CH/_4 CN]5,TAP[
lime period covered - 11/_8/63 TO 03/26/65
Qumntity oF dale - 1 REEL OF TAPE
This ionizaLion cha-aker and Anton 213 ColDer Mueller (C_4)
tube count data set is contained on o_e 7-track. 5_45-bpi. BCD
magnetic tape t_lt mas generalbed It _ by time ordering the
experimenter-supplied, geom_gnetlcally trapped electron and
proton data. The Tirst file on the ripe is a 12-chnrlcter
;ndez that identifies the original CSFC tape from _hich the
dale were taken. Following the index file are a variable
number oT files co_Laining 1032-character data records, each of
lhlch consists of 18 _6-character logical records and •
24-charioteer group Lhat again idenLifles the data llth respect
_o the original (_FC t_pe. Lach logical record contains the
universal time (d. h, ml,, and ms). one accumulation each from
the ion chamber and CM tube B. _1o accumulations from CH tube
A, the azimuthal and polar solar angles, the satellite spin
period, and several processing error flags_
..............................
OILi mot nile - PLOTS OF COLIN] RATES V_ TINt ON
H]CROFILH
NSSDC ID 63-046A-05C, (_tAPHIS OF OH*ION.CHAHBE_ DATA
Time period covered - 11/27163 TO 12/28/64
QuanLity of data - ] REEL OF HICROFIU4
Thl8 pulse ralr_ dotal mot was generatmd at N_SOC from
plots _ubeltted by the experimntmr and is contained on one
reel Of 3_-mm microfilm. Presented are the pulse rate of the
;_ chamber timea 100 and the count rites of _eiger-MueJler
tubes A and O t;Imes ] and ]0, respectively. These rates are
plotted on a logarithmic scale vs time. The day of the year is
given on each frame_ These data ire Lime ordered, with no
ephemeris information_
.......................................................
Data set nan* - 4-HOUR PLOTS OF GH AND ION CHAMBER COUNT
RATES VS TIME ON HICROFIU4
NSSOC ID 63-046A-050. QIM_ION_OtlAN_. 4-H RAIE PLOTS,NFLH
Time par_od covered 11127163 TO 0"21:;713164
Quantity of data - 1 REEL DE HICROF]LM
This pulse rate dab set was generated •t N_OC from
plots submitted by the super;m enter and ;s contained on one
reel of 16-,m microfilm_ Presented are Lhe pulse rate of the
io, I cha--ker films 100, the count rites of Ceiger-Hueller ((_)
tubes A and O times I and 10. respectively° and the ra_io oT
the count farms of CM tube A _o CIq tube B Limes 0.1. These
rites are plotted on a logarithmic scale vs Lime. The day of
the year is given on each frame. Each frame conLalns
approxi_tely 4 h of data. These data are time ordered, with
no ephemeris information, and cover •pprosim_tely 40_ of the
period from November 27, 1983, _o Fehruary 28, lg64. This da_a
set also contains • separate set of plot_ presenting ].25-h
aver•gas Of the Count rate of (_ tube A vs time. These data
are also time ordered, ei th no ephemeris information, and cover
• pprox; merely 90_ of the period from November 27, 1963, t_
February 28. 1964.
gala sol name H_RC_D L I]IRDE_ED ELECIRON C_NI RAIE_ ON
HACN_IC TAPE
NSSDC ID 63 046A-05E, L-I]IROE_I_ ELECTRON CNT RATE TAPE
Time period covered 1]/21/63 10 05/27/64
guantity of dell - ] R_ O_ TAPE
This energetic electron dale set is an L value-sorted
version of the Ceiger Hueller tube A count rile da[a Found in
microfilm data set 63-046A O_ld[_, merged e;th ephemeris
information. It iS contained o_1 one 7 track, _6 hpi° _CD
IagneLic Laps that m•s generited at _ on •n IBH 7094
colputer. Data are presented for the following L vllues: _.0,
2.2, 2.4. 2.6, 2.8, 3.0. 3.5, 4.0, 4_5, 5_0, 5.5, 6.0, 6.5,
7.0° 7.5, 80, 9.0. 10_0, 11.0, and 12_0. 1_4La are presented
in one file consisting of 84-charactmr logical records, l_Ich
logical record contains the count rate (corrected for detector
dead time), the ratio of the _ag.etic Tield strength t_ the
equatorial magnetic field strength (for the same L value).
local time, universal time. _onth, day, yelr, geomagnetic
latitude, geographic latitude and longitude, and [ value.
...............................
IHP A. EI_]OCF
FARADAY CUP
DaLe seL name lFIrE] HIR AVI_RA_ pLASMA PARAI4_TE_S ON
HAON_! IC TAP_
NS.c_C: ID 63 O46A O/A, 3-HR AVCS. OF PL_4A PAR_. ,1APE
lime per)od ((,vered 11/27/53 IU 12116/64
Quantity oT data l RE_L OF TAPE
this e,perlmenter supplied dat_ set contains 3 h averages
of the plasma convecLed velocity, proton density, plasma energy
density, and plasma flux. The data •re on one ?-track,
5_-bpi. 8CD magnetic tape _ith _4 characters per Iogic•l
record and one logical record per physlcll record. One to
eight averages are given per day, and° for convenience, the Kp
index is also given. These data were derived Trom the
irregular interval plasma parameters in data set 63 046A-O/B.
................................................
Data set name - PLASIqA PAJ_I_k_TI_;_ FOR IRREGULAR lIl_
INII_tVALS UN HACNCIIC IAPf
32
OF POOR ('_/LL;'TY
NSSOC ID 63-046A-078, PLASMA PARAMETERS,IRrEc INTERVAL
Time period covered 11/27/63 TO 12/16/64
Quantity of data - I RFFI OF TAPE
This experlmenter-supplled plasma parameter data set, on
one 7-track, S56-bpi, 8CD magnetic tape, mas derived through
analysis of the superimposed cup current plots (data set
63-O46A-07C). This analysis included corrections for
aberration (which mere consistently self-verlfied using widely
spaced epochs). Based on the corrected data, values for bulk
velocity and most probable thermal speed were determined A
convected Maxuell;an distribution was fitted to the sl, ranges
of energy-wlndol data. A proton plasma density was then
determined. The data on the tape include (11 convected plasma
velocity and uncertainty in velocity, (2) upper and lower
limits of the most probable thermal speed, (3) proton plasma
density, and (4) plasma temperature assuming an isotropic
Mazwellian distribution, all given as functions of time. These
plasma parameter data are presented for irregular time
intervals (while the spacecraft was in interplanetary space).
There are 84 characters per logical record and one logical
record per physical record,
.................................................
Data set name - SUPERIMPOSE-J) CUP CUFFRE]q1S PLOTTEI) VS
DETECTOR LOOK DIRECTIDN ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 63-046A-07C, PLASMA CURRENT V5 LOOK DIR. PLOTS
Time period covered 11/27/63 TO 12128164
_uantity of data 2 REEL5 OF MICROFILM
This experlmenter-supplled data set consists of semilog
plots of superimposed detector cup coJlect_)r current data vs
azimuthal leek-angle, on two reels of 16-mm microfilm. FJch
frame contains six plots, one for each of the six ezperlment
energy intervals (beteeen 45 and 5400 eV). Collector current
data for each energy interval of a variable number of
successive spectra are superimposed and plotted vs azimuthal
angle in the satellite equatorial plane, e;th the zero angle at
the meridian plane containing the satellite-sun llne. For a
quiet steady plasma, these data indicate the average nature of
the solar wind. The time period covered by each plot, which is
proportional be the number of spectra superimposed, is variable
and is given on each frame. This time period has been
determined by t_e experimenter and roughly indicates the
interval over which the plasma may be considered steady state.
There is about 70_ coverage from November 27, 1963, to May 7,
1964, and about 61_ coverage from September 17, ]964, to
December 28, 1964.
Data set name - REDUCED PLASMA MEASURI_L3_I5 ON MAC_WEIIC
TAPE
NSSOC ID 63-046A OlD, CFICJ) PART. FLUXES VS t &TIME,TAPE
Time period covered - 11/27/63 TO 01/13/65
Quantity of data - 5 R_LS OF TAP[
All available measurements made by the MIT Faraday cup
experiment have been converted by the experimenter to ihat can
best be described lengineer;ngm units, on five 800-bpi,
/-track, FORTRAN IV, _D magnetic tapes produced on an IBH 360.
This process has taken into account the instrument's nonlinear
temperature-dependent transfer function, and the data have been
converted to fluxes of charged part;ties in terms of measured
electrical current within a specified energy window. The
samples in each energy window are presented in the sequence
taken as functions of time during the time period _ndicated.
.............................................
IMP-A, MCDONALD
COSMIC RAYS
...........................
Data set name - 5CINIILLATOR • CH HO_{LY AV[RACFI) COSMIC
RAY ION • ELECTRON COUNt RAILS DN TAPE
NSSDC ID 63-046A 04A, 1-H AVG c.r. IONSELECT RATES,TAPE
Time period covered - 11/27/63 TO 05/26164
Quantity of data - I REEL OF TAPE
This data set consists of hourly averaged cosmlc-ray ion
and electron count rates for the scintillator telescope and for
the two Ce;ger-Mueller telescopes (directional and
omnidirectional modes). It is contained on one
ezperlmenter-generated, 7-track, 556-bp;, odd-parlty, binary
magnetic tape written on an ]BH 7040/7094 direct coupled
system. _ch logical record contains data from I day in 652
words (control words not included).
................................................
Data set name - SCINIILLATOR • CM 1-H AVERAGED COSM]C-RAY
ION • ELECTRON RATE LISTINC5 ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 63 046A-O4B, HRLY CIR. ]0N&ELEC RATE LIST,MFLM
Time period covered - 11127/63 TO 03118/64
_uantity of data 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
This experimenter-suppI;ed scintillator and
Ce;ger-Mueller (CM) cosmlc-ray ion and electron count rate data
set is contained on one reel of 16-mm microfilm that also
contains data sets 63-046A-04C and -O4D. The data consist of
tabular listings of time, spacecraft altitude, and hourly
averaged count rates for all the counting modes of the
scintillator telescope and the (_4 tubes. There are no
slgnlflcmnt data gaps between November 27, 1Q63, and February
29, 1964. There are no data for the first 15 days of March,
but there are data for Harch 16 to )B, 1964.
.............................................
Data set name - SCINTILLATOR • GM 5 MIN RESOLUTION COSMIC
RAY ION • ELECTRON RATE MICROFILM LISTINCS
NSS[X_ ID 63-046A-04C, 5_IN C.R_ ION_EC RATE LI51,MFLH
Time period covered - 11/27/63 TO O3/18/64
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
This ezperlmenter-suppJ;ed scintillator and
Ce;ger Mueller (C_) cosmic ray ;on and electron count rate data
set is contained on one reel of 16-mm microfilm that also
contains data sets 63-046A-048 and 040. The data consist of
tabular listings of time, spacecraft altitude, and all count
rates (5-mln resolution) for all the counting modes of the
sclnt;lJator telescope and the (_d tubes. There are no
significant data gaps between November 27, 1963, and February
2g, 1964. There are no data for March I Lo 15, 1964, but there
are data for March 16 to 18, 1964.
....................................
Data set name - SCINT]LLATOR DE/DX VS E MATRICES FOR
COSMIC RAY IONS AND ELECTRONS ON MICROFILM
NSSOC ID 63-046A-04D, C,R. 5CINI DE/DX-E MATRICES,MFILM
Time period covered 11/27/63 TO 03/14164
quantity of data - I REEL OF MICROFILM
This experimenter supplled data set consists of dE/dz vs
E pulse-height-analyzer channel matrices for the scintillator
telescope contained on one reel of 16 mm microfilm that also
contains data sets 63-O46A 04B and -04C. bch matrix was
constructed using data taken during one futl spacecraft orbit
(3.B days), except that data taken below about 11 earth radii
were excluded. Start and end times are given for each matrix.
Data for the first 28 orbits are presented (November 27, 1963,
to March 14, 1964).
.............................................
INP-A, NESS
FLUXCATE MAChI_OHL-TER
..............................................
Data set name - 546-HIM VECTOR MACNETIC FIELD DATA
NERCED WITH EPHEHERI5 DATA ON TAPE
N5SDC ID 63 046A 02B, MERCED HACNETOME'rER • EPHEHERIS
Time period covered - 11/27/63 TO 05/30/64
_uant;ty of data 1REEt OF TAPE
This data set contains elperimenter-supplied fluxgate
magnetometer data merged wlth complete ephemeris data on one
/-track, 800-bpi, 1BM 7094, binary magnetic tape generated at
NSSDC. The fluzgate data consist of 5.46-minute averaged
vector magnetic field data ;n both Cartesian CSE and spherical
polar C,SE coordinates. The ephelerls data (from data set
64-O60A-0OC) are given in CSE and CSM coordinates.
............................................................
Data set name - HOURLY AVERACED VALUES OF INTERPLANETARY
MACNETIC FIELD DATA ON MACNL_TIC TAPE
N5SOC ID 63-046A-020, ]NTPLAN B-FIELD HOURLY AVCO TAPE
Time period covered - 1]/27/63 TO 02/15/64
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF 1APE
This experimenter-supplied interplanetary magnetic field
data set ;s contained on a single Q-track, 8OO-bpi, EBCDIC
magnetic tape. The data include spacecraft position and hourly
averaged vector lagnetic field data in both Cartesian and
spherical polar OSE coordinates. 0nly data obtained in
interplanetary space are included. A microfilmed listing of
33
the contents of this data set ;s also available ;n data set
63 046A-O2E. The data are at least 80_ complete over the time
period indicated.
Data set name - HOURLY AV_AO_ VAL_ OF MA_OS_ER]C
_]C FI_ DATA ON _[C TAPE
NSSOC ID 63-046A-O_F, MSPHE_IC B-FIELD HOURLY AVC_,TAPE
Ti=e period covered - 02128164 TO 05/26/64
Quantity of data 1 REEL OF TAPE
This magne_ospher;c magnetic O field data set ;s
contained on one Q-track, 800-bpi, EBCDIC magnetic tape
provided by the experimenter. The data include spacecraft
position and hourly averaged vector magnetic field data ;n both
Cartesian and spherical polar CSIH coord;nates_ Only hourly
averages within the magnetosphere are included. A microfilmed
listing of the contents of this data set is also available in
data set 63-046A-02C.
IMP-A, S_
REIARDINC POTPNIIAL ANALYZER
Data set name - SB4ILOC PLOTS DE COLLECTOR CURREJql VS
EETARDINC POTI_/TIAL VOLTAOE ON M]CROFILH
NSSOC ]D 63046A O1A, PLOTS OF I VS VOLT(11/27/63 ONLY)
lime period covered 1)/2//63 TO 11/27163
quantity of data 1REE± 0E MICROFIU4
These electrostatic analyzer detect_r data consist of 100
sam;logarithmic plots of calibrated collector current ;n
amperes vs retarding potential voltage on one reel of 35-mm
microfilm The plots are for altitudes from 6280 t_ 193,885 km
and cover approa;mately _0 h of continuous data. _lch spectrum
is plotted on a separate page, and data contaminated by solar
UV background or other interference effects not indicated by
instrument calibratmon curves have not been removed. Nest data
have been thus affected. Data for positive ions and electrons
in the two retard;no potential ranges 0 to 28 V and 0 to |00 V
are included
IMP A. SIMPSON
COSMIC RAY RANCf VS ENERCY tOSS
Data _et name COSMIC RAY C()UNI HATE PLOTS fOH FOUH
tN[RCY INTERVALS, ON MICROF ][H
NSSDC ]D 63 O46A O30, C H COUINT RATE P[0T5,4 E [NTVALS
]•me period covered 11/?//63 10 0S/30/64
_uanttty of data ] R[_J 0F M]CROEI[H
|he d_ta set consists of 3? Calcomp cosmic ray count rate
plots on one reel of 35 mm microfilm There are eight plots
for each of the four telescope sensor combinations D1, D102,
D]0203, and D10203D4, which correspond to proton energy
intervals of O.Q to 190, 6.5 to 190, lq to 190, and 90 to |90
MeV, respectively. E_ch plot gives the count rate
(logarithm;(:) vs time (day number) for one solar rotation. The
time interval covered is from solar relation number 1/83
(_)vember 2/. 1963) through 1790 (May 30, 1964)
Data set name R[DUCII) COSM]C RAY COUNT ACCLR_ULATION
DATA ON NACNFTIC TAPE
NSSI)(" IT) t;:_ O46A O3(:, HtI)UCD C R COUNT ACCUMIATNS.TAP1
Iime per,(_d (<,,,_red 11/_//63 TO 06/06/64
_uantiby of data ) REEL Of TAPE
This e=perimenter supplied data set consists of reduced
cosmic-ray count accumulations on one /-track, 800-bpi,
odd parity, binary magnetic tape written in a time ordered
format using an XDS 930 computer. There are 48 orbits of data
on the tape. Each logical record contains the cosmic-ray
telescope coincidence accumulations D1, DID2, DID_D3, and
DID?D3D4, corresponding to proton energy intervals of O.q to
190, 6 _ to 190. 19 be 190. and 90 to 190 NeV. respectively
Also included in the format are the time of observation and
data quality informaL;on
Data set name RI_)UCED COSMIC RAY PULSE HLICH1 ANALYZ_]_
|VINT SUM_MARY DATA ON MACNEIIC TAP(
NSS_C ID 63-046A O30, C.R P.H.ANAL. EVENT SUHMARY,TAPE
Time period covered - 11/27/63 TO 06/07/64
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
This experimenter-supplied data set consists of reduced
cosmic-ray pulse height anilyzer data on one 7 track, 800 bp;.
odd-parlay, binary mlgnetic tape er;tten ;n a alma-ordered
format using an XDS 930 computer. There are 4B orbits of data
on the tape. Each logical record contains the follow;no data:
D1 and 03 detoct_)r element pulse heights, time of observation,
orbit number, and data quality ;nformation_ The output from
the tmo ]2B-channel analyzers eas obtained for one incident
particle every 4I s and read out along with the detector count
rate data.
...............................
Data set name FIVE-MINUtE AVERAGE COSHIC-RAY CO_ RATE
SU_RIES ON HACNEIIC TAPE
NSSI)C ]D 63-046A-03[, 5 MIN AVC C.R.CNT RATE SLIIpI_y TAPE
Time period covered 11/21/63 TO 05131/64
_uantity of data 1RLLL 0t TAPE
This data set consists of reduced COSmiC ray telescope
counting rates averaged over four sequence counts
(appro=imately 3_0 s), on one T-track, 800-bp;, blocked, ED
magnetic tape wrltten in • tlme ordered format using an XDS 930
computer. Each lOglCal record contains the cosmic ray
telescope D1, DID2, 01[Y203, _nd DID20304 coincidence rates,
corresponding to proton energy intervals of 0.9 to |90, 6.5 to
]90, 19 to 190, and QO to 190 MeV, respectively. Also included
in the format are the time of observation, sequence count,
satellite geocentric distance. AE index, Kp index, and dat]
quality informaL;on.
IMP-A, WOLFE
SOLAR WIND PRDIONS
Data set name PLOTS OF I0N FLUX VS TIME AND RADIAl
DISTANCE ON MICROIILJ_
NSSDC ID 63 046A 06A, PLOTS OF ION FLUX VS TIME,R,CYC[.|
Time period covered I1/27/63 TO 04/03/64
Quantity of data l RE_I OE MICROTIIM
These reduced ion flu_ data plots were supplied by the
experlme_ter and microfilmed by NS_DC on_) one reel of 16 mm
microfilm (In each plot. ;on flux (converted to normal
incidence fluz: ions/s q cm s) is presented vs time and red+el
distance for each of the three sectors of the satellite's
equatorial plane. A single plot contains 2 days (one half of
an orbit) of data. For each time period, there is one plot for
each of the 600. 1700, _970, and 3/00 eV energy levels The
data cover the time periods November ?/, 1963, to March ??,
1964, and March 3] be April 3, 1964 7hese correspond to
orbits 1 through 30 plus orbit 33 There is a 90_ coverage for
the first time period and a S_ coverage for the second time
period
aaeee*eaeeaeoeoeeeooeooeoe*eewooeeeoaea*eeooeoeoooe=ea6oaaoea.e
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Da_a set name MUtt I-COORDINATE SYSIEH EPHEmErIS AND
MOD_L HACNIT]C FInD OAIA ON TAPI
NSSDC ID 64 060A OOC, HULl CO0RD SYS EPH_&B M00_ TAPE
Time period covered 10/OS/64 TO O9/30/6S
_uant;ty of data 1RLLI OF lAP[
This ephemeris data set is contained on one blocked,
7 track, BOO bpi, IBM 7094, binary magnetic tape generated at
NSSOC from unbJocked tapes submitted by N. F Ness. There are
five logical records per physical record. The tapes contain
the following information at _ mln intervals: (]) geodetic and
geomagnetic latikude and long;rude and radial distance of the
spacecraft, (_) Cartesian representations of the spacecraft
position ;n CSE and OSM coord;nates, (3) geomagnetic latitude
and longitude of the subsolar point, (4) the angle betmeen the
spacecraft spin axis and the satellite sun llne, and (_) model
magnetic field inform•Lion The coverage is greater than 80_
A separate data set (64 060A 0(_1) w;th one set of ephemeris
parameters per hour is available on NS_-generated microfilm
IMP H, ANDERSON
34
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ION CHAMB[R AND QM COUNTFRS
Data set name TIME ORDLI_EI) GM TUBI AND 10N. CIIAMBFR
COUNT DATA ON MACNETIC IAPE
NSS_ ID 64 060A O5B, TIME SORIE]) GM&[0N.CHAH CNIS,IAPE
Time period covered 10/05/64 10 04/05/65
Quantity of data 1 RLII 0F 1APE
This ionization chamber and Aaron 2]3 Ceiger Mueller ((_)
tube count data set Is contained on one • track, SS6-bp;, BCD
magnetic tape that was generated at NSSDC by time ordering the
e=perimenter supplied, geomagnetically trapped electron and
proton count data. The first file on the tape is a
]2 character indeK that identifies the original CSFC tape from
which the data were taken Following the indel file are a
varilble number of files containing ]03_ character data
records, each of which consists of ]8 _6 chiricter logical
records and a _4 chtricter group that again identifies the data
with respect to the erie]nil CSFC tape _ch logical record
contains the universal time (d, h, m;n, and ms), one
accumulation each from the =on chamber and OH tube B, two
accumulations from OH tube A, azimuthal and polar solar angles,
satellite spin period, lad a number of processing error flags.
Data set name Pt0]S 0I COUKH RAIES AND PULSE RATES VS
|IMI ON MICHOIILJM
NS_DC ID 64 O60A OSC, C_APF_ OF OH+ION. CHAMBER DAIA
lime period covered 10/04/64 10 09/23/65
Quantity of data 1 RE_I OF MICROFILM
Ibis energetic electron and proton count rate data set is
contained on one reel of 35 mm microfilm that was generated at
NSSDC from plots submitted by the experimenter Presented ire
the pulse rate of the ion chamber times ]00 and the count rates
of Oeiger Mueller tubes A and B times ] and 10. respectively
lhese rates are plotted on a logarithmic scale vs time. lhe
day of the year is given on each frame. The data ire time
ordered and contain no ephemeris information. The data cover
approximately 70_[ of the periods from October 4, 1g64, to
February g. ]965; March 3 to April _, 1_65; and September 12 be
September _3, 1965 This reel also contains data set
65 042A 05B.
IMP H. BRIDCE
FARADAY CUP
Data set nime REDUCED PLASMA MEASURHH_S ON MACNETIC
IAPE
NSSDC ID 64 O6OA O/A. CHCD PART. FLUXES VS E &TIME.1APE
Time period covered 10/O4/64 lO O9/24/6b
quantity of data 4 REXLLS Of TAP_
All available measurements made by the MIl Faraday cup
experiment have been converted by the ezperimenter _o what can
best be described as eengineering= units and put on Igor
800 bp;, 7-track, FORTRAN IV, BCD magnetic tapes produced on an
IBM 360. This process his taken into account the instrument's
nonlinear temperatore dependent transfer function, and the data
hive been converted to fluxes of charged particles in terms of
measured electrical current within a specified energy w;ndom
The samples in each energy window are presented in the sequence
taken as fonctions of tlme doring the period indicated.
IMP- B. NESS
F! UXCAIE MACNETOM_FR
...............................
Data set name - 5.46 MIN VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD DATA
MFRCEDWIIH EPHEMERIS DATA ON TAPE
NSSOC ID 64-06OA-O20, MERCED MAOHETOME_E_ * EPHEMERIS
_ime period covered 10/04/64 TO 04/05/65
Quantity of data - 1R_ OF TAPE:
lh;s data set contains experimenter-supplled fluigate
magnetometer data merged with complete ephemeris d]£a on one
1-track, 800 bpi, IBM 7094, binary magnetic tape generated at
NSSDC. The fluxgate data consist of 5.46-min-avera@ed vector
magnetic field data in both Cartesian and spherical polar
representations in CSE coordinates. The ephemeris data (from
data set 64 060A-OOG) are g_ven in CSE and _ coordinates.
IMP B. SERPAJ
REIARDINC POTENTIAL ANALYZER
Data set name ANALYZED H ECTRON TEMPERATURE AND
DENSIFY VALUES ON HACNtTIC 1APE
NSSDC ID 64 O6OA-OIA, EI ECTRON I,N.V,PLUS ORBII
lime period covered 10/04/64 TO 04/05/65
Quantity of dati I R_J OF TAPE
This experlmenter-supplied data set contains analyzed
electron data on one 1-trick, 800 bpi, IBM 7094, even parity,
BCD magnetic tape with 18 155 character logical records per
phys_cll record. The time ordered tape contains a measure of
the electron density, the temperatures for a tmo-energy
component Malwellian fit to the dati, and a measure of the
spacecraft potential. Fphemerls data are included. The data
taken at radial distances of less than five earth radii will
probably be the most useful
IMP B. SIMPSON
COSMIC-RAY RANCI VS EMEROY LOSS
Data seL nile CO_l_IC RAY COLIN] gAlE PI OTS FOR F OUR
ENERGY INTERVALS, ON M]CROF]t)4
NSSDC ID 64 Of OA 03C, C.R. COUN_ RATE PLOTS,4 E TNTVALS
lime period covered - 10/04/64 TO 04/01/6b
Quantity of data - ] RLEL OF M]CROFIIH
lhe data set consists Of 3_ emperimenter-supplied,
machine generated, cosmic ray count rate plots on one reel of
3_-mm microfilm. There are eight plots for each of the four
telescope sen_or combinations DI, DID_ not D3, D]D_D3 not D4,
ind DID2D3D4, which correspond to the pro_on energy intervals
of 0.9 to 1QO, 6._ to ]q, Ig to gO. and QO_o |90 MeV.
respectively EJch plot gives the count rate (logarithmic) vs
time (day number) for one solar rotation The time interval
covered is from solar rotation number ]79b (October 4, 1964)
through 180_ (April 7, 1965)
Data set nine - R_DUCE_ COSMIC RAY COUNT ACCUMULATION
DAIA ON MACNEI]C 1APt
NSSDC ID 64 O6OA 03D, REDUCD C.R COL_I ACCUHLATNS,IAPE
Time period covered 10/O4/64 TO 04/O_/65
Quantity of data - 1RE__L OF TAPT
This experimentmr supplied dita set consists of reduced
cosmic ray count accumulations on one • track, _OO bpi,
odd parity, binary mignetic tape written in a _ime ordered
format using an XDS 930 computer. Ihere are ]34 orbits of data
on the tape. Each logical record contains the following
cosmic-ra_ telescope coincidence accumulations: DI, DID2 not
D3, DID2D3 not D4, DID_3D4, lad DS, corresponding to proton
energy intervals of O.9 to ]90, 6S to 19, 19 to 90, 90 to 190,
and about 1MeV0 respectively. Also included in the format are
the time of observation and data quality information.
Data set name = REI_CED COSMIC RAY PULSE HElOH ANALYZER
EVENT SUMMARY DATA ON HACN_IIC TAPT
NSSDC ID 64 O6OA 031. C.R. P.H.ANAt EVEN_ SUMMARY.IAP!
llme period covered ]0/04/64 lO 03/27/65
QuanLity of data 1 REEL Of 1APE
This e=perlmenter-supplled data set consists of reduced
cosmic ray pulse height analyzer data on one Z track, 800-bpi,
odd parity, binary magnetic t_pe written in a time ordered
format using In XDS Q3O computer There Ire ]34 orbits of da_a
on the tape. Each logical record contains the follo, ing data:
OI and D3 detect_>r element pulse heights, time Of observation,
orbit number, and data quality information. The output from
the ]me 128-channel inilyzers mas obtained for one incident
particle every 41 s and read out along with the detector count
rate datl.
............................................
Data set name - F]VF-MINUTE AVERAGE COSMIC-RAY CO_ RATE
SUMMARIES ON MAOH_IC TAPE
35
NSSOC ID 64-060A-O3F, S RIN AVC C.R.CJNI RATE SUHRY ]APE
Time ported covered - I0/05/64 TO 04/02/65
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
This dill set consists of reduced cosmlc-ray telescope
counting rates averaged over four sequence counts
(approximately 328 seconds) on one 1-track, 800-bp;, blocked
BCD lagnetlc tape grltLen ;n a time-ordered format using an XD_
gJO computer. Each logical record contilnm the cosmlc-ray
teJemcope coincidence rates D1, 0102 not D30 Dl[X203 not 04,
01[Y203(14, and 05, corresponding _ protK)n energy intervals of
0.9 t_ 190, 6.S _ ]Q, ]9 _o 90, 90 to ago MeV, and about 1
HeY, respectively. Also included in the format are the time of
observation, seque.ce count, satellite geocentric distance, AE
index, Kp index° and data quality information.
................................................
IRP-B, WOLFE
SOLAHWIND PR0IONS
...................................................
Data set name PLOTS OF COLLECTOR CURRENT VS TIME AND
RAOIUS FOR ALL ENERGY LEVELS ON MICROFIU4
NSSOC ID 64-060A-06A, PDS ION I VS T]MFJU_,RF]LH PLOTS
Time period covered - 10/05/64 TO 22/23/64
quantity of data - 1REF_L OE MICROFILH
This reduced ;on flu= data set consists of
sem;Jogar;thm;c plots of the peak collector plate current vs
time and radial distance, for each energy channel and for each
settler. These plots lore supplied by the experimenter and
microfilmed by NSSDC onto one reel of 35-mm microfilm.
Individual plots cover one orbit (1.44 days), the orbit number
is included on each plot, and the positions of satellite
perigee are marked. F_lch frame contains data from four energy
levels for the same sector_ The data cover the time periods
October 5 to December 4, 1964, and December Q to December 23,
|964. These correspond to orbits 1 to 43 and 46 to 57, with a
QO_ coverage for all orbits. The local time of apogee varies
from noon at the start of the data coverage to just before the
dawn meridian at the end of the data coverage.
oeeee=eeeeeeeee*eeeeeeeeee*eaaoeeoeeeoeeeeeeeeeeeoeeoeeoeeaeae.
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Data set name MULIIC00RDINAII SYS1]_ LPHEHLRIS DATA ON
IAPE
NSSDC ]D 65 O42A egg. S.ICIPIIC AND MSPH[RIC _>_'_S ]APE
Time period covered O5/2g/65 TO 05/11/67
Quantity Of data 4 REELS OF TAPE
lh;s data set contains ephemeris data on four blocked,
/ track, BO0-bpi, IOH 7094 binary magnetic tapes generated at
NSSDC from unblocked tapes submitted by N. F. Ness. There are
five logical records per physical record. The data consist of
the following information given for 5-mln intervals: (1)
geodetic and geomagnetic latitude and longitude, and radial
distance of the spacecraft, (2) Cartesian representations of
the spacecraft position ;n CSE and CSM coordinates, (3)
geomagnetic latitude and longitude of the subsolar point, (4)
the angle between the spacecraft spin axls and the
satellite sun line, and (5) model magnetic field information
lhe coverage is greater than 80_. A separate data set
(65 042A-O OH) on microfilm with one set of ephemeris parameters
per hour ;s available.
Data set name HOURLY SOLAR ECLIPTIC EPHtMERIS PARARE_ER
LISTINC ON H]CROF]I_I
NSSDC ]D 65 O42A OOtl, ItOURLY SOLAR ECLIPIIC ETCH. IISTNC
Time period covered - 05/29/65 10 05/11/67
Quantity of data - I REEL 0E RICROFIL_
Thls data set conslsts of selected ephemeris data listed
on one reel of 16-mm microfilm. This data set was generated at
N_SDC from data set 65-042A OOG. One set of spacecraft
ephemeris parameters for each ]-h interval is given.
Quantities listed _nclude (]) time and (_) Cartesian
coordinates, radial distance, azimuthal angle, and polar angle,
all ;n CSE coordinates. Coverage ;s complete beteeen May 29,
]965, and May 11, 1967, except for a gap between November I,
1966, and December 25, 1966.
............................
IMP C, ANDERSON
10N CHAMBER AND _ COLINTE3RS
.......................................................
Data set name - ORIGINAL ION CHAHBER AND GEIGB_ TUBE
ACCIlIHULATIONOAIA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 65-042A-OSA, 0RIG. CI4AION. CHAMBER COUNTS,TAPE
Time period covered 05/29/65 TO 01/03/67
quantity of data - 6 REELS OF TAPE
This experlmenter-suppl;ed da_a set contains
Ge;ger-Rueller (CIM) tube and _onlzat;on chamber accumulation
data on six /-track, BCD, BO0-bpi magnetic tapes. The first
file on each tape is a 12-character index that identifies the
original CSFC tape from Ihlch the data uere taken. Following
each index are a variable number of 103_-character data
records, each consisting of 18 56-character logical records and
a 24-character group that again identifies the data wlth
respect to the orlg;nal C_FC tape. Each logical record
contains time, one accumulation each from the ion chamber and
C;M tube 8, Leo accumulations from _ tube A, the azimuthal and
polar solar angles (i.e., sun-spacecraft-sensor angle and spin
axis-spacecraft-sun angle), sate|Jibe spin period, and a number
aT processing error flags. These data, which are not time
ordered, cover approximately BOS of the period from Ray _Q,
1965, to January 3, 1967.
..........................................
Data set name - PLOTS OE CO_ RATES AND PULSE RAIES VS
TIME ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 66-042A-O68, GRAPHS OF ON÷ION CHAMBER DAIA
Time period covered 05/29/65 TO 01/01/66
_uintlty of data - I REJ_ OF MICROFILM
This data set contains Ge;ger-Rueller (CH) tube and
ionization chamber energetic particle count rate data on one
reel Of 35-mm microfilm that was generated at NIslamic from plots
submitted by the experimenter Presented are the pulse rate of
the ;on chamber times ]00 and the count rates of _ tubes A and
B times ] and ]0, respectively. These rates are plotted on a
logarithmic scale vs time. The day of the year is given on
each frame. The data are time ordered and contain no ephemeris
information. The data cover approximately 70S of the period
from May _g, 1965, to January 1, 1966.
...................................
Data set name 10N CHAMRER AND CEICER IUBE ACCL_JL_TIONS
0RDER_ BY DAY OF YF_R ON MACN[IlC TAPE
NSSDC ID 6_ O42A-0_, REORDERED GH&]0N.CHAM COUN_S,1APE
lime period covered 05/2g/65 1D O1/03/67
quantity oT data 6 REELS OF IAPE
This data set contains Celger Muelter (CM) tube and
Ionization chamber energetic particle count data on six
track, BCD, BO0-bpw magnetic tapes tha_ were generated aL
NSSDC from an eiperimenter supplied data set (6S 042A O_A) tha_
was not time ordered. Each tape has one file with a variable
number of ]O_B character physical records, each consisting of
]8 56-character logical records. Each logical record contains
the time, one accumulation each from _he ;on chamber and CM
tube 00 rio accumulations from OH tube A, the azimuthal angle
(sun, spacecraft, optical sensor angle), the polar solar angles
(spin axis, spacecraft, _un angle), the satellite spin period,
and a number oT processing error flags The data ire ordered
by day of year. However. although the year number appears in
the format, the data are not ordered by year. lhe data cover
approx,mately 80_ of the period from May 2g, lghb, to January
3, 1967. Ihis data set differs from 65-042A 05A in formal and
in ordering, and certain nonscientific fields have been
deleted.
IMP C, NESS
F LUXCATE MAONFI 0ME] ER
...................................
Data set name - 5.46-M]N AVERAGES OF VECTOR MAGNETIC
FIELD DAIA ON BINARY TAPE
NSSK ]D 65-042A 02A, 5.46 MIN AVC VECIOR MAC EIE_LD
Time period covered 05/_g/65 10 05/11/67
_uantlty of data - Q R_EIS OF 1APE
This e_perimenter supplied data set contains magneLic
field data on nine g track, BO0-bpi, binary magnetic tapes
written on an IRM 360 computer. 1he data set includes 5.46-min
averaged vector magnetic field data from one un;a_ial Tlu=gate
magne_meter in both Cartesian and spherical representati¢)ns of
CSE coordinates. Incomplete ephemeris information (radial
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distance only) is contained on the _apes. The data coverage is
9OS during the time span covered.
.............................................................
Data set name - 5.46-HIN VECTOR HACNETIC FIFJJ) DAIA
HIT_CED WITH _IS DATA 0N TAPE
_ ID 65 042A-_o _ _ON_ETR * _IS
Time period covered - 05/_Q/6S TO 05/1)/67
Quanti_y of data - 3 REE_S OF TAPE
This exper;menter-supplled dat_ set contains merged
magnetic field vector data and ephemeris data on three 7-track.
8OO-bp;. 1BH 7094, binary magnetic tapes. The data set
contains analyzed fluugate magnetometer data from dat_ set
65-O42A-O2A, merged at NS_ wlth ephemeris data given ;n
and C_ coordinates. The data include 5.46-min averaged
lagnetic field vect_ors in both Cartesian and spherical
representations in the _ c_rdlnate system.
.............................................
Data set name - 5.46-HIN AV_ACES OF VECTOR HACNF][C
FI_ DATA ON R[XUK_A_[D TAPE
ID 6S-042A _, FLUXCATE HAON_0_oPA_
Time period covered O5/_9/65 TO 05/11/67
Quantity of data - 3 REELS OF 1APE
This data set cG41talns magnetic field data from data set
65-O4_A-O2A on three 7-track. 8OO-hpi, 1_ 7094. binary
magnetic tapes. The tapes were generated at _ with the
data blocked ten logical records per physical record. The data
SOL conbalns 5.46-mln averaged vector magnetic field data free
one unlaxiaJ flu.gate magnetometer ;n both Cartesian and
spherical representations of _ coordinates. Incomplete
ephemeris information (radial distance _nly) is cont_;ned an
the tapes. The data coverage is 9OZ during the time span
covered.
...........................................
Data set name HOURLY AVERACLD VALUE5 OF ]NTI_PLANL_AIRy
HAC;N_]C FIELD DATA
NSSDC I0 65-042A 02E. )NTE]RPLANETARY B FIELD.HRLY.AVCS
Time period covered - O6/O1/65 TO 01/29/67
Quantity of data _ HD_LS OF TAP[
This experimenter-prov;ded data set contains hourly
averaged interplanetary magnetic field vect_)r dat_ and
spacecraft position data on two 9 track. 800-bp;. ]BM 360.
_DIC magnetic tapes. The spacecraft poslt;on and hourly
averaged vector magnetic field data are given ;n both Cartesian
and spherical representations in CSE coordinates. Qnly dit_
obtained in interplanetary space are included. The per;ode
June 1, 1965, to January 26. 1966. and July 1. )966. t_ January
_9. 1967. are covered with 90_ completeness- A microfilmed
list;ng of the contents of this data set ;s also available (see
data set 65-O42A-O_F).
...........................................
Data set name - HO_LY AV_AC_ VAL_ Of I_P_Y
_Q_I_IC FIELD DATA 0N HI_OFIB
NSSDC ID 65-042A-O2F, MIOROFILH OF 65-O4_ O_E
Time period covered - 06/O1/6S TO O1/_9/67
_uant;ty of data - 1 REEL OF HICROF1LH
This da_a set contains hourly averaged ;nterpJanebry
magnetic field data and spacecraft position data (the contentks
of data set 65-042A-O_E) on one reel of 3_-mm microfilm. 1he
spacecraft poslt;on and magnetic field data are given in both
Cartesian and spherical representations in CSE coordi.ates.
Only data obtained in interplanetary space ire included. The
periods June 1, 196_. to January _6, 1966. and July 1. 1966. _o
January 29. 1967, are covered with QO_ coipJeteness.
.................................................
Data set name - HOURLY AVI_tACED VALUES OF HACNETOSPHE_IC
HACNETIC FIELD DATA ON TAPI-
NSSDC 1D 65-042A-0_. HACNL_TOSPH_IC B FIELD,HRLY AVC_
lime period covered - 05/29/65 TO O5/10/67
_uantity of data - 1RF_L OF TAPE
This e[perimenter-Kupplied daba set contains hourly
averaged magne_ospher;c magnetic field vector data and
spacecraft position data on one Q-track. eOO-bpl. 1_ 360.
EBCDIC magnetic tape. The spacecraft position and I_gnetic
field data are given in both Cart.s;an and spherical
representations in _ coordlnates_ Only hourly averages
w;thln the magnetosphere are included. Data coverage is about
during the tlme period covered. A microfilmed listing of
the contents of this data set is also available (see data set
65-O4_A-O_H).
..................................................
Oata set name HOUI_LY AV_AO_ VALUES OF _T 0S_IC
_ON_IC FIELD OATA ON HIC_0FI_
NSSOC ID 65-042A-O_2H, HTCHOFILH OF 65-O4_A-O20
Time period covered - 05/_9/65 TO 05/10/67
quantity of data - 1 REEL OF HICROFILH
This data set contains BaRnett)spheric magnetic field data
and spacecraft posit;on data (the contents of data set
65-O42A-0_) on one reel of 36-mm microfilm. The spacecraft
position and magnetic field data are given in both Cartesian
and spherlcaJ representations ;n C_ coordinates. 0nly hourly
averages within the magnetosphere are included. Data coverage
;s about _0_ during the time period covered.
............................................
Daba set name _LTISPACECRA_ HOURLY AV_A_ INTL_
PLANL_ARY HACNE]]C FIELD VECTOI_ ON TAPE
NSSOC ID 65-04_A 0_1, HULTI-S/C H_ AVC ]NPL B VRS, ]APE
Time period covered 06/01/66 TO 05/06/67
quant;ty of data I REf-J- OF IAPE
This experimenter supplied data set contains
multi spacecraft interplanetary magnetic field data on one
Q-track, 800-bpi. EBCDIC card image magnetic tape. The data
set was generated from ]HP-C. 1HP-D. IHP-E. and IHP-F data t.o
provide as complete a record as possible of the interplanetary
magnet;c field, with l-h time resolution, over the period June
196_ _hrough December 1968. Each card image contains data for
1 h as obtained on one spacecraft. No hour is covered b_ more
than one spacecraft. Each record contains time, spacecraft
identification and location (radial distance and CS[ Cartesian
coordinates), hourly averaged magnetic field vect_)r magnitude.
CS_ latitude and longitude ingles, and Cartesian components
with their standard deviations. This data set is identical _o
each of the data sets 66 058A gaD, 67-O70A 040, and
61-O_1A-110.
.................................................
IHP C. SI:_I_U
RE]ARDINC POTI_FI ]AI AHALYZE}_
D_ta set name - ANALYZED ELECTRON T_P[_AIURF A_)
DENSITY VALUES ON HAON_IIC IAPE
NSSDC ID 65-O4_A-OIA. ELECTRON I.N.V. p[L_ ORBIT
Time period covered - 05/_Q/66 TO 0_/05/6/
_uanti_y of data 1 _FJ_L OF TAP_
This experimenter-supplied data set contains electron and
;on spectral data on one ]_ 7094. 7 track. _OO bp;.
even-parity0 BICD magnetic tape with 18 l_-character logical
records per physical record. The time ordered data includes
integral electron and ion Spectral data in the 0 to 45 e¥
r_nge, electron density data, temperatures for a two-energy
component _axeelJlan fit t.o the data, and spacecraft potential
and ephemeris data. The data taken at radial distances of less
than five earth r_d;; are the most useful.
.................................................
1HP-C. SIHPSON
COSMIC-RAY RANCE VS E3_CY LOSS
..........................
Data set name - REDUCED ACCUMULATOR COUHI AND PU|S[
HEIC_FI ANALYSIS DAIA ON MACNEIIC TAPE
ID 65-O4_A-O3A, RATES * P.H. REDUC.OAIA,MAC. TAPE
Tile period covered - 05/_9/66 TO 04/29/61
(Date supplied hy experimenter)
quantity of data - 15 REELS OF TAPE
This data set consists of reduced cosmic-ray coun_ rite
and pulse height analysis data on 7-track magnetic tapes that
lere wrltten on an IBM 7094 at 556 bpl ;n binary format, odd
parity, and 36-blt words (siz characters per word). The tapes
are available from the experimenter and contaln extensive read
errors. The data are tile ordered for the period fro_ Hay 29°
196S, to April 29, 1967, and contain no orbit/attltude
information. Each tape co.talns a number of physical records,
each of which is 804 words (48_4 characters) long. Each
37
physical record contains s;I ]34 word logical records. E_ch
tape contains two files. The preferred form of these data ;s
ave,liLle from NSSOC ;n data sets 65-042A-03C (pulse height
data) and 65 O42A-O3D (count accumulation data).
Data set name C0UN] RATE PLOTS ON NICROFEL_
NSSDC ID 65 042A-038, CDUN_ RATE PLOTS ON MICROFILM
Tile period covered 05/29/65 T0 05/02/67
Quantity of data - 1RE_| OF M]CROFILH
Thls data set consists of galactic and solar cosmlc-ray
count rate vs time data on one reel of 35 im microfilm. The
]08 lach;ne-oenermte d count rate plots are for the telescope
sensor combinations (D1, D1D2 not D3, DED2D3 not I)4, and
D1D_>D3D4) that correspond to the following energy intervils for
protons: 2.6 to 190 HeV, 13.3 to _6 NoV, 26 to 94 HeY, and 94
Lo 190 MeV There are 27 plots for each of the four sensor
comb;nations _ch plot gives the count rate (logarithmic) vs
time (day number) for one solar rotation The time interval
covered ;S from solar rotation number 1804 (Ray 29, 1965)
through ]830 (Hay 2, 1967)
Data set name REIX)CEDPULSF HEICHI ANALYZ_DAIA ON
HACNFr]c TAPE
NSSDC ID 65-042A 03C, REDUCE_ PHA (PHA|ST) DAIA. TAPE
lime period covered 0S/29/65 T0 04/28/67
Quantity of data ] REJl OF TAPE
fhls data set, supplied by the experimenter, consists Of
reduced solar and galactic cosmic ray pulse height analyzer
data on one 7_track, odd-parity, binary magnetic tape mr;tten
at 800 bp; ;n • time ordered format using in X_ 930 computer.
There are ]20 orbits of data on the tape. L•ch logical record
contains the following data: D1 and D3 detector element pulse
heights, time of observation, orbit number, and data quality
information.
Data see name NEDUCtl) CllUNI ACCUHULAI]ON [)A[A ON
MACN! F]C TAPF
NSSDC ]D 65 042A 03D, COSHIE RAY CI]UNI DATA. IAPE
Time period covered 05/_q/65 10 04/28/61
Quantity of data 1RE_ OF TAP[
Fhis data seL, supplied by the ezperimenter, consists of
reduced _osmic ray count •ccumulations on one J track,
odd parity, binary magnetic tape mritten at BOO bpi in a
time ordered format using an XDS _30 computer. There are 1_:_O
orbits of data on the tape _ch logical record contains _he
following cosmic ray telescope coincidence accumulations: D1,
DID2 not D3, I)ID_D3 nob D4, DID_D3D4, and [)_ corresponding to
proton energy intervals 2 6 to ]QO NoV, 133 to 26 HeY, 26 to
94NOV, 94 to ]qo HeY. and about ] HeY, respectively. Also
included in the format are the time of observation and daLe
quality _nformat;on
Data set name 5 MIN AVLHAGE COUN1RAT_ ON
MACNIIIC TAPE
NSSDC ll) 6_ 042A 03l, RAIl S_YS (S M]N AVE)
Time period covered 0S/29/6S 10 04/2_/61
Quantlty of data P RIEJ S OF /APT
This data set consists of reduced cosmic ray telescope
counting rates on two 1 track, blocked BCD magnetic tapes
mretten at BOO bpi in a time ordered format using an XDS 930
coN uter Fhe count rites are averaged over four sequence
counts (approximately 320 s) There •re 90 files on the first
tape and 30 files _n the second tape Fach logical record
eeeoeoeeeea*eeeeeoeeoeeeeoeeeele*eeoeae*oo_oloooeaoleaa=m=a.oa.
eeo**e**ooeeoo*aee.ee** IMP D _eeseeoeeeooeeeeeo_o_ee.eaeeeooe.
ee=aeoeeeeeeeoas**aee*==eeea*soeoeeeeeeee*eoeae=esoa.eoea_.elaa
Data set hale SOLAR FCLIPI]C _ND SOLAR NACN_0SPHERIC
EPHFM_R]S PLOIS ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 66-O_IBA-OOD, S0I ECIPI,S0t HACSPHRC Ef_HM PLOIS
Time period covered - O7/0]/66 TO 10/29/71
Quantity of data 1 HELL OF M]CROFILM
This data set consists of IMP-D (Explorer 33) ephemeris
data plotted on one reel of 35 mm microfilm The plots Ire
Ihomn ;n geocentric solar magnetospher;c and geocmntric _lir
ecliptic coordinates. X • and X Y projections in
coordinates are available for the time periods from July 1,
1966, to February 14, 1967 (orbits I to 15) 0 and from Nay 31,
1967, to September 8, 1967 (orbits 24 to 2Q) X • and X Y
projections in CSE coordinates are available for the tlme
period from July 1, 19660 to 0cbober 29, 1971 (orbits ] t_ 85).
The moon's orbit is plotted on the CSE projections of orbits ]
be S Tick marks are shown every 3 b for the C_ coordinate
projection_ and every 6 h for the CS_ proJectlons
Oa_a set name SOLAR ECLIPTIC EPHLME](IS PLOTS
NSSDC ID 66 O_A gOT, SOLAR fCI]PIIC LPHLH PLOTS MF]CHE
Time perked covered 0//01/66 1() O_/_B/70
Quantity of data 2 CARDS OT H/W MICRI}FICHT
This data set describes trajectories Of IMP D. IMP I, and
IMP-F on microfiche. The first part of this data set conLalns
inform•Lion from the publication mlrajector;es of Explorers 33,
34, and 35, July 1966 - April 1969, 8 uritten by K W Behanno,,
K. H. Schatten, D H. Fairfield, lad N. F Nes_ (NASA CSFC
X-6Q_ ZO 64. February I970), eh;ch describes the traJectories
of IMP D (Explorer 33), IMP E (Explorer 35), and IMP ]
(Implorer 34) from launch to April 1969 (except for _xpiorer
34, fnr which there are no plots after March 1969) as projected
into the X Y plane in CSF coordinate_ lick marks indicating
] day intervals are shown for [lplorers 33 and 3b, and, where
possible, for |xplorer 34 This publication also has the X •
CS[ orbit projections of these satellites for January 1969 to
Apri_ ]969 Computed average positions of the Sou shock and
magnetopause are _holn A cent,•marion of th_s data set
contains ,nformation from the publication Ilrajectories of
E_plorer 33, 3S, 41, 43, and 41, May 1969 December ]972, i
wr,tLen by l) It lairfield, K. W Behannon, R P lepping, and
N t Ness (NASA CSFC X 692 73 291. October 19/3) Explorer 33
data are found ;n thi_ document through February 20, ]Q/O.
]his data set ,s self documented and has the N_SDC 1RI numbers
B0204] and 8]7902
Data set. name MUITICOORD]NAT[ SYSILH EPH/MFR]S IAPtS
NSSDC ll) 66 OSBA 00}, MULTI CII0RD SYS EPHLMIHIS IAPLS
lime period covered 07/01/66 fO 03/01/10
Quantity of data 49 R[J_LS Of TAPE
This data set consisLs of muJtlcoordinate system
ephemeris data on 49 _ track, S56-bpi, BCD, IBM 360 tapes
Each tape consist_ of l month of data on one file Ihe data
records (In the tapes are blocked m;th five logical records per
physical record, each logical record conta;ntng 51 _ords (204
characters) Each tape contains one header record that ;s a
physical record blocked the same as the data records. The
following information is contained on these t•pes at b min
intervals: Lime, CS| coordinates of moon and spacecraft, C_H
coord i na t,e:_ (If m()on and spacecraft, set enocentr i c solar
eclipl,¢ rl,_rd,rlat.e_ of spacecraft, and geomagnetic latitude
and l(>rlg_t._d_. ()T 5pa(ecrafL _ubsa_ellite point. Except for
Jal_uary Lhr_ugh Mar(:h 1_6_ and January 19_O, tapes covering the
time peri,)d indicated are •vailabte
contains
D], DID2 not D3, DID2_)3 not D4, DID21)3D4, and DS corresponding
to proton energ_ intervals 0.9 to 19O MeV, 6,5 to 19 MeV, ]9 ¢o
_0 MeV, QO to ]q0 HeY, and •bout ] HeY, respectively. Also
included in the format are the time Of observation° sequence
count, _atelliLe geocentric distance, AF ,ndel, Kp inde=, and
data quality information
the foliou;ng cosmic ray Lele_cope coincidence rates: ..
Data set .ame ]2 HOUR SOLAR FCI]PTIC EPHI_H_RIS
PARAMNF]R [ ISTINC ON MICROFItH
NSSDC ID 66 058A OOC. 12-t_ SOLAR ECL]Pl]C EPH. LISIING
Time period covered O//O1/66 l0 02/28/70
Quantity of data l RF_I Ot MICROFII_
This data set consists of selected CSf ephemeris data on
• reel of 16 mm microfilm. The data set mas generated at NSSDC
from tmpe data set 66 OSSA OOf Spacecraft ephemeris
information is given in CSE coordinates once for each 12h
interv•l_ Parameters given include Cartesian coordinates,
38
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radial distance, and polar and azimuthal angles 0S[ Cartesian
c(x)rdinates of the moon are also given for the same 12-h
intervals_ Coverage is complete between July ], ]966, and
February 2_. 1970, except that there are no data for Hatch
1969
Data set name COMPACTED VtHS]0N DE DATA SfT 66 O_8A=OOF
NSSF_: ID 66 ObBA OOH, COMPACT VERSION OF DAIA SET -O OF
1;me period covered 0//01/66 10 ]2/3|/70
QuanLity of data b REIIS OF TAPE
This data set consists of compacted muttlcoordinate
system ephemeris data on Z track, 800 bpi, BCD magnetic tapes.
The data set was generated at N%SDC on an IBM 7094 computer
from data set 66 ObBA OOl. logical records have been blocked
with 20 records to one physical record gverlapped data at the
beginnif_g and end of individual _nths have been deleted.
Information contained on these tapes include time, CSE
coordinates of moon and spacecraft, CSM coordinates of moon and
spacecraft, selenocentric solar ecliptic coordinates of
spacecraft, and geomagnetic latitude and Iong_tude of
spacecraft subsatell_te polnt
IMP D, A_)ERSDN
ION CHAMBIR AND CM COUNIERS
Data set name 0RICINAt RIDUCFI) I0N CHAMBIR AND CM
COUNIS DN IAPF
NSSDC ]D 66 058A O4A, ORIC CM&ION CIIAMBIR COUN_S, TAPE
lime period covered 01/01/66 ID 06/09/61
Quantity of data • REJ_S 0I lAP[
This experimenter supplied data set contains energetic
electron and proton count data on • track, BC[). BOO bpi
magnetic tapes Each file on a tape has a t2 character index,
which identif=es the original CSFC tapes from which the data
were taken, and a variable number of B6b character data
records. _ch data record contains four data sequences. A
sequence contains the time (LF_) Of the observation, two
accumulations each from Gender Mueller (CM) tubes A and B and
the ion chamber, the time between the first pair of ion chamber
pulses in each of two accumulation peri_)d_,, the sun arlgle, the
satellite spin period, and a number _f proIe._s_ng error flags
IMP D, BRIDCI
PLASMA PROBE
Data set name HOURLY AVEHAC[_ INI[RPIANI IARY PLASMA
PARAMi IE_S I)N IAPt AS StJPI'I ]_I) BY M]l
NSSDC IO 66 05BA O6A, HR AVC INI PLASMA PAHAM BLOCK HCD
Time period covered 0//01/66 1(10g/30/6g
Quantity of data 1 RE_J 01 IAPE
Ibis data set cons=sts of hourly averaged interplanetary
plasma parameter data on one 7 track, blocked, even parity.
BCD, _6 bpi magnetic tape that wa_; generated by the
experimenter on an IBM 360 The block size is 1600 character_,
with a logical record si2e of 80 character_ t_ch logical
record contains one set of hourly averaged interplanetary
plasma parameters including the averaged thermal speed, the
averaged number density, the averaged CSt longitude and
latitude of the solar wind flow direction, and the
corresponding standard deviations of each of the average_; The
data are time ordered Blocks of _er(_ h_ve been _ncluded
where it is not known if the spacecrafl, w_ _nterpla=_etary
Data records on the tape begin at th(! _t_rt oF a solar
rotation, on July l. 1966. but records are Filled with 2eros
until after spacecraft launch.
Data set name 3 M]N INTERPLAN[IARY PLASMA PARAMEIERS
DN MACNHIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 66 058A 06B, 3 MIN IN1 PLASMA PARAM BLOCK BCD
llme period covered 07/06/66 lD 10/14/71
Quantity of data _ RF_S OF IAPE
This data set consists of solar wind _on data on two
• track, blocked, even parity, 8CD, _56 bpi magnetic tape_ that
_ere generated by the experimenter on an IBM 360 The block
size is ]OOO characters, with a logical record size of 100
characters Each logical record contains one solar wind
measurement. The solar wind ion data include the thermal
speed, the number density, the floe speed, and the CSF
longitude and latitude of the flow direction. These par_meter_
are Lime ordered= 1hey were derived uming a gamma distribution
function, which in the solar wind ;s essentially equivalent to
a convected _sotropic Mazeellian distribution function The
parameter set was caJcu|ated based on a _.[-lin spectrum, and
changes in the solar wind on time scales shorter than that
period, e g . the passage of an interplanetary shock front,
will invalidate the parameter set calculated from data taken
during that interval
Data set name PLOTS OF HOURLY AVE_ACED pLA_HA
PARAMtI[_S ON'F]CHF
NSSDC ID 66 0_SA 06C, h_ AVC PLASMA PARAM. FICHE PLOIS
Time period covered 0Z/06/66 T0 O4/_0/71
Quantity of data I CAR[) Of B/W MICROFICH[
Ibis data _et consists of e_perimenter generated, hourly
averaged solar wind plasma (ion) data The data are shown as
plots on microfiche cards These plots contain interplanetary
solar wind thermal speed, bulk speed, and density plotted
against time, with one solar rotation per plot
Data set name HOUri Y AVE_AC|D IINFTFRPLANFIARY PLASMA
DAIA ON TAPI WITII BI 0CKS Of ZE_0S REMOVED
NSSDC ]D 66-058A O6D. ] HR IP PLASMA DATA W/0 O'S,TAPE
llme period covered 07/06/66 10 0g/_3/69
Quantity of data 1RU 1 Ot TAPf
This NSSOC reformatted data set contains hourly averaged
interplanetary plasma parameters on one _ track, _56 bpi. BCD
magnetic tape. This data set tape was generated from data set
66 O_SA 06A. The tape has 84 characters per logical record and
one logical record per physical record |_ch record contains
one set of plasma parameters, and no) record contains all zero
or bl_)c:k zero data (as were contained on the ()r_ginal
HIT generated tape), lhe data include the averaged thermal
speed, the averaged number density, the averaged floe speed.
the averaged CS[ latitude and longitude of the flow direct=on,
and the corresponding standard deviat=ons.
l)ata set name I ]ST IhI_S lIt H_lJrl Y AVII_AC[_
I N l FHt+I ANI I ANY PI ASMA PARAMt T f _S
NSSDC [D 66 ObSA 06F. I_ AVC INT PLASMA PARAM lIST f]IH
lime period covered 07/06/66 TO 09/23/69
Quantity of data 1 r_J OF M]CROFILM
This data set contains hourly averaged interplanetary
plasma parameLers on one reel of 16 mm microfilm The data are
time ordered and appear in a format that shows each column
clearly identified ]he plasma parameters shown include
spacecraft ID. number of solar wind measurements, t_me (year,
month, day, and hour), average number density, average thermal
speed. GSE latitude and longitude of flow vector, corresponding
standard deviations of each average, and solar rotation number.
IMP D, NESS
CSFC MACNIIOMFIIR
Data set name _ ]_ SIC VICTOR MA_NFIlC FI[_LI) DATA ON
TAPE
NSSI)_ ]D 66 058A OIA, 5 I_ S_C VECTOR MAC FI_ D DATA
lime period covered 0//01/66 TO 10/O5/68
Quantity of data - b9 RE_LS OF TAPE
1his data set consists of experimenter supplied 5.12 s
magnetic field vector data on q-track, 800-bpi, IBM 360 binary
magnetic tapes. Each tape has one or two files where each file
contains dat_ for one leek. _=cept at the end of a file. each
physical record contains four logical records of 1080 bytes
each Fact logical record contains data taken during one
8].9_-s telemetry sequence. Included in each logical record
are time (with January ] as day O) and ]6 vector magnetic field
measurements, with Cartesian components given in four
coordinate systems (a system corotat=ng w=th the spacecraft, a
payload coordinate system with its / azis along the spacecraft
spin azis and its X axis in the plane defined by the spin axis
and the satellite sun line, CS| coordinates, and 0_t
coordinates). [or the latter three coordinate systems,
sequence averages for the components are given, and for the
3q
0_ '_' _AGE IS
payload and _E coordinate systems, standard deviations for the
coemonents are also g;ven. In addition, 15 field magnitudes.
the sequence-averaged magnitude, and t.he magnitude standard
devilries are given. The latitude and azimuth angles of the
sequence-averaged field vector are given in the payloamd and OSE
coordinate systems. Supporting informmt;on found in each
logical record includes times for the 16 field aeasuremen_.
spin period, spin-alia dlrect;on, and spacecraft po_ition in
OSE and _ coordinates. All data except the 13 16-element
arrays of 5.12-s data have been transferred to data set
66-058A-01C. The data are at least 90_ complete over the tile
period covered.
.............................................
Data set na_e - 8P-SEC AVI_ACED VECTOR HA_IC FIELD
DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSI)C ID 66-058A-01C, 82 SEC VR MAC FLDDATA ON TAPE
Time period covered - 07/01/66 TO ]0/05/88
_uantlty of data - 1_ RF_S OF TAPE
lhls data set consists of 82 s vector magnetic field data
on ]5 7 track, 800 bpi. single file, IBM 7094 hinary magnetic
tapes_ These tapes were generated at NSSOC from the 59
experimenter supplied tapes of data set 66-O,_BA-O1A. All the
data of each logical record of data set 66-058A 01A were
transferred to this data set except for the 13 16-element
arrays that describe 5.12-s time period data. Thus. whether a
user needs data set 66-O_A-OIA or 66-058A OIC ;s determined by
the requlrements of temporal resolution, as there are 5.12 s
data ;n 66-0_ OIA and only 8] Q_ S averages ;n 66-05JB-O1C.
Temporal coverage, as opposed to resolution, is the same for
each of these two data sets. Data listed include time.
spln a.;s declination and right ascefls;o., sequence average
field magnitude and standard deviation, sequence average field
components and rms deviations, field latitude and azimuth, and
satellite position.
Data set name - MIULII-SPACEC_AF I HOURLY AV_AC_ INT_
PLANETARY MACN_IC F l_ VECTORS ON TAPE
NSSOC FD 66 058A OID, M&J[ T I S/C FIR AVC INPt B VRS, 1APE
1;me per+od covered 0//0]/66 IO lO/Ob/60
quantity of dale 1 R_LI OF IAP[
Ibis dale set. suppl_ed by the experimenter, was
generated from aMP D (_zplorer 33 or AIMP ]) dale along with
data from IMP C (Explorer _8 or IMP 3), IMP [ (_xplorer 35 or
AIHt' ?), a.d IMP F (Explorer 34 or ]Hi ) 4) to provide as nearly
complete a record as possible of the interplanetary magnetic
field, wi th 1 h time resolution, over the period June 1965
through December Fg6B 1he data were submitted on one 9 track.
BOO bpi. tHCD]C card ,wage magr_etic tape Each card image
contain_ data for F h as obtained on one spacecraft. No hour
is covered by more than one spacecraft _ch record contains
t_me. spacecraft identification and location (radial distance
and CS[ Cartesian coordinates), hourly averaged magnetic field
vector magnttude. CSI latitude and longitude ingles, and CSF
Cartes,an c{_mponents with their standard deviations This data
set is identical to each of the data sets 65-042A 021.
610/OA 04C. and 61 051A 11C
Data _eL name 8lg_ SEC VECTOR MACNETIC t]LLD PLOIS ON
MICROF It M
NSSDE [0 66 O_BA 01i, H2 SIC MAC VCTR PIDIS ON ME]IM
Time period covered 0//01/66 TO lO/_O/6B
quantity of data 3 R_JS OF MICROFILM
Ibis experimenter supplied data set consists of
81.g_ s averaged magnetic f'eld vector dale plotted on one reel
of 3_ mm microfilm |arh Frame contains data for 6 h, eiLh 3 h
or d_t.a .(r,)_ t,he frame twice Field magnitudes (as averaged
over _) l_ .. mag,_,Ludcs), latitude and tong;Lade angles (as
determltl4_d From AT Q_ s averaged CSE or C_t_ Cartesian
componen[_), and the rms deviation in the magnitude average are
plotted. Ceocentroc spacecraft position (CSE X. Y. / in earth
radii) is listed every hour
Data set name M_T_CF_ NE_S/SON_T1 B_ SPCOND AVF}_ACFD
HACNEIDH_DR DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
N_ ]D 66 058AOIF, MEJ_CI_I NESS/SONETI 8P SEC AVG
lime per_od covered 07/01/66 TO 08/03/68
_uanLity of data _ REIJ S OF 1APE
Th;s dale set consists of merged 82-s lagnetic field
vector data These merged (Nasa and Sonett) data are from data
sets 66 058A-OIC and 66 05RA 03C and are on 1600 bp;, Q-track,
binary _agne_;c t_pes wrltten by an IBH 360 computer. The
physical blocks are Of variable length and contain logical
records of 34 3*2 bit words. The logical records cons;st of a
_equence: month; time; sequence-averaged _ield Iagnitude; I_SE
t_et_, phi. X. Y. and Z; _ X. Y. and Z; satellite position.
OSlN; and selenocentrlc satellite position, SSE. This data set
is identical to data set 66-058A 03E.
..................................................
IHP-O.
AHF_HACNErlC FIE]_DS
.................................
D_ti set name - AVOCET) HACI_]C FIELD VECTOR PLOTS ON
HIOROF]LR
NISS[_ ID 66-0E_A-O3A, PLOT OF fl.1 5ICHA B,LAT,LONC
lim_ period covered - 07/01/66 TO 09/13/70
quantity of data - 4 REELS OF MICROFILM
This data set co.sTaffs of magnetic field vector pIo_ on
four reals of Iicrofill. The plots show 8].8 s scalar B-fleld
averages in ei_er _ or solar equatorial coordinates (Z ias s
northward in a plane containing the _solar direction and the
solar spin alia), and the longitude and latitude of the
magnetic field. _enerally, data are plotted ;n _ coordinates
for times when the spacecraft was inside the magnetosphere or
geoiagnetlc tall and in solar aquat_)rial coordinates when the
spacecraft was oul_side IL_ese regions. About 4 h of data are
plotted on each friar. Sequeqce number, time, and the
coordinate system used are indicated on each plot. Drifts in
zero levels of the sensors have been corrected by the
elperiMn_er_ Data are available over the tlme period
specified with QS_ coverage.
.........................................
Oa_ set name - HOURLY AV_O_ I_P_ARY MA_E'IIC
fl_OAlA _ 1APE
NS_DC lO _6 0_8A 03_. HO_ AVO 0 FIELD V[CTORS ON TAP[
Time period covered O]/OI/6Z TO ]?/31/69
quantity of data 1RE_L 01 TAP[
This data set consists of hourly averaged interplanetary
magnetic field vectx)r data on one CU)C 6600. BCD. 800 bp;.
f-track magnetic tape. 1his tape la_ made by Dr. Paul _ougere
of AFC_I from cards supplied Lohim by Dr Charles _)netL.
These cards previ_sly had been manually edited by Dr .c_netL_s
staff at Ames Research Center [=ch physical record consists
of 1280 characters_ Each logical record consists of an
80 character BCD card igage followed by ]0 blanks 1hue. there
is ] noninteger nuiber of logical records per physical record
The following inTormati_ *_ given: time; magnetic field
magnitude, latitude, longitude, Y and / components in the
ort.hogonal solar equat.or;al coordinate system (X a=is point_
t_ard the sun, • a=is northward in a plane containing the
solar directio, and thw _lar spin a_is); magnetic field
latitude, longitude, and X, Y, and • components in the CSM
coordinate system; the number of indivmdual vector samptes
available during the hour; the magnetic field component normal
Lo the earth sun llne; and a flag to indicate data Trom either
]HP D (Explorer 33) or IHP.[ (Explorer 35) Major data gaps
occur for the per;od_ May _6 tO August 25, 19_/. and July 1_ _o
September 10. ]Q68. lh,s data set has been superseded by data
aet 66 O_A-03C.
Data set name 81.92-SEC VECTOR MACNEllC FIE-ID DAIA ON
MA_N[IIC IAPfS
NSSDC ID 66 05_A 03C, 82 SEC AVCD VECTORS, DSC TAPES
Time period covered 0Z/0]/66 TO 09/14//0
_uantlty Of data _ RLI_IS 01 IAPI
This experimenter _upplied data set consists oT
8].9_-s averaged vector magnetic field data on _0 / track, _6
bpi. odd parity, binary magnetic tapes written by an 1B14 /Og4
F]ch physical record co_talns 2/60 characters, of which the
first 12 constitute a DCS control word. E_ch logical record
contains 126 characters, of which the f,rst six constitute a
DCS control word. D=ta given within each logical record were
obtained by averaging the individually measured vectors within
a given 81.92=_ sequence. Data include field magnitude,
Cartesian colponents and their standard deviations, and field
latitude and longitude angles These data are given in solar
equatorial. _._M. and C.SE coordinates. No ephemeris data are
given.
Data set name 5_12 SEC VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD DATA ON
NACI_L_ 1C TAP_
4O
_F_;C_INAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
NSSDC ID 66-0.._0A 030, 5.12 SEC MAC VECTORS ON MAC TAPE
Time period covered - 07101166 TO 09114170
Quantity of data - 195 RF-_J-S OF TAPE
This elper;menter-Auppl;ed data set Is recorded on
7-track, _6 bp;, odd-par by, b_nary magnetic tapes by an IBM
70Q4 computer. F_ch physical record contains 2760 characters,
of which the first 12 constitute a DCS control word. Each
logical record contains 132 characters (for the first vector of
an 82-s sequence) or 138 characters, of which the first slx
constitute a DCS control word. Data given within each logical
record relate to slngJe magnetic vector measurement and
include field magnitude, Car%esian components, and field
latitude and longitude angles. These data are given ;n solar
equatorial, CSE, and CSM coordlnates. Each tape holds data for
1 week, w;th no ephemeris data on any tape.
...................................
Data set name - M_CED NESS/SONETT 82 SECOND AVERAGE]:)
MACN_OMETE_ DATA ON HAQNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 66 058A 03E, MERCEI) NE_S/SONE1] 82 SEC AVC
Time period covered 0710]166 TO OB/O3/6B
Quantity of data 3 REELS OF TAPE
This data set consists of merged B2-s magnetic field
vector data. These merged (Ness and Sonett) data are from data
sets 66-058A 01C and 66-OS8A 03C and are written on 1600 bp;0
Q-track, binary magnetic tapes by an IBR 360 computer. The
physical blocks are of variable length and contain logical
records of 34 32-bit words. The logical records consist of a
sequence month; time; sequence-averaged field magnitude; CSE
theta0 ph;, X, Y, and Z; GSH X0 Y, and Z; satellite position,
CSM; and selenocentric satellite position, SSF. This data set
is identical to data set 66 058A OIF.
Data set name REBLOCKED 8_ SECONO AVE]RACEI) MACNFT IC
FIELD VECTORS ON HACNFI]C 1APE
NSSDC ID 66 05BA 03F, 8_ SEC AVC VECTORS,(RL_LOCKFO)
Time period covered 07/01/66 TO 09114/10
Quantity of data - _0 RE_±S OF TAPf
This data set consists of reblocked B].92 s-averaged
vector magnetic field data (from data set 66 05BA 03C) on 1600
bpi, binary, g track magnetic tape lr;tten by an IBH 360
computer. The physical blocks contain 200 logical records of
13B characters Data include Lime. field magnitude, Cartesian
components and their standard deviations, and field latitude
and longitude angles. These data are given in solar
equatorial, GSM, and GSE coordinates. No ephemeris data are
given.
IMP D, VAN ALLEN
ELECTRON AND PROTDN DEIECIORS
Data set name PLO_S Of 2 TO I_-A SOLAR SOF_ X RAY
FLUXES DN MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 66 058A 05A, SOLAR SOFT X RAY PLOTS
Time period covered 07/02/66 TO 0g/_6/68
Quantity of data - 2 RU_JS OF MICROFILM
This experimenter-supplied data set consists of plots of
the X-ray flux in the 2 to 1_ A range on 35_mm microfilm. The
data set Coverage is 55% if every break in the data stream
larger than S min is counted. The plots are described by J. f-
Drake, J. Gibson, and J A. Van Allen in iIowa Catalog of Solar
X-ray Flux," in Solar Physics, v. 10. pp. 433-459, 1969.
..................................
Data set name _ TO 12-A SOLAR SOF1 X RAY FLUXES ON
TAPE
NSSOC ID 66-058A OSB, SOLAR SOF1 X RAY, MAC TAPES
Time per;od covered - 07102/66 TO 09126168
Quantity of data _ REELS OF TAPE
This data set consists of experimenter-supplied X-ray
flux data in the 2 to 12 A range on /-track, BCD, 5S6-bpi
magnetic tape. The data set is complete, and the coverage, if
every break in the data stream larger than 5 min ;s counted, is
551. The flul is in units of milliergs/cme*2-s; it is averaged
over gO s.
Data set name - SOLAR SOFT X-RAY FLUX LISIINCS ON
MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 66-05BA-0.5C, MICROFILM Of 66-058A-OSB
Time period covered - 07102166 TO 09126168
Quantity of data - 8 REELS OF MICROFItM
This data set consists of X-ray flux data, in the 2- _o
12-A range, listed on microfilm. The listings are analyzed
data that were reprocessed by NSSDC. This data set is a
reformatted printout of data set 66 OSBA OSB The data set is
complete, and the coverage, if every break in the data stream
larger than 5 mln ;s counted, is 5SS. The listings are
described by J. F. Drake, J. Cibson, and J A Van Allen ;n
mIowa Catalog of Solar X-ray Flux,' in Solar Physics, v. 10,
pp_ 433 459, )q69.
Data set name SOtgdR SOFT X-RAY BURSI DAIA ON TAPE
NSSDC I0 66 OSeA-OSD, sOFT X-RAY BURST t ISTINC, ON 1APE
Tile period covered = 07103166 TD 07125/67
_uantlty of data - 1 REEL Of TAPE
This experlmenter-supplied data set conslsLs of data on
solar soft X-ray (2 to 12 A) flares and parameters describing
them. The data are on one 7 track, OCD, 800 bp; magnetic tape.
The data for each flare include: date, start t;=e (LIT), time(s)
of peak(s), end time, flu= increase above background (at burst
mal_eum), ratio of total flux to background (at burst ma=;mum),
integral of flu= increase above background for the burst
duration, flags indicating either breaks in the data stream or
the number of peaks, and ratio of time lost because of data
These are analyled data and aregaps to the _otal burst time.
complete.
...................................
Data set name LISTING OF SOLAR SOFT X RAY BURST DATA
ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 66-058A OSE, SOFT X RAY BURSI LISTING M/_ILM
T_me period covered 07/03/66 TO 07125167
Quantity of data 1 REEL OF MICRDFILM
This data set contains solar X ray (_ be 1_ A) flare
t;sted on one reel ofdata and parameters describing them,
35 am microfilm. This data set is a printout of data set
66 05BA 05D. For each flare the data include: da_e, start time
(U[), time(s) of peak(s), end time, flu= increase above
background (at burst maximum), ratio of to_al flux to
background flu= (at burst ma=imum), integral of flu= increase
above background for the burst duration, flags indicating
either breaks ;n the data stream or the number of peaks, and
ratio of t_me lost because of data gaps _o the total burst
time. lhe data are analyzed and complete ;n Lime coverage
Data set name - SOLAR SOFT X RAY DATA COVE_ACE ON
MICROFILM
NSSDC FD 66 05BA-OSF, SOF1 X RAY COVERAGE PLOIS, M[ILM
Time period covered 07/02/66 TO 07126167
_uantity of data ] RF_L OF MICROFILM
This data set consists of solar _oft X-ray data coverage
for data sets 66-058A-OSA through 66 05BA OSC, graphed on 3b-mm
microfilm. _ch graph covers a ) month period, plotting day vs
hour (in blocks). Data gaps greater than b min are represented
by dark areas. Plots are described by J f. Drake, J Citron,
and J. A. Van Allen in I]owa C_talog of Solar X ray Flu=, m in
Solar Physics, v. 10, pp. 433 459, ]q69.
Data set name PLOTS OF X-RAY AND PARTICLE DATA ON
MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 66-058A-0_C, PLOTS OF ALL SUE DFTECTORS
Time period covered - 07101/66 TO 12131/68
Quantity of data - T8 REELS OF MICROFILM
This data set contains X-ra_ and particle count rate da_a
plotted on 3S-am mlcrof;lm. These are partially reduced data
submitted by the experimenter. The data coverage ;s greater
than 90_. Six plots are given for each 12-h period (0000 to
1200 or 1200 f.o 2400 U_). These plots contain, as a function
of time: (1) the count rates of CM] for each sector, (_) the
count rates of PNI for each _ector, (3) the count rates of CM2°
CM3, PN2, and CM] (CH] summed over all sectors). (4) the count
4E
_",..=.'f_!LJAL!]%_
rates of all channels of the _ (PNI summed over alt sectors),
(5) the average counting rate (CLAY) of C_1 for sectors i, ;i.
and iv, and the counting rite of CM], sector iii, from solar
X rays (C|X), or (6) the angular distribution data ;n the form
of the ratio of the counting rates of _ be C/_3, and
coefficients describing first order Fourier fits to the data
from F_ll and (_M]. The curves fitted tbo the PN1 and C_11 data
are of the form a(I + h cos(d e)). where d is the spacecraft
rotation ingle.
Data set nlme HAlf HOU_ SUMMARY OF ALL DETECTORS ON
MAONIST [C TAPE
NSSDC ]D 66 O58A O_H. HALF ]i0UR SUMMED DATA ON HAG 1APE
Time period covered 06/30/66 TO 11/02/71
Quantity DE data 3 REELS Of TAPE
Ibis data set contains elperimenter-supplied, 0.5-h sums
of the X ray and part;tie data for each detector. The data are
on / track. 800-bpl. binary magnetic tape created on • Un.vac
419 computer, and •re stored ;n either 18 or 36-bit integer
format Each physical record ;s one logical record of 192
6 bit bytes Each record also contains the block count, number
of words in the record, beginning and end year, day, and
fraction of day.
NSSOC ID 67 O70A 004), S01AR FCtlPIIC _HFM Pt0IS,MFICH!
Time period covered 0//19/61 TO 12/31/72
Quantity of data 3 CARDS OI B/W MICROFICHE
Thls dale set describes the trajectories of IMP-D. IMP E,
and IMP-f, on microf,che The first p•rt oE this data set
contains inEormation from the publication Ilrajectories of
[.plorers 33. 34. and 3b, July 1966 April ]969, 8 irltten by
K W Hehannon. K. H Schatten, D 11 Fairfield. and N. F. Ness
(NASA CS#C X 697 /O 64. Febru•ry 1970), which describes the
trajectories of IMP D (EspJorer 33). INP-E (EKplorer 3S). and
IMP } (Explorer 34) from launch to April 1969 (except for
Explorer 34. ft_r which there are no plots aEter Harch 3969) as
proJeCted into the X Y pline in CS_ coordinates llck marks
indic•Ling 1 day intervals are sheen for Explorers 33 and 3S
and, where possible, for Explorer 34. 1his publication ilso
has the X • CS| orbit projections or these _atellites for
.January 1969 to April 1969 Computed average positions of the
bow shock and magnetopause are shown. The last part of this
data set contains information from the publication
n#rajectories of E=pJorer 33, 35, 4#, 43, and 47, May 1969
December 19/7. I erttten by D. H. Fairfield, K W. Behannon, R.
P. lepp_ng, and N F Ness (NASA CSFC X-697 73 291, October
19/3) txplorer 35 dale are found in this document for the
ant,re period. May 1969 to December ]972 Ibis data set is
self documented and has the NSSDC TRF B numbers BOP04I ind
B]Iq07
Data set name MULIICDFlRDINAI_ SYSTEM EPH_HERIS TAPFS
NSSDC ID 61 O/OA 00]. MULTI CFlDRD SYS ]PHIMfRIS IAPIS
Time period covered 17/01/68 TO OB/31/lO
Quantity of data 11BItlS (1# TAP[
]h,_ dale set contains ephemeris data on / track,
556 bp,, BCD, IBM 360 tapes. Each tape consists of 1 month of
data on ooe Ei le The data records on the tapes are blocked
with five logical records per physical record, each logical
record containing SI w(irds (704 characters) I_ch tape
contain_ one header record, which is a physical record th•t is
blocked the same _ the data records lhe following
informat_on *s contai d on these tapes at 5 m_n intervals:
time, CS[ and CSN coordinates of moon and spacecraft,
selenocentr_c solar ecJlptlc coordinates of spacecraft, and
geomagneLic lititude and longitude of spacecraft subsatellite
point Ix¢;ept for January through March 1969 and November
1969, tapes covering the time period indicated are available.
Data set name COMPACIfD VERSION 0| DAIA Sll 6[ O/0A OOt
NSSOC ID 67-O7OA OOF, COMPACT VERSION OF DATA S_ gee
lime period covered 11/30/68 TO 00/01/70
Quintity of dill - 2 RE_ELS OF TAPE
This dat• set contains i compact version of data set
67-070A-OOE on 7 track, 800 bpl, BCD Bathetic t•pes generated
at NSSI)C on in IBM 7094 computer. Logical records have been
blocked 20 records to one physiciJ record. Overlapped data at
the beginning •nd end of individual months hive been deleted.
The foltowlng information is contained on these t•pes: time.
(_E and C_I_ coordinates of moon ind spicecr•ft, selenocentrlc
solar ecliptic coord_n•tes of sp•cecraft, and geomagnetic
latitude and longitude DE spacecraft subsatell;te point
.....................
INP E. ANDERSON
E_ERcETIC PARTICLE
Data set name 0RICINAL REDUCED I0N CHAMB_ AND CH
COUNTS ON TAPE
NS!_)C 1D 61070A 02A, 0RIG _H_ION.CHAMB[_ COUNTS, ]APE
Time period covered 07/19/67 TO 07/_4/68
Quantity of d•ta - B REFJ S OF TAP[
This data set consists of ion chamber observiblons and
accumulated count d•ta from tlo Ce;ger-Muller (CH) tubes in a
Lime ordered formal submitted hy the experimenter on I track.
800 bpl, BCD magnetic t•pes written by in IBM 360/40 computer
Each t•pe was generated by stacking seven short CSFC data
tapes. The first f;le on each stacked tape ;s i one record
file that serves is an _ndel to that short tape. _ch physical
record is 865 character_ long and can contain 7_ I_-character
logical records. The index file precedes the stacked
emperiment data. In which each physical record con_ains four
da_a _equences. A sequence contains the time (U]) of the
observation, two accumulations each from CM tubes A and B and
the ion chamber, sun angle, satellite spin period, sun time,
_n time, and a number of processing error flags.
]MP F, BRIDCI
PLAS/4A PROBI
Data set name HDURIY AVFRACID INI|RPIANIIARY PLASMA
PARAMIIERS ON IAPI AS SUPPI ]_) BY M/I
NSSDC ID 61 O/OA 06A, HR AVC IN] PLASMA PARAM BE 0CK BCD
Time period covered 01/14/61 I{I 01/7_/68
Quantity of data I RELL Ol TAPE
lhis e_per{menter supplied data set consists of hourly
averaged interplanetary plasma data on ot*e / track, blocked.
even parity, OCD, _6 bpi magnetic tape written by an ]HM 360
computer. ]he block size i_ 1600 characters, with a logical
record size of 80 ch•racters. _ach logical record contains one
set of hourly averaged interplanetary plasma parameters,
including the averaged thermal speed, the averaged number
density, the averaged Flow speed, the averaged CSE longitude
and latitude of the solar wind flow direction, and the
corresponding standard deviations of each of the iverages. ]he
data are time ordered. Blocks Of zeros have been included
where it is noL known if the spacecrafL was interplanetary
Data records on the tape begin at the start of a solar
rotation, .July 14. 1961, but records are filled with zeros
until after spacecraft launch
Data set name 3 MIN INIFRPLAN{IARY PLASMA PARAMI fIRS
ON MA_NE3 #C IAPI
NS_ I[) 61 OIOA O6B, 3 MIN IN] PLASMA PARAM 0rOCK BCD
Time period covered 01/_5/67 TO 01/03/68
Quantity of data 1 RIll [H IAPI
This experimenter supplied data set consists of 3 min
interplanetary plasma dale on one l track, blocked,
even parity, BCD, 566 bpi magnetic tape written by mr, IBM 360
computer The block size i_ I000 characters, with a logical
record s,ze of ]00 characters E_ch logical record contains
one time ordered ion solar wind measurement Data include the
plasma thermal speed, number density, floe speed, and CSI
longitude and latitude of the flow direcLion These parameters
were derived using a gamma distribution function, mhich in the
soJlr wind is e_enLially equivalent to a converted isotropic
Ma_wellian distribution function #he parameter set was
calculated based on a _ 7 min spectrum, and changes in the
solar wind on time scales _horter than that per,od, such as the
passage of an *nterplanetary shock front, •ill invalidate the
4_
parameter set calculated fr_ data taken during that interval.
Data set hill - PLOTS OF HOURLY AVErAC_ pLASMA
PARAM_
NS_)C IO 67 O70A O6C. HR AVC pLASMA PARAM HFZCH[ PLOTS
Time period covered 07/25/67 lO 07/03/68
Quantity of data ] CAJRO OF B/W H]CROF]CHE
lhis elperimenter-generaEed data set contains hourly
averaged interplanetary solar wind data on microfiche Data
include plasma thermal speed, bulk speed, and densit] plotted
against time, w=th one solar rotation per plot.
Data set name HOURi Y AVERACF]) ]N_F_PL_N[TARY PI_SHA
DATA ON TAP_ WIIH DI 0CKS Of ZF_0S RFHOVE])
IdSSOC ID 67 OTOA 060, 1-FIR ]P P[J_SHA DAIA W/0 O'S, 1APE
lime period covered 07/25/67 F0 07/03/68
_uantity of data ] REEL Of 1APt
lhis data set contains houri] averaged interplanetary
plasma data on one l track, 556 bpi, I}CD magnetic tape. This
is an NS_)C-reformatted data tape (generated from data set
67 O/OA 06A) aith 84 characters per logical record and one
logical record per physical record. [Jch record contains one
set of plasma parameters, and no record contains all zero or
block zero data (as lere contained on the original
HIE generated tape) Plasma parameters include the average
thermal speed, the average number density, the average flow
speed, and the average C_E latitude and longitude of the flom
direction along mith their corresponding sLandard deviations
Data set name LISIINCS 0f ItOURIY AVE_ACE]}
]NTD_PI ANI 1ANY P[A_4A PANAMETt]RS
NS_)C ID 67 OTOA 06f, Ht AVC IN[ PLA._IA PARAM I ISI Fair
lime period covered OZ/2_/6T lO 07/03/68
Quantity of data ] RI}I OI M]CH(IFIIH
This data set co, tains hourly averaged interplanetary
plasma data on one reel of 16 mm microfilm. Parameters listed
include: number of solar wind measurements; day of year; hour
of day; day, month, and year expressed as ddmmyy; average
plasma number density; average plasma thermal speed; CSI
latitude and long;rude averages along m;th their corresponding
standard deviations; and solar rotaLion number. The data are
time ordered and appear in column formaL, with each column
clearly identified
IMP [. NESS
CSFC MACN[ TOHFT[H
Data set name b 12 S_C VICTOR _C;NIIIC Fi_ DATA ON
HACNII ]C 1APE
NSSDC ID 67 OTOA-O4A, 512 S[_C VH HAC F LD DATA 0N TAPL
lime period covered OT/lO/67 TO 02/_3/72
Quantity of data IT Rills OF 1APE
lhis data set consists of eaperimenter supplied,
5.1_ s averaged magnetic field vector data on 9 Lrack. 800 bpl,
single file, binary magnetic tapes written on _T IBH 360
computer. EJch physical record contains four logic records
of 1092 bytes each. [Jch logical record contains data taken
during one 8] q2 s telemetry sequence. Included in each
logical record are time (lith January |=-day O) and _6 recur
magnetic field measurement: mith Cartesian componenLs given in
four coordinate systems: 1) a payload sysLem corotat;ng with
the spacecraft, (2) a ,ystem "th its 7 axis along the
spacecraft spin axis and its X a=;_lin the plane defined by the
spin axis and the satellite-sun line, (3) CS[ coordinates, and
(4) CSH coordinates. For the latter three coordinate systems,
sequence averages ;_d rms deviations are given for the
components. In Jddition, 16 field magnitudes and the
sequence averaged magnitude and its rms deviation are given.
The latitude and azimuth angles of the sequence-averaged field
vector are given in the pa]load and (_SE coordinate systems.
lhe data have not been corrected for lunar shadow effects. As
such, field direction information is unreliable dur;ng lunar
shadow periods. Supporting informer,on found in each logical
record includes time for the 16 field measurements; spin
period; direction; and spacecraft position in CS[,
seJenocentric solar ecllpL;c, and 0_4 coordinates. For the
f;-st 3 years or so, data coverage Is nearly 100_ complete, but
fc the last ]ear or so a significant number of data gaps
appear. There is some modulation in the late time-period
5.|_-s data, probably due Lo the data gap associated inability
of the filtering program to remove all spin modulation. The
8].92-s averaged data were e=pected to be more reliable _or
this late time period. A separate set of tapes with just the
81.q2-s averaged magnetic field data is also available
(6Z 070A-04B).
Data set name 82-SFC AV_-rACED VECTOR MACNEIIC field
DATA ON HACN_]C ]APf
N_OC ]D 610/OA=O4B, 82 SiC VR HAC FLD DAIA ON 1APE
Time period covered 07/19/67 TO 02/23/7?
Quantity of data 21R_[IS OF ]APE
This data set contains 8].q2 s averaged vector magnetic
field data on 7 track, BOObp;, IBFI 7094 binary magnetic tapes,
generated it N_SDC from the experimenter supplied tapes that
constitute data seL 67-070A O4A. All the magnetic field and
supporting data of each logical record of data set _70TOA O4A
mere transferred to this data set e=cept for the ]3 16 element
arrays giving individual 5.12 s data points, lhus, whether a
user needs data set 67 O/OA 04A or 67 O/OA 04B is determined by
the requirements of temporal resolution, as there are _.12 s
data in 67-O/0A-O4A and only 81.92 s averages ;n 67 070A 04B.
lemp_raJ coverage, a_ opposed to resolution, is the same for
each of these two data sets
Data set name MUi ] ] SPAC[:CrAfl HOIJR|Y AVL]RAC[]) IN]L]_
PIANEIARY MACN[TIC f ][JD V[CI0K% ON 1APT
N_SDC ID 61 OTOA O40. HUI]I S/C HH AVC INP| B VRS, ]API
lime period covered 07/19/67 10 12/27/68
Quantity of data 1R[[± OF lAP[
lhis data set, supplied by the experimenter, mas
generated from ]RP C, "D, [, and [ dale to make a record, as
nearly complete as possible, of the interplanetary magnetic
field, with 1 h time resolution, over the period June 1q6_
through December 1960 The data are on one Q-track, 800 bp;,
[HC[)IC card image magnetic tape l=_ch card image contains data
for ] h, as obtained on one spacecraft. No hour is covered by
more than one spacecraft lath record contains time, orbit
number, spacecraft identification and local;on (radial distance
and CS[ Cartesian coordinates), hourly averaged magnetic field
vector magnitude. CSI latitude and longitude angles, and
Cartesian components along mith their standard deviations.
This data set ;s identical bo each of Ltle data sets
6b 04_A O_I, 66 058A OlD, and 6T O_)IA IIC
Data set name b ]2 SEC VICTOR MACNIIIC IIIID PI OIS (]N
MICROFI[J4
NSSDC ID 61 OIOA O4D, 5 E2 S V[CIOR B lIlJ D P[DIS,MIIIM
lime period covered 0T/IQ/6[ lO 02/P3/T2
QuantiLy of data 51R[[I s 0f HECHOF]IM
lh;s experimenter supplied data set consists of
individually measured _+]_ s magnetic field vector data plotted
on 16-mm microfilm. [=ch frame conta,ns data for a I h time
period, mith 30 minutes of data across the frame twice, field
magnitude and latitude and longitude angles (in CSE or CSM
coordinates) are g_ven Ceocentric spacecraft position (X. Y,
_, and R in earth radii) is li_Led once per frame, and
selenocentric position is listed several times (X. Y, 7, and R
in lunar radii)
Data set name 81.q2 S_C VECTOR MACNIlIC flfJ_) PLOTS ON
M1CROIIIH
NSSD_ ID 6707OA O4[, 82 SiC MAC VCIH I'll}l% (IN HI llM
lime period covered 0_/]9/67 10 02/_3/17
Quantit] Of data _ RFLI SOt H]CROFILM
This experimenter-supplied data set consisLs Of
8].q2 s-averaged magnetic field vector data plotted on 35 mm
microfilm. [=ch frame conta*ns data for 6 h, mith 3 h of data
across the frame twice, field magnitudes (as averaged over
_.12-s magnitudes), latitude and longitude angles (as
determined from 81.92 s averaged _E or CSH Cartesian
components), and the rms deviation in the magnitude average are
plotted. Ceocentr;c spacecraft position (X. Y, _ in earth
radii) is listed every hour.
Data set name V_CTOR MACN[llC FILLD DATA LISTINCS ON
HICRDfIt_I
43
ORIGINItL 'P_C_ _3
OF POOR r_U.......
ID 67 O?OA-04F. 5 SEC AND 82 SIC LIS]INGS. N/FIIJq
Time period covered - 07/19/67 TO 02/23/72
Quantity of dat_ - 57 REELS OF HICROF]U4
This data sot consists of esper;mentmr supplied magnetic
field dmta on 16-_ microfilm_ The data ;s listed as two
interspersed types. One type lists indlv;dual S.]2-s magnetic
field magn;tudms (a lOT and 81.q2-s averages of theme
lagn;tudes. This type also lls_s 81.q2-s averages of payload
coordinate symtem Cartesian componentds (x 10). their standard
rms devlaL;ons (x 100). let; rude and long; rude angles de•;vmd
from the averaged co_ponmnt.s, and data quality flags. The
ot_mr type of listing contains only 81.q2-s values, including
selenocentric spacecraft position (X. Y. Z i. lunar radii (z
100) and derived I ongl rude), geocentric _ spacmc•aft Z
c_<)rdlnate in earth radii (x 10), field magnitude average (x
]DE and its rms deviation (s |00), (_[ and (_>H Cartesian
co_pamants of the field (a 10), rms deviations (x lO0) for the
mclipt;c components, latitude and longitude angles derived from
the ecliptic components, and data quality flags.
Data set name _ _/S_ 82 SECOND AV_
_TO_E]R DATA ONe--TIC TAPE
ID 6/ 010A 04C, H_C_ N_S/SON_ 82 SEC DAIA,TP
T;_e period covered I0/01/67 TO 04/30/I0
Quantity of data 6 I_S OF TAPE
]his data set consists of merged 8192 s magnetic B field
data (from the ]MIP [ experiment of News and the IHP E
experiment of Sonett) on 9 track. 1600 bpi, binary magnetic
tapes written on an IBM 360 computer. The physical blocks are
of variable length and contain logical records of 34 32-bit
words. Ihe logical records consist of a sequence month; time
in year. day. hour. minute, and second; sequence averaged field
magnitude; GSE there, phi. X. Y. and Z; _ X. Y. and Z;
satmllite position. CSH; and selenocentric satellite pos;tion_
IHP E, SON_
AHE_ NIACNtlIC rig_DS
Data set name AVERAGED HAGNI_]C FIELD VfCIOR PI015 ON
MICROfilM
N_._)C ]o 61010A 03A, PLOT OF B.I S]CHA H.IAI.IONC,IIRH
lime period covered 01/19/61 TO 12/30/71
_uantlty of dale b RILLS DI MlCRl)llIM
This data set contains magnetic field vector plots on
microfilm Ihese reels contain plotted 8I 8 s scalar B field
magnitude averages and the longitude and latitude of the
magnetic field Generally. data are plotted in CSJ4 coordinates
for times when the spacecraft was inside the magnetosphere or
geOlagnetic tall and in solar equatorial coordinates ehen the
spacecraft was outside this region About four hours of data
are plotted on each frame Sequence number, time, and the
coordinate system used are indicated on each plot Temperature
variations and d•ifts in zero levels of the sensors have been
corrected by the elperimenter. _ata are available over the
tlme period specified with a 95_ coverage, leo intervals oT
several hours each (October 13 and N_vemher 27. 1967) have bee.
found when, because Of apparent keypunch errors in the
experimenter's data processing cycle, the sign of 8z (and,
hence, of the field latitude angle) is opposite ehat it should
be lhese errors appeared when comparing these data with the
experimenter's Explorer _3 data and with data from the other
Ezplorer 35 magne_meter It is nob known what percentage of
the data is affected by similar errors, although this
percentage is eapected to be small.
Data set name HOUHI Y AVE]_ACI_) INTIFFPLANt IAHY HAGNt I IC
I jill) DATA PIN IAPI
_SDC ID 61 OIOA-O3B, ttOUR AVRC H fIIID VICIIIRS ON TAPI
I ime period covered 01/_3/6/ ID 1P/31/69
_uantity of data 1 r_}j OF IAPE
lhis data set consists of hourly averaged interplanetary
magnetic field data on one 1 track. 800 bp;. _K2D. CDC 6600
magnetic tape. |his tape aas made by Dr Paul Fougere from
cards supplied _ him by Dr Charles Sonett. These cards
previously had been manually edited by Dr. _nettts staff at
Ames Research Canter. hch physical record consists of 12BO
characters. [ach logical record consists of an 80 cha•acter
card image folloled by 10 blanks. Thus there is a
nonlnteger nu_er of logical records per physical record. The
following information is given: time; magnetic field magnitude;
let;gude0 I o.gitude, and Y and Z components in the orbhogonal
solar equiLorlal coordlnltm systmm (X ax;s points toward the
sun. Z axis nort_lard in a plene containing the solar direction
and the solar _p;n azis); magnetic field latitude, longitude,
and X. Y. and Z co_ponmn_ in the _ coordinate system; the
numbe• of individuml vector mampIms evailable during the hour;
the magnetic field co_ponent normal to the earth sun line; and
flag to indlcaLe daga free ei t_er Explorer 33 or 35. This
ate mmt lam intended to fill in some of the gaps in the
corrmspond;ng IMP-D interplanetary h_rly average data set
(NSSOC ID 66 058A-O3B) and, am such, is very _potty in time
coverage.
Data set nmme - 8].9_-SEC VECTOR HA,_]C FIELD DATA ON
HAGNFTIC TAPIF_
NSSOC ID 67 O70A-O3C, 8"2 SFC AVCD _-ClOk_. DCS TAPES
Time period covered 07/19/61 TO 12/30/71
_uant;ty of daLa - :_0 R_IS OF 1APE
This data set consists of experimenter supplied,
81.g_-s avmraged vector magnetic field data on 7 track,
bpi, odd parity, binery magnetic tapes. Each physical
record contains 2760 characters, of which the first 1P
constitute a DCS control mord. Each logical record contains
132 characts•s, of which the fi•st six constitute _ _S control
mead. Data given within each logical record we, • obtained by
averaging the individually _easured vectors _ ithin a given
8]._ m sequence. Data include field magnitude. Car¢esian
componmnts and their mtandard deviations, and field latitude
and I ongil_de angles. 1he dat_ are given in solar equatorial,
_, and _ coordinates, leo intervals of several hours each
(October 13 and November 27, 1967) have been found when.
because of apparent keypunch errors ;n the ezperlmenter's data
pr_ess;ng cycle, the sign of Bz (and. hence, of the field
latitude angle) is opp_ite chat ;b should be. These errors
appeared when c(_mparing these data go the experimenter's IMP D
(Explorer 33) data and to data from the other IMP E
magnetometer_ It is not known mhat percentage of the data is
affected by similar erro•s, although this percentage ;s
expected be be small
Data _et name _.12 S_C V_ClO_ MACN_I]C _]F_D DATA _N
HAGN_IIC IAP_S
NSSOC ]b 61010A O3D, S 12 SIC HAC VIC10RS DN MAC IAPL
llme period covered 07/]Q/61 TO 12/30/1|
_uanL,Ly of daLa _I0 Rills O! TAPE
This data set consists of experimenter supplied,
]_ s averaged vect_)r magnetic field data on 7 track, _6 bpi,
odd par;by, binary magnetic Lapes created on an IHM 10q4
computer. Each physical record contains _/60 characters, of
which the first 12 constitute a KS control word. Each logical
record contains 13_ characters (for Lhe first vector of an 82 s
sequence) or 138 characters, of which the first s,x constitute
DCS control word. Data given within each logical record
elate to a single magfletic vecgor measurement and include
field magnitude, Cartesian components, and latitude and
Iongi rude angles in solar equatorial. C_I, and CS[ coordina tee
lhere are data for one week on each tape, with no ephemeris
dale on any of the tapes. Two intervals oT several hours each
(October 13 and November PI, If61) have been found when.
because of apparent keypunch errors in the eaperimenter's data
processing cycle, the sign of Bz (and. hence, of the field
latitude angle) is opposite what it should be These errors
appeared when comparing these data Lo the exper,menter'_ IHP D
data and to data from the other 1_ D magnetometer at i_; noL
know;) whaL percentage of the data is affected by similar
errors, although this percentage is expected to be small.
Data set name HIRCE_ NISS/S[_N[TT 82 S_COND AVIHACtD
HAOMI ]DHJ IE_ DAIA ON RACNtTEC 1APE
N%%1_ 1D 6/ O/OA 0_! , HIRCID N[_%/_0N[_I 8_ SIC 0A]A,]P
lime period covered 10/01/61 10 04/30//0
_uantity of data 6 R|I[S OF TAP[
|his data set contains merged 82 s averaged magnetometer
data from two INP [ magnetometer experimenters (Ness and
Sonett) on q-track. 1600 bp;. binary magnetic tapes written by
an II]14 360 computer. The physical blocks are of variable
length and c_tain logical records of 34 32 bit words lhe
logical record_ consist of a sequence month; time in y ear, day.
hour, minute, and _eco_d; sequence-averaged field mag_,itude,
CSt theta, phi. X. Y, and _; (_)HX, Y. and /; spacecraft
position, CS_; and selenocentric spacecraft position.
Data set name REBIOCKI_) 82 SECI]_D AV_AGED HAC;N_T|C
! IflD V[CIOR_ ON HACNtIIC 1API
44 0RI_,_AL PA_E IS
OF POOR QUALITY
NSSDC ID 67 O7OA-O3F, 82 SEC AVERAGED VECTORS RLBLOCK
Time period covered - 07/19/67 TO 12/30/71
Quantity of data - 20 REELS OF TAPE
This data set contains 82 s-averaged magnetic field
vector data on Q-track, TbO0 bpi, binary magnetic tape written
on an IBM 360 computer. E_ch logical record consists of six
control bytes and 132 bytes of data. There are 200 logical
records in a physical record_ The data consist of a sequence
number; tlme in day, hour, minute, and second; field magnitude;
and B2-s B f_eld averages in solar equatorial, CSM, and CSE
coordinates.
.....................................
IMP E, VAN ALLE_I
ELECTRON AND PROTON DEFECTORS
Data set name PLOTS 0E SOLAR SOFa X-RAY FLUXES ON
MICROFILH
NSSDC ID 67 O/OA 01A, SOLAR SOFI X RAY PLOTS
Time period covered 07/26/67 TO 05/27/10
Uuantity of data 3 RE_LS 0f MiCROfilM
This data set contains solar soft X ray flux data, in the
2- to 12 A range, plotted on 35 mm microfilm. These are the
analyzed data as received from the e=perlmenter. The data set
is complete, and the coverage is ISS complete if every break in
the data stream larger than 5 min is counted. These plots are
described by J. F Drake, d. Clbson, and J. A. Van Allen in
mlo, a Catalog of Solar X-ray TIu=, m in Solar Physics, v 10,
pp. 433-45g, Ig69
Data set name 2- TO 12 A SOLAR SOFT X RAY FLUXES ON
TAPE
NSSDC ID 67-070A OIB, SOLAR SOFI XRAY,MAC TAPES
Time period covered 07/26/67 TO Ob/28/IO
Quantity of data 5 RE__LS Of TAPE
2Fh_ data set consists of solar soft X ray flu, data, nthe _o 12 A range, on 7 track, BCD, 800 bpi magnetic tape.
The analyzed data were submitted by the e,perimenter The data
set is complete, and the coverage is Ih_ if every break in the
data stream larger than S min Is counted lhe flux is an
average over BO s and is in units of mill=ergs/cms=2 s.
Data set name LISTINGS OF S01_R SOFT X RAY |LUXLS ON
MICROTI[M
NSSDC ID 67 O/OA 010, MICROFILM 0f 67 O/OA 01B
Time period covered 0//26/6I TO Ob/2B//O
Quantity of data IO RLELS OF MICROFILM
This data set consists of listings of the solar soft
X ray flu= in the 2 to 12 A range on 35 mm microfil.. This
data set is a reformatted printout of data set 67 O7OA OlB,
with the data reprocessed by NSSDC. The data set is complete,
and the coverage, if every break in the data stream larger than
5 min is counted, is 75_ These listings are described by J.
C. Drake, J Gibson, and J A Van Allen in "Iowa Catalog of
Solar X ray Flu=," ;n Solar Physics, v lO. pp 433 45g, ]q6g
Data set name - SOLAR SOFl X-RAY BURST DAIA ON TAPE
NSSDC ID 67 OlOAOID, SOFa X RAY I]URSI IT%lING
lime period covered 07/26/67 10 08/13/69
Quantity of data I REEL OF 1APE
This data set contains solar soft X ray (2 to 12-A)
flare data on one 7 track, 8CO, @00 bpi magnetic tape These
are analyzed data from the e,perimenter and are complete
Included on the tape for each flare are: date, start ti me CUT),
time(s) of peak(s), end time, flu, increase above background
(at burst ma=imum), ratio of total flu= to background (at burst
maximum), integral of flu= increase above background for the
burst duration, flags indicating either breaks in the data
stream or the number of peaks, and ratio of time lost because
of data gaps to the total burst time.
Data set name - LISTINGS OF SOLAR SOfT X RAY OURS! DAIA
0N MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 61 070A DIE, SOFa X-RAY BURST L ISIINC-M/FILM
Time period covered 07/26/67 TO 08/13/69
Quantity of data 1RLEL OF MICROFILM
This data set consists of a listing of solar soft X ray
(2 to 12-A) flare data on 35 mm m_crofilm. The listing
includes, for each flare: date, start ti me (L/T), time (sT of
peak(s), end time, flu, increase above background (at burst
mal;mum), ratio of total flux to background flux (at burst
max;Bum), integral of flu= increase above background for the
burst duration, flags indicating either breaks in the data
stream or the number of peaks, and ratio of time lost because
of data gaps to the total burst time This data set is a
print_)ut of data set 67 070A OlD Data from IMP D (data set
66-058A 05E) are also contained on this reel of microfilm
Data set name SOLAR SOF_ X-RAY DATA COVERACE ON
MICROEILM
NSSDC ID 61010A DIE, SOFT X RAY COVE_ACE P[01S, Mf'IIH
Time period covered 0//26/67 T0 09/18/68
Quantity of data - 1R_i Of HICR0tILM
This data set consists of solar soft X ray data coverage.
sheen graphically on 3S-mm microfilm. Each graph covers a
1 month period, plotting day vs hour (in blocks). Data gaps
greater than 5 Bin are represented by dark areas. These plots
are described by J. F. Drake. J C_bson, and J. A Van Allen in
"Iowa Catalog of Solar Xray Flu_," _n Solar Physics, v. 10,
pp 433 45g, 1969.
Data set name PLOTS OF PARTICLE COUNI RATE DATA 0N
MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 6/ O/0A O]C, Pt0TS Of All SUI DETECTORS
Time period covered 07/19/67 TO 12/31/68
Quantity of data ]0 REELS OF M]CROFItM
This data set consists of particle count rate data
plotted on 3b-mm microfilm, lhls is a complete set of
partially reduced data submitted by the e_perimenLer. The
coverage is greater than gO_ Six plots are given for each
12 h period (OOOO to 1200 or 1200 to 2400 CH1) These plots
contain, as a function of time, (1) the count rates of CMI for
each sector. (2) the count rates of PN] for each sector, (3)
the count rates of GM2, GH3. PN2, and CM] (CR| summed over all
sectors), (4) the count rates of PN]. PN_, and PN4 of the SSD
(PNT summed over all sector_), (_) the average counting rate
(C1AV) of CHI for sectors i, il, and iv, the counting rate of
GMI, sector iil, from solar X rays (CJX), and the difference
between the count rates of CIM3 and CM2. and 4 6 ) the
coefficients describing f_rst order [our_er fits to the data
from PN1 and CH]. 1he curves fitted to the PN] and CN1 data
were of the form a(]*b cos(d e)), where d is the spacecraft
rotation angle
Data set name HALF HOUR SUMMARIES 0F All DL_IECTORS ON
MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 67 O7OA 01H, HALF HOUR SUMMED DATA 0N MAC TAPE
Time period covered 07/18/67 TO 06/23/73
Quantity of data 3 RffLS OF TAPf
This data set consists of electron, proton, and alpha
particle count data summed over 30 min time interva|_ for each
Ceiger-MueJter and silicon solid-state detector. The data are
on / track, 800 bpi, binary magnetic tapes recorded on an ]I_
360/75 computer_ Lath physical record consists of one logical
record of 192 bytes (64 18-bit eords) [_ch data record
contains block number, beginning and ending year, day and day
fraction for each record, and 30 mln sums for each detector.
Data set name CSE AND CSM PROJECT]0N AND PE_SPECTIV1
PLOTS ON MICROFILM
4b
., _ :_
;,-;i - ...... : --_
NSSDC ID 57-051A OOD, SOL ECL * SOL HACNSPtl ORBIT PLOTS
T;ne period covered - 05/24167 TO 05/03/69
Quantity of data - I REEL OF MICRDFILH
This data set consists of ephemeris data for all orbits
of INP-F (EIplorer 34) on one reel of 35-mm microfilm. Plots
of the X-Y. X-Z. and Y Z projections are available for both CSE
and CSN coordinates. The X-Y CSE projection shoes the average
position of the bee shock as conputed by Dr. D. Fairfield of
CSFC. ;we three dimensional perspectives ire also available
for each c_K)rdlnate systea for each orbit. Every plot shows
one full orbit curve and tabular listings of the orbit number,
apogee, perigee, start time, st_:)p time, coordinate system, and
project;on or perspective for the orbit. An asterisk is used
1;o lark the first noon or midnight (UT) encountered, e;th tick
larks used at successive 12 h points.
Data set name SOlaR ECLIPTIC EPHF_HFJ_IS PLOTS
NSSDC ]D 67 05]A 00[, SOLAR ECLIPTIC _HEH PLOTS MFICHE
Time per_od covered 05/24/67 TO 03/00/69
Quantity of data ] CARD OF B/W MICROF]CHE
This data set describes trajectories of IHP D, IMP E, and
IMP F plotted on microfiche. This data set contains
informal;on from the publication Ilrajectories of Explorers 33,
34, and 35. July ]966 April 1969, e written by K. W. Behannon,
K. H+ Schatten, D. H Fairfield, and N. F. Ness (NASA CSFC
X 692-10 64, February 19/DE, which describes the trajectories
of IMP D (Ezplorer 33), IMP E (Ezplorer 35), and IMP F
(Explorer 34) from launch to April ]969 (ecept for E.plorer
34, for which there are no plots after March ]969) as projected
into the X Y plane in CS[ coordinates. Tick marks indicating
one day intervals are sho_n for Explorers 33 and 3_ and, ehere
possible, for Explorer 34. This publication also has the X Z
CSI orbit projectlons of these satell;tes for January 1969 to
April ]969 Computed average pos;tions of the bow shock and
magnetopause are a I so shown
Data _et name U OF CHICAC0 FPHF_]S DAIA ON /APE
_SI)C ]D 67 051A 0OF, CHICAC0 PMtT] C00RD EPHFJ_ TAP_
Time period covered 0b/24/67 TO 05/03/69
Uuant, ity c_f data _ RE/IS OF TAPL
lhi_ experimenLer supplied data set consists of IMP F
ephemeri_ data on 7 track, 800 hpl, binary tapes with XDS 930
integer f()rmat Each physical record consists of 40 logical
records _.f V5 words each End of file marks separate orbits,
and a dokJble end of file mark ends each tape E#hemeris points
liegE(el records) are given at 6]+44 s ,intervals. Data
presented *n(:lude time, pseudo sequence count, radial distance,
geographic and geomagnetic latitude and longitude, CSR
c¢_)rd_nat.e_, satellite earth sun angle, speed, B and [, B/BO,
and C_I componer, Ls of the CSfC (12/66) model geomagnetic field.
as updated to ]96S O There are no known s_gnificant data
gaps
Data _et flame INIIJRPIANETARY liME INTERVALS ORDI_[_ BY
MACNFTIC FIELD SECTOB POLARITY. MICROFILM
NSSI)C I[) 6/ 0bIA OOC, INTERPLAN. IIMIS BY _ • SECTORS
I+me peric)d (:overed Ob/2b/61 TO 12/74/67
_uanLkty of data I RE_I OF MICROFILM
lh_ dale _eL gives the time periods during which the
]HI' t _.p;*(e(raft aas beyond the earth's bee shock (for the
f.r!,l '>() '.p_(e'cra_L {)rhlts) lhe data are sheen as card images
o. (.,,' r.Pl (_T 16 mm microfilm, generated at NSS_ from a card
li!.t,,l+_] t.h_t, ea!. generated from two decks of punched cards
la(+h (_d image from the first deck gives, to the nearest
minute, tile _tart and _top time (.January ] is day zero) of each
interval during which the IMP F (IMP 4) spacecraft eas beyond
the earth's bow shock in a region of positive (away from the
sun) i_terplanetary magnetic field polarity. If the spacecraft
was on the inbound or outbound leg of an orbit _here multiple
bow shock crossings occurred, owing to bee shock mot;on an
appropriate number of cards are included to describe each
interplanetary interval The card images from the second deck
are similar to those from the first except that time intervals
spent in negative magnetic sector_ are g;ven The card images
from the tee deck_ are _eparately Lime ordered and cover the
firsL 50 spacecraft orbits (May 25 to December _4, 1967). The
information in this data set is based on analysis of data from
the CSFC IMP 4 magnetometer (6/ O_]A 11) and was provided by
Dr D tt [akrfield Dale _et 6/ OSEA OO+t is al_o on this ree_
microfilm
Data set name - INTERPLANETARy INTERVALS, FULLY TIME
ORDERED, WITH HACNETIC SECTORS, MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 67-OSIA-OOH, INTE_PLAN TIMES01 ORDERD.W/SECTOR
T;Be period covered 05/2_/67 TO 12/24/67
_uantity of data - 1 REEL OF MI_OFI_
This data set gives the time periods during which the
IMP-F spacecraft was beyond the earth's bow shock (for the
first 50 spacecraft orbits). The data are shown as card images
on one reel of I6-mm microfilm Thls data set _is generated at
RS_ aS a lime-ordered composite of the two decks that
constitute data set 67 05]A-OOC. ehich is also on this reel of
microfilm, ihe da_a contain an ;nd;citor on each card image
for pOSitive or negative interplanetary magnetic field sector.
The time interval given on m card image indicates the interval
from bow shock to bow shock ;n those cases where an
interplanetary magnetic sector boundary was not encountered
while the spacecraft mas beyond the bow shock.
IMP F, ANDERSON
I0N CF_BER
.....................................
Data set name - I0N CHAMBER ANO CH 1UBE COUN] RATES ON
MICROFILM
NSSDC 1D 61 OSIA 02A. I0N CHAM *CM IUBE COUN1 RAIES,MFH
Time period covered 0_/24/67 IO 09/15/67
Quantity of data - ] REEl Of MICROFILM
Thls experimenter-supplied data set consists of
chronologkcally ordered electron and proton count rate dat_
plotted on one reel of 3_mm microfilm. Data include count
rate plots Icounts/s vs time (l_), earth-spacecraft distance,
magnetospher;c latitude, and ecliptic long;rude] for the ;on
chamber and two Ceiger Muelter (C_4) tubes of the experiment.
The _F1 tube count rates are dead time corrected [_ch plot
covers a 24-h tlme period and contains three traces; (])
electrons above 45 keV for CM tube A (designated lscatterl
part;ties ;n the plots). (2) electrons above _ key and protons
above 300 keY for _H tube B (designated lopeni particles in the
plots), and (3) electrons above O 7 MeV and protons above 1_
HeY for the ion chamber. The plots are annotated with data
quality flags. However, these flags denote the noisines_ of
data transmission and not necessarily the intrinsic qu_llty of
the data.
IMP [, BI]STROM
SOl AH PRDIDN MONITORINC i XPf]_IM[]VI
Data set name DAILY AVEr[AGED COUNT RAT[_, 10 . 30 , 60
MT_V CHANN(J S
NSSDC ID 67 O_IA O/A. DAILY AV_ACED PROTON COUNT RAI[_
Time period covered 05/_4/67 lO 0_/07/69
_uanbity of data ] REF-L DE MICROFILM
]his experimenter supplied da_a set contains daily
averaged solar proton count rates plotted v_ t_me on one reel
of 16 mm microfilm These data are for the ]O . 30 , and
60 MeV proton channels
Data set name HOUHtY AVLRACf_ SOLAR PROTON _IUX[S
PUBLISHED IN 'SDIAR CEOPHYSICAI DAIA'
NSSDC ID 61 ObIA 07H, SCJ) PBISHD HHLY AVCD PROTDN FtUXS
lime period covered 05/_4/6/ IO 05/0_/69
Quant;ty of data ]7 BOOKS OR BOUND V0IU_FFS
This published data set consists of monthly plots and
_abular listings of hourly averaged omnidirectional fluxes oT
protons with energies above ]0, 30, and 60 HeY. Data obtained
during ] given month mere published in "Solar Ceophysical Data
(Comprehensive Reports) I w;_h a 6 mor_th lag.
Data set name C0_ RATES ON ENCYCLOPEDIA TAPIS
46
NSSOC ID 67 OS1A-07C, coUNT RAl_ ON ENCYCLOPEDIA TAPES
Time period covered - 05/24/67 TO 05/03/69
Quantity of data - _ RF_LS OF 1APE
This elper;menter-supplied data set conta,ns solar preen
count rates on Q-track, 800 bpi, IBM 360, binary magnetic
tapes. Seven-track copies also exist. _ch tape has one file
and is blocked with 20 logical records per physics| record.
_ch logical record has 176 32-btt words. Both ID records and
data records are interspersed on the tapes. There ;s one ]D
record for a given segment of data obtained by one tracking
station during one spacecraft pass over that station. Data
record quantities given include time, data quality indicators,
dead time corrected count rates obtained from all the detector
readings taken during one _.73-min interval, and orbit data.
Data coverage between Hay 24, ]967, and May 3, 1Q6Q, is
virtually complete.
Data set name E]_ITED HOUR[Y AVI_RACED COUNT RATES ON
MACNE_ IC TAPE
NSSDC ID 67 051A OlD, HOL_i Y AVlJ_AQED coUNT RATES, TAPE
lime period covered 05/?4/67 10 05/03/69
Quantity of data ] RE_J OF TAPE
This e,perimenter supplied data set cents*ms hourly
averaged interplanetary proton count rates on one 7 track,
800-bp;, IBM 360 binary magnetic tape Each log,eel record
consists of 3120 8 bit bytes and contains data for one day.
There are si= logical records per physical record and one file
for each calendar year of data on the tape. Each logical
record includes time, ephemeris data, and hourly averaged count
rates for each of the five eKperlment counting modes. These
rates were thoroughly edited, in that noise points and
magnetospheric counting rates have been removed. Recognizably
interpolated interp|anetary count rate values have been
inserted for magnetospheric |reversal periods_ The time
coverage is essentially complete between Hay 24, 1967, and May
3, 1969, When taken together mith the correspond;ng data _et
from IMP-C (6g 053A O7C), these data provide a nearly
continuous record o{ ] to 1OO HeY interplanetary proton flules
from May }967 to December ]gl_
IMP-F, BROWN
LOW-EN_CY SOLID SLATE TELESCOPE
Data set name R_])UCED _ECTRON, PROTON, AND HEAVIER
I0N TEL FSCOPE DATA ON MAGNETIC 1AP_
NSSDC ID 61 051A 0]A, REDUCED COUNT RATES ON TAPE
Time period covered - 05/24/67 TO 05/03/69
Quantity of data 33 REELS 0f TAPE
lhis experimenter-supplied data set consists of electron,
proton, and heavier particle count rate data on 1-track,
8OO-bpl, CE 63S binary magnetic tapes. Data set 67-O51A-OID
contains an IBM 7094 binary version of these data. Experiment
data records and ephemeris records are interspersed on the
tapes. The data records are made up of IO 36-bit computer
lords, with each word being further broken domn into integer
numbers of specified meanings. Data for one experiment
sequence (10.23 s) are found _n one record and include time
CUT), spacecraft clock data, counts for each of the five
registers for one sensor coincidence mode, and data quality
flags related t_o the noisiness of bit transmission The
ephemeris records consist of 70 36 bit words, 19 of which are
floating point. Ephemeris records occur once each ]- or lO-m;n
interval according to whether the spacecraft rad;cal distance
is less than or greater than 47,OOO km. F_hemeris data include
spacecraft radial distance, geographic latitude and longitude,
inertial ecliptic declination and right ascension, CSE and CSM
Cartesian coordinates, and B and • There are no data gaps
lasting longer than 74 h. There are 4 gaps of more thin 6 h,
and 14 gaps of more than 2 h over the _-year period covered by
the data.
.........................................
Data set name - REDUCED COUNT RATE PLOTS ON MICROFILM
NS_ ID 67-051A 01C, COUN1 RATE PLOTS ON MICROFILM
Tile period covered 05/24/67 TO 05/03/69
Quantity of data - gO REELS OF MICROFILM
This experimenter-supplied data set consists of electron,
proton, and heavier particle count rate data on 3S-mm
microfilm. Counts obtained in ;ndlviduaJ accumulation
intervals are plotted and flagged as good data Calibration
mode counts and occasionaJ data points that are obviously bad,
but are flagged as g_d because of the cleanliness of their
spacecraft _o_earth transmission, are visible. E_Jch microfilm
reel contains about 8 days of data. _ch frame contains 8 h of
data. There are 24 data frames covering each 8 h interval.
These frames Cover all the experiment counting modes. Every
25th frame contains 8 h of ephemeris data (radial distance and
CSM and CSE latitude and |ongltude). All the dat_ obtained by
this elperiment over the life of the spacecraft ire available
from NSS4)C in this form
...........................................
Data set name - DATA sET 67-0SIA 01A IN IBM 70Q4 FORMAT
NSSDC ID 67 051A OlD, DATA SEW -OIA IN IBM 7094 FORMAI
Time period covered O5/_4/67 T0 05/03/69
_uantity of data 34 REELS OF TAPE
This data set is an N_)C-generated, IBM 7014 compatible
version of the e_perimenter supplied data set 67-O51A eTA. The
7-track tapes are binary, at 800 bpi. For data content, see
the description for data set 67 O51A eTA.
IMP-F, MCCRACK_
COSMIC-RAY AN]SOTROPY
Data set name HOURiY AVE_ACED COUNI RATES DN 1APE
HSSDC ID 67 OSIA-OSA, HOURtY AVC_ COUN_ RATF_ ON TAPE
Time period covered 05/74/67 TO 06/0P/69
Quanti_y of data ] R_ 0F TAPE
This e_perimenter-supplied dat_ set g_ves hourly averaged
cosmic ray proLon count rates on one 7-trick, 8OO-bpi, _CD
magnetic tape. lath physical record consists of 240 card image
logical records |_ch logics| record contains time and hourly
averaged count rates. In the first of four files, count rates
for each of the four sensors making up the composition
telescope are given. These are Of somewhat limited Utility
because geometric factors are significantly energy dependent.
]n the second file, O.7- 1be 7.6 MeV proton count rates for each
of eight azimuthal go|ants are glven. In the third file, count
rates for each of eight azimuthal go|ants obtained from the
proportional counter are given. ]n the last file, 7 to 55 HeY
proton count rates for each of eight azimuthal octants are
given. The count rates in the last three files are readily
convertible to flu_es The dale in each file are complete from
launch through May _, Ig6g (file 1), March 16, ]g6g (file ?),
February ]5. }g68 (file 3), and June IT, 1967 (file 4).
IMP-F, MCDONALD
LOV-ENE_CY PROTON AND At PHA DETECTOR
Data set name MICROFItM OF CATALOC OF SOIAR COSMIC RAY
EVENTS (VAN HDLLEBE_E ET AL, X-66]-74 ?l)
NSSOC ID 67 O51A OQA, S01J_R C.R. EVENT CATALOC, MFILM
Time period covered - 05/_S/67 TO O5/0_/6g
Quanti_y of data ] REEL Ot MICROEIL_
This data set consists of a microfilmed version of the
IMP F and C document IA Catalog of Solar Cosmic Ray Events
IMPs 4 and 5 (May 1967 December ]gl?)," by M A. van
Ho llebeke, J. R. _ang, and F. B. McDonald (CSFC X 661 Z4-_7,
January ]974) 1he cats|go contains plots for about 18_
events, _ith an =event = defined as an increase in the 20 to
BO-MeV proton flux that exceeds O,000I protons/(sq cm s sr MeV)
and lasts for more than 5 h The minimum increase over this
energy range corresponds to about 5_ of the total galactic
cosmic-ray flux at i AU. The data are presented as hourly
averaged fluxes (10 days per page) for three proton energy
intervals (O.g to 1.6, 6 _o 20, and ?O to 80 MeV) and for one
electron interval (0.5 to 1.1MeV)- Electron onset times are
specified with and;cited uncertainties betmeen 3 and 30 Bin.
Pro_on onset times are specified for events with no discernible
electron increases. D_tl gaps associated with per;gee passes
and occasional saturation periods are clearly marked.
.........................................
Oat& set name 2.73 MIN C0]NCIDE]WCE MODE AND PR0ION,
F_ECTRON, AND ALPHA coUNT RATES ON TAPE
47
NSSDCZD67-051A-OQB,2.73-MIN COUN_ RATES ON TAPE
Time period covered - 05/24/67 TO 05/03/69
Quantity of data - 6 REELS OF TAPE
Th;s experimenter-supplied data set contains low- and
very low energy cosmic ray data on 9-tracE, 16OO-hp;, binary
mmgnetic tapes written by an IBM 360 computer. These tapes
also contain data from data set 67 051A-lOB. E_ch physical
record contains 10 logical records of 406 bytes, which is all
the data for one 2.73-m;n telemetry sequence. Each logical
record contains the time in year, month, day, and hour;
ephemeris data; count rates for Ioland very low-energy
detectors; and quality flags for the count rates.
..............................
Data set nile 6-HOUR AVERACED DIFFI3_I_rIFIAL PROTON
FLUXF_ DETERMINED AF ]O DISCREI-E FJqI:RCIE_
NSSD(: IO 6J-O51A-09C, 6-HR AVCD PROTON FLUXES, MFILH
Time per_od covered 05/24/67 TO 04/30/69
Quantlty of data ] REEL OF MICROFILM
This e,per;menter supplied data set consists of 6 h
averaged proton flu, data listed on one reel of ]6-mm
microfilm Data consist of 6 h averaged differential proton
flu,ms determined at ]0 discrete energies. Fluxes obtained in
the indicated energy bins were divided by the bln width. The
statistical uncertainty in each flu= is also glven_ Note that
saturation occurs in the upper six energy channels for the
peaks of the 05/24/67, 11/18/6B, and 04/11/69 events. Note
that the m]MP S ° written at the top of each frame should be
e]MP 4, I and the il hour i written on the second line of each
frame should be m6 hour. i 1his microfilm reel also contains
data from data set 67 O51A 10-10C.
II'*d _ F. HCDONAID
COSMIC-RAY E_CY VS ENERCY LOSS
Data set name MICRDt ILM Ol CA1ALOC OF SOLAR COSHIC-RAY
EV_IS (VAN HOLLEBEEKE E1 AL, X 661 -74 27)
NSS, DC ID 61 051A ]OA, SOLAR C.R. EVENI CATALOC, MFILH
lime period covered O5/_5/67 10 05/02/69
Quantity of data I R[,] UI MICROFILH
This data set consists of a microfilmed version of the
IMP F and C document IA Catalog of Solar Cosmic Ray Events -
IMPs 4 and 5 (May 1967 December ]QT_), i by M. A. van
Hollebeke. J R. Wang, and F 0. McDonald (CSFC X 661 14 _7,
January ]gl4)_ |he catalog contains plots for about 185
events, with in leventl defined as an increase in the 20 to
80 MeV proton flux that eiceeds 0.0001 protons/(sq cm s sr MeV)
and Jests for more than 5 h 1he minimum increase over this
energy range corresponds to about 5_ of the total galactic
cosmic ray flux at | AU. lhe data are presented as hourly
averaged fluxes (10 days per page) for three proton energy
intervals (0.9 to ].6, 6 to 20, and 20 to 80 MeV) and for one
electron interval (0,5 to 1.1 HEY). Electron onset times are
specified with indicated uncertainties between 3 and 30 min.
Proton onset t;mes are specified for events eith no discernibJe
electron increases. Data gaps associated with per;gee passes
and occasional saturation periods are clearly marked,
Data set name ?.13-MIN COINCIDENCt HOD[: AN_ PROTON
LLECTRON,AND ALPHA COUN] RATES ON TAPF
NSSOC ID 67 O51A IOD, 2.73 MIN COUNT RATES ON TAPt
lime per_od covered 05/_4/67 T0 05/03/69
Quantity of data 6 RE/_LS OF TAP!
This experimenter supplied data set contains
medium energy cosmic ray count rates on g track, 1600-bp;,
binary magnetic tape written by an IBH 360 computer. _ch
physical record contains ]0 logical records of 408 bytes (all
the data for one 2.73-min telemetry sequence) Each logical
record contains the time in year, month, day, and hour;
ephemeris data; count rates for the medium energy detector; and
quality flags for the count rates. These tapes also contain
data from data set 67 051A ogB.
Data set name 6 It0UR AVI_RACI_) DIFFERENTIAL PR0ION
Fl UXFS D_FRMINED AT lO DISCR_IE ENERCIES
16S_:X: ID 67-051A 1OC, 6-HR AVCD PROTON FLUXES, MFIIJ4
Time period covered - OS/24/67 TO 04/30/6g
Quantity of data - ) REF_ OF MICROFILM
This experimenter-supplied data set consists of 6-h
iveragad preteen flu: data listed on one reel of 16-mm
microfilm. Data consist of 6 h averaged differential proton
fluaes determined at ]0 discrete energle&. Fluxes obtained in
the ;ndicated enerQy bins mere divided by the bin width. The
stat;stlcal uncertainty ;n each flux is dime given. NOte that
saturation occura in the upper six energy channels for the
peaks of the 05/24/67, 1]/18/66, and O4/11/69 events. Note
that the xIHP 5 i written at the Lop of each frame should he
mIMP 4, m and the I1 hour i mr;tten on the second line of each
frame should be "6 hour. i This microfilm reel also contains
data from data set 67-O51A 10-O9C
IMP F. NESS
TR]AX]AI FLUXCATE HACNI_IOMETFR
Data set name 20 SIC AV_AC_ VECTOR MAONFTIC FIELD
DATA ON TAPE
NSSDC ID 67-051A IIA, 20 SEC MAC FLD VECIORS, MAC TAPL%
lime period covered 05/24/67 TO 12/06/68
Quantity of data - 13 REELS 0f IAPE
This experlmenter-supplied dale set consists of _;)O.45-.s-
averaged vector magnetic field data on g track, _ bpi, I_H
360 hlniry magnetic tapes. Each physical record contains 230
logical records, and each logical record contains 27 4 byte
data words. Each tape contains data for )0 orbits (43 days).
lhe magnetic field data found in any one logical record
represents a 20.45=s average over eight individually measured
vector magnetic fields. These average_ mere performed by the
e,perimenter in his data analysis sequence. The magnetic date
include field magnitude; field vector latitude and longitude in
CSE and CSM coordinates; and standard deviations of the CS[ X,
Y, and • components (but not the components themselves). Each
Iogicil record a(so contains Lime, spacecraft posit;on in CS[
and CSM Cartesian coordinates, geomagnetic latitude of the sun,
and a data quality flag The plasma data are available for
only the first _8 orbit_ of the IMP f flight and include proLon
density, temperature, velocity, floe direction, ratio of bulk
velociLy to thermal speed, and alpha particle density and
velocity Also on th_s tape are _ome merged 3 m;r; averag_ bulk
plasma data from data seL 67-05]A O_R
gala set name _0 SEC AVERACLD MAGNETIC FIELD VECIORS ON
MICROfilM
NSSDC ID 61 O_IA liB, ?0 SEC MAC FID VECIORS, MIILM
1;me per;od covered 05/_4/6/ l0 03/07/69
Quantity of data 3 RIll S OF MICH0tIIM
This experimenter supplied data set consists of 20
averaged magnetic field vector data on reels of 35-mm
microfilm. Each frame contains 6 h of daba. Points
representing field magnitude and field vector polar and
az;muLhal angles in CSE or OSM coordinates are given each _0 s
Spacecrlft ephemeris data are listed once each hour. The data
coverage is comgtete between launch and the loss of solar
aspect information on March 4, ]g6g.
Data set name HUt 1] SPACECRAF_ HOURLY AVr_AC_) INIER
PIAN_ARY MACNElIC Fl_ VICTORS ON IAPI
NSSDC 1D 67-051A 11C. MULTI S/C HR AVC ]Mf VECIORS. IAPt
lime period covered O_/_4/67 TO 1_/_7/68
_uant;ty of data ] Rt_J 01 TAPF
This experimenter _upplied data set was generaLed from
IMP C, D, E, and F daba to provide a record, as nearly
complete as possible, of the interplanetary magnetic B field,
mith 1 h time resolution, over the period from June 1965
through December 1968 fhe data lere submitted on one q _rack,
BOO bpi, EBCDIC card image magnetic tape lath card image
contains data for | h, as obta;ned on one spacecraft No 1 h
time period is covered hy more than one spacecraft [ach
record contains time; spacecraft identification and location
(radial distance and CSE Cartesian coordinates); and hoorly
averaged magnetic field vector magnitude, CS[ latitude and
longitude angles, and Cartesian components with their standard
deviations. This data set is identical to each of the data
sets 65-O42A-02I, 66-O543A 010. and 67 OTOA O4C.
48
i _,_;}',(}U.4LITY
Data set name - 2.5 SEC HULTIC00RD1NATE HACNETIC VECTORS
ON 1APE
N_SDC ID 67-051A-110. 2.5 SE_ MAC FIJ) VL-_-T_. HAC TAPES
Time period covered 05/24/E7 18 O2/lO/6q
quantity of data - 136 REELS OF TAPE
This experimenter-supplied data set consists of _.5-s
averaged magnetic field vector data taken during one spacecraft
orbit (4.3 days) on 9 track, 800-bpi, 18M360, binary magnetic
tape. EJch physical record contains m four byte control word
and 16 logical records. Each logical record contains a
four-byte control word and 307 four-byte dab words for one
telemetry sequence (20.48 s). Data found in each logical
record include time. spacecraft posltio_ (radial distance.
geodetic and geomagnetic latit_Jde and longitude, and G_SdE and
GSM X, Y, and Z), and magnetic field data (as measured by each
of the three sensors eight Limes and converted _o nonrotaLing
payload, CSE, and CSlq coordinates). For each of the three
latter coordinate systems, individually measured magnetic
vectors (_.5-s resolution) and sequence averaged vectors (_O s
resol.tion) are given in terms of bot_ Cartesian components
(with standard deviations for the averages) and magnitude and
polar and azimuthal angles The data Coverage is complete
except for the following 1968 gaps: January I to 4. January 76
to February 3, Hay 9 t_) |8, Hay _ to _6. April 13 to 17.
October 24 to 29, mnd December I to 11. Another
experimenter-generated data set (61-051A-11A). with 10 orbits
of data per tape, contains the _ s averaged data but not this
7.5 s vector data.
IHP-F. 0CIt VIF
ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZI_R
.......................................
Data set name RE]_JCI_) EHERCY SPECTRUM DATA WITH
DFRIVF_ PLASMA pAJRAHFfERS ON MICROFILH
NSSOC 1D 67-OS]A-OSA, F_41_CY SP_CIHA 4 pLASHA pAIRAJHS
Time period covered O5/_7/6T TO O1/:30/68
_uantity of data 5 RIE_S OF MICROFILH
Th;s experimenter supplied data set contains solar proton
microfilm and one reel of 16 mm
data on reels of 35 mm
microfilm. Oata listed include reduced veloclty step counts
(energy spectra), the location number of the 2_.5 dee sector
where maximum counts were recorded, an indication of the
azimuLhal angular spread in the incoming flog of particles,
derived plasma fluid parameters for each energy spectra.
ephemeris informaL;on, and the thermal speed tx) convection
speed ratio. Data are given separately for both protons and
alpha particles. The Lime between each spectra is 3 mln0 with
the Lime to acquire one spectra being 1 nin. The plasma
parameters were derived by fitting _ series of convected
Haxwellian distribution functions the velocity step
spectrum, considering three points mt • time_ The resulting
distribution Function was used t;o calculate the density, mean
velocity, and temperature by the method of moment_- Data Ire
available with gS_ coverage from May _J. 1967. Lo January 30,
1968.
........................
Data set name - 3-HIN pLASMA pARAMUTI_RS _ WITH _O-S
MAQN_]C FIELD DATA ON TAPE
NSSDC ID 67-O61A 088. 3 HIN _ pARAHIETB_S. HAC TAPE
Time period covered - O5/_4/67 T0 02108168
Quantity of data 6 R_ILS OF TAPE
This ezperlmenter-supplled data set contains 3.OT-min
values of bulk plasma parameters on 9 track. I_D0 bpi, IBM 360,
binary magnetic tape. Each physical record contains _80
logical records, and each logical record contains _7 four-byte
data words. Each tape contains dot• for 10 orbits (43 days).
Merged with the plasma parameter dat_ mre _)0.45-s magnetic
field data from data set 6I-OS|A-llA. Density. temperature.
bulk velocity, rifle of bulk velocity to thermal speed, and
flow d; rectlon are includmd for bot_ t_e proton and •lpha
particle components of the _lar mind and _oilt_ plasma. These
parameters were computed by fitting an ipprc_riite smooth1 curve
through all the measured spectral points sufficiently above
threshold and then taking _n_s of this emplrlclJ
dlsLrlbution function.
..............................................
Data set nile HOURLY AV_A_ _ pARAHt-TB OATA ON
MACNET IC TAPE
N¢__%_C ID 67 ObIA-O_C, HOURLY AV[RAC_ PI ASHA DAIA
_ime period covered - 06/03/67 I0 12/O_/67
_uanb;Ly of data ] REEL Of 1APE
Ehis data set contains hourly averaged plasma data on one
q track. 800 bp;. binary magnetic tape recorded on an ]ON
360/75 computer. _ach logical record contains 160 bytes and
each physical record contains a maximum of 3_000 bytes. Data
include density, temper•Lure, velocity, beta [defined as
nkT/(See_/8 p;)]. energy density, pressure. V • 8 electric
field, and spacecraft IocaLion parame_rs in ecliptic
coordinates (which are used for quality control of the
aver•ges).
IMP F, SiHPSON
COSMIC RAY PROTON (R V_ DL/DX)
Data set name - TE[F_COPE ACCU_ULAIOH Rf_DINCS ON
MAGNETIC TAPE
ID 67 OS|A O3A, RATES I(_R At[ NONOVER|AP S_
Time period covered O5/74/67 to 05/07/6_
quantity of data 6 RE_5 OF TAPE
This data set contains cosmic ray telescolPe accumulator
count data on 7-track, 800-bpi. binary magnetic tapes written
by an XDS 930 computer. Oata set 67 051A-O3F is an I8H 1094
version of this data set 1he data are ordered by satellite
orbit revolution number w;Lh 30 Files on each tape, except for
the last one, which contains ]4 files. _ach file on the tapes
contains accumulator count data for one orbit and has a
variable number of physical records (containing 816 binary
words each). EJch physical record has 107 sequences (logical
records)- Each sequence has eight words and contains detect_)r
u Ja_or counts, distance of satellite from girth, sequenceacc mo
number, and various data quality flags. Accullmla_or readings
• re given for each telemeLered frame (5.1_ s) for all
nonoverlapped sequences (_0.48 s) that contain a_ least one
frame and for which data quality is considered _d or fair-
Data set name PULSE HE ICHT AIqALYZE]_: E_E)qT StJle,qA_iFu_,
(NONOVf_LAP). ON HAC;Nt_]C TAPE
NSSDC ]D 67 O_IA O3C, _ FVLN3 S_qHAH|E_ (NON_V13RtJ_P)
lime period covered - 05/74/67 10 O5/O_/6_
_uantity of data 9 rr_JS 0| TAPt
This data set consists of cosmic ray _lescope pulse
heighL analyzer data on • track, binary magnetic tapes written
at 800 bp; using an XDS qTO computer |he data set contains
all nonoverlapped, good or fair quality, nonduplicate pulse
height analysis events from the three 7b_ channel pulse height
analyzers. The output from these analyzer_ mas obtained for
one incident particle every 5.1_ s. Ihe data are ordered by
satellite orbit revolution number, •_Lh 70 files on each tape
except for the I•st one, which has four files _lch file on
the tape contains pulse he,ght analysis data for one orbit.
There are a variable number of physical records (each
containing 600 binary words) per file. 1here are three binary
words per event and 200 events (logical records) per physical
record. In addition, the tapes include the orbit number, range
identiflcaLion, sequence number° and data quality flags.
Data set name 5 HIN AV_ACED COUNI HAltS (NONOVE_IAP)
ON HA_NETIC TAPE
NSSt)C I0 67 051A-03_, 5 HIN AVE COUNI rAIIS(NONOVE_RIAP)
Time period covered 0_/_4/6• 10 O_/O_/6q
_uant;ty of data - 7 REJ_L_ DE IAI)I
This data set consists of reduced cosmic ray telescope
counting rate daLa on 7 track. 800 bpi. BK_magnetic tapes
Written on an XD_ q30 co_uter. The data are ordered by
satellite orbit revolution number w;th ]33 files on the first
tape and 64 files on _he last tape. I_•ch file contmins
counting rate data for one orbit. There are • variable number
of physical records (each containing 5• 33-word J]CD logical
records) per file. Ea.ch I og;c•l record conLa;*s the counting
rates for the cosmic-r_y telescope coincidence combinations
that correspond t_ the following enerl_l/ intervals for protons:
0_8 to 9.6 MeV. 9.6 t_ 18.8 MeV, _9.5 to 94.TMeV. and 94._ _o
1_0 HeY. The counting rates are averaged over 15 sequences
(•bout 5 I;n) and based on good nonoverJap data. The electron
telescope counting rates for _he energy interval 80 keV to 4_0
keV are also) included, along llth time and distance of the
satellite fro• the earth.
4q
Dataset name COUNT RATE PLOTS, PB_ SOLAR ROTATION, ON
MICROFILM
NSSOC ID 67-051A-O3F, CN_ RATE PLTS°SOLAR R01ATION,HFLM
Time period covered - 05/24/67 TO 04/25/69
Quin¢ity of data I REEL OF MICROFILM
This data set consists of cosmic-ray telescope (proton
and electron) count rates plotted on one reel of 35_mm
microfilm. The data plots include the telescope sensor
combinations that correspond to the following energy intervals
for protons: 0.8 to 9,6 MaY. q.6 to 18.8 HeV, 2Q.S to 94.2 HeV.
and 94.2 to 170 HeY The 16 plots cover the time interval from
molar rotation numbers ]831 (May 24, 1967) through 1856 (April
25. 1969). In addition, five plots of E1 electron telescope
Welles, for solar rotation numbere 1831 Lo 1835 (Hay 24, 196_.
t_o October 6. 1961), and five plots of _ values, for solar
rotation number 1831 (May 24, 1967, to June 20, 1967), are
included. Lich plot gives the count rite (logarithmic) vs Lime
(day number) for one solar rotation
Data set name DATA SET 67-051A 03A IN I BIH Z094 FORMAT,
TELESCOPE ACCUHULATOR COUNI RAILS
NES, SIX_ ID 6Z O_IA 03f, DAIASE]-O3A IN IBM 1094 FORMAT
Time period covered OS/24/6Z TO O5/0P/69
Quantity of data 11RF_IS OF TAPE
This data set gas generitmd at NSSDC on /-track magnetic
tapes in an IBM Z094 computer format and is a reformatted form
of data set 67-051A 03A (XOS 930 tapes). They are mritten in
binary format at BOO bpi. For data content, see the
description for the 67-051A 03A data set
Data set name IBM 7094 FORMATrFD V_SION OF PULSE
HEIGH1 ANALyZI_ I_VF_h_ SLndlPIARY DATA SET 03C
NSSDC ID 6Z 05IA-03C, DATA SFI 03C IN IBM 7094 FORHAI
Time period covered 05/24/67 TO 0S/02/6g
Quantity of data ]7 REELS OF TAP[
1his data set mas generated at NS_DC on magnetic tapes in
an IBM TO94 computer format lad consists of a reformitt;ng of
the experimenter's data set 67 051A 03C (XDS-930 tapes) lhe
track tapes are written in binary format at 800 bpi. For
data content, see the description for the 61 05]A 03C data set
IMP F, VAN At LEN
t OW-ENEHCY PHOIBN AND _ ECTRON
DIE F FRENI IA! FNERCY ANAl Y/_R (LE_EDEA)
Data set name MOTION PICTURE SURVFY OF THE
MACNETOSI_[Ri, I FPEDEA It UX VFRSUS mErCY
NSSDC IO 67 OS]A O4A, IFP_A FlUX VS EN MOVIE FILM
Time period covered - 06/30/67 TO 07/O4/67
Quantity of data - 400 B/W POS11]VE FHAMLS
Th_s e,per;menter supplied dale set contains Iowenergy
proton and electror_ spectral data on one 400 ft reel of 16 mm
movie film tow Energy Proton and Electron Differe,tiaJ Energy
Analyzer (IEP_IA) data are displayed for magnetospheric and
interplanetary regions during about 4 ]/_ days of substantially
continuous satellite observat*ons from 0520 ISl on June 30,
196/, to 191_ UI on July 4, 196[ During this period, the
local Lime of apogee mas about 1/00 h. Each movie Frame
contains a graph of the observed energy spectra (from 03 to 50
keY) of protons and electrons separately for a given time and
point in space A pictorial representation of the satellite's
position mith respect to the sun, earth, and its magnetosphere
is also given on each frame
Data set name LEPED[_ COUNT RATES AND FL. UXLS ON BCD
MACNET IC TAPE
_.%DC ID 67 05IA-O4B. IIPtD{A COUNI RAILS ON MAC TAPI
Time period covered 05/26/61 To 06/IT/68
QuanLity of data 35 RFFJS 0t IAPt
This euperlmenter supplied datl set contains lee energy
proton and electron count rate data on F-track, 800-bpi. 8CD
magnetic tapes E_ch record contains data for one full
Lol Energy Proton and Electron Differential _ergy Analyzer ........
(IEPIDIA) cycle (5 8 min) Each tape contains about 12 days of
data. These data include count rates for each of 15 energy
llndows for each of four angular secLors. The data also
contain energy bandpass fluzes and integral fluids for each
sect4)r, energy window, lad species. Sectored Ce;ger-MueJler
Lobe count ra_es and background LB_BDFJL count rates arm also
given. Supporting data found in each record include
I o(_ dlrect;on information and S_acecrift ephemeris
informal;on. Look-direction information consists of right
ascension and declination given in C;_q, CS[, and geocentric
equa_orlal inertial coordinate systems_ The angle between the
magnetic vector and the field of viol is iIIM_ given.
Spacecraft ephemeris information includes geographic latitude,
longitude, and radial distance; 8, L, and related variables;
right ascension and declination; C_M, CSE, and celestial
inertial coordinates; and geographic and geomagnetic local
times. Further data relate _ spacecraft spin rate and
direction, sun direction, housekeeping parameters, etc.
*eeeooweeeeloaaeeoaleloaeeeoweeeeaeweeeeeeoeeoeoaoweeeoa_aeaeee
eeeeoew_eoeeo_aeoaweaae IMP C *_eoeweaaee_*owaoa*ooooaeeoeeeeeo
esoe_oaeaeeeo_aeelaeaeooeeeooeaaeeseoaaeeeoeaesweooa.aeoewaaseo
Data set name CSE AND _ PROJECTION AND PERSPECTIVE
PLOTS 0N MICROFILM
NSSOC ID B9 053A OOD, SOL ECL • SOL HAGNSPH DRBI1 PLOTS
Time period covered 06/21/69 TO 08/25/10
_uantity of data ] RE_J OF M]CROFIIJ4
Thi_ data eel consists of ephemeris data shomn in CSE and
C_M coordinates for the orb;t_ of E_plorer 41 plotted on one
reel of 3S-mm microfilm_ The X Y. X _, and Y Z projections are
available for both coordinate systems. The X-Y CSE projection
shoes the computed average position of the hem shock as
computed by Dr. D. Fairfield of GSFC. Imo three dimensional
perspectives are also available for each coordinate system for
each orbit. Every plot shoms one full orbit curve and tabular
listings of the orbit number, apogee, perigee, start time, stop
time, coordinate system, and projection or perspective for the
orbit. An asterisk is used _o mark the first noon or m;dnigh_
(UT) e,countered, e;th tick marks used at successive 12 hour
points.
Data set name U. OF CHICACO HUt I]COUHDIN^IE SYST_
EPH-EHEIRIS TAPES
NSSOC ID 69 053A OOE, CHICACO MULTI COOf_) I_tt[J4 IAPFS
lime period covered 06/21/69 T0 12/P3/12
_uantity or data 9 RE_LS Of TAPE
this data set consists of multicoordinate system
ephemeris data on n,ne I track, _0 bp;, binary tapes using XDS
930 inbeger formaL. The tapes mere generated by personnel at
the University Of Chicago Each physical record consists of 40
logical records of 2_ words each. E_d oE-file marks separate
orbits, and _ double end-of file mark ends each tape.
[_hemeris poins (logical records) are given at 61.44-s
intervals Data presented include time, pseudosequence count,
the sabelllte's radial distance, geographic and geolagnetic
latitude and longitude, geocentric solar magnetospheric
coordinates, satellite earth sun angle, speed, B and L, B/Be,
and Lhe CSt components of the CSFC model geomagnebic field
(]?/66) as updated to 1965 There are no known significant
data gap_
Data set Elaine CS_C INAJFCTORY PLOTS, SOLAR fCI IPTIC
PROJI CI ]ELMS
NS_E II} 6_ O53A OOC, SOLAR ECLIPTIC F_t-IEM PLOTS MFICHI
Time per'od covered 06/21/69 10 1_/23/12
U*_ant,t,y of data 1 CARD Of B/W M]CROFICFI|
I|,._. d_La _eL provides ephemeris Information f_r IRP C ot_
m,c'rofe<he Ihe data are eltracted from the publication
elrajecLor;es of I=plorers 33, 36. 4], 43, and 4], May 1969
December 1912," mritten by D H. talrfleld. K. ¥ ffehannon, R.
P I epping, and N_ E. Ness (NASA G_FC X-692-73-29I Oct_ber
)973). which contains the ecliptic plane projections oF all 381
orbits of Explorer 4] ]he plots are not useful for detailed
studies, but they are u_eful in indicating the orbital phase of
the spacecraft on a g,ven day _d showing where apogee is in
local time an addition, one plot is given to show the CS[ X ]
project.one of four orbits mith ] year spacing.
iMP-C, ANDERSON
] ON CHAMBUR
5O
Data set name - IONIZATION CHAHOER AND D]RECT]ONA|
CE]GE_ BUELLEI_ IUB[ C0UN1 RATES ON TAPE
NS_4)C ID 69-053A-O2A, ION CHAHBDR + C_ COUNTS, NAG TAPE
T_me period covered - 06/21/69 TO 02/18/7_
quantity of data 54 HEELS OF TAPE
This experimenter-supplied data set contains ionization
chamber pulse rates and si= Ceiger-Nueller (CH) tube count
rates on 54 7 trick. 556 bp;, binary, odd-parity magnetic tapes
written by a COG 6600 computer There are a variable number of
files per tape wlth an end-of file mira at the end of each file
and an end-of-file mark at the end of each Cape. Each file
contains i variable number of physical records and covers i
24 h period. Each physical record is ]21 words in length and
contains 12 sets of samplings of the 40.96 s averaged
ionization chamber pulse riles (C/S) and C_ tube count rates
(c/s), day, and time (UT). E_ch physical record ends with the
following add;|;Deal information: orbit day, time (UT),
geomagnetic latitude, satellite iILibudm, the position of the
satellite ;n CSE and CSN coordinates. NcIlwiin's l parameter,
C_E longitude, and GSN latitude. _ch tape contains five
orbits of data= The data were checked by the e,perimenLer for
timing consistency, and redundant data caused by receiving
station overlaps were deleted All riles have been dead time
correcLed. This data set contains all the invest;aBLer is
nonredundant reduced data for the tile period indicited, and
represents almost ]00_ time coverage except for the period
t_ovmmber 12, 197], Lo February |. 197_.
Data Set name 40 SEC AVERAGE]) ELECTRON AND PROTON COUNT
RA'IfS ON MICR0f arm
NSSOC ID 69 053A 02B, 40 S AVC CO_ RAILS ON MICROFILM
I_me period covered O6/21/69 I0 08/31/72
Quantity of data - 5 REI_IS OF MICROFILM
Th_s dita set contains proton and electron count rile
data plotted on five reels oF 35 mm microfilm. The 40-s
averaged proton and electron count rate plots from the
experiment ion chamber and all si= Celger Hueller (CN) tubes
are dead-time corrected, scaled, and in chronological order
Each plot covers a 24_h period° and gives the distance of the
spacecraft from the earth, the magnetospheric latitude, and
ecliptic longitude of the spacecraft displayed along the
horizontal axis. The dates of observation, day number, and
orbit number are indicated on each plot Further documentation
on detector characteristics ;s provided at £he beginning Of
each reel of microfilm Ihe ttme (overage is nearly 90_,
except for the period from _>vember l_, 1_11 to January 31.
1912 where no data ire aviJlablm
IMP C, BOSTRON
SOLAR PHOTON MONIIORINC EXpERIMLNI
Data set name HOURLY AVERAGED SO[AR PR_ION f|UX_S
PUBt ISHE]) IN 'SOLAR GEOPHYSICAl DATA'
NS_DC ID 69 053A O/A, SCD PBLSHD HRI Y AVCD PRO10N FLUXS
Trim period covered O6/21/69 TO 12/23/1_
Quantity of data 28 BOOKS OR BOUND VOLUMLS
This data set consists of monthly plots and tabular
listings of hourly averaged omn;d;rectiona_ fluxes of protons,
w;th energies above lO. 30. and 60 HeY. in 2B bound volumes or
books of various sizes. Data obLa;ned during a given month,
through kugusL ]9/2, were published _n mSolar Geophysical DaLa
(Comprehensive Reports) I with i 6 month lag For the period
beginning Smptember ], 197_, equivilen_ E=plorer 43 data have
been published.
Data set name - COUNT RATES ON [3_CYCIOP[_]A IAPt%
NSSOC ID 60 053A OZB, COUN] RATES ON ENCYCLOPEDIA 1APES
Timm period covered - 06/21/69 TO 12/23/72
quantity of dlLa 37 REELS OF TAPE
This experimmnter-suppl;ed data set contains solar proton
ind ilphi particle count rate data for the entire life of the
lissiofl on 9 track. _ bpi, binary, IBH 360 Wipes. F_uch tape
has one file and ;s blocked with 20 logical records per
phys;cal record. E_lch Iog;cal record has 1/6 32-b;t lords. ID
records ind data records are interspersed on the Wipes. There
;s one ID record for a given segment of da_i as obtained by one
tracking station during one spacecraft pass over _haL station.
The logical record contents include Lime° data quality
ind;ca_ors, dead-tile corrected count rates obtained from all
the detector readings Liken during a _.73 m;n interval, and
orbit data
.................................
Data set name - EDITED HOUIRtY AVF_ACED COUNT RATES ON
MAGNETIC TAPE
NSS[X_ ID 69 0_3A-0/C, HOURLY AVEJ_ACED CDUh[I RATLS, IAPE
Time pmriod covered - 06/21/69 IO 12/23/72
quantity of data - 1 REEL OE TAPE
Th_s experimenter-supplied data smL contains hourly
averaged interplanetary proton count rates on one • _rack,
800-bpi, binary. IBM 360 magnetic _ipe. _ch Iogicll record
consists of 31_0 8-b;L bytes and contains data for 1 day There
are si_ logical records per phys;cal record, and one file for
each calendar year of data on _hm Wipe. Oita given within each
logical record incJudm tile, ephemeris data. and hourly
averlged count rates for each of the five e,perimenL counting
Jodms. These riles have been thoroughly md_Lmd in that noise
points and magneLospheric count;rig have been removed.
Recognizably interpolated interplanetary count rate vilues have
been inserLmd for magnetospheric LraversaJ periods The time
coverage iS essentially complete from June 21. 1969 to December
23, 1972 except for the period of restricted spacecraft
operation (November IS, 197] through February I, 19/2) When
taken togmther lith the corresponding data set from IMP f
(6/ 05]A O•D). these data provide a nearly continuous record of
1 Lo |O0 MeV interplanetary proton flu=ms from Nay 1967 Lo
December 1972
IMP C, BROWN
LOW E_IERCY SOlID-SlATE TELE_COP_
..........................
Data set name PARTICLE COUN1 RATE DATA ON MAGNEffIC TAP[
NSSDC ID 69 063A-OlA. R[])UCED COI_ RAI[_ ON IAPE
Time perlod covered 06/2]/69 TO 03/23/72
Quantity of data 53 RE_[S OF 1APE
This elperlmenLer supplied data set consists of
cosmic ray count rate data interspersed with ephemeris data on
5_ 7 track, BOO-bp;, GE 635 binary magnetic Lapms. Data set
69 OS3A OtC contains an IBM /094 version of this data set The
da_a records consist of ]0 _6 bib computer words, with each
mord being further broken down inLo integer numbers of
specified meanings. Data for one e_periment sequence (102_ s)
arm found in one record and include: (l) time (Ul) clock data,
(_) counts for each of the five regtsLers for one sensor
coincidence lode. and (3) data quiliLy flags reliLed Lo the
noisiness of bit trlnsm_ssion The ephemeris records consist
of 20 36-bit words, 19 of _hich are floating po;nt E_hemerls
records occur once each ] or 10 min according Lo =hebhmr thm
spacecraft radial distance is less than or greater than 42°0OO
km E#hemer;s dill include spacecrafL radial d,sLance.
geographic latitude and longitude, inertial ecliptic
declination and right ascension, GSE ind CSM Cartes,an
coord;nates, and B and I From June 21, 1969, Lo August 15,
1970, there are no data glps greaLmr than _4 h. There is one
gap grmater than 6 h and seven gaps greater thin _ h.
DiLa set nime - OATA SET 6_ O_3A 01A IN IBM 7094 t ORMA1
NSSDC ID 69 053A 01C, DAIA S_ O1A IN IBM 70q4 FORMAT
T;me period covered - 06/21/69 TO 08/15/10
Quantity of data _3 R_:IS OE TAPI
This diem set consists of 556 bpi, • track. IBM 7094
binary magnetic tapes generated at NSS_ a5 a reformatted
version of the experimenter-supplied tapes in dati set
69-053A OIA
...................................
IMP-G. MCDONALD
LOW-ENERGY PROTON AND ALPHA D_TECTOR
.........................................
Data set name - MICROFILM OE CAIALOC OF SOLAR COSH]C RAY
EVENTS (VAN HOLL_ERE _ AL, X-661-74 27)
51
NSSOC IO 69 OS_.3A-OgA, SOLAR C.R. EVE_ CATALOG, NFILH
Time period covered 09/00/60 TO 1]/29/79
quantity of data - 1 REEL 0F MICROFILM
This data set conslsta of _lar cosmic ray event data
plotted on one reel of 35 am microfilm. The data set is a
microfilmed version of the doculliont mA Catalog of Solar Cosmic
Ray Events = IMPs 4 and 5 (May 1967 - December 1972)." by R. A.
Vanhollebeke. J. R. Wang, and F. B. HcDonald (CSFC X-661-74 27.
January 1974)_ The catalog contains plots for about 185
events, elth an aeventl defined as an increase in the _- to
80 NeV proton flu= which exceeds 0.000] protons/(sq
cm s-sr-HeV) and lasts for more than 5 hours. The minimum
increase over this energy range corresponds _ about 5_ of the
total galactic cosmic ray flu= aL] AU. The data are presented
as hourly averaged fluxes (]0 days per page) for three prot_n
energy intervals (O.Q to |,6. 6 to 20, and _ to 80ReV) and
for one electron interval (05 t_ 1.1 HEY). Electron onset
times are speclf;ed wlth indicated uncertainties between 3 and
30 m;n. Proton onset times are specified for events with no
discernible electron increases Data gaps associated with
perigee passes and occasional saturation periods are clearly
marked.
Data set name - 2.73 MIN COINCIDENCE HODE AN_ P_0TON,
H ECIRON, AND ALPHA COUNT RATES ON TAPE
NSS_.C ]D 6q 053A OUR. _ 73 MIN COUNT RATES ON TAPE
Time period covered 06/21/69 TO 1]/29/7_
quantity of data 12 REELS DF TAPF
This experimenter supplied data set contains cosmic ray
count rite data on 9 track, 1600 bpi. binary magnetic tapes
eritten oft an IBR 360 computer. _lch physical record contains
]O logical records of 408 bytes, all the data for one _.13 m;n
telemetry sequence Each logical record contains time;
ephemeris data; count rates for low , medium . and very
low energy detractors; and quality flags for the count rates.
IMP C, MCDONALD
COSMIC RAY ENERGY VS ENE:RCY tOSS
Data _et name MICROIIIH el CATALOG OF SOLAR COSM|C RAY
[VI_/IS (VAN HOIltBtX| 11 AI. X 66] 14 77)
NSSI_ ll) b9 053A IOA. SOLAR CR. /VI:NT CATALOG. RFllM
Time period covered Oq/Oq/6g TO 11/29/7_
Wuantity of data l Hilt 0t MICROfilM
This data set consists of solar cosmic ray event data
plotted on one reel of 35-mm microfilm. The data set is a
mlcrof;Imed version of the document eA Catalog or Solar Cosmic
Ray Events IMPs 4 and _ (May 196r December 1972). m by M. A.
Vanhollebeke, J. R Wang, and 1. H McDonald (CSEC X 66] 74 21,
January 19/4) 1he catalog contains plots for about 18_
events, eith an meventU defined as an increase in the _0- to
MeV proton flu= which exceeds 0.000] protons/(cm sq s sr
HeY) and )asCs for more than S hours The minimum mncrease
over this energy range corresponds to about 5_ of the total
galactic COSmic ray flu= at ] AU The data are presented as
hourly averaged fluxes (lO days per page) for three proton
energy ;nterval_ (O 9 be 1_6, 6 t_ 20, and 20 to 80 HeY) and
for one electron interval (05 to 1.] MeV). Electron onset
times are specified with .ndmcabed uncertainties between 3 and
30 min Proton onset times are specified for events with no
discer, ible electron increases Data gaps associated with
perigee passMs and occasional saturatlon periods are clearly
marked
Data set. r_m,. P 13 MIN COINCIDF_KZl MODE AND PROTON.
IIICIRON, A_) ALPHA COUN[ RAILS I)N TAPE
NSSE ll) 6q 05_A IO0, 2 13 RIN COUNT RATLS ON TAPE
1;me period covered 06/21/69 TO 11/29/12
Quantity of data 12 REE_S 01 TAPE
lhis experimenter supplied data set contains cosmic ray
count race data on Q-track, 1600 bp;. binary magnetic tapes
written on an I_ 360 computer Each physical record contains
IO logical records of 408 bytes, all the data for one 2.73 man
telemetry sequence Each logical record contains time;
ephemeris data; count rates for low , medium , and very
low energy detractors; and quality flags for the count rates.
IMP G. NF_S
TRIAXIAt FLUXCAlf MAC_ETORFIER
Data set name 20 SEC AVERAGED VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD
DATA DN MICROFILM
NSSOC ID 69 053A-]IA, 20 SEC MAC FLD VECTORS. MFItM
Time period covered 06/21/69 TO 12/23/72
_uant;ty of data 8 REELS DF MICROFILH
This experimenter supplied data met contains 20 s
averaged magnetic field vector data on eight reels of
microfilm. The microfilm shows 6 hours of data per frame.
Points represent;nQ field magnitude and field vector'5 polar
and azimuthal angles ;n GSE or GSH coordinates are given each
_0 seconds. Spacecraft ephemeris data are listed once each
hour. The dat_ coverage ;s complete except for a gap from
_vember ]_, 117] to January 3]. ]972.
......................................
Data set name - _/_-sec MULTICDORDIN_TE MI_CNEIIC FIELD
VECTORS 0N TAPE
NSSDC TO 69 OSTA-IIB, P.S SEE MAC FLD VECTRS. MAC IAP_S
Time period covered - 06/21/69 TO 12/23/72
_uanbity of data 367 REELS Of TAPE
lhis experimenter-supplied data set conLalns 2_ s
resolution multi coordinate magneL;c field vector daLa on
9 track, 800 bp;, IBM 360 binary magnetic tapes. Each tape
contains data taken during one spicecraft orbit (3.3 days).
_lmch physical record contains a four byte control .ord and ]6
Ioglca_ records. Each logical record contains a four-byte
control mord and 307 four byte data _ords for one telemetry
sequence (20.48 s). Data found ;n each logical record include
time. spacecraft position (radial dls_ance, geodetic and
geomagnetic latitude and long;rude, and GSE and GSH X. Y. and
Z), and magnetic field data (as measured by each of the three
sensors eigh_ times, and converted to non rotating payload.
CSE. and CSM coordinates) For each of the three latter
coordinate systems, individually measured magnetic vectors
(2._ s resolution) and sequence averaged vectors (20-s
resolution) are g_ven in terms of their Cartesian components
(with standard deviations for the averages) and magnitude with
polar and azimuthal angles
IMP C. SAMPSON
COSMIC RAY PROTON (R VS D{/I)X)
Data set name I_LESCOP[ ACCLAHUL^IOR READINGS ON
MACNIRIC 1APT
NSSOC ID 69-053A 03A, RAIFS FOR AlE NONOV£RLAP SEQUENCE
lime period covered 06/21/6q 10 10/]4/7_
_uantity of data ]3 _EJELS fit TAPE
Th's data set contain_ accumulator readings for each
telemetered frame (5 ]2 s) of each nonoverlapped sequence
(2014_4_ s) ehich contains at least one frame ahose data
quality is considered good or fair The data are contained on
thirteen / track, 800-bpi, binary, magnetic tapes written on an
XDS _30 computer The data a r e ordered by satellite orbit
revolution number with 30 files per tape. _ch file contains
accumulator count dati for one orbit. There a r e a variable
number of physical records (containing 016 binary words each)
per file, and there are eight words (24 bits each) per sequence
and 102 sequences (logical records) per physicat record An
end-of file mark terminates each file. and a double end of-file
mark term;nares the last orbit of each tape. [Jch sequence
contains detector _ccumulator count_, distance of the satellite
from the earth, sequence number, and various data quality
flags
Data _et name PU[S! Ht]CHT ANA| Y/_ [_Nt SU_AR]ES ON
MACN[_ IC TAPE
NSSDC ID 69-0S3A 03B, PHA EVEN] SUMHAR]LS (NONOVERLAP)
Time period covered 06/_1/6g TO 12/23/72
_uantity of data 20 R[_ELS DE TAPE
This data set contains cosmic-ray telescope pulse height
analyzer data on tmenty 7-track, ROD bpi, binary, magnetic
tapes written on an XDS 930 computer ih;ch uses _4 bit word_.
The data are ordered by satetJlte orbit revolution number with
_)0 files per tape. Each file contains pulse height analysis
data for one orbit. There is a variable number of physical
records (each contain;n 9 600 binary words) per file There are
three binary lords per event and _00 events (logical records)
per physical record. Each logical record contains the pulse
_2
L_ :=_'_,,,_-*'_"__ GUAL_TY:,
height analysis data from detector elements O1, D2, and D4 for
the telescope coincidence combinations corresponding to proton
energies of 0.8 to 8.45 MeV, 8.45 to 18.7 HeY, 18.7 t_ 30.9
HeY, 30.9 to 94.8 MeV, 94.8 t_o 11q HeY, and > 119 MeV. In
addition, the orbit number, angular sector and range
identifications, sequence number, and data quality flags are
given. The data set contains all the nonoverlapped, good or
fair quality, nonduplicate pulse height analysis event data
from rio 256 channel and one 512 channel pulse height
analyzers. The output from these analyzers was obtained for
one incident part;tie event every 5.12 s.
................................
Data set name - 5-MIN AVERAGED COUNT RATES (NONOVE_LAP)
ON MAC_ET]C 1APE
NSSK I0 69 OS3A 03C. 5 MIN AVE COUNT RAIES(NONOVER|AP)
Time period covered 06/21/69 TD lP/23/'2
Quantity of data 4 REE_S OF 1APE
This data set consists Of reduced cosmic ray telescope
counting rates averaged over 1S sequences (about 6 min) and
based on nonoverJapped good data. The data are contained on
7 track, 800 bpl, blocked bed magnetic tapes lritten on an XDS
930 computer (24 bit words). 1he data are ordered by satelllte
orbit revolution number m;th 100 files per tape. F_ich file on
the tape contains counting rate data for one orbit There is a
variable number of physical records (each containing
fifty seven 33 word bed logical records) per file Each logical
record contalns the counting rates for the cosmic ray telescope
coincidence combinations which correspond _) the following
energy intervals for protons: 0.8 to 8.45 MeV, 8.45 to 1B !
HeY, 30.9 to 94.8 HeY, 94 8 to 11g MeV, and > 119 MeV. ]n
addition, the format includes the time, Chicago sequence count,
satellite geocentric distance, analog rate meter output
(DS/D6). temperature of the telescope, and data quality flags.
Data set name COUNT RATE PLOTS, PEN SOLAR ROIATION, ON
MICROFILM
NSSDC 1D 69-053A 030, CNI RATE PLIS.SO[AR ROTATIDN,MFLM
Time period covered O6/P1/6q lD 12/23//P
Quantity of data I RIlL 01 MICROFILM
Thls data set contains computer_generated Catcomp plots
of experiment mode count rates vs time on microfilm. Each plot
covers a 30 day interval beginning on the first day of each
2'-day Barrels solar rotation Data begin in rotation 1859
(June 1_, 196Q) and end in rotation 1906 (December 23, 1972).
Coverage ;s essentially complete, eKcept for the November 16,
1971 through February 2, 197_ period mhich is poorly covered.
Individual points plotted are 15 min averaged rates. Proton
energy intervals represented in the rates are 0.,8 84_,
8.45 18.', 30.9-94.8, 94.8 119 HeY, and greater than 119 HeY.
.....................................
IMP-C, VAN ALLEN
LOW-EN_CY PROION AND U ECTRON
DIFFER[N_ ]AL ENERGY ANAl yZER ([_EPEDLA)
Data set name LEPEDEA COUNT RATES AND FLUXES ON BCD
MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC IO 6q OS3A-O4A, LEPE])EA COUNT RATES ON RAC TAPE
Time period covered 06/28/69 TO 08/19/70
Quantity of data 32 RFELS OF TAPE
This experimenter-suppl_ed data set contains low-energy
proton and electron differential energy analyzer data on
7 track, 800-bpi, bed magnetic tapes. Each tape contains about
12 days of colplete LEPEDEA data. _ch record contains data
for one full LEPEDEA cycle (5.8 m;n). These data cons;st of
count rates for protons and electrons for each of 15 energy
windows for each of four angular sectors. The data also
contain energy bandpass fluxes and integral fluxes for each
sector, energy window, and species. Sectored Ceiger MuelJer
tube count rates and background L_ count rates are also
given. Supporting data found in each record include LEJ°_E_
look-direct;oh information and spacecraft ephemeris
information. Look-d_rection information is given ;n CSM, GSE,
and geocentric equatorial inertial coordinate _ystems. The
angle between the magnetic vector and the field of view is also
given. Spacecraft ephemeris information includes geographic
lit;rude0 longitude, and radial distance; B, L, and related
variables; right ascension, and declination; CSH, CSE, and
celestial _nertial c_rdinites; and geographic and geomagnetic
local times. Additional dale include spacecraft spin rate and
direction, sun direction, and housekeeping parameters.
.eeeeeeoeeeaoeooee.eaeeaeeeaeaoeeoaeaaeoee**eeeeeeeaee*aeeeaea*
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Data _et name - CSFC TRAJECTORY PLOTS. SOLAR ECLIPTIC
PROJECTION5
NSSDC ID 72 073A OOD. SOLAR ECLIPTIC EPHEH PL01S MF]CHE
lime period covered 09/26/72 TO 04/06/73
Quantity of data - ] CARD OF B/W MICROFICHE
This ephemeris data set contains trajectory plots for
]MP-H (Explorer 47) orbits on microfiche. The data set _s from
The publication ITrajectories of Eiplorers 33, 35, 4], 43, and
47, May 1969 December 19720 m written by D H. Fairfield, K
W. Behannon, R p. Lapp;no. and N F. Ness (NASA CSFC
X-692 73 291, October 19'31 which contains the ecliptic plane
protections of the Eaplorer 41 orbits from September 26, 19'2
(shortly after launch) to December 31. 19,2, The document also
contains a Imst of dates (through April 6, 1973) when the
spacecraft CSE azimuthal _ngle was O, 90, ]80, or ?ZO deg.
.....................
Data set name LIST OF DAlE/TINES OF SDIAR 0RI_r;AIION
E_ROR PLUS SUPPORIINC DATA, ON MICROFII M
NSSDC ID 77 073A OOE. SOLAR DRIENIATION ERRORS, Hi TIM
lime period covered 0Q/_8/72 TO 1F/04/74
quantity of data 4 RLJlS OF MICROFILM
This data set lists, in chronological order, the dates
and times when the _lar orientation system of the 1MP H
spac:ecrafL generated erroneous data. The data is on four reels
of ]6-mm microfilm_ It is designed Lo enable users of data
from various sectored e_periments to ascertain whether their
data is affected.
Data set name [ ISI or DATIS/TIMES OF SOLAR OR]_N_ATION
@RRORS PIUS SUPPORTINC DATA. ON 1APE
NSSDC ID 72 O?3A OOf, sOLAR ORIENTATION FFtRORS 1AF'I
1;me period covered 09/_8/72 TO 11/04/74
_uant;ty of data 13 REdS OT TAPE
lh;s data set provides a chronological list of dales and
times when the solar orientation system of the iMP H spacecraft
generated erroneous data. The data is on thirteen 7-track, bed
magnetic tapes It is designed to enable data users from
various sectored experiments to determine _T their data is
affected.
........................
Data set name PHI_)ICTI_) ORBIT PLOTS ON MICROI llM
NSSDC 10 72-073A-00C, PR_I)ICTED ORBIT PLOIS
Time period covered 09125/72 ]0 12/31/78
Quantity of data - 4 RF_FF_L.S OF HICROFILM
This data set, 16-mm microfilm, contains plots of
predicted spacecraft po_nitions in each of three coordinate
systems for each orb,t of the spacecraft. The plots show the
spacecraft orbit (1) rotated into the CSE X ¥ plane, (2)
projected onto the CS_ Y-Z plane, and (3) plotted in magnetic
latitude vs magnetic local time. The CS[ plot also shows the
average position of the bow shock and the magnetopause, and the
CSIM plot shows the model neutral sheet CSM • values aL O, 4, 8,
12, 16, and 20 hours IJ_ averaged over the days of the plot. On
each plot there is an independent set of about 20 numbered
ticks drawn on the curve, and a listing of time and position
information for each tick is given below the plot. Ihe listing
on the DSE plot includes the spacecraft latitude, and those on
the C;SH and magnetic coordinate plots include the spacecraft.
geocentric radius. These plots and listings were generated at
NSSDC.
.............................................
IMP-H, BANE
SOLAR PLASHA Fl ECTROSIATIC ANALYZER
.........................................
Data set name SOLAR WIND THREE HOUR AVC. PLASMA
PARAME_E]RS FROM IMP I, J, AND H
b3
(3_- _:C:: :_i,Q(31LITy
NSSDC ID •2 073A--IOA, ME]_C_ IMP I.H.J 3 HR PLA_HA PA_q
Time period covered - 09/23/72 TO 12/31/74
Quantity of data 1 REEL OF TAPE
This dlta set consists of 3-h averaged plasua par=meter
dale on 800 bpi0 9-trick, EBCDZC magnetic tape recorded on :n
IBM 360 computer. The data have physical records of 136 bytes
and contain four logical records of 29 bytes each and 20 bytes
of zeroes added at the end. Each logical record contains year,
month, day, average count, density (1/co), velocity (km/s), and
temperature (dog K). Also contained on the same tape are data
for IMP I and J.
......................................................
Data set name Hi_CED IMP-H AND -J HOURLY AVB_ACED SOLAR
WIND PLASHA DATA ON P_CNETIC TAPE
NSS_C ID •2-013A IOB, H, J M_Gi_) URLY SOLAR WIND PLASMA
Time period covered - 01/01//5 10 12/31/•0
Quantity of data - 4 REI_LS OF TAPE
These merged, hourly averaged, solar wind plasma data are
on I track, 800-bpi, binary magnetic tape created on a CDC 6600
computer. The data are hourly averages of the solar wind,
proton density, speed, and temperature for IMP-H and J. _ch
record contains 500 words, consisting of 125 repetitions of the
sequence: time (year, month, day, hour), density (pirticles/cc
), velocity (km/s), and temperature (deg K) The data set is
also listed as Z3 078A 100.
IMP-H, BR IDCE
SOLAR PLASMA FARADAY CUP
..............................
Data set name HOURLY AVFRACH) SOLAR PLA_A DAtA ON
MACNFT]C TAPE
NSSDC ID 7_-073A O2A, H,J HOURIY AVCO SOLAR PLASHA,TAPE
lime period covered 01/03/76 TO 01/24/7Z
quantiLy of data I REIJ OF TAPE
This data set contains hourly averaged solar plasma data
on one t track. BOO bpi. 0CD meg. eric tape written on an ]_H
360 computer. ]he records are fixed block with 100 logical
records of 106 bytes per physical block The first file
contains data for IMP J (•30/OA O2A). while the second Tile
contains IMP H data Each record contlins spacecraft name;
year; day of year; hour of day; and the average, number of
values averaged, and standard deviation for speed, density, and
thermal speed
Data set name HOURLY AVRCD SOLAR WIND PLASMA PARAMeTErS
E_B! ISIIEI) IN 'SOLAR-CEOPHYSICAt OAIA'
NSSDC ID 12 O•3A 02El, SCD PBESHD FIRE Y AVCD PLASMA PARAM
llme period covered 08/03/•6 TO lO/3]//R
Quantity of data 26 PAC_S OF UNOOUNO HARDCOPY
Tills data set conta=ns hourly averaged plasma parameter
data (solar wind flow speed, number de,sity, temperature, and
most probable thermal speed) sholn as hard copy plots. The
data set is from information published in the Solar Ceophysica#
Data 0ullebin One month's data a re contained in a single
plot. frror bars on each point are also included
Data set name HIOH RESOLUTION DAIA ON lAP[
NSSDC If) I2 073A 020, SOLAR PLASMA HEQI RFSOILnION
lime period covered OZ/16//Z TO 09/08/11
_uantiLy of dale _ RHIS OF TAPE
This data set consists of two tapes of high time
resolution solar wind plasma data One ts a • track. 800 bp;
tape, and the other is a Q track, 1600-bpi tape, both written
in bed by TaM 360 They provide 5 s averages of solar wind
speed, density, and Lhermal speed (that represents
temperature) Standard deviations are also provided
IMP H, FRANK
MEASURIH[NI 0f I 0W ENE_CY F_010_ AND
t I | CTRONS
Data set name - FULL COLOR SLIDES OF E T SPECTROGRAPt5 FOR
PLASMA NEAS4JRE]qE]NTS
ID 72-073A-O4A, COLOr E-T SPECTROCRM4S. SLIDES
Time period covered - 10/13/72 TO 09/17/78
quantity of data - 1372 COLOR SLIDES
This data set consists of e=perimenter-supplied,
full-color. 35-am, E-t (energy time) spectrograms for plasma
measurements with the LEPEDEA on board IMP l. The spectrograms
display the detec_or responses to proton ;n tensities as
functions of energy (ordinate) and time (absci&sa) for four
direct;one, or sect_ors, of thm instrument fields of view.
These detector responses ire color coded. The spectrograms
also sullar;ze the angular distributions of proton intensities
as functions of the directions of the field of view Also
shown are the angular diotrlbut;ons of electron ;ntens;tles
that display the responses of the electron channel of the
LF_°[]_I_A_, which are averaged over the directions of the fields
of view these observations span an entire day on each slide.
...........................................
Data set name - LOW ENERCY PROTON AND ELECTRON PLASMA
DATA ON MIACNETIC TAPE
NSSIDC ID 72 O73A-O4B, PLASMA DATA ON TAPE
Time period covered - Ol/28/ll 70 12/12/71
Quantity of data 2 RF_J_S OF TAP[
These experimenter supplied, 163.84=s plasma data are on
/-track, BOO bpi. binary magnetic tapes created on a Univac 4]8
computer. A logical record contains 30OUnivac 36 bit words.
There are |0 logical records per physical block. The data
consist of spacecraft identification (7= IMP-H0 8: INP-J); time
in year. day, hour, minute, and second; s_lar ecliptic and
magnetospheric coordinates; energy range flag; magnetic field
coordinates; and the following information for both plasma
proton and electron data: number and energy flu.; number and
energy density; average energy; bulk flow velocity; velocity
uncertainty; temperature; and percentage of energy coverage
1his data set is identical to the set 04C. e=cept that the
Lape of the latter contains data from different other
spacecraft.
Data set nile lOW F_IE]_CY PROTON AND _fCERON 164 S|COND
R_S01UI|ON pLA_MIA DATA ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSOC ll) 72-013A O40, ]64 SFC RISOIU3ION PLASMA 1P
Time period covered ]2/01/7/ TO 12/]2/71
Quantity of data 1 R_J Of TAP[
these experimenter supplied, 163 84 s resolution plasma
data are on • track. 800-bp], b_nary magnetic tape created on a
Univac 418 computer. F_ch logical record of data contains 300
Univac 36 bit words There are ]0 logical records per physical
block. The data consist of spacecraft identification; t.me in
year, day, hour. minute, and second; solar eclipLic and
magnetospheric coordinltes; energy range flag; magnetic field
coordinates; and the following information for both plasma
proton and electron data: number and energy flux; number and
energy density, average energy; bulk flow velocity; velocity
uncertainty; temperature; and percentage of energy coverage
This data set is identical to the set 04B, except that the
tape of the latter contains data from IMP ft and IMP J only.
IMP H, CI 0( CKI FR
IONS ANt) ELLCIRONS ]N THE E_I_CY RANC{
O ] let 2 M[V
Data set n_me - 10 MIN AVLRACED, 120 KEV PRDION COUNT
RATF PL01S ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 72 O73A-O3A, )O MIN,120 K[V _Ol C1 RIES,MIIIM
];me period covered O9/21/72 TO l)/Ol//4
Quantity of data 2 REP±S OF MICROFILH
This data set consists of a microfilmed version of
experimenter supplied plots. E_ch plot c_vers one spacecraft
orbit (about ]2 days) and contains 10 min averaged values of
the 120 keY proton count rates.
Data set name I-NCYCL OPi_DIA TAPES wITH All COON1 RATES
$4
NSSI)C ID 72 O73A-O3B, ALL COUN] RAI[3 ON FNCYCLO. IAPF_
l_me period covered 0Q/_5/72 TO 05/09/74
Quantity of data 32 REfJLS OF TAPE
This data set consists of experimenter supplied, 7 track,
800 bp;, IBM 360, binary magnetic tapes. _ch tape has a
single file and contains, ;n each physical record, three
logical records of 360 words each. _ch logical record
contains time, all count rate and pulse height data acquired
during one 81 Q2 s interval, spacecraft ephemeris information
in geomagnetic coordinates and geocentric solar ecliptic
coordinates, position of the moon. spacecraft orientation and
spin rate. satellite earth sun and satellite earth moon angles.
and various housekeeping parameters.
Data set name - SUMHARY DAIA ON MACNf'IC ]APt
NS_DC ID 72 073A 03C, SUPe4ARY DATA ON MAC ]APf
1;me period covered 09/25/7_ TO 06/06/78
Quantity of data 11 REEl S OF TAPE
These experimenter supplied, solar ;on and electron
summary data are on 9 track. 1600 bpi, binary magnetic tapes
created on an ]BH 360 computer They contain summaries of
counts for eight album periods (about 10 908 minutes at the
]600 bps bit rate and 43.632 minutes at the 400 bps bit rate)
and a listing of all Ultra-tom Energy Telescope (ULll) events
occuring in those periods, lhe UIE1 responds to ions with
energy per charge of 35 keV/Q logical records are of ted
types, summary records and ULET event records E_ch summary
record contains start and strip t_mes in year, day of year.
_nth, day of month, and millisecond of day; spacecraft
position in CS[ coordinates and other parameters, for the first
and last album in the summary record; performance parameter,
data guality, and housekeeping information; and count and PHA
summaries, along mith up to 60 UL[1 events for an eight album
summary period If more than 60 ULET events ocurred ;n the
eight album period, the remaining events will be contained ;n
many U[f] event records as necessary (at _40 events per
_ .... d), immediately folloming tt ............... d for that
period
IMP H, KR]HICIS
CHARGI_ PARTICLE MEASU_fHDhrIs [_(PIRIRL_N1
Data Set name R[I)OC|D DATA T APIS CONIAININC COUNT RAIE_
OF ALL DETECTORS
NS50C ID 12 073A 08A, ARCHIVI TAPES O! All I)ETTCTDRS
Time period covered 09/28/Y2 10 O8/20/7_
_uant;ty of data 230 R_f_LS OF 1APt
lhis data set contains measurements of cosmic and solar
X rays, interplanetary electrons, protons, alphas and some
medium Z particles. The data set is stored on 7 track, binary,
800 bpi magnetic tapes generated on an IBm4 360 computer, ft
contains reduced data (counts/s) suppllmd by the principal
investigator. All data from all detectors are included as mell
as ancillary orbit ephemeris data. All data are corrected for
instrumental dead time. etc. Some bad data, occurring mhen the
spacecraft provided an erroneous sun orlentatlon, are stiJ_ _n
the data set (see 12 073A 00[ or F for further information)
Data set name 55 H1NUIE AVE]_ACES Of Rt:DUCtD DAIA
NSSDC 1D Z2 073A 0OH, MASTER SC]t_C[ fAP[S,b.5 HIN AV|.
Time period covered 09/26/72 10 10/19/72
Quantity of data 1 RLE[ OF TAPI
This data set contains measurements of cosmic and solar
X-rays. interplanetary electrons, protons, alphas, and some
med;um-Z particles. The data set is stored on magnetic tapes
generated on an IBM 360 computer, at contains reduced data
supplied by the principal investigator The data are S.5 min
averages of each detector and also include some ephemeris data.
Some bad data, occurring when the spacecraft provided an
erroneous sunor;entation, are still in the data set and affect
the sectored data, although the overalt effect Is usually
negligible. The erroneous orientation t_mes are |_sted in data
set -ODE.
........................................
Data set name 10 MIN. 24 HR.AVERACES OF X-RAY OAIA ON
MfCROFItH
NSSDC ID 72 073A-08C, X RAY DATA(IO MIN 24 HR AVC)NFII_
];me period covered O6/12/73 TO 01/22/75
Quantity of da_a 16 RE_LS OF MICROFILM
This data set on _L_-mm microfll generated from
72 073A 08A, contains only data relevant 1.o _ray observations.
lhe data contained ireT count rates for detectors El (4 to 16 A
X rays, protons > 250 keY, and electrons ) ]_ keY); _2A (1.5 to
12 A X-rays, protons > 500 keY, and electrons ) 45 keY); _3
(l h to 7.5 A X rays, protons ) 2600 keY, and electrons ) l_O
keY); E4 (electrons ) 220 keY); P4 (1 8 HeY t,o 4.1MeV
protons); the sum of P4. P5, and P6 (protons between 1.8 and 15
MeV); and the antlcoinc;denclng scintillator. S. the sectored
data (El, _A, and E3) include only data when the spacecraft
solar orientaL;on appeared to be good (;_e, bad data included
;n 7_ 073A 08A were deleted mhen detected) Ih;s data set
includes averages of the above detectors in 10 m_n and ] , 4 ,
12 . and _4 h intervals. The date. time covered by the
intervals, relative error (I/square-root of to_al counts), and
number oT readouts in the average are given as well
Data set name - lO RIM TO 24 HOUR AVERACES OT X RAY OAIA
ON MACN[IIC 1APt
NSSDC ID 72 073A 080, IO-MIN lO 24-H AVC X RAY DAIA, TP
Time period covered 09/_8/72 TO OI/2_/l_
Quantity of data 64 RELLS OF lAP[
lh;s data set, generated from 72 073A 08A, contains only
The data are on 7 track,data relevant to X-ray observations.
BCD. _56 bpi magnetic tapes written by an I I_ 7094_ The data
contained are: count rates for detectors E] (4 to ]6 A X rays.
protons > 2_0 keY, and electrons > 1_ keY); F_A (I_ to I_ A
X rays, protons ) 500 keV, and electrons ) 45 keV); E3 (15 to
_._ A X rays, protons ) _800 keY, and electrons ) 120 keY); _4
(electrons > 220 keV); P4 (1.8 HeY t_ 4.] HeY protons); the sum
of P4, PS, and P6 (protons between 1.8 and ]_ MeV); and the
anticoincidencing scintillator. S. The secbormd data (El, _2A,
and E3) include only data mhen the spacecraft solar orlenLaLion
appeared to be good (i.e, bad data included in _ 073A 08A
were deleted when detected) lh;s data set include_ average_
of the above detectors in 10 i_n and 1 , 4 , 1_ , and 24 h
intervals The date. time covered by the intervals, relative
error (l/square root of total counts), and number of readouts
in the average are also given
Data set name SURVEY P[ 0T% 0l At I I){ f[ CIORS, 24 tt0URS
Ot DATA PE_ t)lOl, ON M]CRI)! JIM
NSSDC fO 7_ 073A-08C. 24 HOt_R SURVEY PI DIS,All D_ ! IIH
lime period covered O9/26/12 T0 03/ll//h
Quantity of data 5 REJl S Of MICRU_tlH
Ihis data set is reduced data _upD(led by the P1 and is
|6-me microfilm. Ihe data are a seri_; Of plo_s of flu_ vs
_? .... ith each plot ..... ing | day (24 h) fach pIoL ;s
identified by the year. day number, and satellite (IMP H). the
Jocati on of the _pacecraft aL noon (_J_f) ,s given in both solar
ecliptic coordinates and solar magnetospheric coordinates.
Universal time, in hour_, is plotted along the abscissa Five
different plots contain the data for each da_. lhe first plot
shows the fluxes of 0.4 MeV protons, 3 HeY protons, 3 _ HeY
alphas, and 2 HeY medium Z-partlcle_, i, unit_ of the log of
the flux ;n number/(sq cms sr-MeV/nuc) The second plot shows
fluxes for detectors ft, f6, CI_. and _he 14 telescope in units
of the log of the flu_ ;n number/(sq cm _ st) for energies
above the detector thresholds 1he third plot _homs the _olar
X-ray flu, in | to ll A, 4 to 16 A. and ? to ]0 A passbands in
unit_ of the log of the flu_ in ergs/_q cm s 1he fourth plot
shoms: (a) the Jog of the ratio of the count rates of detector_
_B and F_)C, (b) and (c) the amplitude and phase of a cosine
fit to the 0.4 ReV proton flu_e_ and 0 _ HeV electron fluxes,
(d) the log of the alpha to medium / part_<le flu_e_ (].6 to
4.3 MeV/nuc), and (e) the log {)( 1,he t _trl ()' _f Lhe proton to
alpha fluxes (| _4 to 4.3 MeV/nu(:) Ih_ f_fl.h plot show_ the
counting rates of the tie sc_nL_l lator:_ u_,ed to remove the
penetrating particle background from Lhe other detectors
Data set name - SURVEY PLOTS Of ALL DATA, 2 flOURS OF DATA
PER PIOT, ON HICROFILM
NSSDC ID 72-073A-OSH, 2-HOUR SURVEY PI OES.ALL DE] ,F ILM
lime period covered 09/26/72 TO 02/]3/13
Quantity of data - 20 REELS OF MICRDFII_
1his data set contains 14 different kinds of plots, nine
covering each 2 h of time follomed at day end by five 24-h
summary plots. All of the 2-h plots are three dlmens_onal,
w;th time along the oblique axis There are three directional
energy spectra plots: proton flul, four points covering 04 tO
_S
23 MeV; alpha particle flu=, four points over 1 to 9 HeV; and
electron flux, four points over 0.1 to 0.8 HeY. These plots
are followed by plots of the relative count rates vs the eight
spin sectors, with a plot for each detector P1, AI, E1, E2A,
_3, and E4. Year, day, and solar ecliptic X, Y, and Z values
are printed on each plot Solar magnet_spher;c coordinates are
given once per day. The five 24-h plots for each day show
selected part;tie fluxes, X-ray energy fluxes, selected ratios,
and scintilla Cur counting rates.
Data set name - 12 DAY PLOTS OF PROTONS, ELECTRONS,
ALPHAS, MI_)IUH Z PKRTICLES, • SOLAR X-RAYS
N_SDC IO Z2 073A 08I, 12 DAY PLOTS ON M]CROFILH
Time period covered 0q/26/72 [0 12/31/73
Quantity of data - 2 REELS OF MICROFILM
This da_a set contains reduced data supplied by the PI
and _s contained on ]6 mm microfilm. These data are a series
of plots of flux vs t_me, w;th each plot covering one 12 day
period (one orbit) The location of the spacecraft at noon
((_t_T) on each day _s given in solar ecliptic coordinates and by
the spacecraft earth sun angle. Universal time, in days, ;s
plotted along the abscissa, five different plots contain the
data for each day. The f;rst plot shows the fluxes of 0.4 HeY
protons, 3 MeV protons, 3.5 MeV alphas, and 2 MeV medium Z
particles, in units of the log of the flux ;n number/(sq
cm s sr MeV/nuc) The second plot shows fluxes for detectors
CM1, CH2A, CH3, and the 14 telescope in units of the log of the
flu= in number/(sq ca s-sr) for energies above the detector
thresholds. The third plot shows the solar X ray flux in ] to
11 A, 4 to 16 A, and 2 to 10 A passbands in units of the log of
the flu= ;n ergs/sq cm s. ]he fourth plot shows (a) the Jog of
the ratio of the count rates of detectors F_B and E2C, (b) and
(c) the amplitude and phase of a cosine fit to the 0.4 MeV
proton fluxes and 0.2 HeY electron flumes, (d) the log of the
alpha to medium • particle fluxes (1.8 to 4.3 HeY/nut), and (e)
the Jog of the ratios of the proton to alpha fluxes (1.74 to
4.3 HeV/nuc). lhe fifth plot shows the counting rates of the
tie scintillators used to remove the penetrating particle
background from the other detectors
Data set name tIOU_tY AVIRACFD 1 2, 14 25 MIV PROION
FLUX DAIA ON MACNITIC TAPE
NSSDC ]D Z2 OZ3A 08J. H_ AVC I 2,14 25 MEV PROF F[_ ,TPE
Time period covered 08/01/15 10 05/07//8
quantity of data ? REJIS Ot TAP[
|hese hourly averaged data are on 1600 bp;, g track.
ASCII magnetic tap_s lhey are 80 character card imagee;
(reated on a Hodcomp IV compuLer Ihe data co_isist of year.
day of year, hour of day, spacecraft ID. and fluxes from
channel P2 (O.g/ to 1.B5 HeV) and channel P4 (13 • to 25.2
MeV).
Data _et name MERCID HOURLY AVIRACED ] 2, 14 _5 R[V
PROION FlUX DAIA ON MACNETIC TAPE
NSSDC 1D 12 073A OPt, HCD l_ AVC I 2,14 25 HlV tLX PtI
llme period covered 08/01/15 10 08/31/18
_uantiLy of data 2 Hilts Of 1APE
These hourly averaged data are on 1600 bpl, g track,
ASCII lagnet;c tapes, and were created on a Hodcomp IV
colputer The records are 80 byte card images containing year,
day of year, hour of day, spacecraft ]D, flux, channel P2 (O.gt
[o 185 HeV), and channel P4 (13 7 to 25 2 MeV) The tapes
contain data from both IMP fl and IMP J
Data set name DAILY AVtHACt1) PROIDN FLUXES CRIAFER
TitAN IO. 30, 60 Mt V I}N MACNf'/ ]C TAP[
NSSDC ll) /2 O/3A 081. DAI[Y AVCD PRO FIX CI 10,30.60 MV
lime per*od covered og/_6/l_ 10 0_/02/8_
Quantity of data 1 REF] OF 1APE
lhe data are in a single 9track tape, written at
1600 bpi, single file, ASCll format by a VAX 1]/150. Each
logical record consists of 81 bytes. It contains IMP-H and
IMP J daily averaged fluxes (1/sq cm s st) of protons of energy
values greater than 10, 30. and 60 MeV. These data were
interpolated from the original data, which e=_ended from 15 to
440 MeV Ihe observed data were best fitted to provide the
fluxes for this data set This data set is also listed as
/30ZSA 0BE
IMP-H, NLSS
MkC_ETIC FIELDs EXPERIMENT
........................................
Data set name - 15 SEC AVERAGED MACNETIC FIELD VECTORS ON
HACNETIC TAPE
NSSOC ID 72 O/3A O]A, 15 SEC AV_ HAONETIC VECTORS,IAPE
Time period covered - 0gl26/72 TO 04/03/73
quantity of data -- 13 REELS 0f TAPE
lhls experlmenter-suppl;ed data set contains ]5-s
averaged magnetic field vector data on ]3 g-track, 1600-bp;,
binary magnetic tapes iritten on in IBH 360 computer. Each
physical record contains 60 logical records. Each logical
record contains, ;n 60 4 byte mords, averaged magnetic field
data and spacecraft trajectory information for one 15.36 s
interval= The data consist of field magnitudes; Cartesian
components ;n CS[ and CS4q coordinates; field latitude and
azimuth angles in payload, CSE, and CSM coordinates; and
auto variances and cross variances in payload (similar to CSF)
coordinates In addition, data quality flags, spacecraft
ephemeris data, housekeeping data, and various other parameters
are included.
Data set name ]._8 SEC AVERACED VECTOR MACNErIC FIELD
PLOTS ON 16 MPI MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 12 OI3A 01B. 1.3 SEC AVCJ) MAC FLD PLOIS, Ml ItM
Time period covered 0g/25/72 10 04/02/73
quantity of data 4 REELS 0F M]CROFILM
This eaperlmenter supplied data set consists of ] 28-s
averaged magnetic field vector data plotted on four reels of
16 mm microfilm. Each frame shows 1 h of data plots (30 min
across the frame, twice), lhe data consist of field magnitudes
and field latitude and longitude angles in quasi-payload
coordinates (Z along spin axis. X in spacecraft-sun line. spin
ax;s plane) Field magnitudes between 0 and 2_ nT, between _5
and SO nT, and between _0 and /5 n} are indicated by separate
symbols. Spacecraft position (Cartesian components and radial
distance) is listed each 30 man ;n CSI coordinate_
Data set name 1536 SIC AV_AC[D VICTOR MACNETIC f I[ll)
PIOIS ON 16 1_4 MICROFILM
NSSI)C ]D /20/3A OIC, 15 SiC AVCD MAC F[D PIOIS. MI]tM
lime period (:*)vered 0g/25/12 10 04/02/f3
_uantity of dtta 2 RLLLS Of H]CRDFILH
lhis experimenter supplied data set contains ]_.36 s
averaged magnetic field vector data on two reels of |6-mm
microfilm tach frame contains 6 h of data plots (3 h of plots
across Lhe frame, twice) The data cons=st of field magnitudes
(determined as average_ over individual magnitudes) and field
latitude and longitude angles in CS[ coordinates. Field
magnitudes between 0 and 25 nT, between 25 and _0 nT, and
between 50 and 7_ nT are indicated by separate symbols. [isled
each hour are spacecraft position (Cartesian components, radial
distance, latitude and long;rude angles, and distance from X
ax;s) ir_ CS| coordinates and the geomagnetic latitude of the
sun
IMP II. .SCARf
1'1ASHA WAV[
Data _;(_t name MACN[ IIC V[l WAVE 5PECIRAI l)INSlllIS
I _(IM AH{)UI / TO ]50 If7
N_;!;()C ]I) /_ 0/3A 11A, l} SPI CIRA[ DINS AHOUF 10 tl•
l,me period covered 10/26]?? I_ 08/03/F!
Uuantity of data 6g 8/W PR]NIS
lhi_ data set consist_ of elperimenter supplied data
pl.ts lhe plots for each 24 h period are ,n a reduced data
format that is used for the low frequency B field than.el
Ibis channel provides a measurement of the spectral density
(gamma/(sq rt of Hz) over the range appro=imately I/ to 150 Hz
lhe data are generally related to the local whistler mode wave
amplitude
Data set na_e P_S_A _AVF _0_ _ FNVFLLOPI _ATA 0_
_ACN_11C 1A1_l
56
NSSDC ID 72 073A 11B. PLASMA WAVE tOW B ENVELOPE DAIA
Time period covered (N/A)
Quantity of data - 1 REEL Of TAPE
These low B envelope data are on Q track, 1600-bp;,
binary magnetic tape created on NSSDC's Modcomp IV computer
from plasma wave data supplied by the experimenter. Each
logical record (five 3_ bit words) contains a telemetry
sequence number during which the data were transmitted, year
(19/61, day of year, milliseconds of day, and a calibrated word
of low B data. The records are f;zed block with 1000 logical
records per physical block. This data set was created as input
for coordinated data analysis workshops and, therefore, is
limited to discrete periods within the time interval covered.
Data set name - L]STINCS OF HICH TIME RESOE LrIEON
LOW B WAVE AMPLITUD[_
NSSDC IO 7P 073A EIC, LOW B WAVE AMPLITUDES(LISTINCS)
Time period covered 01/01//6 TO 04/15/76
Quantity of data _ REEFS OF MICRDFI[_
These microfilm data, generated at NSS[_/SSC, are high
Lime resolution (approximately NO s) minimum B channel wave
amplitudes Listed are a measurement designator, year, day of
year, t_me of day (hour, m_nutes, seconds), and minimum B
amplitude. There are two columns per frame, and each column
line consists of a pair of measurements. The measurement
sequence on IMP has one minimum B measurement at the start of a
measurement sequence and one after the completion of the 14
narrow frequency channel measurements The time presented in
the listings is the Lime of the second B measurement. _hen the
measuremenL listed is from the first B measurement, the
measurement designator is in lower case letters. ]fa
measurement is questionable, it is flagged by an • following
the amplitude value. Because of the fact that when the antenna
was ;n the shadow of the spacecraft the interference with solar
cell-related noise was min;mized, each measurement is in fact
the minimum amplitude obtained during a sampling sequence that
encompassed about one spacecraft resolution. Thus, the time
guven ;s accurate within approxlmaLely a second.
IMP H, S]MPSDN
SOEAR fLARE HICH I/LOW [ AND lOW 7
ISOTOPE
Data set name [XPER]MEN] MDDI COUNt RAIl I't OTS HY S()IAtt
ROIAI]ONS. ON M]CRDf IIH
NSSDC ID /_ 073A O/A. SOl RD1 COUNI RAlt t'l DTS. MI ]tH
lime period covered 0q/_6/7_ TO 09/_b/18
Quantity of data 6 REJJS tEE MECRO[ItM
This data set contains computer generated pl¢)ts of
experiment mode count rates vs time, on micr()Tilm [ach plot
covers 30 day interval beginning on the first day of each
27 day _arLel _s solar relation. Coverage begins on Sept. _6,
197_. in rotation 1903. Plotted rates from the main detector
are mainly due to protons in the energy =nLervals 0.5 fT.6,
11.6 TO.O, _0.0 27_2, 27.2 948, and above 94.8 HeY, and
to high energy, multiply charged nuclei (e.g., olygen above _lb
MeV/nucI.) Note that the high Z, low energy channel responds
_o helium nuclei of uncertain energy and should be u_ed with
caution The dominant species and approximate energy intervals
for the plotted rates from the Jew energy detector are as
follows: (11 protons from 0.55 bo 186 MeV and ab()ve E 86 HeY.
(2) He from 0.63 to 1.76 MeV/nucl., (3) C, N, and 0 nuclei (0
from 0 86 Lo 3.40 MeV/nucl.), and (4) Mg and heavier elements
(S; above 30 MeV/nucl . fe above 1.1MeV/nucl.).
Data set name b 46 MIN AVFRACH) [XI_II_IH_NI H(ll)l C[}UNI
RATES 0N NACNETEC [AI_!
NSSDC ID /_ 073A O7B. 5.46 HIN AVC COUNI RAil'; ON lAP!
Tile period covered 09/_7//_ TO Gg/_/TB
_uantity of data - 10 RFfIS DF lAP[
This data set consists Of time ordered, reduced, _.46 mtn
particle count accumulations from the main and low energy
telescopes written at 800 bpB on • track, binary (odd parity)
iagnetic tapes. Each tape contains up to 60 files (IrunsI).
each file containing the same number of _640-character (6 bit
characters) physical records. EJch physical record contains |5
logical records of ]76 characters that contain the rate data
for one time interval The logical records contain time and
ezperiment operation data, the earth sun spacecraft angle and
geocentric distance, and the rate data for the 15 channels.
Data quality, time coverage, and accumulated number of counts
are given for each channel. Sectored rates are not provided,
but the anistropy and sector nu|ber of the malimum and minimum
man
flux are given for the two lowest energy channel_ oT the
Lelescope_
Daba set name - lIME ORDERED, SECTORED COUNT RAT[ AND
PULSE HEIC, HT DAIA ON HAGN_/IC TAPE
NSSDC ID 72 O/3A-O/C. SECTORED RATE AND PHA TAPES(HOST)
Time period covered 09/2_/1_ 10 09/25/7B
_uantiLy of data - 301 REdS OF TAPE
lhis data set contains e_sent;aJJy all nonredundant
charged particle data telemetered from the experiment sorLed in
Lime order with overlap periods eliminated_ Data are recorded
at 800 bpl on _ track, binary (odd parTLy) magnetic tapes with
two files per tape Each file contains the same number of
19_-characLer (6 bit characters) physical records Each
record contains a 3_-character header conta.ning time. bit
rate, and status inTormation, followed by four 4@0 character
Ipages _ of data. E_ch page represents _0.48 or 8E 92 s of dale
depending upon the telemetry bit rate (]600 bps or 400 bps,
respectively). Individual sectored and unsecLored rates listed
on a page have accumulation times ranging from ] to 1/8 Of the
above time. Rates are written in a log compressed format.
Also listed on each page are up LO 3_ pulse-helght events from
the ma_n telescope (with sectors) and up to 16 pulse heights
from the low energy telescope (with sectors).
IMP H. STONE
_ECIRONS AND HYDROCEN AND HEIIUM
ISOTOPES
Data set name _ HAlt FIOUR RUSDiUT|ON COUNT RAII P| OTS ON
MICROFI|M
NSSDC ID 12 073A 06A, HALF HR R_S CN1RIE P_OIS, MFI|M
lime period covered 09/29/I_ TO 06/24/15
_uantity of data ) REFI OF M]CROF]|H
This data set consists oT e=perimenter supplied, 35 mm
microfilmed plots. Each of the two types of plots is presented
w;Lh two different Lime scales. One sub.eL oT each type
contains • days of data per Trame, mith 30 min resolution.
while the other subset contains 21 days of dale per frame, _ith
h resolution. Ihe TirsL set oT plot_ conta.ns
spin-integrated count rates for each of the eight coincidence
mode rates ob_alned by the experiment lhe second set contains
count rates from each sensor of the telescope taken _lngly.
The 2•-day co;ncidence mode rate plots also contain spacecraft
latitude and long;rude _n CSN coordinates and the
sun earth spacecraft angle•
Data set name HOURLY AVE_AC[_ COUN_ RATE DAIA ON
NACNEIIC IAI=[
NSSDC ID 1_ O13A O6B, ttOUFFlY AVERAGE COLIN] RAILS, IAPE
Time period covered 09128112 I0 07131/78
Quantity of data - • RE.EtS OF TAPE
These eJectron/iso_bope spectrometer count rate data were
supplied by the experimenter on 800 bpi, binary, Q track
magnetic tapes. The data were created on an IBM 310/158
computer with a block size of 520 bytes. One record was
written for each hour, and records are grouped into f;les of 10
days in length Lo facil;tate searching for a particular date
One tape is provided for each calendar year Records written
a a*lable are f_agged byfor hours in which no data were v "
negative identification fields tiles with no data have only
one record. The count rates given are descr,bed in the
experimenter supplied formaL. The event counts and Fluxes
derived from them are based on event data with pulse height
analys_s.
IMP-H, WILLIAMS
BERCEIIC ELECTRONS AND PHOEONS
Data set name 30-MIN AVE]RACE]) COUNT RAT£_S FOR ALL MODES
ON MACNEIIC IAPE
NSSDC ID 12 O/3A-OSA0 30-MIN AVERAGED COUNT RAIF_, 1APE
Time per=od covered 09/21/12 TO 09/2_/78
Quantity of data 4 RLFIS OF 1APE
These experimenter supplied dale are on g track, 800 bpi,
binary magnetic tapes, created on a CDC 6600 computer The
51
data were converted to an 1_ 3_--bl_ word fornitm The data are
30-mln averagem Of count rates. The records mre unhlocked.
with a Fixed length of 1466 words, and represent one day of
averagoe (48 averages for each of 13 channels per dmy, average
synchronlzmd to 30 .in ;ntmrvals). Each record contains year,
day of year. orbit number, number of actual data items in the
record, 30 man mverages for each channel, percentage of bad
data during each avmrige, geocmntric molar ecliptic
c_rdinates, filter variables, and satellite 10.
............................................
Data set name - FDUR ALBUHAVERACE ELECTRON AND PROTON
DATA ON HACNE[]E TAPE
NI55[X: ]D 72-073A 05B, 5.46 M]N. AVe. DATA ON TAPE.
llme period covered IO/O1/73 T0 11/30/77
Quantity of data - ]3 REE3 S OF TAPE
These elperimenter supplied, four-album average data are
on 8OO-bpi, Q-track, binary magnetic tapes. The records are in
unblocked. 32 bit 1BIq 360 floating point format uith 230 words
each, The data consist of satellite ID; year. day of year.
time of day (s); 5.46 min average counts/s for channels LI to
L12, G1 t_D C3. and f (electrons and ions); number of pages for
each channel average; and ephemeris inforlatlon. One tape in
the data set mas created on a CDC computer and also contains
two files of IMP J (73 O/8A 050) data.
Data set name SIHULATH) IHREf DIMENSIONAL CON10UIR
LISI]NCS ON MICROEILM
NSE ID 72-O73A-O_C. 3-DIME_/S]0NAL CON/0L_ LIST,MFItJ4
Time period covered 12/23//5 TO 01/06/76
Quantity of dale 12 RTEJ SOE MICROEILM
This data set consists of microfilm images of epoorman's
contour m plots produced by printing the numerical values of the
counts obtained during a 5 s accumulation for each sector for
the lowest energy electron and proton channels from the
experiment. The following channels are included in this data
net: Ll, I/, and Cl The telescope and electron detectors ([
channels) swept out a great circle in the ecliptic plane with a
15-deg opening angle collimator that mas broken into 16
11.25 deg sectors. The C detector swept out a cone with a
]3 deg collimator at -45 dog ecliptic latitude, and Ql was also
broken into ]6 equal sectors [_ch frame contains 20 min of
data and contains a heading that gives date. hour, satellite
ID, and location =n both solar ecliptic and solar
magnetospheric coordinates lhe ftrst column of the plot gives
the time in minutes and seconds e;th each row incremented by
about 2045 s The sector numbers are used to label the next
16 columns; sector 1 viewed antisunmard, sector 5 eastward,
sector Q sunward, and sector ]3 westward Following this
information is a column giving 10 times the average number of
counts for all 16 sectors of [] Jhls column is followed by a
column representing 10 times the average of [7 over selected
sect_)rs, with those sectors near the sun being deleted. The
next series of columns provides the mp_rmanJs contours I for L7
over the selected channels, followed by = column giving lO
times the average over all sectors of the C1 channel. A final
column provides the proton spectral index obtained by using a
power law spectrum and taking the ratio of IT and I_.
Data set name IIISIOCRAM PLOTS ON MICROFILM
N_OC ID /2 OI3A OSD, IfISTOGRAH PIOTS,MF]I_
lime period covered og/P6//2 TO 06/07/1/
Quantity of data 1P REE_S 0F MICNUFIIM
This data set comprises 35 mm microfilm images of 1/_ day
plots of the counting rates for each channel averaged over
326_4 s Because the data are averaged over sectors, the
dlrectionat information is not preserved. Each frame contains
four channels eith the channel label appearing to the left of
the first plotted point The ordinate scale i_ logarithmic in
units of c/s, and the beginning power of ]0 for each channel Is
given aL the bottom of the frame. The maximum and minimum
values of each channel average for the 112 day period are also
gtven _t the b_ttom; _n addition, the orbit prnjection into the
solar ecliptic plane with model magnetopause and bow shock
boundaries is presented.
Data se6 name - CSFC TRAJECTORY PLOTS, SOLAR ECLIPTIC
PROJECTIONS
NSSDC ID 71-OlQA-OOD. SOLAR ECLIPTIC EPHE_ PLOTS MFICHE
Time period covered - O3/13/71 TO 12/31/72
_uintlty of data - 1 CARD OF B/_ MICROFICHE
This microfiche of the publication lTrajmctories Of
Explorers 33, 35, 41, 43, and 47, Nay 1969 - December 1972, I
writ6en by D. H. FairField, K. W. Behannon, R. P. Lapping, and
N_ F. Ness (NASA-CSFC X-6g_ 73-291, Dct_ber, 1973). contains
the ecliptic plane projections of the first 158 orbits of
Explorer 43_ The plots are not useful for data;led stud;am,
but they are useful in indicating the orbital phase of the
spacecraft on I given day and in showing where apogee is in
local Lime. In addition, one plot is given to show the solar
ecliptic X Z proJeCtions of two orbits separated by one year.
.........................................
IMP 1, ACCSDN
ELECTROSTATIC FIEU:)S
Data set name - DC ELECTRIC FIELD DATA ON NACN_IC IAPf
NSSDC ID 71-OlQA 02A, DC ELECTRIC FIELD ON TAPE
Time period covered - 03/14/71 TO 11/25/72
Quantity of data - 3 REELS OF TAPE
These electric field data are on 1600-bp;. binary,
Q-track magnetic tapes written on an IBM 360/91 computer.
Physical records are of variable Jength, with a ma =; mum of
3],844 bytes. Each file contains data for one orbit. E_mch
logical record contains at most 200 seconds of data and
consists of: orbit number; ephemeris data; spectrometer data
from 12 channels; optical aspect information; solar ecliptic
coordinates; date in year, month, day, and milliseconds of day;
amplitude and phase of electric field vector in equatorial
plane (measured with X and Y aKis antenna); and standard
deviation of amplitude of elecLric field vector.
IMP-I, ANDFRSON
MEDIUM E}WLRCY SOLAH PR01{JNS ANO
ELECFHONS
Data set name [IECTRON AND PROION COUNI RAIES ON
MICROFILM
NSSDC ]D II OIgA O6H, LItCIRI)N&PR0IDN C0UNI RAIFS,MFILM
1;me period covered O3/lB/ll TD ]0/02//4
Quantity of data 11REfIS OF MICROFIIH
This data set consists of plots of particle flux (cts/sq
cm s sr keY) vs time ()F/ ]] reels of 35 mm microfilm. Each plot
displays 4 h of data Values of magnetic latitude, ecliptic
longitude, and earth spacecraft distance are given above the
plots at hourly _ntervats.
IMP 1, BAME
MEASLIREME]_I OF SOLAR pLASMA
Data set name HOURI Y AV[}(ACtI) ION PLASMA PARAMITE_S ON
MICR(ff II H
NSSDC ID /1 OIQA I ]A, HH AVC alaN PI ASMA PARAM FIlM
Time period covered 03/18/71 IT] 07/26/73
_uantity of data _ RILLS OF HICROf]IM
These data, contained on experimenter supplied microfilm,
present the hourly averages of the solar mind proton velocity,
density, and temperature. The velocity, density, and
temperatures appear as separate plots, with each plot covering
a period of 9 days The date appears on the bottom of each
plot as yyemdd. The velocity plots are on a scale of 0 to 800
km/s, 6he dens;my plots are on a scale of ]_E 1 Lo 1._P per
co, and the temperature plots are on a scale oT 1 [+4 to l.E*6
deg K
Data set name HOURI Y AV_ACED I0N P_ASMA PArAME_F]_ DATA
ON MACN_ TIC lAP[
OF P_"'"
NSSOE ]D ll OlqA 110, H_. AVC ION PLASHA PARAM TAPE
Time period covered 03/18/7! TO 01/21/73
Quantity of dat• 2 RE_LS OF 1APt
This experimenter supplied hourly averaged ion plasm•
p•rameter data set is on 800-bpi, binary, 1 track magnetic t•pe
recorded on • CDC 6600 computer. _ch logical record (6
floating point 60 bit lords) contains the date in year. month,
day. and hour; and hourly averages of proton density, solar
wind speed, proton temperature, and number of points.
Data set name SOLAR WIND THREE HOUI_ AV_ACE PLA_A
PARAMETERS FROM IMP I. J. AND H
NSSDC ID 71 O]gA 11C, Ht_CI_) IMP I,H.J 3 HR PLASMA PARN
lime pertod covered - 03/18/11 IO I_/31/]4
Quantity of data 1RE_I OF 1APE
lhis dab• set consists of 3 h averaged plasma parameter
d•ta on 800 bpi. 9 track, F_CDIC magnetic tape recorded on an
IBM 360 computer. [he data have physical records of )36 bytes
containing four logical records of _q bytes each and 20 bytes
of zeroes added at the end E_ch logical record contains year,
month, day, average count, density (1 CO), velocity (El/s), and
temperature (degrees Kelvin). Also contained on the same tape
are data for IMP H and J
IMP 1, BOSTROM
SOLAR PROTON MONIIORINC FXPERIMfJ_[
Data see name COUNI RATES ON ARCHIVt 1APF_S
NSSDC ID ]1 019A O7A, COUNT RAIl S ON ARCHIVE 1APE S
Time period covered 03/14/71 TO O6/11/72
Quantity of data IlO R[_LS OF TAPE
This d•ta set consists of g track, 800 bpi, IHH/360
binary magnetic tapes provided by the experimenter [•ch t•pe
contains data for one spacecraft orbit of about 4.1 days lhe
first of the two physical files on each tape contains fine
time scale data, and the second file contains hour¢y averaged
data In the first file each physical record contains 10
_094 byte logical records. Lath logical record may be an
identification record containing data management information or
may be a dat• record. F_ch data record contains all the count
rate data obtained during one 81.g2 s sequence (eight rates
each for' protons above IO, 30, and 60 HeY and for protons in
the intervals 0.21 to 0.53, 0.53 to _._. and 2.2 to 7.5 MeV,
and one rate for each of the eight 45 deg sectors for protons
in the intervals O_l to 0._3 and 0.$3 to 2._ HeY, for 8._ ibo
_0 MeV alpha particles, and for electrons above IO keY).
uncertainties associated with each rate, data quality flags,
housekeeping data, and ephemeris information. Ephemeris
information includes geographic latitude, longitude, radial
distance, solar ecbiptic and solar magnetospheric Cartesian
coordinates, B. t, sun earth _pacecraft angle, spin period and
direction, sun spacecraft spin axis direction angle, and other
parameters. In the second file of the tape each physical
record contains _O 174 byte logical records. F_lch of these
logical records contains hourly averaged values for all the
count rates and lit the ephemeris parameter_ indicated
previously.
Data set name HOURLY AVE_AC_ SOLAR PI_0TON FLUXES
PUBL]SHID IN 'SOLAR CEOE_iYSICAL DAIA"
NSSDC ]D 71 OIgA O1H, SCD POLSI_ HRIY AVCD PR010N flUXS
lime period covered ll/Ol/?I T0 05/31]I3
Quanttty of data ll BOOKS OR BOUND VOLUHLS
This hard copy data set consists of monthly plots and
WITH 10 MIN_JTE RESOIUIION
NSSDC ID ?I OIgA ISA, S_Y SPECTRA ON MICROFILM
lime period covered 04/20/71 10 0g/26/7_
Quantity of data _ R_}_tS OF MICROFILH
lhis data set, contained on one reel of 16 mm microfilm.
su:mar_zes the observations lade with the SIR 2 receiver, lhe
data are four dynamic spectral displays shomlng the variation
in the average, linilul, and mode of the received noise •s a
function of frequency and tile with lO-m;n resolution. Ihe
dab• •re displayed •s • series of four plots per day, aith
frequency being the ordinate and L;me being the abscissa, and
data themselves appearing as darkness variations.
Data set name DYNAMIC SPECTRAl DAIA. ON NACNFIIC IAP_,
WITH IO MINUTE RFLSD|IJIION
NSSDC ID IE-OIqA-ISC, SUMMARY SPFCTRA ON MACTAPF
lime period covered 04/_/11 10 09/26/72
Quantity of data ] RE/I 0F TAPE
lh;s data set. written on Q-track. 1600-bpi tapes by an
I BH 360. summarizes the observations made with the SER
receiver, lhe data sho_ _he variation in the •verage, minimum,
maximum, mode, and average direction of arrival of the received
noise as a function of frequency and time with 10 min
resolution _st of these data are presented graphically on
data set II OTgA IbA
IMP I, CURN[I]
ELE:CIROSIAIIC WAVES AND RADIO
NO I S[ I (}WA
Data set name E * B SLIMHARY PLOIS ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 71 01gA O3A, F + B SUMMARY PLOTS ON FIlM
lime period covered 03/13/71 10 IO/Ol/14
Quantity of data lg RLL[S Of MICROFILM
lh_s 3_ mm mlcrofill data seL contains summary plots of
relative ;nLensltles of electric and magnetic field amplitudes
of aaves in the frequency band 20 tlz - POD kttz, obtained in 16
separate bands Radial d,stance of Lhe spacecrafL, its local
time. and magnetic latiLude are indic•Led in each frame.
Available document•Lion is inadequaLe
Data set name [ _ B SONOQRANS ON fltM
NSSDC ]D 71019A O3B, 1 • H SONOCRAMS ON lO MH FIIM
llme period covered 02/03/12 lO 05/31/13
Quantity of daLa IZO0 D/W NECATIVES
This /O-am microfilm data _et contains sonograms of
electric and magnetic field flucLu•tions. Avail•hie
documentation ;_ inadequate
Data set name EtI_l TIME RESOLUTION PI01S ON MICR0I IIM
NSSDC ]D 71 OlqA 03C. HICtt TIM[ RIS PIO1S ON FIlM
lime period covered 03/11/11 10 0_/P3/_4
Quantity of data 16 RFL_IS OF MICROFILM
lhis 3S mm microfilm data set provides intensities of
electric and magnetic fields from four frequency channels
centered aL 3_ Hz. 311 Hz. 3.1] ktl_, and 31_I kHz. Available
documentation is inadequate.
tabular
prot_ns with energies above 10, 30. and 60 HeY. As with
earlier IMP 4 and IMP S values, data obtained during a given
month were to be publ;shed in eSolar Geophysical Da_a
(Comprehens;ve ReporLs) I liLh a nominal 6-month lag. However,
the public•Lion schedule became somewhat irregular
IRP I. E_tICKSON
INTFRPtANFTARY IONC WAVF_L_NCIH RADIO
ASlRONOMY EXpFR]MENT, ]IME RE.SOLUTIDN
......................
Data set name DYNAMIC SPECTRAL PLOTS, ON MICROFIEM,
listings of hourly •veraged omnidirectional flu=ms of
Data set name E AND B SPIN PLANt flLLD DISTRIBffIION ON
MICROFILM
NSSDC ID II 01QA 03D, E AND 8 SPIN PIANf IlU_ DISI.flM
Time period covered O3/:_)/ll TO 03/16/14
Quantity of data - b R_FIS OF MICROFILM
lhis 35 mm microfilm data set provides directional
intensities of electric and magnetic fields in the spin plane
of the sp•cecrafL, obt•ined in some of the frequency bands
Sq
Available documentation is inadequate.
Data set name - PDVER SPECTROCRAHS FOR SPECIAL TIMES ON
HICROEIU4
NSSOC ID 71-OlqA-O3E, P01dE}{ SPECTROCRAHS, SPECIAL lIMES
Time period covered - 03/17171 TO 06120172
Quantity of data - 9 REELS OF MICROFItH
This 35-mm microfilm data set contains power spectra of
electric fields (voltsee2/m0e2-Hz) and magnetic fields
(nla*2/Hz) when the spacecraft was at special locations, such
_ bow shock, lhe spectra cover the Coral frequency range ofHz 200 kHz. in 16 channels. EJch spectrum is an average
during successive 5-s intervals. Also plotted are the peak
value spectra, each spectrum representing the peak values in
each 5-s interval CSE latitude of the spacecraft, its radial
distance from earth, and local time are labelled ;n each frame.
IHP I. HADDOCK
INTI_PLANE1ARY LONC WAVE_FNCTH RADIO
ASTRONOMY EXPI_IMEN], FLUX RLSOLUIIDN
.......................
Data set name - MULTIPLE FREQUENCY INTE_IIY VERSUS liME
PLOTS ON 35-MM MICROFILM
NSSDC ID II OIgA 13A, MUIIIFREQ INI VS IIME,PLOTS,FLM
lime period covered 03/14/11 10 06/30/14
Quantity of data 40 REEJ_S OF MICROFILM
Ihis data set, on 35-mm microfilm, is reduced data
supplied by the PI. The data cover April Ig/I through June
1974. with gaps only where the telemetry data were lost or
otherwise not processed. The data are ;n the form of plots,
each occupying 0.75 in. of film and representing 22 min of real
time Ihere is a. physical gap between individual plots
(frames), but no time gap. Wtthln each individual plot. data
from each of the eight frequency channels are plotted, one
below tile other, e;th overlapping scales. Frequency coverage
is from O0_ to 3 5 HH, A label at the top of each plot
identifies the frame.
IMP I, K[]LOCC
EJFCTROSIAIIC WAV|S AND RADIO
NOISI MINN
Data set name 30 SECOND AVIRACf_ H [CTRIC A_) HACNE1]C
lift D SPICIRUM DAIA P| 01S ON MICROFILM.
NSS[_ ID /1 OI@A I?A, 30 SFC AVC ELFC*MAC FID Pt[)IS.tLM
Time period covered 03/13/?1 10 0@/7B/74
Quantity of data 71 RIUS 01 MICROFILM
lh_s data set consists of electric and magnetic field
plots on microfilm provided by the University of Minnesota
F=ch time interval is plotted three times, first a5 the high
frequency part of the electric field, second as the entire
electric field spectrum, and third as the entire magnetic field
spectrum. In the first plot (high frequency), two frequency
channels are plotted in each graph, In the entire spectrum
plots, f_ve frequencies are plotted ;n each graph. No time
smoothing is done in cruise mode, but three successive time
samples are averaged _)gether in fine frequency (ff) mode to
give a Lime resolution on the plot of 30 s. lime at the bottom
is given in UT hours and minutes. The antenna designations are
as folloms: b means the integrated output of the magnetic loop;
wb means the unintegrated output of the magnet;_ I o_p; _e means
the short electric dipole (50 cm t.p to tip); and long electric
means the appropriate one of three long dipoles In the lower
lefthand corner of each plot are a series of Lick marks at _0
dO intervals lhese indicate signal strength above a threshold
of appro=imately tO microvolts at the receiver input of the |
receivers, 7 m;crovolts at the input of the B receivers _n the
non;ntegrating _)de, and 7 m=crovo_ts for the receiver input in
the integrating mode.
IMP 1, NLSS
M|ASUR_NFNI Of HACNEIIC FIELDS
Data set name 15 SEC AVERACED MACNEIIC FILLD VECIORS
ON MICRDFI|M
NSSOC ID /I-OI@A-OIA, 15 SEC I_C FLD VECTORS, HFILM
lime period covered 03/13/7I TO 09/28/74
quantity of data - 8 REELS OF MICROFILM
This data set consists of 16-mm microfilm submitted by
the emperimontor _hat con_a;ns 6 h of 15.36-s averaged vect_r
magnetic field data plots per frale (3 h across the frame,
telca). The data consist of field magnitudes (determined as
averages over individual magnitudes) and field latitude and
longitude angles in solar ecliptic or solar magnetospher;c
c_ord;nates. Listed each hour ire spacecraft position in the
corresponding coordinate system (Cartesian components, radial
distance, latitude and longitude angles, distance from X az;s)
and the geomagnetic labltude of the sun.
Data set name I5 SEC AVE_AGI_ VEC10R NACN_IC FIF_
DATA ON MACN_IC TAPE
NSSOC ID 71-OI@A-O1B. 15 SEC D VECIORS ON TAPE
Time period covered 03/13/7110 08/30/74
Quantity of data 77 REELS 0F TAPE
This data set consists of experimenter-supplled, Q-track,
1600 bpi, binary magnetic tapes generated on an IBM 360
computer. Each physical record contains 60 logical records,
and each logical record contains, ;n 68 4 byte mords, averaged
magnetic field data and spacecraft trajectory information for
one ]5.36 s interval. The data consist of: (1) field
magnitudes, (_) Cartesian components in solar ecliptic and
solar magnetospheric coordinates, (3) field latitude and
azimuth angles ;n payload, solar ecliptic, and solar
magnetospheric coordinates, and (4) auto variances and
cross variances in payload coordinate_ (almost the same as
solar ecliptic coordinates) In addition, data quality flags,
spacecraft ephemeris data, housekeeping data, and various other
parameters are included.
Data 5eL name l_B SIC AV[_AC/D HAGN|I]C IIEJD V[CTORS
[]N MICROf]LH
NSSDC ID l] OIgA OIC, ].78 SFC MAC F LD WCIDRS. MIItM
lime period covered 03/13/II ]O 10/01/[4
_uantity of data - 33 REdS OF MICROFILM
lhls data set consists of experimenter supplied, ]6 mm
microfilm that contains ] h of ].78 s averaged vector magnetic
f,eld data plots per frame (30 min across the frame, twice)
lhe data consist of field magnitudes, field latitude and
longitude angles, and standard deviations in quasi payload
coordinates (l along spin am;s. X in spacecraft sun line, spin
a,ls plane) Dots are used for field magn=tudos between 0 and
25 gammas, a's and b:s for magnitudes between ?5 and SO, and _0
and 75 gammas, respectively. Listed each 30 m,n are spacecraft
position_ in solar ecliptic coordinate5 (Cartesian component_
and radial distance)
Data set name DF_ All DATA (80 MS[ C) AND 17B SFCOND
AVI_AO_ VFCIOR DAIA
NSSDC ID /l O]gA 01D, DFIA]L DAIA (80 MS) 178 AVC VfCI
Time period covered 07/08/73 TD 10/02//4
Quantity of data _/ RLY] S 0[ IAPt
Ihese @-track. binary tapes were erltben by an IBH 360/9]
computer, at 1600 bpi. tach block of 11,076 bytes ;s a logical
record, sequentiall_ consisting of 60 entries of year, day,
milliseconds, data quality flag, bit rate flag, pseudo sequence
count, and housekeeping. Not all the 60 allotted half word5
(or full wc)rds) are actually used for the entries, but Only a_
many as there are 1 _R s time intervals for mhich good data
eaist in a totat durat,on of ].78 min ( 1.78 s • 60) lhese
entries are then followed by sequential entr_e_ of 60 (or
lamer) ].?B s averaged values of magnetic field magnitude,
orientation angle_ there and phi of the field vec_)r, and
standard deviation of the field mean,rude, leo hundred and
forty full words are assigned for each of these items, though
only a fraction of them contain germane entries. These
averages are obtained, in turn, from ]6 samples of Ha, By, and
Bz monitored every BO ms lhese high resolution data are =lso
writLen near the end of the block, ;,, three groups, each of
which is assigned 960 full mords, Spacecraft position is
entered as X, Y, • values in the CS_ system as Bell as R
(range), Y, • in the GSM system
IMP ], SIMPSON
NUCLEAR COMPOSIIION OF COSMIC AND SOLAR
PARIICLE RADIAIIONS
60
O_,'p_,';_ PAGE IS
OF pCOR QUAL|TY
Data set name - PROTON AND HIGHER Z COUNT _]_ AND PUTS[
_I_ ANALYSIS ON _IC TAP[
_ ID 71-O19A OgA, C0_ _T_ • _ (_l), _.fA_
T;me period covered - 03J13/71 TO 10/0_/74
Quantiby of dat• 79 REELS OF IAPE
This d•ta set, subm;t_d by the experimnter, mas
generated on 7-track, binary, odd parity m•gnetic tapes written
• t 800 bpi using n _ 930 computer- It cons;sits of
time-ordered, reduce_ part;tie count rates •nd pulse height
analysis from the Iom-energy telescope, plus the
• ntlco;nc;dence rate from the composit;on telescope and fission
cell count rate. _llch tape contains four separate files
corresponding, respectively, to four orbits of data. Each file
is follomed by an end-of-file lark, and a double end of f;Je
mark follows the last orbit on • t•pe. [_ch file consis_ of a
variable number of 2400-char•tier physic•l records, and each
physical record contains three 800 charlcter logical records,
each of mh;ch contains one album of dale. One album
corresponds to 81.92 s at the most often used lr_DO bps r•te.
The three albums in a physlc•l record are not necessarily
adjacent in time, and individual albueL_ may be empty- Each
nonempty album contains 16 sets of d•ta samplings (b |_ s
average it 1600 bps), each 48 oh•rioters in length, including
the low-energy telescope part;tie colnc;dence count r•tes and
output from the tmo _56-channel pulse height •nalyzers, the
fission cell count r•te, the co_poslticm telescope D6
anticoincidence count rate, optical •spect d•t_, and various
data quality flags. At the beginning of each •lbum is the Lime
(t_, tenths of s of day), day, year, selected insLrument
temperatures, orbit number, and calibration information_
Oat• set name • 5 MIN AVLRAC_D PIRO10N AND HI_ l
coUNT RATE_ ON MACNt_IC 1APt
I_ ID 71 OlgA 09B, S MIN AVC C_IJN1 I_rAIES. MAC. 1API
Time period covered • 03/13/71 10 10/0_/74
_uanLity of data 4 RU[IS 01 TAPI
]his data seL mas submitted by the ezperlmenter and
consists of time ordered, reduced 5.45 min particle count
accumulations from the low-energy telescope, fission cell, and
electron current detector on 7 track, b;n•ry (odd parity)
magnetic tapes •ritten at _ bpi us;rig •n XDS 930 computer.
Each full tape contains data for 100 orbits. If data are
lacking for some orbit, that orbit is flagged by a double
end of-file mark. So. multiple end of file marks may be
encountered within a tape. _ch logical record includes, in
addition to the seven telescope accumul•t;ons (DI through OT),
the fission cell and electron current detecll_)r accumulations,
time lUll, orbit number, year, day, data quality flags, and
various housekeeping and calibration parameters.
Data set name EXpEIRINLNI 14OO[ COUNI RATP PI01S BY SOI_
ROIAIIONS, 0N MICROFILM
NSSDC ID l]-O19A O9C, S0[. R01 COUNI-RAIf PI 01S, Mf ILM
Time period covered 03/14/11 IO 10/0"2/74
Quantity of data 3 RF_J_S 01 NIC_OFILN
This data set contains colputer-generated (Cal/CoIp _d_3)
plots of experiment lode court t rates (c_nts/s) ws tlme on
microfilm Each ploL covers a 30 day interval bmginning _ the
first day of each _I day 8art•Is solar rotation. Oat• begin
March 14, 1971, ;n rotation 188_ Individual points plotted
are 1S min •veraged rates. Pro_ energy in_ervals represent_d
in the rates •re O.S be 10.6, 10.6 to 19.6, _q.3 Uo 66.7, and
greater than 66 I MeV.
Data set name PR[DICTI3D ORBII PLOTS ON MICROFILM
NSSOC ID 73-078A 000, PREDICTED ORBIT PLOTS
lime period cowered 10/29/73 18 1_/3|/79
_uant;ty of data _ R_S OF NICROFILM
This data set, on 16-mm microfilm, contains plots of
predicted spacecraft positions in e•ch of three c_rdinate
systems for each orbit of the ml_acecr•ft- The plots sho_ the
spacecralt orbit (]) rotated into the _ X-Y plane, (2)
projected onto the _ Y-Z plane, •nd (3) plotted in magnetic
lati rude vs magnetic local time The CSE plot mls_ shows the
average position of _he be• shock and the magnet_a_ause, and the
plot shows the model neutral sheet _ Z values at O, 4, 8,
1_, 16, and _0 hours lit averaged over the days of the plot On
each plot there is •n independent set of about _ numbered
ticks dr•in on the curve, •nd a listing of time and position
inform•Lion for each tick is glwen below the plot The listing
_he the CSE plot includes the sp•cecraft latitude, •nd those on
and magnetic coordinate plots include the spacecrift
geocentric radius. These plots •nd listings mere generated •t
Data set n•me TRAJECTORY PLOTS OH MICROFICHE
NSSOC ID 73 OZOA OOE, IRAJ[CT0_Y PLOTS, HF]CHI
Iime period covered 10/30/13 TO 01/11/88
quantity of data 16 CARDS OF 0/_ MicroFlCItI
This data set is microfiche of a hard copy report
prepared by J. O. Sullivan A. J. Lazarus, P A. Milligan. and
E. J. Crusher (MI1 R C_R IR 81-1, May 14, 1981), •nd ;s
entitled lIMP 8 (Explorer _) ]raject_)ry: Oct,)bar 30, )ql3 to
November 9, 19 _O-m For each period of 12 days, the report
provides five Lraject_ory plots, ;n earth radii. 11o pious are
in C_ Cartesian: Y vs X and _ vs Y. Three plots are in {_[
Cartesian: Y vs X, • vs Y, and the distance in Y _ plane vs X.
lhe fifth plot also contains the trajectory of the moon and
modeled curves of be• shock and magnet,)pause.
Data seL name ORB]]AI PI 0IS FOR THE P_OMIS PE_IOD
NS_C ID /3 O/8A OOF. ORRll A[ PL01S FOR PROMIS pE_100
lime period covered 03/_q/86 ]0 06/I6/B6
Quantity of data 1 CARD O! B/W MICROIICHE
This data set, in microfiche, provides orbital data of
the spacecraft for the PROMIS period, March ?q to June 16,
1986 It consists of _wo different versions, t_ch frame of
the first version covers 1_ days and contains plots in G_[. X Y
plane, mith tick marks that are ] day apart Also sho•n are
the modelled magnef_opause and bow shock Iocatmons. lhe second
version provides the X, y, and • component_ (C-_@4), in earth
radii, of the radius vector to the spacecraft [_ch frame
covers 10 days of orbital data.
IMP-J, AGCSON
ECIROSIAIIC I111DS
Data set name 0C _EcIrIC FI_ D VECIIIRS A_) RMS Ill
NOISE ANPt ITUO[
NSSDC 1D 13 O/OA 11A, DC E FIEID AND lOIS Ell NOISI I IIM
lime period covered 12/18/13 1[} 10/2b//4
Quantity of data 5 RLEIS el HICROtILH
lhis data set, in 16 mm film, contains five panels in
each frame, providing 1 or _ h of data per frame. Panel 1 (top
panel) shows data points as $ or • signs, about 40 s apart.
Lach sy_ol provides the C_E-Y component of the OC electric
_;eJ d (in jV/j_, obtatned by best fitt*ng tmo different sets of
higher resolution data. The data is valid only _f the two
values are nearly the s•me at any time lhey are frequently
not so 1he second panel provide_ the magnitude of the
[ vect_)r ;n mY/m, in the ecliptic plane lhe third panel gives
the CSE-Iongitude of the vector. Again the validity of the
data in these panels is determined by the validity of the top
panel• ]he plots in panel 4 could not be identified; the panel
should be ignored Panel _ prey;des the Iogrithm of the rms
value of the ELF electric field (in mV/m), from channel 11
11.0-3.2 kHz)
Data set name H]CH lINE RLSOLU_1ON ELECIRIC FltJl)
_4ENIS (SELFCTE]) SPECIAl PERIODS)
NSSDC ID 13 O/8A lIB, HICH TIME RES. E FI_LD FVI_WIS FLM
lime period covered 12/18/73 10 10/20/14
_umntlty of data 13 RF_JS OF MICROFILM
1his d•t• set, on 16-ml film, contains listings as •ell
as accompanying plots. The data on the plots could not be
identified, and the plots should be ignored. The listmngs mere
obtained mhenever the ELF noise level in channel 11 e_ceeded
1.0 telemetry unit. •nd, with c•utlon, could be presumed _ be
the Limes of be• shock crossings. •s labeled. The listings
provide the aver•ge values of the noise, ;n IV/m, fro_ channel
11, through the spacecraft's orthogonal X and Y antennas. The
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X •ntenn• was improperly deployed, •nd the values under the X
column should be ignored. The values (mY/m) under the Y column
• re the •verages during muccmmsivm 0.64 s, i.w., approximately
during • quartmr of • spin period. Thm coluim labeled esect_)rl
prov;dms the angle of the X •ntwnna, mmzs, rmd from the C_[ X
• =is. This tabul•t;on is foll olmd by another tabul•t;on,
labeled ePC Sq PEAK. m which prey;des the averages (designated
by • sOU ;n the line, under =HDa) am well •s thw peak values
(des;gnaWed by a ml=) of the rim no;so (mV/I) in each of the ]1
channels, spanning • t_)tal range of 0.01-3_[X) Hz_ F=ch line of
d•t• was obt•;nwd during • time interval of 8 • ].278 m, i.e.,
approuimitely Four spin periods. Oct•sic>nelly, there are
negative numbers in the columns; they should be rejected.
• PIP J. BAHE
S0lJd_ PLASHA [IECIROSIATIC ANALYZE_
Data set n•me SOL_ W|ND THRILL _ HOUR AVC. PLASMA
PARAHFIf_"S FHON IMP ]. J, AND H
NSSOC ID 73-078A IOA. M[RCED IMP I.H.J 3 IIR PtASHA PARM
lime period covered 10/26/73 TO 12/31/14
Qu•nb;ty of d•t• ] MF_EI OF lAP[
This dmt• set consists of 3-h averaged plasm• parameter
data on BOO bpl, q track, FBCD|C magnetic tape recorded on an
]BN 360 computer, lhe data have physical records of 136 bytes,
containing four logical records of 2q bytes e•ch and _70 bytes
of zeroes added at the end. [ach logical record contains year,
month, day, average count, density (]/cc), velocity (km/s), and
temperature (de• K)_ Also contained on the same tape are data
for IMP ! and H.
Data set n•me H_CED HOURI Y AVFJF_AGLD SOLAR WIND pLASMA
DA|A ON HACNET|C TAPE
_ ]O 73 O/SA-]OH, HIRC_ HUURLY SOLAR W]M) PIASHA
Time period revered O)/Ol/lb )O 17/31/18
Quantity of data 4 RILLS Of tAPE
)h*s data set consists of merged hourly averaged solar
wind plasma data on 800 bpi, binary. • track magnetic tape
recorded on • CDC 66OO computer in fie•Ling point format
(60 b_t words) lhe data a r e hourly averages uf the solar wind
pro'on density, speed, a,d Leaper•lure for IMP H and -J for all
of )9/S lach record contains bOO words consisting of ]?b
repetitions of the sequence: time (yymmddhh). density
(particles/co), velocity (km/s), and temperature (dog K)
Data set name 5 M)NUII PLASMA PANAMFTIRS IN )tie MAGN|ID
IAII , 3 t_ PI UIS AN[) I ISI INCS ON MICRO[ ItM
NS.C_ ]D 13 OI8A IOC, b MIN M)A)I PAHAM PI Ol tl IS).MI ]tM
lame per,od covered II/OI//3 lO 08/)l/80
Quantity of dale _4 RE/IS (If MICR()I IIM
Lach roll of 3b-mm film contains several orbiL_ of d•L•,
and starts with a table listing the energy/charge and the
velocity of the electrons and protons measured •t each of the
discrete energy levels of the instrument All ;on_, are assumed
to be p retorts After t.hi_ initial table Lhere are many
seven frame sequence._ showing various plasma parameters for _4 h
Intervals Helow the frames are given Lhe solar magfleto_pherlc
and s()J•r e(l*ptlc coord*nates of the spacecraft •L hourly
intervals wet I
_ a_ it.5 estimated diet•nee from the neutral
sheet (Rue II [_rody formula) )ram• l shows the density and
average energy of ion_ (4 symbols) and electrons (line). Hoth
the thermal energy (unconnected * sign_) and the total energy
(connected t signs) mr- e given for ions in the average energy
graph t ram _) 5h(_ws pressure anisotr(_py of ions and electro)ms
tn the CSt X Y pl•i_e as |'(MAX)/P(MIN). •s well as the direction
of the maximum preset=re I rame _ _hows the energy densi ty and
the directional fluz H_th the thermal energy dens_ ty
(un(onnected * signs) and the total energy density (connected *
stgn._) are ._h()mn for the ions I rame 4 shows the magnitude
and direction of the bulk flow of electrons and ;one Frame b
shows the vector represent•Lion of the ion flow velocity. /he
heavy arrow aL upper left, indicates sunward floe of I_00 km/s.
Duskward flow is to the left |r•me 6 is the same as frame b,
but with the vectors five times larger Frame • shows the
electron density, electron •verage energy. •nd XCS_ and YCS[
components of the _()_ flow velocity lhe electron values are
the s•me as _n fr•me l; Ion values •re the same as in frame 4,
but in recL•ngular c(x_rdi_ates AL the end of each roll is a
listing of all the values plotted for the interval
Oat• see name HOUri Y AVIRACLD SOLAR WIN_ PLASMA DL]NS]IY
V[JI)CIIY. i_()ION TiMPIRAIUI_E DAIA ON IAPI
N_5/)C ID 73-078A 100, HR AV(;5_DEN, V, P_OT TEMP, TAPE
Time period covered - 01112179 TO 17131185
quantity of data - 3 REELS OF TAPE
Those 7 track, 800-bpi _pms col_tain hourly •verages of
solar mind dmnsity (oBoe 3), speed (km see 1), and t_mperlture
Ok). Each physical record, mlcmpt the last. contains 500
words.
Data set name HI(_t RESOLUTION P[t_ OAIA (I_tOMIS
PERIOD) ON NA(_I[TIC IAPE.
NSSIX_ ID 73 O7BA- leE. HICIt RE_OLUT]0N PLA_,PIROM]S PRID
Time period covered o3115/8_ TO o_11718s
Quantity of data - 1 _ 0t 1APE
This Q track° 62_0 bpi mmgnmtic tape, written in DEC 11A
ASCII format, contains 2_ files and covers the period March 13
t_D June 16, 1986_ Dat• •re entered o_ly for the times when the
sp•cecraft was in the _olar wind. and are a_ average over •
period of • few minutes. 1he records are of variable length,
with • maxi_m of 88 bytes. _ch record provides d•te, Lime
sp•cecrafL location (r•d;•l d stmncm and G_[ latitude and
longitude), pl•sm• density (cmee 3), _olar wind speed (km/s),
flow angle in the ecliptic pla,e, •nd temperature
IHP- J, FRANK
HfASUR_ 0f LOW FNfRGY PHOTfl_)
FJECTRONS
Data set name - [L_C]RON AND PR01ON PLASHA DAIA ON
HAC;NI_]IC 7APE
N_OC |D •30_SA-OAA. PLASMA DAIA ON TAPE
Time period covered - 0//78/// 10 ]2/171_/
Quantity of data _ RE_I S OF IA_
lhese euperi_nter supplied, 163 _4 s plasma data are o¢1
l tr•ck. _OO bpl, binary magnetic tape created on a Univac 418
computer. A logical record contains 300 Univac 36 bit words,
Ihere •re 10 logical records per physic•l record, lhe dat•
consist of spacecraft identification (/ IMP It, 8 IMP J); time
in year, day, hour, minute, and second; solar ecliptic and
magnetospheric coordinates; energy range flag; magnetic field
(:oord*naLes; and the following information for both plasma
proton and electron data: num_ber •rid energy flux; number and
el_ergy density; average energy; bulk flow velocity; velocity
uncertainly; temperature; and percentage of energy coverage
[his dale _et is identical be the dat• set 04H, e_cept that
the tape containing the latter includes data fr{)m other
spa(err•It
DaLa _et .am• ]64 S|COND RESOIUIION /IIC/RUN AND PROTON
PIASI_ DAIA ON MACNEI)C lAP)
NSS[)_ ]l) /:_ 078A 04B, 164 SEC R|SOIL_ION PLASMA
lime period covered 12IOl/H lO ]?/17//•
Quantity ()f data l r[_Ll 0[ IAI_[
lhe_e experimenter supplied, ]63 84 s resol,tion plasma
data _re (>n / tr_ck, _ bpi, binary magnetic tape created on a
Un;va( 418 comPuter. [•oh Iog;c•l record of data contains :_00
Univac 36 bit mord_. There are )O logical records per physical
record lhe data consist of spacecraft identification; tiwe in
year . day. hour . minute, and second; solar eel tptic and
magneto)spheric c_)rdtnates; energy range flag; magnetic field
c<)(_rdt_laLe_, and the Following information for both plasma
pr_t.()n af,d elec'Lr_)n data number and energy flux; number and
enerqy d,,n_,lty; average energy; bulk flow velocity; velocity
uric #TI _,dinL_, temperature; and percent•ge of energy coverage
Ihis dale set is identical to the daLa set 04A, eucept that
the taPe containing the latter ;n_ludes data from IRP It and .I
on I y
Data set name f_lll COI_ Si 1DES OF I 1 SPECIROC_AMS f0R
PLA_A _ A_f_S
N_._DC )D 13 elBA O4C, COLOR E I SPECIHDCHAMS, SLIO[S
lime period covered 11/]5/13 10 01/78/84
Quantity of data ?Q4i COl DR SI IDtS
lhis d•t• set of 3_ Im slides consists of
experimenter s,ppl;ed, full color, [ t (energy t_me)
spectrogr•ms for plasma mea&ure=enL& with the ItPEJ)[A on board
6?
]_ B The spectrograms display the detec_r responses to
proton intensities as functions of energy (ordinate) and Lime
(abscissa) for four directions, or sectors, of the instrument
fields of view These detector responses are color coded. The
spectrograms also summarize the angular distributions of protx)n
intensities a functions of the directions of the field of
view Also _hown are the angular distributions of electron
intensities that display the responses of the electron channels
of the LfP_LA, which are averaged over the directions of the
fields of view. f_ach slide covers an entire day.
IRP J. _ETI
EL fCTROSTAT IC WAVfS AND RA0]D NOISf
Data set name _4 HOUR E_ECT_IC AND HACNETIC FI[J_)
SLJ_V_f P10TS DN RICR0fI[M
NSS(X_ 1D 73 O78A I_A_ 24 HR ELfC_MAC SDrV_ PIOTSoNfIIN
Time period covered - 10/31113 10 12/0818I
Quantity of data 9 RE_LS OF HICROfII)I
This data set consists of electric field measurements
from 40 Hz to 2.0 HHz and magnetic field measurements from 40
Hz to ].7B kHz Ihere are 16 panels of data plotted as a
function of time over a _4 h period and spacecraft position.
The spacecraft position is given on the hour, universal time,
for every hour when data are available. The posit;on is
usually given in radial distance (r) from the earth's center in
earth radii tI is the sate|lime's local tlme and SMUt ;s the
solar magne_spher;c latitude Each plot is labeled at the far
left hand side with oIN P j,I orbit number, day of year, day of
m_nth, and year of the data plotted. 1he vertical bars plotted
in each panel Rive the average electric field strengths at the
specified frequencies, labeled in kHz on the far left of the
pIoL, averaged over intervals of 163.8 s (|6 measurements in
this time interval) 1he dots (or connected doLs on some
plots) glve the peak field strength out of the 16 measurements
that are averaged. Hagnetic field measurements are obtained by
using a triaaiat search coil magnetometer. These data are
plotted as a function of time and are shown in seven frequency
channels. The verLical bars plotted for each channel give the
average field strengths, averaged over intervals of 163.8 s.
and the dots (or connected dots on some plots) give the peak
field strengths A computer sine wave fitting routine fits a
sine wave to these data and plots the log of the amplitude of
the fit in the [ panel and the phase of the fitted sine wave
(measured with respect to the earth sun line) in the E psi
pa.el for every spin. The ! psi angle ranges from 0 deg to ]80
deg with 0 dog heifig at the SeLdom of this panel. A s_milar
procedure is done with the BX (or BY) search coil magne_meter
mhere the logarithm of the amglitude of the magnetic induction
is plotted in the panel labeled IBI and the phase angle of the
sine wave fit with respect be the earth sun line is given in
the B psi panel The ff psi angle range5 from 0 dog be lfiO deg,
with 0 dog being at the bottom of this panel The vertical
scales for the f psi and B psi panels are Licked off in
increments of 90 deg.
IMP J, IPAV]CH
SOLID SIATE DUIECIORS
Data set name 10 MEN AVI_ACED. _IKI_/ PROION COLIN]
RATE PLOTS ON HICROFIIJ4
NSSDC ID 13 O/8A-O3A, 10 MIN,_P20 KFV PROI CT RIES,HT[[M
Time period covered 10/31/73 TO OS/Ol/14
quantity of data 1RE_EI OF HICROFIIH
]hls data set consists of a microfilmed version of
elperimenter supplied plots. Most plots cover one spacecraft
orbit (about 12 days) and contain IO m,n averaged values of the
_0 keV proton count riles.
Data set name SOLAR ION AND _LECIRON COUN1 RATES ON
ENCYCI OPE])IA 1APES
NSSD<: ID 13-0IBA-03B, ALL COUNT RATES ON ENCYCLD. TAPF_
Time period covered 10/30/73 10 05/(Y2/74
_uantity of data 15 REELS OF TAPE
These experimenter supplied c_nt rate data are on
16OO-bpi. q-track, binary magnetic tape generated on an ION 360
computer. One file is included on each tape. Each logical
record consists of 360 3_-blt words with three logical records
per physical record. Each record contains _ in tenths of •
second, spacecraft clock, pseudo sequence counter, year, day,
month, milliseconds of day, latitude, longitude, spacecraft and
B_on positions in geocentric solar ecliptic c_rdlnates, B and
I parameters, spin period, right ascension, declination,
quality flags, and count rates from all channels.
.............................
Data set name _JHMARY DAIA ON HAON_IIC TAPE
NS_(X: ID 13 O/8A 03C, S_4HAHY DAIA ON HAG lAP1
alma period covered 10/30/73 TO 09/OZ/87
Quantity of data 33 R_IS OF TAPE
lhese experimenter-suppiied, solar ion and elecLron
summary data are on 9 track, ]600-bpi, binary magnetic tapes
created on an ION 360 computer, fhey contain summaries of
particle counts for 8 album periods (about 1090_ min at the
16OO bps rate and 43.63? m;n at the 400 bps rate) and a listing
of all Ultra-to_ _J_ergy Telescope (ULFT) events occurlng i.
those periods. Logical records are of two types, summary
records and UIFI event records. Each summary record contains
start and stop times in year, day of year, month, day of month
and millisecond of day; spacecraft position in CSE coordinates
and other parameters for the first and last album in the
summary record; performance parameter, data quality, and
housekeeping informaL;on; and count and PHA summaries; along
with up _o 60 Ut_ events for an B-album summary period. If
more than 60 ULFr events occurred in the B album period, the
remaining event5 will be contained in as many ULEI event
records as necessary (240 events per record), immediately
following the summary record for that period
Data set name HOURLY AVfRACT lOW FNERCY Pr0ION_ (.16
.2_J MF_) DATA bin HAC;NE[IC lAP[
NSSUwE ID Z3-OlBA-O3D, LOW ENERCY P_OTONI_ ( 16 .:_2 MEV)
Time period covered 07/01/16 TO 04/30/85
_uantity of data ? Rf_lS OT IAPE
This data seL was written by an IB_ 3081 computer in
[_CD]C at 1600 bpi [ach _ track _ape contains approximately
.50 months of data, with 1 month of data per file. Each record
in a file is 80 bytes long It lists, in sequence, the year
(last two digits), day number, hour, and spacecraft number (l
or 8 of the IMP series), followed by the hourly averaged flux
of protons in the P] r_nge 0.16 0.2_ NeV (l/sq cm s sr HeV).
PloLs of the data have appeared in the several issues of Solar
Ceophysical Data Comprehensive Report. published by NOAA,
Boulder, Colorado.
]HP-J, KRIHICIS
CHARCFJ:) PAR1 ICE f MfASURIN[NIS
EXPFR ]MEN]
Data set name REDUCED DAIA TAPES CDNIAININC COLINI RATES
Of ALL DETECTORS
NSSI)C ID 13 OIBA 08A, ARCHIVE TAPES Of All DEI[CIORS
lime period covered ]0/30/73 10 04/1Q/14
_uantity of data 3Q REELS OF TAPE
These ezperimenter supplied, archive data are on _-track,
800 bp; binary magnetic tape created on an I_ 360 computer.
The data set contains measurements of cosmic and solar X rays,
interplanetary electrons, protons, alphas, and some medium Z
particles, lden_ificaLion records separate the data records
corresponding to different an•Jog recording tapes from which
these data were made. EJch contains the satellite, station,
and experiment identification; analog tape and file number;
record date; analog tape start and s_op times; data type and
count rate; master edit tape and file number; average sequence
time; perigee counter; and tiae of next per;gee. All d•ta from
all detectors, as well as ancillary orbit ephemeris
information, are included in the data records
Data set name - HOURLY AVE]RAG[_) 1 2. 14 25 MEV PROION
FlUX DAIA ON RA(:N_IC TAPE
NSSOC ID 73-078A OBB, HR AVC I _,14 25 HEV PROT FLX,TPE
Time period covered 08/01/7S TO 07/31/85
Quantity of data 5 REELS OF TAPE
This data set consists of hourly averaged proton fluxes
on 1600 bpi, 9 track, ASCII, multif;led magnetic tape recorded
on a Hodcomp ]V computer. The records are 80 character card
images containing year, hour of day, and channel and flux data
for 1 to 2 ReV and 14 to 2S HeY protons, respectively.
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Data act name - SURVEY PLOTS OF ALL DETECTORS, 24-tt0URS
OF DAIA PER PLOT, 0N M|CROF]IJI
hI_SOC ]D 73-078A-O8C, SUIRyEY PLOTS OF ALL DETECTORS
Time period covered 10/30/73 TO 03/15/76
Quantity of data 4 REU_S OF H]CROF]I_I
]h;s data sat contains reduced data supplied by 1the P].
and is on ]6-mm microfilm. The data are a series of plot_ of
flu= vm time, with lath plot covering ] day (24 ha. Each plot
is ;dent;fled by the year, day number, and satellite (1NP-J).
The location of the spacecraft at noon ((_(T) is givmn ;n both
solar ecliptic coordinates and solar =gnet_B_pheric
coordinates. Universal time, in hours, is plotted along the
abscissa. Five different plotm contain the data for each day.
The first plot shows the fluxes of 0_4 HeV proteins. 3 MeV
protons, 3,5 HeV alphas, and ) PleV medium Z particles, in unit
of th. los of th. flux in number/(sq cm-s-sr-HeV/nuc). The
second plot shows fluxes for detectors E._, Eh, C;_L3. and the E4
telescope ;n un;tds of t_e log of the flu= ;n number/(sq
cm s mr) for energies above the detector threshold. The third
plot shoes the solar X ray flux in 1 to lI A, 4 to 16 A. and 2
to 10 A pamsbands in units of the log of the flu= in ergs/sq
cm-s. The fourth plot shows: Ca) the log of the ratio of the
count rates of detectors _ and E2C, (b) and (c) the amp lit_de
end phase of a cosine fit _o the 0.4 HeY prolbon flu,as and 0._
MeV electron fluxes, (d) the log of the alpha to medium-Z
particle fluxes (].6 to 4_3 HeY/nut) and the log of the ratios
of the proton to alpha fluxes (1.74 Lo 4.3 HeY/nut). The fifth
plot shoes the counting rates of the tee scintillators used to
remove the penetrating particle background from the other
detectors.
Data set name MH_CJ_) HOURLY AVEJ_ACED 1-2, ]4-25 HEV
PrOION FlUX DAIA ON HACNUTIC 1APE
NSSd)C ID 13 078A OmD, MCD F_ AVC ] 2,14 ?51'_V FIX Ptl
Time period covered 08/01115 10 08131178
Quantity of data _ REELS OF TAP[
lhese hourly averaged data are recorded on 1600 bpi,
9 track, ASCI] magnetic tape and mere created on a _dcc_mp IV
computer. 1he records are 80 byte card images con_ainlng year,
day of year. hour of day. spacecraft ID, and fluxes from
channel P2 (.9/ to 1.85 NeV) and channel P4 (13 7 t_ 25.2 HeV).
1he tapes contain data for both IMP tl and IMP J.
Data seL name DA]IY AVt_}_ACU) PR010N FIUXFS C_LAI_ IHAN
10, 30, 60 HIV ON HAC;NFFF]C 1APE
NSSDC ID /3 0Z8A 08l. DAll Y AVC PRO fiX CI 10,30,60 fdFV
llme period covered 09/_6/1) |0 05/O2/8_
_uanLiLy of data ] RELL OF lAP[
lhe data are on a single 9 track tape, er;tten at 16OO
bpi ,n a single ASCII file by a VAX ll//._O computer. Each
logical record consisLs of 81 bytes, at contains daily
averaged fluxes (]/sq cm=s-sr) of protons of energy values
greater than 10, 30, and 60 HeV |he or=glnal data were not
obLained at these thresholds, but ;n bands spanning the range
from 15 HeY to 440 MeV, by either INP-H or IMP J spacecraft.
The observed data were best fitted to provide the fluxes for
this data set. Thls data set is also listed as 72 O73A-OmL.
IHI' J. I A/ARUS
5Or AH PLASMA 2 ARADAY CUP
Data set name HOUl_LY AVENAGED SOLAH PL_t'IA DA2A ON
MACN212C IAPE
N%_.I)( il) /3 O/HA O?A, INIERPLANE1ARY HOUHLY AVLNACES
lime period covered 01/01/76 |0 08/07/87
Quantity of data 5 R2]15 OF IAP2
lhe data set consists of hourly averaged solar plasma
data on 800 bp;, _ track, BCD magnetic tape recorded on an IBM
360 computer. 1he data are ;n tee files. The first file
contains data for IHP-J and the second for II_P-H (7_ 073A O_A).
Each physical record contains 100 logical records of 106 bytes.
F_ch record contains spacecraft name; year; day of year; hour
of day and average; and standard deviation and number of values
averaged for speed, density, and thermal speed.
Data set name HOURLY AVrCD SOLAR WaND P2ASNA PAR/I_[TE]K"_
PUDt 2SHED IN 'SO])_R C[OPItYSICAL DAIA'
NSSOC ID 73-078A-O_lB, SCD PBLSHD HRLY AVCD PLASHA PARAH
Time period covered - 0_/01/75 TO 06/_9/84
Quantity of dat_ - 90 P_;;IES OF / HARDCOPY
1his dat_ .of conslst_ of hard copy plots, published in
the Solar Geophysical Dat_ Bulletin, that contain hourly
averages of solar mlnd flo_ _med number density, temperature
and mo_t probable t_hmrmal spemd. One month's data are
contained in a slnglm plot. Error bars on each point are also
included_
Data set name HIgH RBESOLUtION DATA ON 1APE
NSSDC IO 73 OTBA-O'2_, SOLAR PLASHA-HICHRESOLIL_ION
Time period covered 07/0,S/77 T0 09/04/77
Quantity of dat_ - 2 RE_I S OF TAPE
lhis data set co_sist_ of tmo tapes of high time
resolutio_ solar wind plam_ data One is • /-track, 800 bp;
tape, and the other is 9-track° 1600-bpi tape, both mr;]ten in
bcd by ]_ 360. They provide _ s averages of solar mind speed,
density, and thermal speed to represent temperature. Standard
deviations are al_o providmd.
D_ta met name - _ MINUTE RE_OLUrl I0N PLASMA PARAHI_E_R DATA
ON NACNEIIC IAPE
NSSI_ IO 73-O78A-O2D. 5 NaN RESOLUIION PLAS_A PArAHETE_
Time period covered - 10131/_3 TO 08/08/80
Quantity of data 6 RF_JS OF TAPE
These 5 mln averaged plasma dale are on Q track, 1600
bpi, E]BC_]C magneti_ t_lpes created on an IBM 360 computer.
Each physical record co•to;as 37 logical records of 430 bytes
The data consist of spacecraft |D, year day of year, minute of
day, average value, standard dmvlation, and number of samples
that provided tJhe average, for each of the following: bulk
speed (km/s), density, thermal speed, flu,, ratio of thermal
speed to bulk speed, [ W angle, N S angle, tangential (1) and
norm] (N) velocity components, and flux from four
orientations.
Data set name 5 MINUIE AVERAGE]) INTEJ_PLANEIANY MACNE]2C
FIELD AND PIASHA DAIA ON MACNLIIC 2APL
NI_ ID 73 OZDA 0_[. S HIN AVC •HI • PLASHA. ON lAP[
Time period covered 04/]IjT/ lO 05/_3/80
_uantity of data ] _ 0[ TAP[
]his data set contain_ 5 mln averages of solar mind
plasma parameters fro_ 73 OlDA O_ and _ min average_ of
interplanetary magnetic field (1_) from 73 O/mA O1, plus
compuLed quantities, spacecraft position° and information
relating t_ spacecraft position, the •HI vector and the earth's
bo_ shock. The data are co_talned on a 9 track binary magnetic
tmpe, created at 1600 bpi on an I_IH 3081 computer Only the
times ;n eh_ch the spacecraft eas ;n the interplanetary medium
are included_ There are mlgnetic field data in every record,
but some records have fill data for plasma eords. The plasma
parameters included are the bulk floe speed, floe azimuth, fie=
latitude, prot_n densi ty, thermal speed, and _ta.dard
deviation_ of these quantities_ ihe [Hf parameters included
are thm average magnitudes of the field, the Cartesian
coIponents in C_t and 3 coordinates, _tandard deviations, and
az;_l.h and lati rude of the vec_)r in C_ coordinates
Computed quantities included are the dynamical pressure, the
scalar product of the bulk floe velocity and the / component of
the magnetic field, and the quantity epsilon defined by Or.
S. 1 Akasofu. lhe Cartesian coordinates of the spacecraft are
given in _ and _ _ystems, and the geomagnetic latitude of
the sun is also given. ]nformation relating to the bee shock
includes the Cartesian coordinates (CS[) of the point of
intersection of the I_ line through the spacecraft eith a
_delled bow shock. Also given are the distance along the IMf
line between that point of Intersection and the spacecrafL, and
the angle betemen ].he IN_ line and the shock normal at the
intersect;on= Logical record length is 4_ words (280 by Les),
and a physical record c_tains 1_ logical records lhi_ data
set .s als_ I;sCed under 73=078A 0]_ Selected parameters from
this data set are contained in microfiche listings and plots in
the data set _3 O78A OIC. ehich is also listed under
/3 078A 02f.
Data set name - s-NaN AVE_RACd[D IMIEHPLANFIAJRy F I_
PLASMA. SF.J_ECI pAIRAH_F}_S FROM 73-078A-02|
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(1)F _,_:_ QUALITY
NSSDC ID 73 OZ8A-O2F, 5-MIN AVG IHF • pLASMA, ON FICHE
Time period covered - 04/12/77 TO 12/31/79
Quantity of data - 52 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
This data set contains 5 min averages of interplanetary
lagnetic field (]HF) dita from 73 078A-01 and solar wind plasla
data from 73-078A-02. The data set consists of 11 microfiche
cards of plots displaying three parameters and 41 f_che of
listings of 14 parameters. These parameters are a subset of
those contained ;n the magnetic field data set 73-O7BA-01F.
which is also listed as 73-OZ8A-O2E. Only data from t;mes when
the spacecraft was in the solar wind are included in this data
set. EJDch frame of the fiche plots covers 1 day and consists
of two plot panels. In the Ioler panel the solar wind
dynamical pressure ;s plotted, in dynes per sg cm, on a
logarithmic scale for values be¢llen ] and 100. The upper
panel contains a plot of the parameter epsilon defined by Dr.
S.-]- Akasofu, plus • plot of the scalar product of the solar
mind velocity and the Z component of the IHf. These two
parameters generally track each other quite well. lhey, too,
are plotted on a logarithmic scale Jim;ted to tmo decades,
chosen to yield profiles only mhen the energy transfer from the
solar lind be the magnetosphere is expected to be very
significant (V x Bz < O, epsilon > 3.2E_17). In order to avoid
ambiguities bellmen data gaps and off-scale parameter values,
the off scale values are plotted near the top or the bottom of
the appropriate panel. The data listings provide the plotted
parameters plus the basic field and plasma parameters. The
magnetic field parameters listed •re the average field
magnitude, Cartesian components and field azimuth in C-_ vl
system, and vector standard deviation. The plasma parameters
listed are the bulk fig, speed, proton density, proton
temperature, and longitude and latitude of the flol direction.
Also listed are the three computed parameters that were plotted
in the fiche plots. This data set ;s also listed as
Z3 078A 01C.
.........................................
Data set name 1 2 M]NU]E RESOLUTION pLASMA PARAMEWEJ_
DATA ON MACNFTIC TAPE,
NSSOC 3D 73-078A 02C, 1-_ MINUTE RE_OtUTION pLASMA PARA
Time period covered 10/31/73 TO 11/14/86
Quantity of data S rE_=LS oF TAPE
These Q track, 6250 bpi, ASCII tapes were created by an
)BH 360. Each physical block ;s 9500 bytes long, lath 50
logical records, and 190 bytes per record. The averaging t_me
varies from aboub 30 seconds to about 5 minutes. Among the 23
items of each record are the flu=es (cmee 3 s** 1) from
spacecraft longitudes of 45 • *45, ,45 • ,135, +135 • ]35,
and -13b, and I3b • 45 degrees. Also provided are the N S
and E-W angles of the bulk Flow of the plasma, mean thermal
speed (km see 1), and density (cm** 3).
IMP-J, LEPP INC
MAGNEIIC FIELD EXPERIMENI
Data set n•me 15 SECOND AVERAGED MACNETIC FIELD DAIA ON
1APE
NSSDC ID 73-078A-O]A, 15 SEC AVCD MACNL_IC VECTORS,1APE
Time period covered 10/30/73 TO 05/21/86
Quantity of data - 45 REELS OF TAPE
This data set consists of experimenter supplied, q track,
1600-bpi, binary magnetmc tapes generated on an IBM 360
computer. Each physical record contains 60 logical records.
and each logical record contains, in 68 4 byte words, averaged
magnetic field data and spacecraft trajectory informal;on for
one 15.36 s interval. The data consist of field magnitudes and
Cartesian components, as well as latitude (the]a) and longitude
(phi) angles in solar ecllpLic and solar magnetospheric
coordinates. Also available are the field I•titude and azimuth
angles in payload, sol•r ecliptic coordmnates, and
auto-variances and cross variances in payload coordinates
(almost the same as solar ecliptic coordinates)- In addition,
data quality flags, spacecraft ephemeris data, housekeeping
data, and various other parameters are included,
...........................................
Data set name - HOURLY AVERAGED IMP INTERPLANETARY
MACNETIC FIELD DATA DN YAPE
NSSDC ID 73-0/8A O]B, FIR AVC MAC VECTORS ON IAPE
F;me period covered 01/02/74 FO 05/20/75
Quantity of data - 1 REEL OF TAPE
lhis data set cons;sis of one 9 track, 1600-bp;, IBH 360,
binary tape created at NSSDC from an elper;menter supplied data
tape. The latter tape is being used in preparaLion of an
upd•te to the IHF data book Th_s data set was created so that
scientists having an immedi•te need for the most recent ]MF
data do not have to lair for the appearance of the data book
update and associated tape. The tape of this data set has _0
logical records per physical rlcord and 17 data words per
logical record, including time, a spacecraft identifier, number
of fine time scale data points in the hourly averages, hourly
averaged field magnitudes, direction angles, Cartesian
components, and standard deviations. Angles •nd components are
expressed in solar ecliptic coordin•tes. Most dat• are from
IMP J, although there are some hours with data from IMP 1. No
records are found for hours with no data
..............................
Data set name - 15.36 SEC AVERAGED VFCTOR MAC_4FIIC FIEID
DAIA PLOTS ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 73-078A OIC, 15 SEC AVCD MAC FLD PIOIS, MFILM
lime period covered ]0/.._0/13 10 12/13/86
Quantity of data - _3 rFJ_LS OF MICROFItJ4
]his data set consists of experimenter-supplied, 16 mm
microfilm that contains 6 h of 15.36 S averaged vector magnetic
field data plots per frame 43 h across the frame, Lwlce). 1he
data consist of field magnitudes (determined as averages over
individual magnitudes), field latitude =nd longitude angles i.
solar ecliptic c(_,Drdinates, and standard deviat4ons. Dots are
used for field magnitudes between 0 and 25 gammas, and A's and
B's are used for magnitudes between _b and 50, and 50 and 75
gammas, respectively Listed each hour are spacecraft
positions in solar ecliptic coordinates (Cartesian components,
radial distance, latitude and longitude angles, distance from X
axis) and the geomagnetic latitude of the sun.
........................................
Data set name - 15 SEC MACN[-TIC FIELD PL(IIS ON MICRO]JLM
FOR IMS SPECIAL pErIODS
NSSOC ID 13-078A OlD, 15 SEC ptOTS,IMS SPECL pERS,MFIIH
lime period covered - 01/01/Z6 TO O3/22/16
Quantity of d•ta ] R_LL Of MICROF]LH
This data set consists of experimenter supplied, ]6 mm
microfilm plots of 15 s re_olution magnetic field magnitude and
direction angle averages for those times designated as
International Magnetospheric Study special periods. The data
in this daLa set are a subset of the time continuous data set
73-078A-0]C.
_ =
Data set name _4 FIR MACNET lC FIL ID SUHHARY PI OTS
ON MICROFICHE
NSSDC ]D 73-078A 01E, 24 HR MAC rID SUHMARY PLOIS,FICH_
lime period covered - 10/_/77 TO 04/_2/83
Quantity of daLa - 33 CARDS OF H/W HICRDFICIff
This microfiche consists of summary plots of measured
magnetic field components and resultant magnitude (in CSM
coordinates), averaged over 15 s, vs time. The frames use the
ISEE 1 time scale and orb;_ number (magnetometer data
7/-102A-04C). There are three 24 h frames for each orbit and
49 days on each fiche. The flrsL Frame is centered on the ]SEE
I per;gee (per;gee plot), the second frame ends at apogee
(pre apogee plot), and the third frame starts aL apogee
(post-apogee). This sequence conLinues for consecutive orbits.
Correlative plots of magnetic field vs time, as fell as
standard deviations of H field using the ISEL 1 time scale, may
be found in data sets 77-102A-04C (IS_ 1) and 77 IO2B-O4D
(1S_ 2).
Data set name 5 MINUTE AVERAC[D INTERpLANEIARY MACN|I IC
FIELD AND pLASMA DAIA ON MACNEIIC 1APt
NSSDC ID 73-078A OIF, S-MIN AVG IMf • PLASMA, ON TAPE
Time period covered _ 04/11/77 10 0_/23/80
Quantity of data 1 REEL OF 1APF
This data set is contained on • q-track, 1600 bpi, binary
tape lritten by an I_ 3081 computer. It contains 5 man
averages of solar wind plasma parameters from 73-07BA 0_ and
5 mln averages of the ;ntmrpl•netary magnetic field (IMF) from
73-07BA-01, plus compute_ quantities, spacecraft posit;on, and
information relating the spacecraft position, the ]Mr vector,
and the earth's bo_ shock- Only tbe times lben the spacecraft
is ;n the solar mind are included There are magnetmc field
data ;n every record, but some records have fill data in the
plasma lords. The plasma parameters included are ]be bulk flol
speed, flol azimuth, flo_ latitude, proton density, thermal
speed, and standard deviations of these qu•ntities. The IHr
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parameters included are the average magnitudes of the field,
Cartes;an components ;n _ and _E coordinates, standard
devtat;onB, and azimuth and latitude of the vector _n
coordinates. Computed quantities included are the dynamic
pressure, the scalar product of the bulk flow velocity and the
Z component of the EHF, and the quantity epsilon defined by Dr.
S.-I. Akasofu. The Cartesian coordinates of the spacecraft
posit;on ere given ;n C:,_H and CSE coordinates The geomagnetic
latitude of the sun ;s also given. Information relating to the
bow shock includes the C_E Cartesian coordinates of the point
of ;ntersectlon of I modeled bow shock e;th the IHF line
passing through the spacecraft. The distance along the IHF
line t_D that intersection point ;s given, as well as the angle
between the IME Jane and the shock normal at the intersection
point. Logical record length is 45 words (180 bytes), and the
physical record contains 6750 words. This data set ;s also
listed under the ;dentil;cation number 73-078A-O2E. Selected
parameters from this data set are contained ;n microfiche
list;rigs and plots in the data set 73 070A-O]C which ;s also
listed under 73 078A 02F.
......................
Data set name - 5 MIN AVERAC[_D INTERPLANL_rARY F IF_LD AND
pLASMA, SELECT PARAMETERS FROM 73-078A 01F
N5SOC ID 73-078A OIC, b MIN AVC IME * PIASNA, ON FICHE
Tile period covered - 04/12/77 TD 12/31/1g
Quantity of data 6_ CARDS UF B/W MICROflCIfl
This data set contains _ min averages of interplanetary
magnetic field (IHF) data from 73 078A-01 and solar wind plasma
data from 73 Ol8A-02. The data set consists of 11 microfiche
cards of plots d]splay_ng three parameters and 4] fiche of
listings of 14 parameters. These parameters are a subset of
those contained _n the m_gnetic tape data set Z3 078A O]E,
which ;s also listed as 73-078A 02E Only the data that mere
obtained when the spacecraft was in the solar wind are included
in this data seL Llch frame on the fiche plots covers 1 day
and consists of two plot panels• In the lower panel the solar
wind d]namic pressure ;s plotted in dynes per sq cm. This is
plotted on i logarithmic le for values between 1 and 100.
The upper panel contains s_a plot of the parameter epsilon
defined by Dr 5 ]. Akasofu, and the scalar product of the
bulk flow velociLy and the • component of the 1M! These tee
parameters track each other quite well. They, too. are plotted
on a logarithmic scale limited to two decades, chosen t_ yield
profiles only ahen the energy transfer from the solar wind be
the magnetosphere ;s elpected to be very significant (V • Bz (
O. and epsiJon > 3.2E_17) an order to avoid ambiguities
between data gaps and off scale values, the off _cale values
are plotted near the bottom or the top of the appropriate
panel The data listings provide the plotted parameters plus
the basic field and plasma parameters ]he magnetic field
parameters lested are the average field magnitude, Cartesian
components and field azimuth ;n CSM coord nares, and the vector
standard deviation. The plasma parameters listed are the bulk
flow speed, the proton density and proton temperer re, and the
latitude a_d longitude of the floe direcLion Also li_ted are
the three computed parameters that are plotted in the fiche
plot_ This data seL i_ also listed under ]3 OTBA 02f.
Data set name 32 SIC CS[ MAGNETIC [ILLD DAIA ON
MACNFI 1C TAP!
NSSDC ID Z3 O/eA OlH, .3_ SLC CSF MAGNFIIC [I[ID DAIA
Time period covered 03/22/79 TO 03/22/19
Quantity of data I REJ_L OF TAPE
Thls data tape contains high time resolution magnetic
field data. ]L is a Q track binary tape, written by an I B_I
308l at ]600 bpi There are eight logical records per physical
record, conta*n_ng the Cartesian components BE. By. and Bz.
every O 32 s apart Also I;_ted are the l._8 s averages of
the_e components
.... II _ the X. Y. and • values (i .... th
radii) of Lhe location the spacecraft Whether the
coordinate system used is CSE or CSM is specified by the
symbols 5| or ._4 When data were obtained in high bit rate
mode (indicated by HI). only samples ], g. [7, and _5 prey;de
the data The rest of the _amples in a 3_ sample group should
then be ,gnored
IMP J. NCCUIRI
SOLAR AND COSMIC RAY PARTICLES
Data set name HOURLY AVE_ACED H]_E ENERGY PROIONS (PO
40 ML_) DAIA ON MACNETIC TAPE:
NSSDC ID 73-078A OQA, 1-HR AVCD,20 40 MEV PROTON FLUX
lime period covered 08/01/75 TO 1_/31/84
Quantity of data - 3 REELS OF TAPE
This data set is mr;tEen by IBM 3081 ;n EBCDIC at ]600
bpl. _ch 9-trick tape contains app rox;mate_y 50 men ths of
data, with 1 month of data per file Each record ;s 80 bytes
long. It lists, ;n sequence, year (last two digits), day
number, hour, and spacecraft number (l or 8 of the IP_ ° series),
followed by the hourly averaged flux of protons (1/sq
cm-s-sr HeY) in the P_ energy band 20-40 MeV. Plots of the
date have appeared in the several issues of Solar Ceophysical
Data-Comprehensive Report° published hy NOAA, Boulder,
Colorado.
..............................
Data set name HOURLY-AVE]RACED HICH I]NEDCy PROTONS 40 80
ME_ DATA ON MAONET IC TAPE
NSSOC ID 13 O/8A-OgB, I-HR AVGD,40-BO M_V PROTON FLUX
Time period covered - Og/O1/75 10 1_/31/84
_uant;ty of data .- 3 REELS OF TAPI
1his data set is written by an IBIR 3081 computer in
EBCDIC at 1600 bp;. E_ch Q-track tape contains approximately
_0 months of data° with ] month of data per file. Each record
is 80 bytes long. It lists, in sequence, year (last tee
digits), day number, hour. and spacecraft number (Z or 8 of the
IMP series), followed by the hourly averaged flux of protons
(I/sq cm s sr HeY) ;n the P6 energy band 40 80 MeV. Plots of
the data have appeared ;n the several issues of Solar
Geophysical Data Comprehensive Report. published by NOAA.
Boulder. Colorado.
IMP J. SIMPSON
SOLAR FLARE HI_-Z/LO_ E AND tOW 7
ISOTOPE
Data set name TIME ORD_ED, SECTORED COUN_ RATE AND
PUiS_ H[IQ_ DATA ON MA_NFT]C TAPE
NSSDC ID 73 OlBAOlA, RATE AND PHA DATA TAPFS
Time period covered - 10/30/73 TO 0g/11/85
_uant;ty of data 538 RF_S OF TAPI
This data set contains essentially all nonredundant
charged particle data telemetered from the experiment, sorted
in time order with overlap periods eliminated Data are
recorded at 800 bpl on / track, binary (odd parity) magnetic
tapes with two files per tape lath file contain_ the same
number of Ig_ character physical records Each record has a
32 character header containing time, bit rate. and status
information followed by four 480 character ipagesl of data
L_ch page represents _0 48 or 81.9_ s of data, depending upon
the telemetry bit rate (1600 bps or 400 bps, respectively)
Individual sectored and un_ectored rates listed on a page have
accumulation t_mes ranging from ] to [/8 of the above t_me
gates are written in a log-compressed format Also I_sted on
each page are
up to 32 pulse height events from the main
telescope (with sectors) and up to ]6 pulse height_ from the
low energy telescope (with sectors)
Data set name 5 46-MIN AYF_ACED FXPIRIM[_ MOOT COUN_
RATE_ ON MAGNFTIC IAPE
NSSDC ID 13 078A O/H, 5 46 MIN AVC CDUNI RATE_ ON IAP[
lime period covered 10/30/73 TO Og/_g/86
_uantity of data 18 RF-LLS OÁ IAPt
This data set consists of time ordered, reduced. _ 46 min
particle count accumulations from the ma_n and low erlerg_
telescopes written at 800 bpi on _ track, binary (odd parity)
magnetic tapes• Each tape contains up to 60 files (mrunse).
each file containing the same number of _640-character physical
records Each physical record contains ]5 logical record_ that
contain the rite data for one time interval The logical
records contain tlme and experiment operation data, the
earth sun spacecraft angle and geocentric distance, and the
rate data for the 15 channels• Data quality, time coverage.
and accumulated number of counts are given for each channel.
Sectored rates are not provided, but the an;sotropy and sector
number of the maximum and minimum flu= are given for the two
lowest energy channels of the main telescope.
Data set name tXP}_[NI_ MODE PARTICLE COUNI RATE PI OTS
DY SOLAR ROTAT]ON5, ON MICROFILM
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NSSA_C ]D 73 078A O7C. S01_ R01. COUNT RATE PLOTS, MFILH
Time period covered 10/30/73 TO 08/22/85
Quantity of data 17 RE_ S OF MICROFILM
This data set contains computer generated plots of
elperiment mode count rates vs time, on microfilm. _ch plot
Covers a 30 day interval beginning on the first day of each
T7 day Barrels solar rotation. Coverage begins on October 30,
3973, in rotation 1918. Plotted rates from the main detector
are mainly due Lo protons in the energy intervals 05 to ]l.?,
11.T to 20.0, _0.0 to 2q 8, 29.8 to 94 8, and above 04.8 Me¥,
and to high energy, mull;ply charged nuclei (e.g., oxygen above
715 MeW/nut) INk)re that the high Z, low-energy channel
responds to helium nuclei of uncertain energy and should be
used with caution The dominant species and approximate energy
intervals for the plotted rates from the low energy detector
a follows: (]) protons from 0.54 to 1.77 MeV and above
;_;7 MeV. (2) He from 0 64 to ] 70 "eV/ .... (3) C. N, and O
nuclei (0 from O 83 to 3.T4 MeV/nuc), and (4) Mg and heavier
elements (Si above 3 0 MeV/ nuc. ie above 1./ MeW/nut)
Data set name HOtl_LY AVERAC[_ ALPtEA PARTICLE (]] gO
MEV/NUC) DAIA ON MAC;NE_]C TAPE
hISSDC ]D /3 078A-0/0, HBUI_IY AVCD ALPHA PART(It-90 MEV)
lime period covered 08/01/75 IO OB/31/R5
Quantity of data ] HILL OF TAPE
This data set is written by an IBM 3081 computer in
EJBICD[C at 7600 bpi ]_ch Q track tape contains approximately
50 months of data, with ] month of data per file _ch record
;n a file is 80 bytes long it lists, in sequence, year (last
two digits), day number, hour, and spacecraft number (7 or 8 of
the ]MP series), followed by the hourly averaged flu, (I/sq
cm-s-sr Mew) of alpha part;ties in one of three energy bands.
Ai ;n the sequence denotes the 75 90 MeW band, AT denotes the
20 _5 MeV band, and A3 denotes the I] ?0 MeW band Plots of
the data have appeared in the several issues of Solar
Ceophysical Data Comprehensive report, published by NOAA,
Boulder, Colorado
IMP J, STONE
LLECTRBN5 AND HYDRBCEN AND HLLLUPI
ISBT 0P[_
Data set name HALF Lt0LI_ RISOIU]IBN COUNT RATE PIOTS ON
MICROFILH.
NSSOC 10 73 078A_O6A, HALF PIR REdS CN_ RTE PLOTS, MEILM
lime period covered 10/31/t3 T0 07/02/15
Quantity of data ] RE_EI OF MICROFILM
This data set consists of experimenter supplied. 3bmm
microfilmed electron, proton, and He isotope count rate plots.
_ch of tee types of plot is presented with two different time
scales. One subset of each type contains 7 days of data per
frame, with 30 mln resolution, while the other subset contains
_7 days of data per frame, with ? h resolution. The first set
of plots contains spin integrated count rates for each of the
eight coincidence mode rates obtained by the eaperiment. The
second set contains count rates from each sensor of the
telescope taken singly. The TT-day coincidence m_de rate plots
also contain spacecraft latitude and longitude ;n GSM
coordinates and the sun earth spacecraft angle.
Data set name HOURLY AVERACED COUNI RATE DATA ON
MACNEI IC IAP£
NSSDC ID 13 O78A 068, HOURLY AVEHAC] COUN1 RAILS, IAP[
Tile period covered ]0/28/73 10 12/31/80
Quantity of data 8 REELS OF TAPE
These electron, proton, and He isotope count rate data
mere supplied hy the eKperimenLer on 800 bpl, binary, Q-track
magnetic tape. _he data were created on an ]BIM 370/1543
coiputer with a block size of STO bytes. One record wa_
mritLen for each hour, and records are grouped into files of ]O
days in length _o facilitate searching for a particular date.
One tape ;s provided for each calendar year. Records written
for hours ;n which no data were available are flagged by
negative identification fields. Files with no data have only
on record. The count rates given are described ;n the
experimenter-supplied format
......................................................
Da_a set name - HOURLY AVO_ACI_) ELECTRON DATA (1-S MEV)
ON MAC, NET IC TAPL
NSSDC ]D 13 07BA O6C, HOURLY AVERACED [EECIRON ) 5 ME_
lime per_od covered 08/01/15 TO 12/31/80
_uant;ty of data ) RE_I OF TAPE
lhis data set was written by an I_ 3081 computer in
|_CDIC at 1600 bp; _Jch 9 track tape contains approlimately
months of data, with 1 month of data per file Lath record
in a file is 80 bytes long It listS, in sequence, the year
(last Leo digits), day number, hour, and spacecraft number (7
or 8 of the IRP series), foIIomed by the hourly averaged flu_
of electrons in the E] range ] 5 MeV (]/sq cm s-sr-MeV). Plots
of the data have appeared ;n the several issue_ of Solar
Ceophysical Data Comprehensive Report, publ;shed by NOAA,
Boulder, Colorado.
Data set name HOURLY AVERACFD PROTON DAIA(4 0 12 5 ME_)
ON MACNFT IC IAP[
NSSDC ID 13 O/BA O6D, HOURI Y AVCJ) PRBIONS 4 12.5 MFV
Time period covered 08/01/16 10 1T/31180
_uantity of data I RE_L OF TAPE
This data set is written by an IBM 3081 computer in
E BCD]C at 1600 bpi E_cH q track tape contains approximately
bO months of data, with I _onth of data per file Lath record
in a file is 80 bytes long It lists, in sequence, the year
(last two digits), day number, hour, and spacecraft number (1
or 8 of the aMP series}, followed by the hourly averaged flU_
of protons in the P3 range 4 l?_ MeV (l/sq cm s sr MeV)
Plots of the data have appeared in the several Issues of Solar
CeophysicaJ Dab• Comprehensive Report, published by NOAA,
Boulder, Colorado
IMP J, WILLIAMS
ENI_CFTIC EI ECTRONS AND PROTBNS
Data set name 3D-MEN AVE_RACFD COL_W1 RAT[S FOR ALE MODES
ON MAGNFTIC 1APE
NSSDC ]D 13 O/8A ObA, 30 MIN AVC COUNI RAIES, ALE MODIS
llme period covered 10/30173 TO 03/11/80
_uanLity of data 4 R_J S B| TAP!
These experimenter supplied data are on 800 bpi. binary,
9 track nagnetic tapes generated oI_ a C[)C 6600 computer. Data
items were converted to an IBM format Becords are fixed
length (1466 32 bit words) and rcpre_enL 30 min averages (48
averages for each of 13 channels per day, syn(:hroniled to
30 min intervals). E_ch record conta,ns year, day of year,
orbit number, number of actual data items in the record, 30 min
averages for each channel, percentage of bad data during each
average, geocentric solar ecl,pLic coordinaLe_, filter
variables, and satellite ]0
Data set name - SII_JLATED IH_II DIMENSIONA! CBNTOUR
LISTINCS ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 13-OIBA 058, 3DIMLNSIONAI CBNIOUR LIS1,MF]EM
lime period covered - O1/O3/76 I0 O7/L3/76
UuanLity of data 13 RU_S OF MICROFIL_
This data set consists of microfilm images of Ipoorman's
contour m plots produced by printing the numerical values of the
counts obtained during a 5 s accumulation for each sector for
Lhe lowest energy electron and pro]on channels from the
e=per;ment. Channels L], LI. and C] are included ;n this data
set The telescope and electron detecLors (I channels) swept
ouL a great circle ;n the eciipL_r pl_r_¢* w;t.h a 1_) deg opening
angle collimator that was broken ,nto If_ I1 _b deg sectors
The C detector swept out a cone with a 13 deg (ollimator at 45
deg ecliptic latitude, and G1 was also broken into 16 equal
sectors, [_ch frame contains a heading that gives date, hour,
satellite ID, and location in both solar ecliptic and solar
magnetospheric coordinates. The first column of the plot gives
the time in minutes and seconds _;th each roe incremented by
about 20.45 s lhe secLor numbers are used be label the neat
16 columns; sector 1 ;s viewed antisunward, sector 5 eastward,
sector Q sunward, and sector 13 westward. Following this
information is a column giving 10 tiles the average number of
counts for all 16 sectors of Ll. This column is followed by a
column representing l0 times the average of 17 over selected
sectors, with those sect_ors near the sun being deleted ]he
neat series of columns provides the Ipoorman_s contou rs_ for l1
over the selected channels, folJoeed hy a column giving IO
times the average over all sectors of the CI channel A final
column provldes the prot_)n spectral index obtained by using a
pouer law spectrum and taking the ratio of I] and ]_
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Data set name - HISTOCJ_AM PLOTS ON MICROFILM
NSSDC [D 73 078A-O_C, HISTOCRAM PLOTS,MFILM
Time period covered - 10/30/73 T0 06/25/77
Quantity of data - 12 REELS OF MICROFILM
This data set is composed of 35-in m;(rof;Im images of
half-day plots of the counting rotes for each channel averaged
over 326.4 s. Because the data are averaged over sectors, the
directional information is not preserved. EJch frame contains
four channels, elth the channel label appearing _o the left of
the first plotted point. The ordinate scale is logarithmic in
units of c/s, and the beginning power of 10 for each channel is
given at the bottom of the frame. The mal;mul and minimum
values of each channel average for the half-day period are also
given at the bottom; in addition, the orbit projection into the
solar ecliptic plane with model magneCopause and bee shock
boundaries is presented.
Data Set nile FOUR-ALBUM AV_AC[D ELECTRON AND PROTON
DATA ON MACNEIIC IAP[
NSSOC IO 13-018A O_D, 5.46 HIN AVC_ DATA ON MAC TAPE
Time period covered - 12/01//7 TO 12/12/77
Quantity of data 1RF_-_L Of lAP[
The exper;meflter supplied, four album averoge data are on
800 bp;, 7 track, binary magnetic tapes. The records are ;n
unhlocked, 60 blt CDC format with 230 aords each The first
rue files on tape contain IMP H data (/2 OZ3A OSB), The next
tee files are IHP J data consisting of satellite 1D; year. day
of year, time of day (s); count rates (counts/s) for channels
L] to L]_, CI to C3, and F; number of pages for each channel
average; and ephemeris information.
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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Data set name PRI_ICTI:D TRAJ PLOTS ON HICROF:ILH
NS%DC ID // 102A-O_), PREI)ICI|D IF(AJ PIOLS,MFIIM
Time period covered 10/15/71 TO 12/31/I8
Quantity of data P REILS 0F HICROF1LH
1his ephemeris data set on 35-mm microfiche contains
plots on world map backgrounds of both the subsatelllte points
and the magnetic field line footprints, ;n both hemispheres
The footprints were calculated using the 01sen/Pfitzer TilL and
Barrac_ough magnetic field models. Tact frame contains 1 to 2
days of data
Data set name HULl] COORDINATE PL015 0N HlCROIIClff
NS.SDC ID 77 IO2A 00[, MULTI C00RD PLOTS. MFICLI[
Time period covered I0/22/71 TO 10/21/86
Quantity of data 172 CARDS or B/W MICROFICHE
lh;s data set consists of plots of the orbital position
of the spacecraft in 11 different formats, based on the
multicoordinate ephemeris tapes. Light full orbits are on each
microfiche. One frame is a polar plot of approximate L value
vs local magnetic time extending out to values of 1_ earth
radii There is a magnetic latitude vs radial distance ploL in
similar format lhe next plot _s a rectangular one givinghe distance perpendicular to the earth sun line vs the
distance along the earth sun line_ ]he next three rect0ngular
plots are the three possible projections in the geocentric
solar ecliptic system. These plots are followed by three
similar plots in the geocentric solar magne t_spheric system
(CSM). ]he final tee plots use the quantity (CSH Z Z of the
neutral sheet) a_ the ordinate and the CSM X and Y coordinates
IS _he i_CiSBlS, respectively; both the Russell Brody and
fairfield model_ for the neutral sheet are used.
Data set name PRINIOUI OF PRH)ICTEID MAGNETIC
CONJUNCTIONS DN MICROFILM
NSSOC ]D 77 IO2A-OOF, P_EDICTED MAC CONJUNCTIONS, MFIU4
Time period covered 03/15/79 TO 02/17/81
Quantity of data - I REEL OF MICROF]UM
This data set consist_L of microfilmed listings of
magnetic conjunctions computed at NSSOC. The target satellite
is ZSff 1, and the orbits of _A-O_S 2 and STP P78-2 were
exam;ned to determine mognetic conjunctions, i.e., times ehen
those eateJlltes ware located on (or I;thln a specified
distance of) the same magnetic field line that passed through
the target satellite. In addition to the time period, the
listing provides spacecraft locations, separation distance,
distance t_ the surface of the earth along the field line, and
identification of the magnetic field model used.
................................
Data set name - AI_ITUDE-ORBIT LISTINCS, DSE AND CSM
COORDINATES ON MICROFICHE
NSSDC ID 71-1O2A-OOC, AII ITUDE ORBII [ISlINCS, MFICHF
Time period covered - 10/2_/77 TO 12/20/86
Quantity of data ZOl CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
This data set contains computer listings of several types
of attitude-orbit parameters on microfiche. There are tee
different sets of listings, one in CSE and the other ;n CSM
coordinates. In each set data for a particular time appear on
tee adjacent pages. Each microfiche contains 208 pages of
listings covering four orhlts, and there is an entry every
minute neir perigee and every _ min around apogee. Cur each
point the first page of the CS[ listings contains the date, the
universal _ile (h and m;n), the spacecraft position ;n CS[
coordinates (in Re). the coordinates of both a model normal to
the magnetopause and a _del normal to the boa shock, the
scalar products of the ISf_ 1 - IS_ _ separation vector with
both the model magnetopause normal and the model bee shock
normal, tha magnetic field magnitude and components of the
earth ;n CSE coordinates from the Barracfough model (aT). and
the field strength where the e_Ddel field line crosses the
magnetic equator (nT) The second page of CSE listings
contains the universal time, the magnitude and spacecraft
coordinate components of the internal plu_ external model
magnetic field (n]) _pln period (s), ISEE 1 ISU _ separation
vector in CS_ coordinates Eke), the longitude and latitude of
the spin a=is (deg), the elements of the conversion matri= from
spacecraft coordinates to GS[, and an input tape quality
indicator. The first page of the C_PI listings contains the
date, un_vePsal tmme, spacecraft position in CSH coordinates
(in R_), distance of the neutral sheet above the CSM equator at
the spacecraft's _SH ¥ position, tilt angle, t value, mmgnetic
latitude, Io(:al tmme, sun earth _pacecraft angle, clock angle
about e_rth sun _ine in CSM coordinates, magnitude and OSM
coordinates of magnetic field from internal field model
(E3arraclough). and _ield strength ehere the model field I_ne
cro_e_, t,he magnetic equator. [he second page of the CSH
I=_t.i_g_ conLains universal time; magniLude and CSM coordinates
of internal plus e_ternal model magnetir field; geographic
latitude arid longitude of northern and southern hemisphere
magoeLi( fie_d line footprmnts (every _ min starting on the
hour); magniLude and CSM coordinates of ]S[_ ] ]SE_
separaL,or) vector (Am); laLitude and longitude of the
spacecraft spmn a=is in CSH coordinates; elements A22, A23,
A32, and A33 of the convers;or_ matrix from CSE to CSM
coordinate_ (A11:1, AlP:A13 A?] A3I==O); and an input tape
quality i,d*cator
Data set name E_F_[RIS DATA ON MA_ETIC TAP[
NSS[)C If) 77 ]O_>A OOH, ] PlffMIRIS, DAIA POL}L TAPI
Time period covered I0/22/7_ 10 01/0//87
I_uanti ty of data _1 RFFI S {IF IAP]
These data are contained on 1600 bpi, binary, g track
m_l,_.'tl_ t_p_ Ihe data pool tapes mere created in I t_4 360
r,_pr_..,_t,ali(,,_ with i_nblocked. 3240 byte record_ The first
re_rd _F _a(t_ file ,s a data pool file lahei containing
satetlnLe 1D .umber; year, day of year, and seconds of day for
the start and end of file; clock at start of file; group
number; minimum and ma=imum value of spin period in seconds;
and b,t rates¸ The label record is folloaed by a number of
data records containing day of year and seconds of day; clock;
bit rate; dummy record indicator; time line indicator; data
record number; spin period average; satellite position vector
in CSE coordinates; and outputs of investigators' quick I ook
algorithms for the folloeing e=periments: fast plasma
(77 102A 01D), hot plasma (O3B). flu*gate magnetometer (040),
lee energy cosmic rays (OSB). static electric field (060).
plasma eaves (-O7C), plasma density (080). energetic electrons
and protons (OgC). electrons and protons ( l 0 C), and _on
composition (-12B)
Data set name GROUND MAGN_IC F I[_ i IN[ IN]FRCIP1
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PLOTS ON MICROFICHE
NSSDC ID 7/-102A OOI, OND MAC FLD LINE INTERCEPT PLOTS
Time period covered - 10/24/77 TO 09/14/87
Quantity of data _ CARDS OF B/W 8ICROFICHE
lh;s data set. prepared by the magnetometer investigator
group, consists of microfiche plots that show on a world map
the predicted northern and southern hemisphere ground
intercepts (efootpr;ntsl) of the magnetic field line passing
through the satellite pos;tlon. The intercepts mere calculated
by using the 0lson Pfitzer model (W. P. Olson and K. A.
Pfitzer, IMagnetospher;c Magnetic Field Modeling,"
HcDonnelI-Douglas Astronautics Company prepr;nL, 1977), which
includes both internal and e=ternal field contributions. This
model ;s appropriate for quiet magnetic conditions and is
limited to field lines that cross the equator earthward of 15
earth radii. Two microfiche frames are used to cover each
world map, which is displayed in Mercator projection. Each map
shows the field line intercepts for two orbits, which are
identified by number. Start and stop times of each segment are
printed on the map, and tick marks are located at 1-h intervals
along the segments.
..........................
Data set nile - ORBITAl PLOTS FOR PRDMIS PERIOD
NSSDC ID 77 IO2A-OOJ, ORBITAL PLOTS FOR PROMIS PERIOD
lime period covered 03/29/86 TD 06/I6/86
Quantity of data - 3 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
This data set, in microfiche, provides orbital plots of
the spacecraft for the PRDMIS period. March 29 to June ]6.
1986. Each frame covers a time interval of 24 h and contains
plots of X, Y, and Z components (CSM), in earth radii, of the
radius vector to the spacecraft. Also plotted is the distance
of the spacecraft from a modeled (t-airfield, J. Ceophys. res.,
vol. 8S. p 77S. 1980) neutral sheet, in earth radii.
ISE, I. ANOERSON
EI ECFRONS AND PROTONS
Data set name - ELECIRON AND PROTON DAIA POOL PLOTS ON
MICROIILH
NSSDC ID t/ 102A IOA, EJECIRON*PRDION DP{IU; PIO1S,HF]LH
Time period covered 10/22/77 TO 0q/_6/07
Quantity of data ]09 R[JL S OF MICR01ll R
lhese data are contained on 35 mm microfilm reels Fhe
data are plotted vs time in sets of eight types of plots for
each day L_ch type of plot shows the spacecraft height above
the earth's surface and its CSE Cartesian coordinates, the
magneLic field magnitude, and flags indicating when the plasma
density eKperiment or the electron gun of the quasi-static
electric field e_periment were turned on, plus outputs of
investigators' quick-look algorithms for one or two of the
following experiments: fast plasma (ll lO2A OlC), hot plasma
(-03E). fJuxgate magnetometer (-O4B), low-energy cosmic rays
(-05C), static electric field (-06D). plasma waves (-O/J).
plasma density (-OBC), energetic electrons and protons (-OOR),
electrons and protons (-]OA), and ion composition (-12A). The
electron and proton experiment data plotted are both the
electron and proton differential fluxes at 6 keY.
Data set name 8-200 KEV ELECTRON AND PROlON Ft UX DA1A
POOL DATA ON MACNE_]C TAP]
NSSDC ]D 77 102A 10C. 8 200KEV ELEC_PROI lliJX POOl ()AIA
lime period covered 10/22]1l IO 11/12/_t6
Quantity of data 21REEAS OF 1AP_
These data are conLained on 16OObpi. binary. _ track
magnetic tape. The data pool tapes were created in aRM 360
representatlon with unblocked, 3240 byte records. The first
record of each file is a data pool file label containing
satellite ]D number; year. day of year. and seconds of day for
the start and end of file; clock at start of file; group
number; minimum and max;mum value of spin period _n seconds;
and b_t rates. 1he label record ;s followed by a number of
data records containing day of year and seconds of day; clock;
bit rate; dummy record indicator; time llne indicator; data
record number; spin period average; satellite position vector
in CSE coordinates; and outputs of investigators' quick-look
algorithms for the following experiments: fast plasma
(77-102A OLD), hot plasma (030), fluxgate magnetometer (-04C),
low energy comsic rays (-058), static electric field (068),
plasma waves (OTC), plasma density (-08C). energetic electrons
and protons ( 09C), electrons and protons ( I OC), and ion
composition ( ]2B). The electron and proton experiment
algorithm outputs include both electron and proton fluxes in
the energy range 8 1.o _00 keY.
Data set name 32 SEC AVE_ACI_) SURVEY PLOTS OF PARTICL[
DATA ON MICROF ILH
NSSDC ID //-IO2A 100, 3_-SEC AVCO SURVEY PLOTS. NFILH
Time period covered - 10/23/77 10 07/31/78
Quantity of data S REELS OF MICROFIlm4
This data set consists of experimenter-supplied hard
copy, microfilmed at hr_SOC, of 3_ s-averaged particle flux
survey plots for the ]SEE I and 2 Anderson exper;ments. F3ch
day consists of SlX 8 h plots, three electron and three proton.
per satellite. The day of the year. processing date. and scale
factors for the warious curves are shomn across the top of the
plot. 1he next bold line is the plot date, the satellite ID,
the particle species, and the symbols ;dentifying the v_r;ous
curves. Beloe this llne, the satellite posit_on in earth radii
is given once per hour in CSE coordinates Beige the plot is
the time given in hours fUll. Solid horizontal bars on the
plot itself are used to indicate missing data. The identifiers
represent particle fluxes in the following energy ranges:
identifier I_keVl : approximately 2 keY electrons and
approximately 2 key protons (ions), differential flu=ms;
identifier UEkeV = = approximately 6 key electrons and
approaimately 6 keV protons (ions), differential fluxes;
identifier i8keVl = >19 key electrons and >]Q keY protons
(ions). integral f u=es; identifier I_OkeVl : )4_ keY electrons
and )42 key protons (ions). integral fluxes; identifier IOl2001
= >_90 keY protons (ions). integral flux
...............................
Data set name 24-HOUR SURVEY PLOTS ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID ll lO2A IOE. 24-1-_ SURVPf PLOTS, HFI[_l
Time period covered ]0/23/77 TO 06/30/78
guantity of data 2 REELS OF MICROFILM
lhls data set contains 24 h particle flux survey plots
for the ISE]E I and 2 Ander_on experiments, on microfilm. Each
frame of microfilm contains ] day of data consisting of the _ix
8 h plots, three electron and three proton, per satellite, lhe
three plot_ of each type of flu= are placed together in a 24 h
strip, and the proton strip ;s placed below the electron strip
to form each frame lhe day of the year. processing date. and
scale factors for the various curves are sheen across the top
of the plot, The next bold llne is the plot date, the
satellite ID, the particle species, and the symbols identifying
the various curves. Below this mine the satellite position in
earth radii is given once per hour ;n CSE coordinates. Deloe
the plot is the time given in hours (U[). Solid horizontal
bars on the plot itself are used to indicate missing data. The
identifiers represent particle fluxes in the following energy
ranges: identifier i2keV= = approximately 2 key electrons and
approximately _ keY protons (ions), different;am fluxes;
identifier eBkeV I : approximately 6 keY electrons and
approxlmately 6 key protons (ions), differential fluxes;
identifier iBkeVl = )19 key electrons and >19 keY protons
(ions). integral fluxe_; identifier iTOkeV I _ )4_ key electrons
and >42 key protons (ions), integral fluxes; identifier "0]_OO q
= >290 key protons (ions), integral flu,.
............................
Data set name 32 SECOND AVERACE SURVEY PI OTS ON
MICROFICHE
NSSDC ID //-IO2A IOF, 3_ SEC AVC SURVEY PLOIS ON MF]CHE
lime period covered - 01/0_//9 lO 06/30/80
Quantity of data B4 CARDS OF R/W MICROFICHE
This data set consists of experimenter-supplied hard
copy, microfiched at NSS_, of 32-s averaged particle flux
survey plots for the ISLE l and 2 Anderson experiments _ach
day consists of six 8-h plots, three electron and three proton,
per satellite. The day of the year, processing date, and scale
factors for the various curves are sheen across the top of _he
plot. The next bold line ;s the plot date, the satellite ID,
the particle species, and the symbols identify;no the various
curves. Below this llne the satellite position in earth radii
iS given once per hour in C,_E coordinates. Below the plot is
the time given in hours (LIT). Solid horizontal bars on the
plot itself are used t.o _nd;cate mi_s;ng data. The identifiers
represent particle fluxes in the following energy ranges:
identifier 12karl : _pproxlmately _ key electrons and
approximately 2 keV protons (ions), differential fluxes;
identifier 16karl = approximately 6 keV electrons and
approximately 6 key protons (ions), differential fluxes;
identifier mBkeVe = >19 keV electrons and >I9 keV protons
(ions). integral fluxes; identifier _30keV' = )42 keV electrons
and )42 key protons (ions). ntegral fluxes; identifier e01_OOI
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- >290 keV protons (ions), integral flu:.
ZS_ 3, BANE
FAST PLA_A AND SOLAR WIND IONS
Oat, i set name - FAST PLASMA _ SOLAR WIND DATA POOL
PLOTS ON MICROFILM
NSSDC IO 7/-]OVA-OIC, FAST PLASMA,SOLAR WIND DPOOL.MFLM
TJme period covered - 10/_P/77 TO 09/26/B7
[_uantity of data 109 RF_IS OF MICROFILM
lhese data ire contained on 35-mm microfilm reels The
data are plotted vs time in sets of eight types of plots for
each day. tJlch type of plot shows the spacecraft height, above
the earth's surface and its CSF Cartesian coordinates, the
magnetic field magnitude, and flags indicating when the plasma
density experiment or the electron gun of t+he quasi-static
electric field experiment were turned on, plus outputs of
investigators' quick look algorithms for one or two of the
following euper;ments: fast plasma (77 102A-01C). hot plasma
(03E), fluxgate magnetometer (04B), low energy cosmic rays
(O_C), static electric field (-O6D), plasma maves (-OTJ),
plasma density (-08C), energetic electrons and protons (-OgB),
electrons and protons ( IOA), and ion composition ( ]_)A) The
fist plasma dltl ire shown on two types of plots, and they
_nclude four level electron spectra, ion pseudodensity, ;on
average energtes, and solar wind speed and pseudodens;ty.
Data set name PLASMA VE±OCITY, DENSITY, AND TF]MPERATURE
DATA POOL DATA ON MACNFIIC TAPE
NSSOC IO II IO_A OlD. PLASMA VEl .,DF_.&TEHP. DPO01 ,TAP[
Time period covered ]O/_/Zq" lO 0]/0//B7
Quantity of data 21 RELLS OF TAPE
lhe_e data are contained on 1600 bpl, binary, 0 track
magnet+c tape ]he data pool tapes were created in I_ 360
representer,on with unblocked, 3_40 byte records 1he first
record of each File is l data pool file label containing
satelllte ID number; year. day of year. and seconds of day for
the start and end of file; clock at start of fi me; group
number; minimum and maximum value of spin period in seconds;
and bit rate_ lhe label record is followed by i number of
data records containing day of year and second_ of day; clock;
bit r_te. dummy record indicator; time line ;nd.cator; data
record number; sp.n period average; satel I ;re posit;on vector
in CS| coordinate_; and outputs of investigators + quick look
alger i thm_ for the fol lowing exper;ments: fast plasma
(7t ]OVA 010), hot plasma (O3B), fluzgabe magnetometer (04C),
low energy cosmic rays (OSB), static electric field (06B),
plasma waves (OZC), plasma denslty (08C), energetic electrons
and pr(+tons (OgC). electrons and protons ( lot), and ion
compos+t_o. ( ]2B) The fast plasma data .nclude four level
electroll _;pe( Ira , ton p_eudodens; ti ms, average energies, and
solar wtnd peak speed_ and pseudodensit,es
_
Data set name PROION FLUID PARAMEI[RS 6 LARIH RADII
BOW SHOCK DAIA ON MACNETIC IAP[
NS_d)C Ill // I02A OIl, PRDION FLUID PARAM 6RE BOW SHOCK
Time period (:overed ]0/2(_/_ TO O|/Iq/79
Quantity of data l RIll OF IAP[
lhese ezper;menter suppl ied, fast plasma proton fluid
parameter daLa are on a 9 track. 1600 bpi, b_nary magnetic tape
created on an ]|}H 360 computer Dlti coverage includes the
reg,on froF_ b earth radii out to (but excluding) the bow shock
The re.+r._,_, f(>r _elec tang this area of coverage are that the
_oI_ .,,,d ,,_,, d,'.tr,but,on._ are too cold to be adequately
re._c_lv*rd by trh'_. ,n'.l, rument Ind inside the region of 15 earth
rldl i t.h,, T_..L plasma dati would be contaminited by the
energeL_c part,( le background The physical records on the
tapes are blocked with _0 88 byte logical records The first
record of each file is a header containing data identification
informal.on, orbit number, and start and end times for the
file. tJIch datl record contains universal time (in year, day
of year. and second_ of day). orbit number, spacecraft position
NSSDC ID 77 I02A-OIK. S MIN AV_ SOLAR WIND ION DATA
Time period covered - 10/30/7_ TO 01/0B/78
Quantity of dill - 1 REEl OE TAPE
fhese dlta are contained on one 1600 bpi, 9.track, ASCII
mignetic tape creited on i VAX ]1 computer. The records are of
fixed length, with two records per physical block. The data
consist of year, month, dly and seconds of the day CUT); U_
hours and minutes; spacecraft radial distance ERe), latitude
(deal and long;rude (deg); spacecraft posit;on ;n CSE
coordinates; p ro+_on number densi ty file.a,3) and bulk velocity
(km/s); azimuthal flow angle (deg) and meridional flow ingle
(deg); alpha pro_on flux ratio; and average proton temperature
(deg K). The U_[ hours and minutes mire sometimes mrong near
the end of an hour and should be ignored "
Data set name HOURI Y AV_AC_ SOLAR WIND PLASMA DENSITY
V_OCIIY. PROTON TEHPEHAILII_I DAIA ON TAPE
_)C ID 77-102A 01L. |_ AVC SW DFN. V, PROT TEIMP. TAP[
Time period covered 10/30/71 TO 1_/31/19
_uantity of data 1 RL_L OT TAPL
These data are contained on one ]600 bp;, _-track, ASC|]
magnetic ripe creited on a VAX I] computer The tape is
written in 2048 byte physica blocks The data consist of the
date (year. month, day) and UI (hour. minute) U1 of the
midpoint of the hour over which _ch set of dati is averaged;
and the hourly averaged solar wmnd p_asml density (l/cmee3),
velocity (km/s), and proton temperature (deg K)
Dati set name HOU_ AV_ACED SOLAR WIND N, V, l PLOTS
LISTIMW_;S ON MICROFICH[
NSSDC IO ll IO?A DiM. I_ AVC SW N, V, I PIT&lIST, iICtll
Time period covered - 10/.30/77 10 12/31/19
Quantity of data 4 CARDS OF B/W MICROI]CHI
Ibis data set conti,ns both plots and listings of 1 h
averages of solar wind parimeter_ on microfiche Ihe
parameters are the solar wind density (1/cmae3). velocity
(km/s). lnd temperature (deg K). The log Of the density, the
velocity, and the log of the temperature ire plotted vs time on
separate graphs. The perimeters used to make the plot_ are
listed vs time The times given are at the middle of the
averaged hours.
ISE/ l, FRANK
HOI PI ASMA
Data seL name ION A_) _FCIRON DFNSIIY P001 DATA I)N
HACNI I IC TAP!
NSSDC ID 17 102A 03H, ION • ELECTRON DFNSIIY DPI]O[ ,1APt
T_me period covered 10/22/// TO O1/O1/B1
Quantity of data 21 RF_ S OF TAP[
These datl are contained on 1600 bp;, binary. Q track
magnetic tape. The data pool tipes were created in I BH 360
representation with unblocked, 3240 byte records. The first
record o( each file ;s i data pool file label containing
satellite ID number; year, day of year, and seconds of day for
the start and end of file; clock at start of file; group
number; mmn;mum and maximum value of spin period ;n seconds;
and bit rates The label record is followed by a number of
data records containmng day of year and seconds of day; clock,
bit rate; dummy record indicator; time line indicator; data
record number; spin period average; satellite position vector
in CS| c(>ordina_es; and outputs of investigators' quick look
algorithms for the following e_per;ments: fast plasma
(7_ IO_A OLD), hot plasma (03B), fluxgate magnetometer (-04C),
low energy cosmic ra_s (050), static electric field (-06B),
plasma eaves (-07C), plasma density (OSC), energetic electrons
and protons (OQC), electrons ind protons (+]OC). and ;on
composition ( I_B). The hot plasma algorithm outputs include
proton dens;ties, 10 keY electron fJules, lad e_ergy range
in solar ecl,ptic coordinates, number density, energy density, indicators.
a flag indicating the energy tinge covered, components of the
two d,mensional bulk velocity in spacecrift coordinates and .......
the average two dimensiooat temperiture
Diti set name CO[ OR St TOFFS 0F ¸ [ EP_)EA FNERCY TIM[
.......... SPE:CTRO_AMS F OR CHANN_ S 4P AND 4E
Data set name 5 MINUTE AVf_ACFD SOLAR WIND I0N DATA ON
MAG_It]]C TAPf
7O
OF PGG!_ _, ,:T"
NSSOC ID 7t ]02A O3C. E 1 SP[CIGMS CffAN 4P • 4E.SLID_%
Time period covered f1/O1/TY TD 12/30/81
Quantity of data 2147 COLOR SLIDES
This data set contains energy time color spectrograms of
the count rates from the equatorial plane detectors (4P and 4F)
on 3b mm color slides. Each slide conta.ns five energy time
spectrograms plotting count rates according to a color scale vs
the logarithm of the energy (eV) along the ordinate and
universal Lime (h) along the abscissa. The color scale is
shown on the right hand side of the slide The count rates are
proportlonal bo the particle flux and also bo the phase space
density multiplied by the energy squared. The four Lop
Spectrograms of each slide display the proton detector count
rates from the sunward . duskward . antisunward . and
dawneard looking quadrants, respecblvely. The fifth
spectrogram displays the azimuthally averaged electron detector
count rates Spacecraft positions are I_sted below the time
values ,n spherical CSE coordinates Each slide conta;ns 24 h
displays for low bit rate data and 6 h displays for high bib
rate dabs. Ihe instrument and the spectrograms have bed energy
modes, either 1 eV bo 4b KeY or gfb eV bo 4b KeV. The data set
documentabion contains more debails and e_amples Similar
plots of azlmubhally averaged count rates from detectors ]P,
IL, and 6P ernst in data seb II fO2A 031), beginning at January
1, 1982.
Data set name CO[ OR St IDIS Of I [PFI)IA EhlERCY TIME
SPECIROCRAMS I [}R CftANNI I S ]P. II A_) 6P
NSSDC ID 17 102A 03D. l I SPLCIGMS,CIIAN IP,EEJ6P,S! IDLS
Time period covered 0]/O1/B2 If) 0g/26/81
Quantity of dabs 3206 COIOH SIID[S
Th.s data sob conbains erlergy time color specbrograms of
the azimuLhaJly averaged count rates from detectors ]P. ][, and
6P on 3b mm color slides [ach slide contains three
energy Lime spectrograms plotting count rates according to a
color scale vs the IogariLhm of the energy (eV) along the
ordinate and universal time (h) along the abscissa The color
scale is shown on the right s_de of the slide. The three
panels display *on response_ in detectors ]P and 6P and
electron responses in detector 1|. respectively [)etect_rs LP
and ][ are centered |3 deg from the spacecraft spin axis and
detector 6P is centered 15_ deg from the spacecraft spin axis
Spacecraft positions are listed below the Lime values in
spherical CSE coordinates Each slide contains 24 h displays
for low bit rate data or _ h displays for h_gh bit rate data
The lns_rtJment and the spectrograms have bwo energy mode_,
either ] eV to 4b keV or 21b eV to 45 keY
Data seL name If_l PLASMA DAIA Pll(]l PI 0IS WITII PH{}I(IN
NUHHEH DLNSIIY ON MlCHl)f lIM
NSSDC ID 77 102A-O3E. H01 PLASMA DAIA P001 PLOlS, Mf ]f_
lime period covered ]0/)2/I/ l_ 0_/26/8I
_uanbiLy of data 10q RI_S Of MICRI)f rIM
lhese data are contained on 35 mm microfilm reels lhe
data are plotted vs Lime in sets of e.ght types of plots for
each day Each type of plot shows the spacecraft height above
the earth*s surface and its GS_ Carbesian coordinates, the
magnetic field magnitude, and flags indicablng when the plasma
dens;by experiment or the electron gun of the quasi static
electric field experiment w,r.ee turned on. plus outpuLs of
_nvestigator_' quick look algorithms for one or two of the
following experiments: fa_k plasma (77 |02A O]C). hot plasma
(03E). fluxgabe magnetometer (04B). lOW energy cosmic rays
(-OSC). static electric field (06D). plasma waves (07J).
plasma density (-08C). energetic electrons and protons (OqB).
electrons and protons ( lOAf, and ion composition ( 12A) lhe
hob plasma experiment dabs plotted are the spin averaged proton
number density Ihese same data are contained on each of bed
types of plots
ISLE 1. CUHNE]I
PLASMA WAVES
Data seb name _6_ H_ WAVt _ECTRIC AND MAC_EIIC FIE_
DATA POOL DATA ON MACN_IC TAPE
NSSDC ID /7 IO_A-O_C. _62 HZ WAVE E • B F]LLD POOL DATA
Time period covered 10/22/77 T0 01/07/87
_uantiby of data - 21RF}LS OE TAPE
These data are contained on 1600-bpi. binary, 9 track
magnetic tape. The dabs pool tapes were created _n IBM 360
representation eiLh unblocked. 3240 byte records. ]he f_rsb
record of each file is a data p_)l file label containing
satellite ID number; year. day of year. and seconds of day for
the start and end of file; clock ab start of file; group
number; minimum and malimum value of spin per,od in seconds; Z
offset; number of estimates made for Z offset; alpha and group
number u_ed to determine Z offset; and b_t rates. The label
record is followed by a number of data records contain.ng day
of year and seconds of day; clock; bib rate; dummy record
indicator; Lime line indicator; data record number; spin period
average; satellite position vector in CS[ coordinates; and
outputs of investigators' quick look algorithms for the
following eiper;ments; fast plasma (17 102A OED), hob plasma
(03_). fluagabe magnetometer (-04C), lOW energy COSmiC rays
(O_B). StatiC electric field (06B). plasma waves (O/C).
plasma density (-O_C). energetic electrons and protons (OqC),
electrons and protons ( for), and ion composition ( 12B) The
plasma wave algorithm oubput_ _nciude instantaneous sampie_
from the b62 Hz filler channels of the electron and magnetic
spectrum analysers
Data set name 24 FIR FJ [CTRIC SP[CTRUM ANA[ Yl_ SLR_V[Y
P[ OIS ON MECROI HM
NSSDC ID II 102A-O/D, 24 HR EIIC SPEC ANALYZER PLIS,FIM
Iime period covered 10/_2/17 IO 12/31/84
_uant;ty of data 1RC_S OF MICROFILH
lhls daba set consist_ of experimenter supplied survey
plots on m_crofilm, lath plot d_splays 24 h of data from the
]S[_ | Un.vers,by of iowa Ournett Plasma _ave fxperiment
electric spectrum analyzer (fSA). [he top line on each plot
contains letters indicating which of four antennas is connected
to the electric spectrum analyzer |or the ESA pJob_. V _s
Heppner_s _]5 m long w_re antenna; U is Mozer_s 73 5 m double
antenna; S is Scarf's 0 61 m short electric dipole antenna; and
B is the ] axis search coil magnetometer lhe second line
indicates the geocentric radial distance of the spacecraft in
earth rad,i, lhe third line (immediately above the data) and
the line immediately below the data indicate universal Lime in
hours and m;nutes. Orbrt parameters are included in the
electric spectrum analyzer plots. 1he date and sLart t;me of
each plot are given on the _efL side of each plot. along with
the geocentric solar ecliptic coordinates at the start b;me.
1he ESA cons,sbs of 20 channel_ covering the frequency ravage
from _ 6 Hz _ 31| kHz lhe <:hannels are logarithmically
spaced with four frequency channels per decade |he center
frequency of each channel i_ indicated on the left side of the
plots and the channel number is ind,cabed on the right side of
each plot The bande_dbhs _f the channels below ]0 kHz are
about plu_ or minus 1_ percenL of the center frequencies, and
the bandwidths for the 10 kllz and hi@her channels are about
plus or m_nus _ percent of the center frequencies lhe ouLputs
from the spectrum analyzers are voltages approx.mabely
proportional to the logarithm of the field strength with a
dynamic range of about 110 dH lhe baseline of each channel is
at about 0 | microvoJts/m f)n the plots the vertical I,nes
represent the geomeLric mean of all the daba point_ _n a 114 s
time interval. Ihe _olid line above the average dabs
represents the peak value observed over the same interval of
time lhe griph for each channel runs from 0 O0 bo _]V volts
full scale (b I_ V) represents a signal strength about ]lO dB
above the baseline level Each plot has been made from the raw
data and has nob been calibrated. Known errors and
interference have been removed with one e_cepbion: when the
experiment is burned off (which may happen during special Lefts
or near perigee on shadow orbits) all channels read about one
half of ful_ scale.
Data set name 24 t_ MACN[qIC SPICTHUM ANA|YZtR SUFFV|Y
PI (]TS 0N MICH0| ILM
NSSDC ID 17 IO2A 07I, _4 HH MAC SI'EC ANAIYZ[R PIU[S,I[M
lime period covered ]O/22/71 lO 12/31/B4
Quanbity of data 7 REELS OE MICR0|ELM
[his da_a set consists of 24 h survey piot_ of the signal
strength _n the 14 channels of the magnetic spectrum analyler
and in the lowesb I kHz of a single (_ndicated) range of bhe
wideband da_a. For each of these plots, the average values
over 144 s _nbervals0 as well as the peak values in these
intervals, are plotted, lhe channels are logarithmically
spaced, w;bh four frequency channels per decade, and cover the
range from 56 Hz _o 10 0 kHz. lhe center frequency of each
channel is ;ndlcated on the left side of the plots The
bandwidbhs of the channels below 10 kHz are approximately + or
_15_ of the center frequency and the bandwidth of the |O.O kHz
channel ;s approxbmabely + or 1.5_ The displayed output is
not calibrated, but _s approximately proportional to the
Jogar,bhm of the input field strength. Full scale represents a
s_@nal strength ]|0 dB above the baseline level, which is at
approximately |0 microvolbs. The wideband receiver antenna
used. the mldeband receiver mode, and the w_deb_nd receiver
range _re indicated ab the _op of the plots. The three lines
below the w,deband rote,vet plot display the magnetic spectrum
analyzer anLmnna used, the geocentric radial distance of the
spacecraft (Re). and the universal time of the dabs Below the
7| - - -
plots are displayed, at hourly intervals, the universal time.
spacecraft geocentric radial d,stance (Re), geomagnetic
latitude (deQ), magnetic local time (hours). seplrltion
dimtince between 1SEE 1 and ISF_E 2 Ckm), orbit number, and •
value (when available).
.......................................
Data set name PLASMA WAVE DATA POOL PLOTS WITH ELECTRIC
AND HACNETIC FIELD VALUES ON MICROFILM
NSSDC IO 77-]02A-OTJ. PLASMA WAVE DATA P001 PLOTS.NF%LM
Time period covered - ]O/_/17 10 09/26/87
quantity of data - 109 RF-EIS OF MICROFIIM
These data are contatned on 35-mm microf;Im reels. The
data are plotted vs tlme ;n sets of eight types of plots for
each day. Each type of plot shows the spacecraft height above
the earthIs surface and its CSE Cartesian coordinates, the
magnetic field magnitude, and flags indicating whmn the plasma
density experiment or the electron gun of the quasi static
electric field eKperiment mere turned on, plus outputs of
investigators' quick me ok algorithms for one or two of the
following experiments: fast plasma (77 ](Y2A-O1C), hot plasma
(03E), fluxgate magnetometer (048), low energy cosmic rays
(OSC), static electric field (06D), plasma mares (07J),
plasma density (08G), ene rgetic electrons and p rot_:)ns (-OQO),
electrons and protons (leA), and ion composition (-12A). The
plasma wave experiment data plotted are the 562 Hz wave
electric and magnetic field values.
ISFF 1, HARVEY
PLASMA DENS 11 Y
Data set name PLASMA DF3NSllY PROPACAIION ON OFf DATA
POOl DATA ON MAGNETIC 1APE
NSSDC ID ll-F02A-OBC, PLASMA DEN PROPACATN ON-OFF,DPOOL
lime period covered - ]0/22/77 TO 01/07/81
_uantiby of data - 2] R_J S O[ TAPt
These data are contained on 1600 bpi, binary, g track
magnetic tape The data pool tapes were created in I{_H 360
representation with unblocked, 3240 byte records The first
record of each file is a data pool file label containing
satellite ]D number; year, day of year, and seconds of day for
the start and end of fl le; clock at start of fi le; group
number, minimum and maximum value of spin period in seconds;
and bit rate_ lhe label record is followed by a number of
data records containing day of year and seconds of day; clock;
bit rate; dummy record indicator; time line indicator; data
record number; spin period average; saLellite position vector
in CSf coordinates; and outputs of investigators j quick look
algorithms for the follow*rig experiments: fast plasma
(// ]O?A OLD), hot plasma (03B), fluxgate magnetometer (O4C).
low energy cosmic rays (050), static electric field (06B),
plasma eaves (-07C), plasma density (08C), energetic electrons
and proLons (OgC), electrons and protons ( lOt), and ion
composmLion ( ]_H) ]he plasma density algorithm outpuLs
include indicators of the actlvity of the sounder and the
propagation transmitters during each 64 second period
Data set name SLI_ARY SPECTROCRAMS ON MICROFICIff
NSSDC ID /l I0_A 08l, SUMMARY SPFCIROCRAMS, MFICH|
lime period covered ]0/22/I1 TO 12/3]/82
Quantity of data 212 CARDS OF B/W MICROIICH!
lhis data set contains 3 h summary spectrograms plus
other experiment, ephemeris, and plasma information on each
frame of microfiche f_ch frame displays four panels of
information. ]he lowest tee panels are spectrograms using grey
scales of lO 3 dO steps Lo display Lhe average power received
by the sounder as a function of time and of the sounder:s 128
frequency steps with center frequencies ranging from 0.5 to
50.7 kHz The two spectrograms plot the same data using grey
scales covering d_fferent ranges. The value of the Lop of the
scale used in the upper spectrogram and the value of the bottom
of the scale used in the lower spectrogram are given ;n the
bo.es marked MAX and MIN on the left side of each frame The
ranges of these scales change with time Immediately above the
spectrograms is _ panel that gives a summary presentation oT
data from the p opagation experiment, including the mean
electron density in each 32 s period, the rm_ fluctuatlon of
the density, and the electron gyroTrequency obtained from the
data pool tape or a magnetospheric model. The top panel
contains e=per;ment status information (sounder step duration,
frequency step, and antenna used) as indicated in the square
box to the left _hemer_s information on the left side of
each frame include fl and [ coordinates, magnetlc local time,
magnetic latitude, ecl*ptic local time, the geocentric radial
72
distance and CSE coordinates in Re, nnd the ]SEE ] ISff 2
separation distance in km. The two sets of values correspond
[o _he beginning and bhe end of the 3 h intervil, Data met
users should consult the more detailed description found in C.
C. Ha rvey et el., Larly Results from the ISff Electron Density
Experiment, Space Science Review, vol, 23, pp. 39 SS, March
1979.
Data set namm - PLAS_ DENSITY EXPEI_IMEN1 ON-OFF DATA ON
DATA Poor PLOTS ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID ll I02A-08C, PLASMA DEN.ON OFF DPOOL PLTS,MFIJM
lime period covered - 10/22/77 10 09/26/87
Quantity of data - 109 RFFIS Of MICROFILM
These data are contained on 35-am microfilm. The data
are given in sets of eight types of plots for each day, Each
type of plot shows indicators of when _he plasma density
experiment was turned on. Lach plot type also shows the
spacecraft height above the earth's surface and its CSE
Cartesian coordinates, the magnet;c field magnitude, and flags
indicating when the quasl-static electric field elperlment's
electron gun was turned on, plus outputs of investigators'
quick look algorithms for one or two of the following
experiments: fast plasma (17-10_A-OIC), hot plasma ( 03El,
flumgate magnetometer (-040), low energy cosmic rays (05C),
ptasla Waves (O7J), energetic electrons and protons (-gaB),
electrons and protons ( IOA), and ion composition ( 12A)
1SEE ], HFILIW_ 1
VLF WAVE PROPAGATION
..........................
Data set name SEECTED SPECTROGRAMS ON 35HH PAPE]_
NSSI)C ID //-102A 13A, SELECTED SPECTROGRAMS, PAPER
lime period covered - 08/20/79 TO 08/20/19
Quantity of data 2 RO[IS Of SIR]P OR BRUSH CHARTS
This data set contains spectrograms of parts of VLI wave
data from a VtF emission event on a 3S me paper reel= The
event was t rlggered by nonducted signals (10._, ]| 0_, and
11.33 kHz) from the Omega navigaLional transmiLter in North
Dakota lhe plot shoe5 the intensity of signals received vs
frequency from q h to II h kllz across each paper _trlp and vs
time along the sLrip l_me (:ode pulse_ appear at the top edge
of the spectrogram Ihe beginning of each minute i_ marked by
the leading edge of a ] cm long dash Seconds are marked by
the leading edges of S mm dot_
Data set name SI_ICTE_ SPfCIRI]_AMS (]N 3b MM POSII]VI
F IIM
NSSDC ll) 17 ]O2A 13H. SI_FC/]D SPtCT_0CRAHS, 3_MH f lIM
lime period covered 01/12/83 10 0//3]/83
_uantity of data 2 R_EIS Of MICROFILM
lhls data set conLalns spectrograms of parts of the VIF
wave data Trom two VLI emission event_ on separate reels _f
microfilm. The events were triggered by nonducted signals
(10 _, liOn, and |! 33 kttz) from the Omega navigaLionat
transmitter in North Dakota. The plots shoe the inLensiLy of
signals received vs frequency Trom q h to 1] _ kllz a(rosn the
microfilm and vs time along each strip of microfilm lime code
pulses appear at the top edge of the spectrograms The
beginning of each minute is marked by the leading edge of a
| cm long dash Second_ are marked by the leading edges of
mm dots
]SFE l, HIPPN|R
DC _IFCIRIC F]_D
Data _et name PIASMASPHERIC RECTRIC IIFJDS 3 SICOND
AV[_ACID OAIA ON MACNf I]C IAPt
NSSDC ID 7/ ]02A IID, 3 S AVCD PLASMASPHERIC _ [C.IILLD
Time period covered 12/0_/77 ]D 1F/30//8
quantity of data ] RE_I Of 1APE
This data set comprises all the usable data from Lhis
instrument in the plasmasphere (mostly inside L of 5) for the
_;me period covered The electric fields are given in a
coordinate sysLem corotating witl_ an observer on the earth.
Several selections were made to avoid any data that might be
OF POOR QUALITY
unreliable. The data that were kept were generally from
regions of electron densities greater than 30 to _D/cmee3. ]he
components of the electric field in the spin plane were
measured. The third component (solar ecliptic Z) ias
calculated assuming that the scalar product of E and B ;s zero.
The resulting vec4_or electric field was then transformed into
red;ally outward and az;muthally eastward components
perpendicular to B. These fields were then projected to the
magnetic equit_0rial plane and to the ionosphere, assuming that
the magnetic field lines mere equipotentlals and that the
magnetic field las a dipole. When projected to the northern
hemisphere ionosphere these components becomm the northward and
eastward electric fields. The data _tems contained in this
data set are time, L value, magnetic local time, radla| and
azimuthal electric field components in the equatorial plane,
and the ionospheric projections (north and east) of these
Time difference between data points is 3 s. These data are on
9-track, IhO0-bpl, binary magnetic tape created on an IOM 360
computer.
ISff 1, HOVESTADT
LOW ENLRGY COSMIC RAYS
Oata set name LOW EN[2RCY COSMIC RAY COUNT RATE DATA
POOL DATA ON MAGNETIC IAPE
NSSDC ID 77_102A OSB, LOE COSMIC RAY CNI.RIE.DAIA POe1
1;me period covered 10/22/7/ TO 01/0//87
Quantity of data _I RF_LS OF TAPE
These data are contained on ]6OO-bp_, binary, q track
magnetic tape. The data pool tapes were created in IBM 360
representation with unblocked, 3_40-byte records The first
record of each file is a data pool f_le label containing
satellite ID number; year, day of year, and seconds of day for
the start and end of f_le; clock at start of file; group
number; minimum and ma;imum value of spin period ;n seconds;
and bit rates. The label record ;s followed by a number of
data records containing day of year and seconds of day; clock;
bit rate; dummy record indicator; time line indicator; data
record number; spin period average; satellite posit_on vector
in CSi coordinates; and outputs of ;nvestig ators_ quick look
algorithms for the following experiments: fast plasma
(77 I02A 010), hot plasma (030), fluxgate magnetometer (O4C),
JoI energy cosmic rays (OSB), static electric field (06B),
plasma waves (07C), plasma density (OBC), energetic electrons
and protons (-OgC). electrons and protons (-IOC). and ion
composition ( 12B) The low energy cosmic ray algorithm
outputs include count rates of protons in three energy
intervals bellmen 0.]1 and ?0 MeV, plus those of alpha
particles from 0.]_ to O.?b MeV and of Z>_ particles above 0,]
MeV
Data set name LOW E]WFRGY COSMIC RAY OAIA POOL PLOTS
WITH PARI]CLE COUN1 RAIES ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 77 IO_A 05C, LO E COSMIC RAY DPOOt PIOTS,MIILM
Time period covered lO/?_/ll 10 og/_6/Bl
Quantity of data - 109 REH S OF MICROFILM
These data are contained on 35 mm microfilm reels. The
data are plotted vs time in sets of eight types of plots for
each day. _ch type of plot shows the spacecraft height above
the earth's surface and its CSE Cartesian coordinates, the
magnetic field magnitude, and flags indicating when the plasma
density experiment or the electron gun of the quasi static
electric field experiment were turned on, plus outputs of
investigators* quick look algorithms for one or two of the
following experiments: fast plasma (77 IO_A-OIC), hot plasma
(-03E). fJulgate magnetometer (04B), low energy cosmic rays
(-OSC), static electric field (06D), plasma waves (OTJ),
plasma density (08G), energetic electrons and protons (09B),
electrons and protons ( ]OA), and ion composition ( I?A) The
low energy cosmic ray e_periment data plotted are the count
rates of protons in three energy intervals between 0.|7 and 20
MeV, plus those of alpha part;ties from 0.I2 to 0.25 MeV and of
Z)2 particles above 0_1MeV/nucleon-
ISEE I, MOZE]_
QUASI STATIC ELECTRIC FIEJ_DS
Data set name QUASI STATIC ELECTRIC FIELD C_ ON OFF
DAIA POD! DAIA ON MACNETIC TAPE
NSSOC ]D 77 IO_A O6B, E FIEJ_D ELECTRON CUN ON OFF ,DPOO[
Time perked covered - 10/22/77 T0 01/07/87
Quantity of data - _I RiftS OF IAPf
These data are contained on 1600-bpi, b_nary, 9 track
magnetic tape. The data pool tapes lere created in I_ 360
representation with unblocked. 3240 byte records 1he first
record of each file ;s = data pool file label containing
satellite ]D number; year. day of year, and seconds of day for
the start and end of file; clock at start of file; group
number; minimum and nal_mum value of spin period in seconds;
and bit rates The label record ;s followed by a number of
data records containing day of year and seconds of day; clock;
bit rile; dummy record indicator; time line indicator; data
record number; spin period average; satelllte posit_on vector
;n CSE coordinates; and outputs of investlg ab°rs_ quick-look
algorithms for the following e_periments: fast plasma
(77-10_A OLD), hot plasma (O30), flulgate magnetometer (-O4C),
lOW energy cosmic rays (-0501, static electric field (O6B),
plasma eaves (-07C). plasma density (-08C). energet.c electrons
and protons (09C), electrons and protons ( IOC), and ion
composition ( I_B). The quasi static electric field algorithm
outputs indicate whether the e=per;ment's electron guns were on
or off during each 64 second interval.
Data set name SPIN p[RIOD AV_RACf_I DATA ON 1APt
NSSDC ID 77 IO_A 06C, SPIN pE}IIOD AV_ACE]) DAIA
lime period covered lO/_b/17 TO 0S/Ob/84
Quantity of data 148 Rffl S OF TAPE
This electric field data set is on )600 bpi, g-track,
binary magnetic tape created on a P1)P 11/40 computer The
tapes contain physical records consisting of one 3S36 byte
logical record each _ch logical record contains an BO byte
record header and 4B /2-byte data groups. E_ch record header
contains: the year, day of year, and hour; the spacecraft
geocentric radius, local time (CSN), and latitude (CSM);
McI_aain parameter; -p to five sets of I bias values and their
time offsets; the duration of the plasma density experi ment_s
duty cycle and of its active part; and several flag_ with
information about the plasma density experiment's status. _ch
data group contains data from one spacecraft spin period.
cons,stlng of: time offset to be added to the time in the
record header; X and Y components of the electric field in BDH.
aSH, CSE, and C_M coordinates (BDM and RSM coordinates are
defined in the data set documental;on); the standard deviations
of the total electric (F) and magnetic (H) field values; the
numbers of a a;lable t and B value_,; the | field phase (inv
BDM); the B field latitude and longitude (CSM) and the B field
components (_n Cartesian CS[ coordinates); a parameter
proportional to the voltages of sphere _ eith respect to the
experiment _ignal ground; and three DC voltages proportional
to the log of the po_er in the frequency range of each oT the
three wide bandpass fitters with center frequencies of 5, 3_,
and _$6 Hz. Because the experiment measure_ the electric field
in the spacecraft spin plan, ahlch co,ncides elth the solar
ecliptic plane to within a few degr_e_, the measureed fields
are g_ven as the X and Y components lhe third component. | z,
is calculated from the requirement that t is perpendicular to
B. Users of this data set should contact the principal
investigator for information about correct,on_ to be made as a
function of the state of instrument operation and for
assistance in distinguishing the perturbation_ caused by ]SF_ I
active experiments and other effects.
Data set name ELECTRON CUN ON Off DAIA ! OH QUAS] STATIC
[ FIUD i_(PI. DAIA PO0_ l'I01S ON MICROFII M
NSSDC ID 77 10_AOBD, F_ECTRN GUN ON OFf l)POOt Pll,MttM
lime period covered 10/V_/7/ lO Og/_6/B/
Quanti ty of data lOg R|_S Ill M]CR[)I II H
These data are contained on _b mm re. Trefoil lhe data
are given in set5 of eight types of plot,_, For ea<h day. lath
type of plot shows indicators of _hen Lhis experlm ent_s
electron gun _as turned on. _ach plot type also shows the
spacecraft height above the earth's surface and its CSE
Cartesian coord=nates, the magnetic field magnitude, and flags
indicating when the plasma density experiment was in use, plus
outputs of investigators' quick I o ok algorithms for one or two
of the following e=periments: fast plasma (71-102A-01C). hot
plasma (-03D) flu_ga_e magnetometer (-04B). Io, energy cosmic
rays (OSC), plasma eaves (07J). energetic electrons and protons
(OQB), electrons and protons (-IOA), and ion composition
(I_A).
ISE£ I, OCILVIE
FAST E£ECTRONS
73
, ii_C!_,-:,
Data set name 5 MINUTE AV_AO_ _ ECTRON PARAH_ ON
MACN_IC TAPE
NSSDC IO 77 102A 02C. S MIN AVC ELECTRON PARAMEIB_S
Time period covered 10/30/71TD 10/08/78
Quantity of data 2 REELS OF IAPE
These data are contained on g-track, ]600-bp;, binary
magnetic tapes crmated on in IBM 308] computer. The data are
blocked ,ith 200 124.byte logical records per physical record.
Fach logical record contains the year. day of the yeir (0 t*o
365). and 5-mln interval CO to 287) of the day over which the
electron parameters were averaged; the nulber of fine scale
points used in the average; the spacecraft radius (km). CSE
c_rdinltes (km), and _ Y and 7 coordinates (km); the 5 min
averaged mlectron temperature (d0g K), density (%/cm*e3), and
speed (km/s); the standard deviations of the teipmrature.
de.s;ty, and speed; the flow speed components ;n CSE
coordinates (km/s); the heat flux components in ChSE coordinates
(mrs/seem**2); the cosine of the angle between the flow speed
and heat flux vectors; the components of the magnetic field
(nT) from the data pool magnetometer data in quasi CSE
coordinates; and the standard deviations of the magnetic field
components. At least teo points are required; only points for
which the status of the quasi static electric fields experiment
was passive and the status of the plasma density experiment mas
muff before, off after" were used.
IS£L 1, RUSSLII
FLUXCAT[ MACNEIOM[ IER
Data set name MACN,I ]C t IELD DATA POOl PI DIS ON
MICR0f I! M
NSSDC ID ll 1OTA 04B, MACJqE_IC FIELD DP00i PLOIS,MFILH
lime period covered 10/3/77 TO Og/26/O7
quantity of data 109 RFEIS 0t MICROFILM
These data are contained on 35 mm microfilm reels. The
dale are plotted vs time in sets oT eight types of plots for
each day Lath type of ptot shows the spacecraft height above
the earth's surface and its CS[ Cartesian coordinates, the
magnetic field magnltude, and flags indicating when the plasma
density experlme/lt or the electron gun of the quasi static
electric fie_ds e.per,ment were turned on. p_us outpuLs of
investigators' quick _<)ok algor;thm_ for one or Leo of the
folloe*ng e.perlmenLs: Fast plasma (11 ]O_A-OIC), hot plasma
(03_). fluxgate magnetometer (-04B) 0 Joe energy cosmic rays
(O_C), static electric field (06D). plasma waves (07J),
plasma density (OBC), of_ergetic electrons and protons ( OQ0)°
electrons and protons ( IOA). and ion composition ( IRA) The
fluagate m_neLometer data include the magnetic field magnitude
and its components in spacecraft coordinates (along the
direction of the spacecraft spin azis, along the spin-plane
projection of the spacecraft sun line, and along a third
orthogonal coordinate) Ihese same data are given in tee types
of plots one I,near (from +leo to ]O0 hi) and one _em, log
plot of magnetic f_eld v_ Lime
Data set name IHRF[ COMPONENt1 MACNEIlC FIEI_ DAIA PO0[
{)A1A ON MACNEIIC TAP[
NSSDC ID 71 IO?A 04C, 3 COMP HACNF l IC F ][LD DA;A POOL
lime period covered JOlT?gig T0 01/OI/BI
Quantity of data P] RIteS 0t IAP[:
lhe_e data are contained on 16OO bpi. binary, g track
magnetic tape The data pool tapes were created in ]1_4 360
representer,on with unblocked, 3240 byte records¸ 1he first
rerord of each fi le *s _ data pool fi le label containing
saLell ,re ]D number; year. ay (>f year, and se(onds of day for
the start and end of fi lea clock at start of fi le, group
number; minimum and malimum value of spin period in seconds;
and bit rates¸ lhe label record is folloeed by a number of
data records contain*ng day of year and seconds of day; clock;
blt rate; dummy re<:ord indicator; time line indicator; data
record number; spin period average; satellite position vector
in CSE coordinates; and outputs of investigators' quick I o ok
algorithms for the followlng e=peri_ents fast plasma
(I/ IOTA OLD). hot plasma (O30). flu=gate magnetometer (O4C).
Iom energy cosmic r_ys (OSB), static electric field (06B).
plasma eaves (O/C), plasma density (OBC), energetic electrons
and protons (OgC), electrons and protons ( ]OC), and ion
composition ( l_H) lhe fluagate magnetometer algorithm
outputs include ?S hourly parameters and the components of the
magnetic field in spacecraft coordinates.
Data set name 64 SEC AV_RAC[D MACN[IIC fIFJJ) DATA POOl
PI (llS 0N HICROf ICHE
NSSOC ID 77 102A 04F, 64 5EC MAC FLD DP00L PLOTS,HFICHE
Time period covered - IO/LP2/17 TO 0_/02/84
Quanti ty of data - 4g CARDS 0F B_d MICROFICHE
This data set coBprlsms the magnetometer output from the
data pool tape plotted on microfiche in a format different from
that on the data pOOl microfilm. There are three Trames per
orbit, and each frame covers 24 h; consequently there is about
a 14-h overlap. One frame is centered at per;gem, one ends at
apogee, and one begins at apogee. There are 30orbits on each
fiche. On each frame the 84-s a verases of the three
rectangular components of the field and the t_:)tal field are
plotted in spacecraft coordinates, which are very close to
solar ecliptic coordinates. Logarithmic ordinate scales are
used for the perigee frame and linear ones are used for the
others.
........................
Data set name - _4-HOUR HACNETIC FIELD SUMMARy PLOTS ON
MICROFICHE
NSSDC ID 71 I(YTA-O4C. 24-HR MAC FLD SUMMARy PLOTS,FICHI
Time period covered 10/22177 TO 12/21/85
Quantity of data 125 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
This experimenter supplied microfiche consists of summary
plots of observed magnetic field components, the resultant
magnitudes, and the corresponding standard dev;atlons averaged
over 64 s vs time. These summary plots were prepared from IS_
1 decommutated tapes There are three pairs (B field and
standard dev;ation) of 24 h frames for each ISE_ 1 orb;t and 2S
days per fiche. The first pair (perigee plot) is centered on
the ISE£ 1 perigee point, the second pair (pre apogee) ends at
apogee and the third pair (post apogee) starts at apogee The
magnetic field components are in spacecraft coordinates A_so,
date rate, ;nstrument sensit;vlty, and flip state are provided
on the standard deviation plots. Corre_atlve magnetic field
and standard deviation vs time plots, m;th the same format
(using ISff ] tlme frames as above), may be found in data sets
71 102B 04D (ISLE 2) and 73 078A OIE (IMP 8. Bath no standard
deviation plots).
=
Data set name MACNETOPAUS! CROSSINCS, 0 VS TIMF ON
MICROFICII[
NSSDC ID I/ ]O?A O411° MACN} IOPAUSF XINC, B VS l, MFICH|
Time period covered 10/P4/71 TO 12/79/18
Uuant; ty (>f data 4 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHt
lh+_ dale set contains ] h plot_ of ]_ s averages of
processed magnetic field data vs time for periods surrounding
spacecraft magnetopause crossing_, on microfiche. The l_-s
averages are overlapped by 2/3 so that a 12 s average is
calculated and plotted every 4 s. Thus, they have been called
Ifour t_e<:()nd data m This information a_so exists on magnetic
tape (data see _/ IOTA O4_) The plots contain four traces
corresponding, from top to bottom, to Ox, By, Bz. and the total
field magnitude The scale, in nI, varies from hour to hour
according to the range of the data during the hour to minimize
cross,,_g of the traces Baseline_ are kept fixed, and the same
scale is used to plot each of the four traces When the field
eaceed_ 160 nT, the scale of the plots becomes logarithmic.
The plots are given in _pacecraft coordinates, with Z along the
spin axis and X along the projection of the solar direction ;n
the spin plane
Data set name ROW SHOCK CHDSSINCS, B VS llHL ON
MICROFICH[
NSSI_ ]D // ]OVA 04K, BOW SHOCK CROSS]NC.H VS I IME,[ 1CH
1,m,, p,,r ,(,d <over(,d O//0:]/78 T_ O|/OS/80
Uuar, L_Ly ,)f d_La l_ CARDS Ol B/W MICRl]FlClll
]h_s dale _et contains ] h plots of 1_ s averages of
processed magnetic field data vs time for periods surrounding
spacecraft bo_ shock crossings, on m,crofiche The 12 s
averages are overlapped by 2/3 so that a 12 s average is
calculated and plotted every 4 s Thus, they have been called
mfour second data • This information also emists on magnetic
tape (data set 77 ]OTA-04E). The plots contain four traces
corresponding, from top to bottom, to Bx, By, Bz, and the total
field magnitude The scale, in hi, varies from hour Lo hour
according to the range of the data during the hour to mlnim_ze
crossing of the traces. Baselines are kept fixed and the same
scale is used to plot each of the four traces _hen the field
eaceeds 160 nT the scale of the plots becomes logarithmic The
plots are given in spacecraft coordinates, _ith Z along the
spin a= i s and X along the projection of the solar direction in
the spin plane.
t4
Data set name HOURLY PLOTS OF 4-SECOND AVERACED
HACNI_]C FIELD DATA ON H]CROF|CHE
NSSDC ID 77-]02A 04N0 4-SEC MACNET|C FIELD PLOTS.HF|CHE
Time period covered - 10/22/77 TO 12/31/79
Quantity of data 402 CARDS Of B/W M]CROFICHE
This data set contains I-h plots of 12 s averages of
processed magnetic field data vs time on m;croflche. The l_-s
averages are overlapped by 2/3 so that a 12-s average is
calculated and plotted every 4 s Thus. they have been called
e Isis on magneticWfour second data. I lh;s information also = "
tape (data set 77 lO2A 04E) 1he plots contain four traces
corresponding, from top _o bottom, to B,. By. Bz. and the total
field magnitude The scale, in nT, varies from hour to hour
according to the range of the data during the hour to minimize
crossing of the traces Baselines are kept fixed and the same
scale is used to plot each of the four traces. When the field
exceeds I60 nT the scale of the plots becomes logarithmic The
plots are given in spacecraft coordinates, w_th 7 along the
spin axis and X along the projection of the solar direction in
the span plane
DaLe set name ONE-HENUIE AVE]_AC|I) NACNI1[C FE_D DAIA
ON 1APE.
NSSDC ID 77 ]02A 04Q, ONE MINUII AVIHACED MA(_IIIIC I I_
lime period covered 01/13/80 10 01/26/83
Quantity of data 61R@]LLS OF IAP[
lhis data set contains 6Os averaged values of the
measured magnetic field vector and ;Ls relation to magnetic
field models, plus spacecraft ephemeri_ data expressed in many
ways and coordinate systems The data set is contained on
E6OO bpi. ASCII, g track magnetic tapes Lich tape contains 10
f_les, each file conLains data for one orbit (perigee to
perigee), and the format is "self defining" in the sense that
the first three logical records of each file _ist the data
parameters, the formal of each paraweter, and fill data
indicators, respectively |ach succeeding logical record
contain_ one set of values for all data set parameters The
data set Contain_ the magnitude and the components of the
60 s averaged local magnetic field, and their standard
deviations; the differences between the local and model field
components, and the ratio of the local and model fields; and
the geographi( coordinates of the field line ground intercepts
and the subspacecraft point lhe spa(ecraft ephemeris
parameLers include the orbit number, geocentric radial
distance. CS[ and C-c_4 coordinates and latitude and longitude;
the dipole tilt angle, I value, local Lime, geomagnetic
latitude, sun earth spacecraft angle, and spin period; the
spacecraft velocity components and IStt 1 to ISl[ ? separation
components; the components of the normals to the model
magnebopause and to the _deJ bow shock; and the elements of
the rotation matrices betleen various coordinate systems.
Data set name 24 HOUR DIIRINI)FD SUMMAHY PlfllS ON MECROf
]CHt
NS_>DC |D 11 IOTA O4R. _4 Hr DE1RF]NID[]) SIJHHARY PI 01S.fCH
lime period covered 01/12/80 IO 01/16/83
guantity of data 23 CARDS 0f D/W MICROFICHF
This data set contains plots of 60 s averages of ]SI] 1
magnetic field componellt values (hi) vs t.me. on microfiche.
E_ch fiche card contains 20 orbits of data, with three plot
panels per orbit. These plots are distinct from the ISF_ ]
64 s summary plots 1he three ptot panels each span 24 h, with
the panel labeled PERICt] centered on the perigee of the
spacecraft. The panels labeled PRt API)C|I and POST APOCEJ:
somewt}at overlap the period of Lhe PtR]Ctl panel and they also
display the magnetic field magnitude i_(h (_rb,t _ completely
covered The coordi nares of Lime PRI Al'l)(11 t _nd I)1)_1 APOCE}
panels are CSM The coord nares of the I'iR](;II panel refer to
system with 7 in th( direction of the local model field
_Olson/Pfitzer, |gTt), Y az;muthally eastward (and orthogoflal
to hhe local model field), and X completing Lhe system. In
addition, the Z compon:nt is detrended, i.e., the model field
value correspond;no to the spacecrafL posit;on and UT ;s
subtracted from the measured • component. ]he data shoin on
these plots are aso available in digital form from NSSDC as
data set 77 ]O2A 04_
ISEE I, SHARP
ION COMPOST T ION
............................
Data set ,ame_ PLASMA DATA POOl PLOTS ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 77 102A 12A, pIJ_A DATA POOL pLOIS,MFIIM
lime period covered - |0/_/71 TO 09/_6/87
Quant_t_ of data - ]09 RF_JLS OF MICROFILH
lhese data are contained on 3_ mm mi(rof;Jm reels. The
data are plotted vs time in _ets of eight types of plots for
each day _ch type of plot shOWs the spacecraft height above
the earth's surface and its P-_E Cartesian coordinates, the
magnetic field magnitude, and flags indicating ihen the plasma
density elper;ment or the electron gun of the quasi static
electric fields elperiment were turned on, plus outputs of
invest;maters _ quick I o ok algorithms for one or two of the
following e=periments: fast plasma (77 IO2A DEC), hot plasma
(-03[), flu=gate magnetometer (-O4B) 0 Io, efiergy cosmic rays
(-O_), static electric field (O6O), plasma waves (O/J),
plasma density (OSC), energetic electrons and protons (-OQB).
electrons and protons ( IDA). and ion composition (I2A). The
composition experiment data plotted are the cold plasma
density. These same data are contained on each of two types of
plots
Data set name EJ ECTRON D_ITY DATA POOl DATA ON
MACN[IIC TAPI
NSSIXI ]Dll IO2A-E2B, _ECIRDN D{NSIIY DAIA POOl 1APt
1;me period covered lO/_/lY TO 01/01/87
Quant,ty of daLa 21 REELS OF lAPf
These data are contained on 1600 bpi. binary. Q track
magnetic tape The data pool tapes were created ;n I_H 360
representation with unblocked, 3240 byte records. The first
record of each file is a data pool file label contain;no
satellite [D number; year, day of year, and seconds of day for
the start and end of file; clock at start of file; group
number; mln;mum and ma,imum value of spin period ;n seconds;
and bit rates. The label record is followed by a number of
data records containing day of year and seconds of day; clock;
bit rate; dummy record indicator; Lime llne indicator; data
record number; spin period average; satellite position vector
;n GS[ coordinates; and outputs of investigators' quick I o ok
algorithms for the following experiments: fast plasma
(11 102A OLD), hot plasma (O3ff), flu=gate magnetometer (O4C).
low energy cosmic rays (OSO), static electric field (06B),
plasma laves (OTC). plasma density (O_C). energetic electrons
and protons (OgC), electrons and protons ( ]OC). and ion
composition ( ]2R). 1he ion co_0osition data include the cold
plasma density and flags indicating the presence of high ion
temperatures and bulk flow in the pla_wa.
Data set name SOLAR WIND [_I_CY AND MASS SPICTRA PIOIS_
I]STS IN SUN SYNCII MODi DN M]CHOI ICHI
NSSDC ID 71 ]O2A 12C, SOL.WIND ENIRCYIMASS SPfCIRA,FICH
lime period covered )l/ll/ll IO ll/_/ZB
_uantity of data 71 CARDS (ff B/W MECRIiFICHE
1his data set consists of microfiche containing hourly
averages of counting rates for individual miss _nd energy
steps, presented in the form of plots and lists. For each hour
of sun-synch data and each sensor there are two projected
three dimensional plots, one contour line plot, and one list,
all representing the same set of data. The boldfaced Jetter_
and numbers on the top of each fiche are internal codes used
during fiche production and bear no significance to the da_a
The microfiche are read column by column, top to bottom The
upper left hand panel indicates the orbit number and the time
interval during that orbit for which data are available This
panel is followed by two to three panels lith remarks,
including a graph of the orbit segment that was traversed
during the indicated time interval Following these panels
there are plots and lists, i e., a panel with plots followed by
one Lo two lists corresponding to the plots The times
indicated do not always starL and stop at a full hour; the
start time shows the beginning of the first record found on the
data tape after the previous full hour. This need not be a
record _ith useful solar mind data. lhe stop time indicates
the last record t_th useful solar wind data during this hour
If a full hour period is missing, there mas a data gap larger
than an hour for each data period the fraction of time for
_hich solar wind data are available is shown. This indicates
the total time of all records (on the data tape) that contained
any useful data (one record equals 63.1 s). Occasionally,
records are not filled to I00 percent wi th useful data,
therefore, time of actual data coverage may be slightly, but
not much. smaller than the t;me indicated _zcept for this,
panels of plots and lists are self explanatory
Data set n_me - THERMAL 1ON HF_U_I_t_NIS DATA ON MACN_iIC
TAPF
7S
NSSOC ID 77-10"2A-1_0 THE_HAL IDN_f_ASURB4ENTS DATA
Time period ¢ovared - 11/_9/77 TO 12/25/7q
Quantity of data - 29 RE_LS OF TAPE
These expmr;lenter-supplied, thermal ion measurmment data
are on magnetic tape created from • merge of the plasma
cmopoait_on wiper;lent telemetry data t_pes and the dell•it;re
attitude ephemeris tapom. A mubm_•ntlal •lount of
preprocesslng w•s applied to unpack lr_e telmmetry format,
determine instrulent pointing d;r•ctlons. •nd colia_m the ion
data a;t_ meisurement.s of the magnetic field. The data mere
er;tLmn on Q-track. 1600-bp;. blnary tapes on • Univac 1180
Co.uteri _ch physlcal block contains 10 logical records of
36-kit words. In summary, each logical record cent•ins
header parameters, selected attitude data, 3_ sequential
measurement_s fro_ each of the throe ion sensor outputs, 32
corresponding measurements of the magnetic field tempo•mats,
and 3_ pitch angle calculations. Because thermal ion
measurements ire generally obtained when the spacecraft ;s in
the magnetosphere, the tapes mill exclude periods when the
spacecraft mas in the solar wind and periods of spmclal studies
;n ahich the instrument concentrated on specific energetic
populations.
Data set name - 1H[RMAL [ON DA1A PLOTS ON H]CROFI(_HL
ID 71 )02A l_[, Titbit ION DAIA PLOTS, HFICHf
Time period covered 11/29/I1 TO 11/30/77
quantity of data 15 CAHDS OF B/V MICROFICHL
This data set cent•ins sets of six plots on microfiche
displaying particle fluxes and pitch angles vs the RAH angle
(thr angle in the spacecraft spin plan hetmeen the direction
the instrument is pointing and the spacecraft velocity), and
particle fluxes vs mass. One of the six plots in each set
shows the fluxes of ion& detected vs the mass detectx)r setting.
The positions of H*. Fte*. Ho_*. 0*. and el* ions are marked,
and responses caused by hack•round radiation are shown at the
highest mass detect_)r setting. The other five plots use a
different format t_) display flux and pitch angle data vs RAN
Ingle for various kinds of ions. Lath plot shows the a_gle
between the direction the instrument is pointing at e•ch
measurement and the measured ambient geomagnetic field. This
is done by using the 90 dew scale on the right of each plot and
Lhe symbols N and S to indicate the geohemisphere tomard ah;ch
the instrument is pointing Four of these plots also shoe the
flu•as (one for He*. one for 0.. and two for all masses at tag
d;f*erenL Limes, both labeled H.) measured in each of the 32
retarding potential analyzer (RPA) energy channels vs HAN
• ngle. |he 32 channels are design•ted by the leLLers A through
V, the numerals ) through 9. and the asterisk. The plot
labeled 0 100 eY shows the hack•round fluxes detected with the
RPA voltage turned off, for the total background and for Hat.
He**. and 04 ions Each type of plot has a header that lists
the following data: spacecraft radius (Re); local time; year,
day, hour. and minute; seconds of the day; angle beteeen the
spacecraft spin a_is and veJociLy (dew); spacecraft veJocity
(m/s) and spin raLe (rpm); CS[ coordinates (km); geomagnetic
latitude and longitude (deg); and HAH angle of the sun (dew)
Data set name SUMMAR ION DAIA: H FIIE_, FORHAT4 ON
HACNt I ]C ]APE
NSSDC ID 77 IO_A 12F, S4J_HAHY: H FILFS (fORHAI4)
Tile period covered 1_/30//1 1() ]_/30//q
Quantity of data 13 Ht[l_ OF /APt
lh;s data set conLaln_ averaged values of ion composition
dale. excluding periods when the insLrumenL was dedicaLed Lo
solar wind observer,one 1he data are in digital form plus
supplemental hard (opy plots Analysis and plot program_
accompany the data _ch file covers on_ spacecraft orb*tel
revolution, approzimately _ h and _ min _or survey purposes
each orbit was divided into time intervals appropriate for
display on one summary plot The length of each interval
(ranging from 30 min to _ h) was chosen to be roughly
proportional to the inverse of the _pacecraft velocity _ithl.
each interval, the io_ count rates were averaged over t,me in
various b_ns according _) e_ergy, species, and direction of
motion of the ion Program_ are provided thaL generate pJoL_
as follows (1) mass spectra for given energy; (2) different;el
ion flu, spectra (for s;. directions of ion _)t_on) vs energy
per charge for masses 1 and 1_; (3) the same for masses _ and
4; and (4) number density, mean energy ,n the plasma frame, and
magnitude and angle (in the spin plane) of the inferred draft
velocity, ws time. Hard copy plots Of type 4 are also
prov,ded, with data points typically aL l 3 min inLervaJs. ]he
programs also can generaLe a table of beta (ratio of ion
k_netic pressure to magneblc pressure) and other parameters
related to the moment calculaLions The analysis and plotting
program_ provided are written in Fortran for VAX ]]//_0 and use
either Verb•tee Versap[ot VO/ graphi(:_ subroutines or Precision
Visuals DI 3000 graphics subroutines In addition to the hard
copy plots of type 4 above, mhich shoe one interv•l per plot,
supplemental three-dimensional plots covering one orbit per
plot are included for seven plot types: directional
dJfferentlal flux of H+ and 0*, for both atranaversel •nd
"parallel _ directions; directional differential flu• for He_
• nd He_e, •war•gad over ill pitch angles; and backgrou.d rate.
normalized t_ appear •_ a flul _pectrum. An matenslvw user's
guide for l_e data set was provided by the investlgat_r.
.......................................................
IS_ 1, VILLIAHS
ENERGETIC EIJ_CTRONS AND PROTONS
............................................
Dale set name E]N_CETIC FIECTRON AND PROTON DATA P001
PLOTS ON HIC_0FILH
NSSOC ID 17-102A-OgB. _MERC ELECT_P_OT DP00L PLOTS,HFLH
Time period cowered - 10/_/77 TO 08/1S/79
Quantity of data - 28 REELS OF R]CROFIU4
These data are contained on 35-mm microfilm reels. 7he
data are plotted vs time ;n sets of eight types of plot_ for
each day. Each type of ploL shows the spacecraft height above
the earth:s surface and its CSE Cartesian coordinates, the
magnetic field magnitude, and flags ;nd;catlng when the plasma
density experiment or the electron gun of th_ quasi sti[_c
electric field experiment were turned on. p us outputs of
;nvest;ga_ors' quick-look algorithms for one or two of the
following experiments: fast plasma (77 102A O]C), hot plasma
(03E), flux•ate magnetometer (-04B), Jew energy cosmic rays
(O._)C), static electric field (-06D), plasma waves (-01J),
plasma density (08C), energetic electrons and preens (OqB),
electrons and protons (-IOA), and ion composition (-12A). The
energetic elec Iron and pro_n experiment d• ta plotted are
electron differential fluwes ;n the 39 be 75 keY and 120 _o ]8Q
keY energy ranges and proton differentlal fluwes in the 44 3
_o 65.TkeV and qb._ to 14_ keY energy ranges. These fluxes are
taken in or near the spin normal (normally ecliptic) plane.
D_ta set name - EL_CTHON AND PROTON DATA PQ_I DATA ON
MACNEIIC 1APE
N_)C ID 7Z 10_A 09C, _C1RON * PROTON DATA POOL ]APE
Time period covered - 10/22/77 10 08/15/79
Quantity of data - 17 R_IS OF 1APE
These data are contained on 1600 bp*. b,nary, _ Lrack
magnetic tape The data p_l tape_ were crea_ed in IBH 360
representation with unblocked, 3_40 byte records. 1he f_rst
record of each file ;s _ data pool file label contaln,ng
satellite ID number; year. By of year. a_d second_ of day for
the start and end of file; clock aL _tart of file; group
number; minimum and maximum value of spin per_od in seconds;
and bit rate_ 1he label record ;s folloeed by a number of
data records containing day of year and _erond_ of day. clock;
bit raLe; dummy record ;ndicaLor; Lime I;r+e ,nd_cator; dale
record number; _pin period average; satellite position vector
in CS[ coordinates; and outputs of investigators _ quick look
algorithms for the following exper;menLs: fast plasma
(/1 |02A OLD), hot plasma (030). flu_gate magnetometer (-04C) 0
low energy cosmic ray_ (ObB). static electric field (06B).
plasma eaves (07C), plasma density (-08C). energetic electrons
and protons (09C), elecLron_ and protons ( ]OC), and Ion
composition ( 12B). lhe energetic electron and proton
algorithm outputs i.clude boLh electron and proton differential
fJu_es in the 3_ tO 50 keY and the 80 to 12_ keY energy ra_ge_;
ihese fluxes are taken in or near the _pir_ normal (nominally
ecJipt;() plane
Data set name _URVIY PIOIS l}| SLLLCI_) PAR|ICL_ DAIA (iN
H ]CH0t ]tH
NS_ ID I/ ]OPA 09|, PARIlCII DAlA SURVIY I'[()_%, H+ IIM
lime period covered 1a/o•/// T(} O1/19//g
Quanti_y of data h RU}IS ()! MICHOFIIH
]hls data set co•aisle of survey ploL_ on microfilm
mutilated by the experimenLer The survey pints combine three
different ploLs of selected •St} 1 and 1_[! _ particle dat_
All are plotted on a time scale of _4 h per frame¸ Radial
distance at integral earth radii is ;nd,caLed on the time
scale, abe scale below the t,me ax,s o,_ the "PR0[0N SURVtY
PLOT" _s as yet unused 1he IS[t | sen_or rotates through 160
dew with respect to the sp,n axis¸ This rotation _s
synchronized to the _pin period, and requlre_ ]P spins for a
complete sming and 1_ more to return lhus. each spin at a
24 spin cycle correspond_ to a particular angle between the
sensor and the spin vecl_r The points on the "PRnlDN AND
II[CTRON .CAIRV[Y PLOTS" for IS_f 1 (second and fourth trace from
Lhe botLol) represent counts per second, averaged over all
sectors of spin_ 4, /, l_. and lg Jr, the 24 spin cycle
16
(numbered 0 to 23). Only one point in four is plotted, so
points are about 5 min apart in t_mm. For ISEF 2, counts are
averaged over all measurements in four sp_ns for low bit rate,
slx spins for high bit rate. In all cases, counts are summed
across the entire energy band shown. The Y scale is
logarithmic. The mSPIN ALICNE]) FLUX ° contains IS_ ] data
only. ]on and electron counts per second are spin averaged and
summed over spins 0 and 93, then 11 and 12. These count rates
indicate the particle count in the tee directions (10 deg and
170 deg) most nearly parallel to the satellite spin axis, The
eMACNETIC FIELD PLOT m displays the B-field magnitude and its
vector components ;n nT (gammas) for each satellite. Note the
linear scale for values > or 10 nl, logarithmic above 10 nT.
Only every second point is plotted, so points are approximately
2.5 min apart.
Data set name MULTI CODRDINATE PLOTS ON MICROFICHE
NSSDC ID //-I02B-OOD. MU[II COORD PLOTS. MIICHE
lime period covered - 10/22/77 10 06/10/86
Quantity of data 164 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
This data set consists of plots of the orbital position
of the spacecraft in ]1 different formats based on the
mull;coordinate ephemeris tapes. Eight full orbits are on each
microfiche. One Frame is a polar plot of approximate I value
vs local magnetic time extending out to values of 15 earth
radii. There _s a magnetic latitude vs radial distance plot ;n
similar format. The next plot is a rectangular one giving
_he distance perpendicular to the earth sun line vs the
distance along the earth sun line 1he next three rectangular
plots are the three possible projections in the geocentric
solar ecliptic system, lhese are followed by _hree similar
plots in the geocentric solar magnetospheric system (CSM). The
final tee plots use the quantity (CSM Z Z of the neutral
sheet) as the ordinate and the CSM X and Y coordinates as the
abc;ssas, respectively; both the Russell Brody and Fairfield
models for the neutral sheet are used.
Data set name AI]IIUI)I ORBIT L]STINCS. CSF AND CSM
COORDINAIES ON MICROFICHE
NSSDC ID 77 IO2R OOI, AIIIIUOI ORBIT [[SIINCS. MIICtt!
Time period covered 10/22/17 TO ]9/20/86
Quantity of data ]00 CARDS OF B/W MICROF]CIIF
This data set contains computer listings of several types
of attitude orbit parameters on microfiche. ]here are two
different sets of listings, one in CSE and the other in CSM
coordinates In each set, data for a particular time appear on
tag adjacent pages [3ch microfiche contains 908 pages of
listings covering four orbits, and there is an entry every
minute near perigee and every S min around apogee for each
point the First page of the CSF listings contains the date, the
universal time (h and min), the spacecraft position in CS[
coordinates (in Re), the coordinates of both a model normal to
the magnetopause and a model normal to the bow shock, the
scalar products of the ISE_ I ISlE 2 separation vector with
both the model magnetopause normal and the model bow shock
normal, the magnetic field magnitude and components of the
earth ;n CS[ coordinates from the Oarraclough model (nT), and
the f_etd strength where the model field line crosses the
magnetic equator (nl) The second page of CS[ listings
contain_ the universal time. the magnitude and spacecraft
coordinate components of the internal plus external model
magnetic field (hi) spin period Is), the ISEf ] ISFI 2
separation vector in CS[ coordinates (km), the IongiLode and
latitude of the spin axis (deg). the elements of the conversion
matrix from spacecraft coordinates to CSF, and an input tape
quality indicator The first page of the CSM listings contains
the date. universal time, spacecraft position in CSM
coordinates (an Re), distance of the neutral sheet above the
CSM equator at the spacecraft's CSH Y position, tilt angle, t
value, magnetic latitude, local time, sun-earth spacecraft
angle, clock angle about earth-sun line in CSM coordinates,
magnitude and CSM coordinates of magnetic field from internal
field model (Barraclough), and field strength where the _)deJ
Field line crosses the magnetic equator. The second page of
the CSM listings contains universal time; magnitude and GSM
coordinates of internal plus external model magnetic field;
geographic latitude and longitude of northern and southern
hemisphere magnetic field line footprints (every 5 sin starting
on the hour); magnitude and CSM coordinates of ISF[ I ISI[ 9
separation vector (km); Jatltude and longitude of the
spacecraft spin axis in CSM coordinates; elements A22, A23.
A32, and A33 of the conversion matri_ from CS_ to CSM
coordinates (Al1==1, A12 A]3 A21A31=O); and an input tape
quality indicator
Data set name - CROU_D MA(_NEIIC FIELD LINE INIERCEP1
PLOTS ON MICROFICHE
NSSI)( I0 /7-109B-OOG. _ MAC FLD LINF INI_CEP1 PLOTS
Time period covered 10/94/7I TO 09/14/R7
Quantity of data - 23 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHe
This data set, prepared by the magnetometer investigator
group, consists of microfiche plots that shoe, on a world map,
the predicted northern and _outhern hemisphere ground
intercepts (mfootprintsl) of the magnetic field line passing
through the satellite position. The intercepts mere calculated
by us;no the Olson Pfitzer model (W. P. Olson and K. A1
pfitzer, =Magnetospher;c Magnetic Field Modeling. e
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company preprint, IqZT), which
includes both internal and external field contributions Th_s
_odel ;s appropriate for quiet magnetic cond;tion_ and _s
limited to field lines that cross the equator earthward of ]_
earth radi_. Ice microfiche frames are used to cover each
iorJd map, which ;s displayed in Mercator project;on, fach map
shows the field line intercepts for two orbits, which are
identified by number. Start and slop times of each segment are
printed on the map, and tick marks are located at 1 h intervals
along the segments.
..........................
Data set name = ORBITAL PLOTS fOR PI_OMIS PE]_IOD
NSSDC ID 77 I09B 0014, ORBIIAI PLOTS FOR PROM]S PE_IIID
lime period covered 03/29/86 I0 06/16/86
Quantity of data - 3 CARDS OF 0/_ MICROFICHE
Th_s data set in microfiche provides orbital plots of the
spacecraft for the PROMIS period, March 99 June 16, 1986 F_ch
frame covers a time interval of 24 h, and contains plots of X,
Y, and Z components (GSM), in earth radii, of the radius vector
to the spacecraft. Also plotted ;s the distance of the
spacecraft from a modeled neutral sheet (fairfield, J. Ceophys.
Res. vol. Bh, p 7/5, 1980), in earth radii.
]S_ _, ANOI_SON
E_ECTRONS ANt) PROTONS
Data set name I[tCIRON AND PROTON FLUX A_) COUNI
HAlF DAIA ON MAGNLIIC TAPI
NSSDC ID Z/ I02B OBA. PAHIICLf F[UX&CNI RAIF DATA.1API
lime period covered ll/O3//! IO 04/01//9
Quantity of data 6 REELS OF IAPF
These experimenter supplied, particle data are on
Z track, SS6 bpl, binary magnetic tape created on a Var=an
computer (four of the tapes gere copied on 9 track, 1600 bpi
tape on the Modcomp IV computer at NS_DC). A physical record
contains two logical records of three parts: record header,
experimental data, and analog housekeeping informal;on, lhe
first _6 word_ are the record header, consisting of time in day
of year and milliseconds of day, satellite position in
geocentric solar ecJipt;c coordinates, spacecraft clock, frame
count and average frame rate, and a number of data flags. The
experiment data (words 27-278) consist of 64 minor frames of
electron and ;on flu=ms at energies of 9, 6, |_, and _0 key and
ion fluxes of 900 keY. and coincidence count rates of electrons
and ion_ lhe rest of the logical re_ord is analog
housekeeping, ehlch specifies the experiment condition
Data set name 32 SIC AVLRAC[_ SURV[Y PIOIS _f PAHI]CL[
DATA ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID ll ]02B OBB, 39 SIC AVCD SURViY PtOIS. MiIIM
Time period covered 10/23/77 TO Ol/3l/i8
_uantlty of data 5 RE_IS OF MICROFILM
This data set consists of experimentersupplied hard
copy, microfilmed at NSSDC, of 39 s averaged particle flul
survey plots for the IS_ 1 and 2 Anderson e=periments. E_ch
day consists of six 8 h plots, three electron and three proton.
per saLeilibe. The day of the year. processing date, and scale
factors for the various curves are sheen across the top of the
plo_. Tbe next bold line is the plot date, the satellite [D,
the particle species, and the symbols identifying the various
curves. The three lines beige this line give the satellite
position ;n earth radii in the following format_: X Re, DO;
Re, total Re, respectively. Ihis ;s given once per hour, ;n
CS[ coordinates Oelow the plot is the time given in hours
(U1). Solid horlzontal bars on the plot _tself are used to
indicate missing da_a. lhe identifiers represent particle
77
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fluxes in the folloein G energy ranges: identifier 12kerr =
approEimately 2 keV electrons and appromlmmLely 2 keV protons
(ions), differmntiml fluxem; identifier i6keVI = ipproaimateJy
6 key electrons and approximately 6 keV prot_)ns Omens),
different;el fluxes; idenLifler e8keVe = >19 key electrons and
>19 key preens (ions), integral flu:ms; identifier u3OkeVe -
>42 key electrons and >42 koV protons (ions), integral flu,ms;
and idenLifier 10T_DOe )2gO key protons (ions), integral
flux.
Data set name - 24-HOUR SURVEY PLOTS ON MICROFILM
NSSOE 1D 77 ]02B-O8C, 24-HR SURVEY PLOTS, HFILM
Time period covered 10/23/77 TO 06/30178
Quantity of data 2 REELS OF MICROFILM
This data set contains 24-h particle flul survey plots
for the IS_ ] and 2 Anderson eJperiments, on microfilm. F_ch
frame of microfilm contains 1 day of data consisting of the sla
8 h plots, three electron and three proton, per satellite. The
three plots of each type of flua are placed together in a 24-h
strip, and the proton strip ;s placed below the electron strip
to form each frame. The day of the year, processing date, and
scale factors for the various curves are sheen across the t_)p
of the plot. The neat bold line is the plot date, the
satellite ID, the particle species, and the symbols identifying
the various curves The three lines beige this line glve the
satellite position in earth radii in the following formals: X
Re, O.0; Y Re, 0.0; I Re, t_)Lal Re, respectively. This ;s
given once per hour in OSE coordinates. Belom the plot is the
time given ;n hours (U1). Solid horizontal bars on the plot
itself are used to indicate missing dill. The identifiers
represent particle fluxes ;n the following energy ranges:
identifier 12kern = approxlmaLely 2 keY electrons and
appro, imately 2 key protons (ions), differential fluxes;
identifier m6keVl = approaimitely 6 key electrons and
approximately 6 keY protons (ions), differential fluxes;
identifier W8keVI >19 key electrons and )]9 key protons
(ions), integral fluxes; ;denLifier *30keV I _" >42 keV electrons
and >42 key protons (ions), integral fluxes; identifier iOT_O01
>290 key protons (ions), integral flu.
Data set name 32 SECOND AVE_ACF SURVE_ PIOIS ON
MICROEICH1
NSSDC ID Z/ I02B OBD, 32 SLC Arc SURVE_ PLOIS ON MFICHE
Time period covered 01/02/7g TO 12/31/80
QuantiLy of data ]Oq CARDS Of B/W MICROFICHE
1his data set consists of eaperlmenLer supplied hard
copy, mlcrofiched at NSSDC, of 32.s averaged particle flux
survey ploL_ for the ISEJ_ 1 and P Anderson experiments. Each
day consists of six 8 h plots, three electron and three proton,
per saLelliLe. The day of the year. processing dale. and scale
factors for the various curves ire shomn across the Lop of the
plot lhe next bold line is the plot date, the satellite ID,
the particle species, and the symbols identifying the various
curves Ihe three lines beige this line give the satellite
positron in earth radii ;n the following formals: X Re, O.O; Y
Re, O O; Z Re, total Re, respecLivety. Th_s is gmven once per
hour in CSE coordinates. OeJoe Lhe ploL ms the time given in
hours (UT) Solid horizonLat bars on the plot itself are used
tO indicate missin G data. |he identifiers represent particle
fluxes in the following energy ranges: identifier m2keVI
approximately 2 key electrons and approximately 2 keV proton_
(ions), differential fluxes; ;denLif;er 16keVl approximately
6 keV electrons and approximately 6 keV protons (ions),
differential fluxes; identifier °8keVm _ >]_ keV electrons and
)19 keY protons (ions), integral fluxes; identifmer i30keVe ;
)4_ keY electrons and )4_ keY protons (ions), integral fluxes;
range flag; magnetic field components in solar mcllpt;c
coordinates; and the fellahin9 informal;on for both plasma
proton and electron data: number and ener@LY flu,, number and
energy density, average energy, bulk floe velocity, velocity
uncerLalnty, temperature, and percentage of energy coverage.
.........................................................
DILa set name - COLOR SLIDES OF LEPEDEA E_IERCY TIME
SPECTROGRAMS
NSSOC ID 17 I02B-O3B, COLOR E-T SPECTROCRAMS, SLIDES
T;me period covered - 11/01/71TD 01/10/78
quantity of data 140 COLOR SLIDES
This data set conLalns energy-tlme color spectrograms of
the count rates from the equatorial plane detectors (4P and 4El
on 3S-mm color slides. Emch slide contains five energy-time
spectrograms plotting count rates iccording to a color scale vs
the logarithm of Lhe energy (eV) along the ordinate and
universal time (h) along the abscissa_ The color scale is
sh_n on the right hand s;de of the slide. The counL rates are
proportional 1;o the part;tie flua and also to the phase spice
density multiplied by the energy squared. The four top
spectre G rams of each slide display the protx)n detect,Dr count
rates from the sunward . duskeard , antlsunmard • and
damnward-looking quadrants, respect;rely. The fifth
spectrogram displays the azimuLhally averaged electron detector
count riles. Spacecraft positions are I;sLed beige the time
values in spherical CSE coordiniLes. Each slide conLains 24 h
displlys for low bit rate data lad 6 h displays for high bit
r_Le data The ;nstrumenL and the spectrograms have two energy
modes, either 1 eV to 45 KeY or 21S eV f_o 4S KeY. The dati set
documentation contains more details and examples
.............................
ISLE 2, CLIRN[TT
PLASMA WAVF.S
Data seL name 24 HR SPECTRUM ANALY/D_ SURVEY PLOIS ON
MICROFILM
NSSDC ID I/ IO_B OSD, 24 E_ SPLC ANALYIFR PIDIS. MEIEM
lime period covered 10/_2/71 10 12/31/84
_uanLity of data 7 REELS OI MICROFILM
This data seL consists of P4 h survey plots Of the signal
strength in the 16 channels of the spectrum analyzer and i_ the
lowest I kHz of _ single (indicated) range of Lhe eideband
data Fhe channel are logarithmically spaced, with four
Frequency channels per decide, and cover from 5.6 Hz to 31.1
kiiz. BandmidLhs are ipprozimaLely • and ISg of the center
frequencies for the channels below ]O kH_. but • and /b_ for
the 10 kHz and higher channels AveraGe values over 144 s
intervals are ploLLed, _s emil as the peak values in these
intervals. The dispJaye output is noL calibrated, but ;s
approllmaLely proportional to the logarithm of the inpu_ field
_LrengLh. Lull 5cite represents a signal strength
approzimaLeJy 110 dB above the baseline level (approx;maLely ]
microvolt/m) Each ploL indicates geocentric solar ecliptic
coordinates of the spacecraft at the starL time, geomagnetic
latitude, magnetic local Lime, separation dmsLance beLeeen ]SEE
] and ISL_ 2. orbit number, and [ (when available) •Jso
indicated on each plot is the antenna that is in use: 30 m
_ip-to tip long electric dipole, search co;J, or 0.61 m short
electric dipole
]S_ 2, PASCHIMANN
FAST PLA.SHA
identifier
ISll 2, FRANK
tt01 PLASMA
"OE200" >2qO key protons (ions), integral flux. --
Data seL name 128 • SIT SECOND RESOLUIION He1
PLASMA DATA ON MAGN_]C TAPE
NSSDC IO 7l-lO2B 03A. 128 _LSI2S RES PLASMA DAIA,IAPE
Time period covered 12/01/1_ TO 12/12/77
quantity of data I R[_L OF IAPE
These experimenter-supplied. 128- and 512-sresoluLion
plasma data are on 1 track, 800 bpl. binary magnetic tape
created on a Univac 41_ computer. Each logical record of dill
contains 300 Univac 36 blt words. There ire 10 logical records
per physical block The da_a consis_ of spacecraft
;dentil;cat;on; Lime in year, day, hour, m0nute, and second,
solar ecliptic and solar maGnetospheric coordinates; energy
Data set name E AS1 PLASMA [XPERIMENI I)AIA ON MACNI TiC
IAPI
NS._)C ID 7T I02H O1A, FASl PLASMA E_P_]MINI
1;me period covered 12/01/77 TO 12/12/7?
Quantity of data 1 REEl Of IAP[
lhese e=per;menter supplied, fast plasma data are on a
9 track, 1600 bpi. bmnary ma@neLic tape crea_ed on a CDC 6600
computer. ]he records are blocked with 20 140-byLe Jogicll
records per physical record. E_ch logical record contalns
satellite _dent;ficat_on number (1 or 2 for ]SE 1 or 2);
description of mode of operation; proton and electron lee/hiGh
energy sweep; year, day of year, and milliseconds of day at
start of sweep; orbit number; spin period (in seconds);
spacecraft position in solar eclipLic coordinates; and the
following variables for both proton and electron dalai densiLy,
bulk speed, flom azimuth (ecliptic plane), mean Lemperature
(deg K), lnd densiLy of energetic part of distribution
(mJectrons above approximately _ key or proLon_ above
approz;mately _ keV)
f8
Data set name - SPECTROCJRAHS ON H]CRDFILJ4
hlSSDC ID 77 102B-O1E, SPECTROCRAHS ON MFILH
Time period covered 10/26/77 TO 09/_O/78
Quantity of data - 2 REELS OF MICROFILH
This data set consists of experimenter-supplled
spectrograms on microfilm. _ch grey scale frame contains
eighL horizontal panels and includes both ion and electron data
obtained during a 6 h period The top four panels display ion
energy/charge spectra averaged over longitude for the quadrants
centered on the spacecraft noon, dusk, midnight, and daln
meridians, respect;rely. The fifth panel from the top displays
the ion angular distribution summed over all energies. The
sixth panel shoes electron energy/charge spectra averaged over
all longitudes, and the seventh and eighth panels display
electron angulmr d;strlbut;ons summed over all energy/charge
values greater than 100 eV and |0 eV, respectively. Intensity
of the spectra and angular distributions is proportional to the
measured count rate corrected for detector efficiency. Because
the distribution function, f, ;s proportional to upsilon to the
-4 power, where upsilon ;s the particle speed, this method of
data presentation helps emphasize phenomena occurring at the
higher energies. Time runs from left to right, the hour in U1
being indicated beneath the bottom panel_ Also on each frame
are l) a calibration ledge, 7) spacecraft number, 3) date, 4)
orbit number, and _) alternating sequences of orbital
information= The first, third, and fifth sequences of item 5
each give the radial distance in re, the solar ecliptic
latitude and longitude, and the solar magneLospher;c latitude
and longitude. Ihe second, fourth, and s;ith sequences prov,de
the X, Y, and • values ;n solar ecliptic and solar
magnetospheric coordinates, respectively_ 1he numbers at the
right-hand edge of each panel refer to either the log of the
mnergy/charge or the look angle of the measurement, as
appropriate.
...........................
Data set name - PROTON FLUID PARAMHTERS 6 EARTH RADII
BOW SHOCK OA1A ON MAC;N_IC TAPE
NSSDC ]D Z1 I07B 0If, PROTON F| UID PARAM 6 ME BOW SHOCK
];me period covered 10/77/71 TO 01/19/19
Quantity of data ] RU_[ Of TAPE
These experimenter supplied, fast plasma proton fluid
parameter data are on 9-track, I600-bpi, binary magnetic tape
created on an aloft 360 computer. Data coverage includes the
region from 6 earth radii out to (but excluding) the boe shock.
The reasons for selecting this area of coverage are that the
solar mind ion distributions are too cold to be adequately
resolved by this instrument and inside the region of 6 earth
radii the fast plasma data would be contaminated by the
energetic particle background The physical records on the
tapes are blocked with 50 88 byte logical records. The first
record of each file is a header containing data identification
information, orbit number, and start and end times for the
file Izch data record contains universal time (in year, day
of year, and seconds of day); orbit number; spacecraft position
in solar ecliptic coordinates; number density; energy density;
flag indicating the energy range covered; components of the
_mo dimensional bulk velocity ;n spacecraft coordinates; and
the average tmo-dimensional temperature.
IS_ 2, R_SELL
FLUXCATE MACNFIOMETI_
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Data set name 24 HOUR MACNEIIC FIELD SUI4MARY PLOTS ON
MICROFICHE
NSSDC ID 77-1070 O4D, 74 HR MAC FLD SUt_ARY PlOTS,fICHE
lime period covered IO/77/7Z TO 17/_1/85
Quantity of data 12S CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
These experimenter-supplied microfiche consist of summary
plots of observed magnetic field components, the resultant
magnitudes, Ind the corresponding standard deviations (s.d.)
averaged over 64 s vs time. The time scale and orbit number
are those of the ISE I eagnet_ometer data (ll 10_A-04C). These
summary plots mere prepared from ISEE _ drool tapes. There are
three pairs (B field and s.d ) of 74-h frames for each ISEE 1
orbit and 25 days per fiche. The first pair (perigee plots) is
centered on the ISF_ ] perigee point, the second pair
(pre apogee) ends at apogee, and the third pair (post apogee)
starts at apogee. The magnetic field components are ;n
spacecraft coord;nates_ Also, data rate, instrument
sensitivity, and flip rate are provided on the standard
deviatlon plots. Correlative IMP 8 magnetic field vs time
plots using ISFi 1 time frames (as described above) may be
found in data set 73-O78A-OIE.
.................................................
Data set name - MAGNE-f0PAUSE CRDSSINCS, B _3 TIME, ON
M]CROFICHE
NSSOC ]D 77-IO_B-O4E, MACNE_0PALr3E X]NC, B VS T, MfICHE
Time period covered - 11/I7/7/ TO 11/11/78
Quantity of d=t= 4 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
1his data set contains |-h plots of I2-s averages of
processed magnetic field data vs time for periods surrounding
spacecraft magnetx)pause crossings, on microfiche. Ihe 12 s
averages are overlapped by 7/3 so that a 17-s average is
calculated and plotted every 4 s. Thus, they have been called
mfour second data .I This information also exists on magnetic
tape (data set 77-I02B 040). The plots contain four traces
corresponding from top to bottom to B=, By, Bz, and the total
field magnitude. The scale, in nl, varies from hour to hour
according to the range of the data during the hour to einlmize
crossing of the traces. Baselines are kept f_xed, and the sale
scale is used to plot each of the four traces. When the field
exceeds 160 nT, the scale of the plots becomes logarithmic.
The plots are given in spacecraft coordinates, mith • along the
spin a=is and X along the projection of the solar direcLion ;n
the spin plane.
Data set name BOW SHOCK CROSSINCS, B VS 1IRE, ON
MICROFICHE
NSSDC ID /I-]O2B-O4F0 BOW SHOCK CROSSINC,B VS TIRE,EaCH
Time period covered 10/25/77 TO 1_/31/8I
Quantity of data 8 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
This data set contains I-h plots of 1_ s averages of
processed magnetic field data vs time for periods surround;no
spacecraft bow shock crossings, on microfiche- The 17-s
averages are overlapped by 2l 3 so th=t a l_-s average is
calculated and plotted every 4 s. ]hus, they have been called
Ifour second data. e Th;s information also el_sts on magnetic
tape (data set 77-10_B-O4B). The plots contain four traces
corresponding from top to bottom to B_. By, Bz, and the total
field magnitude. The scale, in nl, varies from hour to hour
according to the range of the data during the hour to minimize
crossing of the traces. Oaselines are kept fixed, and the same
scale is used to plot each of the four traces. When the field
exceeds 160 nT, the scale of the plots becomes logarithmic
The plots are given ;n spacecraft coordinates, miLh • along the
spin a=;s and X along the pro]ecbio-of the solar direction in
the spin plane
Data set name HOU_LY PLOTS OF 4 SFCOND AVFRACED
MACNET]C FInD DAIA ON MICROEICHE
NSSOC ID //-IOTB-O4K, 4 SEC AVCD MAC FIUD PLOIS,MF]CH!
lime period covered 10/72/77 10 06/7q/86
Quantity of d_ta 615 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
this data set contains l-h ploLs of 12-s averages of
processed magnetic field data vs time. on microfiche. ]he 17 s
so that a 12-s average ;s
rave ages are overlapped by 2/3
calculated and plotted every 4 s. Thus, they have been called
mfour_second data. m This information also exists on magnetic
tape (data set 77 102B-O4B). The plots contain four traces
corresponding from top to bottom to B,, Oy. Bz, and the total
field magnitude. The scale, in nl, varies from hour to hour
according to the range of the data during the hour to minle;ze
crossing of the traces. Baselines are kept filed, and the same
scale ;s used to plot each of the four traces When the field
exceeds 160 nT, the scale of the plots becomes logarithmic.
The plots are given in spacecraft coordinates, eith Z along the
spin axis and X along the projection of Lhe solar direcLion in
the spin plane.
Data set flame - I MINUTE AVERACED MAGN[IlC FIHD DAIA ON
MAC_NE_IC TAPE
I_SDC ]D 77-102B-O4M, I-HIM AVCJ) MAC= FLD.(INCLD PROHIS
Time period covered 10/27/77 TO 07/06/86
Quantity of data - 54 REELS OF TAPE
This data set contains 60-s averaged values of the
measured magnetic field vector and its relation to magnetic
field models, plus spacecraft ephemeris data expressed in many
rays, and coordinate systems The data set is contained on
1600-bpi, ASCII, Q-track magnetic tapes. _ach tape contains 10
files, each file contains data for one orbit (perigee lbo
perigee), and the format is =self defining" ;n the sense that
the first three logical records of each file list the data
•. -';y
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parametera,the format of each paraaeLer, and f;ll data
indicators, respectively. Each succeed;no logical record
contains one set of va/ues for all data set parameters. The
dmta set contains the magnitude and the componmnta of the
60-s-averaged local magnetic field and their standard
deviations; the differences between the local and model field
components, and the ratio of the IocII and model fields; and
the geographic coordinates of the field llne ground intercepts
and the sub-spacecraft point. The spacecraft ephemeris
parameters include the orbit number, geocentric radial
distance, CSE and CSM coordinates, and latitude and longitude;
the dipole tilt angle, L value, local time, geomagnetic
latitude, sun earth-spacecraft angle, and spin period; the
spacecraft velocity components, and ISEE I _o ISEE _ separation
components; the components of the noraals to the model
mmgnet_)pause and t_) the model bow shock; and the elements of
the rot, tlon matrices beam=an various coordinate systems.
...........................
Data set name )4-HOUR DETRE_NDE]) SUIHHARY PLOTS ON
NICROF]CHE
NSSDC ]D 7/ 102B 04N, 24 HR DETRE_IOE]3 5Ut4HARY PLOTS,FCH
lime period covered 10/22/77 TO 01/13/80
quantity of dati 17 CARDS OF B/W M]CROFICHE
This data set contains plots of 60 s averages of ISDF 2
magnetic field component values (nil vs time, on microfiche.
Each fiche card contains 20 orbits of data, wlth three plot
panels per orbit These plots are distinct from the ]SLL 2
64 s summary plots. The three plot panels each span 24 h, with
the panel labeled P_]CE[ centered on the perigee of the
spacecraft. The panels labeled PrE-APOCF_ and POST APOGEE
somemhat overlap the period of the PER]C_ panel and they also
display the magnetic field magnitude. Each orbit is completely
covered. The c¢_ord;nates of the PRE-APOCE_ and POST APOC_
panels are CSH The coordinates of the PER]CE_ panel refer to
a system with • in the direction of the local model field
(Olson/Pfibzer. )97/), Y azimuthally eastward (and orthogonal
Lo the local model field), and X completing the system. In
addition, the • component is detrended, i.e., the model field
value corresponding Lo the spacecraft posltion and LF[ is
subtracted from the measured • component. 1he data shown on
these plots are also available in digital form from NSSDC IS
data set 77 ]O_O-04H
ISE_ 2, Wilt IAHS
ENFRCFIIC [IECIRUNS ANO PROTONS
Data set name SURVEY PIDIS Ol S[_bCIFI) PARIJCL_ DATA ON
MICROFILM
NSSDC ]D l! |02B O/C, SURVEy PLOIS ON MFILM
Time period covered 11/01/11 10 01/19/79
0uantity of data 5 RLE/S OF M1CROFILM
This data set consists of survey plots on aicrofilm
submitted by the experimenter. The survey plots combine three
different plots of selected IS_ ] and ]SFJE _ particle data.
All are plotted on a time scale of 24 h per frame. Radial
distance at integral earth radii is indicated on the time
scale The scale below the Lime axls on the =PROTON SUI_VEY
PLOT" is as yet unused. Ihe ]SE_ 1 sensor rotates through 160
deg with respect to the spln axis Th;s rotatio n iS
synchronized to the spin period, and requires 12 spins for a
complete swing and ]? more to return. Thus, each spin at a
24 spin cycle corresponds to a particular angle between the
sensor and the spin vector The points on the "PROTON AND
Fl ECTRON _JJRVEY PLOTS" for ISLE 1 (second and fourth trace from
the bottom) represent counts per second, averaged over all
sectors of spins 4, l, 16, and 19, in the 24 spin cycle
(numbered 0 be 231. Only one point _n four is plotted, so
points are about 5 aim apart in time. for ]aim 2, counts are
averaged over all measurements ;n four spins for low hi_ rate,
six spins for high bit rate In all cases. ", counts are summed
across the entire energy band shown The Y scale is
logarithmic. The =SPIN AI[I_[D FlUX = contains ISE} I data
only Ion and electron counts per second are spin averaged and
summed over spins 0 and _3, then 11 and 12 These indicate the
particle count ;n the two directions (10 dig and 1/0 diG) most
nearly parallel to the satellite spin a=is. ]he "MACNFIIC
F][ID PlOT = displays the 0 field magnitude and Its vec_)r
components in n7 (gammas) for each satellite Note the linear
scale for values < or : 10 nl, logarithmic above 10 nT 0nly
every second point is p[otted, so points are approKimately 2.S
mln apart
NSSOC ID 78-O79A-OOD, _IS, DATA POOL TAPE
Time period covered - 08/12/78 10 01/10/87
_uantity of data 10 R_S OF TAPE
These e=per;menter supplied data are on 1600-bpi,
Q track, binary magnetic tape. The data pool tapes are
aultlfiled and were created in IBM 360 representation. Each
file contains data pool information for a 3-day period. The
physical records have a fixed length of 3240 bytes. The first
record of each file ;s a label contain_n G the satellite ID
number; year, day of year, and seconds of day for both the
start and and of the file; spacecraft clock at start of file;
group number; minimum and aallaum value of spln period within
the file (s); magnetometer •-axis offset; number of estimates
aide for Z offset; ilpha _nd group number used to determine •
offset; and bit rates. The label record ;s followed by a
number of daba records containing day of year and seconds of
day, spacecraft clock =t start of record, bit rate, dummy
record indicator; time line indicator, data record number,
satellite position in CSE coordinates, spin period my=riga, and
outputs of investigators' quick-look algorithms for the
following experiments: Ioi energy cosmic rays (78 O79A O301,
magnetometer (-02B), radio mappin G ( lOB), interplanetary and
solar lind electrons (OQB), X ray and gamma ray bursts ( ]4C),
solar wind plasma (-01B), plasma laves (-07B). medium energy
cosmic rays (O4B), energetic protons ( 0801. and cosalc ray
electrons and nuclei (-068).
Data set name JP[ TRAJLCTORY FOR CORE7 CIACOBIN] •]NNER
ENCOUNTER.
NSSDC ID 78-079A OOE, JPt TRAJ CON_ C • [3_COUNT_
Time period covered - 09/10/85 10 0g/12/85
quantlty of data 1 RESL_L Of TAP_
This data set contains traJectory information for the
spacecraft encounter lith Comet Ciacoblni •inner, froa the
=SAY[ TAPF" produced by the JPI Navigation Section after the
encounter lhe data =re ;n ASCI] characters, with one value
per hour for each of 114 parameters The spacecraft locaL;on
and velocity vector components are given in geocentric and
hel_o(:entric coordinates, for earth true equator of date and
earth true orbit of date systems, plus body-fixed coordinates
for earth, Ciacob;ni •inner, and Venu_ Various angles
relative to these and other bodies are also Given.
]SEJ 3, ANDI_SON
IN/FRPIAN! IARY AND SOl AR [1 FCTRONS
Daba set name B HOUR INTI_PIANEIARY AND SOLAR
LLECTRON _UHHARY P[ 0TS ON MICROf ILM
NSSDC ID 70 079A OqA, O HR _ECTRON SLR4PIARY PtOIS,MIIIH
Time period covered 0(3/18/78 TO 11/22/79
_uant;ty of data 4 R_]50i MICROFILM
Ibis data set contains O h Summary plots of particle
flu=as and angular histograms from the three telescopes of the
interplar_etary and solar e_ectron experiment, on 35 mm
microfilm There are two types of plots one for electrostatic
analyzer ([_A) data and the other for data from the Lwo
solid _,t_te det.ecLor telescopes (SSI) _ch type of plot
di_,pl_y,, :,pro averaged differential fluxe_ (I/cm_e2esres.keV)
v_, url_v_!r_,_i L_m_: and also rough histograas of flux vs spin
a_gi_ ,_ Lhe e{lipLi( plane lhe ISA plot d_splays the total
Tlux Trom each of t,he four sets of four contiguous channels and
the a_ticoincldence channel counL rate The SS] plot displays
the total flux of particles triggering the first detector of
each telescope in each of two contiguous energy ranges and also
the count rate of particles trlggering both detectors of the
open telescope The legend on each type of plot displays the
day of the plot, the CSE coordinates and red;us, the threshold
level indicator, the number of angular sectors used, the
feature used for the first angular sector position, and whether
the sun sectors mere blocked out. The legend also gives the
energy ranges of the plotted data and the factors by which they
have been multiplied to be plotted. The energies on the [SA
plot are the mean energies for the included channels, and the
energies on the SST plot are the overall energy ranges
Data set name _ INTERPLANETARY AND SOlAr LLECIRON DATA
O0 ORI_!_!'#_L_;:_E IS
OF POOR QUALITY
POOL DATA ON MAGN[IlC TAPE
NSSDC ID 78-07gA 09B, I.P.& SOLAR D_ECTRO_ DPOOL 1APES
Time period covered - 08/|2/78 TO 10/03/86
quant;ty of data 8 REFAS 0F TAPE
These experimenter supplied data are on 1600 bp;.
Q track, binary magnetic tape. The data pool tapes are
muir;filed and were created ;n IE_ 360 representation- _ch
file contains data pool information for a 3 day period. The
physical records have a fi=ed length of 3240 bytes. The first
record of each file is = label containing the satellite IO
number; year, day of year, and seconds of day for both the
start and end of the file; spacecraft clock at start of file;
group number; minimum and max;mum value of spin period within
the file (sT; magnet_ometer Z axis offset; number of estimates
made for Z offset; alpha and group number used t_o determine Z
offset; and bit rates. The label record is follomed by a
number of data records containing day of year and seconds of
day, spacecraft clock at start of record, bit rate, dummy
record indicator, time line indicator, data record number,
satellite position in CSE coordlnabes, spin period average, and
outputs of investigators' quick look algorithms for the
following e=periments: low energy cosmic rays (7R OlqA 03B),
magnetometer (-02B), radio mapping ( 100), interplanetary and
solar wind electrons ( 090), X ray and gamma ray bursts ( I4C),
solar wind plasma (-010), plasma waves (-OIO), medium energy
cosmic rays (-040), energetic protons (08R), and cosmic ray
electrons and nuclei (06B). The interpJanetary and solar
electron data contain flumes of electrons above IS keY, at
S min intervals. These data were replaced by fill data when
the experiment fa_led on November 2?. )q79
Data set name ]NIERpt_NETARY AND SOLAR WIND E_ECIRON
DATA P001 PIOTS ON M]CROFILH
NSSDC ID 7B 079A 09C, I.P.LSO[AR Et_CI DP001 PIDIS,MFLM
Time period covered OO/12/IB TO 02/07/B7
_uantity of data 72 RFfA S or MICROFILM
These dale are contained on 3b mm microfilm reels ]he
data are plotted vs time in sets of lO types of plots for each
day. L_ch type of plot shows the magnetic field magnitude,
flags indicating mhen the spacecraft maneuvering unit was on,
and the spacecraft position in GS_ coordinates (in Re) at a
specified time during the day, plus outputs of investigator*s
quick look algorithms for one of the folloming e=periments:
solar wind plasma (/B-O/gA O]A), magnetic fields (O?A),
low energy cosmic rays (03A), medium energy cosmic rays
(04A), cosmic ray electrons and noclei (OGA), plasma waves
(-O/C), energetic protons (OSC), interplanetary and solar
electrons (09C), radio mapping ( LOA), and X ray and gamma ray
bursLs ( 140). Ihe interplanetary and solar electron
elperiment data are the integral electron flu= above IS keY.
ISEE 3, AN_)E]_SON
X AND CAMMA RAY BURSTS
Data set name 37 SECOND AV_ACEI) W[J_)(L Y X RAY AND
GAMI4A RAY PL01S 0N MICR01 ]CHI
NSSDC ID 18 OTqA 14A, 32 SEC AVCD WEFKIY PIDIS,MFICHL
Time period covered 00/12/78 TO 02/07/87
_uanLity of data 407 CARDS OT B/W MICROFICIff
This data set contains 4 h plots of 3_ s averaged X-ray
count rates from the proportional counter and the NaI(TI)
scintillator detector, on microfiche lhere are three types of
plots for each 4 h period. 1he firsL type conLains plots of
count rates from the proportional counter channels ] and ?, and
the sums of channels 3 and 4, and of channel_ _) and 6. The
second type contains plots of the _.( ,nt.i I I _t.or detec_r
channels 1 and 2, and the sums of channel:, 3 and 4, and of
channels S, 6, and 7. The third Lype (,),,Lai._ plot_ oF the
sums of scintillator channels 8 and g, and of channels |0 and
II, and plots of channeJ 12. and of the plastic guard
scinL;llalbor surrounding the NaT(liT scintillator.
..............................................
DaLe set name - 32-SECDND-AVE_tACI_ _E_}(LY X-RAY AND
GAMHA-RAY NUMI_RIC LISTINCS ON MICROFICHE
NSSDC ID 78 07gA14B, 32 SEC AVCOYFEKLY LISTINC,MFICHE
Time period covered 08/12/T8 TO 02/07/87
quantity of data _OBO CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
This daLa set contains listings of the 3? second averages
of Lhe X ray data for all instrument channels, on m;croflche.
_ch I_ne of the listing contains the time (h, m_n. s, and ms).
the outputs from each of t,he seven channels (counts/s), the sum
of channels SC3 and _4, and the sub of channels SC_, _C6 and
SC7.
OaLa set name - X AND CAMMA-RAY E]_JRS1 DATA POOL DAIA 0N
MACN_T IC TAPE
NSSDC ID 78 079A 14C, X • CAMHA RAY BURSI DPODI IAPFS
Time period covered - 08/12/7B TO 10/2S/B6
_uanbity of data 8 RFE_S OF IAPE
lhese e ape r i ment.er- supp I ied data are on T600 bpi.
Q track, binary magnetic tape The data pool Lapes are
multifi led and mere created ;n IBM 360 representation. Lath
f; le contains data pool informat, i_ for a 3 day period. 1he
physical records have a rimed length of 3:?40 bytes The first
record of each file is a label containing the satellite ]D
number; year, day of year, and seconds of day for both t.he
starL and end of the file; spacecraft clock at start of file;
group number; minimum and ma;;mum value of spin period mithin
the file (sT; magnet, ometer / aims offset; number of estimates
made for ? offset,; alpha and group number used to determine 7
offset; and bit rates lhe label record is fol lowed by a
number of data records containing day of year and seconds of
day, spacecraft clock at start of record, bit rate, dummy
record indicat_Dr, Lime _ine indicator, data record number.
satellite posit*ion in CS[ coordlnaLes, spin period average. _nd
outputs of i nvesLi eaters' quick look algorithms for the
following experiments: low energy cosmic ray_ (lO OIOA 03HI,
magnetometer (O?O), radio mapping ( 100), interplanetary and
solar mind electrons (OQB), X ray and gamma ray bursts ( 14C).
• w . , .solar wind plasma (010) plasma ma e._ (O[B) medium energy
; rays (-O4R) energetic protons (O_B), and cosmic raycosm c
electrons and nuclei ( 060). ]he X ray and gamma ray burst
data include count rates for ?0 t_ 37 keV gammm rays at S min
intervals.
Data set name X AND CAMHA RAY BURST DATA POOl COUN1
RATE PL01S ON MICROI tIM
NSSDC IO 18-019A 14D, X • CAMHA RAY I)POOI PIOTS, MillM
lime period covered 08/12//8 10 O?/O1/B1
[_uanblty of data 69 R_IS OF MICROFILM
These data are contained on 3S mm microfl Im reels. The
dale are plotted vs time in sets of 10 types of plots for each
day. F_ch type of plot shows the magnetic field magnitude,
flags indicating when the spacecrafL maneuvering unit mas on,
and the spacecraft position in C_| coordinates (in Re) at, a
specified time during the day, plus outputs of the
investigators' quick I_k algorithms for one of the following
experiments: solar wind plasma (/El OZOA OIA), magnetic fiel¢ls
(O?A), low energy cosmic rays ( 03AT. medium energy cosm=c
rays (04A). cosmic ray electrons and nuclei ( 06AT, plasma
waves (O/C), energetic prot,ons (08C), interplanetary and
solar electrons (09C), radio mapping ( IOA), and X ray and
gamma ray burs_s ( 14D). The X ray and gamma ray bursL
experiment dat.a are count rates in the nominal energy range of
43 to 18 keY. 1he energy range was changed on command for
various tests, but this range has been the Ill.St common.
ISE_ 3, BAME
SOLAR _IND PIASHA
Data set name PLASMA • SOLAR WIND DATA POOl PLOTS ON
MICROFILM
NS_I)C ID 18 OlgA OIA, pL_A*SO[_ WIND DPOOL pLOIS,FIM
lime period covered 08/]_/78 TO 02/01/81
[_uanbity of data 77 RF_JS OF MICROFILM
These dat*a are contained on _L_-mm microfi Im reels. The
data are plotted vs time in sets of 10 types of plots for each
day. _mch type of plot shows the magneLic field magnitude.
flags indicating when the spacecraft maneuvering unit mas on,
and the spacecraft pos_tlon in CS[ coordinates (in Re) at a
specified time during the day. plus outputs of the
investigator's quick-look algorithms for one of the follo_;ng
experiment-s: solar mind plasma (78 079A-OIA). magnetic fields
(-02AT, Iom energy COSmiC rays (-03AT. led;ul energy cosmic
rays (-04AT, cosmic ray electrons and nuclei (-O_A), plasma
waves (-O/C) , energeLi c p retains (-0_) , interplanetary and
solir electrons (OQC), radio mapping ( IOA), and X ray and
gamma ray burs_s (-140). The solar wlnd plasma data shown ;Ire
linear plots of thm solar wind pseudo speed (km/s) and solar
wind pseudo _ngle (the solar wind direction ;n the ecliptic
with respect to t_e direction of the sun, ;n dee), ;Ind a
seml log plot of the ion pseudo-densiLy (1/cmaw3).
B!
.. . _',.'//_: , !': "_,
Data set name - PLASMA AND SOLAR WIND DATA POOL DATA ON
HAOIETIC TAPE
NSSOC ID 7B-O79A-O1B, 5-BIN PLASHA+SOLAR WIND,DATA POOL
Tile period covered - 08/12/7B TO 01/10/87
Quantity of data 10 REELS OF TAPE
These exper;menter-supplied data are on 1600-bpi,
9 track, binary laonetl c tape. The data pool tapes are
multifiled and wore created in ]BH 360 representation. Each
file contains data pool information for a 3-day period. The
physical records have a fixed length of 3240 bytes. The first
record of each file is • label contaln;ng the satellite ID
number; year, day of year, and seconds of day for both the
start and end of the file; spacecraft clock at start of file;
group number; minimum and malilUi value of spin period within
the flJe (s); lWOnetometer Z-alis OffSet; number of estilates
made for Z offset; alpha and group number used to determine Z
offset; and bit rates. The label record is follomed by a
number of data records containing day of year and meconds of
day, spacecraft clock at start of record, bit rate, dummy
record indicator, time line indicator, data record number,
satellite position in _E coordinates, spin period average, and
outputs of ;nvesbigat_ors' quick-look algorithms for the
Tollouing raper;meats; low energy cosmic rays (78 079A-030),
magnet_)leLer (-O_B), radio lapp;n 0 (-]OB), interplanetary and
solar wind electrons (-OQS), X-ray and galma-ray bursts (-]4C),
solar, lind plasma (OIl), plasma waves (-OTD), medium-energy
cosmic rays (-04B), energetic protons (088), and COllie fly
electrons and nuclei (O6B). The solar wind plasma data
include ion pseudo density (part;ties/co), solar wind
pseudo speed (km/s), and solar wind pseudo flow angle (dog), at
5 min intervals.
Data set name - SOLAR WIND DATA. 5-BIN, HACNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 78 OZqA_01D, SOLAR WiND DATA, 5 MaN, MAC rAPE
Time period covered - 08/16/7B TO 02/19/80
QuantiLy of data I RF_J OF TAPE
lhese experimenter supplied, solar wind data are on
9 track. 16OO bpi, ASCII magnetic tape created on a VAX 11/7BO
computer. Each logical record conLains time in year, day of
year, and seconds of day; CSE spacecraft coordinates; hydrogen
density (per cc); hydrogen bulk flow velocity (km/s); hydrogen
bulk flow azimuthal angle (dog); hydrogen parallel and
perpendicular temperatures and average temperature; helium
densiLy (per cc); and helium average LemperaLure (K). lhe
solar wind parameters were calculaLed frol search mode _pectra,
ah;ch .ere measured once every 52 min. He.ever. the complete
measurement required only 3S s to complete. ]hus. the dale
record_ represent snapshots of the solar mind taken about b
l;n apart
DaLa _et. ,ame SOLAR WZND PLOTS f_OB ]SLI 3 DAIA POOl
lAP! ON MICROFICHE
N%SDC ]D /8 OlqA OIl, sOLAR WINO DPOOL PI orS. ME ICttL
11me period covered 08/]2//8 TO 04/30/B5
_uant;Ly of data 50 CARDS OE B/W RICBOF]CHE
Each frame of this microfiche data sol contains 24 h
ploLs of four solar .ind parameters, and IL is labeled with the
start and end dales, the dale of production, the corresponding
]SF_ .I and 2 orbit number and orbital phase, and the ]SFI 3
po'tt_o, aL the starL of the plot in CS| and C.SH coordinates ;n
units of earth radii ]he plot at the top of each frame is of
the azlmuLhal flow angle in the ecliptic plane Positive
angle_ denote flow from east of the sun A constant aberration
angle corresponding Lo a solar wind velocity of 400 km/s has
been removed rhe p_oL saLuraLes aL + or 1_ dog lhe second
paf_(.I -.h_,_. the _;otar w_nd velocity 1he scale is rather
coar_.p. _00 km/_, per cm. but so are the data The third panel
_h(_w_ t.h_- f_umbq_e der,_i Ly i, l/ca*e3 on a log scale The bottom
panel _d_()ws Lhe Iogar i Lhm of the dynamic pressure in
dynes/cme*_
............ • _L_
Data set nile PLASMA PARAMETER PI OTS FROM ISEE 3 DATA
POOl IAPE ON MICROFICHE
NSSDC ]D fO 079A 01C. PLASMA PARAMET_ DPOOL PI 01S.F]CH
Time period covered OB/I_/7B TO 03/02/84
Quantity of data 43 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
_ach frame of this microfiche data set contains 24 h
plots of five plasma paraleters, and it is labeled with the
start and end dales, the date of producLion_ the correspond;no
IS_ l and _ orbit, number and orbital phase, and the ISFE 3
posihion at the start of the plot in _E and _ coordinates in
units of earth ridl;. For USe in emtliat;ng the tile delay, or
at least the order of _lonitude of the time delay of magnetic
field phenomena between ISLE 3 and the earth, throe •stilates
hive been plotted. The Silplest and probably the least
correct, libeled TV, in shown ;n the middle panel of each
frlle. It is simply the distance bwtmeen ISFF 3 and the earth
d;v;dwd by the solar wind velocity_ In the second panel, TC is
appromimately the coro_atioil tiBII. It was assumed that planes
of coherent Interplanetary cond;tionm are convwct;n O to the
earth. Theme planes ire perpend;cul•r to the ecliptic plane
and contain the lagnetlc field direction. In the top panel, TD
relaxed bhw assu_ptioln that the pl•ne must be perpend;cular to
the ecliptic plane. Rather, this calculation assumed that the
planes are defined by the magnetic field d;ruction and the
Parker lpiral direction cosines (.707, .707, O). These planes
can have quite varied directions. Note that to avoid rather
noisy plots these calcul•tJons were performed only every _ mifl
on 5 m;n averages. The second plot from the bottom shows the
logarithm of the magnetosonic Math number. A constant sound
velocity of 57 km/s has been aSSUlmd in this calculation. ]he
bottom panel shows the logarithm of plasma beta. Again, a
constant total tel_erature for the plasma has been assumed
(230,000 K).
........................
Data set name SOLAR WIND BASIC PARAPIET_R LISTIMK_ ON
MICROFICHE
NSSOC ID 78-079A-OIH, SOLAR WIND PARAHE1_ LISTINC,FICH
Time period covered - 08/16/78 TO 00/19/80
Quantity of data • CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
This data set c_tains a simple continuous listing of
several solar wind parameters on microfiche. The listing
consists aT lines of parameters calculated from search lode
spectra, ehich were measured at intervals of about 5.2 lin.
_ch line contains: the date (year, loath, and day), universal
time (hour, minute, and second), seconds of the day, hydrogen
density (1/cmae3), hydrogen bulk velocity (km/s), hydrogen bulk
flow direction (dog), and hydrogen parallel and perpendicular
temperatures (K) (|he average hydrogen temperature may be
found by u_;ng one-third of the sum of the parallel temperature
and Lwice the perpendicular temperature ) The bulk flow
direct,on has the range of 2_ be +_b deg and has been
corrected for the aberration caused by the earLh's motion
around the sun.
Data set name DISTAN1 CEOHACNE_IC TA]t EIECTRONS, COLOR
SPECTROC_AM St IDES
NSSDC ID 1B O/gA Old. DISI (:MIAIL _J-ECTRDNS, COL or SPE_C
Time period covered IO/ll/O? TO 04/_>0/_3
QuanLity of data 2/B COLOR SI IDES
1his data set contains electron energy spectra and
angular distributions for ]_ h periods on 35 II color slides
|he top four panels of each slide display Lhe energy spectra
averaged over the quadrants centered on the spacecraft's solar,
dusk, anLisolar, and dawn meridians, respectively The boLLom
four panels display the angular disLribut;ons in the four
energy passbands of 10 to 21, 31 to 99, 137 to 362, and 500 to
958 eV The energy (in keY) or I o ok angle (in dog) scales are
on the right edges of the panels. The spacecraft posiLion ;n
CSE and _1 coordinates is given every 4 h at the boLtom of the
slide There are two types of solar photon _nduced signals
present in these Spectrograms : photoelecLrons associated with
the spacecraft potential and photoelectrons produced In_erna_Jy
mithln the analyzer
Data set name - HOU_ AVI_ACf_ PLASMA ELECTRON DAIA ON
MACNFT]C lAP!
RSSDC ID ZB-O7qA OIK, HRIY S.W PARHS BASF_) ON [IECIh_
Time period covered 08/16/•8 10 10/16/82
QuantiLy of daLa 1RF_I OF IAPE
This ezperimenter supplied, solar wind data set is on a
Q track, 1600 bp;, ASCI! lagneL;c tape created on a VAX 1]/780
computer. The dita are electron based and have been corrected
and normalized _ existing ion data. _ch logical record
cont•ins the date (YYM_). the universal time (F_M]N), Lbe
spacecraft position in CSE coordinates ;n earth radii, Lhe
electron dens;by (1/cm,w3), the bulk speed (km/s), and the
electron telpera_ure (K). Although the bulk parameters given
are reliable, standard errors associated vlth them are higher
for electrons than for ions. A fel Ibadl points remain on the
tape. Densities less Lhmn Ol/cmaa3 and velociLie_ less Lhan
IOO km/s sho, ld be considered erroneous
ISEf 3. ttOVE_IAD1
OF
LOW-ENE]_CYCOSMICRAYS
.........................................
Data set name - LOW ENERCY COSMIC RAY DATA POOL PLOTS ON
NICROFIU4
NSSOC ID 78-079A-O3A, LOW I_I[RCY CR. DPOOL PLOTS,HFILH
Time period covered - 08/12/70 TO 02/01/87
Quantity of data - 72 REELS 0f HICROFItM
These data are contained on 35-mm microfilm reels. The
data are plotted vs time ;n sets of lO types of plots for each
day. EDch type of plot shows the magnetic field magnitude.
flags indicating when the spacecraft maneuvering unit was on,
and the spacecraft posit;on in cse coordinates (in Re) at a
specified time during the day. plus outputs of the
investigator's quick I o ok algorithms for one of the following
mxperiments; solar wind plasma (78 O/9A-O]A), magnetic fields
(-02A), low-energy cosmic rays (-03A), medium energy cosmic
rays (-04A), cosmic ray electrons and nuclei (-06A), plasma
waves (-O7C). energetic protons (-080). interplanetary and
solar electrons (-OQC), radio mapping (lOA), and X ray and
gamma ray bursts ( ]4D). The low energy cosmic ray experiment
data are the count rates of protons in three energy intervals
between 0.17 and 20 HeY, plus tho_e of alpha particles from
0.12 to 0.2_ NeV and of 2)2 part;ties above 0.1 HeY/nucleon.
.............................
Data set name LOW ENERCY COSMIC RAY DATA POOL DATA ON
HACNElIC TAPf
NSSDC ID /8-OZgA 038, 15-MAN tOW ENE]_CY C.R ,DATA POOL
Time period covered - 08/12/78 TO 01/10/87
Quantity of data - 10 REELS OF TAPE
These experimenter supplied data are on 1600 bp;,
9 track, b_nary magnetic tape the data pool tapes are
multifiled and mere created ;n I1_4 360 representation_ Each
file contains data pool information for a 3 day period The
physical records have a fixed length of 3240 bytes The first
record of each file is a label containing the satellite 10
number; year. day of year. and seconds of day for both the
start and end of the file; spacecraft clock at start of file;
group number; minimum and maximum value of spin period wiLhin
the file (s); magnetometer Z azis offset; number of estimates
made for Z offset; alpha and group number used to determine Z
offset; and bit rates. The label record is followed by a
number of data records containing day of year and seconds of
day, spacecraft clock at start of record, bit rate, dummy
record indicator, time line indicator, data record number,
satellite position in CS_ coordinates, spin period average, and
outputs of invest;maters ) quick-look algorithms for the
folloe;ng experiments: low energy cosmic rays (78 O/gA 03B),
magnetometer (-O_B), radio mapping (-108). interplanetary and
solar wind electrons (-OqB), X ray and gamma ray bursts ( ]4C).
solar wind plasma (-018), plasma waves (O/B), mediuw energy
- , cosm c
cosmic rays (-04B), energetic protons (-080) and ; ray
electrons and nuclei (-060). The low energy cosmic ray data
include proton fluxes in the ranges 0.]7 to 0.4, 5 to 10, and
10 to 20 MeV, alpha particle fluxes in the range 0 12 to 025
HeY, and fluxes of particles with Z>2 and energies >0 ]
MeV/nucleon These five data are given at ]5 min intervals.
................................
Data set name 512 SECOND PROTON, H_I_ AND HEAVY ION
(Z>2) RATE DATA ON MAGNEIIC 1APE
NSS.DC ID 78 OIQA 03C, $12 S RATES H, HE, AND 2>2, IAPF
Time period covered 01/01/00 TO 12/31/8]
Quanti_y of data 2 REELS OF TAPE
This data set, supplied by the experimenter, consists of
counting rates in many energy channels for protons (0.03 to _CI
HEY). helium ions. and heavier ions. fluxes may be readily
obta;ned by use of the data set documentaion. The data were
written in multiple files at )600-bpl on 9 track tapes using
I_ 360 binary representation. Logical record length is 400
bytes and block size is 6400 bytes. The data set has a time
resolution of 512 s and contains quantities selected from only
tee of the instrument sensor systems: the electrostatic
deflect;on analyzer (ULECA) and the wide angle proportional
counter/solid state detector telescope (UL_AT). Data from
w;thln the earth's magnetosphere are excluded, as are data
affected by sunlight. ]nformatlon included are: tape and
experiment identifiers, times CUT), spacecraft clock, various
housekeeping parameters, position in OSE Cartesian coordinates,
spin period, ;ndlcat_rs of the spin angle sectors that were
averaged together (out of eight sectors), and 31 pairs of
accumulated counts and accumulation time. The 31 count/time
pairs correspond to ]] energy channels for protons from 0.03 to
20 HeY, 1 channels for helium ions from 0.015 to 20 MeV, and 3
channels for heavy ions (Z)2) from 0.13 to 43 MeV/nucleon,
plus 10 monitor rates, which are single rates from individual
detectors relevant be the other 21 rates that are coincidence
rates. This data set includes only parameters that do not
require very detailed knowledge of the instrument. The more
detailed data, which require substantial involvement of the
experimenters, may he obtained directly through the principal
_nvwstigator.
.........................................
ISEE 3, HYNDS
ENL_tCET IC PROTONS
...................................
Data set name 3-CHANN[1 PROTON FLUX, 256-SECOND
OHNI AND SECTOR DATA DN HA(_NEIIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 78-O/gA-OIBA, 3 CH PROTN ELUX,256 S OHN]JLSf C1 OR
Time period covered - 08/15/78 TO 12/31/28
Quantity of data - ] REEL OF TAPE
This proton flux data set ;s on one 800 bpi. g track
binary magnetic tape. EJch file contains one day's data ;n
2560 byte physical records. Each physical record contains 32
8O-hyte logical records, the first of which is a record label
and the rest are data records or fill records at the end of the
last physical record ;n the file. The header records contain
the year, day of year (Jan. 1=1), times of the first and last
data records in the physical record (each expressed as hours of
the day and seconds of the hour), and the number of logical
records contalning data in the physical record lhe experiment
records data over an integral number of spacecraft spins, which
are not the same as or synchronized with the telemetry sampling
period. Therefore, each data record has data from an integral
number of spins, which varies from record _o record. The data
records contain: the start time of the record (hours of day and
seconds of hour); the number of spins of data in the record for
each of the three telescopes in the instrument; an overflow
flag for the sector count data; the ;sotrop;c components of the
differential flu. (part;cles/cmwa2asasrekeV) for the energy
ranges 35 to 56, 91 bo 147, and 384 _o 6_0 keV; and the
particle counts for each of the eight spacecraft rotation
sectors for each of the three telescopes.
Data set name I_Ni_RCt_]C PROTON DATA P0Ot DATA ON
MAQNEIIC 1APT
NSSDC 1D 78 Olgk 088, ENdEmIC PROTON DATA P001 TAPES
Time per;od covered 08/12/78 TO 10/03/86
Quantity of data 8 RUTIS Of TAPE
These experimenter supplied data are on ]600 bp;,
9-track, binary magnetic tape. The data pool tapes are
multiflied and were created ;n ]1_1 360 representation Each
file conta;ns data pool information for a 3 day period The
physical records have a fixed length of 3240 bytes. The first
record of each file is a label contain;ng the satellite ID
number; year, day of year, and seconds of day for both the
start and end of the file; spacecraft clock at start of file;
group number; minimum and maximum value of spin period within
the file (s); magnetometer 2 axis offset; number of estimates
made for Z offset; alpha and group number used Lo determine l
offset; and bit rates. The label record ;s followed by a
number of data records containing day of year and seconds of
day, spacecraft clock at start of record, bit rate, dummy
record indicator, time line indicator, data record number.
satellite position in CSE coordinates, _pin period average, and
outputs of investigators' quick look algorithms for the
following experiments: low-energy cosmic rays (78 OIQA 03B),
magnetometer (-O2B), radio mapping ( 108), interplanetary and
solar wind electrons (OQ8). X ray and gamma ray bursts (-14C).
solar w_nd plasma (-01B), plasma eaves (.O/B). medium energy
cosmic rays (-04B). energet;c protons ( O8B) 0 and cosmic ray
electrons and nuclei (-D68). The energetic proton data include
proton fluxes in _he ranges 78 to 205 and 536 t.o ]400 keY, an
isotropy index, and quadrant. These data are given at 20 min
intervals.
................ - = _
Data set name - ENfORCE-TIC PROTON DAIA P00I PLOTS WIIH
SPIN-AVERACED PROTON FLUXES ON MICROFILM
NSSDE I0 78-07gA 080, E_IERCFTIC PROTON DPOOI PIOTS,MFLM
Time period covered - 08/12/78 TO 0_/07/82
Uuant;ty of data - /_ R_J_S OF MICROFILM
These data are contained on 35 mm microfilm reels. The
data are plotted ws time ;n se_s of 10 types of plots for each
day. _=ch type of plot shows the magnetic field magnitude,
flags indicating when the spacecraft maneuvering unit was on,
and the spacecraft position ;n GSE coordinates (in Re) at a
specified time during the day, plus outputs of the
invest;mater's quick I o ok algorithms for one of the following
experiments: _olar wind plasma (78 O/qA-OIA), magnetic fields
(-02A), Jow-energ_ cosmic rays (03A), medium-energy cosmic
rays (-04A), cosmic ray electrons and nuclei (06A), plasma
waves (O/C). energetic protons (08C), ;nterplanetary and
8.3
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solar electrons (-O9C), radio mapping (-leA). and X-ray and
gamma-ray bursts (-14D). The energetic proton data are two
differential spin-averaged proton fluxes from the telescope
inclined at 60 dog to the spin ixis. The two fluxes are from
Channel 3 and Channel 4 combined and from Channel 8. These
correspond t_ energy ranges of 9] to 237 keV and l.O to 1.6
HeY, respectively. The data are averages for periods of 21 man
and _O s.
.........................
ISF_ 3, MPCER
COSMIC RAY ELECTRONS AND NUCLEI
..........................................
Data set name - COSR]C RAY ELECTRONS AND NUCLEI DATA POOL
PLOTS ON MICROFILM
NSSOC ID 1B O/gA 06A, C,R.H ECT&NUCLEI DPDOL PLOTS,MFLM
Iime period covered 08/17/78 TO 02/07/87
Quantity of data - 72 R[£1S OF MICROFILM
Ihese data are contained on 35-am microfilm reels. The
data are plotted vs time in sets of ]0 types of plots for each
day. [Jch type of plot shows the magnetic field magnitude,
flags ;ndlcatln O when the spacecraft maneuvering unit Was on,
and the spacecraft pus;lion in CS[ coordinates Cin Re) at a
specified time during the day, plus outputs of the
investigator's quick look algorithms for one of the followin O
experiments: solar wind plasma (78 079A OIA), magnetic Fields
(O_A), low-energy cosmic rays (03A), medium energy cosmic
rays (04A), cosmic ray electrons and nuclei (-O6A), plasma
waves (OZC), energetic protons (-08C), interplanetary and
solar electrons (O9C), radio mapping (-IOA) 0 and X=ray and
gamma ray bursts ( 14D) The cosmic ray electron and nuclei
data plotted are 30 min averages of the low energy electron
count rates for the energy range of S to 400 MeV_
Data seL name COSMIC RAY ELECTRON AND MJCLEI DAIA PO01
DAIA ON MAC_FFIIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 78 O79A 060, C R II|Cf*NtJCIE] DATA POUt TAPE
lime period covered O8/IT/tB fO Ol/)O/Bl
Quantity of data lO REELS OF IAPL
These eKperimenter supplied data are on 1600 bpi,
Q track, binary magnetic tape. lhe data pool tapes are
mull;filed and were created in I ftl4 360 representation Each
file contains data pool information for a 3 day period. Ihe
physical records have a fixed length of 3740 bytes. The first
record of each file is a label conLa;ning the saLellite ID
number; year, day of year, and seconds of day for both the
start and end of the file; spacecraft clock at start of file;
group number; minimum and malimum value of spin period within
the file (s); magnetometer Z axis offset; number of estimates
made for / offset; alpha and group number USed to determine •
offset; and bit rates. The label record is followed by a
number of data records containing day of year and seconds of
day. spacecraft clock at start of record, bit rate, dummy
record indicator, time line indicator, data record number.
satellite position in CS[ coordinates, spin period average, and
outputs of investigators" quick I o ok algorithms for the
follow=no experiments: low energy cosmic rays (ZB OZQA 03B),
magnetometer (028), radio mappln O (-lOB), interplanetary and
solar a;nd electrons (-ego), X ray and gamma-ray bursts (-I4C) 0
solar wind plasma (01B). plasma waves (-OTB). medium eneroy
cosmic rays (040), energeL;c protons (08B), and cosmic ray
electrons and nuclei (06B) The cosmic ray electrons and
nuclei data include the count rate of 5 to ISO HeY electrons,
at 30 m;n intervals
Data set name COSMIC RAY tl FCIRON COUNT RAIl ARe PROTON
COUN1 RAIE PLOTS ON MICROfilM
NS_)C ]D 78 O/qA 06C. C R liICl&I_01N CNI RII PIIS,MFEM
Time period covered 0B/]S/78 TO 12/71/85
_uantity of data I R[_J Ot MICROFILM
Ibis data set contains multiple sets of three survey
plots, showing proton count rates, electron count rates, and
data coverage information The plots are contained on one reel
of 16 mm microfilm that was generated at NS_C from the
experimenter's plots These plots are designed to be used
identify time intervals for further study and not as the basle
for scientific research, lhe plots in each set cover the same
period (in most cases 1 days) of un;versal L;me. The proton
rate plots display the count rile of Lhe special IIOW energy
proton i co;no;dance, which counts protons with energies from 35
]4S HeV and electrons from 7 to 4 HeY The electron rate
plots display the count rate of the special Clew energy
electron I coincidence, which counts electrons with eneroies
above 5 HeY Both types of plots contain eight traces that
correspond to the eight optical aspect sensors. Usually these
traces cannot be distinguished from each other, but when they
can be resolved v;sually the an]sotropy is well enough defined
for detailed studies. 1he data coverage plot8 display five
traces that summarize the operation of the instrument. Iwo
traces, libeled DLINE and LV_-COV, indicate whether data exist
at each time and the percentage of the data coveraoe time in
each hour, respect;rely. The three relain;ng Lraces, labeled
LVTR-PR0, LVIR=PR1, and LVTR-PR2, give the mJ;vetime ratiosa
for each of the three priority channels. The llvetime ratio is
defined as (total number Of coincidences of a given
priority)/(number of pulse height analyzed events recovered).
....................................
ISEE 3, SCARF
PLASMA WAVES
.................................
Data set nile PLASMA WAVE 24-HR SIJ, IMARY PLOTS ON
MICROFICHE
NSSDC ID /8_019A O/A, 24 H PLASMA WAVE SUMRy PtTS.FICH
Time period covered 08/12//8 10 12/31/86
Uuantity of data S7 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
Thls data set consists of eEperlmenter supplied
microfiche copies of plots. The data for each 24 h period are
plotLed on two pages. One page has ]6 channel, E field
measurements (U or V antennas) and the other has B channel,
B field data. The measurements are given in a format showing
averages over I2B s (vertical black lines) and ]2B s peaks
(isolated dots).
Data set name P[AS_UlA WAVES DATA P00t DATA ON MACNUIIC
TAPE
NSSDC ID 70 079A O7B, PLASMA WAVES, DATA P00I TAPE
Time period covered 08/12/78 10 01/10/81
quantity of data IO REJEL.S OF TAPE
lhese elperimenter suppl{ed data are on 1600 bpi.
9 track, binary magnetic tape lhe data pool tapes are
multif,led and were created in IBM 360 representation Each
file contains data pool information for a 3 day period= The
physical records have a limed length of 3240 bytes, lhe First
record of each File is a label containing the satellite IO
number; year, day of year, and seconds of day for both the
start and end of the file; spacecraft clock at start of file;
group number; minimum and maximum value of spin period within
the file (s); magnetometer • alis offset; number oF estimates
made for Z offset; alpha and group number used to determine /
offset; and bit rates The label record is followed by a
number of data re¢'ords containing day OF year and seconds of
day, spacecraft clock at start of record, bit rate, dummy
record indicator, time line indicator, data record number
satellite position in CSF coordinates, spin period average, and
OUtpUtS of investigators' quick-look algorithms for the
follow=nO experiments: low energy cosmic rays (18 O/gA 030),
magnetometer (02B), radio mapping ( lOB), interplanetary and
solar wind electrons (OqB), X ray and gamma ray burst_ ( 14C),
solir wind plisla (O1B), plasla waves (-07B), ledium energy
cosmic rays (O4B), energetic protons (OBH), and co_m¢c ray
electrons and nuclei (06B) 1he plasma eave daLa include the
maximum voltages at 31 Hz, I kttz, and 3] kttz, and the antenna
status at 5 min intervals.
Data set name PLASMA WAVI DAIA P001 P[01S WIIH [t[CIR]C
AND MACNI 1 IC I llJD VAI UIS ON MICHI]! tIM
NSS_ ID 18 O/gA 07C, PtAS_IA WAVE DAIA P001 PE 0IS.ME IIM
lime period covered 08/I_/IB fU 07/0Z/8/
Quantity of data 17 REELS Ol MICR0111M
lhese data are contained on 3_ mm microf,lm reeJ_ 1he
data are pIoLted vs time in sets of 20 types uf plot_ For each
day. Each type of plot shows the magnetic field magnitude.
flags indicating when the spacecraft maneuvering uniL was on,
and the spacecraft position in DSF c_ordinates (in Re) at a
specified time during the day, plus outputs of the
investigator's quick I o ok algorithms for one of the following
e=per;lents: solar w;nd plasma (_8 079A-O]A), lagneL;c fields
('02A), lOW energy cosmic rays (-03A). medium energy cosmic
rays (O4A), cosmic ray electrons and nucJel (O6A), plasla
waves (07C), energetic protons (08C), gnterplanetary and
solar electrons (09C), radio mapping ( ]OA). and X ray and
gamma ray bursts ( 14D). The plasma wave data are the peak
electric or magnetic f;etd values (uncalibrated 1output
voltages ;n _ m;n accumulations) from the 31Hz, 1 kHz, and 3!
bHz channels of the main |6 channel analyzer Also shown is an
indicator of the antenna in use: the magnetic search coil, or
one of the electric antenna_ with eFFective lengths of 4_ m (U
axis or V axis) or of 0.6 m (short [)
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Data set name -- MAC;NF_IC FI_ DAIA POOl PL01S ON
MICRO1 ILM
NSSDC ID 18 O/gA-O2A, MAC_NElIC FIELD,DPOOL PLDTSoMFILM
Time period covered 08/12/78 TD 02/07/87
Quantity of data - 7_ RF_LS OF MICROFILM
These data are contained on 35-mm microfilm reels, lhe
data are plotted vs Lime in sets of IO types of plots for each
day. Each type of plot shows the magnetic field magnitude,
flags indicating when the spacecraf[ maneuvering unit was on.
and the spacecraft position ;n CSI coordinates (in Re) at a
specified _ile during the day, plus outputs of the
;nvestigat.orPs quick I o ok algorithms for one of the following
emperiments: solar wind plasma (78 0TeA OlAf, magnetic fields
(02A), Jol-energy cosmic rays (03A), medium-energy cosmic
rays (-04A), cosmic ray electrons and nuclei (06A), plasma
waves (-07C), energetic prot_ns (08C), interplanetary and
solar electrons (09C). radio mapping ( leA). and X ray and
gamma-ray bursts ( )4D). The triaxial vector magnetometer data
include the magnetic field value in Car/esian spacecraft
coordinates (along the direction of the spacecraft spin axis,
al_g the spin plane projection of the spacecraft sun line, and
along a th;rd or/hogonal coordinate) on one type of plot and in
spacecraft spherical coordinates on a second type of plot_ All
s_a quantities plotted are 5 ]SL[ min averages.
Data set name - 1 M]NLFTE INTERVAl HACNFIIC FIELD
DAIA POOL DAIA ON MACNEIIC 1APE
NSS, DC ID 18 OlgA 028, 64 S AVC B FIEJI), DAIA POOL 1APES
Time period covered 08/12/78 TO 01/10/87
Quantity of da/a 10 RF_£S OF 1APT
Ihese experimenter suppl,ed da/a are on ]600 bpi,
9-track, binary magnetic tape The data pool tapes are
multif_led and were created in IBM 360 representation [_ch
file contains data pool information for a 3 day period. 1he
physical records have a fized length of 3_40 bytes. The first
record of each f;le is a label containing the satellite ID
number; year. day of year. and seconds of day for both the
start and end of the file; spacecraf/ clock at start of file;
group number; minimum and maximum value of spin period within
the file (s); magnetometer Z axis offset; number of estimates
made for 7 offset; alpha and group number used be determine 7
offset; and blt rates Ihe label record is followed a number
of da/a records containing day of year and seconds Of day,
spacecraft clock at start of record, bit rate, dummy record
tndicator, time line indicator, data record number, sateitite
position in GSE coordinates, spln period average, and outputs
of investigators' quick I o ok algorithms for the following
experiments: low energy cosm;c rays (78-079A 03B), magnetometer
(-0201. radio mapping ( lOB). interplanetary and solar wind
electrons (OQB). X-ray and Oilli ray bursts ( 14C), so}ar lind
plasma (-01B), plasma waves (-0781. medium energy cosmic rays
(-04B), energetic protons (-OBB), and cosmic ray electrons and
nuclei (-068). The magnetometer data include the spin=ax;s
component, the satellite-sun line component, and the third
orthogonal component of the magne%ic field vector plus the
magnitude, latitude, and longitude of the total magnetic field
vector. These are given at 64 s intervals.
Data set name 64 SIC AVCJ) HAG FI_JD DAIA POOl. PtOIS
WITH ISEE I ORBII TIMI FORMAl ON MFICHE.
NS.SOC ID 78 OlgA O_C, 64 SFC MAC FLD DPO01 P[OTS,MFICHE
Time period covered 08/12/78 TO 04/30/85
quantity of data bO CARDS OE B/W MICROFICH|
This data set comprises the magnetometer output from the
data pool tape plotted on microfiche _n a format different from
that on the data pool microfilm (78 07qA 09A). The time scale
format is chosen to match that for the ]SEE ] magnetometer
(77 102A-O4F), and the orbit number on each frame refers to
ISE 11 There are three frames per ISEE I orhlt, and each
frame covers _4 h; conswquently, there is about a 14 h overlap.
One frame is cwntered at ;S_ 1 perigee, one ends at ISE_- 1
apogee, and one begins at ISEE. 1 apogee. Ihe abscissa has 1 h
ticks, day of year (Jan. 1 Is day 11. year, month, and day.
There are 30 orbits on each fiche eacept the first one. On
each frame, the 64-s averages of the three rectangular
components of the field and the total field are plotted in
spacecraft coordinates, which are very close to solar ecliptic
coordinates. A linear ordinate scale ;s used.
Data sat name ONE-MINUI|, ttOUIRIY AND DAILY AVERACLD
VECTOR HH IUH HACNEIOME_P_ DAIA ON IAPF
NSSDC ID 78 079A 020, 1 MIN,I-H &]-D AV(_ MAC.,,NETOM DAIA
Time per;od covered 08/13/78 TO 12/31/85
_uantity of data 40 RE/IS Df 1APF
This experimenter supplied magnetic field data set is on
1600 bpi, Q-track, ASCII magnetic tape created on a Univac 1108
computer. Each day's data are contained in set of SO
physical records. The first physical record i_ a 240 byte
header record, and the rest consist of 30 240 byte logical
records The 1440 logical records of physical records 2
through 49 contain magnetic field averages for the 1440 min of
the day. In physical record SO, the first 24 logical records
contain hourly averages, the 2_th contains the daily averages,
and the last _ contain blanks. The header record contains the
year, day of year, spacecraft position ;n CSE coordinates at
the start of the day's data. and identifying teat /hat notes
the coordinate system in which the magnetic field averages are
given. Each data record contains: the number Of milliseconds
for which data exist In the period over which the average mas
taken; the averaged magnetic field magnitutde and it5
components, and the squares of the lagnitude and the
components; the averages of the products of each combination of
two magnetic field components; and the average of the ratio of
each component to the to/al lagnetic field
Data seb name H]C_ RLSOLUIION MACN[IIC EILLD
R[IXICE]) DAIA R[CORDS(Rf)R) ON MACNflIC IAPI
NSSD'C ID IB 079A O?E, HI RE.S. REDUCL1) B F]_ D OAIA(RDR)
1;me period covered 01/01/81 TO 01/04/81
Quantity of data 1RE_L OF 1APE
This magnetic field data _et is on one q track, 1600 bp;.
binary magnetic tape created on an SfJ_ 3_ computer It Is
_ample of theknown as an RDR tape, conta;nlng
high-resoJutlon reduced magnetometer data l_e firsL record of
each file is a 3120 by/e header record, and all other records
are 31_0 byte data records. Each header record contains the
year, day of year (Jan. ]_11, spacecraft ]D. program version,
coordinate system (the IS_] 3 spacecraft coordinate system),
date of reduction, and fill data Each data record contains:
the number of data points in the record; the average frame
period (m_croseconds); frame counter; fill. bi_ rile, time
quality, and spacecraft position flags; the spacecraft position
in CSE coordinates; and the gr()und received time (ms) and
magnetic field Cartesian compo.er_Ls for each data poinL If
there are fewer than 19_ point:. ,n the data record the
remainder of the record is filled with zeros.
Da/a se/ name _4 SEC AVCD MAC;Nt IIC FllJD PIDIS, CSM
COORD F_OH ISLE 3 DA1A P(]()I lAP1 ON HI ]CHt
NSSDC ID 78-079A-0_C, 64 SLC CSM MAC I t_ D P PI 01 ,| ICH
Time period covered 08/32/18 111 03/02/84
_uantlty of data _ 43 CARDS OI B/W MICROFICHE
_ch frame of this microf,che da/a set contains _4 h
plots of interplanetary magnet, it field coordinates and
magnitude, and it is labeled with the s_art and end dates, the
date of production, the correspond*no ISU 1 and _ orbit number
and orbital phase, and the ISE[ 3 position a/ the start of the
plot in CSE and CSM coordinates in units of earth radii The
plot contains the 64 s average interplanetary magnetic field
data from data set 78 07qA O?B, rotated in/<) CSH coordinates
The direction of the spacecraTL sp,n axis was assumed to lie
along the ecliptic pole. In fact, it was seldom more /han ]
deg away from this direction lhe rotation matril from CS[ tO
C_H for each da/a point was calculated for /he time of the
observations at ISEI_ 3. Ideally, the Lime for the conversion
should have been the time aL which the ]MI reached the
mag_etopause
Data set name - AN_LE_ AND ELLCIRIC FIELD PLOIS FROM
ISFLE 3 DAIA POOl TAPE ON MICROFICHE
NSSDC ID 1B-079A-O_H, ANCLFS 4 E-FIFLLDDPOO[ PLOTS,FICH
lime period covered 08/12/(8 TO 03/0_/84
_uantiby of data - 43 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
Each frame of this microfiche data set contains _4 h
plots of five parameters related to the solar w;nd and
interplanetary magnetic field, and it is labeled with the start
and end dates, the date of the production, the corresponding
IS_ I and 2 orbit number and orbital phase, and the ISF_ 3
position at the start Of the plot ;n C_E and CSM coordinates in
units of earth radii. The top panel is designed to indicate
the sector polarity. It is the dot product of the nominal
8S
Parkerspiraldlrectlon(dlrmctloncosinesare:.707, -.707, O)
and the magnetic field direction. Positive values denote
l_omard sectors and negative values amay sect<_rs. The second
panel shoes the cone angle (=lpha), which is the angle between
the solar d;rectlon and the magnetic field direction. The next
panel, beta, is the orthogonal angle, i.e., the azimuth about
the molar direction, measured in CSM coordinates with beti=O
duo along the positive y direction and hera=Q0 dug along the
positive Z direction. To minimize reliever of angles near • or
-180 dog, the plot extends above 180 dug and below -180 dug ;f
the prey;gum point ;s close to + or -180 dug. The ne=t panel
labeled ZCSd, is the distance (earth red;i) of ]SEE 3 above the
VB plane thit contains the earth. (The VB plane ;s the plane
containing both the solar mind velocity vect_=)r and the magnetic
field direction.) This distance ;a important in using ISEE 3 to
correlate with terrestria| data because it measures the
distance betqwen the earth and ISEE 3 perpendicular to the
magnetic field, end the correlation length across the field is
thought to be small (20 Re). The bottom panel is simply V Bz,
;n mY/m, which appromimates _y in C_ coordinates, the dawn be
dusk electric field. Positive values are the geoeffect;ve
ones.
Data set name - 1 MINCE AVERACED FIELD WIIH SPEII) DAIA
NSSDC ID 18-O/gA-O2J, 1MIN AVERACE-D FIELD WITH SPEED
Time period covered 08/13/18 TO 06/28/79
Quantity of data 2 REELS OF TAPE
This magnetic field data set is on 1600 bpk, g track,
binary magnetic tapes created on an 11_I 360 computer The
tapes were created at NSS[XZ by combining parts of the reduced
magnetometer data from data set 78-079A-O2D and the plasma data
from data set 78-O79A-OID. The tapes contain physical records
c_sisting of 300 88 byte logical records. _ch Iog;c=l record
conta;ns the following data: year, day of year (Jan. I=1),
seconds of day at the start of the minute; solar wind flow
speed (with 5 m;n resolution); spacecraft po_;tion (in CSE
c_rd;nates); I-m;n averaged magnetic field magnitude and
components (in CSE coordinates), and Lhe squares of the
magnitude and of the components; ] min averages of the products
of each combination of tmo magnetic field components; and ] min
average of the ratio of each component to the total magnetic
field.
Data set name HOURLY • DALLY AVFRACES OF MACN_TIC
fI[LD DATA (FROM 78 079A 02D) DN MAC TAPE
N_SDC ID Z80/gA O_K, 1 H •I-D B FILLD AVCS (FROM 02D)
Time period covered 08/13/78 r0 72/31/83
_uantity (}f data _ REELS OF TAPf
This magnetic field data set is on two 1600-bpi, 9 track
ASCII magnetic tapes created on a MO[_OMP computer, lhe tapes
mere created at NSSE by extracting the hourly and daily
magnetic field averages from data set 18-079A 02D. l*ch
physical record contains 31 740 byte logical records, lhe
first logical record ;s a header record, the ne=L 24 contain
hourly averaged data, the ne.t contains the daily averages, and
the last f;ve contain blanks. Ihe header record contains the
year, day Of year, spacecraft position in CS| coordinates at
the start of the day's data, and identifying text that notes
the coordinate system in which the magnetic field averages are
given. Each data record contains: the number of milliseconds
for which data exist in the period over which the average mas
taken; the averaged eagnetic field magnitude and its
components, and the squares of the magnitude and the
components, the average_ ¢_f the products of each combination of
two magnetic field components; and the average of the ratio of
each componenL to the total magnetic field
Data set name 5 HI NUll AVF_ACLD SOLAR W]t@D
MACNFIIC f|[ID DATA ON MACNP[IC IAPF
NSSDC ID 78 O/gA O@[, _ HIN AVC S WIND MAC. FIELD, TAPE
lime period covered 06/2g/lg TO 12/31/83
_uantiLy of data - I REEL 0| TAPI
This magnetic field data set is on one 1600 bpi, g track,
A_II magnetic tape created on a MODCOMP IV computer The tape
was made at NSSK using the I min magnetic field averages from
data set /B O/gA 02D to calculate 5 min averages lhe tape
contains 18,488 byte physical records, each of which has one
day's data ;n the form of a header record and _88 data records.
The header record contains the year, day of year (Jan.]:1), and
spacecraft position at start of the day in CSE coordinates.
Each data record contains the 5 min averages of the magnetic
field components in CSF c_rdinates and the field magnitude
Since the data are time continuous, intervals for .hich no data
exist are indicated by having all the magnetic field components
and the magnitude set to 0 ]uo time gaps do exist ;n the data
set corresponding tx) ISff 3 passes through the geomagnetic
tail. Those gaps are for days 20g t,o 304 of 1Q82 and day 356
of ]982 /_o day 304 of 1083.
.........................................................
ISEE 3, STEINBErg
RADIO MAPPING
......................................................
Data set name = RADIO HAPPING DATA POOL PLOTS ON
MICROFILH
NSSOC ID /8-O/gA-lOA, RN)IO MAPPING DPOOL PLOTS,MFILM
Time period covered 08/12/78 TO 02/07/81
Quantity of data - 72 REELS OF MICROFILM
These data are contained on 35-mm microfilm reels. The
data are plotted vs time in sets of 10 types of plots for each
day. Each type of plot shows the magnetmc field magnitude,
flags indicating when the spacecraft maneuvering unit was on,
and the spacecraft position ;n (_ coordinates (in Re) at a
specified time during the day, plus outputs of the
investlgator_s qu;ck-I_k algorithms for one of the following
experiments: solar wind plasma (Z8-OZgA 01A), magnetic fields
(02A), low energy cosmic rays (-03A), medium-energy cosmic
rays (04A), cosmic ray electrons and nuclei (-06A), plasma
waves (-O1C), energetic protons (-08C), interplanetary and
solar electrons (OQC), radio mapping (-IOA), and X ray and
gamma-ray bursts (-I4D). The radio mapping data are plots of
128-s averages of the output receiver voltages from the
spin plane antenna m;th 10 kHz bandwidths at 1000 kHz and 233
kHz. (If only 3 kHz bandmidth measurements were made by the
instrument, these ire plotted and the lower frequency ;s 188
kHz. lhere is no flag on the plots to denote this.)
.......................................
Data set nile RADIO MAPPING DATA POOL DATA ON MACNET]C
TAPE
NSSDC ID ZB-O/gA 108, RADIO MAPPING, OATA POOl IAPE
1;me period covered - 08/12/78 TO 10/75/86
_uantity of data 10 rEJELS OE TAP_
These experimenter supplied data are On 1600 bpi,
g track, binary magnetic tape. The data pool tapes are
multifiled and were created in IB_ 360 representation. F_ch
file contains data pool information for a 3 day period. The
physical records have a fixed length of 3240 bytes The first
re(ord of each file ;s a label containing the satellite ID
number; year, day of year, and seconds of day for both the
start and end of the file; spacecraft clock at start of file;
group number; minimum and maximum value of sp,n period within
the file (s); magnetometer • azis offset; number of estimates
made for / offset; alpha and group number used to determine
offseL; and bmt rates The label record ;s followed by a
number of data records containing day of year and seconds of
day, spacecraft clock at start of record, bmt rate, dummy
record indicator, tlme line indicator, data record number,
satell_te position in CSI coordinates, spin period average, and
output_ of investigators' quick look algorithms for the
following e_periments: low energy cosmic rays (78 OZgA 0381,
magnetometer (02B), radio mapping ( IOB), interplanetary and
solar lind electrons (Og8), X ray and gamma ray bursts ( 14C),
solar rind plasma (-O]B), plasma laves (-07B), medium-energy
cosmic rays (-0481, energetic protons (-0801, and cosmic ray
electrons and nuclei (.0681. The radio mapping data include
Lhe average voltages and their rms values at both 200 and 1000
kH*, at _ mmn intervals.
Data set name gO MENUT[ AND 24 HOUH _V_ PLOTS DN
MICrOF|CH[
NSSDC ID 78 07gA I(>C, gO MIN + 24 FIR SURVFY PLDIS,FICHE
I_m,, p,_rr(,d ((_vered 08/]3/Z8 1D 02/07/8/
Q_,_t._t.y of data 2g02 CARDS OF B/W MICRDfICH!
These microfiche were provided by the investigator. Each
fiche card covers 24 h of data, displayed in 72 labeled frames.
lhese frames contain 24 h summaries and go min plots. One
frame notes the date of the data on the card and seven frames
plot 24 h summaries of data. These seven ;ncJude three frames
of housekeeping data (poaer dramn by each receiver and
temperature of the eJectron_cs) and four frame_ of scientific
parameters, lhe four parameters ere receiver output signals
for both 10 kHz (denoted by DO) and 3 kHz (PB) band_idths, for
both the sp_n plane (S) gO-m tipto-tlp antenna and the spin
a=is (Z) antenna, whose length was increased over 6 months by
steps Of about 3 feet from 0 to 18 Feet. These four parameters
are labeled ZCB, ZPB, SC_, and SPB. Each of these parameters
is plotted at |2 frequencies per frame, lhe 12 frequency steps
for the w;deband receivers (C81 are lg80, ]000, S]3, 360, 233,
160, 123, g4, 72, 60, 50, and 41 kHz For the narroa band
receivers (Pd), the 12 frequencies are 1000, 466, 2go, 188,
86 ORIGI_r_L r_,'_ ,_-,
145, 110, Be, 66, $6, 47, 36, and 30 kHz. The other 64 frames
display the same four parameters in 90 min plots covering the
same day.
..............................
ISEE 3. Sl0NE
HIC..H ENL=RCY COSt4IC RAYS
Data set name - lS MINUTE AVERAGED FLUXES AND COUN1]NC
RATE FOR H, HE, AND Z>2 ]OHS ON TAP[
NSSOC ID 18 O/9A I2A, I5 MIN AVG FLUX: H, HE • Z>2;1APE
lime period covered 08/13/78 lO 12/Ol/78
_uantlty of data ] HELL OF IAPI
This heavy _sotope spectrometer data set is on one
9 track, 1600 bpi, binary magnet,c tape created on a PDP ]
Computer_ lhe physical record length varies but 15 always less
than 8000 hytes. The first physical record of the tape
contains l0 64 byte header records. 28 216 byte data records,
and a 4 hyte logical record that flags the end of the physicaL
record and contains the physical record number. Ihe following
physical records contain the data records and an end of record
flag The last physical record on the tape contains = string
Of ]04) 4-byte logical records that flag the end of the tape,
and each contains the number of physical records on the tape_
Each header record contains the tape name, execution date, and
program version date- lhe data records contain the follomlng
data for 1S min periods: the year, day of year (JanI:l), hour
of day. and quarter hour of the data; an insufficient data
flag; the number of H events in each of the first four energy
ranges (up to 11.8 HeY/nucleon) and the number of He events in
each of the first five energy ranges (up to 20.4 NeV/nucleo.);
the sum of the lee l (H and He) counting rates (count/s) from
all operational energy ranges, the Jew Z counting rates and the
hi • counting rates from each of the first five energy ranges,
the single detector counting rates from each of the first seven
detectors of the instrument, and the statistical uncertainty
for each of the above counting rates; the differential flux
(particles/cmee2esreseHeV/nucleon) of }4 in each of the first
four energy ranges, the flux of tte ;n each of the first five
energy ranges, and the statistical uncertainty for each of
these fluxes; the livetlme for the analyzed lee Z events (s);
and the fraction of events that trigger tee or more nonadJacent
strips on either of the first two detectors (M1 or H2). called
the multiple hodoscope fraction Consult the data set
documentation for many details concerning this data set
Data set name HOUri Y AVI_AC[_) f lUXt % AND COUN11NC RAILS
t OR H, Ht AND />_ ItN MACNt IIC lAP[
NSSDC ID 78 OTgA 12B, 1 ttR AVC tlUX H. Ill & />7; 1API
lime period covered 12/0|/78 TO 01/04/81
Uuantity of data 4 REELS OF lAP|
This heavy isotope spectrometer data set is on 9 track,
1600 byte, binary magnetic tape created on a PDP 1 computer
The physical record length varies but is allays less than BOOO
bytes. The first phys=cal record on each tape contains l0
64 byte header records. 28 276 hyte data records, and a 4byte
log,eel record that flags the end of Lhe physical record and
contains the physical record number [he folloaing physical
records contain the data records and an end of record flag.
The last physical record on each tape contains a string of ] 00
4 byte logical records that flag the end of the tape, and each
contains the number of physical records on the tape. Each
header record contains the tape name, execution date. and
program version date The data records contain 1 h averaged
data for the period folloe;ng the failure of a readout logic
component, lh_s caused the degrading of pulse height analysts
data and hodoscope informaLion, but counting raLe data _ere not
affected. Consult bhe data set documentation for the details
of the changes caused by this failure 1he data records
contain: the year. day Of year (Jan I t), and hour of day; an
_nsufficient data or operational m_)dv F)_, th_ number of H
evenLs in each of the first fo.r el,orgy range_. (up to 11.8
HeY/nucleon) and the number of tee evc_lt._. ,n each of the first
five energy ranges (up Lo 20.4 MeV/_,ucleon); the sum of Lhe
iom Z (H and He) counting rates (counts/s) from all operaLionai
energy ranges, the Joe • counting rates and the h= • counting
rates from each of the first five energy ranges, the
single-detector counting rates from each of the first seven
detectors of the instrument, and the staListlcal uncertainty
for each of the above counting rates (counts/s); the
differential flux of H in each of the first four energy ranges
and the fluw of He in each of the first five energy ranges, and
the statistical uncertainty for each of these fluxes; the
lifet;me for the analyzed Jew 7 events (s); and the fraction of
events that trigger Leo or more nonadjacent sLr_ps on either of
the f_rst tee detectors (HI or M2), called the multiple
hodoscope fraction Consult the data set documentation for
many details concerning this data set.
ISEE 3, T EECARD_N
CAP_IA-RAY BURSTS
.....................................................
Data set name - CANNA-RAY BURST SPECTROM_ DATA ON
MAGN_IC TAPE
NSSDC ID 78 O79A lbA, CAHHA RAY BURST SPECTRQME_E_ DAIA
I;me period covered 11/04/78 TO 12/0S/80
QuanLiLy of data ] REEL OF TAPE
This gamma-ray burst data set is on one 9 track.
16OO bpi. EBCDIC magneLic tape. which eas created on an IBM 360
computer. The tape contains rate histories from one or rio
detectors for each of 16 cosmic gamma ray burst events that
occurred during the time period of the data set. E_ch event
has a history from this elperlment _s detector, 1] events also
have histories from the CsI crystal of Hovestadt's e=periment
(78 0/9A 03), and t_o other events have histories fro_ the Csl
crystal of Meyer's experiment (/8-07qA 06). 1he tape has
32,000-byLe physical records containing 400 80 byte logical
records each. All logical records have the same format, and
each contains the time of i measurement in year, day of year
(Jan 1=1), hour, minute, and second; the rate measured
(counts/s); and the time _nLerval to the Lime of the succeeding
record (s). [he data _et documentaLion contains several
necessary details.
=_ .
ISFE 3, VON ROSFNVINC_
M_DIUM ENLRCY COSMIC RAY
Data set name - MH)IUM ENERCY COSMIC RAY DAIA PDOt Pl OIS
ON MICROFILM
NSSD_ ID 18 OIgA 04A. MED E_ERCY C.R DPO01 PLOTS,MF]IH
Time period covered 08/12/78 TO 02/07/87
_uanLity of data 77 REF]S OF MICROfilM
These data are contained on 3b mm microfilm reels, lhe
dale are plotted vs Lime in sets of ]0 types of plots for each
day. [ach type of plot shows the magnetic field magnitude,
flags indicaLing lhen the _pacecraft maneuvering unit was on,
and the spacecraft position in CSE coordinaLe_ (in Re) =L a
specified t_me during the day, plus outputs of the
investigator's quick look algorithms for one of the following
experiments: solar e;nd plasma (78 07gA-OIA). magnetic fields
(02A), Joe energy cosmic rays (03A). medium energy cosmic
rays (-04A), cosmic ray electrons and nuclei (06A), plasma
waves (-07C), energetic protons (O_C), interplanetary and
solar electrons (09C). radio mapping ( |OA), and X ray and
gamma ray bursts (-14[)) Ihe medium energy cosmic ray
e_periment data plotted are the 15 min averaged preliminary
counting rates for protons and alpha particle_ and Z>2
particles The count rates are given for tmo energy ranges,
ehlch for protons (and alphas) are 4 to _7 and 18 Lo 70
MeV/nucleon.
Data set name MEDIUM EN_RCY COSMIC RAY DAIA POOL OAIA
ON MACNEIIC 1APt
NSSDC ID 78 OlgA=O4B, MEDIUM ENtrY CR DA1A PO01 ,TAP[
Time period covered 08/12/78 T0 01/10/87
Quant;Ly of data 10 REELS OF 1APt
These experimenter-supplied data are on 1600 bpi,
g-track, binary magnetic tape. The dale pool tapes are
multifiled and were created in IBM 360 representation. Each
file contains data pool information for a 3 day period The
physical records have a fixed length of 3240 bytes, lhe first
record of each file is a label containing the satellite ]0
number; year, day of year, and seconds of day for both the
start and end of the file; spacecraft clock at start of file;
group number; minimum and maximum value of spin period e_thin
the file (s); magnetometer Z-axis offset; numher of estimates
made for Z offset; alpha and group number used to determine •
offset; and bit rates, lhe label record ;s folloeed by a
number of data records containing day of year and seconds of
day, spacecraft clock at sLart of record, bit rate, dummy
record indicator, time line indicator, data record number,
saLelllte position in CSE coordinates, spin period average, and
ouLputs of investigators' quick look algorithms for Lhe
following experiments: Joe-energy cosmic rays (78 O/gA 030),
magnetometer (-O28), rad;o mapp;ng (-lOB), interptaneLary and
solar wind elecLrons (OQB). X ray and gamma ray horses ( I4C),
solar e;nd plasma (01B), plasma eaves (-07B), medium energy
cosmic rays (O48), energetic protons (088), and cosmic ray
electrons and nuclei (-068). The medium-energy cosm,c ray data
include flu_es of particles in the ranges 4 to bl. and 18 to 70
HeY/nucleon, at IS m_n intervals. _hese daLa _ere not
available from August 1979 to January 1980.
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Data set name - ANALYZ[I), COND_[_), 0RBIT/AT[ITUDE TAPE
COV_INC DATA TIME SPAN OF (64-0S4A-I6)
NSSOE ID 64-054A DeC, CONDENSED ORBIT TAPE FOR [3(PER.I6
Time period covered 09/07/64 TO 12/O2/64
Quantity of data 1RF-EL OF TAPE
Thls analyzed data smt contains, on one magnetic tape
supplied by Dr. A. Konradl, i condensed set of the
orbit/attitude parameters required for analysis of OC0 |
wlpwriment number I6 (64 O54A 16) for the complete life of that
eaper;uent. The data were extracted from the orbit/attitude
tapes supplied by the 0C0 project. The tape is a 9-track,
16OO-bp;. odd parity, binary magnetic tape written on an IBM
360/75 containing one file of information written in
lO,600-byte physical records. I_lch physical record contains
100 I06 byte logical records, and each logical record contains
26 fields of informal;on. Thw informaL;on includes date and
time (U]); orbit number; satellite poslt;on ;n both CEI and B,L
coordinates; model geomagnetic field strength and direction at
the satellite; whether the satellite was in a 6tabillzed,
spinning, or unknown mode; the spin period; and the spin •=is
direction and orientation of the orbital plane ezper;ment
package in GEl coordinates.
Data set name RULTICOORDINATE 5YST_ EPHEMERIS PLOTS
NSSDC ID 64 O54A OOH, HULTICOORDINATE SYSTM ORBIT PITS
Time period covered 09/0//64 TO 06/03/67
Quantity of data _ REELS OF MICROFILM
1his multlcoordinate data set i_ on two reels of 35 mm
microfilm, filmed by NSSDC from Calcomp plots generated by Dr.
_dward J. Smith 7he data set contains two-dimensional
projectmons of individual orbits, with tick marks for time. in
a variety of coordinate systems. Included are the distance
from the earth sun line geomagnetic dipole plane, distance from
the neutral sheet; the orbit in CSM, CSE, and geocentric solar
cylindrical coordinates; and the distance from the
earth sun line ecliptic pole plane. One orbit ;5 included per
plot, and all distances are in earth radii
DC0 1, ANI)[I(SI)N
5[ItAH C(I_HIC NAY_
Data set name 0RICINAt BII)UC[D SOLAR C0SMIC HAY COUN]
DAIA 0N MACN! I ]C 1APT
NSSI)C ID 64 Ob4A ]_A, S0i_R COSMIC RAY COUN]S, lAP|
lime period covered 0g/30/6_ TO 05/03/66
_uant;ty of data 1 RUl 0t TAPE
lhls solar cosmic ray count data 5eL is on one
e=perimenter supplied, 7 track, 556 bpi, binary magnetic tape
written on an IBM 360/40 system ]he tape conta,ns 3_ files,
each (¢)nLain,ng a variable number of records chosen for their
solar flare informal,on, lhe first ]20 characters of each file
are an ide,tification header containing, among other things.
the file and tape numbers of the original data tapes, the rate
at whi(h the data were telemetered, whether the data qere real
time or playback, and the start Lime of the data in year, day
of the year, and secorlds of the day. Each data record consists
oF 1044 _IK bit characters ]he first 1_ characters contain
_(_l_r (+I _ t'f_r(*d _perlment package environment inTormation The
n_xt, ¢ '!lhl, , |l_r at l,_r_ contain the day of the year and
m,l_,_:_(_nd c_f t,he d_y far the first data value. ]he remaining
]0_4 characters colltain ]_ accumulations for each of the 3_
channels for telemetry rates of I, 8, and 64 kbs, each record
contains 147 456, 16432, and _ 304 soT data, respectlvely.
The first lb files contain data associated lith the October 4.
]g6b, solar flare, tiles 16 through 2S contain daLa associated
with the March 24, 1966, solar Tlare. Files 26 through 35
contain data associated with the May 2, 1966. solar flare
OCO ], HARCREAVE_
RADI0 PROPACAI|0N
Data set name ION(ISPEffR]C AND FXOSPHFRIC II[CTRON
CDNIINI DN M]CR0[ ICHL
NSSI)C ID 64-OS4A-OSA, IONOSP + EXOSPH ELEC CON1. FICHE
T;.e period covered - 12/12/64 TO 05/20/67
guantity of data - 2 CARDS OF B/W MICROFICHE
This data set consists of all the electron content
obsmrvatlons for which co_lete data reduction was possible, as
contained in R. B. Fritz and J. K. Hargreaves, IMeasurements of
Ionompheric and _aospherlc _lectron Con_ent Using Radio Beacons
on Orbiting Geophysical 0bservatorims, I Compilation of Data and
Final Report, Space Environment Laboratory, ERL-NOAA, Boulder,
CO, December 1973 (3RF BIS_4B), on microfiche. The data set
comprises 2B of the 6_ orbits frol _hich observations were
taken. The data for each orbit are on two frames of
microfiche. One frame contains spacecraft time and position
information along with Kp and electron density at the F_
maximum (from the Boulder ionosonde). The other frame contains
a plot of the following four quantities vs time (CLOT): I(F).
the total electron content from Faraday rotation techniques;
I(F) IV), I(F) normalized to a vertical path through the F]
ma=mmum lIP), the value of the pha_e measurements (relative to
I(F) since absolute values were not obtained); and I(X), I(P)
minus ]IF). Discussion and background informaL;on are also
contained in this data set.
0C0 ], HELLIWELL
_]DEBANID AND NARROW BAND Sit °
FRF_UENCy VEF RECEIVEr'S
Data set name VtF SPfCTROQRAMS, LOW-RF_0LUIION ON
3S-MPI PAP[-]_
NSSDC ID 64 054A OSA. LO-RES VLF SPECTROCRRS,35HH PAPE_
Time period covered 11/10/64 TO 1_/15/6_
Quantity of data 39 ROLLS OF SIRIP OR BRUSH CHARIS
This data set consists of VLF spectrograms, produced by
Rayspan equipment, on 39 1OO ft reels of 35 mm positive
photographic paper, showing time of signal occurrence vs
frequency of received VtF signals. Relative signal intensity
can be qualitatively judged only by contrast between the
background and the signal trices These data are records of
signals received by the 0.3 to 1_ 5 kHz broadband receiver and
transmitted in real time when the satellite wa_ in range oT •
telemetry station ]hey represent all VII broadband
observations made prior to December ]b, ]965 Subsequent
observations have not been processed and or released by the
experimenter. These are low resolution data, having been
photographed with low paper transport speed_. A primary use
for this data form is in identification of data ]haL may
provide interesting cases to study with high resolution
processing of the same data. The originaJ tapes and processing
aL variou_ transport _peed_ are available through the daLa set
contact, Dr .J Kat_ufraki_, at Stanford University Since
only time i_ noted on the sonograms, satellite position and
other related information must be obtained from world maps (see
data set 64 054A Dec)
Data set name SLIIC|ID FII_ B[S[]IUIION Vii SPICIN(ICRAMS
ON HICROFIIM
NS_)C ID 64 OS4A OSB, SFIFCTFD It] RE_ VII SP[CI_MS,HtlH
lime period covered 03/21/65 10 11/_4/65
Quantity of data 16 RLJ_S 01 MICR011_
lhl_ data yet cor)_i_ts of VI[ spectrograms, produced by
Ray•p•. equipment, on 16 I00 ft reel_ of 3b mm microfilm.
showing time of signs) occurrence v_ frequency of received VJF
signals. Relative _;gnal intensity can only be qualitatively
judged by contrasL between the background and the signal
traces, lhe_e data are records of _ignals received by the O 3
to 12_ kHz broadband receiver and transmitted in real time
when rn range of _ telemetry station Ihese data are ofparticular interest o the investigator and w_re _elected from
the low resolution data (data set 64 O54A OBA) ]hese data are
produced from the original telemetry tapes at higher Tilm
transport speed_ than the los resolution data The her;zonE•#
(time) aais is stretched by at least a factor of ? compared Lo
the low resolution data Ihis data set includes less than 02
of the Io_ re_olution data. Since only time is noted on the
sonograms, satellite po_ition and other related inform•Lion
musL be obtained Trom world maps (see data set 64 054A OOC)
Data set name VLF S[CNAI SIBINCItt VS FREQUENCY ON
16 H_ C]NI F ]LM
88 OF POOR _ _ ""
NSSOC ID 64 O54A O8C, VLF S]0;NAL STRENCTH VS F1REQ(CINE)
Time period covered - 09/07/64 TO 12/79/65
Quantity of data 46 B/M P0SITIVE FRAMES
This data set consists of graphical representations of
VLF signal strength vs frequency, arranged chronologically on
46 reels of 16 mm motion picture film. These data have been
through considerable processing in order to provide convenient
reference to orbit and other selected geophysical information
that may be useful. Each data frame consists of two parts. On
the left side are three graphs, each perti_ning to a particular
receiver and covering one of the ranges from 0.2 to ].6, 1.6 to
17.5, or ]?.S to 100 kHz. The graphs show frequency vs
magnetic field intensity in decibels (referenced to 1 nT rms).
For f_xed.frequency operation, frequency is replaced by a time
scale. The right half of each frame pictorially shows the
satellite posit;on in orbit looking both perpendicular to and
parallel to the equatorial plane= Time, illumination, L, k,
and other d_g;tal data for the time and/or posit_on of
observation are included on the frame ;n digital form. Data
available include all observations taken prior to December
1965. Subsequent observations have not been processed and/or
released by the experimenter. The data set includes both real
time data and observations tape recorded on the spacecraft.
Additional information and _lJustrations of these data are in
W. E. Blair and B. P. F;cklin, "Summary of Digital Data
Processing Systems for the OCO SU/SR] VeryLow-Frequency
E=periments, m Summary Report, Stanford Research Institute,
Stanford, CA, July 196/ (NSSOC 1RT B01763).
OCO 1. KONRAD1
TRAPPED RADIA1]0R SCINI]LLA1]0N COUNTFR
Data set name ALL PROTON E.ECTRON COUNT RAIES, ANAtYSE]_)
AND CO_E_S}D TO I KBS RATE, RACN]IIC TAPF
NSSDC ID 64 054A 16A. PROI_E[EC RTES,AL[ TR EQUIV 1KHS
Time period covered 09/07/64 TO 1]/16/65
Quantity of data 4 r_ts OF TAPE
1his experimenter supplied proton and electron
scintillator count rate data set is on four q track, BOO bpl,
odd-parity, binary magnetic tapes written on an IBM 360//S
computer. The tapes contain one file and do not contain
standard 0S/360 tape labels Ihe tapes contain a complete set
of ion electron detector data, including both the reduced data
at a | kbs rate and the analyzed data transmitted at 8 or 64
kbs, which, on these tapes, have been condensed to an
equivalent 1 kbs sampling rate. |_ch physical record contains
$184 bytes in eight 648 byte logical records E_ch Iogica_
record contains ti me (UI); the detector currents and counL
rates measured during one revolution of the absorber mheel; a
series of housekeeping parameters; orbit and attitude
parameters defining the satellite posit;on in CE], geomagnetic,
magnetospheric, and ecliptic coordinates; and the detector
orientation lhe data are time ordered, and data overlaps have
been removed.
Data set name HICH BIT RATF REDL_FI) PROTON LLECTRON
DATA ON MACNElIC IAPE
NSSDC ID 64 054A 16B. PRDI*ELEC,HI RAIE DATA BN! Y,IAPES
Tile period covered 09/07/64 TO 17/07/64
Quantity of data • REELS OT TAPE
Ih;s high transmission rate scintillator count rate data
set is on seven experimenter supplied, [ track. 800 bp;.
odd parity, binary magnetic tapes written on an IOM 360//5
computer The tapes contain one file each and do not contain
standard 0S/360 tape labels, lhe tape_ contain the
ion electron detector data transmitted at the 8 or 64 kbs
rates but none of the ] kbs rate data |_ch physical record
contains 5664 bytes in four 1416 byte logical records, fach
logical record contains time (UT); the detector currents and
count rates measured during l/_ or ]/16 revolution of the
detector absorber wheel; a series of housekeeping parameters;
orbit and attitude parameters definlng the satellite position
in DEI, geomagnetic, magnetospheric, and ecliptic coordinates;
and the detector or;entat;on. The data are t;me ordered, and
data overlaps have been removed. The same data, compressed to
be equivalent to ]-kbs sampled data. along with the data
recorded at 1 kbs, are in data set 64 OS4A ]6A
.....................
0CO 1, SIMPSON
CO_4IC-RAY SPECTRA AND F[ UX_
Data set name RfDUCE]) COUNT RATE DATA ON MAGNETIC IAP[
NSSDC ID 64 OS4A 18A, REDUCED C0UN1 RATES ON MAC. 1APE
Time period covered - 09/06/64 TO 11/25/67
Quantity of data 35 REELS OF TAPE
The data set consists of a copy of the original reduced
data containing count rates ordered by solar rotation number.
on 35 T-track, 800 bpi, IBM 7094, binary magnetic tapes. The
particle count rates are from various detector coincidence
combinations of the nuclear composition and proton alpha
telescopes, and some low E proton telescope count rates. The
tapes do not contain orbital data or pulse height data Each
tape has 24 character (sl_ hlts/character) header record
followed b; a variable number of files Each file has a
|44-character header record, followed by a variable number of
records that have a _otal length of 3Q7_ characters, followed
by a file trailer record (24 characters). A microfilmed index
of this data set is also available (data set 64 OS4A I B D)
.............................
Data set name - SELECTED |/2-HR AV[_ACE DICIIA[ AM)
ANALOC coUNT RATE Pt DTS ON HICRDF1U4
NSSOC ID 64 054A 18B. SHECTED 30 M AVC RATE pIOTS,MFLM
Time period covered 09/07/64 TO ]1/?b/67
Quantity of data - ] REEL OF NICR0f ItH
This data set consists of a set of digital and analog
plots of the _)st interesting OCO l half hour average counting
rates, on one reel of 3S el microfilm. The data were generated
using a Calcomp plotter Emch plot covers one solar rotation.
These partlcle count rates are from various detector
coincidence combinations of the nuclear composition and
proton alpha telescopes, and some low F proton telescope count
rate_
Data set name PULSE HEIGH1 ANALYZCR DAIA ON HAO, NET]C
IAPE
NSSDC ID 64 054A 18C, PR0t0N ALPHA ]EIESCOPE PHA DATA
lime period covered 09/04/66 10 11/_5/6/
_uant;ty of data 3 R[I_S OI TAPE
This data set consists of reduced pulse height analyzer
data, ordered by soJar rotation number, on three / track,
_00 bpi, XDS 930, b,nary magnetic tape_, tach tape has a
S6character header record followed by a variable number of
files. Each file has a _5 character header record followed by
variable number of 40q8 character records_ Each record
_ontai a list of the pulse height value_ of analyzed eventsns
plus the number of good, bad, fill, reset, and untransmitted
events during a specified time period_ lhe pulse height
analysis was carried out for two of the dE/dx vs range
telescope coincidence combinat_on_ (DI] not D_' not 94 _ , and
DI'D;' not D4'), corresponding to proton energies from ]4 to
B.6 HeY and from 8.6 to 33 MeV. A microfilmed inde= of this
data set is also available (data set 64 Ob4A |8|)
OCO 3, SMITH
TRIAXIAL SEARCH COIl MA_NFIDMEIE]_
Data set name 36.864 SEC AVFRACED SFARCH COII
HA_NFIOMEIE]_ DATA ON TAPE
NSSDC It) 64 054A OIA, 37-S STARCH COIl MAC. DATA, TAPE
lime period covered 09/?3/64 TD 11/1//6/
Quantity c>f data _q REdS OF TAP|
This experimenter generated magnetometer data set. on _
Z track, $56 bpi, BCO magnetic tapes, contains
36_864 s averaged search coil magnetometer data fr(_m all
experiment modes. E_ch file contains, in about 1600 records,
data From one orbit, with the po_sibility of some overlap at
the end of each file. An index to the time and s_ze of each
file is contained on microfilm in dale _et 64 OS4A OlD. In
each record are day of year, m;lilsecond of day, and the
averaged vector field noise amplitudes for the 10-, 30 . 100 ,
300-, and 800-Hz center frequency channels. For telemetry
rates of 1, 8, and 64 kbs, each record contains 141._, 18.4,
and _.3 s of data, respectively. Real time data and
tape-recorded playback data were processed separately Though
the tapes contain consecutive data. merging of these bwo types
of data was not perforled. As the instrument responded
differently to broadband and monotone signals, iL was not
possible to calibrate the measured field signal magnitudes
without _ndependent knowledge of the nature of the measured
signal In any Case, these data are useful as indicators of
the t_mes and places of magnetic activity, and may be used to
identify shock fronts, magnetopause crossings, plasmapause
89
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crossings, the nature of magnetospher;c :ayes, etc.. to _he
nearest minute,
...................................................
Data set name - SEARCH-COZL MIACNEI(]NETI_ SQUISH PLOTS ON
MICROFItM
NSSDC ID 64-054A-OIB. SEARCH COIL OA1k NOT TIHE _
Time period covered - 09/23/64 T0 06/05167
Quen¢ity of data - I REEL OF HICIROFILH
This experimenter-supplied data set contains plots of 13
separate quantities plotted against a comEon time axis, on one
reel of 35 mm microfilm. The plots contain the magnitudes of
the 10 , _K)-, 100 , 300 , and _DO-Hz vect_)r magnetic field
data, averaged over 147.45 e per;ode. Also presented are (I)
the 36.864-s averaged ]0 Hz Z channel data ;n spacecraft
coordinates (the component along the spacecraft spin 8mis), (2)
a data quality indicator, and (3) the Cartesian vector
components of the digitized waveform data from the search coil
magnetometer, processed int_) two hands. The two bands are in
the frequency ranges 0.1 to O_]S Hz and greater than 0.2 Hz.
lhe vector laveform data are averaged over 36.864 s, and are in
spinning spacecraft c_rdinates. These data can be used to
locate regions of magnetic activity such as shock fronts.
magnetopause crossings, etc., to a crude time or spatial scale.
Unfortunately, much of the film is of poor quality and may be
difficult to use. Short portions of the data that were
originally of poor quality lere refilmed and are included at
the end of the original data set. An index in the front of the
data set identifies the intervals that are not in chronological
order
Data set name - HACNEIIC FIELD HACNITUDE AND DIRECTION
NORMAl TO THE SPACE_AFI SPIN AXIS ON FILM
NSSDC IO 64-0S4A OIC, _SL AMPI ITUDE O FIELD PLIS,MF[_
T;me period covered 0g/0s/64 TO 09/P9/66
Quantity of data ] RILl OF MICROFILH
1his data set consists of measurements of the amplitude
and direction of the magnetic field component in the plane
normal to the 0C0 spacecraft spin axis, on one reel of 35 mm
micrc>f_lm made by h_,SDC from experimenter generated Calcomp
plots lhe t_me resolution retrievable from these plots is
limited to about ]O mln
DCO E. W]NCKI _H
ION]ZA! [0N CHAHOER
[)aLa set name PLOlS 0f 1 MIN AVEHAC_ PUTS[ RATLS VS
lIME ON MICROFItM
NSSDC II) 64 OS4A-?OA. ] M]N AVC RAIE VS 1(1/3 0RB)PIOIS
Time per,od covered 0q/1_/64 IO 06/05/6l
Quantity of data I Hill OF MICROF IlM
Ihls data set presents time ordered, ]-min averages of
the number of normalized ionization chamber pulses per second
t_mes ]O00, plotted on a logarithmic scale, On one reel of
16 mm microfilm that was generated at NSSDC from plots
submitted by the experimenter f_ch of the _44 frames contains
data for up to one Lhmrd of an orbit Approximately 30Z of the
orhmt_ durmng the period from September l_, 1964. to Ju,e 5,
]96/, are represented in this data set
Data set name ORIC]NA[ RII)_TZID PULSE RA1[S ON IAPI
NSSDC ]D 64 Ob4A VOB. RI])UCLD PULSE RAI[.CONIDtN IAPFS
lime period covered 09/05/64 TO 12/06/61
_uanLity of data ]1 RLLLS OI TAP!
This ionization chamber count rate data set is on ]7
ezper_menter submitted. 7 track, 556 bpl, binary magnetic tapes
written on an II_H lOg4 computer Each tape is aide up of an
arbitrary number of records and covers an arbitrary lemunt of
time The records are of variable length, ranging from _1 to
1000 4B bit words The first 20 words constitute a header that
indicates, among other things, the rate at which the data were
telemetered, the start and end times of the record, the number
of words ;n the record, and whether or not the record is in
e,act time order lath successive set of three words contains
one ]0 s averaged pulse rate_ ]he first word in bhe set
contains the starL time of the average ;n milliseconds of the
day The second word contains the actual duration of the
average (eh,ch may be shorLer than ]O _ because of noise
filtering), the number of voltage ramps ;n the awerage, and
whether the aver0ge is based on unfiltered ramps, filtered
ramps, clock pulses, or analog words. The t_;rd word gives the
everaged pulse rate in normalized pulsel per second. All the
records have been ordered by start time of the record, and
considerable overlap may exist in the time covered b_
consecutive records.
.............................................
Data set name - ATLAS OF 10 lO _-K_ SOLAR F_E X RAYS
ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 64-O54A 20C, 10 50KFV SOLAR FLARE X-RAYS
lime period covered O5/0_/65 TO 05/28/67
Quantity of data 1 REEL OF MIC_0FILH
An ;on chamber normally used for part;tie measurements
also responded to bursts of hard (10 to 50 keV) X-rays that
occurred during solar flares These solar X ray bursts were
identified and separated from the particle data. This X-ray
data set consists of copiee of research reports containing
plots of _he excess ion cham_er rate vs time, on one re_l of
35-mm microfilm. Short_ave fadeouts and solar radio bursts,
which accompanied the solar X-ray bursts, are also indicated on
the plots. Similar data from OCO 3 (data set 66 04gA _3D) are
also included ;n these reports.
Data set name PLOTS OF I MIN AVE_ACED PULSE RATF_ VS 1
ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 64 OS4A POD, 10N CHAMBER RAILS VS L, MFILM
lime permod covered 09/07/64 TO 06/04/6l
_uantity of data _ 1 RELL OF MICROFILM
This ionization chamber count rate data set is on one
reel of 16 mm microfilm thlt was generated at NSSDC from 3_2
plots submitted by the experimenter. The d:ta set consists of
time ordered, ] min averages of the number of normalized pulses
per second times ]ODD. plotted on a Iogaritheic scale vs l (in
earth red;;). E_ch frame presents _ h of playback data for |
values between ] and _. Also presented on each frame are the
begmnnin 9 and end times and an i.dication of whether the data
are for an inbound (apogee to) perigee) or an outbound pa_s Of
the spacecraft. Approximately 6S_ of the orbits during the
per_()d from September 7. _64. to June 4, 1Q6/, are represented
in this data set.
Data set name TABUL_T]0N_ Of HDURIY AY_AC|D PUISI
RAI_S ON MICRDI ILH
NS_)C ID 64 O54A _OI , HOURIY AVCI) RAIFS (PRINIOUI) MIIM
lime period covered 09/0S/64 TO 12/06/67
Quantm ty of da_a ] RE/J 0| M]CHOI ]lM
]his count rate data _et is on one reel oF ]6 mm
microfilm that was generated at NSSOC from computer printou_
submitted by the e,perimenter. /he beginning and end times of
the averaging permod are given, and the pul_ing rate of the
ionization chamber, in normali_ed pulses per second, is given
;n four forms: unfiltered pulses, filtered pulses, clock
pulses, and analog word pulses _ch of the rates represents
data averaged over a period of ] h unless _horLened by a data
gap. Also included are the original reel, file, and record
number_ from which these data were obtamned; a_ indication of
whether the data were playback or rea# t;me; and the rate aL
which the dale were telemetered These data are time ordered
and cover approximately 60_ of the period from September b.
]964, to December 6, 196]
Data set name IABULA1]ONS 0t 1 MEN AVERACI_) PUTS[
RAIFS ON RiCH[IT IIM
NSSDC ]D 64 Ob4A POF, I MIN AVC[) HALES (PRIN10U_) MlIM
Time period covered O9/O_/64 T0 1_/06/67
Quantity of daLa 4 RIJ_S OF MICROFII_
]h;s pulse rate data set is on four reels of 16 me
microfilm that were generated at NSSDC from computer printout
submitted by the experlmenber, lhe pulsing rate of the
ionrzation chamber, _n normalized pulses per second, is
presented in four forms: unfilLered pulses, filtered pulses,
clock pulses, and analog word pulses Each of the rates
repre_ent_ data averaged over a period of ] min. Also included
are bhe original ree_, file, and record numbers from which
these data were obtained; an indication of whether the data
were playback or real time; and the rate at which these data
were telemetered. ]hese data are time ordered and cover
approximately 60_ of the period from September 5, 1_64, to
December 6, 1_6/.
q0
OF !.-:_:_.:_.;'.;.:::Li'_
Data set name PLOTS OF 2-HIM AVERAGED PULSE RATES VS
SPACECRAF1 RADIAl DISTANCE ON M]CROF1U4
NSSDC ID 64-054A-2OG, 2 HIM AVCD RATE VS R (PLOTS) MFLM
lime period covered 09/07/64 TO 0610416l
Quantity of data -. I RE_ OF MICROFILM
This data set consists of time ordered, 2 mln averages of
the number of normalized ionization chamber pulses per second
times leO0, plotted on a logarithmic scale vs spacecraft radial
distance (R) ;n earth radii. The data set is on one reel of
16 mm microfilm that was generated at NSSDC from 44I plots
submitted by the experimenter. Each frame presents
approximately 20 h of playback data for R values between ] and
23. Also presented on each frame are the beginning and end
times and an indication of whether the data are for an inbound
(apogee to perigee) or an outbound pass of the spacecraft
Approximately 60S of the orbits during the period from
September 7, 1964, to June 4, 1967, are represented in this
data set.
Data set name - PLOTS OF 2-HIM AV_ACI_) PULSE
RAILS VS TIME ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 64 O54A 2_4, 2 MIN Arc RATE VS 1 (]/2 0RB)PL01S
Time period covered 09/10/64 TO 06/05/67
quantity of data ] REEl OF MICROFILM
This data set consists of time ordered, _ m;n averages of
the number of normalized ionization chamber pulses per second
times lOgO. plotted vs time, on one reet of I6=mm microfilm
that mas generated at NSSOC from plots submitted by the
emperimenter Each of the 436 frames contains data from
approximately one half of an orbit. Approximately 40S of the
orb;is during the period from September IO, 1964, to June S,
1967. are represented in this data set. Similar plots on a
logarithmic scale covering about 70_ of the orbits for the same
period are found ;n data set 64-054A 20I.
Data set name - PL01S Of 1 HIM AVEJ_ACI_ PULSE RAII!_ VS
TIME (NIAR PERIGEE) ON MICR011LH
NSSDC ID 64 O54A 2OJ, ] MIN AVCD RAT[ VS I(Pt 01)PFRICE[
lime period covered 09/15/64 10 0_/27/66
Quantity of data I REEl OF MICROFILM
lhis data set consists of time ordered. I min averages of
the number of normalized ionization chamber pulses per second
times IO00, plotted on a logarithmic scale. The data set is on
one reel of ]6-mm microfilm that was generated at NSSDC from
plots submitted by the experimenter. _ch of the 125 frames
contains data for a region up to _ h on either side of perigee
Approximately 50_ of the orbits during the period from
September ]5, 1964, to May _I, 1966, are represented in this
data set.
0CO 1, WINCKLE]_
FtECTRON SPECTRONI_E_
Data set name - PLOTS OF 2 MIN AVIRACED COUN1 RATE_ VS
TIMI (RADIAFION BILTS) 0N MICROFIIM
NSSOC ID 64 OS4A-21A, 2=MIN AVGD RATE VS T (PL01S) MFLM
lime period covered 0Q/15/64 TO 05/27/66
Quantity of data l RI_L OE MICROFILM
This data set consists of tlme-ordered, 2-min averages of
the logarithm of the count rate vs time for each of the flve
electron spectrometer channels. 1he data set is on one reel of
16 mm microfilm that was generated at NSSDC from 116 plots
submitted by the experimenter. The count rate, which has been
corrected for background, may be converted to a flul value by
using a conversion racer supplied by the experimenter. Each
of the p lots presented contains data from all five channels and
approximately 3 h of data for that portion of the orbit in the
vicinity of the radiation belts. These data cover
approximately fOe of the orbits during the period from
September 15, 1964, to May 27, 1966. No ephemeris _nformation
_s pre_ented
.....................................
Data set name = PLOTS OF C[]UNT RATES VS R ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 64 Ob4A-2IB, 15 MaN AVQD RAFE VS R (PLDTS)MFEN
_lle period covered 09/07/64 TO 06104/67
Quantity of data - I REJEL OF MICROFILM
This count rate data set Is on one reel of 16-mm
microfilm that was generated at NSSOC from 417 plots submitted
by the experimenter, lhe data set consists of 15 min averages
of the background-corrected count rates of all five electron
_pectrometer channels, plotted on a logarithmic scale vs
spacecraft radial distance (R) ;n earth radii, for values of R
between ) and 10. Also presented on each frame are the
beginning and end times, the orbit number, and whether the data
are for an inbound (apogee to per;gee) or an outbound pass of
the spacecraft. The data are t;me ordered and cover
approximately lOS of the orbits ;n the period September 7,
1964, to June 4, 1967. No additional ephemeris information is
presented.
Data set name - ORIGINAl REDUCED H fCTRON SP[CTROM[WE_
ACCUMULATFD COUN1 DAIA 0N MAGNL] IC 1 APE
NSSDC ID 64 OS4A 21C, RFDUCE_ coUNT DAIA, CONDEN 1APES
lime period covered 0g/07/64 TO 12/O6/61
_uant;ty of data 11 R[J_LS OF TAPE
This accumulated electron spectrometer count data set iS
on 11 experimenter generated, 7 track, 5_6 bpl, IBM 7094,
binary magnetic tapes _ch _ape contains one file of reduced
data, made up of an arbitrary number of records and covering an
arbitrary amount of time. [he records are of variable lengtb:
2] to IOOO 48 bit lords. The f_rst 20 of these words
constitute a header that indicates, i_ng other things, tbe
rate at mhich the data were telemetered, the start and end
times of the record, and the number of words in the record.
The data words are grouped in_o 40-word data frames within
which the data from each of the five spectrometer channels are
presented four times, and background counts from each channel
are presented three times. The remaining five mords are
synchronization words. |mch data word indicates the channel
and whether the data are analysis or background counts, the
data ;n the form of accumulated counts, and the starting Lime
of the accumulation cycle. Only nonzero data are presented.
The accumulated counts may be converted to = flu, value by
using conversion factors supplied by the experimenter All the
records have been time ordered according to start time of the
record° so considerable overlap may exist in the t=me covered
by consecutive records
Oata set name - IABUIAIION Of 5 MaN AVIRACI]) COUNI RAIES
ON MICROI ]iN
NSSDC 1D 64 O_4A 21D, _ HIM AVGD HAlf (PRINII)UI) MFIIM
lime period covered Og/O7/64 lO 06/05/6/
Quantity of data 6 RE_J S 01 MICROfilM
This electron spectrometer count rate data set is on six
reels of 16 mm microfilm that were generated at NSSDC from
computer printout supplied by the experimenter. Data for each
b m_n period for each of the five spectrometer channels include
total counts, total background counts, average count rate,
average background count rate, and average net count rate
(average count rate minus average background count rate). Also
included are the original reel, file, and record numbers from
wbich these data mere obtained; whether the data mere playback
or real time; and the rate aL which the data lere telemetered
These data are time ordered and cover approximately 60_ of the
period from September 7. 1g64, to June _, Ig6l
Data set name 2 AND 5 HINU1[ AV[RACID [J ECIRON Couhrl
RAILS PI OTIE]) VS I , (IN MICRO! ILM
NSSDC ID 64054A 21I, 2&5 MIN AVGI) _AII V_ i PI 01S,MfiM
lime period covered 0g/07/64 I0 0()/04/(i/
Quant=ty of data 1 REIJ_ OF MICRI)IILM
This electron spectrometer count rate data set is on one
reel of 16-ms microfilm that was generated at NSSDC from 3_
plots submi[ted by the experimenter, lhe data cons;st of 2
and S-min averages of the background corrected count rates of
all five spectrometer channels, plotted on a logarithmic scale
vs L (in the range 1.0 to 8.0 earth radii). The 2-min averages
are presented only for 1 values that are less than 3, _hile the
S-m;n averages are presented only for • values greater than 3.
Also presented on each frame are the beginning and end times.
orbit number, and whether the data are for an inbound (apogee
to perigee) or an outbound pass of the spacecraft These data
are time ordered and cover approximately 7_ of the orbits
during the period from September 7, }g64, to June 4, 1967. No
additional ephemeris information is presented.
g)
Data set nile - TABULATIONS OF ELECTRON COUNT RATES VS
TIMI: AT DISCRL_E L VALUES ON MICROFILM
NSSOC ID 64-054A 21F. DISCRETE L VALUE RATE LISTS.MFILM
lime period covered 09/1S/64 TO 12/05/65
Quantity of data 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
This data set consists of time ordered count rates,
corrected for background, from each of the five electron
spectrometer channels listed for each of 12 discrete L values
;n the range 1.3 to 2.B. The data set is on one reel of 16-mm
microfilm that was oonorated at NSSDC from computer print_)ut
submitted by the eiperimenter. Also presented are the dates
and the equaf_:)rlal pitch anglms. The count rates may be
converted to fluxes by using a conversion factor supplied by
the experimenter. These data cover approximately 30S of the
period from September 15, 1964, to December 5, lg65.
..............................................
Data set name PLOTS OF _-MIN AVE_AGEI) ELECTRON COUNT
RATES VS I NEAR PERIGEE ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ]D 64 0S4A 21C, 5MIN AV ELECT RTE VS T PLT,PERICE
Time period covered og/ol/64 TO 06/Ob/6f
Quantity of data - 1RF_ OF MICROFILM
Th_s data set consists of timeordered. _ min averages of
the count rates of all five electron spectrometer channels.
plotted on a logarithmic scale vs time The data set is on one
reel of 16-mm microfilm that was generated at NSSDC from 230
plots submitted by the euperlmenter. The co_,t rate, Ihich has
been corrected for background, may be converted I;o a flux value
by using • conversion factor supplied by the experimenter.
Each of the plots presented contains data from approaimately
one-third of an orbit, u;th perigee near the center of the
plot. The plots themselves are not time ordered. These data
cover appro, imately 60, of the orbits during the period from
September Z. 1964. to June b, ]g67 No ephemeris information
is presented
Data set name PLDTS 0f COUNT RATE_ VS IIMl F0R DISCRE_E
t VAIU|S ON MICROIILM
NSSDC ID 64 OS4A 2Ill, RATE VS DAY.INNIJ_ IONE (PIOT)MfLM
lime period covered 09/21/64 T0 12/05/6b
QuanLity of data ] RELI Df MICR0t]LH
1his electron _pe¢:trometer count rate data set is on one
reel of 35 mm microfilm that mas produced at NSSDC from plots
submitted by the experimenter t_ch pair of frames presenLs
count rates (on a logarithmic scale), which have been
normalized to an equatorial pitch angle of 90 dog. vs time for
each of the five spectrometer channels_ Data from channels 1,
3. and _ are plotted on one frame, and data from channels 2 and
4 are plotted on a second frame. |_ch frame presents data for
one of l_ specific 1 values betmeen ] 3 and _.8 for the entire
time period The time period covered by these data is
5ep tember lg64 to December lg6b, with each half month period
indtcated by a t_ck mark These count rates can be reduced to
flu= values by using conversion factors supplied by the
experimenter. Data sets 66 04gA 22H. 66 049A 221, and
66 04gA 22J are alsxJ contained on this reel.
DaLa set name RIDUC[D [ ]NT_POIAT[1) COUNI RATFS ON
MACNIIIC IAP[
NSSOC ID 64 054A 21], [ INIIRP0tAT[D COLINI RATES
Time period covered 09/1S/64 ID O//OZ/6Z
Quantity r)f data ) R[[A 0F lAP1
Thi_ electron spectrometer count rate data set is on one
7 track, 556 bpl, even pariLy, TAM 7094, BCD magnetic tape
generated at NSS[X]. at contains tee files of reduced 0C0 ]
data and tmo files of OCO 3 data (data set 66 04gA 2_:_() This
data see contains count rates, equatorial pitch angles, times
(UI). and L values The first file of this data set contains
inner zone electron data for ]0 discrete [ vaJoes _n the range
L = 1.3 to [ : 2.4. lhe second file contains outer zone
mlectron data for 16 discrete • values in the range [ _ 2.4 to
1 _ /.0. Lath file is made up of an arbitrary number of
B4-character records Within each fite there are five groups
of records (one for each spectrometer data channel) in nhich
the folio• ;ng sequence ;s repmated n times (n = number of
discrete [ values): a header record, a string of daLa records.
and = trailer record
oeaaoaeeaeeeeeeeeeao•aoleoeeeeooeeeoeeloeooaaoeeeooaoeeeeoaleeo
eeeeeweeleeeoioeeeeleee O_O 3 0waeiweeameweaaoeewmooaeeeeowaoow
eoeamaoeaeeeoaaeeeeeeileeeeoeeoaoi•leeaeeoeweeelaeeeeaaaaeeaaee
Data set name ANALYZE]). CONDENSED, ORBIT/ATTITUDE TAPE
C0V_INC DATA TIME SPAN OF 66 O4gA 10
NSSOC ]D 66-049A-0OC, CONDENSED ORBIT TAPE FOR EXP.1O
Time period covered - 06/07/66 TO 01/29/67
Quantity of data - I REEL OF TAPE
This anaJyzmd data set contains, on one magnetic tape, a
condensmd set of the orbit/attitude parameters required for
analysis of eGO 3 eaperiment number 10 (66-049A 10, Konrid;)
for the complete life of that experiment. The g track,
1600-bpl, odd-parlty, binary magnetic tape was written on an
IB_I 360/7S computer. The dill were supplied by Dr. A.
Konridi, who extracted them from the orbit/attitude tapes
supplied by the OCO project. The tape has a standard 0S/360
header label and contains one file of information mrltten in
lO,600-byte physical records. Each physical record contains
]00 106-byte logical records, and each logical record contains
28 fields of information. The information includms: date and
time (UT), orbit number, satelli be posi tlon in both OLJ and B,
L coordinates, model geomagnetic field strength and direction
at the satellite, whether the satellite mas in a stabilized or
spinning mode or mode unknown, the spin period and mils
direct;on, and the or;enter;on of the OPEP in GEl coordinates
Data set name MU[ T ICOORDINAT[ SYSTEH F-PH_HE]_IS PLOTS
NSS[]NC ID 66 O4gA-OOH, MULTICOORDINAIE SYSTM ORBIT PLTS
lime period covered 06/07/66 TO 04/02/68
Quantity of data 3 REEJS OF HlCROfltM
Ihis multicoordinate data set is contained on three reels
of 3S--mm microfilm, filmed by NSSDC from Calcomp plots
generated by Or Edmard J. Smith. The data set contains
two dimensional projections of individual orbits, with tick
marks for time. in a variety of coordinate systems Included
are the distance from the earth sun line geomagnetic dipole
plane, distance from the neutral sheet, distance from the
earth sun line ecliptic pole plane, and plots of the orbit
projectlons in GSE and CSH c_rd_nates. One orbit ;s included
per plot, and all distances are in earth radii For many
()rbit5 there is also a plot of the computed magnetic field
mag. itude and unit vector components vs time. or of
H perper_dicular and there vs tpme
()C[I 3, ANDERSON
S[)IAH COSMIC RAYS
Data set name SOLAR COSMIC RAY PARIIC[! COUNI
ACCUNU[ AT IONS ON HACNI 1 ]C 1 APE
NS_DC ID 66 O49A eTA. 501AR COSM]C RAY COUNIS. ]AP_
lime period covered 06/24/66 10 02/2Z/67
Quantity of data 30 REfIS OF TAPE
This solar cosmic ray count daLa set i_ on 30
e=per_menter supplied, l track, _$6 bpi, bmnary magnetic tapes
ur,tLen on an IBM 360/40 system Each tape contains a variable
number of files, and each file contains a variable number o_
records chosen for their solar flare information. ]he first
120 _haracters of each file compose an identification header
that includes the file and tape numbers of the original data
tapes, the rate at mhich the data eere telemetered. •hether the
dat,_ were real time or playback, and the start time of the data
,r, y,,;_r day ()f Lhe year, and seconds of the day. lach data
re,_rd _(_n,.i_t._ of 1044 si= bit characters Ihe first ]2
(ha_ac t.er_ (:onLaln solar oriented experiment package
cavern.meat information. The neat eight characters contain the
day of the year and millisecond of the day for the first data
value Ihe remaining 1024 characters contain 12 accumulations
for each of the 32 channels for telemetry rates of ], B, and
64 kbs, each record contains 147 456, IB 432, and 2.304 s of
data, respectively The data set, which _s time ordered,
contains data for 1_ flares between June ?4, 1066, and Fehruary
_l. 1967.
DC(I 3. FRANK
lOW FNFRCY EI LCTRONS AND PR0/ONS
Data set name 1 OW E_II_RCY PROTON AND ELECTRON SPLCTRA
SUNVIY 01 IH[ MACNEIOSPHIR| ON MOVIE FIlM
9_
_F POOR C_U_LF/'_
NSSDC ID 66 O4gA-OBA, LDW-E PROT&ELECT FLUX VS E, HOV]E
Time period covmrBd 07114166 TO O7116166
Quantity of data 400 BI w POSITIVES
Thls data set consists of reduced data on ol_e 400 ft reel
of 16-mm movie film displaying observations of low-energy
proton and electron spectra in the terrestrial magne_sphere.
About 50 h of substantially continuous satellite observations
are covered from 1331U] on July 14. 1966. through 1521UT on
July 16, 1966. Each movie frame contains graphs of the
observed energy spectra (0.3 to _)0 keY) of proteins and
electrons for given time and point in spice. A pictorial
representation if the satellite's position mith respect t_ the
sun, the earth, and the magnetosphere, plus a list of time, L.
and magnetic latitude values is also given on each frame.
OCO 3. HADDOCK
RADIO ASTRONOMY
Data set name - 4- f0 _-HHZ SOLAR BURST LIST ON
MICRO[ ILM
NS_C ID 66 049A 1BA, 4-_ MItZ SOLAR BLIRS1 1ABLLS. MFILH
lime period covered 06/13/66 TO 09/29/67
Quantity of data 1 REEL 0f MICrOflIM
Fhese data consist of tables listing radio bursts
observed ;n the frequency band 4 to _ MHz, on one reel of 3._-ml
microfilm. Some measured physical properties of selected
bursts are also listed. These lists appear is appendixes to a
thesis that is also on this reel They lay be considered
analyzed dita The coverage from mh;ch these lists mere dramn
was about glS complete from June 1966 through September 1967.
..... = ........
Data set name 4 T0 2 _IZ RADIO NOISE DATA ON
MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 66 04gA EBB, 4 _ MHZ RADIO NOIS[,MICRUFILM
1;me period covered O6/Og/66 [0 O8/16/68
Quantity of data B6 REEI.S OF MICROFILM
These experilenter supplied data. contained on 86 reels
of 35 mm licrofilm, are reduced data in the form of frequency
time spectrograls on which the shade of grey indicates the
_tensity of the received radio noise The data are cataloged
but are not chronologically ordered A catalog of the radio
noise data measured between June g, 1966, and 0c_ober 3, )967,
;s ilso ava;llble (data set 66 04gA IBC)
Data seL name DATA S_ CATAIOC FOR 66 O4qA 180 ON
MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 66-04gA 18C, DAIA 5E1 CA1AIOC tog 66 04gA 18B
Time period covered 06/09/66 TO 10/03/67
Quantity of data 1RELL OF MICROfilM
Thls experimenter-supplied data set, on one reel of 16 mm
microfilm, catalogs the datl in the portion of data set
66-04gA 18B between June 9, 1966, and (]ctoher 3, 1967. Thls
data set lists the dates and start and stop times of each
interval of data processed, plus the data bit rates and the
ripe numbers used. ]his list ;s not time ordered. Additional
e=periment documentation is also contained on this reel of
microfilm.
0C0 3, HEPPNF_
MACJNEI ]C SURVEY USINC TI#0 MACN! TOMI 11 r5
Data set name FIFJJ) MACNITUOE AS MEASURED BY THE CSFC
RUBIDIUH VAPOR HACNE10HFfBR, ON HICROFILM
NSSDC 10 66 04gA-11A, M'FLH PLI5 SCALAR B FIEtJ_ VS TIME
1;me period covered - 06/09/66 TO 08/14/6B
quantity of data 32 REELS OF MICROFILM
This set of OCO 3 Rubidium Vapor Magnef_ometer plots on 32
reels of experimenter-generated 35 mm microfilm contains 1/1 s
averages of the scalar magnetic field plotted against time.
with 2 lin per frame and about 5 days per reel. The vertical
_cale changes according t_ the field magnitude- Included ire
' _e field magnitude, the difference beLmeen a model field and
the measured field, and a cal ibrit;on signal that. al Ioms
determination of the reciter field once every _> min if the
spacecraft orientation is known. The minimum detectable field
by this instrument is about 3 nl. Uncertainties in low field
leasurements are high A minimum practical field threshold for
about _OS uncertainty ;n the field mlgni rude. including
systematic errors such as spacecraft offset, is estimated at
about 10 nT. Small field changes are detectable, limited by
the resolution of the plots The difference plot usually
allows field changes of about 0.1 nl to be detected even for
high field magnitudes. Much of the bad data has been edited
from these data. and physical processes may be sorted from
nonphysical processes, such as boom v;brat;ons, with relative
ease in the data that remlin
Data set name MICROfilM LISTINCS OF 30 SFC AVC NACN_IC
FILLD MLASURF-MENTS IN SEV_]RAI C00RDINATES
NSSDC ID 66-O40A-IIB, 30 S AV TRIAX FLUX_T[ MAC. ,HELM
Time period covered 06/00166 10 O7/P1/66
Quantity of data 3 RLFIS OF MICROFILH
This experimenter generated data set. on three reels of
35 mm microfilm, contains listings of 30 s averaged magnetic
field magnitude and Cartesian components in spacecraft and in
topographic coord ; nares; a model reference field; the
difference field (measured field minus model) ; and field
magniLude and components in solar geomagnetic, _[. and C. C_H
coordinate systems. Field direction angles are also g=ven for
eel ipt;c coordinates The data in the listings have not been
corrected for spacecraft offset; the offset had been determined
_0 be about 2 nl by ground leasurement and mas liter confirled
when the spacecraft began its spin stabilized mode of
operation, lhese dita are for the interval June g to July 21,
10166, when Lhe spacecrift m3s in the three a=is stab;I ;zed mode
of operation Oad data have been removed from this data set.
0C0 3. KONRADI
TRAPPED RAD]ATION SCINI]LIAI]0N C0UNIER
Data sot name ALl P_OTON EIEClrON COU l_rl RAILS, ANALYSED
AND CONDE]I_ED 10 I-KHS RATE, MACNEIIC IAPE
NSSOC ID 66 O4gA-1OA, PROI&ELIC RIES,KII IM EQUIV I KBS
lile per_od covered O6/Og/66 10 Ol/P6/61
Quantity of data 14 Rill5 OF IAP!
lhis exper i menter- supp I ied data set consists of a
complete set of ion electron detector data. plus epheleris
information, on ]4 g track, 800 bpi, odd parity, binary
lagnetic tapes written on an I_ 360/75 computer, ]he tapes
each contain one file and do not contain standard 05/360 tape
labels. The Lapes conta;n both the reduced data recorded at a
l.kbs rate and the analyzed data transmitted at 8 or 64 kbs,
which, on these tipes, have been condensed to an equivalent
I kbs sampl ing rate. The tapes have b184 byte physical
records, and each physical record contains eight 64B byte
Iogicil records. Each logical record cont, ains time (U]); the
detector current_ ind count rites leasu red during o_e
revolution of the absorber wheel; a series of housekeeping
p ram te s and orbit and attitude paraleters defining thea e r .
satellite position in geocentric inertiil, geomagnetic.
lagne_spher i c, and ecliptic coordinates; and the detector
orientation The data are tile ordered, and dati overlaps have
been relloved .
. - _ - _
Data set nile HICH BII RAIE_ OF RFJ)UCED
PROTON ELEcTroN DAIA ON MACNEIlC TAPIS
NSSD_ ID 66 O4gA IOB, PRDI+EIEC,HI rAIE DAIA ONLY,1AP_S
Time period covered - 06/09/66 10 0)/16/61
Quantity of data g RFJlS OF TAPF
This experimenber-supplled reduced data set consists of
the ion-electron detect_)r data transmitted at B or 64 kbs
rites, but none of the ] kbs rate data It is contained on
nine 7 track. 800 bpi. oddrparitY, binary magnetic tapes
mritten on an IBM 360/75 computer. The tapes contain one file
each and do not. have standird 05/360 tape labels, lhe data are
mritten on the tapes in 6664 byte physical records, and each
physical record contains four 1416 byte logical records- _ach
logical record contains time CUT); the detect_)r currents and
count rates measured during 1/2 or 1116 revolution of the
detector absorber wheel ; a series of housekeeping parameters.
ind orb; t and attitude parmleters defining the sitel l ; te
position in geocentric inertial, geomagnetic, magnet_Ispheric,
and ecliptic coordinates; and the detector orientltion. _he
data are time ordered, and data overlaps have been removed.
The sime data, compressed to be equivalent _o 1 kbs sampled
data. along with the data recorded at 1 kbs are in data set
g3
0RIGI_!AL P;_GE IS
_F POOR QUi_LITY
66 O4qA ]OA.
0C0 3, SIMPSON
COSMIC RAY SPECTRA AND FLUXES
Data set name - RH)UCEDCO_4IC RAy PARTICLE C(_INT lUTES
IRe MAgNETIC TAPE
NSSOC ID 66 049A-O3A, RE_OC_D C.R. CIJUNT BATES, TAPE
Time period covered - 06/09/66 TO 12/01/69
Quantity of data 65 REFLS OF rAP•
The data set consists of a copy of original reduced count
rate data on 65 7-track, 800-bp;, IBH 7094. binary magnetic
tapes. The tapes contain count rates ordered by _lar rotation
number but do nob conCain pulse height or orbital data. The
parC;cle count rates are from various detect_)r coincidence
combinations of the nuclear composition and protxm-alpha
telescopes, and soIe low • proton telescope count rates. Lath
tape has a 24-character (slu bit_s per characLer) header record
followed by a variable number of files. F_ch file has a
144 character header record, followed by a variable number of
records Chat have a total length of 3972 characCers, followed
by a file Lrailer record (24 characters). A microfilmed index
of this data set is available (data set 66 049A 030).
Data set name 1/2 FIR AVC DICIIAL AND ANALDC COUNI RATE
P| OTS faIN M]CRO•]LIH
N_SDC ]D 66 049A 03B, ]/2 HR AVC COUNT RATE PLOTS, MFIH
time period covered 06109/66 1D 1_/01/69
quantity of data _ REJD_S 0f N]CBOEIiJ4
The data set consists of a set of digital and analog
plots of a select;on of 0C_] 3 half-hour average races The
daba set is on one reel of 16 mm microfilm and one reel of
35 mm microfilm, and was produced from Calcomp plots Each
ploL covers one solar rotation. The particle count rates are
from various detector coincidence combinations of the nuclear
composition and proton alpha te e_copes and some lOW t proLon
telescope counL rate5
DaL., met .ale PUI Sf ftt ICJ]I ANAl Y/IB DAIA ON MA[_It-]IC
l Af'I
NSSDC ID 66 049A 03C, PBOTON ALPHA 1EIESCOPf RIA DAiA
lime p_r=od covered O610_/66 10 08/]6/68
Quantity Of data 2/ B_lS OT TAPE
lhe data set consists of reduced pulse height analyzer
data ordered by solar rotati(>r) number on 21 Z track. 800 bpi.
]F}H 1094. b:nary magnetic tapes lath tape has a _6 character
headee record followed by a variable number of files Lach
file has a 25 character header record followed by a variable
number of 4098 character records. Each record conLa;ns a list
of Llle pulse height values of analyzed events plus the number
of g(_)d, bad. fill. reset, and un[ransmi[ted event5 during a
_pecified time period lhe pulse height analysis was carried
out for Lwo of the d[/dx vs range telescope coincidence
combinaCions (D]) nut D_ ) not D4', and D]'IY2' not D4').
corresponding to proton energies fr_)m I 6 t_J 8 6 HeY and from
8 6 t.() 33 NeV A microfilmed index of this daCa set i5
av_:lable (data seL 66 049A 03|)
I)C0 3, .SM]lll
IRIAXIAI 51ARCII C(lll HACN[]OHEI[B
I).jt..j :._:t. _.dm_: :{_ B64 _tC AVtRACID SEARCH C[III
MACNI I(IM] l|r DAIA ON HACblITIC rAP[
NS_I')C ]D 66 049A ]2A. SIABCH COIl HAC BCD DAIA TAPIS
],me period covered 06/09/66 T0 04/27/68
QuantJLy of data 41 REELS OF TAPE
lhese 41 experimenter generated 1 track. S56-bpi. 8C0
magneCic tapes contain 36.B64 s averaged search coil
magnet_meter daLa from all experimenb modes. _ach file
contains data from one spacecraft orbit, with the possibility
of some overlap aL the end of those files that contain
appro=imately ]_)0 records. An index Lo each file ;s contained
on microfilm in data set 66 O49A ]_C. ]n each record are day
of year, millisecond of day. and the averaged vector field
amplitudes for the |0 . 30 . ]00 . 3OO • and B00 H_ center
frequency channels. [or telemetry raLes (>f 1. B. and 64 kbs.
each record contains 14Z.5, 1B_4, and 2.3 of data.
respectively. Real t;Im data and tape recorde_ data were
processed separat,_ly. Though the tapes contain consecutive
data, these tan types of dafu were not merged. 5;nce the
instrument responds differentl_ to broadband and monotone
signals. ;L was not possible _ calibrate the measured field
signal ugnltudes m;t.k, out independent knowledge of the nature
of thm measured signal. In any case. these data are useful as
indicators of the times and places Of Imlgnetlc activity, and
amy be used to identify _hock fr_ta0 magnetopause crossing,
plasma-pause cro_s;nOs" the nature of magneLospheric waves
etc., to the nearest minute.
Data set name -_ C0]L I_(_NL_rl]INIEIE]R 5QUISH PLOTS ON
MIC]ROFILN
NSS_C ID 66 O4qA 12B. SEARCH COIL DATA NOT TIM• ORDERED
Time period covered - 06/09/66 TO 0_/12/68
Quantity of data - ] REF_L OF HICROF]iJ4
Ihis ezperlmenEer-suppliad data set contains plots of 13
separaLe quantities plotted against a common time a_ i s. on one
reel of 3.5 am microfilm. The plots contain the magnitudes of
the 10-. 30 . 100 . and I_K)O Hz vector magnetic field data.
averaged over ]47.4_ s periods. Also presented are (1)
3_.B64 s-averaged 10 Hz Z-channel data ir spacecraft
coordinates (the component along the spacecraft s. in axis), (2)
a data quality indicator, and (3) the Car esian vector
coIp_ent_ of the digitized waveform data from the search coil
magnetometer, processed into two bands. The bwo bands a re in
the frequency ranges 0.] to 0.]5 Hz and greater than 0.2 Hz
The vector waveform data are averaged over 36.864 s and are in
spinning spacecraft coordinates. These data lere received in
an extremely compressed format and were blown back to a
full-=size plot 6 ft in length and 1 ft in width. The
horizontal time axes are 30 s per O.O] ;n.. or 1.2 in./h.
[hese data may be used to locale regions of magnetic activity
such .as shock fron_, magnetopause crossings, plasmapause
crossings, etc.. to _ crude time or spatial scale
Unfortunately. much of C e film is of poor quality and may be
difficult _) use
0CO 3. IAYIOR. JR
PUS]laVE ]0N CONEINIRAIION
Data seL name ]0N CON(:•NIHAIION_ VS [ 5XB lath
NSSDC IO 66 O49A JbA. ION CONICENIRAI]DNS VS L 5XB I ]I H
l;me period covered 07/24/66 T0 10/1_/61
quantity of data 161B/W POSIIIVF VRAMIS
This ion density data _eC was provided by the
experimenter o91 161 pieces of 5 by 8 in. film and contains
profiles of B* and Her distributions plotted agalnsL Che
magnetic [ parameter as the ordinate The abscissa values are
ion densities. Data taken after July 23, 1966. when attitude
control was lolL, are sho_n with ion currents a_ the abscissa
values. ]hese ion current plots can be qualitatively useful
for describing the appromimate fall off of the plasmasphere
density (H*) a5 a function of altitude, local time. and
magnetic acbivmty Because of the variability of the
spacecraft orbit ;n magnet;c c_rdinates, the Lime
rate of change of t varies from pass to pass so chat the
spacing of ploLted measurements also varies accordingly. The
frame heading gives the dale of measurements, indicates whether
Lhe pass was inbound (apogee _) per;gee) or outbound, and gives
the Kp value #or example, if the frame shoe_ Kp _4 ]. it
means that for the prior 24 h the highest Kp value was ].
Harked along the ord;nate are groups of values for universal
and local Lime. dip |_L;Lude. geographic ]atiLude, and
altitude A discussion of Lhe relative accuracy of Lhe ion
density and ion current value_ accompanle_ the da_a
OCO 3, WINCKIIH
Data set name PLOTS 0f 2 HIN AVFRAC[]) COUNT BATES VS
TIME (NFAH RADIATION B_TS) ON MICROFILM
NSS[X: ID 66 04qA _2A, 2 MIN AVCDRAD BEII RAIIS (PIOIS)
Time period covered - 06/11166 tO 04/27/68
Quantity of data - 2 RF_LS Of H]CRBFILH
lhis datl seL consists of Else ordered. 2-min averages of
the background-corrected count rates for all five electron
spectrometer channels, plotted oh a Iogarithl;c scale vs C;me
]t is contained on two reels of 16 mm licroflll This
94
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m_crofilm was generated It _ from 267 plots submitted by
the elperimenter. EJch of the plots presented contains
approximately 3 h of data From the port;on of the orbit in the
vicinity of the radiation belts. These data cover
ipprom;mately SOtJ[ of the orbits during the period from June 11,
19660 to April _/, 1968. No ephemeris information is presented.
DILl set name - PLOlS OF ]S-MIN AVCID. 5PECIHOMEI_ COON1
RATES VS 5/C RADIA[ DISTANCE ON HICROFILM
NSSOC ID 66 049A 22B, 15HEN AV 5PECTR_H RATF VS R _ 01S
lime period covered - O6/O9166 TO O4/O_/68
quantity of daLa 2 REELS OF HIC_O•IIH
This data set consists of 15 mln averages of the
background corrected count rates for all Five electron
spectrometer channels, plotted on a logarithmic scale vs
spacecraft radial distance values (in earth radii) betmeen 1
and 18 It is contained on two reels of 16 mm microfilm This
microfilm was generated It NS_DC from 65_ plots submitted by
the eaperimenter. Also presented on each frame are the
beginning and end times, the orbit number, and an indication of
whether the data are For an inbound (apogee to perigee) or an
outbound pass of the spacecrift. The data are time ordered and
cover ipprouimately 45" of the orbits in the period June 9,
]966, _o April 2. 1968 No additional ephemeris information is
presented
DaLa seL name ORICINAL REIXJCF]D EL•CIRON SP|CIRDIqEIfR
COUIN]S ON CONDFNS_ HACN(1]C ]APES
NSSOC ]D 66-049A 2'2C, E_ECI 5P[CTRIHTR CN'IS,CONDEN IAPES
Time period covered 06/09/66 l0 05/03/68
quantity of daLa - 1B REEl5 OE EAP[
This accumulated electron spectrometer count data smt is
on 18 eJper;menLer generated° • track, 556 bpi, II_ •094,
binary magnetlc tapes Each tape contains one rile of reduced
data, which is made up of an arbitrary number of records and
covers an arbitrary period of time The records are of
variable length: 21 Lo 1OOO 46 bit lords, lhe first _0 of
these words constitute a header that indicites the rlte aL
which the data were telemetered, the start and end times of the
record, and the number of lords in the record, lhe data words
are grouped into 40 word data Frlmes within which the diLa From
each oF the five spectrometer channels are presented four
times, and background counts from each channel are prmsented
three times. 1he remaining five words are synchronization
words. Each data word indicates the channel and lheLher the
data are analysis or background counts, the datI in the form oF
accumulated counts° and starting time of the accumulation
cycle. Only nonzero data are presented. All the records have
been time ordered according Lo the sLart time of the record, so
considerable overlap may e,;st in the time covered by
consecutive records.
Data set name TABUL_TIONS OF 5 HIN AV_ACFD COON1
RATfS ON HICROFILH
NS,'_X: IO 66 049A 22D, 5 HIN AV SP•CEROHRAT• L1STS,HFLH
llme period covered 06/09/66 TO 05/O1/68
guantity of data - 7 REELS OF RICROFILH
This electron spectrometer count and count rate data set
is on seven reels of ]6-mm microfilm generated at _ from
experimenter-supplied computer printout. Data for each 5-m;n
period for each of the five spectrometer channels include total
counts, total background counts, averige count rate, average
background count rate, and average nmt count rate (average
count rate minus average background count rate). Also included
ire the or;ginll reel, file, and record numbers from mhich
Lhese data were ella,ned; an indication of whether the data
were playback or real time; and the rate aL which the data
were telemeLered_ These data are til sa ordered and cover
approximately •O" of the period from June 9, 1966. to May 1,
1968.
................................
Data set name - PLOTS OF 2- AND 5-MIN AVFJRACED COUNI
MATES VS L ON MIOROFILH
NSSOC ID 66-049A-_E, 2_-MIN AVCD RJ_TE VS L PLOTS,HfLIH
lime period covered - O6/11/66 TO O4/O_/68
quantity of data 2 REJELS OF HICrOFIL#I
This data set consists of 2 and 5 min averages of the
background-corrected count rates of all flve electron
spectrometer channels plotted c_ a logarithmic scale vs L (in
the range 1.O to 8.0 earth rid;;), o_ two reels of 16 um
microfilm. This _icroFilm wis generated a£ NSSOC From
plots submitted by the eaper;menter. The 2 min averages are
presented only for { values thlt are less thin 3, while t_e
5 min averages ire presented only for I values greater thln 3.
Also presented on each Frame are the beginning and end times,
orbit number, and mhether the data are for an inbound (apogee
to perigee) or an outbound pass oF the spacecraft. These daLa
are tlme ordered mnd cover appro=imately •O_ of the orbits
during the period from June 11, 1966, to April 2, 1968. No
additional ephemeris information is presented.
Data set name ]AEULAI]ONS 0E COUNT RATES VS liNE A1
DIS(:IRFI[ I VAIUF_ ON MICROFILH
I_LSDC ID 66 049A _F, SPECTR RTE IlSI,DISCRtIE t'S.HEIR
lime period covered 06/11/66 to 12127167
quantity of data - l REEl 01 HICROFILM
This electron spectrometer count rite data set is on one
reel of 16 mm llcroF;ll generated ILN_OC from 65 pages of
experimenter supplied computer print_)ut, llme ordered count
rates, corrected for background, from each of the five
spectrometer channels ire presented for each of 19 discrete [
values ;n the range 1.3 to 8.0. Also presented are the dates
and the equatorial pitch angles. These data cover
approximately _ of the periods from June lE, 1966, to
December 27, 1967, for • values less than or equal _o2.8, and
from June 11, 1966, _o September 1, 1967, for l values greater
than or equal Lo 3.5.
Data set name PAD15 OF 5 NaN AV_ACf_ COUW1 RAILS V5
TIHI r ON MICROFILI_
NSSOC ID 66 049A _2C, 5-HIN AVCD RAIl VS 1 PLOTS, HFIIH
lime period covered 06109/66 to 04130168
quantity of data 2 REELS OF MICrOFIIH
This dati set consists of time ordered, b-min averages of
the background corrected count rates For the five electron
spectrometer channels, plotted on a logarithmic scale vs time,
on two reels of 16 N microfilm. This microfilm was generated
aL N_SDC from 662 plots submitted by the experimenter. _lch of
the plots presented contains data from approximately one Uhird
of an orbit, with a perigee near bhe center of every third
plot These data cover approximately _ of the orbits during
Lhe period from June g, 1966, to April 30, 1968 No ephemeris
information is presented
Data seL name PI 01S OF COUNI RATES VS E_UAIORIAI P]ICH
ANCII FOR OI_ERUTE I VAIUtS ON MICROFILM
hI_SOC ]D 66 049A _H. MAT• VS PIICH AN_[ E (INNf_ ZONE )
lime period covered 01/00/61 lO 12/OO/6•
quantity of data ) R_ Of RICROEIIH
Ibis electron spectrometer count rile data set is on one
reel of 3_ mm microfilm that las produced at N_OC from plots
submitted by the eiperimmnter. Each pair OF frames presents
count rates Con a logarithmic scale) vs equatorial pitch angle
CO to 90 deg on _ linear scale) for each of the five
spectrometer channel . Data from channels l, 3, and 5 are
plotted on one frime; data from channels 2 and 4 are plotted on
second frame. _ch frame presents dale For one of a set of
_iz specific L values bebmeen 1.4 and 2.4. lhe time period
covered hy each frame ;s either Januiry to June 196• or July to
Oecemher 196•0 and the two time periods contain different sets
oF L valuos. |hesm count rates can be rwduced Lo flux values
by using conversion racers supplied by the experimenter. Data
sets 64 0_4A _IH, 66 O49A-:_1, and 66 O49A :_>J are also
contlined on this reel.
Data set name - PITCH _E NORMALIZED COUNT RATE VS T
PLOTS fOR DISCR[:I[ • VALUES, ON R]CROEILM
NSSOC 10 66-049A _l, DLY AVCD RATE VS T (DISCRETE L)
lime period covered 12100/66 TO 06100/67
quantity of data - 1RF_I BE MICROFILM
This electron spectrometer count rate dati set is on one
reel of 35 mm microfilm that _as produced at NSSOC from plots
submitted by the mlper;mmnter. Each pair of Frames presents
daily count rates (on i logarithmic scale), which have been
normalized to an eguator;il pitch ingle of 90 deg, vs time for
each of the Five spectrometer channels. Tick marks are
presented on the time ills For each 8 day period. Data from
channels 1, 3, and 5 ire plotted on one frame; data from
channels 2 and 4 are plotted on a second frame. Each Frlle
presents data for o_e of six specific L values betmeen 1.4 and
95
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2.4 for the time period December 1966 t_ June 1967. These
count rates can be reduced t_ flux values by using conversion
factors supplied by the experimenter. Data sets 64-054A 21H,
66-049A 22H0 and 66-04gA-22J are also contained o_ thim reel.
............................................
Data set name - PLOTS 0F COUNI RATF_ VS TIME FOR D[SCRL_rE
I_ ZONE L VALUES ON HICRQFILH
NSSOC ID 66-049A-_2J, AVC RATE VS DAY (INNER ZONE),NFLH
Time period covered - 06/00/66 TO 0"2/00/68
Quantity of data I RF-_-L OF MICROFILM
This electron spectrometer count rate data met is on one
reel of 3LS-lm microfilm that was produced at _ from plots
submitted by the elperlmenter. Each pair of frames presents
daily count rates (on a logarithmic scale), which have been
normalized _o an equaLorial pitch angle of 90 dee, vs tlme for
each of the five spectrometer channel_ The experimenter has
provided conversion factors that rill allow these data to be
compared with similar eGO 1 data (data set 64-054A-21). Data
from channels 1, 3, and 5 are plotted on one frame; data from
channels 2 and 4 are plotted on a second frame. Each frame
presents data for one of 12 specific I values between 1.3 and
2.8. The time period covered by these data is June 1966 _o
February 1968, elth each half-month period indicated by a tick
mark. These count rates can be reduced to flue values by using
conversion factors supplied by the experimenter. Data sets
64-054A 21H, 66 049A-22PI, and 66-04qA 2_I are also contained on
this reel.
Data set name RE]]_JC_ L INTE_POLATEI) COUNT RAIES ON
HACNEI IC TAPES
NS_X_ ID 66-049A-_K, L INTERPOLAT_ COUNt rATL_
Time period covered 06/11/66 TO 12/27/67
quantity of data ] REJEL OF TAPE
This electron spectrometer count rate data set is on one
7 track, 556-bp;. even-parity, IBH 70Q4, BCD magnetic tape
generated at _r-_._DC For steerage convenience, this and another
data set (64 O_IA _11) are stored on the same Lape This data
eel contains count rates, equatorial pitch angles, times (U_).
and L values. This data set occupies files number 3 and 4 on
the tape. The first file of this set (file 3) contains reduced
OCO 3 inner zone electron data for I0 discrete l values in the
L range from 1 1.3 to L 2 4 The second file (file 4)
contains reduced OCO 3 outer zone electron data for 16 discrete
L values in the range from • 2.4 to L - 70. Each file is
aide up of an arbitrary number of 84 characLer records Within
each file there are five groups of records (one for each dale
channel) in ehich the following sequence is repealed n times (fl
number of discrete I values): a header record preceding a
string of data records, folloeod by a trailer record. All data
originated from data set 66 O49A-22t.
OCO 3. WINCKIFR
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Data set name PEOTS OF I HIN AVFRAC[D I0N CHAHOEH PULSE
RAT_ VS TIM[ ON H|CROFILN
NSSDC ID 66 049A 23A, I R]N AVCD RATES VS T, HfILH
Time period covered 06/08/66 I0 08/11/68
_u_,_Lity of data 3 R_S OF MICROFILH
This dale set consists of time ordered, 1 mln averages of
the number of normalized ionization chamber pulsms per second
times |000, plotted on a logarithmic scale. It is contained on
three reels of I6 Im microfilm. 1his microfilm was generated
aL NSSDC from ]129 plots submitted by the experimenter. Lath
of the frames conta;ns data for up to one third of an orbit.
ApproximaLBly 80S of the orbits during the period from June 8,
1966, to August 11. 1968, are represented in Lhis data set.
Data set name - ORIGINAL RDDUCE_) ION CItAMOF_ PULS[ RAT_
ON HACNf_IC TAPES
NS_ IO 66 O49A 23B, ION C_0[_ CON()_._ISE RTE.TAPE
Time period covered 06/09/66 TO _/]2/60
Quantity of data 31RE_LS OF TAPE
lhis ionilatlon chamber count rate data set is on 3|
emperlmenter supplied, • track. 556-bpl, binary magnetic tapes
written on an IB_q 7094. Lath tape contains one file of reduced
data, which is made up of an arbitrary number of records and
covers an arbitrary period of time The records are of
variable length, ranging from 21 to 1000 48-bit cords. The
first 20 of these words constitute a header that indica£es the
rate at which _he data mere telemetered, the start and end
times of khe record, the number of words in the record, and
whether or not the record is ;n exact time order. Each
successive set of three words contelns one ]O-s averaged pulse
rate. The first eord ;n the met contains the start time of the
average (in milliseconds of _he day). The second word contains
the actual duration of the average (ehich may be shorter than
10 s because of noise filter;rig); the number of voltage ramps
in the average; and whether the average is based on unfiltered
ramps, filtered ram_s, clock pulses, or analog eords. The
_hird eord gives the averaged pulse rate in normalized pulses
per second. All the records have been ordered by start _ime of
the record, and considerable overlap may exist ;n the time
covered by consecutive records.
......................................
Data set name - PLOTS OF 1-NIN AV_AO_ PULS_ RATES VS !
0N MICROFILH
NSSDC IO 66-049A 23C, I-HIN ION 0tAHBI_R RATES V_ L,HFLH
Time period covered 06/11/66 TO 04/0_/68
quantit_ of data - 2 REELS OF R]C_OFIL_
This ionization chamber count rate data set consists of
Lime-ordered, 1-mln averages of the huller of normalized pulses
per second times 1000, plotted on a logarithmic scale vs L (in
earth radii). It is contained _n tee reels of ]6-mm microfilm
This microfilm eas generated at NS_DC from 567 plots submitted
by the experimenter. Each frame presents 2 h of playback data
for • values between ! and 6. Also presented on each plot are
the beginning and end times, orbit number, and an indication oT
whether the data are for an inbound (apogee t_3 perigee) or an
outbound pass of the spacecraft. ApproaimateJy 80_ of the
orbits during the period June 11, 1966, to April 2, 1968° are
represented ;n this data set.
Data eet name AT_S OF IO TO _-K_ SOLAR FLARE X
RAYS ON NICROFIIH
NSSOC ID 66 O49A 2313, IO-5OKEV SOLAR fLAIR[ X RAYS,HFILM
lime period covered O6/25/66 TO 12/_9/61
_uan_ity of data 1REEA Ot HICROFIIH
An ionization chamber normally used for parL;cle
measurements also responded t_ bursts of hard (10 to 50 keV)
X rays thaL occurred during _olar flares. These _olar Xray
bursts were identified and separated from the particle data
lhis X ray data set consists of copies of research reporLs
containing plot5 Of the excess ion chamber rate vs Lime, on one
reel of 35 mm microfilm. _;milar data from OCO ] (data seL
66 Ob4A _D(:) are also included in these reports.
Data set name PLOTS OF 2 HIN AV_ACED PUI S[ RAIES VS
SPACLCrAf 1 RADIAl DIS1ANCL ON MICRO! IlJ4
N_I)C ID 66 049A 23[, ? NIN ION CH_tBIr RAIt_ VS R,HflH
Time period covered 06/09/66 10 04/02/68
Quantity of data _ RE_IS OF R]CROFILH
This data set consists of timeorderod, 2-min average_ of
the number of normalized ioniza¢ion chamber pulses per second
times IO00 plotted on a IogariLhmic scale vs spacecraft radial
distance (r) in earth radii, lL is contained on L*o reel_ oT
16 ma microfilm Thls mlcroTilm las generated aL NS_DC from
669 plots submitted by the elperimenter. EJch plot present5
approximately _ h of playback data for R values beteeen ] and
either I0 or 19. Also presented on each plot are the beginning
and end times and an indication of whether the data are for an
inbound (apogee to perigee) or an outbound pass of the
spacecraft Approximately 8_ of the orbits during the period
from June 9. 1_66. Lo April _. 1_68, are represented in Lh,_
data set
Data set name TABULATIONS Of HOURLY AVI_AC_ PULSE
RATES ON HICROF]IH
NSSDC [D 66 O49A 23F, 1 H AV ION CHANBUR RAIF t IST,HtlH
Time period covered 06/09/66 TD 08/10/68
quant;Ly of data 1 r_ OF HICROFILJq
This pulse rate data set is on one reel of 16 mm
microfilm generated at NSSDC from compuLer printout submit/ed
by the e_perimenter The pulsing rate of the ionization
chamber, in normalized pulses per second, is presented in four
forms: unfiltered pulses, filtered pulses, clock pulses, and
analog word pulses, fJch of the riles represents data averaged
over a period of ] h unless shortened by a data gap. Also
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includedare the original reel, file, and record numbers free
mhich these data mere obtained; an indication of whether the
data mere playback or real time; and the rate at which the data
wore telemetered- The data, which are time ordered, cover
approximately 65S of the period from June 9, ]966, to August
10, 1968.
.........................................
Data set name PLOTS OF 2-NIN AVI_ACED PULSE RATES VS
TIME ON MICROFILM
NSSOC ID 66-049A 23C. 2-MIN AVC RATE VS T(1/_ 0RB)PLOTS
Time period covered - 06/09/66 TO 08/10/68
Quantity of data - _ REELS OF MICROFILM
This data set consists of tlme ordered, 2 m;n averages of
the number of normalized ionization chamber pulses per second
times 1000, plo_ted vs time, on two reels of ]6-mm microfilm.
Th;s microfilm was generated at NS_DC free 731 plots submitted
by the e,per;aenter- Each of the plots contains data from
appro=imately one-half of an orbit. Approximately 80_ of the
orbits during the period from June 9, 1966, to August )0. ]q68,
are represented in this data set. Similar plots on a
logarithmic scale covering about the same percent of orbits for
the same period are found in microfilm data set 66 O49A _.
.....................
Data set name TABULATIONS OF ) MIN AVI_ACI_) PULSE
RAIES ON MICROFILM
NSSOC ID 66 O49A 23H, ]-MIN AVC ION CHAM RATE LIST.MFLM
lime period covered 06/09/66 TO 08/10/68
Quantity of data - 5 REELS OF M]CROFIIM
Ibis pulse rate data set is on five reels of ]6 mm
microfilm generated at NSSDC from computer printout submitted
by the exper,menter. The pulsing rate of the ionization
chamber, in normalized pulses per second, _s presented in four
forms: unfiltered pulses, filtered pulses, clock pulses, and
analog word pulses. Each of the rates represents data averaged
over a period of ] m;n. Also included are the original reel,
file. and record numbers from which these data were obtained
indication of mhether the data mere playback or real time;
_d the rate at which these data mere telemetered. These data
are time ordered and cover approximately 70_ of the period from
June 9. 1q66, to August 10, 1968.
Data set name PLOTS OF 1-M]N AVERACED PUI SE RATES VS
lIME NEAR PFRICEE ON MICROFILM
NSSOC ]D 66 O4qA _3J, ] MIN AVCD PERICEI RATE VS T MFLM
lime period covered 06/11/66 T0 08/10/68
Quantity of data _ REF-LS OF MICROFILM
This data set cons;sis of tlme-ordered, ]-m;n averages of
the number of normalized ionization chamber pulses per second
times 1000, plotted on a logarithmic scale, on two reels of
16 me microfilm. This m_crofilm was generated at NSSDC from
334 plots submitted by the eKperimenter. _ch of the plots
contains data for a region Up to _ h on either 5ida of perigee.
Approximately 15S of the orbits during the period from June 11,
1966, to August 10, 1968, are represented in this data set.
.....................
Data set name PLOTS OF 2-MIN AVERAC_ PULSE RATES VS
TIME ON MICROFILM
H_SOC ]D 66 04QA-_3K, ? MIN AVCD RATE VS T MICROFILM
T0me period covered 06/09/66 TO O8/10/60
_uantity of data - 2 REFJ-S OF MICROFILM
This data set consists of time-ordered, 2 m;n averages of
the number of normalized ionization chamber pulses per second
tiies 1OOO. plotted on a |ogarithmlc scale on two reels of
16-mm microfilm generated at NSSDC from plots'submitted by the
emperimenter. Each of the 383 plots contains data for up to
one orbit (apogee to apogee). Approximately _ of the orbits
during the period from June Q. 1966. to August 10. 1968. are
represented ;n this data set.
NSSI)C ID 68-014A-000. EPHHRS PLOTS,NUITIC00RD SYSTEHS
lime period covered 03/04/68 l0 10/04/7]
Quantity of data - S REELS OF MICROFILM
This multlcoordinate ephemeris data set is contained on
one reel of ]6 mm microfilm and four reels of 3S-mm microfilm
generated by Dr. Christopher Russell of UCLA_ The data set
cons;sis of two dimensional projections of individual orb;Is,
;n a variety of coordinate systems. There are nine plots of
each orbit, three in CSE coordinates, three in CSN coordinates,
one in geocentr;c solar cylindrlcal coordinates, one local t;me
vs L-value plot, and one polar plot of radial distance vs
magnetic latitude.
Data set name - TABLE OF F_°H_4BIS PARAML_F_S ON
MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 68 O]4A ODE, LAW_N_E BAD LAB EPHLMERIS LISI_
Time period covered - 03/04/68 IO 04/_6/10
_uantity of da_a - ]2 REELS OF MICROFILM
This eiper;menter supplied data set contains OCO 5
ephemeris informat,on listed at variable time intervals (5 s
near perigee, 10 min near apogee) on l_ reels of 3_ Im
microfilm. Ephemeris parameters include radial distance,
geomagnetic latitude (not invariant latitude, derived from the
subsatelli te point), L, B/BO, C_E and CSH la ti rude and
longitude, and geographic and geomagnetic local time Orbital
parameters are also listed at the start of each orbit. Th_s
data set was supplied by Dr H. _est of the Lawrence Radiation
Laboratory and covers the first 3010CO _ orbits (March 4,
1_68, to April _6, 19701
eGO 5, AND_rSON
_N_C_TIC RADIATIONS FROM SOLAR FLARES
......................
Data set name 147 SECOND-AVE}_ACE_ EJ_ECTRON AND X-RAY
COUN1 RAILS ON MAONF_IC TAPE
NSSDC ]D 68 014A 04A. 14/S AV _.ECI&X RAY CN1 RTES,1APE
1;me period covered 05/31/68 T0 10/04/6q
_oantity oT dale 3 REdS OF TAPE
This experimenter supplied count rate data set is on
three 7 track 566 bpi magnetic tapes written in a BCD card
' ' fach card image
image format on a COC 6OO0 series computer
includes the day of year. seconds of the day CUT).
147.456 s averaged electron coun_ rates from the two energy
channels mith ranges of _ to _7 keY and _K) to 90 keY, and 40 s
averages from channels ] and 8 of the X-ray detector
corresponding to energies from 9.6 to 19_ keV and greater than
1_8 keY. [_ch _960 character physical record contains 37
80 character logical records DaLa coverage is limited to
spacecraft alt;tudes greater than BO,O00 km, i e., about 61_ of
each orbit.
Data set name - 40 S_C AV_RACE_) X-RAY COUNT RATES ON
HAChlE_IC TAPE
NSSDC ID 68 014A O4B, 40 SIC AVC X RAY coUNT RATE, 1APE
Time period covered 03/08/68 10 10/04/6q
Quantity of data - 10 R_LS O| IAPI
This experimenter supplied X ray count rate data set _s
on 10 I track. 556 bpi. magnetic tapes written in a BCD card
image format on a CDC 6000 series computer- bch card image
includes _he day of year, seconds of the day (t_). and eight
channels of unnormalized 3q B64 _, averafled X ray count rates
corresponding to energy interval_, of q _ I.o 1_ _, 19 _ to 3_,
32 to 48, 48 to 64, 64 to BO, HOLo 104. 104 be 128, and
greater than 1_8 keV. Each 2960 character physical record
contains 3? 80 character logical records
.............................................
Data set name PROTON AND ALPHA PARTICLE cOUNT RATES ON
MAONL3IC TAPE
NSSOC ID 66 014A O4C, pROTON_ALPHA COU_FI RATS.MAC.TAPES
l;me perked covered - 03/08/68 TO 11/11/69
Quantity of data 2 REELS OF TAPE
lhls eaperlmenter supplied proton and alpha particle
count rate data set ;s on two I track, 556-bp;, magnetic tapes
written in a BCD card image format. E_ch card _mage includes
the day of year, seconds of the day (ILl]), and si= averaged
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count rates: 147-s average for the proton and alpha particle
channel with the mnergy rangm of 7 to _OMeV/nucleon, and
9.216-s averages for the other five proton and alpha particle
channelm, with enmrgy ranges of _0 to 45. 45 to 80. 130 to 130.
130 to _00, and greater than 200 HeY/nucleon. Data coverage
mas limited to spacecraft altitudes greater thmn 80,000 km,
i.e.. about 67Z of each orbit.
........................
0CO 5. BARTH
ULIRAV IOL_/ A IRCL 01#
...................................
Dmta set name AIRGLOW INTENSITIES AT 1304 A AND 1216 A
ON HACNETIC TAPES
NSSOC ID 68-OI4A-21A0 AIRCLOW INTENSITIES (1304A, I216A)
Time period covered 03/04/66 TO 06/28/72
Quantity of data 456 RFELS OF TAPE
This reduced airglow ;ntenslty data set mas generated at
NSSOC, from magnetic tapes supplied by the eiper;monter, on 456
reformatted I trick, S56-bp;0 odd-parity, magnetic tapes
generated in ]I_ /094 format. _ch tape contains one orbit of
experiment data and consists of one file of information
colposed of one 2_-word orbit information record° one 1B-word
attitude/orbit data record, and approximately 3750 438-mord
records at ]-Iin intervals, each containing 78 words of
attitude/orbit data and 60 6 mord sets of experiment data at
] s intervals. All mords are 36 bits long. The channel A and
B outputs are presented as data numbers that range in magnitude
from 0 be 255. Conversion values are available _o transform
these data numbers ;nbo k;Iorayleighs. Parameters provided
include time and position relative to the earth, the sun. and
the earth's magnetic field.
Data set name CALCOMP PLOTS OF UV AIRGLOW AT 1_16 A
AND 1304 A ON MICROFILM
NI_OC ID 68 014A 2IB, UV AIRGLOW PLOTS(1216A&1304A)MILM
lime period covered 03/27/68 TO 05/_0/69
qu,ntlty of data l RE[, OF MICROFILM
Some of the OCO 5 two-channel photometer emperiment data
were presented on experimenter supplied Calcomp plOtS and were
copied onto one reel of 35 am microfilm at NSSDC. This data
set contains a plot of every ]Oth orbit for orbits ]0 to |50
and for orbits _60 to 360 Although basically the same data
parameters are presented throughout the film, values from the
first set of orbits are shown in one formaL, and those of the
second set of orbits are displayed ;n a different format. In
the first seE's format, the data from each orbit are displayed
on three graphs, each containing two curves, and all plots
share true anomaly (designated as m EIAi) as a common linear
abscissa scale. Solar zenith angle and magnetic latitude
values are plotted on the top graph, spacecraft position (right
ascension and declination) values are show. on Lhe middle
grmph, and the experiment outputs in kilorayleighs at
wavelengths of 1_16 A and ]304 A compose the bottom graph
Beneath the abscissa scale are printed values for geocentric
rad;al d;stance, calendar date, and CH]_ The orbit number is
printed beneath Lhese values, For the second set. the
parameter values are displayed on two graphs, each containing
four curves, and again are presented so that _ll plots share
true anomaly as a common tinear abscissa The detector outputs
expressed in kilorayle,ghs at aaveJengths of 1216 A and 1304 A
are shown on the top graph, along with values for Lhe solar
zenith angle and spacecraft radial distance. Value_ for the
f()ll<)wing four parameters _re plotted on the bottom graph:
spacecraft right ascension and declination, longitude, and
magnetic latitude The orbit number is printed beneath the
abscissa scale.
DCO 5, H[AMON1
CEOCORONAI L YHAN AI PHA MI ASUI_EN1
Oat• set name - IYMAN ALPHA G[OCORONA[ OATA ON MACNflIC
TAPE3
NSSDC ID 68 014A _A, IYMAN ALPHA C[OCORONA DATA, MTAPE
I;me period covered 03/05/6B 10 12/31/69
Quantity of data 32 RE_JS OF IAPI
This data set is on 32 9 track. 1600-bpi0 magnetic tapes
written on an ISH 360/6S computer i. a floating point format.
The number or files per tape varies from 4 L_ _. _ch file
contains the dale for an entire orbit and ;s arranged a;th a
file label followed by : variable number of records The
records are of variable len th and contain about 3 min of data.
In addition to the measured Lyman alpha intensity, several
other parameters are presented° including attitude, altitude,
location, and time.
..........................................................
000 5, COLEMAN, JR.
PARTICLE WAVE STUDy
............................................
Data set name REAL TIME TELE_4E_I_ED FtECTRON DAIA, 0.05
TO 1_2 HEY ON MA(:NE--rIC /APE
NSSOC ID 68-O14A-I3A, ELECTRON FLUX (6DIR) .05 1.2 MEV
Time period covered - 03/05/68 10 04/20/70
Quantity of data - 89 REELS OF 1APE
This electron count rate data set contains all available
significant real-time telemetered data from this experiment for
the inclusive time period, on @q experimenter-generated. Q or
Z-track magnetic tapes with I_ 360 elght-bit bytes. An
experimenter-provided program that calculates the fluies of
part;ties is available. The program ;n its currmnt form is
expensive to run but contains calibration tables, etc.,
necessary to reduce the data. The physical record si ze of
these _apes is 4088 bytes. For each physmcal record, the first
eight bytes are sensor calibration data. followed nominally by
up to 255 logical records of 16 bytes each ContJiping data
quality flags, channel number, time data flags, mode flags, and
the electron count rates. Since this experiment was designed to
study mmgnetospheric disturbances0 data from tiles when no
change in the count rate occurred Ire not included on these
tapes. NSSDC has found physical records where the first seven
data records are filled with irregular-looking data that do not
fit _his format, followed by apparently good data for the rest
of the physical record_ Physical records containing fewer than
_55 logical data records are p_dded out mmth blanks_
Data set name TAPE PLAYBACK E_ECTRON DATA, 005 TO 1._
MEV ON HA(:_IETIC TAPE
NS._DC 1D 68 014A-136, PLAYBACK FIECTRON [tUX .05 ].2HEY
Time period covered 03/30/6B TO 0_/14/7]
Quantity of data 6 H_S DF TAPf
]h;s electron count rate data seL contains all available
significant playback data from this e=per;ment for the
inclusive Lime period on s;_ experimenter generated, g or
/ track magnetic tapes mith IB_ 360 eighL bit bytes. An
experimenter provided program that calculates the fluxes of
parL_cle_ is available. The program ;n _t_ current form is
expend;re to run, but contains calibration tables, eLc.,
necessary to reduce the data. The physical record s,ze of
these tapes is 408ff bytes For each physical record, the first
eight bytes are sensor calibration dale, folloled by up t_o 255
logical records of ]6 bytes each containing dale quality flags,
channel number, time data flags, mode flags, and the electron
count rates Since this e=periment was designed to study
magnetospheric disturbances, data from times when no change in
the count rate was detected are flOt included On these tape_.
NSSDC has found physical records where the first seven data
records are filled mith irregular-looking data that do not fit
this format, followed by apparently good data for the rest of
the phys,caJ record Physical records conta+ning fewer than
25_ logical data records are padded out mith blanks
(ICll _, Call [MAN, JR
UCI A IHIAXIA[ FLUXCATL MACNE_OMEIE_
Data set name ]-MIN AV_ACN) VICTOR MACN[_IC FIIID
DATA ON MICROFILM
N_SI)( ll) 68 014A 14A, 1 MIN B I ILLD ROADHAP PLOIS,Mf aim
I+m,r p*'riod ((ivered 03/05/68 10 11/1B/69
_uaHl. ity of data 16 REELS OF MICROFILH
This data set contains all ezisting data for the time
period cited, on 16 reels of 35-mm microfilm. The data are
presented as plots of l-m;n averaged Cartesian components and
averaged magnitude vs time. with _ h of data per frame and are
available in three separate coordinate systems: spacecraft body
coordi.ates, CS1 coordinates, and CSM coordinates In
addition, l m;n values of _he rms fluctuation amplitude for the
signal between O.Ol HZ and the sampling frequency are presented
for each axis and for the field magnmtude. A measure of the
number of g(_Dd data points _hat eere used to generate each
average is plotted on the same frame A central processing
program has attemp ted to remove or correct identifiable bad
data. and. for the most part, the data are clean and reliable
to within plus or minus 0.063 nT for relative chan@es Offset
errors of up to lO nT are present in these data, so for
absolute magnitudes the data must be used wlth caution 1he
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data are intended to be used as road maps of the satellite
location in space.
Data set nime - I MIN AVC VECTOR MACNETIC FIEJ-D AND RMS
NOISE AMPLITUOf DAIA TAPES IN S/C CDORD.
NSSDC IO 68 OI4A 14B, 1 MIN AVC 0 FIEID,S/C COORDS,IAPE
Time period covered 03/05/68 TO Og/01/68
Quantity of data 14 REJ_I-S OF TAP[
These elperimenter supplied data consist of time-ordered,
]-min averaged vector magnetic field Cartesian componenLs in
spacecraft coordinates, the magnetic field magnitude, the rms
deviations of each component and of the total field, and a data
quality indicator, The data are on I4 UCLA standard-labeled 7
and Q track, BOO-bpi, IBN 360, binary magnetic tapes, with f;ve
data files per tape. F_lch file corresponds to one orbit.
lhere are header and trailer files between each data file,
totaling 15 files per tape, lI_8 logical records per physical
record, and a block s_ze of 5132 words There are no ephemeris
data on these tapes. Offset corrections will have to be
applied to these data to obtain accuracy in absolute magnitudes
of better than ]0 nT, but relative changes are reliable to
0.063 n] per component.
Data set name 4 60B SEC AV_ACFD EIUXCATE MACNF]OMflFR
DAIA IN SPACECRAFI COORDINATES ON TAPE
NSSDC ]D 68 OI4A 14C, 46 S AVC B flELD,S/C COORDS,TAPt
Time period covered 03/05/68 TO 01/10/69
Quantity of data 5 RE_•S OF 1APE
This magnetic field data set ;s on ]9
experimenter supplied, 9 track, 800 bpi, binary magnetic tapes
generated on an IBM 360/91 computer [_lch tape contains data
files with a header and trailer flJe for each data file Each
file contains overlapping data into the nell orbit aL perigee.
As offset corrections are introduced at apogee and extrapolated
backward and formard in time throughout each orbit, these
overlapping periods in general will noL exactly agree, fach
physical record contains I2B logical records of sil words each.
Each logical record contains Bishop time (lOLhs of seconds
since January ], 1966), the vect_)r magnetic field as averaged
over 4.6OB s in spacecraft coordinates, the total field
magnitude, and a quality indicator Offset corrections will
have to be applied Lo these data to ()htalf_ accuracy _n absolute
magnitudes of better than 10 nl. huL relative changes are
reliable to O.12B nl per componer=L
Data set name 4 608 S AV_AGfD F I UXCA 11 MACN[ 1 ()M[ I t H
B FIELD PLOTS IN S/C CO()RI)S 0N MICROFILM
NSSOC ID 6B_O14A-]4D, 4.6 S AV B FLD pLT,S/C COORD.MFLM
l_me period covered 03/05/68 T0 08/06/69
_uantity of data 40 RE£XS Of MICRDf[IH
These 4.608 s averages of the flu=gate magnetometer data,
plotted on 40 reels of 35-mm microfilm, are supplied by the
experimenter principally to permit the study of magnetic field
variations with 4-s resolution. Each frame contains 20 mln of
data. The three vector Cartesian components ;n spacecraft
coordinates and the magnetic f_eld magnitude are plotted on a
linear scale against a common time dais. Also ;ncluded are
initial and final ephemeris informal;on for each frame, such as
I value, radius, magnetic latitude, and either the total
magnitude and Cartesian components of the magnetic field, plus
the geographic latitude and longitude, or £he CSE and CSH
latitude and longitude Because of coarseness of scale and
accuracy of these plots, the magnetic Lape data set 6B-O|4A |4C
should be used where accurate field values are required,
especially when the ambient field is smal} lhe first 37
orbits of data were plotted from prcl im_nary versions of the
data tapes in data set 68 O]4A 14C and, unfortunately, contain
offset errors of up to _2 nT. lhe Cc>FrecL*oH_ of Lhe plotted
values to the tape data values are included ;n the
documentation that will be sent with requests for these data
Note that even the tape data contain offset errors that must be
accounted for by a user requiring absolute magnitude accuracy
of better than 10 nT.
...........................................
Data set name )-MIN AVC VECTOR HAGNFIIC FIELD DATA ON
TAPE IN CSE. COORDINATES
•NSSOC ID 68 0)4A 14E, ]-MIN AVC B-FIEJ-D,CSf C00RD.,TAPE
Time period covered 03/0S/68 TO 09/01/68
Quantity of data - 14 REELS OF TAPE
These experimenter-supplied data are the time ordered,
1 m_n averaged vecf_or magnetic field Cartesian components and
field magnitudes (data set 6B O14A )4HI, which the e=perimenter
has rotated into GSE coordinates. The spacecraft position in
CSE is also included. The data are on ]4 UCLA
standard-labeled, 7- and Q track, BOO-bpi, IBM 360 binary
magnetic tapes, with five data files per tape and one orbit per
file. There are header and trailer files for each _ata file,
totaling ]5 files per tape. The block size is 1232 characters.
Offset corrections will have t_) be applied _o these data _o
obtain accuracy _n absolute magnitudes of better than IO nl,
but relative changes are reliable _o 0 063 nl per component
Data set name ] MIN AVC VECTOR MAGNFIIC FIFLD DAIA ON
TAPE IN CSH COORDINATES
NSSDC ID 6@ 014A 14F, I MIN AVC B FIELD,CSM C00RD.,IAP[
lime period covered - 03/05/68 TO Ob/05/lO
Quantity of data ]5 REELS OF TAPE
These data. supptled by the experimenter, consist of
time ordered, _ min averaged vector magnetic field Cartesian
components and field magnitudes, which the e_perimenter has
rotated into C_ coordinates Al_o included are Bishop time
(IOths of seconds since January 1, 1966), the spacecraft
position in CSM coordinates, and the radial distance in earth
rad_ The data are on 15 UCL_ standard labeled, 7- and
9 track. BOO-bpi. IBM 360. binary magnetic tapes, with five
data files per tape and one orb;t period per data file. There
is header and trailer file for each data file, totaling 1_
file_ per tape The block size ;s 123P characters. Offset
corrections mill have _o be applied to these data to obtain
accuricy in absolute magnitudes of better than lO nI. but
relative changes are reliable to 0.063 nl per component.
Data set name tISTINC Of MACN_10SPH_RIC-B, HOD[L B, [,
DIPOLL DATA ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 6B O14A 14H, MACNE]0SPH_IC B,HODEI B,t ,DIPOIL
lime period covered - 03/06/68 TO 08/30/11
Quantity of data 4 RE_LS OF H]CROT]tH
Th_s magnetic field data set is on four reels of 16 mm
microfilm generated at NSSDC from an experimenter submitted
printout lhe two page, IdipoJe" printout ;_ a listing of the
field measured by the OCO S Flu_gate Magnetometer every minute
around perigee and a comparison with field models 1he first
seven columns of page 1 list the following: day of year
(January ]:1). month and day. hour and minute, geocentric
distance in earth rid;;, • value, magnetic latitude, and local
time. The neat nine columns list the earth's main magnetic
field a predicted by Jensen and Cain (|g62), the measured
field, _nd the difference hetmeen them, all ;n nl and CSM
coordinates. The neat three columns give the W. P Olson
(Iq6_) field components expected for a magnetopause current
system w_th tilt included. The last column gives the
difference of the scalar magnitudes, leisured minus predicted,
using the Jensen-Ciin model. The second page repeats the £ime
in hours and minutes and then lists the Jensen Cain field, the
measured field, the difference field, and the Olson correction
in dipole coordinates. Dipole coordinates are defined so that
the Z axis is parallel to the earth's geomagnetic dipole a_;s.
and the Y axis is perpendicular to the • mils and to the radius
vector from the center of the earth, i.e., perpendicular to the
magnetic meridian. It points ;n the direction oF electron
gradient drift. The last s;= columns give the inclination and
declination as predicted by Jensen and Cain. as measured, and
as predicted when the Olson corrections are added. Inclination
is the angle of the f_eld with the local horizontal
Declination ;s the clock angle around the radius vector.
.............................
Oata set name HICHEST T]HE RESOLUIION ]NT_IPLANETARY B
DATA FROM ORBITS P TO 7 FOR SPFCTRUM ANAt.
NSSDC ID 68 O14A 14], 8Jk64KBS B FI_ FOR SPECTRUM ANAl YS
Time per;od covered - 03/01/68 10 03/21/68
Quantity of data 15 RE_LS OF TAPE
This high bit rite magnetic field data set is contained
on 1S Q-track, 800-bpi. magnetic tapes written on an IBM 360
computer. This data set contains data for orbits _ through 7,
with 50 points per second at 64 kbs and S points per second at
8 kbs A physical record contains 12B logical records of S_I
32 bit words. A data record cons;sts of Bishop t;me (IOths of
seconds since January 1, 1966); X, Y, ind _ spacecraft
components of the magnetic field in nI; total field magnitude
9q
in nT; and a quality indicator.
.................................................
OCO S, CROOK
pLASMA WAVE DETECTOR
................................................
Data 8eL name - ORICINAL ELECTRIC FIELD SPNOCRANS ON
MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 68-014A 24A, 0 30 KHZ E FIELD SONOCRAHS, MFILM
Time period covered 03/11/69 TO 01/03/71
Quantity of data 40 REELS OF MICROFILM
This data set consists of electric field sonograms, aiEh
time as one az;s and frequency as the other° generated by the
leper;mentor from analog data, on 40 reels of 35-am microfilm.
The intensity of the pattern indicates the relaEive power ;n an
emission. The data cover an average of 3 h per day for B days
interspersed bellmen March 27 and September 15, 1968. The data
mere processed at _ rate of ]6 s per inch. The frequency
;ntervals ;ncluded ; the set are 0 to 2.5, 0 to 5. 0 to 10, 9
to ]0, 0 to _0, and 10 to 30 kHz, with the 0 to 5, 0 to 10, and
0 to _0 kHz intervals presented most often. The analog data
used t_ generate these sonograms are from one axis of thethree
orthogonal dipoles of the TF_/ Plasma Wave Detect_)r.
Sensitivity calibration of the electric field amplitude vs
frequency informa¢ion ;s not included in this data set. Data
set 68-014A 24E is also contained on these reels.
Data set name TABULATED 3-MENUTE EJ-[CTRIC AND MACNETIC
WAVE ENVE[ OPES ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 69-014A-24C. 3 MIN AVC E*B D]CITA1 CHAN. MFILM
1;me period covered 03/1]/68 TO 0]/11/71
Quantity of dale 5 R[JLLS OF MICROFILM
These electric and magnetic field component magnitude
data are contained on four reels of 3_-mm microfilm of
computer-generated listings made at TER@ The microfilm
contl,ns no data of questionable validity the maximum,
minimum, and average values, and the standard deviations of all
the electric and magnetic field digital data (scalar sum over
three axes of field component magnitudes), are given for each
of the 12 frequency channels and for each 3._6-min eRperiment
cycle, and are tabulated as functions of time Ihese data
indicate the omnid'rectionaJ noise amplitude in the various
d,_creLe frequency channels between 0.56 and /0 kHz. ]he
number of data points used ;n each calculation is included, and
these numbers can be used to determine the data quality.
Data set name 3.26 MIN AVERACED E_ECIREC AND MACNEIIC
DICIIAI SPECIR_ ANALYSES ON MACNFTIC 1APE
NSSDC If) 6B OI4A _41), 3 MIN AVC E*9 DICIIAI CHAN. TAPf
l,me period covered 0]/00/69 TO 03/00/10
(Date supplied by experimenter)
Quantity of data 5 REEFS OF tAPE
[his data set contains the electric and magnetic field
component magnitude data of data set 68-014A 24C, on five
7 track. 800 bpi. BCD magnetic print tapes, generated by the
experimenter aL TRW They contain no data of questionable
validity lhe maximum, minimum, and average values, and the
standard deviation5 of all the electric and magnetic field
digital data (scalar sum over three axes of field component
magnitude), are given for each of the 17 frequency channels
and,. for each 3.26 min e=periment cycle, as functions of time
]hese data indicate the omnidirectional noise amplitude in the
var*orj_, discrete frequency channels between 0.56 and 70 kHz
Tht! Ii*,mb_r (_f p(>=nts used in each calculation ts included, and
t.h_'..f, f_L,mb_'r. ¢'a_ he used to indicate the data qual ity
Per ,()d_. c,F d_t,_ ear I ler than January 1969 are not avai lable on
magr_e_t,_ ¢ t.ap*:
Data set name SF_ECrI_) 0 10 KH/ SPECTRA, NACMFTOSPH[_IC
AND PLASMASPH[RIC BOUNOARIES DN MICROFIIM
NSSDC ID 6B O]4A 24E, MSPH PLASPH BNDRy SONDCRAMS,ME[tM
llme period covered 03/14/68 10 05/1_/6q
Quantity of data 14 RF}LS OF MICROFILM
These data are electric field sonograms similar to those
contained in data set 69 014A _4A but include only data from
selected magnetopause to plasmapause crossings (containing
interesting features in the 0 to-tO kttz bandwidth). These
experimenter generated daba are plotted on 14 reels of 35 mm
microfilm lhese sonograms have time as one a.is and frequency
as the other, and the intensity of the pattern indicates the
relative power ;n an emission. Parts of data set 68-014A-24A
ire also containld on these reel_.
..............................................
0C9 5, HADO9CK
50 KHZ TO 3.5 HHZ SOLAR RAOIO ASTRONOMY
IN EIO_T STFJ_S
.......................................
Data set name - SOLAR RADIO _ISSIONS VS TIME FOR
9 FREQUENCy CHANNELS. ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 69-014A-20A. PLOTS OF RADIO FLUX VS TIRf. HFILM
Time period covered - 03/05/69 10 Oq/30/1]
Quantity of data - 50 RFFIS OF MICROFILM
This experlmenter-supplied data set contains partially
reduced radio astronom_ data on 50 reels of 35 mm m;croflJm.
The output voltages of the eight frequency channels are
displayed ;n parallel, with the time al;s running along the
length of the fill. The plots of the outputs of the eight
channels are stacked across the _;dth of the film, with the
3.5 HHz channel Iocatmd at the top end thl seven remaining
channels displayed belom in order of decreasing frequency. The
might tracings have the same time reference, i.e., a vertical
line through all traces corresponds to the sale time. bch
frame on the microfilm contains 39 m;n of data. Blank spaces
between frames are not data gaps but are due _o the processing
machine used. Each frame is labeled with the date and
start time CUT) for the frame, the number of the input data
tape, and the number of the file on the input tape. Tick marks
on the left side indicate the zero voltage levels for the eight
outputs, and tick marks along the time axls indicate half hour
intervals. Because of the compressed time scale, inflight
calibration signals appear as short vertical lines about ]0 mln
apart Attitude information, if v "a a*lable, is also
incorporated, including time marks for apogee and perigee
passes. Eor the period of March ]g59 through June 1969, the
data coverage was fairly complete with a total of /_1_ h. Data
for the period April _4, 1968, to June 19, 1968 (nonstepping
mode, 3.5 _z), mere not processed For the time period
between July IQ6Q and Eebruary 1970. only sparse data were
received, and the t_tal coverage was Jess than 2000 h. Data at
a particular time may be marred by inflight calibrations, data
gaps in coverage, sporadic spacecraft interTerence, or
ionospheric noise Selected events have been replotted by the
experimenter on large Calcomp ploLs. These Calcomp plots are
available for viewing from the University of Hichigan ;n Ann
Arbor.
OCO 5, HLPPNI]_
MACJqFTIC SURVEY _ENC l_O MACJqETOMFTERS
Data set name SCALAR RUgIDIUM MACNEIDMFIFH MAC;N[IIC
FIELD MIASUR_MINIS ON 35 Mm_M M]CRDFIIM
NSSDC IO 68 014A IbA. SCALAR 9 FIII D VS tiME PIOIS,MEIM
lime period covered 03/0_/69 TO 05/13//0
_uantity of data 71 REELS OF MICROFILM
Thls da_a set, on 71 reels of 35 mm microfilm, generated
by the experimenter and edited for bad data, contains plots of
the magnetic field magnitude measured by the rubidium sensor,
and the difference field between the measured 1// s value and
the value calculated from the Cain CStC field model dated 1966
there are |_0 s of data plotted per 3b mm frame These data
are capable of being used for deriving vector f,eld information
every 2q_ s This vector information is most accurate when the
field magnitude is in the v,c_n_ty of _0 nl and the ambient
field is sLeady. [hls data set contain_ many Lime gaps, Ihich
are due to telemetry gaps, times whe_ the in_troment was turned
off, and edited intervals
Data seL name 36.9 SIC AVC MACNITIC II(ID VECTORS IN
SPACECRAft AND VARIOUS CIOI_YSICAt CODRDS
NSSDC ID 68 OI4A-ISP, 36 q S AVC B-FIELD VECTORS, MlltM
I,me period covered 03/15/69 TO 03/08/70
_uantity of data 141 RE[IS (IF MICROF][M
This data set consists of 36 968 s averages of the
magnetometer measurements on 141 reels of 16 mm microfilm
submitted by the e_per,menter. Each set of six lines
corresponds to one averaging interval the meaning of each
number 15 summarized at the Lop of each frame of microfilm
The first line lists the following: DAY = day of Iyear; YR Me
DY = year, month, and day of month; MS 0t DY _ milliseconds of
day (this time is the center of the 36.969 s averaging
interval); HRHNSEC = hour. minute, and second; X BODY, Y 90DY,
• BUOY the leisured field components in spacecraft body
lO0
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coordinates; IF/ = the measured field intensity; FDI:-V =
standard deviation of the 36.868 s set of measured field
intensities; NRX. NRY. I_Z = the number of measurements of the
X. Y, and Z axis fluxgate sensors used ;n the average (Ill
acceptable data points are used ;n the average, thus this
number varies with the spBcecrafE telemetry bit robe); and NRF
the number of individual values of /F/ used ;n the average.
The second line lists (in topographic coordinates) FC1, FC_,
and FC3 = measured field Cartesian X, Y, and Z components; BC1,
BC2, and BC.3 = model field Cartes;an X. Y, and Z compo, ents;
OXC, DYC, DZC = difference (measured f;eldmodel field)
components; IF/, D, I = measured magnitude, declination, ind
inclination; and /B/. DC. 1C = Iodel f_eld magnitude.
declination, ind inclination. The third line lists (in SH
c_<)rdinates) FSCM1, FSCH_, and FSCH3 : measured components;
BSCH]. BSCM2, and BSCM3 = model field components; DSCSM, DYSCH,
and D/SCM = vector difference components; 1F/. PHISCMF. and
THSCHF = measured spherical components, magnitude, azimuth, and
elevation; ind t8/. PHISCHB. and THSCMB = model field,
spherical components. The fourth and fifth lines list the same
isquantities the third line but in CSH and CSE coordinates,respectively The sixth line lists CEX, CEY, and C_ = the
satellite's posiEion in CEI coordinates, in units of
kilometers; CCR = geocentric distance; LA1 and LONC :
geographic laEitude and longitude of the subsatellite polnE, in
degrees; H = altitude in kilometers; I : McIIla;n parameter;
P12. 1_3. P]3. H1. H2. and 143 = quality parameters EÙ check the
transformation mitrices used (the first three should be zero
and the last three unity). The model field used is the CSFC
(12/66) Main F_eld Model of Cain eL el. (1967).
OCO 5, KREPIIN
SÙLAR X RAY EMISSIONS
Data see name SOLAR X RAY VARIATION ON H]CROF]tH
NSSDC ID 68 OI4A 23A, SOLAR X RAY VARIAIION ON MFILH
Time period covered - 03108/68 TO 12/27/69
Quantity of data 1R_I OF M]CROFIEM
This daEa set contains images of ISO X-ray count race
plots on one reel of microfilm. _ach plot displays three
curves of count rates (counts/s) vs Lime (hours and minutes)
The three curves are data from channel I. the sum of channels 2
and 3. and the sum of channels 4 through 8. Also noted on each
pIoE are Ehe start and slop times and dales, and the EelemeEry
bit rate.
0C0 5, MEYER
COSMIC RAY EL ECTRONS
Data see name - SELECTION OI VARIDUS PLOTS FOR PROIONS
AND FOR _JECTRONS DN MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 68-014A OQA, PROTON * FIECIRON FLUX PtDIS,MFLM
Time period covered 03/05/68 TO 07/]3172
_uanEity of daEa 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
Ibis experimenter supplied data set, on one reel of 3S mm
microfilm, conEains four sees of plots: (i) proEon fluK vs Lime
(90 to 110 MeV); (2) proton integral flux vs E;me (I43 to 169
HeV); (3) electron integral flux vs time (12 to 45 HEY); and
(4) set of 19 special electron (]2 Eo 45 HeV) and 5 proton
(90 _o 110 HeY) integral flux plots of electron flare events
Set (1) covers the period March 5. 1968. to August I_. )qTI;
sets (2) and (3) both cover the periods March 5. lq68. t_
August 1_. I971. and June 3 to July 14. 1972; and set (4)
covers flare events between June q, I968, and January 2q, I971.
The data are in chronological order within sees (11. (_). and
(3). Hose of the plots cover four orbits each. giving the
average rates over 4-h periods The particle energy range.
orbit number, and averaging interval appear at the top of each
plot_
.........................
Data set name - PARTICLE ACCUMULATIONS AND PULS_ REICH]
ANALYSIS ON HAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 68 OI4A-OgB, 1MIN CHARCEI) PART ACCUMS+PHA,TAPE
Time period covered 03/05168 TO 07/14/72
_uantiEy of dale 106 REELS OF TAPE
This exper;aenLer supplied data see consists of prescaled
l-m;n charged particle accumulat;ons and pulse height analysis,
on IOq • Erack, 800-bpi. binary magnetic tapes, written using
an XDS 930 computer. There are, in general, five files of data
per tape with an end of-file mark at the end of each and a
double end of file mark at the end of the last file on a tape.
Each file contains one orbit of data There are a variable
number of physical records per f_le, but each physical record
will always be a mull;pie of 15 words (60 characters) and fewer
than or equal _o 1200 words toEal. A physical record contains
time (UT) ; the individual telescope detector 1 m;n
accumulatlons DO, D1, 02, D3. A1. and A2; coincidence modes
DOOID2D3 not A1 hoe A2, DODID2D3A2 not AI, and 0002D3 noE AI;
pulse height analysis of D_ output (seven channels) and 03
output (eight channels) for cmrtain coincidence modes; various
data quality flags; telemetry bit rate (1, 8, or 64 kbs); and
several housekeeping parameters All telemetry frames wiEh
overlap or erroneous time ;nformatlon have been deleted, the
time coverage iS about 8011[ for spacecraft altitudes above
80,000 Am.
...........................................
0C0 S, SHARp
LICHI ION RASS HACNETIC spECTROMETER
Data set name OXYGEN. HELIUM. AND HYDROCFN ION
CONCFNTRATIONS AND EPHEM DAIA DN MAC TAPE
NSSK ID 68 OI4A ISA, O, HE, _ H ION CONICS * IJ_HEH,TAPE
l_me period covered 03/07/68 TO O5/31/69
Quantity of data - 14 REELS OF IAPE
This ion concentration data see was supplied by the
experimenter on 14 • track. 800 bpi. Univac 1108. binary
magnetic _apes. There ire T to l_ files per tape, and the
Capes contain header records in BCD formaL. The following
information is contained on each tape: Lime. ,on concentrations
of oxygen, helium, and hydrogen ions, geodeEic longitude.
latitude and altitude, HcIlwain L, geocentric distance, local
time, magnetic latitude, egress latitude, and ingress latitude.
With the except;on of the time span from April 24 _c> June I2,
1968, there is compleEe coverage over the Lime period
indkcated.
0C0 S, SIMPSON
LOW EMERCY HEAVY COSMIC-RAY PARTICLES
DIta set name HIQI ATOMIC WLICH1, LOW ENERCY COSMIC RAY
COUNT RATES • P.H.A. DAIA DN MACNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 68 014A _IA, HI 2,10 E,C R COUNI RTIS•PHA DATA
lime period covered 03/05/68 TO O7/14/Z2
Quantity of data -- 6 RFJ_LS OF TAPE
lhis daEa see consists of reduced cosmic ray telescope
counting rates and pulse height analyzer data on six • Crack.
556 bpI, binary magnetic tapes written on an XDS g30 computer.
The data are time ordered with a variable number of files per
tape and a variable number of physical records per file. Each
dlta record (physical record) conba;ns _00 logical records w;Eh
three _4 bit words each. Ihese three words contain the three
coincidence-mode count rates, from nuclei in the • range from I
to 28 and in the energy range from _ to 61 HeV/nucleon, and the
two pulse height analyzer outputs, one from the $12 channel
(dE/dx) analyzer and one from the 10_4 channel (total E)
analyzer. In iddkEion, the format conEains the Lime and the
telemetry bit rate.
Data set name - HiGH ATOMIC WEICPR. LOW-ENERCY COSMIC RAY
COUNT RAIL PLOTS ON MICROFILM
NSSDC IO 68-OI4A-2/B, HI-Z,LO E,C R CN1 RATE PLOTS,MFIM
Time period covered 03/0S/6B TO 07/]3//2
Quantity of data - l REEL OF M]CROIIIH
Th;s dlta see consists of count rite ploEs, in
chronological order, on one reel of 35-mm microfilm, lhe ploEs
Ire divided into three groups by pirticle telescope coincidence
mode: (11 DIE not D3 (most abundant species ;s 0.6 to 6.0 Meg
protons). (2) DIHO_ not D3 (Best abundant species is 6.0 Eo 14
HeY/nucleon alpha particles), and (3) DIH not D2 nee D3 (most
abundant species ;s 2.0 to 6.5 HeY/nucleon alpha particles).
Each plot covers one _olar rotation (27 days) Averaging
periods of i/2 and 3 I/2 h were used in generating the plots.
The distinction ;s obvious when looking at the plots. The
max)mum telemetry bit rate (1. 8, or 64 kbs) during the
averaging interval ;s also displayed. The rates appear _o
saturate for larger _olar events. The time coverage for the
period covered by the data set ;s Qi_ or better.
................................................
DC0 5, SMITH
TR1AXIAL SEARCH-COIL MACNEIDHETI:_
lOl
Data 8eL name - 2.S-HIN AVC S_l;tCtt COIL HACNE_OHL-TBR
NOISE AHPLITUDES, 0.03 1000 1t2, MICROFIIJ4
NSSOC ID 68-014A ISA, SEARCH C01L PLOTS .O3-]OOOHZ,HFLM
Tile period covered 03/07/68 TO 03/07/71
Quantity of data 6 RF_J-S OF HICROFILM
These experimenter-generated cow resse d data plots, on
one reel of 3S-mR mlcrof;Im and five reels of 16-mm mlcrofill.
summarize thm triaxlal search coil magnetometer response b
both ambient and instrumental effects. Containing 36.9--s
averages, the plotted magnetometer data are readable to about
].5 Bin Lime resolution. Each orbit is represented by a pair
of plots, the first containing compressed physical data and the
second containing the information that may affect the
experiment. The physical data consist of the seven magnitudes
(averaged over three components) from the seven channel
trla=ial spectrum analyzer, the data quality indicator, and the
three sets of Lrla, ial wBveform data representing magnetic
=;galls from O.03 to O.] HZ, 0.1 _oO.3 Hz, and 0.3 Hz to
experiment cut, off The second plot contains instrument gain.
bandwidth information, sample output from the E field
e,per;ment (68-014A ?4). sample output from the fluxgate
magnetometer experilent (6B O|4A 14). and samples of _he
spacecraft sLaLus. These plots were useful In identifying the
interplanetary region, bom shock, magneLopause, plasma and
plasmasphere, etc , mhich the spacecraft could be sampling aL
any particular time.
.....................
DaLe set name - SF_HCH COII HACN[TOHEII_ _IFeIARy IAP[_,
36 q-SIC TIHE RESOtUTIOH
NSSDC I0 68 014A-168, SEARCH C0l[ DAIA .03 1OOO HZ ]APE
lime period covered 03101/68 EO 01/01/71
quantity of dale 4b HF_IS OF EAPE
This data set. on 45 experimenter supplied. 9 track,
800 bpi. mull p e file. I JDCDIC. digital magnetic tapes produced
on an ]f_H 360/91 computer, contains summaries of about
fine tlme scale dale tapes which the elperimmntmr currently
holds These dale set tapes have 4_O characters per record and
about 1_)0 records per file, each of which represents one
spacecraft orbit or about _./ days Ihese data are Lime
ordered excepL for occasional overlapping dale aL the end of a
file A necessary, microfilmed index Lo the files on each tape
i_ available in dale seL 68 014A ]6C lath dale record
contains 36 9 _ averaged values for triaxial spectrum analyzer
ouLput_ at lO, ??. 41. IOO, _16, 46/. and IOOO Hz (_l values);
and mr*axial broadband dale from 0 03 to 0 I Ha, O.1 to 0 3 Hz,
and 0 3 Hz Lo the Instrument Nyquist frequency, which i_
determined by bit rate (9 values). Aliasing does not occur
except during the tape recorder playback mode. HOwever. the
quesLiol, of aliasing is academic for the 0C0 S instruments
operating in the eaveform mode. as interference occurs between
the seven spectrum analyzer channels and Lhese three broadband
modes, seriously degrading Lhe broadband channels. A dale
quality indicator i_ also on the tapes
Data set name FRE_Uf3NCY T]H[ SPI.CTRO_AHS [OR 0 10OO H/
ANAl OC SIANCH COIl HAC_II IOMI/TER, MICHOt ][H
NS.%I)C I0 68 OI4A I6D, 0 IKH] S[ARCH COIl SONOCRAHS,H|[B
lime period covered 03/06/60 10 10/71/68
Quantity of dale 77 R[_I S OF MICROFILM
]hese experimenter generated spectrograms, on ?1 reels of
35 mm microfilm, contain 0 _o lOOO-Hz search coil signal
amplitudes ploLLed _ funcLions of frequency (on a linear
scale) and Lame he strength of the signal is proportional
to the density of the image on the microfilm The frequency
resolution of these plots is about b Hz 1he Lime resolution
iS approximately O._ S [_ch segment of data is about 10 m_n
long and has a start Lime indicated aL the beginning of the
run1 lime is ;ndicaLed by tick marks or dots at the bottom of
the film Time shown in dot representation Jags actual Lime by
approlimately 6 s The data mere generated from the
special purpose analog telemetry link aboard 0Q0 5. so that
data coverage available was limited by the tracking acquisition
from that portion of telemetered signal. An lade= to these
spectrograms is aval lable in data set 60 014A ]6E
Data set name HICRDI IL_ IND[_ |0 FREQUFJWCY-IIN[ O ] KHZ
5[AHC|! C011 SPECTRUC_AHIS, 68 014A 16D
NSSOC ID 68 014A 15E, INDEX IO 68 OI4A 16D
T;me period covered - 03/06/68 fO 04125/68
quantity of data - 1 REEL OF MICROFILM
This experimenLer-generated data met summarizes the main
characteristics of each spectrogram in data set 68 OI4A-160 for
the first SO days of operation, on one reel of ]6-mm microfilm.
Lmch frame, which describes one spectrogram and contains the
date and start tlme of the spectrogram, m_y contain notes about
_he existence of whistlers and their typos, and may contain
notes and sketches about any notable features on the
spectrogram. _JIch frame ma] also contain notes about the
quality of both the microfilm and the time codes, and about the
amount of interference.
0C0 S, SNYD_
PLASMA SPECTROM_DI
Data set name PLOTS OF HOUR AV_AG_ PRO10N BUL_ SPLIt0
21 DAYS PB FRAME ON HICROFICI_
NSSDC ID 68 014A 17A, 1 _ AVC PLASMA PARAHFrERS,H_]CHE
;ime period covered 03/0S/68 TO 04/30/71
_uantity of dale ? CARDS OF H/_ HICROFICH[
lhese data are experimenter generated plots of 1-h
averages of the proton bulk speed, vs tire, with ?7 days of data
and one solar rotation on one frame. Ibis data set contains ?6
solar rotation plots, on nicrofi<he.
OaLa set name HOU_ AVE_AC_ PLASMA PARAM[][]_S
N_SDC ]D 68 OI4A 17B. H_ AVC PI_SHA PARAM ON TAPE
Time period covered 03/05/68 10 O4/30/71
Quantity of data - ? REF]S 0l lAP[
[his experimenter supplied data set consists of hourly
averaged interplanetary plasma parameters, on both a / track.
S_6 bpi, 8CD magnetic tape and a 9 track, 800 bpi, ASCII
magnetic tape, with record_ containing one 80 character card
image each. Contained in e_ch record is the time; number of
points in each average; pro_)n bulk speed, temperature, and
density; total charge density; and direction of plasma flom
Also included are the hourly averaged ratios of the alpha
particle velocity to the proton velocity, the alpha temperature
to proton temperature, and the alpha density to proton density
A computer listing of the conLent_ of this tape os ave, lable
(data set 60 O]4A I/F)
Data set name I ]SIINC OF HICI| IIH[ RESOLLFIION IN/IN
PLAN[IARY PIAS_qA PARAM[XERS ON HICROIILH
NSSDC ID 6B OI4A l/C, PLASMA PARAM LISTINC ON MICROFILM
Time period covered 05108/68 10 04130/11
Quantity of data 2 H_ELS Of MICROF'IL_
This data set, on two reels of elperimenter-generated
16 mm microfilm, contains some of the plasma parameters for
each set of measurements on daLa set 68 014A 17D The
measurements represent the highest ttme resolution data
available from the bulk processing program used t_> reduce the
interplanetary data froI this e.periment. Contained in each
record are time, direction of plasma flow, bulk speed.
temperature, ion density (for protons, and for alpha_ when
available), and some g_dness of fit parameters LhaL indicate
reliability of each measurement. Time gaps exist in these data
whenever the flom direcLion of the ambient plasma was diverted
out of the entrance aperture so as Lo preclude dale processing.
such as in the earLh)s magneLosheaLh, and when errors
introduced by the anomalous pho_o dip in the proton spectra
prevented adequate correction of the data to obtain reliable
plasma parameters
Data set name HI_ TIME RLSOLU]ION PLASMA DAIA AND
PLASMA PARAHFT_RS 0N MAC_IKTIC TAP(
NSSOC ID 68 O14A-17D, HI RES PLASMA SPECIHA¢PAHAH, 1APE
Time period covered - O3/OS/68 TO O4/30/11
quantity of data l_ RE/_[S OF 1APE
This experimenter-supplied dill set contains high
resolution ;on plasma spectra and parameters calculated from
these spectra, on 1_ /-track. 800 hpi. odd pariLy, binary
10_
magnetic tapes, generated on a Univac 1108 computer. There ;s
one file per tape. Physical record size is 50 words, with one
Iog;c•l record of up to 50 words per physical record. EJch
logical record contains the time, some housekeeping parameters,
particle type, direction of plasma flow, proSon or alpha
density, bulk speed. _on density, some goodness of-fit
parameters, and the plasma spectrum used to determine the
previous par•meters. Time gaps exist in these data whenever
the flow direct;on of the ambient plasma was diverted out of
the entrance aperture so as to preclude data processing, such
as in the earth's magnetosheath, and when errors introduced by
the anomalous photo dip in the proton spectra prevented
adequate correction of the data to obtain reliable plasma
parameters.
Data set name HIGH I ]ME RESOlUTiON PLOTS OF SOME PU_SMA
PARAHE_E_S ON M]CROE || M
NS_ ID 68 OTdA tiE. FINE I]ME PIASNA PANAM PI(IIS.MFtH
Time period covered 03/0S/68 TO 04/30/11
guantity of data 5 REELS Ot MICROEIIM
[his data set, on five reels oT experimenter generated
35-mm microfilm, contains plots of the following
high time resolution plasma parameters as functions of time, 3
h per frame: proton bulk speed, proton temperature. *on
density, plasma direction of flow. alpha/proton density ratio,
and alpha to proton temperature ratio These data are also
available in microfilmed listings in data set 60 014A 1ZC and
on magnetic tape in daba set 68 O14A 17D
OCO 5, VAN DF HULST
HEASURE]MFN1 DF THf ABSOLUIE FI UX AND
FNERCY SPECTRUM Of 11ECTRONS
Data set n•me DAILY AVE_ACFD COSM]C RAY ELECTRON AND
PROTON COUN] RATES
NSSDC ID 6B 014A 12A, 0.5 10 CFV EICTRN CN1 RATE, TAPE
lime period covered 03/05/68 10 08/31/11
_uantity of data E flE[L 0! TAPE
This data set consists of Lime-ordered electron count
rates and proton count rates on one / track. $56 bpi. BCD
magnetic tape. generated on an IBM 7094 computer at NSSDC from
data subm,tted by the e=per,menter on computer cards There is
one file on the tape. and each 84 character physical record is
the image of one card The first 91 physical records oT the
tape contain _ description of the experiment and also of thedata set lh data format includes the year of observation,
Julian day of year. month and day oT month, and dai!y count
rates for eighL electron channels (counts/(EO0,O00 S)) with
energy ranges of 05 to 0=7, 0 7 to 1 O. 1 0 Lo 1 4, 14 to
@0, _.0 to 30, 3.0 to 5.0, 5.0 to lO. and Z 0 to ]00 CeV,
and one proton channel (counts/(lO0 s)) for e_lergies greater
than 0 4 OeV. The data are also available in tabular form on
microfilm in dale set 6B 014A ]_O
Data set name 0._ TO 10 CE_/ COSMIC RAY U ECIRDN COUNT
RATES ON NIcRoIItM
NSSDC ID 68 014A 12B, 0.5 10 CE_/ LLCTRN CNT RATE, MEILH
Time period covered 03/05/68 10 08/31/71
_uantity of data E RE!It OE MICROFilM
This data set consists of Lime ordered tables of electron
count rates and proton Count rates submitted by the
e:perimenter and stored on 16 mm microfilm by NSSDC. The data
format includes a header description of the experiment and data
set, followed by tables including the year of observation;
Julian day of year, month, and day of month; and daily count
rates for eight electron channels (coonts/(TO0.O00 s)) with
energy ranges of O_ to O1, 07 Lo 10, 10 to ] 4, 14 to
_0, 20 to 3 O, 30 t_ 50, 5.0 to 70, and 7 0 to ]00 CeV,
and one proton channel (counts/(lO0 s)) for energies greater
than 04 CeV The data are also avail•hie on magnetic tape in
data seE 68 014A IPA
0C0 5, WES1, JR_
_ECfRON AND PROTON SPECTROMETER
...................................
Data set name 20-M]N COLIN] RAIF PLOTS ON HICROFIIH
NSSDC ID 68 014A OBA, COUNT RATES VS TIME, 20 HIN PLOTS
Time period covered - 03/04/68 TO 06/13/68
_uant;ty of data - 30 RE/-LS OF MICROFItM
This emperlmenter supplied data set consists of count
rate plots on 30 reels of 35 mm microfilm For each _0 min
period this data set cent•ins • separate plot of the count rite
and background count rate v 5 time for each electron, pro_on,
and alpha particle energy chmnnel The detector I o ok direction
relative to the local magnetic field has been determined lith
the aid of the UC[A Flu=gate Magnetometer data and has also
been ncJuded on these plots, limited ephemeris information
appears on some hut not all frames Data for the period March
4, 1968, to June 13. 1968, are held at NSSDC
Data set name 2 HR COUN1 RATE PLOTS ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 68 014A 06B, COUNI RATES VS liME, 2 FIH PLOTS
lime period covered 03/O6/68 TO 11/O5/71
_uantity of data q3 REEIS OF HICROT I LM
This elperlmenter supplied data set consists of plots of
4.6 s averaged count rates vs t_me for all the counting modes
of this e=periment on 96 reels of 35 mm microfilm. [_ch frame
contains approlimateJy P h of data for one mode (principal and
background detect_or count rates) Values of spicecrafL radial
distar*c:e, McIIwain I, magnetic latitude, and solar ecliptic and
solar magnetic latitude and longitude of the spacecraft are
listed at 12 min intervals on each of the data frames. No
effort was made to select particles with specific pitch angles,
which leads to some scatter in the data Plots of detector
aperture direction angle us time are provided in each set of
plots covering a g_ven _-h period listings of 10 min averaged
count rates for each of _he count,ng bodes are also given for
h blocks These count rates involve averages over ale pitch
angles encountered during the ]0 min averaging interval The
experimenter has _upplied data in thi_ format for all of ]968
after launch and for representative portions of 1969. IqZO, and
1q[1. Emphasis iS on magnetospheric data, with
extramagnetospheric data being g=ve. only for interesting
periods
Data set name PARTICIT COUNT RAIE. [PHEH_J_IS, AND
MAC_IE1]C FIELD DA1A ON HAGNE]|C TAP[S
NSSDC ID 68 O]dA 06C. CNI RA/E,Ef_HIM&Et IIEII) DAIA. IAPI
Time period covered 05/_3/68 10 05/01/69
Quantity of data 35 H_IS OF lAP!
Ibis e=perimenter supplied electron and proton _ount data
set is on 3_ 7 track, BOO bpi. CDC 66OO, binary magnet_ tapes.
E_Ch tape contains uP to _OOO records of 724 60 hlt word_ eaCh
Several of these computer words contain more than one Iog,cal
word There are about 4 days of data on each tape tach
record contains data taken from (11 the attitude orbiL tapes
supplied by CSFC _ the experimenter, (_) the experimenter's
particle detector data tapes, and (3) magnetometer dale tapes
provided to H. West by P. Coleman and C Russell at UCLA
Attitude orbiL data include Lime, spacecraft radial distance.
McIleain L parameter, B, magnetic latitude, polar and azimuthal
angles in CSE and CSM coordinates, right ascenslot_ and
declination, and Cartesian CE] coordinates. Cartesian GEl
coordinates of the sun and Cartesian 011 components of the
modet magnetic vector are also g.ven lhe part;tie data in a
given record consist of individual accumulator readings or
their averages, as obtained over _.5 min (at a telemetry hit
r_te of ] kbs) or 1.P5 min (at telemetry b_t rates of O and 64
kbs)_ There are 3_ successive values for each oT the main
electro_ and proton mode_, over the _ 5 or 1_5 min interval,
w;th smaller numbers for other modes Dead time corrections
have not been made and are seldom needed The magnetometer
data consist of Cartesian magnetic field components (in CSN
coordinates) at 128 equally spaced time points within the _5
or 1_5 min interval covered by Lhe record These values are
obtained by vector interpolation of 4.608 s.averaged UCIA
magnetometer data. Because of uncorrected temperature-related
effects (typically of 5 nT), these values should be treated
with great caution ;n regions of low magnetic f_elds
lnTormation on instrument I o ok direction as a function oT time
within individual records is also given. This data set covers
the time periods from Nay _3 to June 5, ]Q68; August 4 to
October P, 1968; and April 10 t_ May T, 1969
Data set name t SORTED ]NNE_ _ONE CORRECTED FI _CTRON
FLUXES, CHANNELS I T0 5, DN MACNE_]C TAPE
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NSSDC ID 68014A-O6D. L-S0RTED ELECT FLUX.CHAR 1-S,TAPE
Time period covered - 03/04/68 TO 01/01/69
(Date supplied by experimenter)
Quantity of data - 1REI_L OF TAPE
This electron flus dabs set ;s on one 7-track, 556-bp;,
BCD magnetic tape con_i;n;ng card images of punched cards
mubm;Lted by the experimenter. The data set contains
inner-zone (L between 1.3 and 2.4) perpendicular fluxes of
electrons in narrow energy windows at 79, 1_, 266, 479, and
82*2 keV, sorted by L value and taken over the interval from
Harch 1968 to January 1969. Emch card image contains L value,
time, magnetic latitude, B/BO, and directional differential
fluxes at the energies indicated •bore.
NSSDC ]D 61 O]OA O2A, T H LHE_RY RECORDS. F SHI_ CAtID
Time period covered - O3/25/61 TD 03/27/61
Quantity of data 3 RLELS OF MICROFILM
]hese experimenter supplied reduced plasma data are
available as plots or; three reels of 35 mm microfilm The
plasma telemetry signal consisted of a frequency shift with a
maximum range of _000 Hz. The data lere analyzed with a
1OOO tooth comb filter, the teeth being separated by 2 Hz. The
ordinate on each plot is the number of the =t_:)oth n ;n mhich the
telemetry signal lay A zero level muse be decided upon and
the number multiplied by _ ;n order to obtain the frequency
shift. There are two plots for every 5 s _egment of the plasma
data Lath plot is 2 s long. and. together, the plots
represent the best contilluous 4 s of data of the 5 s segment
Beginning trans_enLs and noise are omitted where possible.
There are about 200 current samples on each 2 s plot. At the
bottom of each plot, along with the plot number, ;s the day of
the month, hour, minute, and second of the first point plotted
in graph ] of the set; i.e, graph 2 starts at _ s after the
Lime printed A label is also included to indicate which of
the six possible modulating voltages was used when the data
mere taken The vertical lines on each graph mark the closest
approach of the plasma probe cup normal to the vehicle suf_
line. Ibis approach was determined by using the optical aspect
sensor and the satellite sp_n per_od There is a QOZ coverage
for the 62 h time period from hour 1_ of March 25 to hour 1_ of
March 27, 1961
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P_tOCNOZ 3. LOCACHEV
t_N[RCE T IC PARI ] CL E D[1 t C1 ORS
Data set name ttO_lY AVIHAC[S Of _[RC[11C PARIIC[|
ftUXFS. HA]MY INIE-RPLAN[TARY PROI • LLEC
NSSDC ID 73 OOgA OlA, I_ AVC [NE_C PART FLUXLS ON FICHE
lime period covered O_/]b/13 10 02/24/74
Quantity of data 3 CARDS Ol B/W MICROFICtIE
Ihls data set lists the hourly averages of charged
particle counting rates that were measured hy the Progno/ 3
e;tergetDc particle detectors in the interplanetary medium and
partly _n the earth_ maglletosphere out_de the radJat_on
beJts Ihe data are on microfiche, in tables that have five
colum_ls ]he CMI of th_ interval concerned is given in the
first column ttourly average_ of counting rates measured by an
n p detector oriented perpendicularly Lo the spacecraft's
rotation axis are g=ven in the second column Th=s detector
recorded protons with energies from 1 to b HeY, as we_J as
alpha particle_ and heavier nuclei The background counting
rate of this detector was about lOw* _ counts/s The third
column lasts the hourly averages of counting rates recorded by
the silicon semiconductor detector with a sensitive layer of
thick_es_ of I _ mm lhe detector effectively recorded protons
in the energy range of about ]4 to 30 HeY, aF we_l as alpha
part;(:les and heavier nuclei The counting raLe_ of part;cle_
detected by pla_Lic scintillator_ are gtven in the fourth
column It was poss,ble Lo detect protons with energies above
40 HeY and electrons above 2 _ MeV ]he fifth column presents
the count;rig ritms determined from _hw tmo type $81-9 gas
counters of electrons with energies between 40 and _ keY.
Electron fluxes of magnet_spheric origin arm not included in
the counting rites given In the fifth column unless they lasted
longer than 30 mln. Gaps in the da_a set, denoted by the
symbol e_e indicate that either no recording t(x)k place ;n
that time interval or that the spacecraft was inside the
radiation belts.
PROGNOZ 6, EROSHONK0
THREE AXIS FLUXCATE HACNEIOMETER
Data set name _ MIN AVER B-FI_D VECTORS
NSSDC ID 77 O93A-OIA, 5 HIN AVER B FIELD VECTOR.TAPE
Time period covered 09/26/YY TO 01/24/78
Quantity of daba 1 REEL OF 1APE
This data set contains 5-mln averages of the vector
magnetic field, mith approximately 4 days of data per file.
Each record gives time; S-min averages of vector magnetic field
components in CSE, CSM. and SH _oordinates; field magnitude;
and direction angles there and phi ;n the CS[ system.
Spacecraft location is not given, but a trained user can
readily determine the periods during which =b was in the solar
lind, magnetosheath, or magnetosphere. The data are believed
to be accurate with;n about e/ O.b nl The original da_a are
written in IBH 3_ bit binary on standard label, 9=track tape
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PROCNOZ 7, D0tCINOV
THR_± AXIS F[ UXCATE HACN_OM_TE_S
Data set name _ MIN AVERAGE B I IUJ) VECTOR DATA ON
MACN_I]C IAPi
NSSDC ID 78 I01A O4A, 5 M]N AVCRACE_ MAC F]EID VECIDR
Time period covered 11/10/18 ID 06/0_/]9
Quantity of data ] REJ] OF 1APt
This gala _et contains b min averages of the magnetic
field vector [_ch record provides t" , spacecraft location
(km) in CSM and CSE coordinates, and average magnetic f_eld
vector compone_t_ (nT) in each coordinate system Also given
are the h min average of the field magnitude, derived from the
averaged components, the average magnitude d_rectly computed
from high resolution magnitude values, and the average
direction angles theta and phl in the CSE system. 1he data are
written in [_CDIC characters on a 9 track tape at ]600 bpJ, in
f}xed length blocks of 2/,000 byte_, with logical record_ of
|80 bytes.
PROC_N0/ 7. VAISB[RC
SLLECIIV[ COMO]NFD PLASMA SPICIROMFFFR
(SCS)
Data set name PROTON AND AI PHA FI UX. VL10CI/Y.
T_HP_RATUR_ A_) DF_NSITY DAIA ON IAPL
NSSDC ID /8 I01A O]A, H* • H_*_ fl UX, V. t, • DE_, IAP_
lime period covered 11/03/18 IO 06/12//9
Quantity of data 1 R[}l 0_ 1APt
This data set contains SKS plasma _pectrometer data o_
protons and alpha particle_ lhe data are wr=tLen in IOM
3? bit binary representatio_ [_ch logical record contains
Mo_cow t_me; proton or alpha part'tie energ_ _pectrum in _4
_teps; proton velocity and temperature, and alpha particle
velocity, temperature, and density from the non mass selected
data; proton arid alpha particle velocity and temperature from
the ma_ selected data; and iof_ density Orbit data are not
included but can be found in the magnetometer data set
]8 lO]A 04A [_timated accuracy Of measurement is _ for
velocity and _0_ for temperature, ion density, and ion f_ux
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***********************pROGNDZ lO ****************************
PRDCNOZ 10. EROSHENKO
TRIAXIAL FLUXGATE HACNF_OMEIER (SO 76)
.................................
Data set name - 1D-MINUTE AVERACE INTERpLANFIARY MACAIETIC
FIELD DATA ON TAPE
NSSDC ID 85-033A-O3A, IO-HIN AVER B FIE_ VECIOR
Time period covered - 04/27/85 I0 11/O4/85
Quantity of data P REELS OF TAPE
This data set contains 10 min averages of the magnetic
field vector. _ch record contains time. spacecraft position
(km), magnetic field vector components (nl), magnitude, and
standard deviations of the field Rectangular CSE coordinates
are used. The data are wr_ tten in TaM 3P bit format in filed
blocks.
Data set name HOURLY AVERAGF_) ]Hf DAIA ON MAGNLIIC 1APE
NSSDC ID 85 033A 03H, HR AVC 8 • £NERC[IIC E ,H+,H[_+
Time period covered 04/26/85 TO 11/05/85
Quantity of data 1 REEL OF 1APE
Th_s data set contalns hourly averages of energetic
proton, electron, and alpha particle fluxes, separately from
the solar and anti solar directions ]L also contains hourly
averages of magnetic field data. E_ch record contains time.
proton fluxes (1/sq cm s sr MeV) in the energy ranges 0 9 3.9,
3.g 5 q, and 5.q 20 MeV, alpha particle fluzes in the ranges
0.6 3 B, 3 8 5.7, and 5 7 19 MeV/u, and integral flu,ms of
electrons (l/sq cm s sr) of energy )30 key Also contemned in
each record are the hourly averages of the X,Y,Z components
(CS[ coordinates) of the spacecraft position, and the magnetic
field vector components (CSt) and magnitude lhe data are
mr_tten in ]BId 3_ bit binary format in rimed blocks, lhis data
set is identical to 85 033A O_A
PROCNOZ I0. [UISiNKf)
[_PERIHEN1 ON I_ERCET]C PARIICtI_, CI}NNt C
TED WJltl SHOCK WAVES (fCHNUV)
Data set name FNERG[11C f ,f1*,ll,+ 5PICIHA PIUS H I I[ID
DAIA DN HACNLIIC IAP[
NSSDC ID 85 033A 02A, HR AVC [_I[_C|TIC [ ,E4, HI*+,_O
T_me period covered 04/26/8b fO fl/0_/85
_uantity of data ] _t]1 OI rAPE
This data seL contains hourly averages of energetic
proton, electron, and alpha particle fluxes, separately from
the solar and anti-solar directions it also contains hourly
averages of magnetic f_eld data Lath record contains time.
proton fluxes (t/sq cm s-sr-HeV) ;n the energy ranges O.q 3.9,
3.9 5.9, and 5.9 _0 MaY, alpha particle fluxes in the range5
0.6 3 8, 3 8 5.7, and S 7-1g HeY/u, and integral fluxes of
electrons (1/sq Cm s sr) of energy >30 key Also contained in
each record are the hourly averages of the X,Y,7 componet_ts
(CS[ coordinates) of the spacecraft position, and the magnetic
field vector components (CSE) and magniLude. Ihe data are
erltten in IBH 3_ bit binary formal in fixed blocks This data
set is identical to 85 033A 038
*********************** S CUBlf) A *****************************
S CUBED A. CAHILL, JR
FLUXGATE MACNEIOM[TERS
........................
Data set name COMHON CONOF_S[])
EXPERIMENTER OAIA TAPES
NSSDC ID 71 096A 04A. COMMON CONDENSED EXPERIMNIR TAPES
llme period covered 11115/11 TO 03/05/73
Quantity of data - 191 REELS OF TAPE
These condensed e=perimenter data are on 7 track.
80O-bpl, binary magnetic tapes created on an IBM 360 computer.
in Univac 1108 format. Each tape contains data from all
e_periments, -Ol t_) -07. Data from f_e or fewer orbits are
contained on e_ch tape. For each orbit of data, there is a
header file. follomed by a data file. The header file consists
of _O Univac 1108 mords in BCD format and contains satellite
identiflcat;on, tape processing date. orbit number, start year
of orbit, and start and stop day and milliseconds of orbit.
Etch data file begins eith a file header (20 binary cords)
containing number of elements in the sampling identification
dictionary (5]D), SID creation date, number of analog tapes
u_ed to create file, start and stop time of file, and SID
program number corresponding to specific onboard flight
program. This is followed by multiple SID records used to
indicate the type, timing, length, and source of data in the
raw telemetry stream. A data block contains mulL;pie records
of 1460 words. The first three word_ of the data record
contain the number of valid data frames, record number, and
roll start and stop time (in milliseconds) for that data
record lollowlng these words are up to 3_ contiguous groups
of 45 mords containing the 5ID index (used ;n decommutaLing the
telemetry data), frame timing, data flags, _nd a telemetry
frame
Data set name COMMON LIINCOND_NS FD
E)(PEr]ME_NTER OAIA IAPES
NSSDC ID 71 096A 04D. COMMON UNCONDENSE]) [_PRHN_R 1APES
lime period covered 03/05/73 TO 0q/30/14
Quantity of data 1879 RELLS Of TAP[
These uncondensed e=perimenter data are on l track.
800-bpi, binary magnetic tapes, created on a Univac 1108
computer. E_ch tape contains data From all experiments. Of to
07. _ch tape contains raw telemetry data for one orbit, lhe
first file of a tape is a tape header, _hich is followed by a
variable number of data f_les, one for each _uccessive onboard
flight program e=ecuted by the spacecraft fhe tape header
consists of _0 Univac 1108 35 bit words in BCD format and
contains satellite identification, tape processing date, orbit
number, start year of orbit, and start and stop day and
milliseconds of orbit. _ch data file begins _iLh a file
header record (20 binary words) conta;n,ng number of elements
in the _ampling identification dictionary (SID), SID creation
date, number of analog tapes used to create file, _tart and
stop Lime of file. and SID program number corresponding t(}
specific onboard flight program This is folloeed by multiple
S]D records used to indicate the type, timing, length, and
source of data in the ram telemetry _tream. Ne_t is a data
block containing multiple records of 1460 words, lhe first
three words of the data record contain the number of valid data
frames, record number, and roll start and stop time (in
milliseconds) for that data record following the_e mords are
up to 3_ conLiguous groups of 45 lords containing the SID inde=
(used in decommutating the telemeLry data), data flags, and a
telemetry frame.
Data set name COMMON SUMMARY PL01 DATA
ON MACNEIIC IAPE
NSSDC ID 71 096A O4C, COMMON SUMMARY PL0I ] APES
lime period covered 11/17/71 TO 03/07/73
Quantity of data _46 REELS OF IAPF
These project suppl_ed, experimenter summary plot data
are on _ track. _56 bpi, binary magnet.c tape, created on an
IBM 360 computer by using the RADt program (a user callable
subroutine designed be operate on the IBM 360). Data mere
e=tracted from the ewperimenters' (=01 to 07) telemetry tapes
according to user specified addressable channels, related
factors. _pacecraft orbit, and times. ]he variable length.
physical blocks contain a 16 byte array header followed by a
ma,imum of _$6 16-byte array data groups, lhe array header
_ontains the length (in bytes) of entire array, spacecraft or
data sync clock, number of groups of data contained in array.
orbit number first roll start time (or spacecraft clock), spin
period, flight program number, day of year. addressable or
subcom channel number, mode flag, and d=_a group pointer. A
data group conslst_ of a group header containing the
addressable or subcom channel number; mode flag and length of
the data group; and all the e=tracted data, flags, and
calculated Creenwich mean tiles of a particular addressable or
subcom channel.
..................................
DaLe set name COMMON _RY PLDTS
DN MICROFILM
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PA,:_' ISORIGINAL "'"
OF POOR QUAL.ITY
NSSOC ID 71=096A O40. COHMON SIJMH_y PLOTS, NFILM
Time period covered 02/]0/72 TO 03/07/73
Quantity of data - S REELS OF N]CROFILJq
The summary plots contain data selected from all of the
experiments on the spacecraft, combined on tee different plots
to present an overvtml of the spacecraft results. Ealch frime
covers 3 1/2 h (•pproximatmly half an orbit). M•gnetlc local
times, 1 value, and magnetic latitude are also shown ;n each
plot. The first plot of each pair shoes proton and electron
energy/flu= spectrograms, pitch angle parameters, and on•roy
density. The second plot shows magnetic and electric field
frequency/inLensity epectrograms, dc electric fields, and
magnetic f;etd differences from a reference field (POGO 8/69,
Cain and Sweeney, J_ Ceophys. Res., v. Z_, p. 4360, 19701.
...........................
Data set name - C0b_HON QUACK LDOK PLOTS
ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 71-096A O4E. C01q40N QUACK LOOK PLOTS. HF]LM
Time period covered 12/0Q/7| TO 07/2_D/74
Quantity of data 69 REELS OF HICROFILH
The quick I o ok plots contain data selected fro• all of
the ezperiments on the spacecraft, combined in four (version A)
or si= (version B) different plots to present a coordinated
display of the spacecraft results. Each plot covers 3 •in of
data Version A has data selected fro• all experiments, with
no emphasis on any particular ezperlment. Version 0 emphasizes
particle data and dc fields by displaying a plot of channelLron
and solid state electron detect_}r data, tad d_fferent plots of
solid state proton detector data, and a plot of dc electron and
magnetic field data
Data set name COMMON QUICK 100K LISTINGS
ON M[CROF 1LM
N%SDC ]D 7I 0q6A 04F. COMMON QUICK LOOK I ISIINCS. MFILH
Time period covered l:_/09/ll TO 07/20/74
_tJa/,t;ty of data 7/ RltlS Of RICHOFIUH
lhe quick look lisLings contain tabular data selected
from all of the experiments on the spacecraft, presented in
f=v_ (version A) or re() (version B) different, tables. Each
table covers _ sin of data Version A has data selected from
all e_Kper_ment_, m,th no emphasis on any particular experiment
Version tJ empha:_l_es particle data and dc fields, wiLh one
table (Detaining data from the channel]cons and dc electric and
magn4:LL_ field_, and une table conLa;ning data from the solid
_,Lai.e pr()toI_ and electron detector_
_ CL)IFl I) A. CAHII t . JH
SIARCII (1)]1 MACN[ IOM[ IER
Dat_ "_.ct i,ame C!IMMON CDNDINSLD
[ XP_ R ]MFNI [ H DA1A IAPFS
NS%I)C ID /l 096A ObA, COMMON CONDFNSFD [_XPFR[MNIR IAPES
lime period covered 11/15/71 lO 03/05/13
(_*_ant' t.y (_f data Igl REtlS 0| IAP]
|h_e condensed experimenter data are on / track,
(4OO bpl. binary mag,leti¢ tape created on an IBM 360 computer.
,n IJn_va( 1108 format [ach tape contains data from all
_xperlmenb_, O1 t(_ O/ Data from five or fewer orbits are
co>eta,ned on each tape for each orbit of data, there is a
he_der f*le, followed by a data file Ihe header file consists
I_f _,)() I_rllv_( 110_ words in BCD format and contains satellite
_d,'nt,f_t.,(._, ].ape processing date, orbit number, start year
(_f ()rb,l., altd :_tart and stop day and milliseconds of orbit
tach data f.le begins with a file header (20 binary lords)
containing number of elements in the sampling identlflcatlon
dict=onary (SIll). SID creation date. number of analog tapes
used be create fi le. start and slop time of fl le. and SID
program number corresponding to specific onboard flight
program lhis is followed by multiple SID records used to
indicate the type, timing, length, and source of data in the
raw tele•etry stream A data block contains mulLiple records
of 1460 words The f;rsL three words of the data record
contain the number of valid data frames, record number, and
rol I stare and stop tlme (in ml I I iseconds) for that data
record following these words are up to 3_ cont;guou_ groups
of 4_ words containing Lhe SID indez (used in decommutating the
telemetry data), frame timing, data flags, and a telemetry
frame
DaLe set nile COMMON UNCONDENSED
E)(PERIHE_FFER DATA TAPES
NSSDC ID 71-096A O58. COMMON UNCONOENSED EXI_qNTM TAPES
Time period covered 03/05/73 T0 09/30/74
Quantity of data 1879 REFAS 0F TAPE
These uncondensed ezperimenter data are on 1 track,
800-bpi, binary magnetic tapes created on a Univac 1108
comput•r. _lch tape contains rim telemetry d_ti for one orbit,
from III experim•n_, -01 _o -07. The first file of a tape is
tape holder followed by • variable number of data files, one
or each successive onboard flight program executed by the
spacecraft. The tape header consists of 20 Univac 1108 36-b;t
words in 8CO format and contains satellite identification, tape
processing date, orbit number, start year of orbit, and start
and s_op day and milliseconds of orbit. Each data file begins
with m file header record (20 binary lords) containing number
of elements in the sampling identification dictionary (SID).
SID creation date, number of analog tapes used to create file,
start and stop Lime of file. and SID program number
corresponding _o specific onboard flight program. 1his is
followed by multiple S1D records used be indicate the type,
timing, length, and source of data in the ral telemetry stream.
Next is • data block containing multiple records of 1460 words.
The first three •ords of the data record contain the number of
valid data frames, record number, and roll start and stop Lime
(in milliseconds) for that data record. Following these mords
are up to 32 contiguous groups of 4_ words containing the S]D
index (used in decommutating the telemetry data), data flags,
and a telemetry frame.
Data set name COHIHON SUMMARY PL0] OA]A
ON MACN_IC IAP[
NSSDC I0 7]-O96A-O5C, COMMON SUMMARY P[0T TAPES
Time period covered - ]1117/71 TO 03/0?/73
_uantity of data 246 REELS OF TAPE
These project supplied, experimenter summary plot data
are on 1-track, 556-bpl, binary magnetic tape, created on an
IBM 360 computer by using the MADE program (a user callable
subroutine designed to operaLe on the IBM 360) Data were
e=tracted from the experimenters' ( O] to OZ) telemetry tapes
according to user specified addressable channels, related
factors, spacecraft orbit, and t;•es The variable length,
physical blocks contain a 16 byLe array header followed by a
maximum of _6 16 byte array data groups. [he array header
contains the length (in bytes) of enLire array, spacecraft or
data sync clock, number of groups of data contained in array.
orbit number first roll start Lime (or spacecraft clock), spin
period, flight program number, day of year. addressable or
subcom channel number, mode flag. and data group pointer A
data group consists of a group header containing the
addressable or subcom channel number; mode flag and length of
the data group; and all the extracted data. flags, and
calculated Creenwich mean times of a particular addressable or
subcom channel.
Oata set name COHIHON SUMMARY P[ DIS
ON MICROFILM
NSS(_ I0 71 Oq6A 0_0, COMMON SUMMARY PLOTS, M|IlM
lime period covered 02/10/72 ID 03/0//73
QuantiLy of data b RFEIS OF MICROFIIH
The summary plots conta,n data selected from all of the
experiments on the spacecraft, comb;ned on tlo different plots
to present an overview of the spacecraft results _ach frame
covers 3 1/2 h (approximately half an orbit) Magnetic local
times. | value, and magnetic latitude are also shown i. each
plot Ihe firsL plot of each pair shows proton and electron
energy/flu= spectrograms, p_tch angle parameLer_, and energy
density The second pint show_ magnetic and electric field
frequency/intensity spectrograms, dc electric fields, and
magnetic field differences from a reference field (POC0 8/69,
Cain and Sweeney. J Ceophys Res , v 7b, p 4360. 1910)
DaLe set name COMMON QUACK 100K PLOTS
ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 7I Oq6A-Ob[. CONNUN bUICK LOOK PI0IS. Ml]tM
Time period covered 12/09/71 10 01/_0/74
Quantity of data 69 R[EJS OF M]CROE]L_
The quick-leek plots contain data selected from all of
the experiments on the spacecraft, comb;ned in four (version A)
or Sl] (version B) different plots to present a coordinated
display of the spacecraft results. [_(:h plot covers 3 mln of
data. Version A has data selected fro• all experiments, aith
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no emphasis on any particular e.per;ment. Version B emphasizes
particle data and dc fields by displaying a plot of channeltron
and solid state electron detect_)r data. two different plots of
_olld state proton detector data. and ] plot of dc electron and
magnetic field data.
.................................................
Data set name - COMFIDN QUICK LOOK LISTINC
ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 110gBA-OSF. COMMON QUICK L00K LISTINGS, MFILM
lime period covered - 12109/71 TO 07/20174
quantity of data 77 REELS OF MICROFILM
The quick I o ok listings contain tabular data selected
from all of the experiments on the spacecraft, presented in
five (version A) or two (version B) different tables. Each
table covers 3 min of data. Version A has data selected from
all elperiments, with no emphasis off any particular experiment
Version O emphasizes particle data and dc fields, with one
table containing data from the channeltrons and dc electric and
magnettc fields, and one table containing data from the solid
state proton and electron detectors.
.........................
S-CUBED A, FRITZ
SOLIO-STAIE PROTON ALPHA PARTICLE
TELLSCOPF
Data set name COMMON CONDENSED
FJ(PERIMENTE}_ DATA TAPES
NSSDC 10 71 O96A-O2A, COMMON CONDENSED EXPERIMNTR lAPELS
Time period covered 11/]5/71 TO 03/05/73
Quant;ty of data 191 REELS OF TAPE
These condensed e.per;menter data are on 1-track,
80_-bpi, binary magnetic tape created on an IBM 360 computer,
in Univac ]]08 format Data from five or fewer orbits are
contained on each tape For each orbit of data, there is a
header file followed by a data file. The header file consists
of _ Univac 1108 words in BCD format and contains satellite
identification. 1ape processing date, orbit number, start year
of orbit, and start and stop day and mill;seconds of orbit.
Each data file begins with a file header (_) binary words)
containing number of elements in the sampling identification
dictionary (SID), SID creation date, number of analog tapes
used to create file, start and stop time of file, and SID
program number corresponding to specific onboard flight
program lhis header is followed by multiple SIO records used
to indicate the type, timing, length, and source of data in the
ral telemetry stream. A data block contains multiple records
of 1460 words, lbe first three words of the data record
contain the number of valid data frames, record number, and
roll start and stop time (in milliseconds) for that data
record. Following these words are up t_ 32 contiguous groups of
45 words containing the SID indel (used in decoBmutatlng the
telemetry data), frame timing, data flags, and a telemetry
frame
Data _et name - COMMON UNCONDEJ_
E_PERIME_ITE_ DATA TAPES
NSSDC ID 71-096A 02B. COMMON UNCONOENSE_ EXPRMNTR TAPES
Time period covered 03/05/73 TO 09/30/74
Quantity of data ]87q R_JS OF TAPE
These uncondensed experimenter data are on • track,
800-bpi, binary magnetic tape created on a Univac 1108
computer. Lath tape contains ram telemetry data for one orbit.
The first file of a tape is a tape header followed by a
variable number of data files, one for each successive onboard
flight program executed hy the spacecraft. The tape header
consists of 20 Univac 1108 36-bit words in BCD format and
contains satellite identification, tape processing date, orbit
number, start year of orbit, and start and stop day and
milliseconds of orbit. Each data file beg;as wiLh a file
header record (20 binary mords) containing number of elements
in the sampling identification dictionary (SlD), SIO creation
date, number of analog tapes used to create file. start and
stop t;me of file, and SIO program number corresponding t_
specific onboard fligh_ program. This header is follomed by
multiple SID records used to indicate the type. timing, length,
and source of data in the raw telemetry stream. Neat is a data
block containing multiple records of 1460 words. The first
three words of the data record contain the number of valid data
frames, record number, and roll start and stop time (in
milliseconds) for that data record. Following these words are
up to 32 contiguous groups of 4S words contaln;ng the SID index
(used in decommutatlng the telemetry data), data flags, and a
telemetry frame.
..........................
Data set name - COMMON SUMMARY PLOT DATA
ON MACNETIC TAPE
_SDC ID 71-096A-O2C, C(]IttMON SUHHARY PLOT TAPES
Time period covered - 11/17/71 TO 03/07/73
Quantity of data - 246 REELS OF TAPE
These pro_ect-supplled, experimenter summary plot data
are on 7-track, 556 bpl. binary magnetic tape, created on an
IBM 360 computer by using the RADE program (a user-callable
subroutine designed t_o operate on the IBM 360). Data were
extracted from the e_perimen_er telemetry tapes according to
user-spot;fled addressabJe channels, related rattlers.
spacecraft orbit, and times. The variable length, physical
blocks contain i 16-byte array he_der followed by a mazimum of
2S6 16 byte array data groups. The array header contains the
length (;n bytes) of entire array, spacecraft or data sync
clock, number of groups of data contained ;n array, orbit
number first roll start t;me (or spacecraft clock), spin
period, flight program number, day of year, addressable or
subcom channel number, mode flag; and data group pointer. A
data group consists of a group header containing the
addressabJe or subcoa channel number, mode flag and length of
the data group; and all the egtracted data. flags, and
calculated Greenwich mean times of a particular addressable or
subcom channel.
..............................
Data set name COMMON SUMMARY PLOTS
ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 71-Og6A-O2D, COMMON SUNI4ARY PLOTS, MFILM
Time period covered 02/10/72 TO 03/07/73
Quantity of data _ REELS OF HICROFILM
lhe summary plots conta;n data selected from all of the
experiments on the spacecraft, combined on tmo different plots
to present an overviem of the spacecraft results. Each frame
covers 3 ]/_ h (approximately half an orbit). Magnetic local
times, I value, and magnetic latitude are also shown in each
plot. the first plot of each pair shoes proton and electron
energy/flu_ spectrograms, pitch angle parameters, and energy
density. "]he second plot shows magnetic and electric field
frequency/intensity spectrograms, dc electric fields, and
magnetic field differences from a reference field (POC0 0/69,
Cain and Sweeney, J. Ceophys. Res, v 75. p. 4360, 19/0)
Data set name COMMON _U]CK I OOK PLO1S
ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 11 O96A 02I, COMMON QUICK IDOK PLOTS, MFILM
Time period covered 1_/09/71 10 07/20/Z4
quantity of data - 69 REELS OF MICROFILM
The quick look plots contain data selected from all of
the eaperiments on the spacecraft, combined in four (version A)
or six (version B) different plots to present a coordinated
display of the spacecraft results. Each plot covers 3 Bin of
data. Version A has data selected from all experiments, with
no emphasis on any particular e=periment. Version B emphasized
particle data and dc fields b_ displaying _ plot of channeltron
and solid state electron detector data. two different plots of
solid state proton detectbor data, and m plot of dc electron and
magnetic field data.
Data set name - COMMON QUICK LOOK LISTINC
ON M]CROFILIH
NSSDC ID 71-Og6A O2F, CDMHON QUICK LOOK LISIINCS, MFILM
Time period covered - 12/09/71 TO 07/20/•4
_uantity of data - 77 REELS OF MICROFILM
The quick-look listings contain tabular data selected
from all of the experiments on the spacecraft, presented in
five (version A) or flu (version B) different tables. Each
table covers 3 min of data. Version A has dILa selected from
all experiments, with no mmphasis Off any particular experiment.
Version _ emphasizes particle data and dc fields, mith one
table containing data from the channeltrons and dc electric and
magnetic fields, and one table containing data from the solid
state proton and electron detec_ors_
...................................................
Data set name - PITCH ANCLE DISTRIBUTIONS AND RADIAl
Pf(0F]I_ PLOTS 05 L VALUF_ ON MICROFILM
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NSSOC ID 71-O@6A-O2H, PITCH ANCLE PLOTS .S L VAL, IIFILM
T;ma period covered - |1/27/71 TO 11/01/72
Quantity of data - 31 REELS OF NICROFILN
This 16-mm microfilm data set provides the pitch angle
distribution of energetic electrons and protons, obtained from
the solid state channelm and channelLron channels. The flum is
provided as the logarithm of the differentlll particle flux, in
unlt of partlcles/(sq cm-sr-s-kmV). The energy itself is
designated by the channel number. For each channel the frames
are about 5 min apart, roughly equivalent t_ L-values spaced
0.1L apart. The L-value itself is written in each frame. The
data set is a composite of data from experiment_ -01. -02, and
03.
Data set name - 5-MIN PI_DTON & ELECTRON DIFFERENTIAL FLUX
SPECTRA, MICROF]LM
NSSIXZ ID 73-096A-O2J, 5 MIN P+ • E- DIFF SPECTRA, MFILM
Time period covered • 12103tll TO 08104/72
Quantity of data 2 RF._S OF MICROFILM
lhis 16-mm microfilm data set provides the differential
energy spectra of prot_ns and electrons, as the logarithm of
the flul, in un;ts of partlctes/(sq cm-sr-s-keV). The prot_Dn
energy range ;s from 24 to 300 keV, and the electron energy
range is from 10 to $80 keV. The frames are 5 mln apart, and
the time for each frame is written in. Neither the L-value nor
any other coordinate of the spacecraft is provided in the
frames. This data set _s a composite of data from experiments
-01. 0_, and -03
S-CUBED A, GURNETT
AC ELECTRIC FIELD HL_SUr_4_k_
Data set name COI4HON CONDENSED
[XP[RII_t_DATA TAPES
NSSOC ID 7I 096A O/A. COHHON COND_NS_ _PF_R1HNTR TAPES
Time period covered 11/15/71 TO 03/05/73
Quantity of data )91 RF_S OF IAPE
lhese condensed experimenter data are on 7 track,
800 bpi. binary magnetic tapes created on an ]BIH 360 computer.
in Univac 1108 format [ach tape contains data from all
riper;meats. -0] to OZ. Data from f;ve or fewer orbits are
contained on each tape. For each orbit of data. there is a
header file followed by a data file. lhe header file consists
of _ Univac ]]08 words ;n OCD format and contains satellite
identification, tape processing date, orbit number, start year
of orbit, and start and slop day and milliseconds of orbit.
|_ch data file begins with a file header (?0 binary .ords)
contalning number of elements in the sampling identification
dictionary (S10), SID creation date, number of analog tapes
used to create file, start and slop time of file, and SID
program number corresponding t_ specific onboard flight
program. This header is followed by BulL;pie SID records used
to indicate the type, timing, length, and source of data in the
raw telemetry stream A data block contains multiple records
of |460 words. The f_rst three aords of the data record
contain the number of valid data frames, record number, and
roll start and stop time (in mtlliseconds) for that dam•
record Following the_e words are up to 32 contiguous groups
of 45 w_rds containing the SID index (used in decommutat;ng the
telemetry data), frame timing, data flags, and a telemetry
frame
Data set name COMMON LN_C0NDBS_
EXPERIMFNIER DATA 1APES
NS,_C ID 7] Og6A 07B, C()MMON UNCONDEqNS|]) FXPHMNIH IAPES
Time period covered - 03/05/73 10 09/30/74
Quantity of data - 1879 REEI S OF IAPE
These uncondensed experimenter data are on 7-track,
800-bp_, binary magnetic tapes created on a Univac 1|08
computer. Each tape contains raw telemetry data for one orbit,
from all experiments, O] to -07. ]he first file of a tape is
tape header followed by a variable number of d•t• files, one
or each success_ ve onboard flight program executed by the
spacecraft The tape header consists of _0 Univac 1108 36-bit
words in BCD format and cent•ins satellite identification, tape
processing date, orbit number, start year of orbit, and st•rt
and stop day and milliseconds of orbit. Each data file beg;as
wlth a file header record (20 binary words) containing number
of elements in the sampling _dentification dictionary (SID),
SID creation dale, number of analog tapes used to create file,
start and slop time of file, and SID program number
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corresponding to specific onboard flight program. This header
is followed by multiple SID records used to indlcmte the type.
timing, length, and source of data in the tel telemetry stream.
Next is m data block conta;nlng multiple records of 1480 words_
The first three words of the data record contain the number of
valid data frames, record number, and roll start and stop time
(in milliseconds) for that data record. Following these words
ire up to 32 contiguous Groups Of 45 words containing the SID
index (used in decommutating the telemetry data), data flags,
and a telemetry frame.
......................................
Oita set name - C8_ SUHHARY PLOI OATA
ON MAGNETIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 71-096A-O/C, COMMON SUMMARy PL01 TAPES
Time period covered - 11/11/71 TO 03/07/73
Quantity of data - 246 REF-LS OF TAPE
These project-supplied, experimenter summary plot data
are on 1-track. S56-bpl, binary magnetic tape, created on an
1BM 360 computer by using the RADE program (a user-callable
subroutine designed LO operate on the I_ 360). DaLe were
extracted from the experimmnters _ (-01 to 07) telemetry tapes
according to user-specified addressable channels, related
factors, spacecraft orb;L, and Limes. The variable length,
physlc•l blocks contain a 16 byte array header followed by •
mix;mum of 256 1E-byte array dat• groups The array he•der
contains the length (in bytes) of entire array, spacecraft or
data sync clock, number of groups of data contained in array,
orbit number first roll start time (or spacecraft clock), spin
period, flight program number, day of year, Iddressable or
subcom channel number, mode flag, and data group pointer. A
data group consists of a group header containing the
addressabte or subcom channel number; mode flag and length of
the data group; end all the extracted dim•, flags, and
calculated Greenwich mean times of a plrtlculr addressable or
subcom channel.
Data set name -COMMON SUe4MARY PLOTS
ON MICROFILM
NSSDC 10 7) Oq6A OTO, COMMON SUMMARY P_OIS, HFILM
Time period covered 0_/10/12 TO 03/07/73
Quantity of data 5 REEI S OF MICROFILM
the summary plots contain data selected from all of the
experiments on the spacecraft, combined on two different plots
to present •n overview of the spacecraft results. Each frame
covers 3 ]/_ (approximately half an orbit). Magnetic local
times, l value, and magnetic latitude are also shown in each
plot. fhe first plot of each pair shows proton and electron
energy/flu_ spectrograms, pitch angle parameters, and energy
density The second plot shows magnetic and electric field
frequency/intensity spectrograms, dc electric fields, and
magnetic field differences from • reference field (P000 8/69,
Cain and Sweeney, J Ceophys. Hes , v 75, p 4360. lq70)
Data set name CONIMON QUICK I OOK PL01S
ON MICROFILH
NSSI)C ID 71 096A OZE, COMMON QUICK LOOK PLOTS, MIILM
Time period covered 12/09/71 lO 07/20/14
Quantgty Of data 69 Rf_I_IS OF MICROFILM
The quick look plots contain data selected from •11 of
the experiments on the spacecraft, combined ;n four (version A)
or slx (version 8) different plots to present a coordinated
display Of the spacecraft results _ch plot covers 3 min of
data. Version A has data selected from all experiments, with
no emphasis on any particular elperiment Version 0 emphasizes
particle data and dc fields by displaying a plot of channeltron
and solid state electron detector data, two different plots of
solid state proton detector data, and a plot of dc electron and
magnetic field data
Data set name COMMON QUICK LOOK t ]STIN_
ON MICROFILM
NSSOC ID /1-096A O/F, COMIHDN QUICK LOOK [ ISIINCS, MFILM
lime period covered - 12/09/11 ID 01/_0/74
Quantity of d•ta - 77 r_s OF MICROI]LM
The qulck-look listings contain tabular data selected
from all of the experiments on the spacecraft, presented in
flee (version A) or _WO (version B) different tables. U_ch
table covers 3 man of d•ta Version A has data selected from
all experiments, w_th no emphasis on any particular eaperiment.
Version 8 emphasizes particle data and dc fields, with one
OF POOR QUALITY
table containing data from the channeltrons and dc electric and
magnetic fields, and one table cont•_nlng data from the solid
state proton and electron detectors.
..............................................................
S-CUBED A, HOFF)4AN
CHANNEL ELECTRON HULT]PLIERS WITH
F-LECTROSTAT ]C ANALYZERS
..............................................
Data set name - COMMON CONDENSED
EXPI_RIMENIE]_ DATA TAPES
N_)C ID 71 096A-O1A, COHMON CONDENSED EXPDRIMNTR TAPES
Time period covered - 11/15/71 TO 03/05/73
Quantity of data 191 REELS OF TAPE
These condensed experimenter data are on 7-track,
800 bp;, binary magnetic tapes, created on an IBM 360 colputer,
in Univac 1108 format, bch tape cont•_ns data from all
ezper;ments, -01 t_D -07, at high resolution. Data from five or
feler orbits are contained on each t•pe. For each orbit of
data, there ;s a header file Tolloled by a data file The
header f_le consisLs of 20 Univac 1108 lords ;n BCD format and
contains saLell;te _dentif;cat;on, tape processing date, orbit
number, start year of orbit, and start and stop day and
Iilliseconds of orbit. Each da_a file begins lith a file
header (20 binary lords) containing number oT elements in the
sampling identlfica_on dictionary (SID), SID creation date,
number of analog tapes used bo create f_le, start and stop time
of file, and SIO program number corresponding to specific
onboard flight program. This Is followed by multiple SID
records used to indicate the type, tiling, length, and source
of data _n the ral telemetry stre•m. A data block contains
multiple records of 1460 words. The first three lords of the
data record contain the number of valid data frames, record
nuiber, and roll start and stop time (_n mill;seconds) for that
data record. Following these lords •re up tO 32 contiguous
groups of 45 lords containing the SID inde. (used ;n
decommutating the telemetry data), frame tiling, data flags,
and • telemetry frame.
.........................
Data set nile -- COMMON UNCONOENSED
EXPE_IME_TE_ DATA TAPES
NSSDC ]D 71 O96A-010, COMHON UNCONDENSED E_KF_HNTH TAPES
Time period covered 03/05/73 TO 09/30/74
Quantity of data - 1879 REELS OF TAPE
These uncondensed e,perimenLer data are on 7 track,
800-bpi, binary magnet;c tapes, created on a Univac 1108
COlpUter. Each tape contains ral teJeletry data for one orbit,
from each experiment, -O] to -07. The first f;le of a Lape ;s
tape header follomed by a v•rfable number oT data files, one
or each successive onbo•rd flight program executed by the
spacecraft. The tape header consists of 20 Univac 1108 36 bit
lords in 0CD format and contains satellite identification, tape
processing dale, orh;t number, start year of orbiL, and start
and stop day and milliseconds oT orbit. Lach data file beg;as
w;Lh a f;Je header record (70 binary lords) containing number
Of elements in the salpling identification dictionary (SID),
SaD creatlon dale, number of analog tapes used to create file,
start and stop time of file, and SID progr•m number
corresponding to specific onboard flight progral. This ;s
followed by multiple SID records used to indicate the type,
timing, length, and source of data in the ral telemetry stream.
Next ;s a data block containing multiple records of 1460 lords.
The first three words of the data record contain the number of
valid data frames, record number, and roll start and stop Lime
(_n mill;seconds) for that data record. Following these lords
are up to 32 contiguous groups of 45 words containing the S]D
;ndez (used in decommuLating the telemetry data), data flags,
and a telemetry frame.
..............................
Data set n•me- COt_4ON SUMMARY PLOT DATA
ON MACNL-TIC TAPE
NSSDC ID 7]-096A-0]C, COMMON SUMMARY PLOT TAPES
Time period covered - 11/17/71 TO 03/07/73
_uant;ty of data 246 REE_S OF TAPE
These project-supplied, experimenter summary plot data
• re on 7-trick, 556-bp;, binary magnetic tapes, created on an
IBM 360 computer by us;rig Lhe RADE program (a user-callable
subroutine designed to operate on the IBM 360). Data lere
eaLr•cted from the experimenters' (-O] to -07) telemetry tapes
according to user-spec;fled addressable channels, related
factors, spacecraft orbit, and t_mes. The variable length,
physical blocks contain a 16-byte array header folloled by a
lil;IUl O_ 256 16--byte array d•La groups. The •rray header
contains the length (in bytes) of entire arr•y, spacecraft or
dsLa sync clock; number of groups of d•ta contained in array;
orb;L number first roll start Lime (or spacecraft clock), spln
period, flight program number, day of ye•r, address•tie or
subcom channel number, mode flag, and data group pointer. A
da_a group consists of a group header containing the
addressable or subcom channel nulber; mode flag and length of
the data group; and all the extr•cted d•t•, flags, and
calculated Greenwich mean times of a particular •ddressable or
subcom channel.
.........................
Data set name - COHHON SUMP_RY PLOTS
ON MICROfILJM
NSSDC ID 71-OgBA-OID, COHMON SUMMARy PLOTS, MFILM
l;me period covered 07/10/77 TO 03/07/73
_uan_;ty of data 5 REELS OF MICROFILM
The summary plots contain data selected from all of the
ezper;ments on the spacecraft, combined on tie different plots
to present In every;el of the spacecraft results Each frame
covers 3 1/2 h (approximately half an orbit). Magnetic local
timeS, L value, and magnetic latitude are also shown in each
plot. The first plot of each pair shols proton and electron
energy/flu= specLrogr•ms, pitch angle parameters. •nd energy
density. The second plot shows magnetic and elecLrlc field
frequency/intensity spectrograms, dc electric fields, and
magnetic field differences from a reference field (POC0 8/69,
Caln and Sweeney. J. Ceophys. Res.. v. 75, p 4360, 19701.
.........................
DaLa set name C01_ION QUICK LOOK PLOTS
ON MICROFILM
N_SOC ID 71-096A OIE. COMMON QUICK LOOK PLOTS, MFILH
Tile period covered - 12/09/71 TO 07/_0/74
Quantity of data 69 REELS OF MICROFILH
The quick look plots contain data selected from ill of
the experiments on the spacecraft, colbined in four (version A)
or six (version 81 different ploLs to present a coordinated
display oT _he spacecraft results. F_ch plot covers 3 man of
data. Version A has data selected from all eaperilents, with
no emphasis on any particular e.periloflt. Version 0 emphasizes
particle data and dc fields by displaying a plot oT channeltron
and solid state electron detector data, two different plots of
solid state proton detector data, and a plot of dc electron and
lagnet;c field data.
................................
Data see name - COHMDN QUICK l OOK LISTING
ON MICROFILM
NSSDC 1D 7]_OgBA OIF, COMMON QUICK I OOK t ISTINCS. MFIIM
T;ae per;od covered 12/OQ/ll T0 01/_0/74
Quantity of data - 77 REELS OF MICROFILM
lhe quick-look list;ng_ conta;n tabular data selmcLed
from •11 of the elperime,L_ on the spacecraft, preseflLed in
five (vers;on A) or tlo (version B) different Lables. Each
table covers 3 min of data. Vers;on A has data selected from
all e=periments, with no emphasis on any p•rt;cular e=periment.
Version B emphasizes particle data and dc fields, with one
table contain;no data frol LEe channeltrons and dc electric and
magnetic fields, and one table containing data from the solid
st•re pro_on and electron detecf_)rs.
..............................................
Data set name PITCH ANGLE DISIRIBUIIDN AND RADIAL
PROFILE PLOIS 0.S L VALUE3 DN MICROTILM
NSSDC ID 11 096A O]H, PITCH ANGLE PLOTS .S L VAL, HFILM
Time per;od covered - 11/27/11 TO 11/01/12
Quantity of data 31 REELS OF MICROFILM
This 16-am microfilm d•La set provides the pitch angle
distribution of energetic electrons •nd protons, obtained from
the solid state channels and channeltron channels. The flux is
provided as the logarithm of the differential p•rtlcle flu:, in
units of particles/(sq ca st-s-keY). The energy itself is
des;gnaLed by the channel number. For each channel the frames
are about 5 mln aparL, roughly equivalen_ to L values spaced
0.1L apart. The L-value itself is Irltten ;n each frame. The
dill set is • composite of data from experiments -01, O_, and
-03.
.............................................
DaLa set name 5 MIN PROTON • ELECTRON DIFFER_NIIAL FLUX
SPECTRA, MICROFILM
lOq
NSSDC ID 71-OQ6ALO1J, S MIN P* • E- DIFF SPECTRA, MFILH
Time period covered - 12103171 TO 08/04/72
Quantity of daba - 2 REELS OF MICROFILM
This 16-am microfilm data set provides the differential
energy spectra of protons and electrons, as the logarithm of
t_e flul, ;nun; ts of pmrt;cles/(sq cm-sr-s-keV). The proton
energy range is from _4 to 300 keY, and the electron energy
range ;s from IO to 560 keV. The frames are S m;n apart, and
the time for each frame is written in. Neither the L-value nor
any other coordinate of the spicecraft is provided in the
frames. This data set is i composite of data from eiper;ments
-O), -02. and -03.
S-CUBED A, MAYNARD
DC ELECTRIC FIELD MEASURBHEN1
Data set name COMMON CONDENSED
EXPERIMENTER DATA TAPES
NSSOC [D I)-Og6A-O6A, COMMON CONDENSED EXPERIMNIR TAPES
Time period covered - 11/15/71 T0 03/05/73
Quantity of d•ta 191RELLS OF TAPE
These condensed elperlmenter d•t• are on 7 track,
8OO bp;, binary magnetic tapes created on in IBM 360 computer,
in Un;v•c 1108 forlat Each tape contains data frol all
eaperiments, -0] IGo -07. Data from five or fewer orbits are
contlined on each tape. For e•ch orbit of data. here is a
header file followed by • data file. The header file cons;sts
of 20 Univac 1100 words in BCD format and contains satellite
identification, tape processing date, orbit number, start year
of orbit, and start Ind stop day ind milliseconds of orbit.
Each data file begins with a f;le header (20 binary words)
containing number of elements ;n the sampling ;dent;fication
dictionary (SID), SID creation date. number of analaog tapes
used to create file. start and stop time of file. and SID
program number corresponding to specific onboard flight
program This is followed by multiple SID records used to
indic•be the type, timing, length, and source of data in the
r•e telemetry stream. A data block contains multiple records
of 1460 words The first three lords of the data record
contain the number of val;d data frames, record number, and
roll start •nd st_op tlme (in milliseconds) for that data
record Following these words are up to 32 contiguous groups
of 45 words containing the S]0 inde, (used in decommutating the
telemetry data), frame Limtng. data flags, and • telemetry
frame
Data set name COMMON LJNCONDENSED
FXPFRIMFNIER DATA TAPES
NSSDC ]D /1-096A 060, COMMON UNCOND[]WSED EXPRMNIR TAPES
lmme perir)d covered 03/05/73 TO 0q/30/14
Quanbiby of data 1879 REELS OF TAPE
These uncondensed eaperimenter data are on 7 track,
BOO bpl. binary magnetic tapes cre•ted on a Univac 110B
computer_ L_ch t•pe contains raw telemetry daba for one orbit,
from all the e=perimonts, -01 to O7 The first file of • t•pe
is a tape header, lh_ch _s followed by • variable number of
dab• files, one for each successive onboard flight progrim
execuLed by the spacecraft The tape header consists of 20
Univac 1108 36 blt words in BED format and contains satellite
identification, tape processing date. orbit number, start year
of orbit, and start and slop day and milltseconds of orbit
E•ch data file begins with a file header record (20 binary
lords) containing number of elements in the sampling
identification dictionary (SLOT, SID creation data. number of
analog tapes used to create file, start and stop time of file.
and SID program number corresponding [o specific onhoard flight
program This header iS followed by multiple SID records used
to indicaLe the type, timing, length, and source of data in the
r•m telemetry sLream Next is a data block containing multiple
records of 1460 words The first three words of the data
record contain the number of vatid data frames, record number.
and roll start and stop time (in milliseconds) for that data
record Following these eords are up be 32 contiguous groups
of 4_ lords containing the SID inde. (used in decommutating the
telemetry data), da[a flags, and a telemetry frame
DaLe _et name COMMON St_ARY P[ UT DAIA
ON MAGNET IC TAPE
NSSOC ID 71-Og6A-O6C, COMMON SUMMARY PLOT TAPES
Time period covered - 11/17/71 TO 03107/73
Quantity of data - 246 REELS OF TAPE
These pro_ect-supplied, experlmenter summary plot data
are on 7 trick. E_6-bp;. binary magnetic tape. created on in
I_ 360 computer by using the RAOE program (a user-coil•tie
subroutine designed to operate on the IBM 360). Data were
extracted from the experimenters' (-01 to -07) telemetry tapes
according to user specified address•tie chinnels, related
factors, spacecraft orbit, and tlmes. The variable length.
physical blocks contain a 16-byte array header followed by a
maxlmum of 256 16 byte array data groups. The array header
contains the length (in bytes) of entire array, spacecraft or
data sync clock° number of groups of data conLalned in array,
orbit number first roll start time (or spacecraft clock), spin
period, flight program number, day of year. addresslble or
subcom channel number. _ode flag. and data group polnter. A
data group consists of a group header containing the
address•tie or subcom channel number; mode flag and length of
the data group; and all the extracted da_a. flags, and
calculated Oreenwich mean times of a particul•r addressable or
subcom channel.
.......................
Data set name - CD_0N SUMMARY PLOTS
ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID lI O96A O6D. COMMON SL_94ARY PLOTS, MFII_
Time period covered O2/10/72 TO 03/07/73
Quantity of data - 5 REJ_S DF MICROFILM
The summar_ plots contain data selected from all of %he
experiments on the spacecraft, combined on two different plots
to present an overvlew of the spacecraft results. Each frame
covers 3 1/2 h (approximately half an orbit). Magnetic local
times. L value, and magnetic latitude are also shown in each
plot. The first plot of each pair shows prolbon and electron
energy/flu• spectrograms, pitch angle parameters, and e_ergy
density. |he second plot shows magnetic and electric field
frequency/intensity spectrograms, dc electric fields, and
magnetic field d;ffere,ces from a reference field (POCO 8/6Q.
Cain and Sleeney, J. Ceophys. Res., v /_, p. 4360, 1970).
Data set name COMMON _UICK LOOK PLOTS
ON M]CRO_ILH
NSSOC ]D 7] Og6A 06F, COMMON _U]CK lOOK PLOTS, MFIlM
lime period covered 12/09/71 TO 07/20//4
Quantity of data 6Q REELS 0f MICROTILM
The quick look plots contain data selected from all of
the e.perimenLs on the spacecrafL, combined _n four (version A)
or s.x (version B) different plots to present • coordinated
display of the spacecraft results. Each plot covers 3 min of
data Version A has data selected from all experiments, with
no emphasis on any particular experiment Version B emphasizes
particle data and dc fields by displaying a plot of channelbron
and solid state electron detector data, two different plebs of
sol_d state proton detector data, and a plot of dc electron •nd
magne[ic field data.
D•t• set name COMMON QUICK lOOK IISTINC
ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 71 OgBk O61, COMIMON QUICK [00K [ISTINCS. MFILM
l;me period covered 1_/09/11 TO 0(/20/14
_uant,ty of data 7/ REJ_LS OF MICROfilM
The quick look listings contain tabulir data selected
from all of [he experiments on the spacecraft, presented in
five (version A) or tWO (version B) different tables EJch
Table covers 3 min of data Version A has data selected from
• ll experiments, wi[h no emphasis on •ny particular ezperiment.
Version 0 emphasizes p•rticle data and dc fields, wiLh one
table containing d•ta from the channeltrons •nd dc electric and
magnetic fields, and one table containing data from bhe solid
state proton and electron detectors
S CUBIg A. WIllIAMS
SOLID SLATE DETECTORS
Data set name COMMON COHO[]NSED
EXPERIMt_NTER DATA TAPES
110
OF POOR QU_,!_:TY
NSSDC ID 71-096A-O3A, COH14ON CONDE]k_I_) EXPERIHNTR 1AP_
Time period covered 11/15/71 TO 03/05/73
Quantity of data 191 REELS OF TAPE
These condensed experlmenter data are on 7-track0
800=bp;, binary magnetic tape created on an IBM 360 computer,
in Univac 1108 format. Each tape contains data from all
elperiments0 O] to -07. Data from five or fewer orbits are
contained on each tape. For each orbit of data, there is a
header file followed by a data file The header film consists
of 20 Univac 1108 lords in BCD format and contains satellite
identification° tape processing date, orbit number, start year
of orbit, and start and stop day and milliseconds of orbit.
Each data file begins with a file header (_0 binary lords)
containing number of elements in the sampling identification
dictionary (saD), SID creation date, number of analog tapes
used to create file, start and stop time of file, and SID
program number corresponding to specific onboard flight
program. This ;s followed by multiple SID records used to
indicate the type, timing, length, and source of data in the
raw telemetry stream. A data block contains multiple records
of 1460 words lhe first three lords of the dab• record
contain the number of valid data frames, record number and roll
start and stop time (in milliseconds) for that data record
Following these words are up to 32 contiguous groups of 45
words containing the SaD inde, (used in decommutating the
telemetry data), frame timing, data flags, and a telemetry
frame.
Data set name COMMON UNCONDE_ISI_)
FXP_]ME_T_Tt DATA FAP[S
N_SOC ID 7] OghA-O3H, COHMON UNCONDI_IS_) EXPRHNTR TAPES
Time period covered 03/05/73 10 09/30/74
Quantity of data 1879 REELS OF TAPE
These uncondensed experimenter data are on 7-track,
BOO-bpi. binary magnetic tape created on a univac 1108
computer _ch tape contains raw telemetry data for one orbit,
from all elperiments, -0] to 07. The first file of a tape is
tape header followed by a variable number of data files, one
_or each successive onboard flight program e,ecuted by the
spacecraft. The tape header consists of 20 Univac 1108 36 bit
words in BCD format and contains satell,te identification, tape
processing date, orbit number, start year of orbit, and start
and stop day and milliseconds of orbit fach data f_le begins
with a file header record (20 binary words) containing number
of elements in the sampling identification d_ctionary (SID),
SID ere•Lion date, number of analog tapes used to create file.
start and stop time of file, and SID program number
corresponding to specific onboard flight program This is
follomed by mull;pie S]D records used to indicate the type,
timing, length, and source of data in the ram telemetry stream.
Neat ;s a data block containing multiple records of 1460 words
The first three words of the data record contain the number of
valid data frames, record number, and roll start and stop time
(in mill;seconds) for that data record, tolloe;ng these mords
are up to 32 contiguous groups of 45 words containing the SID
inde= (used in decommutating the telemetry data), data flags,
and a telemetry frame.
Data set name COMMON 5UPW4ARY PLOT DATA
ON MAGNFrIC TAPE
NSSOC ID 71 096A-03C. COHHON SUMHARY PLOF TAPES
lime period covered 11/17/71 TO 03/07/73
_uantity of data 246 R_S Of ]APE
These project-supplled, experimenter summary plot data
are on l track, 556 bpl, binary magnetic tape, created on an
]f_H 360 computer by using the RAOE program (a user callable
subroutine des;•ned to operate on the IBM 360) Data mere
eJtracted from the experimenter telemetry tapes according to
user-specified address•hie channels, related factors,
spacecraft orbit, and times. The variable length, physical
blocks contain a 16 byte array header followed by a malimum of
_56 16-byte array data groups The array header contains the
length (in bytes) of entire array, spacecraft or daLa sync
clock, number of groups of data contained in array, orbit
number first roll start time (or spacecraft clocb), spin
period, flight program number, day of year, address•hie or
subcom channel number, mode flag, and data group pointer. A
data group cons;st5 of a group header containing the
addressable or subcom channel number; mode flag and length of
the data group; and all the extracted data, flags, and
calculated Creenlich mean times of a particular address•hie or
subcom channel
..................................................
Data set name COHHON SUI4HARY PLOIS
ON M]CROFIU4
NSSOC ID 71 096A-030, COMMON SUF_ARY PLOTS, MFILM
Time period covered - 02/10/7_ TO 03/07/73
quantity of data - S REELS OF MICROFILM
The summary plots contain data selected from all of the
ezperiments on the spacmcraft, comb;ned on two different plots
_o present an overview of the spacecraft results. _ch frame
covers 3 1/_ h (approllmltely half an orbit). Hognetlc local
times, • value, and magnetic latitude are also shown in each
plot. The first plot of each pair shoes proton and electron
energy/flul spectrograms, pitch angle parameters, and energy
density. The second plot shows magnetic and electric field
frequency/intensity spectrograms, dc electric fields, and
magnetic field differences from a reference field (POCO 0/69,
Cain and Seeeney, J. Ceophys. Res., v. 75, p. 4360, ]q70).
...................................
Data set name COMMON QUICK LOOK PLOTS
ON HICROFILM
NSSDC ID 710q6A-O3E, CDMMON QUICK LOOK PLOIS, MF]LM
Time period covered - 12/09/71 10 07/_0/74
Quantity of data - 6g REELS OF MICROFII_
The quick=look plots contain data selected from all of
the e_periments on the spacecraft, comb;ned in four (version A)
or Si= (version 8) different plots t_) present a coordinated
display of the spacecraft results Each plot covers 3 min of
data. Version A has data selected from all experiments, with
no emphasis on any particular experiment Version B emphasizes
particle data and dc fields by displaying a plot of channeltron
and solid state electron detector data, Lvo different plots of
solid state proton detect_r data, and a plot of dc electron and
magnetic field data.
Data set name - COMMON QUICK LOOK LISTINC
DN MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 1] 096A-O3F, COMMON QUICK LOOK LISIINCS, MFILM
1;me period covered ]2/0g/7] TO 07/:?0/74
Quantity of da_a 71REJ_t_S OF MICROFILM
The quick-look listings contain tabular data selected
from all of the experiments on the spacecraft, presented in
five (version A) or two (version R) different tables. F_ch
table covers 3 min of data Version A has data selected from
all ezperiments, with no emphasis on any particular e=perimenL
Version 8 emphasizes part_cJe data and dc fieldh, lith one
table containing data from the channeltrons and dc electric and
magnetic fields, and one table containing data Trom the solid
state prot_)n and electron detectors
Data set name PITCH AN_LE D]STRIBUIIONS AND RADIAl
PROFILE PLOT5 05 I VAIU[_ ON MICRU_]tH
NSSDC 10 ?I 096A 03H, PITCH ANGLE PLOT5 .S [ VAL, MF]L_
Time period covered - 11/27/71 TO 11/01/72
Quantity of data - 31REJELS OF MICROFILH
Th_s ]6-am microfilm data set provides the pitch angle
distrlbut;on of energetic elecLrons and protons, obtained from
the solid state channels and channeltron channels. The f_u= is
provided as the logarithm of the differential particle fJu_. in
units of particles/(sq cm sr s key). Ihe energy itself is
designated by the channel number _or each channet the frames
are about 5 min apart, roughly equivalent to • values spaced
0.] [ apart. The •-value itself is written in each frame The
data set is a composite of data from e,periments 01, -02, and
03
Data set name - 5-HIN PROTON _ ELECTRON DIFFE_FNI]AI FlUX
SPECTRA, MICROFILM
NSSOC ID 710q6A 03J, 5-MIN P_ • E- DIFf SPICTRA, HFILM
T;me period covered - 12/03/71 TO 0B/04/12
_uant;ty of data - _ REELS OF MICROFILM
This ]6-mm microfilm data set provides the differential
energy spectra of protons and electrons, as the logarithm of
the flux. ;n units of part;cles/(sq cm-sr-s-keV). The prot_)n
energy range is from 24 to 300 keY, and the electron energy
range is from ]0 to 560 keY. The frames are S min apart, and
the time for each frame is written in. Neither the • value nor
any other coordinate of the spacecrafL is provided in the
frames. This da_a Set iS a composite of data from experiments
0], 02, and 03.
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Data sol name - PRINTOUT OF PRE]DICT_ NAGNEXIC
CONJUNCTIONS ON MICROFILH
NSSOC ID 19-007A-000, PREDICTS) HAG CONJUNCTIONS, MF]LH
Time period covered 03/15/79 TO 02/17/81
Quantity of data - I REEL OF NICRDFILN
This data met consimts of microfilmmd lisLings of
magnetic conjunctions computed at NSSDC. The target satellite
tm ISFF 1, and the orbits of _A-CEOS 2 and STP P78-2 were
examined Lo determine magnetic conjunctions, i.e., times when
those satellites were located on (or ulthin a specified
distance of) the same magnetic field line that passed through
the target matellite. In addition to the time period, the
listing provides spacecraft locations, separation distance,
distance to the surface of the earth along the field line, and
identification of the magnetic field model used.
Data set name - ORBITAL PLOTS FOR PRONIS PE]RIOD
IN CSH CBORD]NATES. ON H]CROFICHE
NSSDC ID 79-007A OOE. ORBITAL PLOTS FOR PRONIS PERIOD
Time period covered 03/29/06 TO 06/16/86
Quantity of data - I CARD OF B/W NICROF]CHE
1his data set. in microfiche, provides orbital plots of
the spacecraft for the PRBMTS period, Narch 29 June 16, ]986.
Each frame covers a time period of 3 days and contains plots of
X, Y, and Z components (OSM), ;n earth radii, of the rid;us
vector be the spacecraft.
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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TELSTAR 1, _BVN
PROION A_) EL ECTHON RAD]ATION
Oata set name HI])UCED LLLCiRON ANO PROTON DAIA ON
HACN|TIC 1APi
NS_)C ID 62 0VgA O%A. PROIN&FIEC COUNq RT_PHN,BESYS TP
Time period covered 01/]0/62 10 02/21/63
Qulntlty of da_a S REEJ_S OF TAPE
lhis reduced data set from the BT[ experiment, generated
vith the BESTS man;tar at Bell Telephone Laboratories, ;s on
800 bpi, I track, |aM 7094, odd parity magnetic tipes. Each
file on these tapes contains a BCD header record. The rest of
the tape is binary The logical record length ;s 54 (36-bit)
gords. Each record contains ephemeris and Lime information,
model magnetic fletd, Nc]llain [, and satellite state data such
as skln temperature, detect_r temperature, etc. Also presented
are (1) COUnt riles from the electron detector ;n each bias
mode, eiLh interpolated values of B, t, and gammma (where gamma
is the angle betleen the spacecraft spin axis and model field
direction), and (2) count rates from the two proton detectors
in each bias mode with corresponding values of B, l, and gamma.
The data ire time ordered.
:::::::::::: .....::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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TELSTAR _, BROWN
PROTON AND ELECTRON RADIATION
Data set name R_UCE_) F_LECTRON AND PROTON DATA ON
HACNL_IC TAPE
NSSDC ID 63 O]3A-O]A, PROTN&[L EC COUN_ RI&EPHI4, BF_,YS TP
llme period covered 05/07/63 TO 05/O7/6_
Quantity of data - B RE£J S OF 1APE
This reduced data set from the aT[ experiment, generated
with Lhe B_YS monitor aL Bell Telephone Laborat_r;es. is on
800 bpi, /-track, IBM 7094, odd parity magnetic tapes. Each
file on these tapes contains a BCD header record. The rest of
the tape is binary. The logical record length ;m 54 (36-bit)
lords. F_ch record contains ephemeris nnd Lime Informal;on0
model magnetic field, McIImain L, and sateltite state data such
am skln temperature, detec_or temperature, etc. Also presented
arm (1) count rates from the electron defecator in Inch blam
Bode, uith interpolated values of 0, L, and gaNia (where gamma
am the angle between the spacecraft spin a=is afd laodet field
d_rect;on), and (2) count ritem from the two proton detectors
;n each bias mode with corresponding values of B, L, and gamma.
The datl are time ordered.
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VF_ 3A0 BANE
ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER AND CM TUBES
...........................................
Data set nnme PUBLISHED PRELIMINARY SOLAR WIND
PARAMEIERS
NSSDC ID 6S-058A-04A, SOLAR GEOPHYS OAIA PBLSD SOLAR _D
Time period covered - 01/O1/69 TO 05/21/70
Quantity of data ]7 BOOKS OR BOUNO VBLUH_S
This data set consists of prelim;airy solar eind
parameters presented in the monthly publ;catlon
ISolar-CeophysicaJ Data m issued by the NOAA _nvironmen_al
Research Laboratories. These parameters are determined by
measurements on the Vela 3, 4, and _ satellites. The
informal;on given cons;sis of date, time, spacecraft
;denLification, bulk velocity, and density. The velocity is
accurate to 3 percent, and the density is believed t.o be
accurate to 50 percent. However, relative changes ;n the
density measured over • short time mpan are accurate t_ _O
percent. Typically. there are tmo or _hree se_s of parameterm
given for a particular Instrument per day. nnd on about 30
percent of the days there are no data.
.....................
Data set name - 3-1tR AV_ACES OF SOLAR WIND
PARAMETERS ON MICROFILM
NSSO_ ID 65 OSSA-O4B, 3HR AV-DE_.VEI, DIR, T EMP,ON MFLH
Time period covered 07/26/65 TO 12/06/61
Quantity of data 1 REE_ O! NICROFIEM
These da_a were supplied by the eaperimenter as
published document, _A Compilation of Vein 3 Solar Wind
Observations 1965 to 1967, = Los AlaJ_s Scientific Laboratory,
LA-4536, vol. 1, Oct. ]970, by S. J. B_me, H. E. Felthauser, A.
J. Hundhausen, ]. B. Strong, J R. Asbr;dge, H. E. C_lbert, D.
N_ Smith, and S. J. Sydoriak. The documenL las microfilmed by
NSS_ and is conga;ned on one 3S mm real. The data consist of
3 h averages of the _olar m_nd probon densiLy, flol speed, flow
direction, and proton temperature. These parameters lere
derived by least squares techniques assuming bi-Naalellian
distribution functions The data are displayed both as plo_s
and as listings There is a nearly uniform 25 percent coverage
over the _ime period _ndicated.
Data se_ name 3 HR AV_AO_S OF SOLAR WIND
PARAMETERS ON TAPE
NSSDC IO 65 058A-O4C, 3 H_ AVC D_.V_L.DIR,+T[_4P, TAPE
Time period covered - 07/_/6_ TO 12/O6/67
Quantity of da_a - ] REEL OF TAPE
These data were supplied by Dr. Paul Fougere of the Air
Force Cambridge Research Laborat_Dries and consist of i card
image magnetic _ape version of data _et 65-058A-O4B The
one file _ape is BCD, has 7 tracks, has i density of $56 bp;,
and was made on an ]_H 7094 Data for data set 6S-05BB-04C
(Vela 3B) are also on th_s tape.
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
VELA 3B. BANE
_LECTROSTATIC ANALYZE_ AND C/4 TUBES
.....................................
Data set name 3 HR AVBAGES OF SOLAR WIND
PABAM_TE_R_ ON NICROFItM
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NSSDCI 65-058B 04A, 3-HR-AVC D{_I,VEL,DIR,*TEHP, MFILM
Tile period covered 07/26/65 TO 12/06/67
Quantity of dale - I REEL OF H]CROFII_
These dita were supplied by the experimenter as a
publ;shed document, iA Compilation of Vela 3 So_ir Wind
Observations 1965 to 1967, m Los Alamos Sc;ent;f;c Laboratory,
LA 4536, vol. 1, Oct. 1970, by S. J. Bale, H. E. Felthauser, A.
J. Hundhausen, ]. B. Strong, J. R. Asbridge. H. [. C;Ibert, D.
M. Smith, and S. J. Sydorlak. The document was microfilmed by
_SDC and is contained on one 3S-am reel. The data consist of
3-h iv*rages of solar wind proton density, flow speed, flow
direction, ind proton telperiture. These parameters lere
derived by leas_ squares techniques assuming bl Ha,welt;an
distribution functions. The data are displayed both as plots
lad IS Ilstlngs. There is a nearly uniform 25 percent Coverage
over the tile period indlcited.
......................................
Data set name PUBLISHED PR_ IMINARY SOLAR WIND
PARAMFT ERS
NSSDC ID 65-058B-O4B, SOLAR CF_PHYS DAIA PBLSD SOLAD We)
Tile period covered 01/01/69 TO 05/21/70
Quantity of data 17 BOOKS OR BOUND VOLUM[S
This data set consists of preliminary solar llnd
paraleters presented in the monthly publication
ISolar-CeophysicaJ Data I issued by the NOAA Lnv;ronlental
Reseirch Laboritor;es. These parameters are determined by
measurements on the Vela 3A, 3B, 5A, and SB satellites. The
information given consists of date, time, spacecrift
;dentif;cit;on, bulk velocity, and density. The velocity is
iccurate to 3 percent, and the density is believed to be
Iccurate _0 50 percent. However, relative changes in the
density leisured over i short tile span are iccuri_e to 20
percent. Typically, there are two or three sets of parameters
given for a particular instrument per day, and on about 30
percent of the days there are no data. There is a ]-month lag
between the Lime the data were acquired and the tile they were
published.
.........................
Data set nile - 3 Hr AVE_ACF_ OF SOLAR WIND
PARAHET_S ON TAPF
NSSDC ID 65 05BB 04C. 3 FIR AVC DF_I,VEL,DIR,+IEHP, TAP[
lime period covered 07/26/6b IO 17/06/67
Quantity of data - 1RFFI OF 1APF
These data Tare supplied by Dr. Paul Fougere of the Air
Force Cambridge Reselrch Laboratories and consist of a card
image lagnetic tape version of data set 6b-OSBB 04A. This tape
Was made on in IBM 7094 The tape was written in BCD at i
density of 556 bpl. The tape has one file on 7 tricks. Oati
for data set 65-058A 04C (Vole 3A) are also on this tape.
ao**o*aa**eee*eee*iaeae VD-A 5A .....ee.. •*a*aa** *e*aeeeaeaoe*
Data set name - COMPUTER LISTINCS OF SOLAR ECLII_[IC
EPHE)4ERIS (R, THE1A, PHI) ON MICROFILM
NSSDC ID 6q-046D OOF, LISTINCS OF SOL FCL R,THFTA,PHI
T;te period covered - 05/23/69 TO 02/28/71
Quantity of data - 1 REEL Of: MICROFILM
This datl set consists of mlcrofiJled (16-mm) coIputlr
listings of the satellite ephemeris generated It NSSDC from
listings submitted by the emperilenter. Points are given at
4 fl intervals (satellite period was about 4 days), and the
following information is given for each point: loath, day,
year, tile of day (in seconds), geocentric distlflce (in earth
radii), solar ecliptic latitude (in deg), and solar ecliptic
longitude (in deg).
Data set name - PREDICTED ORBIT PLOTS ON HICROFIIM
NSSOC ID 69-046D-00C, PrEDICTE33 ORBIT PLOIS
Time period covered - 01/01/78 TO 12/31/79
Quantity of dita -. ? REELS OF MICROFILM
The 16-mm microfilm rolls provide the orbital data for
each rave(at;on, in sets of three frames each. The first frame
is thl GSH, Y Z plane projection of the orb;£ The second
frame is I _E, X=Y plot of the orbiL, rotated into that pline;
it ilso contlins the plots of the mignetopause and boa shock
Fhe third frame is a plot of the geomagnetic latitude vs
geomagnetic local time.
...............................
V_ 5A, BAME
SOLAR WIND
.......................
DaLa set nime PUBLISHED PRELIMINARY SOLAR WIND
PARAHFTE}_S
NSSOC ]D 6g 046D-OSA, SOLAR CEOPHYS DATA PBtSD SOLAR kfD
lime period covered 09/14/69 TO 04/1]/77
Quantity of data 31 BOOKS OR BOUND VOLUIHES
This data set consists of preliminary solar wind
parameters presented ;n the monthly publication
mSolar-Oeophys;caJ Data m issued by the NOAA EJlv;ronmental
Research Laboratories. These parameters have been de|arm=ned
by measurements on the Vela 3, 4, Ind 5 satellites. The
information given consists of date, tile, spacecraft, bulk
velocity, Ind density. The velocity Is iccurate to 3 percent.
and the denslty ;s believed to be accurate to _>0 percent.
However, relative changes in the density measured over a short
tile span are accurite to _0 percent. Typically, there are two
or three sets of perimeters given for • particular ;nstrulent
per day, and on about 30 percent of the days there are no data.
There is a I month lag between the time the data were acquired
and the t;le they were published
VFJ_A 5A, CHAMB[_S
SOLAR X-RAY DI_I_CIORS. O.S 10 3.0 A,
I TO 8 A, I TO 16 A, 44 TO 60 A
Data set name HARDCOPY P[OIS OF RE])UCFD SOLAR X-RAY
FLUX VS liME
NSSDC ID 69 046D-02A, 3-CHANNEL SOLAR X RAY ATLAS
Time period covered 05/_1/69 TO 05/1S/10
Quanb;ty of data 3 BOOKS OR BOUND VOLUH_
This da_a set, supplied by the euperimenter, consists of
volules of inc;den_ solar X ray flux plotted (on a log linear
array) as a function of universal time (hours) in hard copy
form and ;s published as Los Alamos Nat;onll Laboratory report
LA 44S4, vols 1, I1, and I11. One dly of equ;valenL gray body
flux (ergs/sq cm sec) for each of the three X ray channels on
Vela 5A ind SB is plotted per page. 1he upper curve on each
graph is the equ;vilen_ flux in the 1 16 A band derived from an
ion chamber I;th Iluminum-Mylar window, the middle curve is the
equ;valenL flu= in the 1-8 A band derived from an ion chamber
with beryllium window, and the lower curve is the equivalent
flux in the 0.3-3.0 A band derived from NaI scintillator dill.
This format, however, does reduce some of the date's inherent
time resolution. ]n addition, because of the colputer
processing of the data, the collection of plots includes some
unreliable anomalous portions. These are the result of (1)
s;gnificmnt contributions to or saturaLion of the detectors by
charged particles, (2) asylletry in the response of a pair of
lon chambers generating double sets of points, or (3) bi_
errors.
.eeee.eeeee.eoeeeeaoele.woaa*e*aeo***eei*ooeoae****eeeo***aeee*
*a*ooeele*eeeaae*ee*eoa VF]LA SB e*ee*oaeeee*e****eaea*a****oe*
Oata set nile _ COMPUH_ LISTINGS OF SOLAR _CLIPIlC
EPHE]qERIS (R, THL_A, PHI) ON HICROFIIM
NSSDC I0 69-046E-OOF, LISTINCS OF SOt [Ca R,1H[]A,PH]
Time per_od covered - 05/_4/6g TO 02/28/71
Quantity of data - I REEL OF MICROFILM
This d•tl set consists of m_crof;lmed (16-II) computer
listings of the satellite epheler;s generated at NSS_ from
listings sublit_ed by the eaperimenter Points are given at
4 h ;ntervmJi (sat*lilt* period about 4 days), and the
following informal;on is given for each point: month, day,
year, _ile of day (in see), geocentric distance (in earth
radii), solar ecliptic lit;rOde (in deg), and solar ecliptic
long;rude (in dog).
..........................................................
Data se& nile - PREDICTI]) ORBIT PLOTS ON MICROFILM
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...._;.._,.:,_,_A_PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
NSSOC ID 69-046E-00C, PREDICTE_ ORBIT PLOTS
Time period covered - 01/01/76 TO 12/31/79
Quantity of data - 4 REELS OF NICROFIUq
The 16-mm microfilm rolls provide the orbital data for
each revolution, in sets of three frames each. The first frlme
il the CS#t, Y-Z plane proJect;on of the orbit. The second
frlme is i CSE, X-Y plot of the orbit, rotated ;ned that plane;
it also contains the plots of the magnel;opluse and the bow
shock. The third frame ;s a plot of the geomagnetic latitude
va geomagnetic local time.
.......................................................
VF-_A 5B, BAHE
SOLAR WIN{)
...................................
Data set name - PUBLISHED PRELIMINARY SOLAR WIND
PARAHET _S
NSSOC 1D 69-046E-OSA, SOLAR CF-J)PHYS OAIA PBLSD SOLAR 1#D
Time period covered O9/14/69 10 06/12/7_
Quantity of data - 33 BOOKS OR BOUND VOLUMES
Thls data set consists of prellm;nary solar wind
parameters presentmd in the monthly pubJicetlon
SSolar Geophysical Data m issued by the NOAA Envlronmentat
Research Laboratories. These paraimterm have been determined
by measurements on the Vein 3, 4, and 5 aatellites. The
information given consists of date, time, spacecraft, bulk
velocity, and density. The velocity is accurate to 3 percent,
and the density ;s believed to be accurate t;o SO percent.
Homever, relative changes in the density measured over a short
time span are accurate to 20 percent. Typically, there are _wo
or three sets of parameters glven for a particular instrument
per day, and on about 30 percent of the days there ire no data.
There is a I-month Jag beteeen the time _he data mere acquired
and the time they were published.
VELA 5B, CHAMBERS
SOLAR X RAY DEIECIORS, 05 10 3.0 A,
] 10 8 A, 1 TO ]6 A, 44 TO 60 A
.........................
Data set name HARDCOPY PLOTS OF REDUCED SOLAR X-RAY
FLUX VS lIME
NSSOC ID 69 046[ 02A, 3 CHANNEL SOLAR X RAY ATLAS
lime period covered - 05/27/69 TO 05/15/70
Quantity o e data 5 BOOKS OR BOUND VOLUMES
This data set. supplied by the e=perlmenter, consists of
volumes of incident solar X-ray flux plotted (on a Iog-linear
array) as a function of universal time (hours) in hard copy
form and is published as Los Alamos National Laboratory report
LA 4454, vols. I, II, and Ill. One day of equivalent gray body
flux (ergs/sq cm sec) for each of the three X-ray channels of
Vein 5A and 5B is plotted per page. The upper curve on each
graph ;s the equ_¥alent flux in the ]-16 A band derived from an
ion chamber with aluminum Mylar llndom, the middle curve ;s the
equivalent flux in the 1 B A band derived from an ion chamber
eith beryllium eindow, and the lower curve is the equivalent
flux in the 03 3 0 A band derived from Na] scintillator data.
This format, however, does reduce some of the date's inherent
time resolution In add_tlon, owing to the computer processing
of the data, the collect;on of plots includes some unreliable
anomalous portions These are the result of (I) significant
contributions to or saturation Of the detect_Drs by charged
particles, (_) asymmetry in the response of i pair of ion
chambers generating double sets of points, or (3) bit errors
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
eeaeeeeeeeeeeeeoeoeoeeoeeoleeoeeeeeoeeoeeaeaeeaoeoooeoaoeoeaoo*
Data set name COMPUTER L]STINCS 0F SOLAR ECLIPTIC
[_fIEHrRIS (R, THE]A, PHI) ON M]CROF][_
NSSDC ID lO O?lk 0Of. [ISIINCS 0[ SOL ECL R,THEIA,PHI
Time period covered 04/0]/70 TO 02/2B/71
_uant;ty of data - ] R[EJ- OF MICROFILM
This data set consists of microfilmed computer listings
of the satellite ephemeris generated at NSSDC from listings
_ubmitted by the experimenter Points are given at 4-h
intervals (satellite period about 4 days), and the folloeing
information is given for each point: month, day, year, time of
day (in see), geocentric distance (in earth radii), solar
ecliptic latitude (in deg), and solar ecliptic long;rude (in
114
dog).
...............................................................
Dmta set name - PRE]_ICTI_) ORBIT PLOTS ON MICROFILM
NSSOC ID 70-O27A-OOG, PRI_)ICTE) ORBIT PLOTS
Time period covered - 01/O1/76 TO 12/31/79
_uant;ty of data - 4 REELS OF MICROFILM
The I6-mm mlcrof;Im rolls provide the orbital datl for
each revolution, ;n smts of three frmmem mich. The first Frame
is the C;SM, Y Z plane projection of the orbit. The second
frale am i CSE, X Y plane plot of the orbit, rotated into that
plane; it also contmlns the plots of the magnet_)paume and the
bow shock. The third frimm is i plot of the geomagnetic
lot;rude vs the geomagnetic local time.
.........................................................
yELA 6A, CHAMBERS
SOLAR X-RAY DETECTORS, 0.5 TO 3.0 A, 1
TO 8 A, I TO 16 A, 44 TO 60 A
.......................................................
Data set name REDUCED SOLAR K-RAY FLUXES PLOTTED VS.
TIME IN HARDCOPY FORM
NSSOC ID lO 027A 02A, 3-CHANNEL SOLAR X RAY ATLAS
Time period covered - O4/11/70 TO O1/01/71
Quantity of data _ BOOKS OR BOUND VOLUMES
Thls data set, supplied by the experimenter, cons;mrs of
incident solar X-ray flux plotted (on a log linear array) Is a
function Of universal tile (hours) in hard copy form and ;s
published as Los Alamos National Laboratory report LA 44_11,
vols. Iv nnd V. One day of equivalent gray body flux (ergs/sq
cm mec) from each of the three s-ray channels on Vein 6A and 60
is plotted per page. The upper curve on each graph is _he
equivalent flux in the 1-16 A band, derived from an ion chamber
wlth aluminum-Mylar lindol. The middle curve iS the equivalent
flux in the 1-B A band, derived from an ion chamber mith
beryllium windom. The IDler curve is the equivalent flux ;n
_he 0 3-3.0 A hand, derived from the Na| scintillator data.
This formaL, however, does reduce some of the data_s inherent
t;me resolution. In addition, owing to the computer processing
of the dale, _he collection of plots includes some unreliable
anomalous portions. These are the result of (1) significant
contributions t_ or saturation of the detectors by charged
particles, (2) asymmetry _n the response of an ;on chamber plir
giving double sets of points, or (3) bit errors.
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
*eeoeeeemoeeaeeeeooaeeoeaooeooeoe*eoe*oeoee*eoeeaseeooe*$eooeoe
Data set name COMPUT_]_ LISTINCS OF SOLAR ECLIPTIC
EPHE]ME]RIS (R, THE]A, PH]) ON MICROFILH
NSSOC ID 10 02/B-Oaf, LISTINGS OF SDL ECL R,THE]A.PHI
Time period covered O4/01/70 TO O_/78/71
Quantity of data - 1 RU_L Of HICROF]LM
This data set consists of microfilmed computer listings
of the sa%elllte ephemeris generated at NSSDC from listings
submitted by the experimenter Points are given at 4 h
intervals (satellite period is about 4 days), and the folloe;ng
informaL;on is given for each point; month, day, year, time of
day (in seconds), geocentric distance in earth radii), solar
ecliptic latitude (in deg), and sotar ecliptic longitude (in
dee).
Data set name - P_F_ICTI_) ORBII PLOTS ON M]CROFILM
NSSOC ID 70-027B OOC, PREDICTFD 0RBII PLOTS
Time period covered 01/01/76 TO 1_/31/79
Quantity of data - 4 RLEIS OF MICROF]IM
The ]6--mm m_crofilm rolls provide the orbital data for
each revolution, ;n sets of three frames each. The first frame
;s the CSH, Y-_ plane proJect;on of the orbit, lhe second
frame is a CSE, X Y plane plot of the orbit, rotated into that
plane; it also contains the plots of the magnetopause and the
bow shock. The third frame is a plot of the geomagnetic
latitude vs geomagnetic local time.
VF1 A 6B, CHAMBERS
OR|GS_',L_;LP_,GE IS
OF POOR QUALrrY
SOLJ_R X-RAY DEWECTORS, O.S TO 3.0 A,
1 10 8 A, 1 ]O 16 A, 44 lO 60 A
Data set name REIX)CED SOLAR X-RAY FLUXES PL OTTED VS
T IME IN HARDCOPY F ORH
NSSOC ID lO 027B-O2A, 3 CHANNEJ SOLAR X RAY ALIAS
lime period covered - 04/11//0 TO 01/01/11
Quantity of data - p BOOKS OR BOUND VOLLIM[_
This data set, supplied by the elperimenter, consists of
incident solar X-ray flu1 plotted (on a log linear array) as a
function of universal time (hours) ;n hard copy form and is
published as Los Alamos National Laborabory report LA 4454,
vols. ]Y and V. One day of equivalent gray body flux (ergs/(sq
cm-sec)) for each of the three X ray channels on Vela 6A and 6B
is plotted per page The upper curve on each Qraph is the
equivalent flu= ;n the I ]6 A band derived from an ion chamber
with aluminum Mylar window, lhe middle curve is the equivalent
flu= in the ]-B A band derived from an ion chamber with
beryllium w;ndom 1he lower curve is the equivalent flu= ;n
the 0.3 3 0 A band derived from Na] scintillator data. This
format, however, does reduce some of the data's inherent time
resolution In addition, because of the computer processing of
the data. the collect;on of plots includes some unreliable
anomalous portions. These are the result of (l) significant
contributions to or saturation of the detectors by charged
part;ties, (_) asymmetry in the response of an ion chamber pair
generating double se_s of points, or (3) b;t errors.
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• ]NVESTIC, ATOR NAME EXPERIMENT NAME
• DATA SET NAME
AMPTEICCE 08116184
CLOECKLER
NcB_rl IRE
POTENRA
SCARF
SHELLEY
t_U_PTEIIRM o8116184
HAUSL ER
HOVESTADT
LUEHR
PASCHMANN
APOLLO 15 SU_TEEL ]]E 08104171
ANDERSON
COLU4AN, JR.
SJOCREN
APOLLO 16 SUBSAT,ELLITE 04124/72
ANDERSON
COLEHAN, JR.
S JOGREN
ATS 1
COLH_'_.N, JR.
DAROSA
FR EE]MUW.JN
PAUL ] KAS
5UOHI
1# ] NCKL HR
12/07/66
ATS 2 04/06167
MCILWAIN
ST ONE
ATS 5 O8112189
HCILWA:N
MOZH_
SU_IURA
AMPTE/CCE.CHARCL-E-MASS SPECTRON
COLOR SPECTROCRAMS,SLIDES
CHARCE-ENH_Cy-MASS SPECIRUMSFDU
AMPTE/CCE,NED. ENIJ_CY PART ANALYZ
COLOR SPECTROGRAMS,SLIDeS
6.4-MIN,MASS-_H_CY SPECTRA, POOL
ARPTE/CCE, CCE NACNEI OMEI ER
SURVEY PLOTS, MICROFICHE
HACNET]C FIELD VECTOR SFDU
AI_°TE/CCE,PLASMA WAVE EXPHRIM_]_T
SURVEY PLOIS. MICROFICHE
62 S AVERACE • PF_ VALI_ES, SF1)U
AHPTE/CCE,HOT PLASHA COMPOS]TION
COLOR SPECTROORANS,SL]DES
6.4-MIN, MASS ENEMY SPECTRA,POOL
0RRIIAL PLOTS FOR PROMIS PE_]0D
IRH, PtASMA WAVE INSTRURENT
S S AVE_ PLASMAWAVE AMPLIIUDES,TP
IRH,SUPRATHERMAL IONIC CHANG ANAL
S S AVE_ SUPRATHRMAL IONS, TAPE
IR_, RACNE1 0MEIER
5-5 AVER NAG.FIFJJ) VECTORS. TAPE
INN. PLASMA ]NSTRUMENI
S S AVER PLAS_4A pAR_J_E_ERS, TAPE
APOllO 150,PAR1 .S_OW LAYER,ST73
IOMIN AND 2HR AVE COLIN] RATE,TAPE
245EC AND IONIN AVE COUNT RATE,MF
2HR.AVE.CNI RATES(ORB.SUMRY),NFLM
APOLLO 150,t4AON[1OHETERo S174
24 S VECTOR HAONETIC FIELD TAffS
192 S VECIOR B FIFJLD PLOTS, MFILM
192 S VECTOR O-FIELD LSTNGS, MFLM
APOLLO 150.S BAND TRANSPONDER
JSC RAW DOPPLER FIRE_.DATA TAPES
SUB-SATE]LtIIE ACCELERATION TAPES
SUB-SAT ACCEL PLOTS+LISTINCS,HFLM
APOLLO 16D,PART.SHADOW LAYE_,SI73
IOMIN AND _HR AVE COUNT RATE.TAPE
24SIC AND IOHIN AVE COUNT RATE,ME
2HR AVE.C N] RATES(ORB.SUHRY),HFLI'4
APOLLO 16D,MAONE_0HETER, 5174
24-5 VECTOR NACNEIIC TAPES
192 S VECIOR B FIELD PLOTS. HFILM
1g2 S VECTOR O-FIFI_ LSTNCS, MFLM
APOLLO 16D. S-BAND IRAN_POND(_
RAW DOPPLER FREQUENCY DATA TAPES
SUB SATELLIIE ACCELBAIION TAPES
SUB SAT ACCEL PtOIS*LISTINCS.MFLM
AIS I.PARTICLE TELESCOPE
Bll PART.TELE.O¢I RATE PLOTS.NFLM
ATS I.BIAX FLXOTE MAONIMTR
2.S MIN AVC VECI. NAG. FIELD FILM
2.5 MIN AVO VEC1 MAC FIELD TAPE
]S SEC VEC1RAO FIELD CORR_ -FILM
lb SEC VECT MAC FIELD CORR. -TAPE
OCTAL C_ LOG'S ON TAPE
AIS 1.RADIO BEACON
TOTAL ELECTRON CONIE_q PLOTS
TIC, PLOTS * TABULATIONS N/FICHE
TOTAL ELECTRON CONTHN'T DATA
ATS %,SUERATilE_4AL I0N DE_ECTOR
1.88MIN INTERVAL,O 50 EV ]OR DATA
ATS I,OMN[ SOLID STATE P/_RT.SPEC
PROTON • ELECTRON FLUX DATA TAPES
EJkP FLUX VS I PLTS,APERTU_E CARDS
S_D POLSHD HRLY AVC PROTON FLUXES
ATS 1, SPIN SCAN CLOUD CAMERA
ATS METE0 DATA CAT ON MICROFICHE
ATS I,ELEC SPEC 3CH ,.06-.15-.S-1
6MIN.AVE.COUNI RATE ON HAG.lAP]
6 H]N AVE COUNT RATES ON P,FILM
ATS 2.OHM] PROT-EIEC DETECT0@S
RE_CED ELECI*PROT CNT RATES,TAPE
ATS 2,RADI0 ASTRO,7 STEP.5
7 STEP .5-3 _ MAC TAPE
7STEP .S-_ PRINTOLFI (3_MM)
7STEJP .S-3MHZ IFRF_ PLOTS (351_)
6CHAN .8-3MHZ MULTIFRE_ PLTS,HFLH
ATS 5, LOV E_ PROT, ELECTRONS
ELECTRON/PROTON SPECTROCRAMS
PLASMA SPECTC_S WHILE SIC CHARONC
CE_SYN PLASMA ENVIRON. PICT ATLAS
ATS S, ENRC. PART. E * P CT SKEV
40 120 KV EL,60-165 KV PROTN,TAPE
40-120 KV EL,60-16S KV PROTN,HFLM
ATS S, RAONETIC FIeLD MOnITOR
B FIELD CORPDNBWIS,M/FIL_ PLOTS
HR AVO MAC FIELD DAILY VAN-PUBLIC
B--FLD COMP.ON PARTICLE PLOTS FILM
NS_ ID
DATA SET INEDRMATION
........................
TIME SPAN
OF DAIA PACE
84-O88A
84-O88A 03
84 088A-O3A 08/17/84 01/01/06 11
84-088A 038 08/28/84 12/31/84 11
84 088A-02
64-O88A O_A 08/17/84 01/01/86 11
84-O88A-028 08/16/84 12/31/84 11
84 O_A O5
84-088A 05A 08/27/84 12131/85 ]1
84-O88A OS8 08/18/84 12/31/84 12
84 088A-04
84-O88A 04A O8/21/84 12/31/85 12
84-O88A 048 O8/1//84 12/31/84 12
84 088A-01
84 088A-OIA 08/17/84 01/01/86 12
84 088A 018 08/16184 12/31184 12
84-O888
84-0888 OOD 03/29/86 O6/16/86 13
84 O888 04
84-O888 048 O3/21/85 11/O9/85 13
84 O888-O6
84-O88B-06A 03/2]/85 11/O9/85 13
84 0880 02
840888 028 03/21/85 11/O9/85 13
84-0888 03
84 088B 038 03/21/85 11/09185 13
71-06_)
71 0630 01
71-O630-01A 00/04/71 01/23/73 13
71-O630-018 08/04/71 O1/23/73 13
71-0_30-010 01/26/72 02/06/72 13
71-063D-02
71-0630 O2A 08/O4/71 02/03/72 14
11 0630-0'20 08/04/71 02/03/12 14
71-063D 020 08/04/7] 02/03/72 14
71 O630 03
71-0630-03A 08/0b/T1 08/08/72 14
71-O630-038 07/30/71 07/30/71 14
71-O630 O3C 11/30/71 02/23/73 14
72-031D
72-O31D-01
72 031D 01A 04/25/72 OS/29/72 14
72 0310 018 04/25/72 05/29/72 15
72 031D 01C 04/25/72 05/29/72 15
72 O31D 02
72-O310 02A 04/25/72 OS/29/72 IS
72-O31D 02B 04/25/72 05129172 15
72 031D 02C 04/25/72 OS/29/72 IS
12 0310 03
72 031D 03A 04/27/72 05/28/72 1S
72-O31D 038 04/20/72 04/21/72 IS
72 031D 03C 05/02/72 05/19/72 IS
66 IIOA
66 110A OS
66-110A OSA 12109166 03/01/67 16
66-110A 02
66 110A-028 11/17/61 12/29/6B 16
66 IIOA O2C 12107166 12129168 16
66 IIOA O_D 12/10/66 12/29/68 16
66-110A 02E 12/07/66 12/29/68 16
66-110A O2C 12/07/66 12131/68 16
66-110A ]S
66-110A ISA 01101167 12131170 17
66 IlOA 1SO 01101/71 12/31/71 17
66 IIOA 15C 01/01/70 12/30/71 17
66 IlOA O1
66 IlOA O1A 12/10/66 02/18/61 17
66-110A 03
66-110A 03A 12/17/66 12/0S/68 17
66 llOA-03B 12/17/66 12/OS/68 17
66 11OA-03_ 01/01/70 08/31/72 17
66-110A-09
66-110A OgA 01/01/67 05/25/70 18
66-110A 04
66-110A 04A 12119/66 12130167 18
66-110A-04B 12/19/66 12/30/67 18
67-031A
67-031A-05
67-031A OSA 04107/67 10/23/67 18
67-031A Ol
67-031A Olk 04/06/67 10122167 18
67-031A 01B 04107167 10/23167 18
67-O31A O1C 04/09167 10/23167 18
67-O31A-01D 04/07/67 10/23/67 18
69-069A
69-069A-11
69-069A-11A 08/18/69 12/31/72 19
69-O_9A 110 02/25/75 04/O1/78 19
69-O69A 11C 11/08/69 11/24/70 19
69-069A 04
89-069A O4A 09/16/69 O4/O9/71 19
69-O69A-048 09/17/69 10/O1/70 19
69-069A-13
69-089A 13A 12/04/69 05/09/70 19
69 069A 138 09/01/69 09/30/71 19
69-069A 13C 08/18/69 12/31/72 20
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• SPACECRAFI NAME LAUNCH DATE •
• DATA SIZT NAME
ATS 6
ARNDLDY
COLEMAN, JR.
FRITZ
MC ILWAIN
PAUL IKAS
SHENK
W INCKLER
EJ:'L A
CAHILL, JR.
DAVIS
MCDONALD
VAN ALl
EPE B
CAItlI 1. JR.
DAVIS
MCDONAI D
VAN AI[iN
LP[ C
BROWN
DAVIS
MCII WAIN
f P[ D
HROWN
CAJIIL[ , JR
MCILWAIN
ERS 13
VEil[
! RS l r
V[ I It
VET I[
VI II!
ISA C[ 1)S ]
C| ISS
C1NDH IN
HUt TQVIST
MARIAN]
Pt I)ERS[ N
UNCST RUP
WItKIN
WRENN
E SA-CE 0S 2
BE CHIN
05130//4
08116/61
10102162
1o/21/62
12/Pl/64
o1/I1/64
07/20/65
04/20/1/
0//14t/8
ATS 6,LOW EMLI_CY FRTN ELECTRON
ELECT. *PROTON SPIE:_TROORJM_S, MFILM
ATS 6,MAQNEIOMETB_,3AXIS FLUXCTE
64-SEC AVC B IN DIPOLE COORDINATE
64-SEC AVC PC-1 BAND ULF INDEX
ATS 6,LOW _Y PROTONS
1 MIN AVCD I0N FLUX SUM PLOTS,FLM
HI-RES PROTON+ION FLUX PLOIS,MFLM
ATS 6,AURORAL PRICLS. IO{PI_RIMB,,rI
PLASI.U_ SPECI(_ WHILE S/C CHIAR_
CEOSYN PLASMA ENVIRON. PICI AILAS
AIS 6, DMNIDIRECT IONAL SPECT .
ENERCEIIC PARTICLE SPECTROME-IE]R
ATS 6,VFRY HICH RE.S. RAD. (VHRR)
8/W VISUAL IMACES [TIN FILM
B/W INFRARED IHAGES 0N FILM
CVHRR IR DIC]TAI ]HACE DATA,TAPE
ATS 6, PRTCL ACCEL. I_-ASURE_
ELECIR PROT PLOIS VS TIN], RFILM
EPF-A.3 AXIS FLUX. NAQNET.
IO SEC AVC HAC FLD CONPS PLOIS MF
I0-S AVC B-FIELD CDMP*EPHEM, TAPE
EPE A,O. I IOMEV PROT*ffEC SCINI
RELX._ED ELECI_,PROI CNT RATES,TAPE
ORBII PIOTS OF PEAK RAILS. MFILM
EPI A,CR. SCINI*DBL ScINrl TELE
ON*SC]NI CR CN'I DAIA,ENCYC[ TAPES
GM*SCINI 1 Hit CN1 DATA LOCBK IAPE
EPE A,CHARCED PARTICLE EXP.
PARTICLE COUNI RAIE _, EPIHEM, TAPE
CHARGED PART .DECT . (MICROF ILM)
• ORDERED EIECTRN COUNT RATE,TAPE
EPE B,FLUX CATE MAC
B-FLD COMPo IO SEC AVC EVBY .5 MIN
EPE B,O I IOMEV PrOt*FIEC SCIN1
TRAPPED RAD REDUC DATA, 6'9 TAPES
EPE B,C R.SCINI.PDBL SCINI TELl
C;M*SC]N1 CR CNT DATA,ENCYC[ TAPES
CM*SCIN] I W-_ CNT DATA l OCBK TAPE
EPI 0.TRAPPED PARI ICLES
C{]MPACIED CM IUB[ CNI RAIES*OR0]I
1 ORDIRED EJECTRN COUN1 RATE, TAPE
EPI C,EJ ECTRON ENERCY DISIR
l ORDERED PRDINelE ECIN COUNT IAPE
EPI C,O. I IO_IfV FROI-..f:LIC SCINI
IRAPPID RAD REDUC DAIA, 18 IAPLS
FPE-C.0MNI*DIR(I/5,.5 P 40 110
TIMI 0RI)ERFI) PAHIICLE COU_ RATES
[PI D.CHARC,'ED PARI ICLE
0.3 3.5 MFV FIECT CNT RATE,TAPE
L-0RDERID f1 ECIRON CN1 RATE TAPES
EPt D,NACNFIIC fIElD
MACNLI IC I JILl) VCIRS, Hi IIH PLOTS
IPt D,EItCTRON PROTON
[ 8RDIHID PARI loll CN1 RAIl IAPIS
IIMI oRDIRID PARIICIt COUNI RAILS
ERS I3,CHARCED PARTICI • DE II CIORS
El EcIroN*PROIDN CDUNI RATES. 1APE
I I I CIR]]NS ABOVt 700 KEV, 1 ORDERID
IIOUSE]KL[PINC DAIA PLOl_F[]D VS TIME
IRS I 1,CHARCt D PART ICI E Di_TECTORS
MIRCED,4.5 SLC AYC, .05 SEC IAPE
COUNIINC RAILS PIOFIED VS IIMF
l ORDIRLD UIC*PROI CN1 RATES.TAP
ERS I1, X-RAY DFTFCTI]_IS
MIRCED,4 5 SIC AVC, .Oh SEC TAPE
IRS I/,CAI"_A RAY DLTLCTORS
MIRGEI). 4.5 SIC AVC. 05 SEC IAPE
MACNI IIC CIINJUNCIIONS. MFILH
[SCIDI,I[]W ]NIRCY ION C[]MP $303
I L]W I NIRCY 10N COINPOSII ION Pt DIS
[SCIO]. EH WAV[ I ]IIDS
MACN[71C WAVE FILII) DAIA SUM PiTS
ESCI 01 , t *P(2 20K[V)PIICH ANIC.
LOW IJNIRCY EIEC1RON_PRDI PTCH _C
LSCEO] .IRIAX. FLUXC I'_C. ,S331
DE MACN] I IC I III D COMPO_NI PI OTS
L.SC[01. DC ] ]lIDS
DC I ILLD BY DOU8I [ PROBE PLOTS
ISCEOI.ILEC_WAVE ]lOS $3OO
EIICIHIC WAVE FEUD PLOIS
ISCIDI,[(3O 200KiV)P( 04 I 4M)
El ECIHDN AND PROTON IN[RATE PLOTS
LSCE O 1, ] Ht RRAI PI ASMA, LSA, $30_
THERMAL PLA_A FI OW PI OIS
PREDICT[]) MAC CONJUNCT 10NS, MF ItM
[SC[ O2,WAVE FLD. IMPED $3OO
DATA SE1 INFORMATION
NSSDC ]D .........................
lINE SPAN
OF DATA PACE
74-039A
74-039A-03
74-039A-038 06/30/77 0"2/21/79 20
74-039A-O_
74-039A 02A 05131174 09109115 20
74-039A 0"26 05131/74 09108175 20
74-039A-01
74-039A-018 06111/74 09/08/75 20
74-039A_01C 06111/74 08121175 20
74-039A-0S
74 03gA-OSA 07/18/74 04/09/77 21
74-039A 05B 07/05/14 02/11/76 21
/4-03gA-07
74-039A-OlA 06/14/14 12/31/71 21
/4-039A-08
74 039A 08A 06/07/74 08/15/74 21
74-039A 08B 061Ol/14 08/15/74 21
74-039A 06C 06/11/_4 08/20/14 21
74039A 04
14 039A O4A 06114/74 03/31/15 21
61-020A
61 (Y20A-02
61-0_0A 028 08/16161 12/05/61 22
61-020A OPC 08/16/61 1210S/61 22
61-020A 05
61-0"20A OSA 08/16/61 12/ )6/61 22
61-0"20A-056 08116161 12/06161 22
61-0"20A-04
6]-O'20A-O4A 08/16/6] I2/06/61 22
61-0"20A 046 08/16/61 12/06/61 22
61-060A-03
61-0"20A 03A 08/1616] 12/06/61 23
61-ID'20A 036 08116/61 12106161 23
61-0"20A-03C O8/16/61 12/06/61 23
62 051A
62-051A 0"2
62-051A _A 01/01163 05/30163 23
62 051A Ob
62-051A 05A 10/02162 O8110/63 23
62-051A 04
62 051A 04A 10102162 08/I]/63 23
62 OSIA O4B 10/02/62 08/11/63 23
62 OSIA 03
62-051A 03(: I0/02/62 08/11/63 24
62 051A 03D 10/02/62 08/11/63 24
62 059A
62 OSgA 01
62 059A OIA 10/_//62 01/01/63 24
62 059A 05
62 059A OSA 10/_B/62 01/2//63 24
62 OSgA 02
62 059A 02A I0/27/62 01/30/63 24
64 086A
64-086A OI
64-0_6A OIA 12/21/64 05/15/67 24
64 086A CID 12/21164 05/15/67 24
64 C_B6A 03
64 OB6A 03A 02/01/65 06/30/65 2S
64 OB6A 02
64 086A 02A 12/21/64 02/28/66 25
64 086A 028 12121/64 05/21/6/ PS
64 040C
64 040(: Ol
64 040(: OIA 0//11164 11/29/64 _5
64 040(: OIB 0//18/64 11/29/64 Pb
65 058C
65 058C OOf 0//20/65 11/04/65 2b
65 058C Ol
65 O_C OIA 01/20/6S 11/03/65 2b
6S-056(:: O1B 01/20/6S 11/03/6S 2_
65 058(: OlD 01120165 10131165 26
65 058C OP
65 058C 02A 01120/65 11103165 26
65 058C 03
65 0_C 03A 0//20/65 11/03/65 26
11 029A
ll O_9A 000 05/0]/77 01/13/I9 26
// 02qA 03
l/ 029A 03A OB/I//ll 06/23/78 P6
77-0_9A 06
lr 0_'9A 06A OBll//// 061P3/7B P/
11 029A 04
77 02qAO4A OB/I//ZI 06/23/1B P/
110_gA 09
ll 029A OgA 08/1//11 06/23/7fl _l
II O_gA O/
ll 029A O/A 08117117 06/23//B 2/
I/ 029A lO
/1 029A IOA 08/11/11 06/23/18 21
11-029A Ol
l/ OPqA OIA 08/ll/II 06/23178 21
71 0"29A O;
77-0_9A O_A 08/11177 06/23/78 27
78 071A
18 OIIA _ 03/15/?9 02/1//81 27
78 O/IA II
IPO
• SPACECRAFt" NAME LAUNCH DATE
0*00'80 •°Boo•oBoe oBoe•••Boo• OQO•*e•OeO o* BIB••**••Bee•lOBe•0•••• ee••oo••o••••_
• INVESTIGATOR NAM_E EXPI3RIMEJ_I NAME
• DATA SE1 NAME
GBNDR IN
HUt TQVIST
MARIANI
PEDERSEN
UNCSTRUP
WILKI]W
keRENN
EXPLORER 6
S IMPS ON
SONEll
50NEll
WINCK[ ER
HEOS 1
BAROUCH
ELLIOT
H__0S 2
ELLIOT
ROSE]HBAUFR
IMP A
ANDI_SON
_I_F
MCDONALD
NF_SS
WOLFE
IMP-B
ANDE]I_SON
BRIDCE
M_
SERBU
SIMPSON
o8107159
12105168
o]131/72
]1127183
10/04/64
WAVE FIELD IMPEDANCE PLOTS
LSCED2,E]M WAVE FIELDS,S300
NACNEIIE WAVE FIELD SUMMARY PLOTS
ESCED2, E +P (2- _)KEV) PITCH ANC.
LOW [N[]_OY ELFCTRON PROT PICH ANC
ESGE02, IRIAX. FL.UXC. MAC., 5331
DC MACNEXIC FIELD COMPONENT PLOTS
_E82oDC FIELDS,S300
K FIELD BY DOUBLE PR8BE PLOT5
ESCFO2,_[CWAV[ FLDS.,S300
ELECTRIC WAVE FIELD PLOTS
ESCE02, [ (30 20OKEV) p(. 04- Z. 4M)
ELECTRON AND PROTON CN_RATE PLOTS
E._OEO2,THFJ_HA[ PLA5HA ESA $30"2
THERMAl PLASJM_ FLOW PLOTS
GEOCEN.DIST VS QEOMAO LATITUDE
EXPL 6,TRIPLE C01NC PROP CouNrrER
PLOTS TRIP._SINCLE DATA VS TIME
EXPt 6,SCINIIIIATIDN COUNTE]R
PLOTS 0F COUNI RATE,POSITION, T
MULTI-EXPT TELEM, LISTINCS+EPHEH
SANBORN OSEILLBC, RANS (FILTERED)
L ORDERFD COUNT rATE VS TIME,TAPE
EXPL 6,SEARCH COIL MACNE-T8M
PLOTS OF 8 (AMP,PHASE) VS T,OrBIT
D(PL 6,ION EH_CM(E/1.SS,2.86.P )
COUNIS.PULSES _ EPHE]q LSTNC,MFILM
CR*ION-CHAMB CNl RATES VS T,MFILM
ELEC CNX RATF_Ik]ON _LSE RATE PLTS
HF_CED L 0f_D, ERED COUNT RAIE TAPES
CEI,CSE+CEOC EPHEH LISTING_,MFILH
HEOS ],CR PArIICLE FLUX. $72
PrO/ON FLUX PLOTS, HC
PROTON COUNTS 8NMACN_TIC IAPE
21 DAY PARTICLE FLUX PLOIS,N FILM
H_OS ],INTERPLAN.MAO.FIELD. 524A
FIR AVCD INTPL B FIELD VECTS,TAPE
HR AV INPL B FIELD VECI PLTS,MFLH
I-D PLOIS B-VECT,SIIP PER IOD,MFLM
REFORMTD HR-AV INPL 8-FILLD VEC15
S]NC]E POINT MAC FIELD DATA, 1P
HEDS 2,FLUXCATE MACNFIOMET13R,S201
FIR AVCD INIPL B fIE1_) VECTS. TAPE
FIR AVCD ]NTPI 0 FIELD VECTS,MFILJM
rEEORMID HR AV INP| B FIELD VECTS
SINCIE POINT MAC EILLD DAIA
rEEOR1HAIIED SINK_LE POINT MAC FLD
HEOS 2,ELCST AT.AN.SOLAR WIND,S2IO
1 FIR AVCS SOLAR WIND PROTON DATA
MULT C00RD SYS EPttE]_kB-MODEt TAPE
IMP A,ENERCETIC PARTICLE EXP
TIME SORTED CH&ION.CHAM CNTS,TAPE
CRAPH5 OF O%ION.CHAMBER DATA
C_ION.CI_. 4-H rATE PLOTS,MFLH
L-ORDERED ELECIrON CNI rATE TAPE
IMP A.FARADAy CUP
3-HR AVCS. OF PLASMA PARAMS.,TAPE
PI_SHA PARAJ4ETERS,IRREG INTERVA[
[I_._ASMA CURRENT VS LOOK DIR. PLOTS
C_ PART. FLUXES VS E &IIME,TAPE
INP-A,CDSMIC rAYS (E VS OEIDX
I-H AVC C_R. IDN_EC1 RATES,TAPE
HRLY C.R. IONMIEJ_EC rATE LIST,MFLM
5#41N E.R. ION_EC RAIE LISI,MFLM
C.R. SCINT DEIDX-E MATr]CES,MFILM
IMP A,FLUXGATE MAONE78ME-TER
MERCED MACNETOMETER + EPHEMERIS
IN]PLAN B-FIE_I) HOURLY AV(_) TAPE
NSPHERIC B-FIEID HOURLY AVCD,TAPE
I_P A,RL_[ARD POTEN ANAL,F+p
PLOTS OF I VS VOLl(11121163 ONLY)
IMP-A,C.R_PRBTONS(R VS DE/DX
C.R. COUNT RATE PLOTS,4 E INTVAL5
rEIXJCD C.R. COUNT AEClj_LATNS,TAPE
C.R. P.H.ANAL. FVBMT _I_4ARY,TAPE
5-MIN AVe C.R.CNX rATE SUMRY TAPE
INP-AoFIECTRBSTATIC ANALYZ
PLOTS OF ION FLUX VS TIME,R,CYCLE
NDLT COORD SYS _8-MODEL TAPE
IMP-8,TOTAL IONIZATION EXP
TIME-SORTED CI_ION.CHAN CNTS,TAPE
GRAPHS OF GR_ION. CHAHBER DATA
IMP-8,FARN)AY CUP
CHGD PARI. FLUXES VS E &IIME,TAPE
IMP-B, FLUXCATE MACNETOMEIER
MI[_CED MACNETONETER . EPHEHERIS
IMP B,RETARD POTB ANA,E*P
ELECTRON I,N°V,PLUS ORBIT
IMP-8.C.R.PROTONS(R VS DE/DX
C.R. COUNT RATE PLOTS,4 E INTVALS
REIXJ_D C_R. COUNT ACCUMLATNS,TAPE
NSSOC ID
18 OZIA IIA
78 O71A 06
78 071A-O6A
78 071A-04
78-OllA-O4A
78 OZIA 09
78 O/IA-OgA
78 071A-07
lB-OZIA 07A
78-OZIA-]O
78 071A-lOA
78 071A-0]
78-071A O]A
78 071A O_
78 OZIA 02A
89 O04A
$9 O04A OOF
5qO04A 01
59 O04A-OIA
$9 O04A 02
59-004A 02A
$9 O04A-O2B
59-004A 0_
$9 _4A 02F
59 O04A 04
59 O04A 04A
59-004A-03
59 004A 03A
$9-004A 038
$9 004A-03C
$9 O04A-O3D
68-109A
68 I09A-OOE
68 ]09A-06
68 109A 06A
68 109A 060
68 109A 06C
68-]O9A-02
68 1OgA02A
68 1OgA-O2B
68 ]09A 02C
68 109A 020
68 I09A 02E
72 OObA
12 O05A O!
72 O05A OIA
72 O05A OIB
72-00SA-.01C
12-OOSA OlD
/2-005A O1E
72 OOSA-06
12 OOSA 06A
63 046A
63 046A COO
63-046A-05
63-046A-0SB
63 046A-05C
63 046A 054)
63-046A-OSE
63-046A-0Z
63-046A-07A
63-046A-070
63 046A-07C
63_046A-OTD
63 046A 04
63-046A 04A
63 046A-048
63 046A 04C
63-046A 04D
63-046A-02
63-046A 028
63-046A 020
63-046A-O2F
63-046A Ol
63046AOIA
63 046A-03
63-046A 038
63 046A 03C
63 046A 03O
63-046A-03E
63-046A-06
63-046A 06A
64-060A
64-060A-00C
64 060A OS
64 060A-ObB
64-060A-05C
64-O6OA-07
64-O60A 07A
64-06OA-O2
64-O60A 02D
64 O6OA O]
64 060A O]A
64-080A-03
64-060A-03C
64-060A 030
DATA SET INFORMATION
...........................
lIME SPAN
OF DATA PACE
o8/1S/78 07101182 28
o8/15/78 o7/oi/82 28
08115178 07101182 28
08115178 07101182 28
OBl[Sll8 01101182 28
08/15/78 07101/82 28
08116/78 0710]182 28
08115/18 07101182 28
08/07159 ]0107159 29
08107159 IO/06/89 29
08108159 09/10/_9 29
08/07/$9 10/02/$9 29
08108/59 09120/59 79
08/08/59 09/04/59 29
08108/59 O91101S9 29
08107/59 10106169 29
08/07159 ]0/02/59 29
08/07/$9 10/061_9 30
08107159 ]0/06/S9 30
]2105168 O9/O617O 3O
01101169 ]I10617] 30
01101169 12124172 30
01104169 12119172 30
12/1]/68 ]0/27/75 30
12/1]/68 ]0127/75 31
09108175 09125/75 3]
12/10/68 ]0/2S/75 31
12/11/68 12/3]/7S 31
01/31/72 0810]/74 31
01131112 1012711S 31
0113]/72 101251ZS 31
02/05/72 08102/14 31
02/0S172 08/0@/74 32
02/06/72 08/11/74 32
12121163 12/30/64 32
11128/63 03126165 32
11127163 12/28164 32
]1/27/63 02/28/64 32
11/27/63 05/27/64 3_
11/27163 12/16164 32
11127163 12116164 _3
1]/27/63 ]2/28164 33
11/27/63 01/13/65 3.3
11127163 0S/26164 33
11/27/63 03/18/64 33
11/27163 03/18/64 33
]]127163 03114164 33
11/21163 05/30/64 33
11/27163 0_/1S/64 33
02128164 0S126164 34
11127163 ]]/21163 34
11/27/63 05/30164 34
11127163 06/06/64 34
1]/27163 06107164 34
11127/63 05/31164 34
11/27/63 04103164 34
10/OS/64 09/30/6S 34
10105164 O4105/6S 3_
10104/64 09/23/65 35
10104164 0912416S 35
10/O4164 04105165 35
10104164 O41OS/65 3S
10104164 N/07/6S 35
10104164 O410"2165 35
121
• SPACECRAIL'I NAME LAUNCH DATE •
mm•e oet••Im•ommmemmsseom,l, mmemmsle•mmmlm•eml, mm,*•ommml, mm•memom•s•o•***••••m*••
* INVESIIC_TOR NAME EXpE]RIMEEWT NN4E
• DATA SE1 NAME
VOLFE
IMP-C 05129165
ANDERSON
NESS
SERBU
sIMPSON
IMP D 07/01/66
ANDERSON
BR IDCF
NESS
SONEII
VAN ALL E]N
IMP I 01119161
NESS
SON_I
VAN ALLEN
C.R. p.H.ANAL. EVEN] _Y,IAPE
5-MIN AVG C.R.CNI RATE SUMRY TAPE
INP-B, ELECTROST AT IC ANALYZ
PUS I0N I VS TINEAR,MFILH PLOTS
S_ECLPTIC AND MSPHBIC EPHNS TAPE
HOURLY SOLAR ECLIPTIC _, LISTN¢
IMP-C,10IAL IONIZATION EXP
ORIG. OR&TON. CHAHBB COUNTS,TAPE
(_APHS OF C_+ION.CHAHBBR DATA
REORI)ERE_ C_kION.CHAM COUNIS,TAPE
IMP-C, MAGNEI ORE• ERS
5 46 MIN AVC VECTOR NAG FIELD
M_RCED MAC_WETOMEIER * EPHEMERIS
FLUXGAT E MACNE1 0MEIER, pACKS)
IWIE_pL/_NETARY B FIELD,HRLY.AVCS
MICROFILM OF 65-042A-026
NAGNEIOSPHERIC 0 FIELD,HRLY AVGS
MICROFILM 0F 65 042A
MULTI S/C FIR AVO INPL B VRS, TAPE
IHP_C,RET_Rt) POTEN ANAL,E+P
ELECTRON I,N,V, PLUS ORBIT
IMP-C, E. R. PROTDNS(R VS DE/DX)
RATES • P.H. RE-DUG DAIA,MAO. TAPE
COUNT RATE PLOTS ON MICRDFIU4
REIXJCED PHA (PHAEST) DAIA, TAPE
COSHEC RAY COUNT DATA. TAPE
RATE SUPI_YS (S MIN AVE)
S0{ ECLPI,SOL MAGSPHRC EPHH PL01S
SOLAR ECLIPTIC EPHB PLOTS MFICHE
MULTI COORD SYS EPHO4ERIS TAPES
12-HR SOLAR ECLIPTIC EPH, LISTIN(_
COMPACT VERS]0N OF DAIA SET -0OF
IMP D, I0N CHAMBER+CIECR CNTR
[}RIG C_4&ION.CHAHBER COUN]S, TAPE
IMP D,FARADAY CUP
FIR AVG IN! PLASMA PARAM-RLOCK BCD
3 MIN INT pLASMA pARAM-BLOCK BCD
HR.AVC PLASMA PARAM. FICHE PLUTS
1 HR ]P PLASMA DATA M/D O'S,IAPF
HR AVO IN• PI ASMA PARAM LIST -F]lJ_
IMP- D, MACNEI OMfl EN
S 17 SEC VICTOR MAC fIELD DAIA
82 SIC VR HAC FI_) DATA ON TAPE
MUL T I S/C HR AVC INPL B VRS, TAPE
82 SEC MAC VCTR PLOTS ON HFlLM
M[]RGEI) N_SS/SONE_! 82 SEC AVC
IMP D.3 AXIS FtUXCAIt MAC
PLOI OF B,I SIGMA B.tAI,IONC
HOLI_ AVC B FIELD VECTORS ON IAPE
87 SIC AVCD VECTORS. OSC IAPES
5 12 SEC MAC VICTORS ON MAC TAPE
ME]NCEI) NESS/SONFI1 82 SEC AVC
82 SFC AVC VFCI0RS,(REBLOCKED)
IHP-O,CM CNIR+SLD SIATE DEIR
SOLAR SOFT X RAY PLOTS
SOLAR SOFT X RAY, MAC TAPES
MICROFILH OF 66 OSBA OSB
SOIl X RAY BURST tISE]NC, ON TAPE
SOFI X RAY BURST LISTINC-M/FILH
SOI] X RAY COVE]_ACE PL0]S, MFILM
PI OIS OF At I SUI D[IECTORS
HAl F HOUR SUMMED DATA 0N MAC IAPI
S0tAR ECL]PIIC EPHEH PLOTS,MFICHL
MUtlI-C00RO SYS EPHE]MERIS 1APES
COMPACT V(]RSEON OF DAIA SET ODE
IMP E. ENERGETIC PART =El UX
ORIG (_]ON.CIIAMBE_ COUNTS, TAPE
IMP E,FARADAY CUP
HR AVC IN1 PLASMA PARAM BLOCK 0CD
3 MEN INI p[ ASW4A PARAM B[ OCK P_CD
HN AVC PLASMA I'ARAM RFICHE PIDIS
I-HR IP PLASMA DAIA W/O 0'S, IAPI
HR AVC ]NI PLASHA PARAM LISI f II M
IMP E, MAGNET DMET E]_
5 1_ SEC VR MAC lID DA1A ON IAPI
87 SEC VR MAC ItD DAIA ON IAP{
HUt I 1 S/C HR AVC INPt O VHS, 1API
5 17 S VECTOR _ E|ELD P|0TS,HEIIM
B? SFC HAG VCTR PLOTS ON HFltJM
S SEC AND 82 S[_C LISTINCS, M/FILM
ME]_CED NESS/SONE_ 82 SEC DATA,TP
IMP E,3AX]S EtUXCATF MAC
PIOT OF 0,1 SIC,HA B,LA1,LONC,ORB
HOUR AVRC B FIELD VECTORS ON TAPE
82 SEE AVCD VECTORS, DCS ]APF_S
5. 12 SEC MAC VFCIORS ON MAC IAPE
MERCEI) NESS/SONEII 82 SF:C DAIA,IP
82 SEC AVERAC|JD VFCTORS REBLOCK
IMP E,CM CNTR_SOLD.SIAIE DET.
SOLAR SOFI X RAY PL01S
SOLAR SOFI X RAY,MAC TAPES
MICROFILM OF 61 O/OA OIB
SDEI X RAY BURST LISIINC
DATA SEl INFORMATION
NSSDC ID ...............................
IIHE SPAN
OF DATA PA(_E
64 -060A-03E 10/04164 03127165 35
64 =060A -03F 10105164 04102165 36
64-060A-06
64-060A-O6A 10105164 12123164 36
65-042A
65-042A-00C 05129/65 05111/67 36
65-O42A-0OH 05/29165 05111167 36
65-042A-0.5
65-042A-OSA 0S129165 01/03/67 36
65-OwI2A-058 06129166 01/01/66 36
65 042A-0_ 05/2<1165 01/03/67 36
65-042A-0"2
6S-042A-O2A OSl_16S 05111167 36
65 042A-02C 0SI_165 0S/11/67 37
6S-042A 0"20 05/_165 05/11/67 31
65 042A 02E 06101/6S 01179/67 37
65 042A-O2F 06101165 01129167 37
65-042A 02C 05129/65 05/10/67 37
65-04_1_ 02H 0S129165 05/10/67 37
65-042A-02I 0610116S 0S/06/67 37
65-042A-01
65042A-OIA 0S129165 05105167 31
65042A-03
65 042A 03A 05129165 04/_9/67 31
6S 042A-038 0512q/6S 05/02/67 38
65 042A-03C 05129165 04128167 38
65-042A-O3D OS/2q/65 04128167 38
65 042A O3F O5/_/65 04179167 38
66058A
66-058A-000 07101166 10129171 38
66 058A-ODE 07101166 _2/28/70 38
66-054_A-OOF 07101166 03101/70 38
66-0548A-0OG O7/01/66 02128/70 38
66 O_BA OOH 01/01/66 12131/70 39
66 O58A-O4
66 058A O4A 01101166 06109167 39
66 O_:_BA-,06
66-058A-O6A 0710_166 09/3016_ 39
66-058A O68 07/06166 10114/71 39
66 OS8A-O6C 07106/66 04/70/71 39
66-058A_06D 07/06/66 09/?3/69 39
66 O_A 06F 07106166 09123169 39
66 O_A 01
66 058A-OIA o/I01166 ]O/OS/6B 39
66 058A01C 01101/66 10105/68 40
66 058A-OID 07/01/66 lO/O_/6B 40
66 OSBA DIE 07101166 10/78/68 40
66 O_dBA Olf 01101/66 08103/68 40
66 O_BA 03
66 Of)OA 03A 01101166 09113110 40
66 058A 038 01/01/67 12/31/69 40
66 OS8A 030 07/01/66 09/]4/70 40
66 Ot)_A 031) 01101/66 09/]4/70 41
66 O_BA 03E 07/01166 08/03/68 41
66 O_BA 03F 07/0]/66 00/14/70 41
66 O._8A-05
66 O_BA-OSA 0_/02/66 09/26/68 41
66058A OSB 07/0?/66 09/?6/68 41
66 O_BA O5C 01/07/66 09/26/68 41
66 050A O_D 01/03/66 07/?5/67 41
66 058A-OSL 01103166 O1/?S/61 41
66 Ob8A OSF 07/Cr2/66 07/?6/67 41
66 05_lA 0.50 07/0]/66 12/31/68 41
66 058A.O_H 06130/66 11/07/71 42
6107OA
67 O7OA OOO 0_/19/61 17131//2 4?
610/OA 00[ 12/01/68 08/31/70 42
67 O/OA OOr ]I/30/68 0q/O1/70 42
61 07OA O_
67 OIOA O_A 07119161 07/?4/68 42
67 OIOA 06
67 O/OA O6A 0/114/61 01/2S/6B 42
610/OA 06H 011_5167 07/03168 42
610/OA 06C 01175161 01/03168 43
61 OlOA O6D 01175161 07/03/68 43
6/ 010A 061 07125161 07103168 43
6/ O/OA 04
(_/ O/OA O4A 01j19161 07/73/17 43
6/ O/OA 04H 01/19/61 0?/23/72 43
67 O/OA 040 01/19161 12/27/68 43
610ZOA 040 0_119/6/ 07/73/12 43
61010A O4E 01119167 02/23/72 43
67 OIOA O4E 07119167 0"2123172 44
67 07OA-04C 10101167 04/30170 44
67 070A 03
67 OIOA O3A 01119161 ]?/30/11 44
67 O70A O3B 01123161 12131169 44
67 O7OA 03(: O//IO/6l 12/30/71 44
61010A 03JD 01/19/61 17130//1 44
6I-OlOA-03| 1010116l 04/30110 44
67-070A-031 01119167 _213011l 45
61 OlOA 01
67-070A-DIA 07/26167 05127170 45
61-070A-018 011_616_ 05/28110 4S
67 OIOA-OIC 01126167 05/?8/70 45
67 OlOA 010 07126167 08/13169 45
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• SPACECRAFT NAME LAUNCH DATE •
_msm••otooooooo••ome•emmo•o_o•omooeommmemommmm ommooos•omoooomoommm•oo_meo
* INVESTIGATOR NAME EXPERIMEN1 NAME
• DATA SE1 NAME
IMP-F 05124167
ANDERSON
B0STRON
BROWN
MCCRACKEN
MCDONALD
MCDONALD
NESS
0CILVIE
SIMPSON
VAN At LI_N
IMP-G 06121169
IMP-H
ANDERSON
BOSTROM
BROWN
MCDONALD
MCDONALD
NESS
SIMPSON
VAN ALLEN
BAME
BRIDCF
FRANK
09123172
SOF1 X HAY BURST-IISTINC MIFIIH
SOF1 X-RAY COVI_ACE PL0]S, MfILM
PLOTS 0E ALL SU] DEIECTORS
HALF HOUR SUNMEI) DATA ON MAC TAPE
SOL EC[ + SOL HAGNSPH ORBIT PLOTS
SOLAR ECLIPTIC EPHE]N PLOTS MFICHE
CHICAC0 MULTI CODRD EPHEM TAPES
INIERPLAN. TIMES BY + • SECIORS
INIERPIAN IIMES,I-ORDE]_D,W/SECTOR
IMP F,ION CHAMBER
I0N CHAM.+GM TUBE COUNI RAT ES,MFM
IRP-F,SOLAR PROTON MONITOR
DAILY AVERACED PROTON COUN1 RATES
SOD PBI SHO HRtY AV(_) Pr01DN FLUXS
COUNT RATES ON FNCYCLOPED]A TAPES
HOUrlY AVERACE]) COUN/ RATES, TAPE
TRIP F,L0W EN[RCY TELESCOPE
REDUCED COUN1 RATES ON TAPE
COUIWR RATE PLOTS ON MICROFILM
DATA SET OIA IN IBM 7094 F0RMAT
IMP-F,COSMIC RAY ANISOTROPY
HOURI Y AVGD COUNI RATES ON TAPE
IMP-E,IDW ENER.PROTON+AIPHA DEI
SOL._ C.R. EVE_fl CATALOC, HFILM
2.73 MIN CDUN1 RAILS ON TAPE
6 FIR AVGD Pr01DN FLUXIS, MIILM
IMP F,CBSM]C RAYS(L VS DE/DX)
SOLAR C.R. EVENT CAIALOC, MFI[ M
2.13 MIN COUNT RAI ES DN TAPE
6 FIR AV(_) PROION FLUXES, MfILM
IMP F,RACNEI]C F]FLD EXPER.
20-5[C MAC FtD VECTORS, MAC TAPES
20 SIC MAC FLD VECIORS, MFILM
MULE] SIC HR AVC IMF veCTORS,IkPE
2.5 SEC MAC FLD VECTRSo MAC IAPES
IMP-F,ELECI ANALYZ+V SELECT
EN[RCY SPiCIRA * PLASMA PARAMS
3 MIN PLASMA PARAMF]ERS, MAC lAP[
HOURI Y AVEI_ACED PLASMA DATA
INP F,C.R.PROTON(R VS OEIOX
RAIES FOR AlL NONOVERIAP SEQ.
PHA IVl]N1 SUMMARIES (NONOVE]_LAP)
5 MIN AVE COUN] RATLS(NONOVERLAP)
CNT RATE PLTS,SOLAR ROIAT]0N,MFIM
DAIASF1-O3A IN IBH 7094 FORMAl
DATA SET O3C IN IBM 7094 FORMAT
INP l .IIP[DA,IOW INFRCY PARTICLES
IIPII)FA FIUX VS IN_ MOVIE FILM
[tPIDtA Cl)L_l HALLS ON MAC TAPE
S01 [Cl _ SOl MACNSPH ORBIT PLOTS
CIIICACll MUI ] [ COORD EPHE}4 IkPES
SOLAR ECl IPIIC FPHFM PLOTS MFICHE
IMP C. IIIN CIIAMOER
10N CHAMBER + (_M COUNTS. NAG.TAPE
40 S AVC COUNT RATES ON MICROFILM
IMP C.SIIIAR PROION MONIION
SGD PHI SHD HRIY AVCD PROION ILUXS
COUNI RAILS ON _YCt 0PEDIA TAPES
HOURLY AVERAGED COUNI RAIES, TAPE
]MP-C,IOW ENERCY TELESCOPE
REI)U_ED COUN1 RAILS ON TAPE
DAIA SIT 01A IN IBM 7094 FORMAT
IMP C,LOW E_CY PRO]_ALPHA DE1
SOLAR C.R. EVn_R CATALOC, MFILM
2.73 MIN COUNT RATES ON TAPE
IMP C.COSMIC RAYS(E VS DEJDX)
SOLAR C R. EVENT CATAIOC, MFILM
2.73 MIN COUN1 RATES ON TAPE
IMP C,MACNFIIC FIfiJ) [XPLR.
20 SIC MAC FLD VLCIORS, MFILM
25 SIC MAC I LD VECTRS, MAC TAPES
IMP C,C.R.PROIS(R VS DEIDX )
RAILS f0R ALL NONOVER[AP SEQUE]N_E
PIIA IVLNI SUMMARIES (NONOVERLAP)
MIN AVl CIItJNI RAIeS(NON0VERLAP)
CNI RAIl PI IS,SOIAR ROTAT]ON,MFLM
IMP C,IIJ'IIIA,LO E_IR PROI.ELECT
I]PI])EA COUN1 RATES ON MAC TAPE
SOLAR ECLIPTIC EPHEMPLOTS MFICHE
SOLAR 0RIE3_TAIION ERRORS, MFItM
SOLAR ORIEN_AIION E]_RORS TAPE
PREDICTED ORBIT PLOTS
]NP H,PLASMA ELECTRO. ANALY/
NERGED IMP I,H,J 3 FIR PLASMA PARM
H,J NERCED HRLY SOLAR WIND PLASMA
IMP-H, SOLAR PLASHA, FARA_ CUP
H,J HOURi Y AVCD SOLAR PLASMA,TAPE
SCD PBt SHD HRLY AVQD PLASMA PARAM
SOLAR pLASMA HICH RESOLLr[]0N
INP-H, LEPEDEA _SEV .50KEV
COLOR E-T SPECIROCRN'_,, SLIDES
PLASMA DATA ON TAPE
164 SEC RESOLUTION PLASMA TP
N_SEW: ID
67-070A OIL
67 O70A OIF
67 O70A 01C
61-070A 01H
67-0SIA
67-051A 000
67-0S1A OOE
67-0SIA OOF
610S1A
67 OS1A-OOH
67 OSIA OP
67-051A 02A
67 O51A O7
67 OSIA OZA
67 OSIA O1B
67-051A 07C
67-051A OlD
61 051A O1
67-051A 0IA
67-OSIA O]C
6Z OblA OlD
67-051A Ob
61 051A ObA
67-0SIA 09
67-OblA OqA
61051A O90
67-051A 09C
67-ObIA 10
67-051A ]OA
67-051A lOB
67-051A 1OC
6/-051A 1]
67 OSIA IIA
610SIA lIB
6/-OSIA 11C
61-OSIA lID
67 051A OB
6Z-OSIA 08A
67 OblA OOB
6/-OSIA-0OC
67-OS1A 03
67-OSIA 03A
61 05IA O3C
67 OSIA 03D
67 OSIA 03[
67-0SIA 03F
67 OSIA 03C
61 OSIA 04
67 OSIA O4A
61-OblA O4B
69 OS3A
69-0S3A 00(I
69 ObBA 001
69 OS3A OOC
69 053A OP
69. O_A 02A
69 O.S3A 02B
69-0S3A O/
69 OS3A O/A
69 053A 07B
69 053A 07C
69-053A 01
69 053A-O]A
69 OS3A 01C
69 OS3A 09
69 053A 09A
69-0.._3A •gO
69-0S3A 10
69-0S3A 1OA
69-0S3A 10B
69 053A II
69-053A IIA
69-OS3A-IIB
69 OS3A 03
69 053A 03A
69 O53A O3B
69-0S3A 03C
69 OS3A 03D
69 O.S3A 04
69-OS3A-O4A
72 OZ3A
72 O73AOOD
72-073A •OF
72-073A OOF
72073AOOG
72-073A 10
/2-0/3A IOA
72-O73A-lOB
72-073A 02
72-O73A--OPA
72-073A 02B
72-073A-0_C
72-073A-04
72-O73A-O4A
72 073A 04B
72-.073A 04C
DATA SE1 INFORMATION
.......................
TIME SPAN
OF DATA PACE
01126167 08113169 45
OZ/2616/ O9/18/68 45
0/119167 12/31/68 4S
OUIB/67 06/23/73 4S
05124/67 05103169 46
0_124167 03100169 46
05/24/67 05/03169 4_
05/25/67 12/P416/ 46
0S125167 1_/24167 46
05124/67 09/15161 46
0s/74/67 os/oP/69 46
O5/24/67 05/02169 46
05124/67 05/03/69 47
05/24167 0S/03169 47
05124/67 05103/69 47
0S/24167 0S103169 4T
05/24/67 0S/03/69 47
06124/6i 05/02169 4I
05/25167 05102169 47
05/24/67 0b/03/69 40
0S124167 04130169 40
Ob/Pb/6Z 05/O2169 48
05124/67 05/03/69 48
05124/67 04/30169 4B
05/24167 12106/68 48
0S124161 03107169 48
05124167 12127168 48
06124167 0_/10/69 49
05127167 01/30168 49
0b124167 02/08168 49
06103167 12102/61 49
05124/67 0S/02169 49
0_12416r 0_I02/69 49
0524/67 051o2/69 49
05124167 04125/69 So
0512416/ Ob/O2/69 50
0SIP4167 05102169 50
06/30/61 0Z/04/61 SO
0S/26/6/ 06117168 SO
06/21/69 0B12S170 SO
061?1/69 ]2/23/1_ 50
06/21/69 12/23112 SO
06/21169 0211B/7_ _1
06121169 08/31172 bl
06121169 12/23172 51
06121169 12123172 51
06/21/69 12123172 51
06/21/69 03/23172 bl
06121169 OB/IS/70 Sl
09/09169 11/29172 S2
06/21169 11/29/72 52
09109169 F1/29/_2 S2
o621169 I_/29/7_ _2
06121169 12123172 52
06/21169 12/23/72 bP
06121169 10/14172 b2
o6/21169 z2/23/_2 $2
06121169 12/23172 _3
06121/69 12/23172 53
06128/69 08/19/10 $3
O9126/72 O4/06173 53
09128/72 11/04/74 53
0912817_ ]1/04/74 $3
09125/72 12/31178 $3
09123/72 12/31/14 54
OllOlllS 12/3]/78 $4
01103176 01124177 54
08103/76 ]0/3]178 54
07116117 0910817/ 54
10113172 09/11178 54
07/28/77 12/12/77 54
12/O1/77 12/12/77 b4
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• SPACECRAFT NAME LAUNCH DATE •
• IMVESTIGATOR NAME E3<PEHIME]NT
i DATA SET NAME
GLOECKLI_
KRIMICIS
NESS
SCARF
S IMPSDN
STONE
WILLIAM_
IMP-I 03/13/71
IMP-J
ACCSON
ANOE_SON
OAMt
BOSEROM
tHICKSON
CURN]IT
HAI)I)(ICK
KEJ. [ OCC
NFSS
SIMPSON
ACCSON
OAMI
FRANK
KR]MICIS
10126173
IMP-H,SOLR IONS*ELEC,IOOKE'V
10 RIN,I_ KEV PROT CT RTE.S,MFILM
ALL COUNT RATES ON B4CVCLO. TAPES
SLJII'ON_y DATA ON MAC TAPE
IMP H.PART.TELE.*ON TUBES
ARCHIVE TAPES OF ALL _
_T_ SC]_E TAPES.5.S NIX AVE.
X RAY DATA(IO-MIN 24-HR AVO)NF]LM
1D-HEN TO 24-H AVC X-RAY DATA, TP
24-HOUR SURVEY PLOTS,ALL OPT-FILM
2-HOUR _V_ PLOTS,ALL DEr.,FILN
12-DAY PLOTS ON MICROFILM
PIR AVC 1-2,14-25 MIEV PROT FLX,TPE
MCD HR AVC 1-2,14-25 HEY FLX PLI
DAILY AV_ PRO F_ GT 10,30,60 NV
IMP H,TRE-AXIS NAONE-roI_-TER
15 SEC AVCD MACNETIC VECTORS,TAPE
).3 SEC AVCD HAC FLD PLOTS, 14FILM
15 SEC AV(_) MAC FLD PLOTS, MFILM
IHP-H,PLASMA WAVE EXP.
B SPECTRAl DENS ABOUI 10 HZ
P_ WAVE LOW B I_IVELOPE DATA
LOW B WAVE AMPLITUOES(LISTINC_S)
IMP H,COS.RAY NCER CORP.
SOL. ROT. COUNT-RATE PLOTS, MFILM
S.46 MIN AVC CDUNq RATES ON TAPE
SECTORED RATE AND PHA TAPES(HOST)
IMP H,ELEC.4H*HE SLD
HALF HR RES CNT RIE PLOTS, PK-)LM
HOURLY AVERAGE COUNT RATES, TAP[
IMP-H,ELEC._PRO] TELL CR.SOKEV
30-MEN AVBAOED COL_ RATES, TAPE
5.46 RIN. AVG. DATA DN TAPE.
3-OIMBN_IONAL CONTOUR LIST,N FILM
H]SIOCRAN PLOTS,NFILM
SOLAR ECLIPTIC El)HER PLOTS MF]CHE
]MP-I.DC D_ECTR]C FIELDS
DC ELECTRIC FIELD ON TAPE
IMP- ] ,CH DET .PRDT. _ELECT
ELECTRONAPROION COUNT RATES,MFILM
IMP ]°PLASMA
HO= AV{ 10N PLASMA PARAM.-FILM
HR AVC I0N PLASMA PARAM.-1APE
MLRCD) IMP ],H,J 3 FIR PLASHA PARM
]MP-I,SOLAR PROTON MONITOR
COUN1RAIES ON ARCHIVE TAPES
PBLSHD HRLY AVCO PROTON FL.UXS
IMP ],UMD/CSFC RADIO ASTRONOMY
SUMMARY SPECTRA ON MICROFILM
SUMMARY SPECTRA ON MACTAPE
IMP I,IOWA AC 11ECT_MAC FLDS
E * B SUMMARY PLOTS ON FILM
E * B SONOONAMS ON 10 MM FILM
H]CH TIME RES PLOTS ON FILM
E AND B SPIN PLANE FIELD DIST.ELM
POWER SPECIROCRAMS, SPECIAL IIME-S
IMP-I,M]CHRADI0 ASTRONOMY
VAJLT]FRE_. IN1. VS I]ML,PLOTS,FLM
IMP I,MINN AC ELEC*MAC FIELDS
30 SEC AVO ELEC+MAC FLD PLOTS,ELM
IMP I,TP__ AXIS MA(_tEIOMETR
15 SI:C MAC FLD VECTORS. MFILM
IS SEC B VECTORS DN IAPE
1.28 SEC MAC FLD V_CIONS, MFILM
DEIAIt DATA (80 HS) 1.28 AVC VECT
EMP I,COSMIC RAYS NUCLEAR COMP
COUNI RATES • PHA (SSI), MAC TAPE
5-MIN AVC COUN1 RATES, MAC. IAPE
S01 R0I COL/N] RATE PI OTS, MFILPI
PREDICTED ORBIT PLOTS
TRAJECTORY PIOIS, MFICHF
ORBITAL PLOlS FOR PROMIS PERIOD
IMP J,OC E±ECTRIC FEUDS
DC F FIELD AND RHS 11f NOISE FILM
HIGH TIME RES E FIELD EVENTS-FLM
IMP J, pLASMA,E£ECIRO ANAl YZER
MERGED IMP I,H,J 3 PIR PLASMA PAJ_4
MERGE]) HOURLY SOLAR WIND PLASMA
5 MIN HTAIL PARAM PLOI+LIST,MFIIM
FIR AVC SW D_, V, P_OT TEI_P, TAPE
HICH RESOLLFTION PLASMA,PROMIS PRO
IMP J,ELEC*PROT,25[_f ._KE_'
PLASMA DATA ON TAPE
]64 SEC RESOLLRION pLASMA
COLOR E-I SPECTROGRAMS, SLIDES
IMP J,AC ELECTRIC,MAC.FIELDS
24 t_ LLEC_MAC _V_ PLOTS,MF]LM
IMP J, SOL IOMS+EL ECT ,EOOKEV
10 MIN,2_20 KEV PROI C/ RTES,MFILM
AIL COUNT RAIES ON E_4CYCIO. 1APLS
SUMMARY DATA ON MAC 1APE
LOW I_,IEROY PROTONS (.16.22 MFV)
IMP J,PART.TELE.4CH TUBES
ARCttIVE TAPES OF ALL DETECTOMS
NSSDC 1D
72-073A-03
72-073k-OTk
72-073A-038
72-013A-03C
72-073_-08
72-073A-O6A
72- 073_A-088
7_-073A-0_C
72-073A-OOD
72-073A-0_
72-073A-OBH
72-073A-081
72-0735_-08J
72-073Uk -0OK
7_-073LA-O_L
7_-073A-OE
72-073_-01A
72-073A 01B
7_-073Uk-O)C
72-073A-11
7_-073A-11A
72-073_-118
72-07_A-110
72-073A-07
72-073A-OlA
7_-073A-07B
7_-073A-070
72-073A-06
72-07_LA-O_A
72-07_A ORB
7_-073A-05
72-073_-05A
7_-073A-05B
72-073A-050
72-073A-050
71-OEgA
71-019A 000
7T-O19A 0"2
7]-019A-O_A
71-019A-0_
71-019A-O_R
71 019A-11
71-OIQA-11A
71 019A llB
7I O]gA-1IC
71-019A-01
1E-O]gA-O/A
7] 019A-078
11 019A-15
II O]gA 15A
7E-O]gA-ESC
/I-OIgA 03
71019A 03A
1E O]9A O3B
II O]gA 03(:
71 0]9A-030
7]=OIgA 031
71-019A-13
/]_019A-]3A
11-019A-12
71-019AL2A
71-019A-OI
71019A OIA
71-019A OIB
71--019A-OEC
71 019A OlD
71 019A 09
7I-OIgA 09A
71-019A--098
7101qA-O_C
73-078A
73-078A-000
73-078A OOE
73-078A OOf
73 O/BA-I1
73 078A IIA
73 078A llO
73 O/HA 10
73-078A IOA
73-078A 108
73-078A-100
73-078A-100
73-OlBA-IOE
73 078A 04
73 078AO4A
73 O/SA O4B
73-078A O4C
73-078A-12
73-078A 12A
73-078A 03
73-078A-O_A
_3-078A 038
13-078A-03C
13 OZBA-030
73-078A-08
73 OIBA (]m8A
DATA SET INFORHATION
..................................
lIME SPAR
OF DATA PACE
04)127172 11101174 54
04)125172 05109174 55
09125172 06/06178 55
o9/2o/72 oe/2o/75 ._
09126172 10119/72 55
0611_173 o]12"2175 55
091_172 01/25/75 55
09126172 03111176 $5
0912GI72 02113173 55
09126172 12131173 56
0_101/75 05107178 56
08101175 08/31/78 56
o912_172 OSlO_ler2 56
0g/26/72 04103173 56
09/25/72 0410"2/73 56
09/25/72 04/0"2173 56
10126/72 00103117 56
NIA 57
01101176 04115176 57
09126172 09125178 SZ
09127172 0q/25/78 51
0_/25/72 o9125178 57
_129172 06124175 51
09/28172 07/31/78 57
0_127172 0_125178 57
10101173 11130177 58
12/23/75 07/06176 5,8
09126172 06107177 58
0311317] E_/31/72 58
03114/7] 11125/72 58
03118/71 10/0"2/74 $8
03/18/71 07/26/73 58
03/18/71 07127/73 59
03/18/7] 1_/31/74 59
03114171 061]I172 59
|i/On l] 05/31/73 59
041_D17i 09126172 59
04120171 09/26/72 59
0311311] ]0101174 59
C_2/03/7_ 05131113 59
o3117171 07123174 59
03129/71 03/16174 59
03117171 06/_0//2 60
03114/71 06/30174 60
03113171 09128174 60
03/13/71 09/28/74 60
03113/71 08/30/74 60
03/13/71 10101/74 60
0"2/08/73 10102174 60
0311317] I0102174 61
03/13/71 1010"2174 61
03/14/7I 10/02/74 61
10129173 12131119 61
10/30/73 01/11188 61
03/_9/86 06/16/86 6]
12118173 ]0/_S/74 61
12118113 10120174 61
10/_6173 12131174 6_
01101175 12/31/78 62
11/01/73 081]1/80 62
0I/]2/19 1_/3]I85 6_
03/15/86 0_/]7186 62
071_0177 ]2/1_/77 62
12101117 12112177 62
1]I]S173 0]128184 62
1o/31/73 121OelSE 63
10/31173 05/01174 63
10130173 0510"2174 63
I0130113 09101187 63
0"2101176 o4130105 63
10130173 04119174 63
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• SPACECRAFT NAME LAUNCH DATE •
E_XP_IME_W1 NAHE
• INVESTIGATOR NAME
• DATA SE1 NAME
LAZARUS
LEPPINC
MCCUIBE
SIMPSON
STONE
WILLIAMS
]SEE I 10/22/11
ANDERSON
OAME
FRANK
CU_NEl_
HARVEY
HELLIWELL
HF-PPIqB
HOVESTADT
MOZSR
OCILVIE
RUSSELL
FIR AVG 1-2.14 25 HEV PROT FLX,TPE
SURVEY PLOTS OF ALL DEIECTORS
HR AVG 1-2,14-25 MEV FLx PLT
DAILY AVC PRO FLX OT 10.30,60 MEV
IMP J,SDLAR pLASMA,FARA.CUP
INIERPLANEXARY HOURLY AVI_AGES
SOD PBLSHO HRLY AVOD PLASMA PARAM
SOLAR plASMA-HIGH RESOLUTION
5 MIN RESOLUTION PLA.._WI, PARAMEX[_
5 MIN AVC IMF • pLASMA. ON TAPE
5 MIN AVG IMF • PLASMA. ON FICHE
1-2 MINUTE RESOLUTION pLASMA PARA
IMP-J.TRI AXIS MACNETOMEIER
15 SEC AVCD MACNEIIC VECTORS,TAPE
HR AVC MAC VECTORS ON IAPE
15 SEC AVCD MAC FLD PLOTS, MFILM
15 SEC PLOTS.IMS SPECL PERS,NFILH
24 FIR MAC FLD _Y PLOTS,FICHE
5 MIN AVC IMF • PLASMA, ON TAPE
5 MIN AVC IMF _ pLASMA, ON FICHE
.32 SEE OSE MACNE_IC FIELD DATA
IMP-J.COSMIC RAYS(E VS DE/DX)
I-HR AVCD.20-4O MEV PROTON FLUX
I HR AVCJ).40 80 MEV PROTON FLUX
IMP-J.CDSMIC BAY NUCLEAR COMP
RAIE AND PHA Dklk TAPES
5 46-MIN AVC COUNT RATES ON TAPE
SOL. ROT COUN1 BATE PLOTS, MFILH
HOU_LY AVQD ALPHA PARI(II-90 MEV)
IMP-J.ELEC+H+HE SOLID ST.TELE
HALF HR RES CNI RTE PLOTS. MFILM
HOURLY AVERAGE cOUNT RATES. TAPE
HOURLY AVERAGE]) ELECTRON 1-5 MEV
HOURLY AVC;D PROTONS 4-12.5 NEV
IMP J.E2EC_PROT.TELE.CR
30.-MIN AVO COUNT RATES, ALL MODES
3 DIMENSIONAL cONTOUR L]ST.MFILH
H]STOCRAM PLOTS,NFIEN
5 46 MIN AVC DATA ON MAG TAPE
PREDICTED TRAJ PLOTS,MFILM
MULTI CDORD PLOTS, MFICHE
PREDICT[]) MAC CONJUNCTIONS. MFILM
AII IIUDE ORBIT LISTINCS. MFICHE
EPHEMERIS. DAIA POOL TAPE
CND MAC FID LINE INTI_RCEPT PLOTS
ORBITAL PLOTS FOR PROMIS PERIOD
ISEE ].ELECTRONS AND PROTONS
D.ECTRON+PROTON DPDOL PLOTS,MFILJM
B-_OOKEV ELEC*PROI FLUX POOL DATA
32-SEC AVGD SURVEY PLOTS, MFILM
24 FIR SURVEY PLOTS, HFILH
3_ SEC AVC SURVEY PLOTS ON MFICHE
ISEE I.FAST pLASMA * SOL WIND ION
FAST pLASMA*SOLAR WIND DPOOL,MFLM
PLASMA YEL.,DEN.&TBP. DPOOL,TAPE
PROTON FLUID PARAM 6RE BOW SHOCK
5 MIN AVGD SOLAR WIND ION DATA
FIR AVC SW DEN. V. PROI TI_4P, TAPE
HR AVC SW N. V, I PLTiLIST, FICHE
ISE_ ],HOT pLASMA
ION • EJECTRON DE]WSITY DPOOL,TAPE
E T SPECTCHS CHAN. 4P • 4E.SLIDES
E-T SPECTCMS.CHAN 1P,IEA6P,SLIDES
HOT PLASMA DATA POOL PLOTS, MFILH
ISEE I,PLASMA WAVES
562 HI WAVE E * B FIELD POOL DATA
24 HR EL EC SPEC ANALYZER PLTS,FLH
24 HR MAC SPEC ANALYZER PLOTS,FLH
PLASMA WAVE DATA POOl_ PLOTS,MFILH
ISEE I,PLASMA D[]_SITY
PLASMA DEN PROPAGATN ON-OFF.DPOOL
SUHMANY SPECTROCRAMS, MFICHE
pLASMA DEN.ON OFF DPODL PLIS,MELM
1SEE I,VLF WAVE PROPAGkFIDN
SFLECIEI) SPECTROCRAMS. PAPER
SET ECIE]) SPECIROCRAMS, 3SMM FILM
ISEF ],DC ELECTRIC FIELDS-GSFC
3 S AVCD PLASMASPHERIC ELEC.FIELD
ISEE 1,L0 ENPRCY COSMIC RAYS
LO E cOSMIC RAY CNT.RTE.DkTA POOL
LO-E COSMIC RAY DPOOL PLOTS,MFILM
ISEE I,QUASI-SIATIC ELECTRIC FILD
E-FIELD E±ECTRON CUN ON-OFE.DPOOL
SPIN-PErIOD AVBACED DATA
fi_ECTRN CON ON OFF DPDOL PLT,MFLM
ISFF 1,FAST ELECTRONS
5 HIN AVC ELECTRON pARAHETERS
IS_ 1.FLUXGATE P_ONETOMETER
NACNE_IC FIELD DPOOL PLOTS.MFILH
3-COMP. MAONEIIC FIELD DATA POOL
64 SEC MAC FLD DPOOL PLOTS,MFICHE
24-HR MAD FLD SUMMARY PLOTS,FICHE
MACNEIOPAUSE XINC. B VS l. MFICHE
BOW SHOCK CROSSING,B VS TIME.FIB
4-SEC MAGNE_rIC FIELD PLDTS,MFICHE
DATA SET INFORMATION
NSSDC ID ............................
lIME SPAN
OF DATA PAGE
73 078A 08B 08/01/75 07/31/85 63
73-078A 080 10/30/73 03/15/16 64
73-078A 080 08/01/75 08/31/78 64
73-O78A-OOE 09/26/72 05/02/82 64
73-078A-02
73-078A 02A 01/01/76 08/07/87 64
73-078A-C_2B 08/01/75 06129/84 64
73-078A-0_C 07105/77 09/04/77 64
73-018A-O2D lO/31/13 08/08/80 64
73-078A-O2E 04/11/77 05/23/80 64
73-078A O2F 04/12/77 12/31/79 65
73-078A-02C 10/31/73 11/14/86 6S
73-0/8A-01
73 078A OlA 10/30/73 05/27/86 6S
73-078A OIB 01/02J74 05/20/lb 65
73-078A 01C 10/30/73 12/13/86 65
73-078A-OID 01/01/76 03/22/76 65
73-078A-OIE 10/2"2/77 04/22/83 65
13-OIOA-OIF 04/11/77 05/23/80 6S
73-078A-01C 04/12/77 12/31/79 66
73-078A 01H 03/:_2/79 03/22/79 66
73 OIBA-O9
73-OZBA-OgA O8/OI/7b 12/31/84 66
73-078A-090 09/01/7_ 12/3|/84 66
73-078A-07
73-O78A-O/A 10/30/73 09/11/8S 66
73-078A OlB 10/30/73 09/29/85 66
73 078A-07C 10/30/73 08/2_/8S 67
73-078A-OTD 08/01/75 08/31/8S 67
73 078A 06
73-O78A-O6A 10/31/73 02/02/75 61
73-078A-060 10/28/73 1_/31/80 67
73-078A-06C 08/01/75 12/31/80 67
73 078A-O6D 08/01/75 12/31/80 67
73-078A-05
73 078A OSA 10/30/73 03/11/80 67
73-078A OSB 01/03/16 07/13/76 67
73-078A-05C I0/30/73 06/25/77 68
73 078A 0.50 12/01/77 12/12/77 68
77-102A
77-ID2A-O00 10/15/77 12/31/78 68
77-IO_A OOE 10/_/77 10/21/86 68
77 I02A-OOF 03/1S/79 02/17/01 68
77-102A-00C 10/22/77 12/20/86 68
77-102A-OOH 10/_2/71 01/07/8_ 68
77-102A-001 10/24/77 09/14/87 69
77 102A OOJ 03/29/86 06/16/86 69
77 IO2A lO
77-102A ]OA 10/2"2/77 09/26/87 69
71-102A 10C 10/2"2/71 11/12/86 69
77-I02A-I00 10/23/71 07/31/78 69
77 102A 1DE 10123/77 06/30/78 69
77 lO2A IOF 01/02/7q 06/30/80 69
77-102A-01
71-]02A 01C 10/_2/77 09/26/87 70
77-10_A-O1D 10/_2/77 OI/OT/81 70
77 IO_A-OlI 10/29/71 01/19/79 70
77 I02A-OIK 10/30/77 01/08/78 70
77-]02A O1L 10/30/77 12/31/79 70
77-I02A OIM 10/30/77 12/31/79 70
77-I02A-03
77 IO_A 038 10/22/77 01/07/87 70
77 102A-03C 11/01/77 12/30/81 71
77-10_A-O3D D1/OI/02 09/26/87 71
77 lO'2A-O3E 10/22/77 09/26/87 71
77-102A-07
77 102A-07C 10/_2/17 01/01/87 71
77-IO2A-OlD 10/22/77 12/31/84 71
77-102A-07I 10/72/77 12/31/84 71
77-102A-OlJ 10/72/77 09/26/87 72
77-102A-O8
77-10_A-08C 10/22/77 01/07/87 72
77-102A-OOF 10/_/77 12/31/82 72
77 IO_A-08C I0/_2/77 09/26/87 72
77-1_A 13
77-1(Y2A 13A 08/20/79 08/20/79 72
77-I0_A 136 07/I_/83 07/31/83 72
77-1D2A 13
77-102A-11D 12/02/77 11/30/78 7_
77-102A-05
77 I(Y2A-OSB 10/_:_'/77 01/07/07 73
77-I02A-05C 10/2"2/77 09/26/87 73
77-10_A-06
77 IO_A-O6B 10/22/77 01/07/87 73
77-10_A-06C 10/2S/77 05/05/84 73
77-102A-060 10/_2/77 09/26/87 73
77-102A-0_
77-102A O_C 10/30/17 10/08/78 74
77-102A-04
77-102A-040 10/22/77 09/26/87 74
77-102A-04C 10/2_/77 01/07/87 74
77-102A-O4F 10/2"2/77 02/02/84 74
77-102A-04C 10/_2/17 12/27/85 74
77-IO'2A-O4H 10/24/77 12/_9/78 74
77 102A+O4K 07/03/78 01/05/80 74
77-IO_A-O4N 10/_2/77 12/31/79 75
125
B SPACECRAFI NAMF LAUNCH DATE
• INVESTIGATOR NAME EXPE_IME]N1- NAME
• DATA SET NAME
SHARP
WILLIAMS
ISEE 2 10/22177
1SE} 3
_BSON
fRANK
CURNFTT
PASCHNANN
RUSSELL
WIT LIAMS
ANDF_SON
ANDERSON
BAH[
HOVESIADI
HYNDS
Nl YE_
SCARF
SMITH
STEINBERG
STONE
o8/12/78
ONE-MINUTE AVERAGED NAGNETIC FLD
24-HR DETRE]NDED SL_RY PLOIS,FCH
ISEE 1,ION COMPOSITION
PLASMIA DATA POOL PLOTS,NF]LM
ELECTRON DENSITY DATA POOL TAPE
SOL.WIND ENERGYJ#,_SS SPECTRA.FICH
THERMAL ION MEASUREMENTS DATA
THERMAL I0N DATA PLOTS, MFICHE
S_ARy: R-FILES (FORMAl4)
ISEE 1,ENRTC ELEC AND PRTNS
BERC ELECI+PROT POOL PLOFS.MFLM
ELECTRON ¢ PROTON DATA POOL TAPE
PARTICLE DATA SURVEY PLOTS. NFILM
MUITI-COORD PLOTS. MFICHE
AT3ITUDE-ORBII IISTINW3S. MFICHE
GND MAC I LD LINE IMERCEPT PLOTS
ORBITAl PLOIS FOR PROMIS PERIOD
ISF_ 2,E_ECTRONS AND PROTONS
PARTICLE FLUX&CN_. RATE DATA,TAPE
32 SEC AVC.D SURVEY PLOTS. MFILM
24-HR SURVEY PLOTS. MFILM
32 SEC AVC SURVEY PLOTS ON ME]CHE
ISFf 2.HOT PLASMA
128 41_12 S RES. PLASMA DATA.IAPE
COLOR E T SPECTROGR/_WIS, SI IDES
ISLE 2.PIJ_SMA WAVES
24 HR SPEC ANALYZER PLOTS. M/ I LM
ISFE 2.FAST PLASMA
FAST PLASMA EXPERIME],.FI
SPECIROGRAMS ON MFILM
PROTON FLUID PARAM 6 RE-BOW SHOCK
ISEI 2,FLUXCATE MAGNETOMEIE_
24-PI1_ MAC Fl_ SUMHARY PLOTS.FICHE
RAQNETOPAUSF XINC, B VS T. MfICHE
BOW SHOCK CROSSING.B VS TIME.FICH
4 SEC AVGD MAC FIELD PLOTS.MFICHE
I-MIN AVCD MAC FLD.(]NCLD PROMIS
24 FIR DFTRENDED SUI'_Y PLOTS.FCH
ISEE 2,FNRCTC ELECTRONS AND PRTNS
SURVEY PtDIS ON MFILM
EPHIMIRIS. DAIA PD01 TAPI
JPL IRAJ CDMt7 C-F ENCOUNTER
ISEI 3.IN]PlAN 4 SOLAR EIECTRDNS
8 HR IIICTRON SU_Y PtOTS.MFIIM
I I' A SOLAR IIICTRONS DP0[It IAPIS
I P. &SOl AR IJ EC1 DPOOI P] O 1S,ME [M
ISE_ 3. X AND GAMMA RAY BURSTS
32 SIC AVGO WF_LY PI OTS,MflCH[
32 SIC AVCD WEFIKi y [ ISIINC.MFICHE
X & CAMMA RAY BURSI DPOOt 1APES
X • GAMMA-RAY DPO01 P101S. MF]IH
ISE_ 3.SOLAR WIRO PLASMA
PLASMA¢SOLAR WIND DPOOL PLOIS.FLM
5-MIN PLASMA*SOlAR WIND DAIA POOt
SOLAR WIND DATA. 5 MIN. MAC IAPF
SOLAR WIND DPO01 PL01S, MF ICHI
PIASMA PARAMEIER DPO01 PIOIS,EICll
SOt AR WIND PARAM[ [ FR [ ISI INC, I ]CH
01SI CMIAIt [IFCTRONS. COLOR SPEC
HN[y S.W. PARMS BASED ON ELECTNS
]$11 3.LOW BBCY COSMIC RAYS
LOW ENERGy C R. DPO01 PLOTS,MFILM
15 MIN tOW [_lRGY C.R.,DATA POOL
51_ S RATES H, ItE, AND 7>2, 1APE
ISF£ 3,ENERCETIC PROTONS
3 CH PROTN FLUX.2S6 S OMMTJLSFCTOR
[_ERCEIIC PROTON DATA POOL TAPES
tN[RCFTIC PROTON DPOOI PLDTS,MFIM
ISE_ 3.CSMC RAY [J TRNS,N_t El
CR.LLECT.IdNUCIEI DPOO[ PtOTS.MFIH
C.R_ FCT_NUCIEI DATA POOL TAPE
CR[_ICTIPROIN CN] Rt[ P[TS,M[I_
ISEE 3.PLASMA WAVES
24 H P[ASMA WAVE SLay PLTS.F]CII
PLASMA WAVIS, DATA POOl TAP[
PLASMA WAVI DAIA POOL PI OTS.MI TIM
ISF} 3.MAGNETIC FIEIDS
MAGNFlIC FIEID.DPOOL PLOTS.MF[LM
64 S AVC B FIELD, DATA POOL IAPFS
64 SEC MAC FED DPOOI PtOTS,MIICHE
I MIN. I-H &] D AVGO NAGNETOM DATA
H] R[S REDUCED B FIELD DATA(RDR)
64 SIC CSM MAC FLD D.P. PLDI.FICH
ANCtI_ • E FIELD DPOOt P[OTS,FICH
I MIN AVERAGE]) FIELD WITH SPF_
]-H &I D B FIELD AVGS (FROM 020)
MIN AVC S.WEND MAC. FIELD. 1APE
]S[I 3.RADIO MAPPING
RADIO MAPPING DPOOL PLOTS.MFILM
RADIO MAPPING, DATA POOL TAPE
gO-MEN ¢ 24 F_ SURVEY PLOIS,F]CHE
ISEE 3,HIQI ERERCY COSMIC RAYS
IS HIN AVG FIUX: H, HE ¢ Z>2;1APE
I HR AYC F]UX: 11, HE • Z>2; 1APF
NSSDC ID
77 102A-O4Q
77-IO2A-O4R
77 102A-12
77-102A-12A
77-102A-128
77-102A-120
77 102A I2D
77-102A-12E
77-102A 12F
77-I02A-09
77-102A-DgB
77-102A-090
77-I02A-OgE
77-I0_B
77-102O OOD
77-1028 OOE
77-1028-00C
77 1028-00H
77 lO2B-08
77 102B OOA
77 102B 088
77-1028-080
77-IO2B-OOD
l/ ]028 03
77-1028 03A
77 1028 038
77-102B 05
77 1O_B 050
77 102B 01
77 IO2B-OIA
77-1028-01E
77-1028-01F
77-102B-04
77-1028 04D
77-10_B 04E
77-102B-O4F
77-1C@B-04K
77-1020-04M
77 ]028-04N
Z/ 1028 07
77 1028 O70
78-07gA
78 079A C_
78 079A OOE
78 OZOA og
IB OIQA OgA
78 OZgA 098
IB OZQA-OqC
/B O7qA 14
18 07gA14A
78 OlgA 148
78 OlgA ]4C
78 OZqA 14D
/8 079A 01
78 079A.OIA
78 OZgA-010
78 OTgA OlD
78 079A OIT
t8 07gA 010
/80/gA 0]li
18 OZgA O]J
78 079A O]K
78 OIOA 03
78 07gA 03A
78 0/gA 038
78 OZgA O3C
78 079A-08
78 O_gAOBA
?80lgA 080
78 079A 08D
18 OZQA 06
78 079A OBA
IO 07gA-06B
18 O/9A O6C
18 079A O/
78 O7qA O/A
78 O/gA 078
Z8 07qA 070
78 OlqA 02
18 079A 02A
lO 079A O_B
78 079A 02C
78079A OTL)
78 079A 02E
78 Olgk O20
18 07gA O_H
78-OIgA-O2J
78 079A 02K
78-O79A 0_[
78 OZGA 10
78 079A IOA
78 079A 100
78-079A-10C
78 O/9A 12
78 OZgA 12A
78 079A 12B
DAIA SET INFORMATION
.....................
TIRE SPAN
OF DATA PAGE
01/13/80 07/26183 75
01/12/80 01116183 75
]0/22/77 09126187 75
1012"2177 O]/O//O7 75
]1111/77 11/_/78 75
I]/29/77 12/25/79 76
11/29/77 11/30/77 76
I_/'_'(I?'_N"_'A'*_I _l_i 76
I0/_2177 08115/79 76
10/_2/77 08115179 76
11/01177 01/19179 76
I0/22/71 06/]0/86 77
10/_/77 ]2/P0/86 77
10124177 09/]4/87 77
03129/86 06116186 77
11/03/77 04/01119 77
I0/23171 0713II18 77
10/23177 06/30178 78
01102179 1213118o 78
i2/Ol/77 12/12/77 7o
11/01/77 01110178 78
10122/77 12/31/84 78
12101/77 I_112177 78
10126/77 091P0178 79
10127/77 01/19/79 79
10122177 12127/85 79
11111177 11111178 79
10/25177 12/31/81 79
101_2177 06/29186 lq
181_'2177 07106186 79
101_'177 01113/80 80
[1/01/1/ 01119179 80
08112/78 01110187 80
09/]O/BS 09/12185 80
08118178 1]/22//9 80
08/12178 10/03/86 81
08112178 02107187 81
08112/18 02101187 81
08112178 0210Z18l 83
o8112178 IOlPb186 83
08112118 02101/81 81
08112178 02101181 81
08112178 Cl/]O/81 82
08/16/Z8 02/[9180 82
08/12/78 04/30/8b 8P
08112178 03102184 82
08/16/78 02/19/80 82
lO/ll/B2 04120183 82
08/16178 10/16182 82
08112178 02107187 83
08/12/Y8 01110/81 83
01101180 12/3118] 83
08/lb/18 12/31/78 83
08/12/78 10/03/86 83
OBllPl18 02107187 83
08/121Z8 02/01187 84
o8/]2118 oi/io18: 84
08115118 12121185 84
08/12//8 12131186 84
08112118 01/10/87 84
08/12//8 02107181 84
08112/78 02107181 85
08/12/18 011]0/8l 85
08/12/78 04130185 85
08/13178 32/3]/8b 85
0110118] 01104181 85
08112/78 03/02184 85
08112118 03/02/84 8b
08113/I8 06/28/79 86
08/13178 12131/83 86
06/29/19 ]2/31183 86
08112/78 02107187 86
08112//8 10125186 86
08/13/78 02107181 86
08113178 12/01/78 87
I2/01/78 01/04/BI 87
126 OF POC'R QUALG-V'
s8 SPACECRAFT NAME LAUNCH DATE •
, INV_TICATOR NAME _PERIME],_fT NAME
. DATA SET NAME
]EEGARDEN
V0N ROSENVINGE
0C0 I 09/05/64
ANDI_SON
HARGREAVES
HEI.L IWEJ_L
KDNRADI
SIMPSON
SMITH
WINCKLE_
WINCKLER
0CO 3 06101166
ANDERSON
FRANK
HADDOCK
HEPPNE]R
KONRAD]
S IHPSON
SMITH
1AYLOR, JR
WINCKLER
WlNCKLER
ISEE 3, GAMMA-RAY BURSTS
CAMMA RAY BURSI SPECTROMEIE_ DAIA
ISEE 3,MED ENERGY COSMIC RAYS
M6D-ENERCY C.R. DPOOL PLOTS,MFILM
MEDIUN-ENERCY C.R. DAIA POOl,TAPE
CONDENSED ORBIT TAPE FOR EXPER.16
MUtTICDORDINATE SYSTM ORBIT PLTS
•CO 1, SDLAR COSMIC RAYS
SOLAR COSMIC RAY COUNTS, TAPE
0C0 1, RADIO PROPAGATION
IONOSP • EXDSPH ELEC CON1, FICHE
0CO ], VLF RECEIVER
LO RES VLF SPECTROCRMS,3SMM PAPER
S_FCIED H]-RES VLF SPECICMS.MFLM
VLF SIGNAL STRENGTH VS EREQ(CINE)
OCD l,O.l IOMEV _0T+ffEC SCINI.
PROT&ELEC RTES,AL• IM E_UIV I KBS
PROI +ELEC,HI RATE DATA ONLY,TAPES
0CO 1, C.R. SPECTRA AND FLUXES
REDUCED COUNT RATES ON MAC. IAPE
SELECIED 30-M AVC RATE PLOTS,MFLM
PROION ALPHA IELESCOPE PHA DAIA
DCO 1,1RIAX SEARCH COI• MACN[MIR
31-S SEARCH COIL MAC. DATA, TAPE
SEARCH COl• DATA NOT TIME ORDERED
PHASE-AMPLIIUDE B-FIELD PLTS,MFLM
000 1, ION CHAMBER
1MIN AVG RAIL VS I(I13 ORB)PLOIS
REDUCED PU•SE RATE.CONDEN. TAPES
IO-50KEV SOLAR FLARE X-RAYS
ION CHAMBE_ RATES VS •, MFI•M
HOURLY AVCD RATES (PRINTOUT) MF•M
] MIN AVCD RATES (PRINTOUI) MFLM
2 MIN AVCO RATE VS R (PLOTS) MFLM
2-MIN AVC RATE VS I11/2 ORB)P•OTS
I MIN AVCD RATE VS I(PLOT)PERICEE
OCO I, ELECTRON SPECTROMETER
2 MIN AVCD RAFE VS I (PLOTS) MF[_
15 MIN AVCD RATE VS R (PLOTS)MFLM
RI])UCED COUNT DATA, CONDEN 1APES
5 MIN AVCD RATE (PRINTOUT) HFILH
2&5 MIN AVCD RATE VS L PLDTS.MFLM
DISCRETE L VALUE RAIE LISTS,MFILM
SHIN AV ELECT RTE VS l PLT,PERICE
RATE VS DAY,INNER ZONE (PLOI)MFEN
I INTERPOLATED COUN_ RATE_
CONDENSED ORBII TAPE FOR EXP.IO
MU[I]CDORDINAII SYSIM DRB]I PLIS
OCO 3,SOLAR COSMIC RAYS
SOLAR COSMIC RAY COUNIS, TAPE
•CO 3,[DW ENFRCY U ECTRON_PROTON
LOW [ PROT&ELECI FLUX VS E, MOVIE
OCO 3,4 2 MHZ SOLAR BURSTS
4 2 MHZ SOLAR EKJRST IABLES, MF]LM
4 ? MHZ RADIO NOISE,MICROFIIM
DATA SE3 CATALOC FOR 66 049A 1BB
OCO 3,RUBIDIUM * FLUXCATE MACNFI.
M'FLM PLTS SCALAR B FIELD VS lIME
30 S AV TRIAX. FLUXCATE MAC,MF•M
OCO 3,0.1 IOHEV PROT*ELECT SCIN1.
PRDI&ELEC RTF_,ALL TM EQUIV I KBS
PRDT+ELEC,HIRATE DATA ON[ Y,TAPES
OCO 3, C.R. SPICTRA AND FLUXES
REDUCED C.R. COUNI RATES, TAPE
112 FIR AVC COUNI" RATE PLOTS, MFLM
PROTON-At PHA T_ESCOPE PHA DATA
000 3, TRIAX SEARCH COl• HACNET
SEARCH COIL MAC BCD DATA TAPES
SEARCH COIL DAIA NOI TIME ORDERED
0C0 3,ATM MASS SPECT
ION CONCLNIRAIIONS VS L-SX8 FILM
0CO 3,F•EC SPEC 5 CHANNEL.O5 4MIV
2 MIN AVCD RAD 8Eli RATES (P[ OTS)
ISHIN AV SPECTROM RATE VS R PL01S
B ECI SPECTRNTR CN]S,CONDEN TAPES
5 MIN AV SP_CTROM RATE LISIS,MFLM
_&5 MIN AVCD RATE VS • PLDTS,MILM
SPECTR RIE LIST,DISCRETE L_S.MFLH
5 M]N AVCD RATE VS T PLOTS, MFILH
RATE VS PITCH ANCLE (INNER IONE)
DLY AVC, D RATE VS T (DISCRETE L)
AVC RATE VS DAY (INNER ZONE),MFLM
• INTERPOLATED COUNI RATE_
0C0 3,ION CHAMBER(E*O.I,Pol_MEV)
I MIN AVCD RATES VS T, MFILM
ION CHAMBER CONDEN.PULSE RTE,TAPE
}-MIN ION CHAMBER RATES VS L,MFLM
lO SOKEV SDLAR FLARE X-RAYS,MFILM
2 MIN IDN CHAMBER RATES VS R.MFLM
1 H AV ION CHAMBE]_ RATE LIST,MFLM
2-MIN AVC RAIE VS T11/2 ORB)P•OTS
I-MIN AVC ION CHAM RATE LIST,MFLM
] MIN AVCD PERIGEE RATE VS T MFLM
2 MIN AVCD RATE VS I MICROFILM
NSSDC ID
78 079A-15
78 079A-15A
78 079A 04
78 079A-04A
78 079A-048
64 054A
64-054A OOC
64-0S4A •OH
64 O54A-12
64-054A-12A
64-054A OS
64-054A 05A
64-054A OB
64 054A_OBA
64 054A-088
64-0S4A-08C
64-0S4A 16
64 054A 16A
64 054A I6B
64 O54A-18
64-O54A 18A
64-OS4A-]88
64 054A-18C
64-O54A 01
64-054A 01A
64 054A 018
64 054A-0]C
64 054A 20
64 O54A-_OA
64-054A 208
64 Ob4A-20C
64-054A-200
64 054A-20E
64-054A 20E
64 054A-20C
64-054A PO+!
64-OS4A-20J
84 054A 21
64-0S4A 2IA
64-0S4A 218
64-054A-21C
64-0S4A 210
64 054A-2]E
64-054A 21F
64 054A 21C
64-054A 21H
64 054A 21]
66-049A
66-049A 00C
66 049A-OOH
66 049A-01
66 04qA O1A
66 O49A 08
66 049A OBA
66-049A IB
66-049A-1BA
66-049A-IBB
66 049A 18C
66-049A 1]
66-049A )IA
66-O49A 118
66-049A IO
66 049A-IOA
66-049A-108
66 049A-03
66 049A-O3A
66 049A-038
66-049A-03C
66 049A-12
66 049A-]2A
66-049A-120
66 049A-15
66-049A 1SA
66-049A _2
66-O49A 22A
66 O49A _2B
66 O49A-2_C
66-049A 2_D
66-049A-_2E
66 049A-_2F
66-049A-2"2C
66-049A=2"2H
66-04_A-_I
66 049A 22J
66-049A 22'K
66-049A-23
66 049A-23A
66 049A 23B
66-049A 23C
66 049A 230
66-O49A 23E
66-049A-23F
66-049A-_3C
66 049A-23H
66-049A 23J
66-049A _3K
DATA SE_ INFORMATION
.....................
TIME SPAN
OF DAIA PACE
ii104178 1210S180 81
O8/12/z8 0_107/87 87
08112178 01110187 8/
09107/64 12102/64 88
O9/07164 06103161 88
09/30165 05103/66 88
12112/64 06/_0/67 88
11110164 1_115/66 88
03121165 11/24165 88
09107164 12129165 89
09/07/64 11116165 89
09/07/64 12/02/64 89
09/06/64 11/25/67 89
09107164 ]1/25/67 89
09/04/66 11/25167 89
09123164 11/17/67 89
09123164 06/05167 90
0910S164 09129166 90
09/12164 06105167 90
09105164 12/06/67 90
05102165 O5/28161 90
09107164 06104167 90
09/05/64 12106167 90
09105164 12106/67 90
09/07164 06104167 91
09110/64 06/05/6Z 91
09115/64 05127166 91
09/1S/64 05127166 91
09/07/64 06/04/67 91
09/07164 ]2106161 91
09107164 06/05167 91
09/07164 06104/6/ 9]
09115164 12105165 92
0910ll64 06/05167 92
09/21164 12/05165 92
O9/15/64 O1/07/6! 92
06107166 01/29/6/ 92
06/01/66 04/0_/68 92
06/_4166 0_121/61 9?
07/14166 01/16166 93
06/13/66 09/29/67 93
06109166 08/16/68 93
06/09166 10/03/6/ 93
06/09166 08114/68 93
06/09166 07/21/66 93
06109166 01126167 93
06/09166 01/16/61 93
06/09/66 12101/69 94
06/09/66 12/01169 94
06109/66 08/16/68 94
06/09166 04/2//68 94
06/09/66 02/1216B 94
07/_4166 10117167 94
06111166 04/27168 94
06109166 04/0_168 95
06/09/66 0_,/03/68 95
06/09/66 0_,/0]/6B 95
06111166 04/0_/68 95
06/11/66 12127/61 95
06109166 04/30168 95
01100167 ]2100167 95
12/00166 06100167 95
06100166 0_I00168 96
06111166 12127167 96
06108166 08/11168 96
06/09/66 08112/68 96
06/11/66 04/02168 96
06125166 121_9167 96
06/09/66 04102168 96
06/09/66 08110168 96
06109166 08/10/68 97
06109166 08/10/68 97
06111166 08110168 97
06/09/66 08110168 97
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• SPACECRAF_ NAME LAUNCH DATE I
............ :.;_;;_;_._ ............ _;_;_._;_ .................
• DATA SE1 NAHE
OC0 5
AMDBRSON
BARTH
BLAMONT
COLEIWIAIN. Jr.
C0[ FJHAN. JR.
CROOK
HADDOCK
HEPPNE]R
SHARP
S ] MPSON
SMITtt
SNYDER
VAN DE HU[ ST
WESI , .JR
P 14
BRIDGE
PROCNOZ 3
[ OCACHFV
PROCN(]/ 6
EROSH! NK[]
PROCNOZ 7
D01CINOV
VAISBERC
PRI)CN0I 10
UROSHiqNK O
t UI SENKO
S CUBED A
CAHIt | , JR
CAHILt . JR.
03104168
03/25/6l
02115173
09/22//1
IO/30//B
04126185
11/]5/z1
EPHNRS PLOIS,MULTICOORD SYSTEMS
LAWRNCERAD LAB _BRIS LISTNG
0C0 5,XRAY*PART.DET,SOLAR FLARE
147S AV ELECT&X-RAY CNT RTES.TAPF
40 SEC AVE X-RAY COUNT RATE, TAPE
PROTON*ALPHA COUN1 RATS,RAG.TAPES
OCO 5,UV AIRCtOW,1304A AND E216A
AIRCLOW INTENSITIES (1304A,I216A)
UV AIRGLDW PLOTS(1216A&]304A)MFLIM
000 5.CEOCORONAL LYMAN ALPHA
LYMAN ALPHA CEOCORONA DATA, MIAPE
OCO 5,ELECTRON PITCH ANGLE DIST
ELECTRON FLUX (6DIRE .05-1.2 MEV
PLAYBACK F_ECTRON FLUX .OS-].2MEV
OCO 5,TRIAX_FLUXCAI[ MAGNETOMETER
l-KIN B-FIELD ROADMAP P[OTS,HF]LM
I-KIN AVC B FIELD,S/C COORDS,IAPE
4.6 S AVC B-FIELD,SIC C00RDS,TAPE
4.6-S AV B-FLD PLT,S/C CODRD,NFLM
1MIN AVE B FIELD.C_SE C00RO.,TAPE
I-KIN AVC B-FIELD,C,,S,M COORD.,TAPE
HACNETOSPHERIC-B,MODE-B,L.DIPOLE
8&B4KBS B FLD FOR SPEETRUH ANALYS
OCO 5, PLASMA WAVES,ELEC+MAC AN1
0 30 KHZ E FIELD SDNO(_AMS, MEIER
3 KIN AVC E+B DICITAL CHAN, MFILH
3 KIN AVE E*B DIGITAL CH/gW, IAPE
HSPH PLASPH BNORY SONOCRAMS,MFILM
OCO S, RADIO ASTRO, 50KHZ-3.SNHZ
PLOIS OF RADIO FLUX VS lIME.MFILH
OCO 5, IRIAX FLUXC+RUBIO V. MAC
SCALAR B-FIEJJ) VS TIME PLOTS.MFLM
36 9-S AVE B FIELD VECIDRS. MFILM
OCO 5. SOLAR XRAY,2IO2OKE_/,PRO.CI
SOLAR X RAY VARIATION ON MFILM
000 5, PART.TEE., cr ELECTRONS
PROTON _ ELECTRON FLUX PLOTS.MFLM
IMIN CHARCED PART ACCUHS*PHA,IAPE
OC0 S, MAC.ION MASS SPECTROMETB
O, HE, * H ION CONCS * EPHEH,TAPF
OCO 6,H]-/,ID E PART.,SS THE.
HI /,[ OI,C R COUNT RIES&PHA DAIA
Hl Z,L0 L,C R CNI RATE PLOIS,MFLH
0C0 5.TRIAX ._CH.COIL NACNE_0HTR
SEARCH COIL PLOTS .03 IO(_Z,KFL]M
SEARCH COIL DAIA .03 1000 HZ IAPE
O-IKH/ SEARCH COlt SONDCRAMS,MFLM
INDEX IO 68 O14A 16D
OCO 5, 3EV ro ]6KE'V PLASMA ANALYZ
I-HR AVC Pt_SMA PARAMEIE]RS,MFICHI
F_ AVC PLASMA PARAM ON IAPt
PLASHA PARAH | ISTINC ON MICROFILM
HI RES PLASMA SPECIRA_PARAM, TAPE
FINE lIME PLASMA PARAM PLOIS,MFLM
OCD b,CNIR.IELE .CR ELECTRONS
0.5 10 CFV ELCIRN CN1 RAT|, rAPE
0.5 l0 C[_t rLLCTRN CNI RAt|. MFIl_
OC(} 5,ELECTRON SP[CT+PROION TILl
COUNT RATES V5 TIME, 20 M]N PLOTS
CDUlNT RATES VS TIMEo 2 _ PLOTS
CNI RAI_.EPHE:H&B.FIFID DATA, TAPE:
[ SORIED _FCT FtUX,CHAN I-5,TAPE
P ]4, ! ARADAY CUP PLASMA PRORt
TELEMETRY RECORDS, ! SHIFT CALIB
PROCNOZ 3.ENE]_CFIIC PARI.DETECIOR
EB AVE E]NE_C PARI FLUXES ON FICHE
PROGNOZ 6,3AXIS FLUX MACNEIOMEIR
5 MIN AVER B FIEJ-D VECIOR,TAPE
PRDONOZ /,1|_[£ AXIS FLUX MAC
5MIN AVERACED MAC fIELD VECTOR
PRDCNDI l, PLASMA SP[CTRDMFIER
H. • HE.* FIUX, V. T. • DEN, lAP!
PRIO.TRIAXIAI FIUXCATF MAC, SC 76
10 MIN AVF_ R FII_ VECIOR
FIR AVE B • ENERGUIIC E-,H*,HE+*
PRIO,ENERC PARTCLS/SHDCKS. ECHNUV
HR AVC FNERCFTIC E-,H_,HE++,&8
S CUOED A,FIUXCATE MACNEIOM_RS
COMMON CONDE_tSE]) EXPERIMNTR TAPES
COMMON UNCONDE_4SED EXPRMN_R TAPES
COMHON SURMARY PLOT TAPES
COMMON SUMMARY PLOTS, MFILM
COMHON QUICK LOOK PLOTS, MFILH
COMMON _UICK LOOK LISTINGS. MFILH
S-CUBED A,SMCH COIL RACTDMTRS
COMMON CONDENSED EXPERINNTR TAPES
COMMON UNCONDENSED EXPI_HNTR TAPES
COMMON SUe4HARY P10I TAPES
COMHON SUHMARY Pt OIS, Mf ILK
NSSDC ]D
68-014A
68-014A-000
68-014A OOE
68-014A-04
68-014A 04A
68 014A 048
68-014A--O40
68-014A 21
68-014A 2]A
68-014A-21B
68-014A 22
68 OI4A 2_A
68-014A-13
68-014A-I3A
68 014A 136
68-014A-14
68-OI4A-14A
68-014A-148
68-014A 140
68-014A I4D
68-014A 14E
68-014A I4F
68 OI4A I4H
68 014A ]4I
68-014A 24
68 014A-24A
68-014A 24C
68-014A 24D
68-014A-24E
68-014A 20
68-014A 20A
68-014A-I5
68-OI4A-ISA
68 014A-I58
68 014A 23
68-014A 23A
68-014A 09
68-OI4A-OgA
68 OI4A 09B
68-014A-18
68 O]4A 18A
68 014A 27
68 014A 27A
68 OI4A 278
68 014A 16
68 014A 16A
68 014A 16B
68 O]4A 16D
68 OI4A 161
68 O|4A ]1
68 014A 1ZA
68 OI4A 110
68 O]4A I/C
6fl OI4A I/D
68 O]4A 17|
68 OI4A l_
68 014A I_A
68 O]4A 12D
68 OI4A 06
68 OI4A O6A
60 014A 060
68 OI4A 06C
68 OE4A 060
61 O1OA
6I-OIOA OP
61-OlOA 02A
73 O09A
73 OOgA Ol
73 OOgA O1A
77 093A
77 093A O]
77-093A O]A
_8 IOIA
78 EOLA 04
7_ IOIA 04A
IR IOIA O]
t_ 1OIA OTA
R_ 033A
O5 033A 03
85 033A O3A
85 033A-030
85-0_k3A 02
85-0_A 02A
71 096A
71 096A-04
7]-096A 04A
71 O96A 046
71-096A 040
71-096A 040
71 096A 04F
I1 096A 04F
11-096A 05
71-O96A-O_A
71-096A-058
71 096A 05C
71 O96A 050
DATA SE1 INFORMATION
IIl'q:- 5PAN
OF DATA PACE
03104168 IO/0411] 9Z
o31o4168 04126170 97
05131168 10104169 97
03108168 10104169 97
03108168 ]ITE7/69 97
03104168 06128172 98
03127168 05120169 98
03105/68 12131169 98
o3/os/68 o4/2o/7o _8
03130168 0"211417] 98
03105168 11/]8/69 98
03/05/68 09/01/68 99
03/0S/68 01/10/69 99
03105168 08106169 99
03/05/68 09101/68 99
03/05168 OSlOSl_O 99
03106168 O81.30171 99
03/07/68 03121168 99
031]]/68 O1/03/71 iOO
O3/II/68 0]/11/71 100
01100169 03100170 1OO
03114168 05112169 100
03105168 09130171 100
03105/68 05/]3170 1OO
03115168 03108170 lOO
03108/68 12127/69 101
03105168 07/13/72 lOl
03/05168 07114172 EOE
03107168 0S/31169 101
03105168 0//1417_ 101
03105/68 07113/12 101
0310/168 03/07171 102
03/0Z/68 O1/OE/TE ]O2
03106168 ]0/2/168 ]02
03106/68 O4125168 102
03/05/68 O4/30/71 102
03105168 04130//1 102
05/08/68 04/30171 102
03/05/68 04/30/71 102
03106168 04130/7] 103
03105168 08131111 I03
03/05/68 08131/11 103
03/04168 06113168 103
03/06/68 11/06/71 103
05/23/68 O5/01/69 103
03104168 01101/69 104
03125161 031_7/61 E04
02115173 02/24/74 104
09/26/77 0]/24/78 104
11/]0/78 061021/9 ]04
,,/e}tr_c_//_/_l EO4
04127185 EE/04/85 ]05
041_6185 ll/OS/B5 105
04/26/8S ]l/Ob/8b 105
ll/I5/ll 03105/73 105
03/05/73 09130/74 1OS
11117171 03/07/73 105
02110172 03101113 106
12/O9/71 07120174 lOB
]210917] 071201/4 ]06
11/15/71 03105/73 106
03/05/13 09130/74 106
11117171 03/07/73 106
02/10112 O31071Z3 106
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• SPACECRAFT NAME LAUNCH DATE •
• INVESTICATOR NAME EXPERIME_ NAME
• DATA SE1 NAME
FRITZ
CURNETT
HOFFMAN
COMMON QUICK 100K PLOTS, Mf]LM
COMMON QUICK LODK LISTINCS, MFILH
S CUBf_ A,25 872KEVPROT.ALPOE1
COMMON CONDENSED EXPERIMNTR TAPES
COMMON U_COND_SFI) EXpRMNTR TAPES
COMMON SL_ARY PLOT TAPES
COMMON SUMMARY PLOTS, MFILM
COMMON QUICK LDOK PLOTS. MFII M
COMMON QUICK [DOK LISTINCS, MIILM
PITCH ANGL_ PLOTS .S L VAt, Mf]LM
S CUBED A,AC ELCI FLD. MSRE
COMMON CONDENSE]) EXPI]_IMNIR TAPES
COMMON UNCONDENSED CXPRMN_R TAPES
COMMON SUMMARY PI 01 TAPES
COMMON SUMMARY PLOTS, M[ ILM
COMMON QUICK LOOK PLOTS, MI IIH
COMMON QUICK LOOK LISTINGS. Mf ILM
S CUBIT) A.O 8 25KEN LIE PRTANA
COMMON CONDFNSED fXpE._IMt4IR IAPIS
COMMON UNCONDE_SLI) EXPRMNrIR TAPES
COMMON SL_RY PLO[ TAPES
COMMON SUMMARY PLOIS. MF ILM
COMMON QUICK f 00K PLOIS, MI TIM
COMMON QUICK I O0K LISTINGS, Mf ILH
SIP P[8 2
Ill 51AR 1
1[_ SIAR
Vl[ A 3A
V[L A 3B
V El A 5A
Vt[ A 5B
V_J A 6A
V[IA 6B
MAYNARD
WIt L ]AM5
HRBVN
BR(IWN
BAML
SAME
BAM[
CHAMBIRS
BAHE
CHAMBERS
CHAMBfRS
CHAMBERS
oi/3o/z9
07110/62
o51o/163
o//2o/65
07/20/65
0512316g
o5/#3/69
04/08/70
04/08/70
S CUBID A.DC ELC1 fED+ MSRE
COMMON CONDENSED EXP_]_IMNIR TAPES
COMMON UNCONDI]_SED EXPRMNIR 1APES
COMMON SUMMARY P[ OI 1 APES
COMMON SUMMARY PLOTS. ME ][M
COMMON QUICK LODK PLOTS, Mf IIM
COMMON QUICK LOOK LISIINCS. Mf TIM
S CUBED A.35 400KFVELCI SS DE]
COMMON CONDENSED EXPERIMNIR IAPE_
COMMON UNCONDE]WSED EXPRMNIR TAPES
COMMON SUMMARY PLOf TAPES
COMMON SUMMARY P[ DTS. MIIIM
COMMON QUICK L00K PLOTS, MFILM
COMMON QUICK I O0K I ISTINCS, Mf TIM
PIICH ANCL[ PLOTS .5 I VAt. MI IIM
PR[])ICTfD MAC CONJUNCIIONS. Hi ILM
ORBIfAI PLOTS [OR PROMIS PERIOD
Ill 51AI_ I .CHARC[I) PARIICI ES
PRIIIN&II[C COUNT RTAIPHH,HISYS TP
Ill 51AR _.CIIARC[D PARr
PR(]I N,IL[ 1 l C COUNf RI&EPHM. BE SYS 1P
VfIA 3A,[JICI'ST ANA[Y ,* CM fURLS
50IAR DtBPt4Y5 DAfA PBLSD SOLAR WD
3lfR AV DIN,VII . DIR. 1FJ_P,ON MfLM
3 HR AVC I)[3_,VEL ,DIR,*TfHP, TAP[
VILA 3B.LIfCI'SI ANAIY _ CM IDOLS
3 fIR AVC DIN.VLI ,D[B,_T[MP, Mf ILM
SOLAR GIOPHYS DATA PBLSD S0IAD WD
3 fir AVC DIN,V[J .DIR,4TF)4P, IAPE
I IS1 INCS Of S01 ECI R,THE_A.PHI
PR[£)ICI[I) IIRBII PLOTS
VLJ_ 5A. Et[CIROSIAI ]C ANAL YZE]_
5BLAR CEOPHYS DATA PBLSD SOLAR WD
V[JA 5A,SOI X RAYS,4 BANDS .5 6Ok
3 CHANNel SOLAR X RAY ArEAs
I IST]NCS 0f S0I [CL R,[Hf IA,Pti]
PRI.DICII_) [)ROII PLOTS
VEJA 5D,ELECIBOSlAIIC ANAIY/EI"_
501AR CI01"HYS DAIA PBISD SOLAR WD
VUA 5B,SIH X RAYS,4 BANDS .5 6OA
3 CHANNII ST)EAR X RAY ALIAS
t 1511NG!_ ()I SI)I I Cl R,1HFfA,PLII
PR[I) ICII l) (IHBII PI 01.¢;
Vf_A 6A,SDI X RAYS,4 HANDS .5 6OA
3 CHANNEl SOLAR X RAY ATLAS
LISTINC5 Of SOL [CL R,THfTA,PH]
PRED]CTID ORBIT Pf 0IS
V[LA 68,S01 X RAYS,4 BANDS .5 6OA
3 CHANNt_ SOLAR X RAY ALIAS
DATA SET INFORMATION
NSSDC ID .......................
T]MI SPAN
Of DAIA PACE
71 096A 05E 12/0g/71 07/20/14 106
71 096A 05F 12/09/71 01/70/14 I07
71-O_6A-02
71 096A 02A 11/15/71 03/05/73 107
7I-0q6A-02B 03/05/73 09/30/74 107
71-Og6A 02C 11/17/71 03/07/73 107
71-096A O2D 02/10/72 03/07/73 107
71-Og6A 02E 12/09/7] 07/20/74 107
71-096A-O2F 17/09/11 07/20/14 IO7
71-Oq6A 02H 11/27/71 11/01/72 108
71 096A 02J 12/03/7i 08/04/72 108
7f 096A-07
71 096A O7A 11/15/71 03/05/73 108
71-096A-O7B 03/05/73 09/30/74 108
71 096A-07C 11/17/11 03/01/13 108
71-O96A-O7D 02/10/72 03/07/73 108
71 096A O/E 12/0g/71 01170114 IOB
71 096A OlF 12/09/71 O7/20/74 I08
71-Og6A-01
71 096A O1A 11/15/71 03/05/13 lOq
71 O96A OIB 03/05/73 09/30/74 109
71 096A-010 11/17/71 03/07/73 109
71 0Q6k OlD O2/10/12 03/07/73 IO9
/l-0q6A 01E 12/09/11 07/20/14 109
71 096A OIF 12/O9/71 07/20/14 109
71 096A OIH 11/21/71 11/01/72 log
71-096A-OIJ 12/03/11 08/O4/72 110
71 096A 06
71-096A-O6A 11/15/71 03/05/73 llO
71 096A OrB 03/05/73 09/30/74 II0
71-096A--06C 11/17/71 03/07/73 110
71-Oq6A 06D 02/10/12 03/07/13 110
71-096A-06I 1_/09/71 07/20/74 I10
71096A-O6F f?/OO/t] 01/20/74 110
71-096A03
710_6A 03A 11/15/71 03/05/13 Ill
71-O96A-O3B 03/05/73 09/30/74 111
71-O96A 03C 11/17/71 03/07/73 111
71 096A O3D O2/10/72 03/07/73 111
71 096A O3_ 12/O9/71 07/?0/74 111
71-096A 03f 12/09/11 07/20/t4 Ill
71 096A-O3H II/21/II 11/01/77 111
ll 096A 03J 12/03/71 08/04/72 111
79_007A
79 O07A-OOD 03/15/79 02/17/B1 112
79 OOIA 00[ 03/29/86 06/f6/86 112
62 O29A
62 O_9A 01
62 027A OIA 01/10/62 02/21/63 112
63 OI3A
63-013A Ol
63 O]3A OIA 05/07/63 05/07/65 112
65 058A
65 O58A 04
65 O58A O4A 01/0]/6_ O5/21/70 112
65-058A O4B 07/26/65 12/06/61 112
65 058A 04C 07/?6/65 12/06/67 112
65 0580
65 05BB 04
65 O580 04A 01/26/65 12/O6/67 113
65 0588 04B 01/01/69 05/21/70 113
65 058B 040 07/26/65 12/06/67 113
69 046D
69 046D-OOF 05/23/69 O2/28/71 113
69 046D OOC 01/01/78 12/31/79 113
69 046D 05
69 046D 05A 09/14/69 04/11/77 113
6_ 046D 02
6q 046D O?A 05/27/69 05/15/70 113
69 046[
69 046[ OOf 05/24/69 02/28/71 113
69 046E OOC 01/01/76 12/31/1_ 114
6g-O46f 05
69 046I ObA 09/14/69 06/12/77 114
6q 046L 02
69 046[ 02A 05/21/69 OS/15/70 f14
70 O?7A
70-027A OOf 04/01/10 02/28/11 114
70-027A OOC 01/01/76 12/31/79 114
70 027A 02
70 O?7A-O2A 04/11/70 01/01/71 114
70-0278
70--027B OOF 04/01/70 02/28/71 114
70 021B ooc 01/01/76 12/31/79 114
70 0278 O2
70-021B-02A 04/11/70 01/01/11 115
12 ¢}
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APPENDIX A
STANDARD EPHEMERIS DATA SETS
In many of the NSSDC data sets, the spacecraft position data (altitude, latitude, and longitude vs.
time) and various position-related geophysical parameters are merged with the data from the
investigations. In such cases, the investigation data sets usually provide all the information needed
for the analysis of the data. In some cases, the spacecraft ephemeris data are available separately as
non-standard data sets. In other cases, however, the spacecraft ephemeris data must be obtained
from separate standard microfilm data sets, called "world maps," and identified by the spacecraft
ID followed by the designation 00A, 00B, or 00C. Thus, the NSSDC IDs 69-009A-00A, 69-
009A-00B, and 69-009A-00C represent ephemeris data for the ISIS 1 spacecraft (69-009A).
Typically, the 00A data sets contain predicted spacecraft positions (based on earlier tracking
information), the 00B data sets provide more accurate spacecraft ephemeris data (based on tracking
data obtained during the corresponding orbits), and the 00C data sets provide 00B ephemeris data
merged with corresponding geophysical parameters. Although the 00A, 00B, and 00C data sets
are not completely uniform in their respective contents and formats, the following brief
descriptions provide the main features of each type of data set.
00A PREDICTED WORLD MAPS LISTED ON MICROFILM
Each 00A data set contains a list of predicted positions and is usually produced on reels of 16-mm
microfilm at GSFC. The positions, which are listed at 1-min intervals, are based on predicted
orbital elements. Each line of data contains the Greenwich mean time (to 1 s) and the geodetic
altitude, latitude, and longitude. An asterisk identifies each position at which the satellite was in
sunlight.
00B REFINED WORLD MAPS OR INTERIM DEFINITIVE WORLD MAPS
LISTED ON MICROFILM
Each 00B data set contains a list of spacecraft positions based on actual tracking data and is usually
produced on reels of 16-mm microfilm at GSFC. Each 00B data set is either a Refined World Map
or an Interim Definitive World Map. Each type lists spacecraft positions at 1-min intervals and
contains the date, Greenwich mean time (to 1 rain), and geodetic altitude, latitude, and longitude.
The Refined World Maps also list six special spacecraft position points in each orbit: the sunlight
entrance and exit points, the northbound and southbound equatorial crossing points, and the
northernmost and southernmost points. The Refined World Maps include a flag on each point at
which the spacecraft was in sunlight. The Interim Definitive World Maps use the word
"TWILIGHT" to flag the points for which the upper limb of the sun was between 0 and 6 deg
below the visual horizon. The Interim Definitive World Maps also include lines of tracking station
data that contain the station name, Greenwich mean time (to 0.001 s), zenith angle of spacecraft,
distance from station to spacecraft, and direction of travel of the spacecraft. There is usually a line
of tracking station data for each station's acquisition and loss of the spacecraft signal, inserted
chronologically between the spacecraft position data lines. In the early 1960s the Interim Definitive
World Maps were phased out and superseded by the Refined World Maps.
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00CMASTERORBITOREXTENDEDWORLDMAPSLISTEDON MICROFILM
Each00Cdatasetcontainsalist of spacecraftpositionsandotherparametersbasedon actual
trackingstationdataandis producedon reelsof 16-or 35-mmmicrofilm atGSFC. Each00Cdata
setis eitheraMasterOrbit WorldMapor anExtendedWorldMap. Eachtypelistsspacecraft
positionsat 1-minintervals. TheExtendedWorldMapsalsolist six specialspacecraftposition
pointsin eachorbit: thesunlightentranceandexit points,thenorthboundandsouthbound
equatorialcrossingpoints,andthenorthernmostandsouthernmostpoints. EachMasterOrbit
World Mapcontainsthefollowing: (1) thedateandGreenwichmeantime(to 1min); (2) the
geocentriclongitude,latitude,anddistance;(3) thespacecraftrightascension;(4) theright
ascension,declination,andmagnitudeof thespacecraftvelocity;(5) thegeomagneticlatitudeand
equatorialradius;(6) thegeomagneticfield strengthanditsratio to thefield strengthattheequator
of theline of force;(7) theMclllwain L-shellvalue;and(8) therightascensionanddeclinationof
thegeomagneticfield vector. EachExtendedWorldMapcontainsthefollowing: (1) thedate,orbit
number,Greenwichmeantime(to 1s),andlocalmeantime(to 1s); (2) thegeodeticaltitude,
latitude,andlongitude;(3) thespacecraftright ascension;(4) thegeomagneticlatitudeand
longitude(in ageocentriccoordinatesystemwith its NorthPoleat thegeodeticcoordinatesof
78.6degN. and289.5degE.); (5) thegeomagneticdip angleandlatitude;(6) theelectron
gyrofrequency;(7) thegeomagneticfield strengthandMclllwain's L-shellvalue;(8) theinvariant
latitudeandradius;(9) thesolarzenithangle;and(10)anidentifierfor thesixspecialspacecraft
positionpointsmentionedabove.ThepositiondataonsomeExtendedWorld Mapsincludean
identifier for theclosestionosphericsoundingstationandthedistancefrom thestationto the
subsatellitepoint.
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TABLE OF AVAILABLE 00A, 00B, AND 00C EPHEMERIS DATA SETS
This table covers all the spacecraft included in this volume. The headings "A," B," and "C"
represent data types 00A, 00B, and 00C, respectively. A "Y" indicates that the data set is available
while an "N" indicates that it is not available.
Spacecraft Name A B C Spacecraft Name A B C
AMtXI'E/CCE N N N IMP-G N Y N
AMPTE/IRM N N N IMP-H Y N N
Apollo 15Subsatellite N N N IMP-I N Y N
Apollo16 Subsatellite N N N IMP-J Y N N
ATS 1 Y N N ISEE1 Y N N
ATS2 Y N N ISEE2 Y N N
ATS5 Y N N ISEE3 Y N N
ATS6 Y N N OGO1 Y Y Y
EPE-A Y N N OGO3 Y Y Y
EPE-B Y N N OGO5 Y N Y
EPE-C Y N N P14 N N N
EPE-D N N Y Prognoz 3 N N N
ERS 13 y Y Y Prognoz6 N N N
ERS 17 Y N Y Prognoz7 N N N
ESA-GEOS 1 Y N N Prognoz 10 N N N
ESA-GEOS2 N N N S-CubedA Y Y N
Explorer6 N Y Y STPP78-2 N N N
HEOS 1 Y N N Telstarl Y Y N
HEOS 2 N N N Telstar2 Y Y N
IMP-A Y Y N VELA3A N N N
IMP-B Y Y N VELA3B N N N
IMP-C N Y N VELA5A N N N
IMP-D Y N N VELA5B N N N
IMP-E Y N N VELA6A N N N
IMP-F y Y Y VELA6B N N N
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APPENI)IX B
SUPPLEMENT TO VOLUME 2A
This appendix contains descriptions of the few spacecraft and investigations that were not included
in Volume 2A, plus one spacecraft description (ISEE 3/ICE) to which significant information has
been added since the publication of Volume 2A. The format is the same as in Volume 2A.
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aaoaooa@eeQeloeee@eaeoaeeeae*e*eeeea*eee*e* aaa*aa*e AMPTE/CCE
ee*eeea*eae*oaoeoe*e*e**ea*eaeaaee*eeee**eeaea*aa*a**e**eaeeeee
SPACECRAFI COMMON NAME- AMPTE/CCE
ALT[J;[NATE NAMES /_4PTE/CH/LRCE COHP EKPL0 CHA#_CE COMPOSITEON EXPL
CCE, 15199
NSSIX_ ID 84 _088A SPONSORING COUNTRY/ACI3gcY
U.S./_SA-OSSA
LAUNCH DATE 08116/84
ORBIT PARAJHE_ERS
ORBIT TYPE- CEOCI_ITRIC EPOCH DATE- 08/16184
ORBIT PERIOD- 930 MIN INCLINATION 5.0 DEC
PERIAPSIS- 550. KM ALT APOAPSIS 49400. KN ALT
PERSONNEl
MG - N.B. WEINREB NASA HEADQUARTERS
SC J.1. LYNCH NASA HEADQUARTERS
PH - C.W. OUSLEY NASA-OSFC
PS H.H. ACUNA NASA CSFC
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The AMPTE (Active Magnet_spheric Particle Tracer
E.plorers) mission mas designed to study the access of
solar wind ions to the magnetosphere, the convect;ve-diffusive
transport and energization of magnetospher;c particles, and the
interactions of plasmas in space. The mission consisted of
three spacecraft: the CC[; the I1_t, which provided multiple ion
releases in the solar wind. the magnetosheath, and the
mmgnetotail, with ;n s;tu diagnostics of each; and the UKS,
which uses thrusters to keep station near the IRM to provide
two-point local measurements The CCE (Charge Composition
Explorer) spacecraft eas instrumented to detect those llthlum
and barium tracer ions from the I_ releases that were
transported ;nto the magnetosphere within the CCI orbit The
spacecraft was splnstab;lized at I0 rpm. with its spin axis in
the equatorial plane, and offset from the earth sun I;ne by
about 20 dew. It could adjust attitude mith both magnetic
t_rqueing and cold gas thrusters. The CCE used a 2.E B-bit tape
recorder and redundant 2.S W S-band transponders. The
spacecraft battery was charged by a )4O-W solar array Each
instrument los provided by a lead investigaibor (LI). The P]
for the U.S AHPTE Program and for the CCE was S. N. Kr;migis.
The P] for the European ANPTE Program, the IRN, was C.
Haerendel. for more details, see J. Dassoulas et el., ]ELIE
Transactions on Ceoscience and Bemote Sensing, v CE 23, p.
IS2, 1985.
.... ARPTF/CCF. CLOECKLE_ .................
INV[_ST]CATION NAME CHARCE ENERCY MASS SPECTROME_ER(CHEM)
NSSE ID 84-088A-03
PErSONNEl
OI F.M IPAV]CH
O] D. HAMILTON
OI W. STUDFMANN
OI B. WILKEN
O| G. KNEMS_
OI D.K HOVESTADT
LI C. CLOECKLER
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The instrument consisted
U OF MARYLAND
U OF MARYLAND
MP]-AEJRONORY
MP] AERONOMY
MPE AERONOMY
MPI FXrRATERR PHYS
U OF MARYLAND
of an entrance colllma_or and
electrostatic analyzer section followed by a time of flight and
1betel--energy measurement section floating atlasafro3Om kV
acceleration potential The energy range covered ) to
300 keY/Q, with a geometric factor of 2E 3 sq cm_sr and
3_ sector angular r esoJutlon. Energy resolution was 5 tO |8_,
and all charge states and isotopes of H and He, the charge
states of L;, and the major elements and charge states up to
and including Ee eere resolved. For more details, see C.
CIoeckler et el., ]LE_ lransactions on Ceoscience and Remote
Sensing, v. CE23. p. 234. IgOr.
-- -AMPTE/CC[, NCENlIRE .........................
INVF_STIGATEON NAME- MI_])EUt4 ENERCY pARTICLE ANALYZER (HEPA)
NSSOC ID 04 088A O_
PERSONNEL
0I S.M. KRINICIS APPLIED PHYSICS LAB
0I A.I.Y.LUI APPLIED PHYSICS LAB
DI E.P. KEATH APPLIED PHYSICS LAB
LI R.W. MCENIIRE APPLIED PHYSICS LAB
BRIEF DESCRIPIION
The instrument consisted of a collimator and an electron
smeeping magnet followed by a 10 cm time of flight (TOF)
telescope w_th thin foils at the front and midpoint and a
solid-state detector at the rear. Incident ion TOF mas
measured from the front fell to the back detector and from the
center foil to the back detect_r, and energy was measured in
the back detector. The dual TOF measurement and very fast
energy channel process;no gave high immunity to accidental
events, and allowed the instrument to measure the composition
and spectra oT both common species and tracer ions over a
species-dependent energy range of >10 keV/nucleon to 6
ReV/nucleon. with a geoietrlc Eactor of I.E 2 sq cm-sr and
32 sector angular resolution. For more data;Is. Bee R. M
McF_tire et el,. ]FEE Transactions on Ceoscience and Remote
Sensing. v CE-23. p, _30. 198_.
-AMPTE/CCE, POTE)4RA ..................
INVESTIGATION NAME- CCE MAQNEIOMEIER (MAC)
NSSOC ID- 84-O88A OS
PERSO_
OI M.H. ACUNA NASA-GSFC
LI T.A. POTE)4RA APPLIED PHYSICS LAB
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The instrument mas a tr;a=;al fluxgate magnetometer
mounted on a 2.4-m boom It had seven automatically switchable
ranges (from plus and minus 16 nT to plus and minus 65.536 nT)
with resolution commensurate with a 13 bit A/D converter, and
was read out at 0 6 vector samples/s. The signals from tee
sensors (one parallel t_ the spin a=is and one orthogonal) were
also fed into _ 50 Hz bandpass chBnnels that were read out
every b s. For more details, see ]. A. Potemra et am., IEE_
Transactions on Ceoscience and Bemote Sensing, v, CE-23, p.
246, 1985.
...... AMPTE/CCE, SCARF .........................
]NVESTIC_IION NAME- PLASMA WAVE EXPERIHE]NI (F_E)
NSSOC ID 84 088A-04
PERSONN_
LI - F.L_ SCARF IRe SYSTFJHS CROUP
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The instrument consisted of a balanced electric dipole
with an effective length of 70 cm and six bandpass channels
covering the range from S Hz to 178 kHz The highest five
channels were sampled every 0.6 s and the lowest (5-SOHz)
channel was sampled every 20 s. The instrument mas the flight
spare of the Pioneer Venus Electric Field Detector, with tee
add_tlonal filters added. For more details, see F. l Scarf,
I_JE Transactions on Ceosc;ence and Remote Sensing, v CE 23,
p 2_0, laBS.
-- - AMPIE/CCE, SHELLEY .............
]NVESIICAI]ON NAN|- H01 PiASHA COMPOSII]ON [XP[RIME_I (HPCE)
NSSDC ID 84 088A 01
PERSONN_
OI R.D SHARP LOCKHEED PAL0 AITO
OI R.C JOHNSON OF Of SCI&TECH POLICY
0I V.K. PETERSON LOCKHF_S_ PALO ALTO
OI C. HAE_[ND_L MPI-EXTRA]ERR PHYS
0I H.R ROSENBAUE_ MPI AE_0NOMY
OI PX EBERHARDT U DE 0[_NL
01 H. BAISICER U DF BERNE
OI J. CEISS U OF BERNE
Ol - A.C. CHIELHEI_I U OF BERNE
OI -- D.T. YOUNC LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB
OI D.M. KLUMPAR U OF TEXAS, DALLAS
l I E. C SHF±LEY l OCKHE_]3 PAL0 ALTO
BRI_ DESCRIPTION
This instrument consisted of an entrance collimator and
re_ard_ng potential analyzer, a curved plate electrostatic
energy analyzer, and a combined electrostatic magnetic mass
analyzer in series. The energy range covered ias appro=imately
0 Lo 17 keY/Q, mlth a geometric factor ranging from 0.01 to
0.05 sq cm sr, an energy resolution from 6 to 60_0 and an M/Q
resolution of 10_ This instrument cleanly separated Lie and
Ba* tracer ions From the background It was nearly identical
to one flown on DF l by the same group oF investigators. An
additional set of eight spectrometers containing permanent
bending magnets and channeltrons measured electrons in eight
channels from _0 eV to 2S keV. For more data;Is, see E.C
Shelley et el., ]EF__ Transact;gas on Ceosc;ence and Remote
Sensing, v. _F _3, p. 24I, IQ8_.
aeaeee osee_eesae_eeaaeee*eeo*eeeae**e**aaoa BOB *aa* AMPTE/IBR
SPACECRAFT COHMON NAME- AMPTE/IRM
ALTERNATE NAMES- ION RELEASE NODULE, AMPTE/ION REIEAS[ MODULE
]RM, 16200
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OF pOOR QU_L:_ Y
NSSDC ID- 84-088B SPONSORINC COUNTRY/AOENCY
FRC/BHET
LAUNCH DATE- 08/16/84
ORBIT pARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- CEQCI_ITRIC EPOCH DATE- 08/18/84
ORBIT PERIOD- 2630. MIN INCLINATION 28.7 DEC
PERIAPSIS- b50. KM ALT APOAF_3IS - 112800. KM ALl
PERSONNEL
HG - M. 01-TERBEIN BRFT
PM - U. JDNFI EIT DFVLR
PM - B. HAUSLER MpI-EXTRATE_R PHYS
PS - C. PASCHHANN MPI EXTRATE]_ PHYS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The AMPLE (Active Magnetospheric Particle Tracer
Explorers) mission eis designed to study the access of
solar-lind ;one to the magnetosphere, the convectlve-d;ffusive
transport and energize]ion of magnet_)spheric particles, and the
interactions of plasmas in space. The program consisted of
three spacecraft: the CCE, ehich measured ;n the magnetosphere
the ions released by the IRMa the IRMa and the UKS, which used
thrusters Lo keep station near the IRM to provide tee point
local measurements. The IRH provided multiple ion releases in
the solar mind, the magnetosheath, lad the magnetotail, m_th _n
situ diagnostics of each. The IRM spacecraft wis
spin-stabilized at 15 rpm. Its spin axis eis _nitiiJJy in the
ecliptic plane, but later _t was adjusted e;th magnetic
torqueing to be at right angles to the ecliptic. The power
system was a 60-W solar array with redundant batteries. There
was i redundant S-band telemetry and telecommand system.
Telemetry rates could be chosen between 1 and B kbps. For
injection into the final orbit, the IRM carried its own kick
stage. The PI for the Cerman AMPTE Program was C. Haerendel.
The release experiment and the diagnostlc instruments lure each
provided by a lead investigator (LI). For more details, see B.
Hausler et aJ., IE_LE" Transactions on Ceoscience and Remote
Sensing, v. CE 23, p. 112, ]985
.... AMP1E/IRM, VALENZUELA ...............
INVESTIGATION NAME- ION RELEASE E_XPERIME)_[T
NSSDC ID 84-088B-01
pERSDNNEt
01 C. HA ERI_ID LL
OI H. FOEPPL
Ol E RIECER
O] - 0 BAUER
LI A VAt ENZUFJ_A
mR]IF DFSCRIPI]DN
MPI-E_(TRATERR PHYS
MPI E)(TRATEJ_R PHYS
MPI-EXTRATERR PFlYS
MPI-E)(IRATERR PHYS
MPI EXIRAIEI_R PHYS
The experiment consisted of e_ght lithium and eight
barium canisters, which .ere injected from the IRM in pairs by
ground command and ignited lO min after separation from the
spacecraft Each of these was either totally lithium or
totally b_rlum A pair of |i/Ba can.stere produced a total of
2._5/7.F24 ti/Ba atoms, re_pe(:tively, which were subsequently
ionized by solar radiation¸ li releases in the solar wind,
which were carried out in August/September lg84, were to be
followed by an artificial comet release of Ba ions in the
dawns;de magnet•sheath and a number of Ha and ti release_ in
the geomagnetic tail. In situ diagnostics by ]RM and UKS and
optical observations of the cloud_ from the ground were
followed by tracing of the ions in the inner magnetosphere by
CCE. For more details, see C Haerendel et al., I_
1ran•actions on Ca•science and Remote Sensing. v. C) _3, p
_53, ]gB_
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SPACFCRAI t COMMDN NAMf ]S[I 3
ALT_NAIE NAMES STP PROBI, aM| H
HE[ IIDCI-NIR]C, ININt SUN [-ARIII [XP[ C
ISE} C, ICf
NSSDC ]D- 1B O/gA SPDNSDRINC COUNINY/A_! NCY
U S /NASA []SSA
[AUNCH DAlE OB/I?//B
ORBII PARAMETERS
ORBIT 1YPE SOLAR WIND/CEOlAIL/COM EPOCH DATE 11/25/7B
ORBII PERIOD 365 MIN INCLFNATION 0 DEC
F'_ IAPSIS O.9g KM ALl APOAPSIS O gQ KM Atl
P_RSONN[J
MC M A. CALABRIS[ NASA H]ADQUARIERS
SC • M J. WISK|:RCHI_ NASA HEADUUARTERS
I'M J p CORRICAN NASA CSFC
PS ll. VDN ROSI_VINCE NASACSFC
M(] R 0 WALLS NASA CSFC
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The Emplorer-clas_ heliocentric spacecraft, ISEE 3, mas
plrt of the uother/daughter/hellocentrlc mission (IS_ 1, 2.
Ind 3). The purposes of _he minion wire (]) t,o invest;oatl
solir-terresLr;ll reJltlonships it the outermost boundaries of
the mar_h's mignet_spherl, (2) to examine in detail the
structure of the solar wind near the earth Ind the shock wmve
that forms the interfice between the solar llnd and earth, and
(3) to continue the investigltlon of cosmic rlys and _olar
flares ;n the interpllnetmry region near ] AU. The miss;on
thus e_tended the investigations of previous IHP spacecraft.
The launch of three coordinated spiclcraft in this mission
permi teed the sepiratlon of Spitill and teJ_oral effects. This
heliocentrlc spacecraft had I spin axis normal to the ecliptic
plane and • spin rite of ibout _0 rpm. It was placed ;n_o an
oll;ptlcII halo orbit about the Nitration point (LI) 23._, earth
radii on the sun _ide of the earth, mhere it continuously
_onitored changes in the near-larth interplanetary medium.
Because both the mother and dlughtmr spacecraft had eccentric
geocentric orbits, it eas hoped that this mission would measure
the cause/effect relationships between the incident solar
pJasnt and _he magnetosphere. F;nilly, the heliocentric
spacecraft also provided i near-earth base for making
co_l;c-ray and other planetary measurements for comparison llth
coincident measurements from deep-space probes. For instrument
descr;ptions writtln by the investigators, see IEEE Trans. on
Geosci. Electron., v. CE 16, n. 3, July 197B. In 1982 the
splcecraft began I magnet•till and comet encounter mission An
orbit change maneuver was conducted on August IO, 1982, t_
remove the spacecraft from the halo orbit around Ghe LI point
and place it in a trine]mr orbit tad a series of orbits between
earth and the L_ (magnet•tail) lihri_ion point After several
orbits through the earth's magnet•tall, with gravity assists
from lunar flybys in September mnd Oct_)ber of 1983, • critical
lunar flyby December _, ]983, threw the spacecraft out of the
lirth-moon system and into an orbit that leads the earth. At
this tile, the spacecraft was given a new name, ICE
(International Cometary Explorer). The spacecraft encountered
the tail of Comet Ciacobini-Zinner on Septeiber 11, 1QB_, and
was between the sun and Comet Halley in late March 1Q86, when
other spacecraft (C_otto, Planet-A, MS TS, VE_A) were nearer to
Comet Halley on comet rendezvous missions. Tracking _nd
telemetry support have been provided by the DSN (Oeep Space
Network) since January 1984.
SPACECRAFT COHMON NAME P 14
AtTERNATF NAMFS FXPLORER I0. )g61 KAPPA I
o00g8
NSSDC ]D 61-010A SPONSORINC CDUNTRY/ACFNCY
U.S/NASA CSFC
LAUNCH DAIE 03/25/61
ORBI; PARAM_ERS
DRBII 1YPE CEOCE]N'IR]C EPOCH DAI_ 03/?5/61
ORBII PERIOD 5013. MIN INEi]NATION 31. DEC
PER IAPS]S- KM ALl APOAPSIS ?g06_ KM All
PERSONNF1
PM JP HEPPNER NASA-CSFC
BRIFF DESCRIPTION
Explorer ]0 was a cylindrical, battery-powered spacecraft
instrumented with two fluxgate magnet_)ieters and one rubidium
vapor magnetometer extending from the main spacecraft body, and
t Faraday cup plasma probe. The mission objective was to
investigate the magnetic fields and plasma as the _pacecraft
passed through the earth's magnetosphere and inLo cislunar
space lhe satellite was launched into a highly elliptical
orbit at was spin stabilized with a spin period of 0._48 s_
The direction of its spin vector was 7] deg right ascension and
minus 15 deg declination Because of the limited lifetime of
the spacecraft batteries, the only useful data were transmitted
in real time for _2 h on the ascending portion of the first
orbit lhe distance from the earth ehen the last bit of useful
information la_ transmitted was 4_ 3 earth radii, and the local
Lime at thi_ point was _00 h All transmission ceased several
hour_ later
P ]4, BRIDC[ .......
INVESIICATIDN NAMI fARADAY CUP PLASMA PROB!
NSSDC ]D 61-OIOA O_
PI_SOM'qIJ
PI H.S BRIDGE MASS INSI Of IECH
OI F SCHIRB U 0! WISCONSIN
OI B ROSSI MASS INSI OF IFCH
13g OR!G_,_I- PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
BRIi] D]_CRIPTION
This experiment consisted of • Faraday cup lith four
grids and a collector designed to provide data on the density
of the solar plasm• and the m•gn;tude and direction of its bulk
motion. Protons were measured in bhe folloming energy ranges:
0 to S, 0 to 20, D to 80. 0 to 2S0, 0 to BOO, and 0 to 2300 eV.
The eNper;ment was mounted on the spacecraft so that the
symmetry n=is of the plasma probe was perpendicular to the
spacecraft spin axis. The Farad•y cup had its maximum response
to particles incident at O dog to its symmetr axis. The
response fell oft rapidly until the instrument had a zero
response to particles coming in at 63 deg and greater to its
normal The effective area of collection for normal incidence
was 2B sq cm lhe instrument had two outputs: a dc component
related to photoelectric effects and the plasma flux, and an ac
component related only to the plasm• flux. The shift in the
frmquency of the _c output component was encoded to be
proportional to th plasma flux. A calibration curve to
convert from frequency shift to current input to the amplifier
is available in Data User*s Note: Lxplorer lO (]961 Kappa l)
Plasma Probe Experiment, January. 196/ (NSSDC 67 OS). The
upper energy limit of the plasma particles generating the ac
component was determined by the value of a positive retarding
voltage applied to one of the grids. This =modulating voltage a
had s,= possible values, from b to 2300 eV, and it could also
bm set to O During each ]48 s telemetry sequence, 5 s mere
used by the plasm• probe These 5 s intervals, subcommutated
by an :nterval progr•l, were used to transmit sequentially a
marker signal, the dc output of the instrument, and the ac
output of the experiment •t one of the six modul•ting voltages.
Thus, a complete plasma probe sequence, consisting of eight
telemetering cyc as, lasted 1Q mln and 44 s No inflight
c•libratlon was provided, and no onboard processing mar done.
Because of the limited lifetime of the spacecraft battery, only
_2 h of data were acquired A more detailed descriptiun may be
found in A Bonetti eL •t., WExplorer 10 pl•sma measuremenLs, i
J Ceophys Res, v 68, pp. 4017-4064, 1963.
SPACECRAFT COIdMDN NAN] PIROCNOZ
ALI ERNATE NAHE-S 103Z0
NSS[:X: ]D 77 Oq3A
LAUNCH DATE 09/22/11
ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYP] CEOCBTRIC
ORBIT PE_IOD 5684. MIN
PEH]APSIS 498. KM AI]
PERSONNEt
PS - A A CALF_V
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
SPONSORINC CDUNTRY/ACENCY
U.S.S.R./]K]
_OCH DATF- O9/_3/7I
]NCL ]NATION 85. DEC
APOAPSIS ]gl900 KM All
IKI
This spacecraft mas a member of a continuing series
measuring ch•roed particles, plasm•, magnetic fields, and solar
electromagnetic radiation. This mission was part of the
soc;aJ;st countries' contribution to the International
Nagnot_spherlc Study. The specific scientific goals of this
mission were: (1) to study acceleration processes in the
solar corona and flare acceleration of charged particles; (2)
monitor propagation of accelerated particles from the solar
Corona to intmrpJinetary spice; (3) to observe particle
acceleration from interplanetary shock fronts; (4) to measure
chem;c•l and charge composition of the solar lind •nd solar
energetic particles; (5) tO study instability processes in
interplanetary plasma and wave environments; (6) to stud 7
propagation and penetration in_ the magnetosphere of solar
plasma and energetic particles; (l) to monitor magnet_t•il
plasma dyn•mics during suhst.orls; (8) to search for discrete
gamma ray lines of solar and galactic origin; and (9) to study
UV emis.ion in the upper atmosphere •nd the interplanetary
medium. Data were obtained from a S meg•bit memory during
each perigee so that continuous dat• acquisition over the mhole
orbit was achieved.
-PROCNOZ 6, t_t0SHENK0 ...........
INVEST]CATION NAME THRE_ AXIS FL UXCATE MAC_NETDMElf:_I
NSS[X: ID II Oq3A O]
PERSONN_
PI YLC. EROSHENKO IZMIRAN
HRIEF DESCRIPTION
A three-axis flu]mite magnetometer was used t_ me•sure
vector magnetic fields from 1 to 60 nT with an intensity
resolution of 0 5 nT Both interplanetary and geomagnetic tail
fields could be measured
SPACECRAF1 COMMON NAML P_OONOZ
ALTERNATE NAMES 11088
NSSDC ID 78 101A
lAUNCH DATE 10/30/78
ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE CEDCENTRIC
ORBIT PERIOD 5889 M]N
P[_tIAPS]S- 483 KH ALl
PFRSONNEI
A A CALEJ:V
BR]F_ DI_CRIPTION
SPONSORINC COUNTRY/ACENCY
U S.S.R./IK]
EPOCH DAtE IO/31/18
INCLINATION 65 DFC
APOAPSIS _0_965 KM ALl
IKI
This spacecraft was a member of a continuing series
measuring charged particles, plasm•, magnmtlc fields, and sol•r
electromagnetic radiation. This mission was part of the
socialist countries' contribution to the Intern•faunal
M•gnetospheric Study The specific scientific goals of this
mission were: (1) to study solar UV, X ray, and gamm• ray
emissions; (2) to monitor electrons and protons in
;nterplanet•ry space and the m•gnetosphmre; (3) to investigate
the nuclear composition of solar and gel•eric cosmic rays; (4)
to measure magnetic fields; (5) to search for discrete
gamma ray lines from the sun and space; (6) _o analyze UV
radiation for possible excess in the galactic plane; and (7) to
analyze heavy high energy ions in the mag_e_sphere 1he
spacecraft was spin stabilized, with the spin •_is along the
spacecraft _ •_is and pointed toward the sun (_o mithin 10
deg). The spin period was appro=imately 120 s. The spacecraft
orbit inclination was appro=imately 80 dee, the apogee Wa_
203,000 km, and the period was appro=imately 98 h.
.......... PROCNOZ 7, DOICINOV ......
INVE_TICAI]ON NAME T_IRLE AXIS FI UXCATE NAOJWEIOME_RS
NSSDC ID 78 ]OIA 04
PIRSONNE t
PI SH SHDOLCINOV IZMIRAN
BRIF_ DESCRIPIION
Tmo three-axis fJuxgate magnetometers were used to
measure vector magnetic fields from ] to ],200 nT with an
intensity resolution of O.S nT _th interplanetary •rid
geomagnetic tail fields could be measured
SPACECRAF_ COMMON NAME PROCNOZ 10
ALTE_INATE NAMES P_OCNOZ X, 1S66I
INIE}_SHOCK
NSSDC ]D 85 033A SPONSORIN_ COUN_RY/ACI:J_Cy
U.S.S.R /IK]
LAUNCH DATE 04/26/8S
ORBIT PARAM_S
ORBIT TYPE FJ_OCH DATE 04/26/85
ORBIT Pf_]0l) 5786 MIN INCLINATION 64.99 DEC
P_RIAPSIS 421 KM ALl APOAPSIS _00570 KM ALT
Pt_SnNN_
PH A. CAIEfV ]K]
PS B. VAJSBE]RC ]KI
HRIEF DLSCRIPIION
lhis spacecraft, prepared by the ]ntershock proJect, was
designed to study the earth's bol shock and interplanetary
shocks More specifically, it carried out research in the
structure of the quasiparallel shock mave front, consisting of
both the extended rag;on of acceleration and the much more
narrow region of the magnetic field jump Topics of interest
included the number density and temperature of the plasma from
which a particle is injected into the acceleration region The
equipment also made it possible to study other thin boundaries
in the magnetosphere, magnetopause jumps of the electric field.
and pl•sma parameters in the auroral magnetosphere_ the
spacecraf_ carried instruments for studying the plasma, the
magnetic field, eJmctric and m•gnetic components of waves,
solar flare X ray bursts, and kilometer radiation. Normal
operation provided for sampling each p•r•meter every 10._4 s in
storage mode. High speed sampling rates for selected shock
data ranged up to 16 samples per second ;n shock mode These
special high-bit-rate sessions were triggered at the moment of
encounter with the shock wave, _ determinod by onboard
computer analysis of the pl•sma • m•gnet;c f_eld behavior.
The incoming high rate data mere recorded in • 120 kb loop
memory that covered the previous 8 min This loop memory was
Frozen when the shock wave high rate lode was triggered and its
]4O
data were transmitted. The onboard system could be
reprogrBmmed tn flight, enabling major changes In the Iogic and
mode of operation of the whole spacecraft. The spin aiis was
parallel to the spacecraft X izis, and pointed t_ward the sun.
A description of the spacecraft and the instruments is g;ven in
"Intershock Project,I Pub. No. 60 of the Astron. ]nst., Czech.
Academy of Sciences, 1985 (B36875-OOOA in the NSSDC Technical
Reference File).
....... PROCNOZ 10, EROSHENKO ..............................
INVESTIGAT]0N NAME- TRIAXIAL FLUXCAIE HAGNETOMEIER (SC=76)
NSSDC IO- 85 033A-03
pERSONNEL
PI - E. EROSHEJWK0 IZMIRAN
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This instrument employed three orthogonal fluxgate
sensors, aligned along the spacecraft X, Y, and Z axes. The X
axis was parallel _ the spacecraft spin ax_s (pointing toward
the sun). Each magnetic f;eld component could be measured in
the range 60 to *60 nl, iith a resolution of 0.5 nT.
Frequencies from 0 to ]0 Hz were measured+ Sampling intervals
were 0.25 s in fast mode and 10+24 s in slow mode.
- + PROCNOZ 10, LUTSENKO ............
INVESTICATION NAME EXPERIMENT ON _ERCFTIC PARTICLES
CONNECTED WIIH SHOCK WAVES (ECHNUV)
NSS_ ID- 85-033A-02
PERSONNEL
PI - V. LUTSENKO
01 - S. FISCHER
01 - K. KUD_
BRIEF DESCRIPT I0N
This investigation
]KI
CZECH ACAD OF SCI
CZECH ACAD 0F SCI
utilized comple= of four
particle sensing instruments: AKME. D_K ], DOR. and IP 3.
These instruments enabled the measurement of particle flu=ms
and energy spectra within the range from several keV to tens of
MeV, the angular distribution of electrons and proton_, and the
chemical and isotopic composition of the particles. For data
going into the main telemetry system, sampling intervals were
]0._4 s in the storage mode and O.O_ s during direct
transmission, lhe data were also fed into the onboard
computing system, which employed data compression procedures
and also could vary the Lime resolution of output data from 8
to 520 _ in the guarding mode (onboard compouter analyzing data
LO look for evidence of a shock). In the shock mode. the
resoJut=on was changed to _ s during the period from 64 s
before the trigger until _55 s afterward lhese time intervals
could be prolonged two, four, or eight times by command. AKME
cylindrical electrostatic analyzer with channeltrons as
;:_ec;ors It ....... d elect ...... d prot .... ith nominal
energtes of 1, 4.5. or 15 keY. with a g by 5 deg field of view
at angles of 45, gO, and 135 deg with respect to the X (spin)
aiis. DOR, consisting of CM tubes with scattering geometry,
detected electrons with energies above 30 keY. lhe entrance
aperLures were ]_0 deg FWftM, w=th one detector looking suneard
and one ant=sunward DOK 1 utilized passively cooled silicon
detectors with and without magnetic filters. There were three
pairs of detectors, with _0 deg FWHM fields of view, at 50, gO,
and |80 deg with respect to the spin axis. One of e_ch pair
detected electrons and protons, while the other was sensitive
only to protons. The signals fed into a five channel analyzer,
with thresho)d levels at 10, _0. 30. 180, and )000 keY. IP 3
was a telescope of four silicon detectors and a scinLiJlation
detector of active shielding, covering a _0 deg FWt_ field of
view at gO deg be the spin axis It was designed to study
flu_es of ions with atomic numbers 1 28, ranging in energy from
one be several tens of MeV per nucleon ]H. _H, 3t1, and 4lie
ions were reliably resolved
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APPENDIX C
CHRONOLOGICAL LISTING OF SPACECRAFT AND ORBIT PARAMETERS
This appendix lists, by NSSDC ID, the spacecraft for which data sets are described in this catalog
and their typical orbit parameters. The epoch date was chosen to be roughly halfway between the
launch date and the most recent end date of all the spacecraft's data sets so that these parameters are
typical of the spacecraft's orbit during the time periods of the data sets described. The parameters
are from the GSFC Satellite Situation Reports. Parameters at other times may be found in the
Satellite Situation Reports, the spacecraft ephemeris data sets (see Appendix A), and, often, in the
investigation data sets themselves. (If parameters at the desired times were not available, other
times or sources were used.) Since the NSSDC ID corresponds to the COSPAR international
designation, this appendix shows the temporal ordering of the spacecraft launch dates (e.g.,
59-004A is the designation for the fourth satellite launched in 1959).
NSSDC ID Spacecraft Period Apogee Perigee Inclin. Epoch Page
Name (min) Alt. Alt. (deg) (mm/yy) No.
(km) (km)
59-004A Explorer 6 754 41900 237 47.0 12/59 28
61-010A P 14 5012 112500 110 33.0 04/61 104
61-020A EPE-A 1587 76620 790 33.4 02/62 22
62-029A Telstar 1 1.57.7 5643 949 44.8 10/62 112
62-051A EPE-B 2185 98533 231 32.95 12/62 23
62-059A EPE-C 314.7 17608 306 18.0 10/62 24
63-013A Telstar 2 225.2 10812 967 42.8 10/63 112
63-046A IMP-A 5583 195572 194 33.3 12/63 32
64-040C ERS 13 2366.2 104665 217 36.7 10/64 25
64-054A OGO 1 3842.1 137681 12082 49.0 10/66 88
64-060A IMP-B 2080.3 94427 777 33.7 01/65 34
64-086A EPE-D 456.3 26199 310 20.1 01/65 24
65-042A IMP-C 8558.8 264247 196 33.9 06/65 36
65-058A VELA 3A 6707.8 118586 104294 34.1 02/67 112
65-058B VELA 3B 6703.7 124681 98104 33.7 02/67 112
65-058C ERS 17 2610.6 112694 153 34.4 09/65 25
66-049A OGO3 2912.6 115768 6593 64.5 02/69 92
66-058A IMP-D 22614 476233 40800 7.5 10/66 38
66-110A ATS 1 13436 35194 35779 0.9 12/68 16
67-031A ATS 2 218.9 10721 187 28.45 05/67 18
67-051A IMP-F 6208.7 189172 3031 71.5 05/68 45
67-070A IMP-E* 692.3" 7744* 746* 146.3" 67 42
68-014A OGO 5 3745.7 140980 6043 43.8 04/69 97
68-109A HEOS 1 6704.6 201687 2119 61.7 05/72 30
69-046D VELA 5A 6701.7 111910 110829 34.9 01/74 113
°
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NSSDC ID Spacecraft Period Apogee Perigee Inclin. Epoch Page
Name (min) Alt. Alt. (deg) (mm/yy) N o.
(km) (kin)
69-046E VELA 5B 6695.1 111945 110639 34.9 01/'74 113
69-053A IMP-G 4831.6 88369 88218 7.6 08/69 50
69-069A ATS 5 1436.1 35850 35725 1.2 03/71 18
70-027A VELA 6A 6701.0 111587 111135 33.4 01/73 114
70-027B VELA 6B 6698.1 111587 111068 33.3 01/73 114
71-019A IMP-I 5962 195136 9939 37.8 02/72 58
71-063D Apollo 15
Subsat.* 119.8" 135.9" 103.5" 151.3" 08/71 13
71-096A S-Cubed A 449.6 25919 203 3.5 12/72 105
72-005A HEOS 2 7477 240164 405 89.9 02/72 31
72-031D Apollo 16
Subsat.* 119" 130.8" 91.0" 169.3" 05/72 14
72-073A IMP-H 17223 246542 182534 7.4 04/74 53
73-009A Prognoz 3 5783 200000 590 65.0 02/73 104
73-078A IMP-J 17403 240845 191302 51.4 12/79 61
74-039A ATS 6 1436.3 35802 35778 0.6 10/75 20
77-029A ESA-GEOS 1 718.2 38330 2046 26.5 08/77 26
77-093A Prognoz 6 5684 197900 498 65.0 09/77 104
77-102A ISEE 1 3441.5 137105 1156 38.9 02/82 68
77-102B ISEE 2 3443.9 137174 1155 38.9 02/82 77
78-071A ESA-GEOS 2 1436 35789 35784 0.5 12/78 27
78-079A ISEE 3 t"365"1" 0.99"t" 0.99"I" 0I" 12/78 80
78-101A Prognoz 7 5889 202965 483 65.0 10/88 104
79-007A STP P78-2 1416.8 43270 27545 5.1 08/82 112
84-088A AMPTE/CCE 939.5 49685 1108 4.9 09/84 11
84-088B AMPTE/IRM 2959.0 113694 704 26.5 06/85 12
85-033A Prognoz 10 5784.8 200315 420 65.0 09/85 105
These spacecraft have selenocentric orbits, the altitudes are with respect to the surface of the
moon, and the inclination is with respect to the equatorial plane of the moon.
The ISEE 3 parameters are given in days, astronomical units, and degrees, and are for the
libration point "halo" orbit part of its mission, from August 12, 1978, to August 10, 1982.
The inclination angle given is with respect to the ecliptic. See Appendix B for a description of
subsequent geotail and comet rendezvous orbits.
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APPENDIX D
DEFINITIONS
Geomagnetic field strength at the spacecraft location.
Geomagnetic field strength at the equator of the line of force.
Lead Investigator.
An identification code used in the NSSDC information system. This system
contains related identification codes for each spacecraft and its experiments and
data sets. Each successfully launched spacecraft and experiment is assigned a
code based on the launch sequence of the spacecraft. This code (e.g., 77-102A
for the spacecraft ISEE 1) corresponds to the COSPAR international
designation. The experiment codes are based on the spacecraft code. For
example, the experiments carried aboard the spacecraft 77-102A are numbered
77-102A-01, 77-102A-02, etc. Similarly, data sets corresponding to
experiment 77-102A-01 are coded 77-102A-01A, -01B, etc. Each prelaunch
spacecraft and experiment is also assigned an NSSDC ID code based on the
name of the spacecraft prior to launch. For example, NASA's approved
Dynamics Explorer A launch was coded DE-A. The experiments carried aboard
this spacecraft were coded DE-A-01, DE-A-02, etc. Once it was launched, its
prelaunch designation was changed to a postlaunch one: 81-070A.
Other Investigator.
Principal Investigator.
Project Manager. If a spacecraft has had several project managers, the initial
and the latest project managers are both indicated in the spacecraft personnel
section. The current or more recent PM is listed first. For international
programs there is usually a project manager in each of the two principal
participating nations.
Project Scientist. The above comment for project managers also applies to
project scientists.
Team Leader.
Team Member.
Technical Reference File. A computerized space-investigation-oriented
bibliographic reference list maintained by NSSDC. Journal publications and
other documents are cited and can be retrieved by author name, title, or NSSDC
ID of relevant investigation. Used to keep track of descriptive and
documentation material, as well as to produce bibliographies of certain
spacecraft. The TRF accession number begins with the letter B and contains
five digits; for example, B 10851.
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DOCUMENT AND DATA
REQUEST FORMS
__,_-_,.: m_-f_,_}( NOT F!L_'gSD i.,_.../ilm _ llu'_

NSSDC DATA REQUEST FORM*
Requesters WITHIN the United States sen(] order to:
NATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE DATA CENTEq
CODE 633.4
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
GREENBELT, MARYLAND 20771
i
REQUESTER INFORMATION (Please print)
NAME (First, Middle Initial, Last)
Scientists OUTSIDE the United States send order to:
WORLD DATA CENTER A
ROCKETS AND SATELLITES
CODE 630.2
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
GREENBELT, MARYLAND 20771, USA
TITLE/POSITION (Dr., Prof, Mr, Ms.,Graduate Student, Research Associate, etc.)
i
DIVISION/BRANCH/DEPARTMENT
I MAIL CODE
!
t
ORGANIZATION
i
ADDRESS
CITY
ZIP CODE OR COUNTRY
DATE OF REQUEST
i STATE
TELEPHONE (Area Code) INumber) (Extension)
DATE DATA
DESIRED
{Our average processing time for a request is 3 to 4 weeks.
Please allow ample time for delivery. We wdl notify you if
we cannot meet the date specified.)
INTENDED USE OF DATA (check all that apply)
L3 Support of a NASA effort (project, study, etc.); Contract No.
I J Support of a U.S. Government effort (other than NASA)
rQ Research and analysis project (nndividual or company sponsored)
l! Educational purposes (explain below)
Fq Preparation of Master's thesis
ill Preparation of Doctoral thesis
Other:
f Exhibit or display
[J Reference material
[ Use in publication
NSSDC requests the submission of all publications resulting from studies in which data supplied by NSSDC have
been used. Please state briefly the research projects m which you are engaged and if you plan to prepare any articles
based on this research.
*This form supersedes all other NSSDC Data Request Forms.
633-28 (2/85)
NSSDC CHARGE AND SERVICE POLICY
The purpose of the National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) is to provide data and information from space science flight experiments in support of additional studies
beyond those performed by the principal investigators. Therefore, NSSDC will provide data and information upon request to any individual or organization resident in the
United States. In addition, the same services are available to scientists outside the United States through the World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites (WDC-A-R&S).
(The addresses for both NSSDC and WDC-A-R&S are given on the reverse side.) Normally, a charge is made for the requested data to cover the cost of reproduction and
the processing of the request. The requester will be notified of the cost, and payment must be received prior to processing the request. However, the Director of NSSDC
may waive, as resources permit, the charge for modest amounts of data when they are to be used for scientific studies or for specific educational purposes and when they
are requested by an individual affiliated with (1) NASA installations, NASA contractors, or NASA grantees; (2) other U.S. Government agencies, their contractors, or their
grantees; (3) universities or colleges; (4) state or local governments; and (5) nonprofit organizations.
DATA REQUESTED
Form of Data* Data Take No., FDS/DAS
rNSSDC DATA SET ,e.g., 16ram microfilm) or Times, Mission Frame
ID NUMBER Spacecraft, Experiment, and Data Set Names Size of Reproduction No., Timespen Needed, Film
(e.q., contact, 8x10, etc.) Frame Numbers, etc.
..... ,,,, ,i
Additional Specifications (Negatives, Positives, Paper Prints, etc.)
*If requesting data on magnetic tape, please supply the necessary iniorrnation below.
Density Mode No. of Tracks
D 800 bpi [] BIN [] EBCDIC [] 7
[] 1600 bpi [] BCD i3 ASCII [] 9
[] 6250 bpi Maximum block size
Computer
(Type/Model)
[] New tapes will be supplied prior to processing.
Original NSSDC tapes will be returned.
[] I shall pay for new tapes.
NSSDC DATA REQUEST FORM*
Requesters WITHIN the United States send order to:
NATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE DATA CENTER
CODE 633.4
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
GREENBELT, MARYLAND 20771
Scientists OUTSIDE the United States send order to:
WORLD DATA CENTER A
ROCKETS AND SATELLITES
CODE 630.2
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
GREENBELT, MARYLAND 20771, USA
REQUESTER INFORMATION (Please print)
NAME (First, Middle Initial, Last)
DIVISION/BRANCH/DEPARTMENT
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DATE OF REQUEST
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(Our average processing time for a request is 3 to 4 weeks.
Please allow ample time for delivery. We will notify you if
we cannot meet the date specified.)
INTENDED USE OF DATA (check all that apply)
[] Support of a NASA effort (project, study, etc.); Contract No.
[3 Support of a U.S. Government effort (other than NASA)
[] Research and analysis project (individual or company sponsored)
Educational purposes (explain below)
[] Preparation of Master's thesis
[] Preparation of Doctoral thesis
[] Other:
EJ Exhibit or display
[] Reference material
13 Use in publication
NSSDC requests the submission of all publications resulting from studies in which data supplied by NSSDC have
been used. Please state briefly the research projects in which you are engaged and if you plan to prepare any articles
based on this research.
*This form supersedes all other NSSDC Data Request Forms.
633-28 (2/85)
NSSDC CHARGE AND SERVICE POLICY
The purpose of the National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) is to provide data and information from space science flight experiments in support of additional studies J
beyond those performed by the principal investigators. Therefore, NSSDC will provide data and information upon request to any individual or organ zat on resident in the|
United States. In addition, the same services are available to scientists outside the United States through the World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites (WDC-A-R&S) |
(The addresses for both NSSDC and WDC-A-R&S are given on the reverse side.) Normally, a charge is made for the requested data to cover the cost of reproduction and |
the processing of the request. The requester will be notified of the cost, and payment must be received prior to processing the request However, the Director of NSSDC_
may waive, as resources permit, the charge for modest amounts of data when they are to be used for scientific studies or for spec fic educational purposes and when theyl
are requested by an individual affiliated with (1) NASA installations, NASA contractors, or NASA grantees; (2) other U.S. Government agencies, their contractors, or their I
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DATA REQUESTED
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NASA
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Ssaco Adminlslrat_on
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt k,lar>,iand 20771
NSSDC/WDC-A-R&S DOCUMENT REQUEST FORM
Researchers WITHIN the United States send
order to:
NATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE DATA CENTER
CODE 633.4
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
GREENBELT, MARYLAND 20771
Researchers OUTSIDE the United States
send order to:
WORLD DATA CENTER A
ROCKETS AND SATELLITES
CODE 630.2
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
GREENBELT, MARYLAND 20771 U.S.A.
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Please indicate the document(s) you wish to receive on routine distribution by placing
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form to order specific documents.
[3 Documents describing the operation of NSSDC and WDC-A-R&S
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